Date: August 2012

The Law Commission
Consultation Paper 203

Reforming The Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
Consultation Response
Introduction
We are delighted that Pedicabs have been included in the above Consultation, and trust that we
can assist The Law Commission in drawing some conclusions and recommendations with
regard to the matter of licensing pedicabs fairly and appropriately countrywide. It has been
recognised in the Consultation that there are different interpretations of the law around the
country together with differing views as to whether or not pedicabs should be licensed or indeed
allowed to operate at all.
I was one of a group, which started the London pedicab industry in 1998 (Bugbugs Ltd), and
have been involved throughout in the various legal and political arguments that continue to
prevail today.
We have been part of the fundamental development of this new industry from the outset, which
has included exercising due diligence in all aspects of the trade, the development of best
practice in terms of systems and procedures, together with devising training and maintenance
programmes and working with pedicab manufacturers to improve designs.
We have robustly advocated and lobbied for a fair and appropriate licensing regime to be
introduced for pedicabs (countrywide) for many years, but the issue has remained in the ‘too
difficult’ pile both in London and elsewhere in the UK
This wide experience we hope will help clarify many of the myths that prevail about the
industry and demonstrate that the pedicab industry, properly regulated, would represent a high
quality, environmentally friendly and efficient mode of transport in appropriate areas across the
country.
London Background
Pedicabs provide transport for passengers on short, emission-free journeys around London. The
demand for this mode of transport has been very strong, and pedicabs have become a colourful
and vibrant part of the wider integrated transport network available to Londoners and tourists
alike. This has resulted in a number of businesses entering the market operating several hundred
pedicabs, which have provided millions of safe journeys and created thousands of employment
opportunities. Pedicabs should logically be included in the cycling revolution currently being
actively promoted and encouraged by politicians in London and throughout the UK
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Whilst there are some elements of the pedicab industry which have adopted a ‘lowest common
denominator’ approach, and fall well below the standards one would expect of fit and proper
businesses operating within the transport industry; there are many others which have exhibited
the utmost due diligence and best practice to ensure the safety and integrity of this new,
dynamic and environmentally friendly mode of transport. With the profound environmental
challenges of today, all initiatives, which reduce our carbon emissions, especially in inner city
areas, should be embraced and allowed to flourish, albeit within a light-touch regulatory
framework.
It might be tempting to attribute the current and in parts undesirable status quo entirely to the
pedicab industry (in London), but it is firmly on the record that much of the industry has been
ready, willing and proactive in efforts to bring the appropriate authorities to the table in order to
resolve the problems that prevail. Due to their failure (or fear of the taxi industry) to act, much
of the responsibility must remain with the various London authorities. Quite apart from the
expenditure of eye-watering amounts of public funds on litigation and legislative initiatives, all
of which have failed, there has been a distinct lack of candour and joined-up thinking on behalf
of the authorities. This has directly resulted in the mess in which we find ourselves today.
Over the years the industry has been involved with a variety of legal and political activities.
Some of these have been genuinely designed to create a fair, workable and appropriate licensing
regime, whilst others have had the objective of either overtly banning them or quietly removing
them by the back door. There is overwhelming evidence that the vast majority of stakeholders
want pedicabs to be properly licensed – and fast!
The licensed taxi industry has sustained vigorous campaigns since pedicabs arrived in London,
to seek a ban and to eradicate this perceived ‘competition’. Clearly pedicabs cannot compete
with licensed taxis with regard to distances travelled or numbers of passengers and as such do
not represent competition. The intense lobbying, legal and political activity of behalf of the taxi
associations and unions has thwarted each and every move to regulate pedicabs.
It is evident that the ability of pedicabs to ‘ply-for-hire’ is the primary motivator of the
opprobrium towards the industry on behalf of the taxi lobby. This is the cache, previously only
enjoyed by licensed taxis but now pedicabs can also enjoy the same modus operandi, which is
anathema to taxi drivers.
Legal
It is clear from the Consultation papers that The Law Commission are conversant with the legal
position concerning pedicabs around the UK, so below are very brief details.
In London pedicabs are classified as Stage Carriages under Section 4 of The Metropolitan
Public Carriage Act 1869. This classification was upheld in the High Court in 2003 (R (oao)
Oddy v. Bugbugs Ltd) . As such pedicabs can legally ply-for-hire in any street or place within
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Greater London. The licensing provisions in Section 6 of the Act do not extend to Stage
Carriages but apply only to Hackney Carriages.
Mr Justice Pitchford stated in 2003: “I recognise that the consequence of this decision is that
the pedicab plying for hire in London is subject to no licensing regime. That may be regarded
as an unwelcome consequence. The first respondent (Bugbugs) has submitted to the London
Public Carriage Office a draft strategy for pedicab regulation and it is anticipated that a
scheme will be prepared within the next few months. I comment only that unless my decision is
wrong in law, primary legislation will probably be required”.
The Licensed Taxi Drivers’ Association sought leave to appeal the above decision in the House
of Lords and approached Transport for London to join them in the appeal. Transport for London
declined in 2003 because they regarded the High Court decision as being sound.
In 2006 Transport for London then sought a Declaratory Judgement in the administrative court
to overturn the above judgement, which if successful, would have changed the classification of
pedicabs from Stage Carriages into Hackney Carriages. The proposal, after a Public
Consultation, was to then license pedicabs as Hackney Carriages under S6 of the Metropolitan
Public Carriage Act 1869. However, as stated at Opposed Bills Committee in the Lords (LLA &
TfL (2) Bill HL), TfL abandoned the case on the basis that after all it was inappropriate to
license pedicabs in this manner. Counsel for the Promoters:
346. MS Lieven QC: The position is that when this clause was drafted and the Bill was
deposited it was based on an assumption that pedicabs would be subject to the Hackney
Carriage Licensing regime because at the time of the deposit of the Bill there was litigation
going through the courts about the issue of whether pedicabs fell within the Hackney Carriage
Licensing regime, and the assumption was that that litigation defined that they were and
therefore these clauses would proceed on that basis.
347. However, Transport for London, who were a party to that litigation, have recently
decided that it is not appropriate to pursue the course of licensing pedicabs under the Hackney
Carriage Licensing laws, and the litigation is not being proceeded with. In essence, my Lords,
that is because the view has been taken that the pedicab industry, if I can put it like that, should
be given the opportunity to adopt a voluntary registration code before there is any further
consideration of whether they should be subject to statutory regulation. Further, Transport for
London did not think that the Hackney Carriage Licensing regime was actually particularly
appropriate to pedicabs, even if they had proceeded with the litigation and had been successful.
(Hansard minutes of evidence March 10th 2009):
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Outside London pedicabs are classified as Hackney Carriages. Pedicab operations have largely
been thwarted because of the difficulties in transposing hackney carriage regulations in order
that they may apply equally to pedicabs. This we understand has been achieved in very few
instances indeed, but in cases where pedicabs do operate as hackney carriages, the regulations
have somewhat ‘skewed’ in order to shoehorn them into the regulations. Many local authorities,
some of which have been very keen indeed to set up or endorse pedicab services, have simply
said ‘no’ or given up on the basis that it is too difficult.
In Scotland again the law is different and pedicabs are operating successfully in Edinburgh and
other cities in Scotland, licensed by local councils by means of Street Trading Licences. This
has been reasonably successful and does provide a modicum of control. However as far as we
are aware street trading regulations do not extend to mandatory insurance, conditions of fitness
for pedicabs and other measures one would expect of a formal licensing regime.
Political
The DfT, TfL, the Public Carriage Office, Mayor’s Office, and Westminster City Council
(WCC) have for many years concurred with the pedicab industry view that licensing and hence
new legislation is required, but have ultimately ignored it and the issue has simply been
bounced around between authorities.
The focus, particularly on behalf of Westminster City Council, has been on civil enforcement of
parking, stopping and moving traffic regulations.
The Licensed Taxi Drivers Association (LTDA) and other taxi groups and unions have
conducted robust media and lobbying campaigns since 1998 to ban pedicabs and eradicate the
perceived competition. This included the private prosecution against Bugbugs Ltd and two
riders 2003 (R (oao) Oddy v. Bugbugs Ltd).
There have been attempts, using essentially the same drafting of legislation in each case - a rack
of civil enforcement measures, in two private LLA & TfL Bills, and government bills - The
Road Safety Bill, The Local Transport Bill and The GLA Bill, all of which have failed.
The LPOA also managed to get some Clauses tabled in the above three government Bills, which
would have legislated for the licensing of pedicabs by local traffic authorities countrywide, but
this initiative also failed
The big problem has been that in no case (apart from the LPOA clauses tabled, in which the
Secretary of State would give the power to local traffic authorities to license pedicabs) ) were
there proper licensing provisions, but simply a Registration Scheme in one form or another,
which would have allowed the authorities to issue automatic Penalty Charge Notices (PCN). As
we understand it from the Lords Opposed Bills Committee in 2009, it is not acceptable to
introduce a Registration Scheme in the name of traffic enforcement.
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The key issue with the Clauses for the pedicab industry in both LLA & TfL Bills was that in
effect pedicabs would not be able to stop or stand and ply-for-hire virtually anywhere without
attracting a PCN (often issued automatically using camera technology). This, amongst other
things was recognised by the Committee (and the government) in the Commons at the Opposed
Bills Committee of the first LLA & TfL Bill in 2005 and hence the Clause was deleted.
As mentioned above, the matter became rather more complicated in the LLA & TfL (2) Bill
[HL] because initially the draft pedicab Clause assumed that by the time the Bill reached
parliament pedicabs would have been re-classified as Hackney Carriages as a result of the
litigation being pursued by TfL, also discussed above under ‘legal’. This litigation was
abandoned shortly before Committee in the Lords as per the Hansard extract above.
If TfL had been successful with the litigation, in theory Pedicabs Ranks would have been a
requirement (within the Hackney Carriage licensing scheme), and which would of course have
mitigated one of burning issues of pedicabs standing and plying-for-hire. However we have
strong anecdotal evidence that if TfL had been successful there was in fact little or no intention
of actually proceeding with licensing pedicabs as hackney carriages. If we were correct in this
suspicion then of course pedicabs would have become illegal hackney carriages overnight and
there would have been an option on this basis to clear pedicabs from the streets.
We will probably never know whether indeed this exercise was an elaborate sham or a genuine
attempt to license pedicabs, but our experiences, articles in the press and discussions with
parties ‘in the know’ strongly suggest the former!
The result of the above was that the Promoters of the LLA & TfL (2) Bill [HL], were left with
the so-called Voluntary Arrangements Approved by the Mayor, and the pedicab industry fully
engaged with the drafting of that Scheme. The Promoters proposed that for those pedicab
operators signing up to the Scheme, which included requirements such as insurance, pedicab
Standards, rider training and various other operational criteria, pedicab ranks would be installed
throughout Westminster to be used exclusively by those joining the Scheme. The pedicab
industry was broadly in agreement with the Terms of the voluntary scheme and totally in
agreement about the necessity for the provision of pedicab ranks. However we were concerned
about the lack of provision of ranks outside the key areas in London’s west end and more
particularly other London boroughs. The other issue was the ‘Henry VIII’ Clause which would
have allowed WCC / TfL to make regulations by way of Statutory Instrument (S.I.) with no
scrutiny by parliament. This was amended by the Lords Committee (amongst other things) to
ensure that any SI would be subject to annulment pursuant to a resolution in either House. This
potential little ‘trick’ was therefore thwarted by the Committee.
We subsequently worked with WCC for more than two years on reaching agreement on the
various aspects of the Scheme. However each time we neared an agreement WCC moved the
goal posts so it became virtually impossible to settle on the Scheme. Moreover the actions
needed on behalf of WCC with regard to the pedicab ranks ground to a halt. Signs approval
from the DfT was granted, with considerable work being done by the industry in identifying
potential sites for ranks in appropriate and strategic positions but that appears to be where the
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initiative ended. WCC were required to carry out a public consultation as to the siting of ranks
but this never happened, further indicating a great reluctance to go through with the plans for
ranks outlined at Committee in the Lords.
Extraordinarily, in early 2012 WCC decided to abandon the pedicab Clauses in the Bill. The
undertakings by WCC in parliament to install the pedicab ranks finally evaporated which of
course were intrinsic to the Scheme we had been working on for so long. As said, there was
little appetite to install these ranks (on behalf of WCC) anyway, and also with the Lords
Committee amendment, which would require parliamentary scrutiny of any regulations
introduced by S.I., WCC back-pedaled very swiftly!
Without this amendment, S.I.s could have been used to unilaterally introduce any number of
potentially pernicious regulations.
Despite many recent meetings with TfL and the Mayor’s office there remains a great reluctance
to fully engage with the LPOA to resolve the prevailing problems. It is thus left to the LPOA to
attempt to improve the wider industry, which has for so many years been allowed by the
authorities to flourish with zero controls of almost any description in place.
Quasi-Regulation and enforcement
We have had a good relationship with the police over the years and the lack of any regulation
also has an impact on them in terms of what regulations they can / cannot enforce with regard to
pedicabs as vehicles and the riders. They have no powers in relation to lack of insurance, lack of
training for riders or a pedicab that might not be fit for purpose for carrying passengers. They
only really have the very limited Cycle Construction and Use and Lighting regulations, which
are unclear with regard to pedicabs or indeed other three or four-wheeled cargo or work bikes.
The police are limited to moving traffic regulations applicable to cyclists and wilful obstruction
of the highway. The police are also very much in favour of pedicab ranks in sufficient numbers
at strategic places so as to avoid pedicab standing and plying-for-hire at what are sometimes
inappropriate places. With ranks in place (exclusively for those operating as fit and proper
businesses as discussed elsewhere in the document) there would be clarity about where a
pedicab can and cannot stop / park. Moreover, with some kind of legislation in place they could
also deal with lack of insurance, training, poor quality pedicabs etc.
At this date, we are setting up our own Scheme in London, in association with the Metropolitan
Police, whereby the LPOA have designed a ‘Registration Scheme’ of our own. Only operators,
riders and pedicabs that meet certain criteria, eg insurance cover, training, LPOA ‘approved’
pedicabs + a range of other signed documentation (Code of Practice for Operators and Code of
Conduct for Riders) will be registered on a computer database. This Scheme will raise the bar
considerably in London and we are hoping that more operators and riders will be encouraged to
get their acts together to achieve these new Standards. The database information will be shared
with the police so as to help them draw a clear distinction on the streets between responsible
operators / riders, and rogues unwilling or unable to comply with the terms of our Scheme. This
will also provide clear identification (riders carry photo ID and pedicabs have a unique LPOA
number plate linked to frame number) where necessary for enforcement purposes. We will also
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conduct a public relations campaign (hopefully TfL will engage with this) to inform the public
and persuade potential passengers, advertisers and events organisers to use operators, riders and
pedicabs in the Scheme. This might further encourage others to improve their game.
At this date we have only just started this process, but are optimistic that with good cooperation
between the LPOA and the police, which is what we are expecting, we can help to resolve some
of the difficulties being experienced in London.
The Future
Considering the history of this issue it must be clear to all that we need to stand back and start
again by taking a common sense view of this issue. Rather than trying to shoehorn pedicabs into
existing legislation or find other clever arguments in the courts, this is an opportunity to
harmonise any regulation that might apply to pedicabs countrywide.
Considering the fact that pedicabs are essentially cycles and therefore relatively benign, we
propose the introduction of relatively light-touch legislation, giving rise to appropriate and fair
regulations applicable to pedicabs. The Secretary of State could give the power to local traffic
authorities to license pedicabs by way of secondary legislation subject to certain conditions set
out by parliament. I’m sure that at this stage The Law Commission isn’t concerned with the
detail, but following is a very broad outline of the issues that should be considered by a local
traffic authority when making regulations for the operation of pedicabs:
Pedicabs
There is currently no Standard for pedicab construction or design apart from the Cycle
Construction and Use and Lighting Regulations. We understand that the Department for
Transport is currently carrying out a scoping exercise on this matter (perhaps in collaboration
with VOSA and BSI). There are some straightforward criteria which should be included:
Two independent braking systems
Passengers should face forwards and be seated in a cab behind the rider
Safety passenger lap belt installed
Full lighting sets hardwired including brake lights and indicators
Safety hand-bars in front of the passengers (to assist passengers embarking / disembarking)
Tyres specified to carry a certain weight
Electric Assist is currently the subject of a Consultation of behalf of the DfT to decide whether
or not to harmonise the UK Regulations with the EU Regulations regarding Electrically
Assisted Pedal Cycles. Our view is that Electric Assist (EA) allowed to the extent of the EU
Regulations (250W maximum power + a pedalec controller whereby power is only available if
the rider is peddling) represents an improvement for pedicabs since it provides assistance on
starting-off and when travelling up hills. The EA does not otherwise improve speed capabilities.
Manufacturer Product Liability insurance in place
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Conditions of fitness
Clearly pedicabs must be subject to regular maintenance and safety checks. Clean and
presentable at all times
Identification
Unique ID number (linked to pedicab frame number) similar to car registration plates for ease
of identification and hence accountability.
Operators / Owner-Operators
Evidence that Operators (and Owner Operators) are set up as fit and proper businesses or selfemployed people as one would expect of any other business activity.
Riders
Pedicab riders tend to be young fit individuals working on a seasonal basis although in London
there are some ‘career’ pedicab riders (the oldest being 68!). Some will be students, others on a
career break or cycling enthusiasts enjoying being part of an environmentally friendly transport
option.
Most will be self-employed
All should carry a photo ID Card for accountability and to give reassurance to the public.
Riders should be trained by an accredited instructor to attain proficiency to the National Cycling
Standard Level 3 + an additional Pedicab Module (both devised by the CTC – the National
Cyclists’ Organisation)
CRB Checks
Since pedicabs are slow-moving, operate in busy inner city areas and are unenclosed we do not
regard a CRB as being necessary. You will see from the supporting documents to this
submission (and I have many more examples in minutes of official meetings) that there are
varying views on this issue but on balance CRBs have not been regarded as being necessary.
Medical Checks
A certificate from a GP indicating that an individual is fit, healthy and physically able to ride a
pedicab
Insurance
3rd Party Public Liability Insurance should be in place covering property damage and personal
injury to any 3rd party to £10M for any one event.
Fare Structure
In London pedicabs currently operate as Stage Carriages whereby they charge single and
separate fares per person (as prescribed in the legislation). This is a perfect fit for pedicabs since
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it clearly requires more effort on behalf of the rider to take two or three passengers than it does
to take one.
Fare guidelines should exist eg £3.00 per person per mile or suchlike, and fares should be
agreed with passengers prior to embarking on a journey.
Traffic Management
Pedicabs should adhere to Highway Code and be subject to all moving road traffic regulations
applicable to cyclists.
Pedicab Ranks
This has been the burning issue in London and is one that needs to be addressed. Pedicabs have
a much smaller footprint that most motor vehicles, so pedicab ranks can be positioned in places
inappropriate for motor vehicles. Riders should be with their vehicles at all times when working
and as such can easily move should it be necessary.
It is important for the public to be aware where they can reliably find a pedicab in the same way
as they can for taxi ranks.
The Knowledge
Since pedicabs operate in relatively small areas and make relatively short journeys, local
knowledge is very quickly achieved. A straightforward local area knowledge (perhaps included
in training programmes) could be developed easily by any licensing authority if indeed this was
deemed to be necessary.
Summary
We trust that the above gives The Law Commission some flavour of the almighty and
disproportionate challenges that have been faced all round. It has been a game of cat and mouse
– which side can litigate or legislate in their favour first – the pedicab industry, the authorities
or the taxi industry?
Pedicabs do in our view need some new legislation to overcome the differences in the law
applicable in London and the rest of the UK. Nearly all modes of transport are regulated to
some degree, and as has been exemplified in London over the years, there does need to be some
element of regulation to ensure that basic measures are in place to protect as much as is possible
the public. We do not think that these regulations should be overbearing since pedicabs are
essentially cycles and do not expose the public to the same potential dangers as motor vehicles
or other taxi services. A common sense approach is required whereby pedicab services are seen
as what they are – an environmentally sustainable transport option in appropriate areas, for
relatively short and pleasurable journeys!
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We will be very pleased to discuss this further as The Law Commission makes progress with
the consultation. We will also be able to report on the progress of the new Scheme we are
currently introducing in London, which may help to inform how the industry (and potentially
legislation) might develop in the future both in London and elsewhere.

Chris Smallwood
Spokesman
For and on behalf of The London Pedicab Operators Association
Tel:
Email:
August 2012
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Executive summary
Background
Transport for London (TfL) is considering regulating pedicabs (cycle rickshaws and powered or
power assisted rickshaws and similar conveyances) in London.
This Scoping Study has been prepared for the Public Carriage Office (PCO) in response to a brief
issued in November 2003.
During the course of the study, the remit has been considerably expanded to broaden the range of
parties consulted and to extend the analysis of options available.
Current legal situation
Based on case law, which has examined the different legislation which applies within and outside
London, pedicabs are defined as “hackney carriages” outside London, but they can be defined as
“stage carriages” within London.
All three cases to date have upheld the ruling that because pedicabs in London can be defined as
“stage carriages” and not “hackney carriages” they can be operated legally and fall outside the
requirements for licensing.
The need for regulation
A number of interested parties were consulted, both prior to and in the course of this study.
Meetings with operators and Local Authorities prior to the study were generally in favour of some
form of regulation. Key issues covered in consultation in the course of this study were:


Public safety



Traffic Operation

In addition views were expressed concerning:


Fare regulation



Quantity/area licensing

The emerging view was that regulation could provide a means to address the specific issues raised
and the particular concerns of the parties consulted.
In particular, a consequence of the present lack of regulation may be that a significant proportion of
current pedicab operation is uninsured or potentially uninsurable.
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Possible types of regulation
Four possible regulatory scenarios are considered:


Do nothing



Voluntary self-regulation by operators



Voluntary regulation administered by PCO



Regulation by Licensing

The first three scenarios do not require any changed or new legislation. If the chosen option is the
introduction of compulsory regulation, the report considers suggested ways in which licensing of
pedicabs may be achieved.
Project plan for a possible regulation scheme
The purpose of regulation should be to ensure the safety of the travelling public in London,
and to give Londoners confidence that when they use a pedicab they are dealing with an
honest and professionally run organisation with reliable riders and safe vehicles.
In order to give a clearer idea of how a regulation might be implemented if the decision is taken to
go ahead, the report sets out a suggested regulatory regime based on Voluntary regulation
administered by the PCO.
This scenario has been chosen for detailed evaluation because:


It offers a possible practical way forward without the immediate need for legislative change.



It can be used as a convenient starting point for comparison with other possible scenarios

However, it will not necessarily meet the aspirations of all the interested parties.
This scenario is based on the assumption that the main focus of PCO involvement in authorisation
and enforcement will be at operator level. This recognises the different structure of pedicab
operation compared with taxi or PHV operation. Approved Operators will then be responsible for
vehicle registration and rider approval on behalf of the PCO.
It is important to recognise that


the final decision as to whether pedicabs should be regulated remains with TfL



the decision as to how regulation might be implemented remains with TfL
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Resource requirements
The PCO currently has no resources available which could be used to administer the regulation of
pedicabs. Even if capacity was available, it would be reasonable to regard the provision of such
resources as a cost to be borne were regulation to be introduced.
Key elements in the setting up of a regulatory regime which would need to be addressed are:


System design



Registration/licensing of existing operators, vehicles and riders



Ongoing administration



Inspection and enforcement

Based on the outline project plan, a working assumption is that once approval had been given, a
voluntary system administered by the PCO could be set up to a stage at which operators could be
invited to apply for approval within, say, six months.
The implementation of regulation by licensing would take longer, as the initial controlling factor
would be the time required to draft, introduce and enact the necessary legislation. Further
investigation is needed to identify appropriate forthcoming opportunities when legislative changes
may be scheduled.
Costs and benefits
Were the full cost of regulation to be recovered, the average annual cost per operator (based on the
estimated current number of operators) could be of the order of £5,000. Were the costs to be more
closely aligned with the size of the operation, the cost to the larger operators could be in excess of
£10,000.
Full cost recovery could therefore prove a major disincentive to voluntary regulation. If, as a
result, fewer operators chose to register, full cost recovery would make the charges for those who
did so even higher. Were regulation to be made mandatory, it is likely that there would be strong
protests from the operators who would regard the likely level of costs to be an unfair imposition.
Thus it should be recognised that any scheme of regulation, whether voluntary or mandatory, is
unlikely to cover its full costs of implementation and operation.
Any financial justification will therefore need to include an indication of how it is to be funded,
with a clear understanding of the benefits to be gained in return for funding support.
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Responsibilities and risks
Although it may not be regarded as an ideal situation for the travelling public, the current
unregulated nature of pedicab operation means that TfL and the PCO can stand aside from issues of
responsibility and risk.
A key issue for the PCO will be whether approval or licensing will give rise to any implied
warranty in the event of an incident involving an approved or licensed operator, vehicle or rider.
A key issue for other interested parties is the need for clarification of the definition of pedicabs as
compared with other types of pedal cycle.
There is concern that the current understanding of the duty of care to road users may be that cycles
convey only the rider, or, exceptionally, two people on a tandem who could both be regarded as
cooperating riding it. Recognition of pedicabs as a distinct vehicle type, whether through
legislation or by implication through voluntary regulation could potentially highlight risks and
responsibilities concerned with the conveyance of passengers.
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1.

Introduction

1.1
Background
Transport for London (TfL) is considering regulating pedicabs (cycle rickshaws and powered or
power assisted rickshaws and similar conveyances) in London.
This Scoping Study has been prepared for the Public Carriage Office (PCO) in response to a brief
issued in November 2003.
During the course of the study, the remit has been considerably expanded to broaden the range of
parties consulted and to extend the analysis of options available.
1.2
Study Objectives
The objectives of this scoping study are set out in the brief.
The key objectives are to:


Review information made available by TfL and the PCO



Meet with interested parties where clarification of operational aspects is required



Draft a scoping document to explore the question of regulation of pedicabs



Present the above for client approval

1.3
How pedicabs are defined
The TRL report on “London Pedicab Operational and Vehicle Safety” (described in section 1.4)
offers the following definitions, which are amplified as necessary for this report:
Description

TRL definition

Amplification for this report

Pedicab

Any human powered vehicle of more than
two wheels that is equipped for the carriage
of passengers

No change

Operator

The company responsible for providing the
service

A company, organisation or individual
responsible for managing a fleet of
pedicabs, which hires or otherwise
allocates them to individual riders who may
be directly or self employed.

Owneroperator

Not given

An individual who owns a pedicab which
they themselves ride.

Rider

The ‘driver’ who powers and operates the
pedicab

No change

Passenger

Person being carried on the pedicab

No change
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In some documents, pedicabs are referred to as “trishaws”. Such a description is strictly speaking
only applicable to a vehicle with three wheels, and is not used in this report unless quoting directly
from other sources.
The TRL report also gives details of the various types and models of pedicab in operation in
London.
1.4
How pedicab operation is organised in London
Pedicab operation in London generally follows a pattern in which operators own and maintain the
vehicles, which are then hired per shift to self-employed riders who work individually and set and
keep their own fares.
Typical organisation of London pedicab operation
Role

Characteristics

Operator



May be established business (e.g. limited company or partnership)



Own pedicab fleet



Responsible for maintenance and repairs



Hire pedicabs to riders at a fixed fee per shift



May organise insurance cover



May provide rider training and support



Does not function as an “operating centre” where bookings are taken



Limited contact with end customer



Self-employed



Hires pedicab from operator per shift



Not responsible for maintenance



Probably not responsible for insurance



But responsible for safety while on street, including lights, protective clothing etc.



Sets own fares per passenger (though operator may provide guidelines)



Keeps fare income

Rider

All three operators contacted for the TRL Study (see below) operate in this way.
There are also a number of owner-operators who combine elements of the above roles in that they
(and possibly others) ride a vehicle which they own themselves rather than renting from another
owner. No such owner-operators were contacted during this scoping study, however their possible
requirements have been considered where appropriate.
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1.5
London Pedicab Operational and Vehicle Safety
The PCO commissioned this scoping study from TRL Ltd and the results were produced in
February 2002. The purpose of the study was “to qualitatively assess the operation of bicycle
rickshaw, or ‘pedicab’, services in Greater London”. This report was confidential to the PCO and
has not been made available to the public through TRL.
The PCO have compiled a summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the TRL
report, and this summary provides useful background to this scoping report.
The PCO summary of the TRL findings and conclusions is as follows:


seven operators were identified, several of which operated on only a casual basis;



the fragmentation of the pedicab industry and the ‘invisibility’ of some service providers are
grounds for concern;



there is no basis on which a member of the public can have any expectation of a given standard
of vehicle maintenance or driver and vehicle competence or operating practice;



there is no clear means of distinguishing between different services that may offer significantly
different levels of service;



some models of pedicab seem to pose particular hazards in respect of pedestrian safety;



there are grounds for concern as to the health and safety of the riders, eg length of shift, lack of
guidance to riders re warming up and stretching, and no provision of safety/conspicuity
equipment;



there are indications of a demand for pedicab services;



pedicabs add to the vibrancy of the street scene in certain areas;



the pedicab trade is economically marginal;



many of the riders are employed, or self-employed, on a casual basis;



any attempt at regulation that resulted in significant cost to the operators or riders would
discourage some or all operators and, without effective enforcement, would be ignored by
others;



the lack of regulation places the responsible operators at a competitive disadvantage to the
irresponsible;



operators claim to have no record of accidents or casualties and no significant experience of
near-misses;



the operation of these services does impose some risk on riders, passengers and other road
users;



only one insurance company offers personal liability insurance to pedicab firms and they are
reviewing this;
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operators and riders can exacerbate or minimise risk by the manner in which vehicles are
maintained and ridden and their associated practices in respect of rider training and
monitoring, policy on what sort of fares are accepted and what sort of journeys are made.



The PCO summary of the TRL recommendations is as follows:
the establishment of a standard for the provision of pedicab services, including:





vehicle characteristics



operating practices



level of insurance;



invite operators to participate in the setting of standards;



subject to the above being accepted, provide information for the public as to what to expect
from a pedicab service;



‘license’ pedicab riders, ‘approved’ riders being identifiable;



establish ‘ranks’ for pedicabs; and,



seek legal advice on the status of electrically assisted pedicabs.

1.6
Previous meetings between PCO and interested parties
Prior to this study, the PCO and the Cycling Centre of Excellence (CCE) have had two consultation
meetings with interested parties concerning pedicabs as follows:
Previous meetings with interested parties
Date

Meeting with

th

Pedicab operators

th

London Boroughs (including City of London and Westminster City Council)
Metropolitan Police, City of London Police
Department for Transport

4 April 2003
4 July 2003

Further details of these meetings are given later in this report, and in particular in sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.3.
1.7
Details supplied by the PCO for this scoping study
A reference list of the documents supplied by the PCO is included as appendix A.
1.8
Disclaimers
Research for this project has been based on documents supplied by the PCO as listed in Appendix
A, and on the interviews as listed in section 3.3 and noted in appendix B.
SINCLAIR KNIGHT MERZ
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The legal details given in section 2 are taken from information, advice and opinions as supplied.
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2.

Current legislative position

2.1
Introduction
This section is intended to provide a summary of the current legislative position, and in particular
to set out the relevant legal background when considering of the need for regulation of pedicabs.
It has been based on documentation supplied by the PCO, including details of court cases, together
with legal advice and opinions sought by the PCO from the TfL Solicitor and others. Details of the
regulations covering safety, construction and use are drawn from the TRL report on “London
Pedicab Operational and Vehicle Safety”.
2.2
Are pedicabs classified as pedal cycles?
The underlying assumption in the legal advice given to the PCO is that pedicabs fall within the
legal definition of pedal cycles, and therefore that legislation concerning pedal cycles will apply
unless pedicabs can be more specifically defined in an excluded category.
Case law has not tested this assumption, however, the emerging definitions of ‘trishaws’ and
‘bicycle rickshaws’ (subsequently referred to as pedicabs) would give weight to the assumption.
More details of definitions appear in section 2.7.
It has been established in case law that a pedal cycle is not a mechanically propelled vehicle
(Lawrence v Howlett [1952]).
2.3

Relevant Licensing legislation

2.3.1
Background
A number of background documents have been made available by the PCO, as listed in Appendix
A.
Please note that within the scope of this report there has been no independent reference back to the
original legislation. Where this is quoted, the quotations are from secondary sources quoted in
good faith.
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2.3.2
The Metropolitan Public Carriage Act (1869) and subsequent amendments
This Act concerns the licensing of stage and hackney carriages within London. In particular,
section 4 of the 1869 Act states that:
“…stage carriage shall mean any carriage for the conveyance of passengers which plies for hire in
any public street, road or place within the limits of this Act, and in which the passengers or any of
them are charged to pay separate and distinct fares for their respective places or seats therein.
Hackney carriage shall mean any carriage for the conveyance of passengers which plies for hire
within the limits of this Act and is not a stage carriage.”
Subsequent amendments to the Act, and in particular the Statute Law (Repeals) Act of 1976 have
resulted in the situation that:


all references to stage carriages have been repealed except section 4



because all requirements for licensing are now effectively covered by subsequent legislation,
since 1976 there has no longer been any requirement to license stage carriages in London

2.3.3
The Town Police Clauses Act (1847) and subsequent amendments.
This Act concerns the licensing of stage and hackney carriages outside London.
As originally enacted, the 1847 Act made a similar distinction between stage and hackney carriages
to that included in the 1869 Act in London.
However, the effect of subsequent amendments has been that the ruling in ex parte Lane (see
section 2.6) was that trishaws (pedicabs) are within the definition of hackney carriage and are
therefore licensable.
Because this legislation was tested in the courts before similar cases took place in London, there
has on each occasion been consideration as to whether the ruling in ex parte Lane was relevant in
the context of the legislation applicable in London.
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2.3.4
Can other vehicle types claim to be “stage carriages”?
Having identified the specific exemption from licensing requirements in London, it is worth
considering whether any types of vehicle other than pedicabs may therefore claim to be “stage
carriages”.
Relevant legislation since 1869, including amendments to the 1869 Act, has made reference to
“vehicles drawn or propelled by animal or mechanical power” or, more recently, “mechanically
propelled”. This includes legislation now repealed referring to stage carriages.
It is generally accepted that were the situation to arise in which any form of motorised vehicle
(with the possible exception of electrically assisted pedal cycles, see below) was claimed to be a
“stage carriage” it could be argued that it was covered by other, potentially licensable, definitions.
This has not, however, been tested in the courts.
Legislation remains in force for the licensing of Horse Cabs, where horse is defined as including
“any animal used to draw a cab”.
As already noted, it has also been established that a pedal cycle is not a mechanically propelled
vehicle (Lawrence v Howlett [1952]).
2.4

Relevant legislation concerning safety, construction and use

2.4.1
Background
The main source of reference for this section is the TRL report on “London Pedicab Operational
and Vehicle Safety”. Additional information is taken from advice supplied to the PCO by the TfL
Solicitor, and the Highway Code.
All the identified legislation refers to the construction and use of the pedicabs themselves. The
Highway Code gives advice to riders regarding safety equipment such as high-visibility clothing
and helmets, but this is not a legal requirement.
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2.4.2
Pedal Bicycles (Safety) Regulations 1984 and subsequent amendment
These regulations place various requirements and standards on those who ‘supply’ pedal cycles,
where ‘supply’ is defined as including ‘offering to supply, exposing for supply, and possessing for
supply’. The regulations stipulate that bicycles should comply with safety requirements as set out
in British Standard 6102: part 1 (as amended).
A number of exemptions apply but in the view of the TRL report most types of pedicab would be
covered by the regulations.
The TfL solicitor has suggested that the regulations are not intended to apply to service providers,
but rather to those who sell or rent pedal cycles. However, this view may be based on an
incomplete understanding of the basis on which pedicabs are operated. Given that the basic
business model is that self-employed riders hire vehicles owned and maintained by the operators on
a per shift basis, we would suggest that this might fall within the definition of ‘possessing to
supply’, and that the regulation might reasonably be interpreted as applicable to operators.
2.4.3
Pedal Cycles (Construction and Use) Regulations 1983
These regulations apply to those who ‘ride, or cause, or permit to be ridden’ a pedal cycle, and set
out the requirements with regard to braking systems. They apply to pedal cycles and to electrically
assisted pedal cycles. If we assume that pedicabs are classified as pedal cycles, these regulations
would apply to pedicabs.
2.4.4
Electrically Assisted Pedal Cycle Regulations 1983
These regulations set out specific requirements regarding the maximum weight and permitted
maximum speed of propulsion of electrically assisted pedal cycles. They also specify that a
number of key components should be in efficient working order before such a cycle is used.
Provided we assume that pedicabs are classified as pedal cycles, these regulations would apply to
any electrically assisted pedicabs.
As far as can be ascertained there are not yet any electrically assisted pedicabs in use in London.
Without further research (beyond the remit of this scoping study) it is not possible to comment on
whether this or other legislation specifically differentiates electrically assisted vehicles from those
otherwise categorised as ‘mechanically powered’ or ‘mechanically propelled’. Unless such a
distinction is made, it could be argued that such vehicles might be caught up by licensing
legislation post 1869, and could not therefore operate as unlicensed stage carriages.
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2.4.5
Road Vehicles Lighting Regulations 1989
These regulations apply both to pedal cycles and trailers. Pedal cycles are not required to be fitted
with lamps or reflectors between sunrise and sunset, however at other times the regulations make
certain types of lighting equipment compulsory. If we assume that pedicabs are classified as pedal
cycles, these regulations would apply to pedicabs.
2.5

Relevant Road Traffic legislation

2.5.1
Background
No details of applicable road traffic regulations were made available by the PCO for this scoping
study.
However the Highway Code includes a specific section on ‘Rules for cyclists’, and also explains
that “these rules are in addition to those … which apply to all vehicles”. These rules would apply
to pedicabs.
The Highway Code also includes a table of maximum penalties for a range of offences, including
the following specifically relating to cyclists.
Offence

Maximum penalty

Dangerous cycling

£2,500

Careless cycling

£1,000

Cycling on pavement

£ 500

2.5.2
Highways Act 1835
A number of rules in the Highway Code are legal requirements, and are referenced back to the
appropriate legislation. Those relating to cyclists and referenced to this Act are as follows:


When using segregated cycle tracks, cyclists must keep to the side intended for them



Cyclists must not ride on pavements

2.5.3
Road Traffic Act 1988 and amendment
Specific rules in the Highway Code relating to cyclists and referenced back to this Act are as
follows:
Cyclists must not:


carry a passenger unless their cycle has been built or adapted to do so



hold onto a moving vehicle or trailer



ride in a dangerous, careless or inconsiderate manner



ride when under the influence of drink or drugs



cross the stop line when the traffic lights are red
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2.5.4
Traffic Signs Regulations & General Directions 1994
Specific rules in the Highway Code relating to cyclists and referenced back to these Directions are
as follows:


Cyclists must not: cross cycle-only crossings until the green cycle symbol is showing

The Highway Code also advises cyclists not to leave their cycle where it would endanger or
obstruct road users or pedestrians, but this is not indicated as a legal requirement.
2.6
Relevant cases
There are four recent cases which inform the current understanding of the legislative position.
brief title

ex parte Lane

date

13th July 1998

between

R vs Cambridge City Council ex parte Lane [1999] RTR, p182, CA

background

This case tested the legal position outside London.
At the time of the case, the term trishaw was applied to what is now more commonly called
a pedicab.
Prior to the case, a pedicab had been granted a preliminary licence as a hackney carriage.
The applicant sought to question the conditions which the Council sought to impose on the
grant of a full licence.

decision

Appeal dismissed

key points

Trishaws are within the definition of “hackney carriage” in section 38 of the Town Police
Clauses Act 1847
They are therefore licensable under section 37 of the 1847 Act
They are therefore subject to the following sections of the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976
– section 47 (which covers the rights of a council to attach conditions to the grant of a
licence)
– and section 59 (which covers conditions for the grant of a licence to drive a hackney
carriage)

brief title

Begg

date

6th December 1999

between

R vs Begg

background

This case was heard before a Stipendiary Magistrate at Bow Street Magistrates Court.
The defendant was prosecuted for plying for hire in an unlicensed hackney carriage.
The case made reference to the decision in ex parte Lane, but took account of the different
legislation concerning areas outside London

decision

Dismissed

key points

Pedicabs are within the definition of “stage carriages” and not “hackney carriages” in section
4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869
Subsequent advice to the PCO stated that, despite the decision, “there is no case law
authority that has considered the position of pedicabs in London, … and the position
remains uncertain.”
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brief title

ex parte Oddy

date

13th February 2003

between

R vs Bugbugs Ltd ex parte Oddy

background

This case was heard before a District Judge at Tower Bridge Magistrates Court.
Mr Oddy is the General Secretary of the Licensed Taxi Drivers Association.
The defendant was prosecuted for plying for hire in an unlicensed hackney carriage.
The drivers were also charged with soliciting persons to hire a vehicle, but the prosecution
did not proceed.

ruling

Dismissed

key points

Pedicabs are within the definition of “stage carriages” and not “hackney carriages” in section
4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869
The District Judge was not bound by the ruling of ex parte Lane
The drivers were not soliciting within the meaning of section 167 of the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994

brief title

ex parte Oddy (appeal)

date

12th November 2003

between

R vs Bugbugs Ltd ex parte Oddy [2003] EWHC 2856 QB

background

This case was an appeal against the decision taken by District Judge in ex parte Oddy.
There was no question of the facts, only of the legal position which had been taken.
The District Judge identified four questions for the decision of the court. These concerned
the three key points noted above, also whether it was proper to award of costs against the
prosecutor.

ruling

Appeal dismissed

key points

Upheld the rulings of the District Judge in ex parte Oddy.

At the appeal on 12th November 2003, Counsel for the Appellant applied for permission to appeal
to the House of Lords on the grounds that it was a matter of general public importance. In a
subsequent ruling on 10th December 2003, permission to appeal was refused.
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2.7
Definitions
The following definitions are given in cases referred to above:
Term

Trishaw

Definition

“A trishaw is a cross between a rickshaw and a tricycle. Like a tricycle it has three wheels, a
single front wheel and two rear wheels. Over the rear wheels a compartment in which
passengers may sit is suspended. The vehicle is an adaptation of a rickshaw, replacing the
individual running on the ground and pulling the vehicle with an individual using the cycle
technique to provide the power for propelling the vehicle.”

Source

R V Cambridge City Council ex parte Lane

Term

Pedicab

Definition

“bicycle rickshaws … which are non motorised and propelled by pedal power””

Source

R V Bugbugs Feb 2003 as quoted in appeal November 2003

2.8
Enforcement
Prior to the decisions in Begg and ex parte Oddy, enforcement was mainly concerned with the
possibility that pedicabs were operating as unlicensed hackney carriages.
Subsequently, the focus has moved to enforcement of safety and Road Traffic regulations.
Westminster City Council have expressed frustration that their officers have no powers to enforce
parking regulations as these do not extend to pedicabs.
Although not specifically related to pedicab operation, the Metropolitan Police have conducted a
small operation with the Department of Work and Pensions to check the immigration and
employment status of pedicab riders.
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2.9

Summary of current situation

2.9.1
Definition
Based on case law, which has examined the different legislation which applies within and outside
London, pedicabs are defined as “hackney carriages” outside London, but they can be defined as
“stage carriages” within London.
2.9.2
Legality of operation
When considering the legality of pedicab operation, it is important to draw a distinction between
the purposes of the court cases in Cambridge and London.
Prior to the court case in Cambridge, the City Council and the operator were working on the
understanding that there was a legal basis for the licensing of pedicabs (though this had not been
tested in the courts). A preliminary licence had been granted for trial operation during 1997, and
the applicant had applied for a full licence. The applicant’s case concerned the legality of certain
restrictions on operation which the Council sought to impose regarding matters such as pickup
points, and number of passengers carried.
The judge ruled in favour of the Council, and the result of the case effectively established the
parameters for the licensing of pedicab operations outside London.
In contrast, the main purpose of the court cases within London has been to establish the legality of
operation and in particular whether pedicabs fall within the provisions of the Metropolitan Public
Carriage Act 1869 (as amended).
All three cases to date have upheld the ruling that because pedicabs in London can be defined as
“stage carriages” and not “hackney carriages” they can be operated legally and fall outside the
requirements for licensing.
However, in his decision in November 2003 to dismiss the appeal, Mr Justice Pitchford stated:
“I recognise that the consequence of this decision is that the pedicab plying for hire in London is
subject to no licensing regime. This may be regarded as an unwelcome consequence. The first
respondent has submitted to the London Public Carriage Office a draft strategy for pedicab
regulation, and it is anticipated that a scheme will be prepared within the next few months. I
comment only that unless my decision is wrong in law, primary legislation will probably be
required.”
It is therefore timely to present this scoping study.
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3.

The need for regulation

3.1
Introduction
This section sets out details of meetings held prior to and during the course of the scoping study. It
sets out the main issues arising from these meetings which need to be taken into account when
considering whether there is a need for pedicabs to be regulated, and the possible requirements of a
regulatory regime.
3.2

Discussion with interested parties prior to this study

3.2.1
Background
Prior to this scoping study, the PCO held two meetings with interested parties as follows:
PCO meetings with interested parties prior to this study
Date

Meeting

Organisation represented

4 April 2003

Pedicab Operators’ meeting

Public Carriage Office
Cycling centre of Excellence
Velotaxi
Fladgate Fielder
London Pedicabs
Croydon Rickshaw Co-op
Downham Cycle Taxi
London Pedicabs
London Yellow Bikes Company
Bugbugs Ltd
Chariot Bikes
Cycle Maximus Ltd

4th July 2003

Local Authorities’ meeting

Public Carriage Office
Cycling Centre of Excellence
Department of Transport (Buses and Taxis Division)
Metropolitan Police Service
City of London Police
London Borough of Bromley
London Borough of Croydon
London Borough of Southwark
Westminster City Council

th

These meetings took place after the unsuccessful case against Bugbugs in February 2003, but
before the unsuccessful appeal in November 2003.
Prior to the Operators’ meeting, efforts were made by the PCO to invite as many interested parties
as possible, and it was felt that the meeting gave a fair representation of the views of operators.
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The overall consensus of the meeting was that some form of regulation was favoured, and
discussion then covered what form such regulation or licensing should take place.
3.2.2
Key points from the Operators’ meeting
Key points were as follows:


There was unanimous agreement that some form of regulation should take place.



The majority felt that as a good level of physical fitness was necessary to ride a pedicab and
carry passengers, then medical clearance would not be necessary.



The majority felt that as passengers could easily leave the vehicle and the fact that the majority
of the trade was evening based and involved the carrying of adult passengers then a ‘Criminal
Record Bureau’ check was not required.



There was agreement that, if regulation did take place, any licence for a rider should be for a
period of 1 year.



The general opinion was that as journeys were so short no geographical knowledge should be a
condition of licensing.



Those present stated that all new riders attached to their companies were subject to training
prior to commencing duty, however, less respectable firms (not present at the meeting) did
allow riders to commence full duty without any training.



With regard to future training, those present favoured it being linked to the ‘Highway Code’,
being the equivalent of CBT and requiring individuals to have passed a DSA theory test.



There was unanimous agreement that, if regulation took place, pedicabs should be inspected on
company premises. It would be impracticable to expect vehicles to be taken to other sites for
inspection purposes.

3.2.3
Key points from the Local Authorities’ meeting
The meeting agreed that the following views should be placed on record:


Transport for London – Public Carriage Office should be responsible for any
regulation/licensing of pedicabs.



Pedicab riders should not be required to undergo any medical or CRB check prior to licensing.



The regulation/licensing of only the pedicab operators may suffice.



Pedicab rider’s topographical knowledge should be acquired by on-the-job training and not via
any formal process decided by the regulator.



Vehicles should be subject to annual inspection by the regulator.
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3.3
Discussion with interested parties during this study
The original brief for this study included a short round of meetings in December 2003.
Because the meeting with Westminster City Council had mainly concerned licensing issues, a
further meeting was set up with the Transportation section. The Metropolitan Police requested a
meeting, and in discussion with the PCO it was agreed that the brief should be expanded to include
meetings with London Buses and the Cycling Centre of Excellence.
Meetings with interested parties during this study
Date
th

Organisation

Notes in Appendix

19 December 2003

Bugbugs Ltd

B.1

22nd December 2003

Licensed Taxi Drivers Association

B.2

nd

22

Westminster City Council (Licensing)

B.3

7th January 2004

December 2003

Westminster City Council (Transportation)

B.4

14th January 2004

Metropolitan Police

B.5

20th January 2004

London Buses

B.6

Cycling Centre of Excellence

B.7

th

20 January 2004

Notes of the meetings are included in Appendix B.
A summary of the main points discussed relating to the following specific issues is included below:


Public safety



Traffic operation



Fare regulation



Quantity/Area licensing

Other points arising from the meetings are included elsewhere in the report as appropriate.
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3.4
Public safety issues
This is one of two key issues identified in the brief. It has been interpreted fairly widely to
encompass a range of issues relating to vehicles and riders, and associated matters such as
insurance and liabilities.
Public safety issues
Issue

Commentary

Vehicle safety



Several respondents were concerned as to whether pedicabs were safe,
suggesting possible problems with overturning.



A number of respondents were aware of an accident in Edinburgh where a
passenger’s clothing has been caught in the pedicab wheels.



However there was no direct evidence of passenger injury accidents in
London



There was general agreement that vehicles should comply with appropriate
construction and use regulations.



Bugbugs were keen to emphasise their standards of maintenance and recordkeeping



Bugbugs reported that guards had been fitted to their fleet to minimise the risk
of an accident similar to that in Edinburgh



Vehicles should comply with appropriate construction and use regulations



There was a diversity of views regarding the level of checking that might be
appropriate for formalised approval of riders.



Some respondents took the view that the standards required should be no
less onerous that those in course of introduction for PHV drivers.



However, others thought that less onerous standards should apply as the
nature of operation was different.



Unfit riders moving slowly would pose a greater risk of obstruction than
reasonably fit riders moving at higher speeds



In the event that a rider was taken ill or become otherwise incapacitated while
riding a pedicab, it could potentially place the rider, the passengers and other
road users in a dangerous situation.



Riders may be encouraged to show off or compete to attract the attention of
potential customers



Riders may be excessively noisy, for example use of bells to attract attention

Passenger behaviour



Passengers may be inebriated and/or in high spirits, which may compromise
safe operation.

Liabilities



WCC in particular expressed concerns regarding liabilities, and in particular
the duty of care of the highway authority.

Insurance



There was concern from several respondents that some current pedicab
operations may be uninsured.



Bugbugs advised on current problems with obtaining insurance cover.

Rider approval

Rider health and
fitness

Riding standards
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3.5
Traffic operation issues
This is the second key issue identified in the brief. Again a wide interpretation has been taken,
guided by the points raised in the meetings.
Traffic operation issues
Issue

Commentary

Congestion



Several respondents commented that pedicabs cause congestion, both when
stationary and when moving slowly in traffic.



Pedicabs cause particular problems for bus operation as they obstruct stops
while seeing fares



A number of respondents complained about bunching and obstruction, for
example outside theatres



However, there are likely to be problems finding places to designate specific
locations for pedicabs to wait.



Bugbugs would welcome designation of pedicab ranks



Several respondents reported problems with pedicabs not observing road
traffic regulations, e.g. one way streets, traffic lights and blocking footways.



The Police reported some success in issuing fixed penalty tickets, but
enforcement has not always been possible

Parking



Some pedicabs do not observe yellow lines and other parking regulations. It
is not possible for WCC to enforce these regulations.

Liaison



Bugbugs welcome opportunities for liaison with Police and other interested
parties.

Ranking

Traffic offences

3.6
Should fares be regulated?
Although not a specific part of the brief, a number of respondents mentioned fare regulation.
Fare regulation
Issue

Commentary

Fare levels



Several respondents commented that fares are disproportionately high for the
short distances travelled.

Fare regulation



WCC would favour some form of fare regulation.
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3.7
Should there be some form of quantity or area licensing?
While discussion g licensing, some respondents proposed that it should include restrictions on
quantity and/or areas of validity.
Quantity licensing
Issue

Commentary

Quantity licensing



The LTDA view is that there is an oversupply of pedicabs



Several respondents would favour some form of quantity licensing.



WCC would like to explore the possibilities for area licensing, possibly in
combination with quantity licensing

Area licensing

3.8

Legal clarity

3.8.1
Background
The three court cases within London have concurred regarding the legal basis for the continued
operation of pedicabs within the definition of stage carriages. However, legislative changes could
be a means to clarify the situation with regard to enforcement and possible regulation.
3.8.2
Legal definition of pedicabs
The definitions for pedicabs have emerged from case law, and there is currently no statutory
definition.
With regard to Road Traffic legislation, it would therefore be difficult to introduce measures
applicable specifically to pedicabs, as they are currently regarded as falling within the wider
category of pedal cycles.
The definition of “stage carriages” remains in only one section of the 1869 Act following
subsequent amendments and repeals. It could be argued that this is more by accident than design.
The judgment in the November 2003 appeal case and legal advice sought by TfL have both
indicated that there would be merit in resolution of the legal situation so that there was a clear
positive definition of pedicabs rather than reliance on a single continuing reference to “stage
carriages”.
3.8.3
Nature of charging
The current definition of “stage carriage” relies heavily on acceptance that passengers are charged
separate and distinct fares. However, as with taxis and PHVs, it is likely that operators will in
practice seek to maximise their revenue per hiring. Extension of legislation to cover pedicabs
would enable proper recognition of the exclusive nature of a hiring and enable operators to charge
per hiring if desired.
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3.8.4
Provision of basis for regulation
Any measures to regulate or control pedicabs will there fore need to start be setting out a definition
of a pedicab. This definition can then be referred to (or amended as necessary) by subsequent
legislation.
3.9
Insurance
The TfL Solicitor is unaware of any legal rules which require the user of a pedal cycle to take out a
policy of insurance.
A range of insurance policies is generally available for individual cyclists, for example through
organisations such as the London Cycling Campaign and the Cyclists Touring Club, or as additions
to domestic insurance policies. However, it is unlikely that these would cover the conveyance of
passengers in the context of pedicab operation.
A number of operators are understood to have taken out public liability insurance to cover their
operations. Reference was made in the TRL report and in discussion with Bugbugs in the
preparation of this report to a number of issues relating to obtaining insurance.
Bugbugs was initially able to arrange insurance through Royal Sun Alliance, which at the time was
the only company prepared to offer public liability insurance for pedicab operation. It is
understood that Royal Sun Alliance has since reviewed its position following approaches by other
operators, and is no longer prepared to take on new business.
A key issue would appear to be that because pedicab operation is currently unregulated, insurers
are concerned that they do not have a clear basis on which to assess risk and extend cover.
Bugbugs has subsequently arranged insurance with another company, but in view of the problems
are not prepared to divulge details of their new insurers, not least to prevent approaches by other
operators.
A serious consequence is therefore that with the exception of Bugbugs, other operators may be


reliant on personal policies held by individual riders which may not cover carriage of
passengers



unable to renew their current public liability policies when they expire



uninsured

Unless there is a change of policy by the insurers, the situation is likely to worsen. It can therefore
be argued that regulation of pedicab operation would provide insurers with a clearer basis on which
to offer cover. Indeed, the existence of a regulated market may even encourage more than one
insurer to offer cover, as is already the case with insurance for taxis and PHVs.
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Bugbugs is also considering the scope for moving from a system in which the insurance is held by
the company to one in which each individual rider is insured. A significant problem with the
present system is that the insurers are effectively being asked to insure individuals who are not
even direct employees of the pedicab operating company.
Bugbugs operate by renting their vehicles to individual riders on a per-shift basis. They are
therefore considering a model similar to that adopted by self-drive car rental companies by which
insurance for the duration of the shift can be purchased from them as an add on to the rental charge.
(The rental company acts in this case as an agent of the insurer in the sale of the policy)
The extension of regulation to cover the licensing of pedicab riders would significantly increase the
chances of successful implementation of such a system. Were it to be implemented within the
current context, insurers could still argue that they could not exercise any effective control over the
sale of policies. However, if riders were to be licensed, then it would be possible for insurers to
make holding a valid licence a condition of issue of insurance.
Even if insurers were not prepared to insure on a per rider basis, operators’ insurance could be
made conditional on the use of licensed riders.
It is recognised that a potential reduction in the problems faced by operators is not, of itself, and
argument for the introduction of regulation.
However, if a consequence of the lack of regulation is that a significant proportion of the pedicab
operation is uninsured and potentially uninsurable, this must give serious cause for concern.
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4.

Objectives and scope of regulation

4.1
Introduction
This section of the report considers possible ways in which regulation may be introduced. Where
changes in legislation are required, it then goes on to explore possible ways in which licensing of
pedicabs may be achieved. Consideration is also given to whether legislative changes not related to
licensing may nevertheless assist in the regulation of pedicab operation.
4.2

Possible types of regulation

4.2.1
Possible scenarios
Four possible regulatory scenarios can be considered:


Do nothing



Voluntary self-regulation by operators



Voluntary regulation administered by PCO



Regulation by Licensing

Each of these is considered below, including overlaps and possible sub options
4.2.2
Do nothing
It has now been confirmed in the courts that there is a legal basis for the continued unregulated
operation of pedicabs in London. Therefore this scenario continues the present situation with no
changes.
Do nothing
Benefits


Does not require legislation



No need to set up regulatory organisation

Problems


No possibility to control operation



No additional powers of enforcement



Provides no public reassurance



No basis for compulsory insurance



No incentive to insurers to offer competitive
policies



Does not require further TfL/PCO involvement



Pressure from operators and other interested
parties to introduce regulation



No risk transfer to TfL or other interested
parties



No additional powers to apply safety standards



Easy market entry for new operators



No scope for restricting supply



Ongoing problems with congestion
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In practice, this option will only be “do nothing” with regard to TfL and the PCO. It is possible
that if this policy is adopted, some operators will themselves decide to implement a form of
voluntary regulation.
4.2.3
Voluntary self-regulation by operators
In this scenario, one or more operators set up their own system of voluntary regulation. This might
be


a unilateral decision by one operator who then tries to persuade other operators to join



a multilateral decision taken by a group of operators who form a trade association or similar
organisation to foster self-regulation

Although operator led, there may nevertheless be the possibility of TfL/PCO involvement. Thus
self-regulation may be


entirely operator driven with no involvement by TfL/PCO



encouraged by TfL/PCO



facilitated by TfL/PCO

Encouragement may include liaison with operators to identify key areas which TfL would wish
operators to address, for example insurance and rider standards. It is envisaged that such advice
would be provided at no cost to the operators.
Facilitation may include practical assistance with inspection and training, at fee rates charged to the
operators as considered appropriate by TfL.
Features of voluntary self regulation could include


Agreed Codes of Practice and Codes of Conduct



Agreed standards of training



Agreed forms of identification of vehicles and riders

However, there would be no automatic application of any form of TfL branding or endorsement.
The benefits and problems identified below are generic, and the extent of impact will vary
depending upon the specific model of self-regulation chosen.
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Voluntary self-regulation by operators
Benefits

Problems



No legislation required



Does not clarify legal position



Could be based on existing operators’ best
practice



No compulsion for other operators or riders to
adhere



Would rely on cooperation between operators
and, ideally, formation of trade association or
similar group



Rival bodies could emerge if disagreement
between operators



No basis for external enforcement



No basis for compulsory insurance
(for operators to decide)



No incentive to insurers to offer competitive
policies



Non-regulated operation can continue



No sanctions available to PCO



Would not enable introduction of CRB and
health checks
(unless operators choose to do so)



No scope to control areas of operation or
parking places



Provides limited public reassurance



Easy market entry for new operators



No scope for quantity licensing



No or limited risk transfer to TfL



Operators may nevertheless seek more visible
TfL endorsement of their activities, e.g. through
publicity

It is to be hoped that operators would wish to include matters such as insurance cover and
maintenance standards within the framework of a voluntary system, but it must be recognised that
at best TfL will only be able to influence and cannot direct.
It is assumed that only one operator-led regulatory body would be established – however, if there
were disagreements between operators the situation may arise where rival organisations are
established.
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4.2.4
Voluntary regulation administered by TfL
In this scenario, regulation would be also voluntary, however overall administration of the
regulatory framework would be taken on by TfL, probably, though not necessarily, through the
PCO.
Operators and riders who agreed to adhere to certain standards specified by TfL could be given the
endorsement of “TfL approval”. Elements of the approval process could be administered either by
the PCO, CCE, or outside accreditation bodies as appropriate.
A possible model for the procedure for application, approval, audit and continuing endorsement
could be that used for ISO Quality Accreditation. Application would be voluntary, but once
operators had been approved any failure to abide by the conditions of approval, or failure of an
audit inspection, could result in withdrawal of approval.
As with Quality Accreditation procedures, there would also be the option for operators to
benchmark their systems by going through a “dry run” of the approval process, for example to
identify areas requiring attention in preparation for a formal assessment.
Voluntary regulation administered by TfL
Benefits

Problems



No legislation required



Does not clarify legal position



Incentive for responsible operators to achieve
“Approved Operator” status



Requires TfL/PCO to set up regulatory
organisation



No compulsion for other operators or riders to
adhere



Rival bodies could emerge if disagreement
between operators



Could be based on existing operators’ best
practice



Enforcement confined to approved operators



Insurance could be condition of approval



Operators not seeking approval could be
uninsured



Possibility to offer competitive insurance
policies conditional on ongoing approval



Can provide public reassurance



Must be clear to public who is approved, as
Non-approved operation can continue



Organisations whose approval is rescinded can
continue to operate



Unchecked or “failed” riders could still work for
unapproved operators



No scope to control areas of operation or
parking places



No scope for quantity licensing





Possibility of introducing rider checks

Easy market entry for new operators
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Although regulation would be voluntary, features of regulation could include


Mandatory Codes of Practice and Codes of Conduct



Mandatory standards of training



Mandatory standards of insurance



Identification of vehicles and riders as “TfL approved”

It is anticipated that such a scheme may prove attractive to the major operators, not least because it
would enable them to use their “TfL approved” status to add credibility to promoting their services.
However, it would not prevent the establishment of rival operator-led groups if it some operators
did not wish to comply with TfL standards.
The main sanction available to TfL would be the revocation of approval. There would, however,
be no additional powers to prevent a rider or operator from continuing to operate after such
revocation.
4.2.5
Licensing
This scenario envisages changes in the law so that pedicabs could only continue to operate in
London if they are licensed.
Licensing
Benefits

Problems



Clarifies legal position



Requires legislation



All operators and riders would have to comply



Cost of setup, licensing and inspection
enforcement



Statutory basis for enforcement



Cost of enforcement



Insurance can be compulsory



May still be problems persuading insurers to
offer cover



Better basis for insurers to offer competitive
policies



Provides public reassurance



Licensing authority may take on risk and
responsibilities



Favoured by operators and local authorities



Uncertainty as to where cost burden would fall



Would enable introduction of CRB and health
checks



Such checks could add to cost and
administrative burden



Potential to control areas of operation and
parking places



Additional enforcement burden
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This scenario will require a significant transitional workload in drafting and enactment of
legislation. However, the ongoing workload for the PCO need not be significantly different from
that required for voluntary self regulation administered by the PCO; particularly if much of the
routine work of vehicle and rider registration is handled by licensed operators on behalf of the
PCO.
Licensing offers the possibility for other interested parties, including the Local Authorities and the
Police, to be more pro-active in the enforcement of road traffic regulations.
4.3

How licensing may be achieved

4.3.1
Background
The first three scenarios considered above do not require any changed or new legislation.
If the chosen option is the introduction of compulsory regulation, the TfL Solicitor has suggested
three possible ways in which licensing of pedicabs may be achieved. These are:


Repeal section 4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869



Amendment to the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998



Introduction of new legislation specifically for the regulation of pedicabs

Each of these is considered below.
4.3.2
Repeal section 4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869
Were this section to be repealed in the absence of any other legislative changes, the effect might be
that pedicabs would be classified as hackney carriages and liable to the regulatory framework
currently applied to taxis (or possibly Horse Cabs if it could be argued that a pedicab rider is an
“animal used to draw a cab”)
Repeal section 4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869
Benefits


Relatively simple legislation which could
probably be included within wider Repeal Act



Would finally remove stage carriage definition
from legislation in London



Would clearly classify pedicabs as hackney
carriages in London (in line with situation
outside London)

Problems


Would not provide specific legal definition for
pedicab which could be used in other
legislation or controls



How easily would pedicabs fit into hackney
carriage licensing regime?



May require subsequent amendment to
hackney carriage legislation to cope.



Would potentially add to workload of existing
licensing process
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One possible consequence of this is that pedicab operators would decide that compliance with the
full regulatory framework was an intolerable burden, and they would simply withdraw from the
market. (Indeed, this might well be the aspiration of the LTDA.)
A more likely scenario is that pedicab operators would clamour for a modified form of hackney
carriage licensing more in keeping with the scale and nature of their operations.
It is important to note that the Cambridge operation would appear to have started out on the agreed
basis that pedicabs were classed at hackney carriages, but that the council had powers under the
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 to vary the conditions of issue of a
hackney carriage licence. The dispute arose when the applicant disagreed with certain of the
variations which the City Council sought to apply.
The path chosen to contest the legality of the variations was then to challenge the legality of
classification of pedicabs as hackney carriages. As has already been noted, this challenge failed in
the context of legislation in force outside London.
The 1976 Act is not applicable to London. Without further research (beyond the remit of this
scoping study) it is not possible to state whether similar powers are available within London, and
whether there would therefore be an opportunity for the PCO to introduce a conditional form of
hackney carriage licence for pedicabs without the requirement for new or amended legislation.
4.3.3
Amendment to the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998
Legislation for the licensing of Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) is relatively new and could possibly
provide a basis for the licensing of pedicabs.
It is suggested that this might be achieved by altering the definition of ‘vehicle’ to remove the
requirement that it be ‘mechanically propelled’ and altering the definition of ‘private hire vehicle’
to replace the word ‘driver’ with something more appropriate.
Since the purpose would be to give a positive basis on which to extend licensing to pedicabs, it
might still be considered prudent to repeal section 4 of the MPCA 1869 at the same time.
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Amendment to the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998
Benefits


Could be achieved through relatively
straightforward changes to recent legislation

Problems


Would not provide specific legal definition for
pedicab which could be used in other
legislation or controls



Significant differences between the ways in
which pedicabs and PHVs are operated



Would potentially require significant changes to
existing licensing process



Would impose additional workload on existing
licensing process

However, such a system may prove unworkable, as there are fundamental differences between the
operation of PHVs and pedicabs. In particular, PHVs must be pre-booked either by telephone or
personal visit to the operating centres, whereas pedicabs can be casually hired on the street.
Key differences between PHV and pedicab operation
Private Hire Vehicles

Pedicabs



All bookings taken through operating centres
by telephone or personal visit



Casual hirings on street



Large number of operators with widely
dispersed vehicle fleets



Smaller number of operators each responsible
for their fleet of vehicles



Limited number of testing centres to which
vehicles must be driven



Operators would prefer vehicle inspection at
their premises



Most drivers remain in trade for some time



Most riders seasonal or short-term

Although it is not recommended that this course be adopted, there are nevertheless a number of
elements of PHV licensing which might be adapted to form the basis of a licensing regime
specifically for pedicabs. This possibility is discussed in more detail in section 5.
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4.3.4
Introduction of new legislation specifically for the regulation of pedicabs
Although the introduction of completely new legislation is likely to be the most complex in terms
of drafting and legislative process, it would have the considerable advantage of being able to set
out exactly what is required, rather than having to rely on amendments to legislation and systems
already in place.
It would certainly be prudent to consider the repeal of section 4 of the MPCA 1869 at the same
time as new legislation was enacted.
Introduction of new legislation specifically for the regulation of pedicabs
Benefits

Problems



Could be used to establish statutory definition
of a pedicab



Definition may not be sufficiently flexible to
accommodate further developments



Could be tailored to the specific conditions of
pedicab operation



Would require significant workload in drafting
and legislative process



Could potentially be designed for adoption both
inside and outside London if so required



Would take time to introduce, especially if
primary legislation required



Could be used to enable final elimination of
stage carriage definition from legislation



Would require design, set up and operation of
new licensing process

Despite the relatively high legislative and implementation workload, it is likely that this course of
action would result in the most robust and workable licensing regime, and would be favoured by
most of the parties concerned (with the clear exception of the LTDA).
None of the documents provided by the PCO have given any indications of the means which may
be available to implement new legislation, and without further research (beyond the remit of this
study) it is not possible to offer detailed comment. However it is tentatively suggested that there
would appear to be three main routes through which legislation may be considered, as follows:


Primary Parliamentary legislation



Transport for London Regulations



Local Authority powers

The Greater London Authority can promote Bills in Parliament specifically concerning London
under section 77 of the GLA Act 1999 (as clarified in schedule 5). Transport for London can make
regulations where primary legislation gives authority to do so, however this is dependent on such
authority being available to the GLA to delegate to TfL.
The three legislative routes are considered below.
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Possible legislative routes to regulate and licence pedicabs
Legislative route

Benefits

Problems

Primary legislation through
Parliament

Would be necessary for repeal of
section 4 of 1869 Act

May involve most workload in
drafting and legislative process

Would be necessary if legislation
was to have possible
implementation beyond London

May have to wait for time to
present Bill

May offer quicker and less
burdensome procedure

May still require primary
legislation to grant necessary
powers to GLA

TfL regulations made under
authority granted by GLA Act

Could not be used to repeal
section 4 of 1869 Act.
n.b. Legislation could only apply
in London
London Boroughs
(including the City of London)

Boroughs may already have
powers to introduce licensing

Availability of powers yet to be
checked

May offer quicker and less
burdensome procedure

Would need to be implemented
borough by borough
Would not provide London-wide
solution, or London-wide control
LAs not keen to implement on
their own
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5.

Project plan for a possible regulation scheme

5.1
Introduction
Section 4 sets out four possible regulatory scenarios. These are presented for consideration by
Transport for London,
It is important to recognise that


the final decision as to whether pedicabs should be regulated remains with TfL



the decision as to how regulation might be implemented remains with TfL

5.2
Implementation of a possible scenario
In order to give a clearer idea of how a regulation might be implemented if the decision is taken to
go ahead, this section of the report sets out a suggested regulatory regime based on the following
scenario:


Voluntary regulation administered by the PCO (as described in section 4.2.4)

Within the context of this scoping study, this section seeks to focus on the key issues, and should
not therefore be regarded as a fully detailed specification. It is understood that if the decision is
taken to proceed with the implementation of a system of regulation, the detailed development will
form part of a further project.
5.3
Why this scenario was chosen for more detailed examination
This scenario has been chosen for detailed evaluation because:


It offers a possible practical way forward without the immediate need for legislative change.



It can be used as a convenient starting point for comparison with other possible scenarios

It must be recognised, however, that it will not necessarily meet the aspirations of all the interested
parties.
5.4
Comparisons with other possible scenarios
Based on this selected scenario, it is possible to compare it with other regulatory scenarios by
considering:


What it would be necessary to add or exclude from the selected scenario



How transition might be achieved between the selected scenario and other scenarios.

Where appropriate, the following commentary refers to changes which might apply were other
scenarios to be adopted.
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5.5
The purpose of regulation
The purpose of regulation should be to ensure the safety of the travelling public in London,
and to give Londoners confidence that when they use a pedicab they are dealing with an
honest and professionally run organisation with reliable riders and safe vehicles.
5.6
Structure of possible scenario
This scenario is based on the assumption that the main focus of PCO involvement in authorisation
and enforcement will be at operator level. This recognises the different structure of pedicab
operation compared with taxi or PHV operation.
Approved Operators will then be responsible for vehicle registration and rider approval on behalf
of the PCO, as detailed later in this section.
Structure of possible scenario for pedicab regulation
Category

Details

Approved Operator

A pedicab operator who meets the approval criteria
set by the PCO

Registered Vehicle

A pedicab operated by an Approved Operator which
meets the approval criteria set by the PCO and
which is registered with the PCO

Approved Rider

A rider employed by or through an Approved
Operator who meets the approval criteria set by the
PCO and who is registered with the PCO

The differences between voluntary regulation administered by the PCO and other scenarios
outlined in section 4.2 are considered in section 5.10.
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5.7

Operator regulation

5.7.1
Overview
This section, and the following sections relating to vehicles and riders, sets out the requirements
which an operator would need to satisfy to achieve the status of “PCO Approved Operator”.
5.7.2
Responsibility and operating centre requirements
There are considerable differences between the roles of operating centres for pedicabs and PHVs.
However, the checklist of requirements for a PHV operator’s responsibilities and requirements
regarding operating centres forms a useful basis for consideration of the conditions which might be
applied to pedicab operators seeking Approved status.
A comparison of the requirements regarding business responsibility and operating centres is as
follows:
Current requirements of
PHV Operator’s licence

Proposed requirements for regulation of
Pedicab Operators

Details regarding individual, unregistered firm or
partnership, or registered company applying for
licence

Same

Details of drivers available

Similar requirement – see section on record keeping

Details of vehicles available

Similar requirement – see section on record keeping

Details of operating centres

Similar requirement, however scope to reduce
details required if no public access

Other record keeping requirements

Similar requirement – see section on record keeping

While there may be some scope to reduce the requirements specifically regarding public access to
operating centres, it is reasonable to assume that individuals and organisations wishing to be
approved as Pedicab Operators should meet similar standards of responsibility to those applied to
PHV Operators.
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5.7.3
Record keeping requirements
The Guidance Notes for PHV Operator licensing include specific details of record keeping
requirements, and it is proposed that generally similar requirements should apply to the regulation
of Pedicab Operators as follows
Current record keeping requirements of
PHV Operator

Proposed record keeping requirements for
regulation of Pedicab Operators

Drivers

The key requirement will be records of each rider to
whom pedicabs have been allocated or rented, and
the date and times of each shift worked.

Vehicles

Expanded requirement to cover acquisition,
disposal, maintenance and shifts worked – see
separate table

Bookings

No pre-booking by customers required. Replaced by
requirement to keep records of vehicle allocations or
rentals to riders, setting our details of vehicle, rider,
and the date and times of each shift worked

Complaints

Similar requirement, however record keeping must
enable any complaint received by the operator to be
identified to a specific shift and thus vehicle and
rider

Lost property

Similar requirement, however record keeping must
enable any property found or reported lost to be
identified to a specific shift and thus vehicle and
rider

It should be noted that whereas PHV operators have a particular responsibility to keep records
relating to bookings, the different pattern of pedicab hiring means that there is an emphasis on
record keeping by shifts worked by riders.
5.7.4
Insurance
The table below compares the proposed insurance requirements for pedicab operators with those
currently applied for PHV operators.
Current insurance requirements for licensing of
PHV Operator

Proposed insurance requirements for regulation
of Pedicab Operators

Public liability insurance (if the operating centre is
accessible to the public)

Unlikely to be required as operating centres not
normally visited by public

Employers’ liability insurance

May not be relevant to riders if not directly
employed, however may be required to cover other
employees

Copies of insurance held by drivers

Requirement to ensure that vehicles and riders are
adequately insured
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While it would seem that the current pattern is that insurance (where held) is the responsibility of
the operator, as noted in section 3.9 there are proposals by Bugbugs to adopt a different system.
It is therefore proposed that as part of the record keeping responsibilities of a pedicab Operator,
there should be an additional responsibility to record for each allocation or rental shift to a rider


confirmation that appropriate insurance is in force



whether this is provided by a policy held by the Operator or the Rider

5.7.5
Inspection
It is suggested that the initial grant of Approved Operator status, and continuation of approval,
should be subject to satisfactory inspection by the PCO from time to time as considered appropriate
by the PCO.
5.7.6
Suspension and revocation of operator approval
If operators:


fail to adhere to the conditions applicable to Approved status



infringe any of the vehicle approval conditions (set out in section 5.8)



misuse or infringe any of the delegated powers for rider approval (set out in section 5.9)

these may be grounds for suspension or revocation of operator approval.
5.7.7
Duration of Operator approval
Because operator approval incudes delegated powers for vehicle registration and rider approval, it
is proposed that approval is normally given on an annual basis. Re appointment need not
necessitate complete resubmission of information required on initial application, but could be based
on satisfactory inspection and audit of record keeping.
5.7.8
Small Operators
Provision is made in the licensing of PHV Operators for the specific category of “Small operators”,
and consideration should be given to whether such a category might be appropriate, for example,
for “owner/riders” of single pedicabs, or individual pedicabs shared by a small number of riders.
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5.8

Vehicle registration

5.8.1
Overview
It is proposed that all pedicabs operated by Approved Operators should


be of approved designs



carry identification plates of an agreed design



be properly maintained

The information held by Approved Operators would be subject to verification through inspection
by the PCO, and much of the practical application of vehicle registration could be delegated to
Approved Operators under the overall control of the PCO as detailed in this section.
5.8.2
Options for central registration
The PCO currently holds a complete register of taxis and is in the process of registering all PHVs.
However, as it is proposed that pedicab registration is delegated to Approved Operators, it may not
be necessary for the PCO to hold a central register of pedicabs. The benefits and problems of
central registration are noted below:
Option: Central pedicab vehicle register held by PCO
Benefits

Problems



Vehicle identities and operators can be traced
back through PCO



Operators required to notify all new, amended,
deleted and transferred vehicles



Easier to identify false and misused plates





PCO has sanction to suspend or revoke
individual vehicle registration

Additional workload and cost for PCO in
maintaining register



Central statistical record of numbers and type
of pedicabs currently in operation



PCO inspectors can pre-identify inspection
workloads

Option: No central pedicab vehicle register held by PCO, registration at Operator level
Benefits

Problems



No requirement for operators to notify details to
PCO



No PCO sanction to suspend or revoke
individual vehicle registration



No workload for PCO.



More difficult to detect false or misused plates



No central statistical record – only able to take
“snapshot” detail from initial operator
registration and subsequent inspections
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A practical alternative to tracing vehicles to operators through a central register would be for the
PCO to issue blocks of registration numbers to Approved Operators within which they could then
plate individual vehicles.
A practical alternative to central collation of statistics and pre-identification of workload for routine
inspections would be for inspectors to contact operators as required to check the total number of
vehicles currently registered.
5.8.3
Registration of new (or previously unregistered) vehicles
A proposed condition of operator approval is that they are prepared to:


declare that the vehicles operated comply with appropriate regulations concerning safety,
construction and use



take responsibility for maintenance



keep appropriate records regarding maintenance, shifts worked, riders etc.



make the vehicles available for inspection as and when required

The operator need not necessarily be the owner of the vehicle; they must simply be prepared to
comply with the above conditions. Thus, for example, riders who own their own pedicabs but did
not wish to become Approved Operators in their own right may arrange for their vehicle to be
registered through an operator prepared to take responsibility for maintenance, record keeping etc.
The TRL report has identified that there is a relatively small number of basic models of pedicab in
service, and it is therefore proposed that the process of licensing can be facilitated by the
introduction of type approval for the main types currently in service or likely to be acquired.
This would mean that the PCO could permit an Approved Operator to register a new vehicle
without inspection, based on a declaration by the Operator that it was of a type which had already
been approved (and, possibly, that it had not been modified outside certain previously agreed
limits). Any inspection of new vehicles could then form part of regular visits to inspect Operators.
If a an application was made to register a vehicle of a type not previously approved, this would
certainly require inspection, and if the Operator foresees the possibility that they may wish to
licence further vehicles of the same type they may propose that inspection takes place with a view
to type approval.
In discussion with Bugbugs, it was suggested that there may be relevant German Industry standards
covering the construction and safety of pedicabs. Further investigation of these was outside the
remit of this scoping study, however if regulation of pedicabs is to be pursued, it may be useful to
investigate if these standards can form part of the approval process.
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5.8.4
Responsibility for maintenance (including record keeping)
A key difference between pedicabs and motor vehicles is that there is no statutory requirement for
annual inspection of pedicabs over three years old and therefore no fallback situation of requiring a
current MOT certificate as proof of roadworthiness.
It is therefore proposed that approved pedicabs are registered to Approved Operators who take
responsibility for maintenance and the associated record keeping. Such responsibility may be
exercised by subcontracting the maintenance to an outside party, providing the Operator can assure
the PCO that the required standards are met.
It is proposed that the standards for maintenance cover at least the following:
Proposed pedicab maintenance standards
Standard

Comments

Compliance with legal requirements

Legislation relating to safety, construction and use is
detailed in section 2.4. It is suggested that the
structure of the pedicab trade is such that the
conditions regarding ‘supply’ of cycles apply as they
would to a cycle hire business.

Maintenance by suitably qualified staff

There is an established training programme for cycle
mechanics which offers qualification up to and
including NVQ standards. It is suggested that
maintenance should be carried out or supervised by
staff qualified to an appropriate level.

Record keeping

Best practice by pedicab operators already includes
pre shift checklists, fault logs and planned
maintenance after set numbers of shifts have been
worked. It is suggested that such practices might be
included in a formalised record keeping standard
within the Operator regulation requirements.

Inspection

Vehicles and maintenance records should be readily
available for inspection by the PCO both as part of a
regular programme of visits to Operators and on a
spot check basis. Inspectors could, if they wished,
give notice of specific vehicle to be made available
for inspection.
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5.8.5
How vehicles are approved and registered
It is proposed that the routine registration of vehicles is carried out by Approved Operators on
behalf of the PCO. Specific responsibilities would be as follows:
Vehicle approval and registration procedures
Responsibilities
Approved Operator



Registering vehicles already type approved by PCO



Putting forward new vehicle types to the PCO for type approval



Issuing plates for registered vehicles



Maintaining records of vehicles registered to and maintained by Operator

In addition, if a central register is maintained by the PCO:

PCO



Advising PCO of newly registered vehicles



Advising PCO when vehicles are deregistered of transferred to other
Approved Operators



Maintaining either a central register of registered vehicles (including transfers,
suspensions and revocations) or a list of blocks of registration marks issued to
Operators



Type approval of new vehicle types



Inspection of vehicles at Operators’ premises

5.8.6
Plating
It is proposed that all registered pedicabs should carry a plate of a design to be agreed by the PCO.
The plate should include the registered number of the vehicle, and the name of the Approved
Operator through whom it is registered. If registration of type approved vehicles is delegated to
Operators, they can allocate an individual registration mark from their allotted series.
5.8.7
Transfer of registered vehicles
If registration of type approved vehicles is delegated to Operators, a previously registered pedicab
can be transferred provided:


the receiving operator agrees to take over responsibility for maintenance (and where possible
takes over the maintenance records)



the identification plate is replaced by that of the new operator

If a central register is maintained by the PCO it will also be necessary for:


counterpart applications to be made to the PCO by the transferring and receiving operators
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5.8.8
Infringement of vehicle approval conditions
If an operator fails to adhere to the vehicle approval conditions, for example:


failure by the Operator to keep adequate maintenance records



failure to meet required standards on inspection

these may be grounds for suspension, revocation or non-renewal of operator approval.
5.8.9
Duration of vehicle approval
A vehicle could remain registered indefinitely provided:


the Operator retained Approved Status



any transfer of ownership or responsibility was to another Approved Operator (scrapping or
any other form of transfer would terminate the registration)



satisfactory inspection of the vehicle and/or maintenance records as determined by the PCO

5.9

Rider approval

5.9.1
Background
It is proposed that all riders employed by or renting vehicles from Approved pedicab Operators
should be


competent



trained



meet appropriate standards as a fit and proper person

A number of respondents took the view that passengers in pedicabs should be entitled to expect
appropriate standards of safety and integrity, and that similar requirements should therefore be
applied to pedicab riders to those now in place for new PHV drivers.
However, there are significant differences both between the nature of employment as a pedicab
rider and a PHV driver, and between the types of passengers carried. A comparison of key
differences is as follows:
Typical characteristics of PHV Drivers

Typical characteristics of Pedicab Riders

Wider age profile of drivers

Predominantly younger riders

Drivers have longer term employment or
involvement in business (even if part time or casual)

Riders have shorter term involvement, may be
seasonal (typically 6-9 months)
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Typical characteristics of PHV hirings

Typical characteristics of Pedicab hirings

Wide age profile of hirers, may include elderly and
children

Narrower age profile

Hirings may include disabled and infirm passengers

Pedicabs unlikely to be attractive to infirm or
disabled, especially if unaccompanied, as other
options generally available

Hirings for longer distances over wider area

Hirings for shorter distances in local area

Passengers may be unfamiliar with route and
possibly with destination

Passengers more likely to be familiar with area of
operation and destination

The full requirements for PHV Driver licensing include some criteria which are either not directly
applicable to pedicabs, or may not be considered necessary in the context of pedicabs.
A comparison of requirements is as follows:
Current requirements of
PHV Driver’s licence

Proposed requirements of
Pedicab Rider regulation

Age (at least 21)

Minimum of 18 may be considered more appropriate

Full Driver Licence (DVLA, Northern Ireland or other
EEA state)

No direct equivalent. Proposed that riders must
complete appropriate training as detailed below

Driving experience (at least three years)

No direct equivalent. See section 5.9.3.

Fit and proper person (driving history, Mental
Health/Sexual Offence Orders, Criminal Records
Bureau Disclosure details)

Self-certification. See section 5.9.5

Physical and mental fitness

Self certification. See section 5.9.6

Topographical skills

Not considered necessary. See section 5.9.7.
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5.9.2
Options for central registration
The PCO currently holds a complete register of taxi drivers and is in the process of registering all
PHV drivers. However, as it is proposed that rider approval is delegated to Approved Operators, it
may not be necessary for the PCO to hold a central register of pedicabs. The benefits and problems
of central registration are noted below:
Option: Central register of riders held by PCO
Benefits


Rider identities and operators can be traced
back through PCO



Easier to identify false and misused badges



PCO has sanction to suspend or revoke
individual rider approval



PCO can keep records of riders whose licences
have been suspended or revoked



Central statistical record of number of riders
currently active



PCO inspectors can pre-identify inspection
workloads

Problems


Operators required to notify all new,
suspended, revoked and expired rider
approvals



Additional workload and cost for PCO in
maintaining register

Option: No central register of riders held by PCO, registration at Operator level
Benefits


No requirement for operators to notify routine
details to PCO (will still need to notify
suspension and revocations)



Reduced workload for PCO (will only need to
record suspensions and revocations).

Problems


No PCO sanction to suspend or revoke
individual rider approval



PCO will still need to maintain details to enable
Operators to check if prospective applicants
have previously had approval suspended or
revoked



More difficult to detect false or misused badges



No central statistical record – only able to take
“snapshot” detail from initial operator
registration and subsequent enquiries or
inspections

A practical alternative to tracing riders through a central register would be for the PCO to issue
blocks of badge numbers to Approved Operators within which they could then allocate to
individual riders.
A practical alternative to central collation of statistics and pre-identification of workload for routine
inspections would be for inspectors to contact operators as required to check the total number of
riders currently registered.
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5.9.3
Competence and training
There is no direct equivalent of a driving licence for the rider of a pedal cycle. However, there are
good arguments for some form of certification or accreditation of pedicab riders, and at least some
of the operators provide training courses which must be successfully completed by intending riders.
It is therefore proposed that riders seeking Approved status must satisfy the following
requirements:


A satisfactory result in the theory paper of the Driving Test (or a current driving licence if
held)



Satisfactory completion of an approved training course for pedicab riders

PHV Drivers are expected to have held a DVLA or equivalent driving licence for at least three
years as evidence of driving history. It is neither possible nor necessary to impose a similar
condition on pedicab riders.
5.9.4
Certification of training courses
If training courses are to become part of the regulation procedure, it will be necessary to introduce
a framework for approval and inspection of training courses.
A possible model for the administrative procedure (though not necessarily the content) of the
courses could be that used by Westminster City Council for the approval of Door Supervisor
training establishments. This sets out


an outline syllabus, with an indication of the minimum time to be allotted for each part



where the responsibility lies for approval



details of the approved format of certificates



requirements for the directors and management of the training company

Although such an arrangement would permit the establishment of independent training
establishments, it is more likely that training would continue to be organised by the Operators. It is
therefore important to emphasise that


Certification of training courses is a separate process from the issue of Operator approval



Confirmation of Operator approval does not automatically confer certification to any training
courses which may be offered by the Operator



However, if Operator approval is revoked or suspended, it may be considered to be grounds for
revocation or suspension of certification of any training courses offered by the Operator
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It is anticipated that the training course should include a period of supervised riding, during which
the instructor could assess whether the rider had the necessary physical capabilities for pedicab
operation.
5.9.5
“Fit and proper person” requirements
As noted above, previous discussion with pedicab operators, Local Authorities and the Police have
indicated that it may not be necessary to adopt the same procedures and checks as are applied for
applicants to become PHV Drivers. However, as already noted, a strong case has been made by
some respondents that the requirements for pedicab riders should be no less rigorous than those
now applied to PHV drivers.
PHV Drivers are required to declare any Mental Health and Sexual Offence Orders, and to
complete a Criminal Records Bureau Disclosure Form. The reason for these is to ensure high
standards of passenger safety and security. However, given the different nature of pedicab
operation, and the open construction of the vehicles, it could be argued that less rigorous checks
may be sufficient for approval of pedicab riders.
It is therefore proposed that the normal requirement for rider approval should be as follows:


Self-declaration of any Mental Health and Sexual Offence Orders



Self-declaration of any criminal record

These self-declarations would be made on the understanding that:


Any application which gave particular cause for concern would be subject to verification.



In addition a number of applications may be subject to random verification.



In the event of a complaint against a rider, or other breach of approval conditions, all
declarations made previously would be subject to verification

Completion of the self-declaration would automatically grant permission for follow up if
considered appropriate.
Self-declarations would be held by the Approved Operator, and would be subject to inspection by
the PCO. In the event that it became necessary to validate the declarations, this would be taken
forward by the PCO and not the operator.
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5.9.6
Physical and mental fitness
As noted above, previous discussion with pedicab operators, Local Authorities and the Police have
indicated that it may not be considered necessary to adopt the same procedures and checks as are
applied for applicants to become PHV Drivers.
It is argued by the operators that any obvious physical problems which might preclude licensing as
a pedicab Rider might be expected to become apparent in the course of training.
However, as already noted, a case has been made by some respondents that the requirements for
pedicab riders should be no less rigorous than those now applied to PHV drivers.
It is proposed that, as with the “fit and proper person” requirements, approval of rider health and
fitness should in the first instance be by self-declaration, with similar conditions applying regarding
verification.
5.9.7
Topographical skills
As noted above, previous discussion with pedicab operators, Local Authorities and the Police have
indicated that it is not considered necessary to adopt the same procedures and checks as it is
intended to apply to applicants to become PHV Drivers.
Pedicabs tend to operate in relatively small areas with shorter journeys than PHVs or taxis, and
passengers may be more likely to be familiar with the area including likely routes and destinations.
5.9.8
Insurance requirements
It is not proposed that Approved Riders should be compelled to carry their own insurance,
particularly as the current situation is that at least some operators arrange insurance cover.
However, Approved Riders should not be permitted to work unless insured; thus for each shift
worked there should be a record kept of whether the necessary insurance was held by the Operator
or the Rider.
In practice, it is expected that the introduction of a regulation system will make it easier for both
Operators and Riders to obtain insurance as required, as insurers will be able to stipulate that


Operators are only insured if they engage Approved Riders and provide registered Vehicles



Riders are only insured if they ride registered Vehicles
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5.9.9
How riders are approved
It is proposed that rider approval is carried out by Approved Operators on behalf of the PCO.
Specific responsibilities would be as follows.
Rider approval procedures
Responsibilities
Approved Operator



Checking rider application details



Checking new applicants against details of suspensions and revocations held
by PCO



Issuing badges to successful applicants



Maintaining records of riders authorised by operator



Advising PCO when rider approval is suspended /revoked

In addition, if a central register is held by the PCO:
PCO



Advising PCO of newly authorised riders



Maintaining either a central register of Approved riders or a list of blocks of
badge numbers issued to Operators



Maintaining details of rider suspensions and revocations



Verification of self-declaration as necessary



Approval of training schemes

5.9.10 Badges
It is proposed that authorised Riders should be issued with badges of a design agreed by the PCO,
which includes a photograph. These badges should be worn while working, in line with the
requirements for Taxi and PHV drivers.
This badge will also indicate the operator for or through whom they are authorised to work. The
details should match the operator details on the vehicle registration plate.
5.9.11 Transfer between Operators
Although rider approval is personal to the individual to whom granted, it can only be maintained if
the rider continues to work for or on behalf of an Approved Operator.
If an Approved rider ceases to work for an Approved Operator, they must return their badge to the
issuing operator.
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However, if they immediately transfer to another Approved Operator within the original validity of
their authorisation, they can be issued with a badge by the new operator without further validation,
provided the releasing Operator:


transfers self declarations made by the rider



if no separate training certificate has been issued, can confirm that the rider has satisfactorily
completed training

If the releasing Operator fails to provide the required details, the rider may have grounds to
complain the PCO that the releasing Operator is not complying with the terms of PCO approval.
However, if an Approved rider wishes to operate on their own behalf, they will have to apply for
authorisation as an operator in their own right (possibly using the small operators procedure if
implemented). Once such authorisation has been granted, they can then re-register as a rider based
on their documentation supplied by their releasing Operator.
5.9.12 Suspension and revocation of Rider approval
If the rider contravenes the conditions applicable to authorisation or is otherwise dismissed by an
Approved Operator, rider approval can be suspended or revoked either by the Approved Operator
for or through whom they work, or, if a central register is maintained, the PCO.
If suspension or revocation is proposed by the operator, this should be advised to the PCO.
Whether or not a full central register of riders is held by the PCO, details of suspensions and
revocations will be held centrally, and operators will be required to check with the PCO whether an
applicant has previously held approval which has subsequently been suspended or revoked.
5.9.13 Duration of Rider approval
In view of the more transitory nature of work as a pedicab rider, it is proposed that Rider approval
should be valid for one year, but with the presumption that renewal will be automatic if the rider
continues to be employed by or through the operator and has not contravened the conditions of
approval.
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5.10
Comparisons
As noted in section 5.2, this project plan has been set out to demonstrate a suggested regime based
on voluntary regulation administered by the PCO.
Other possible types of regulation were set out in section 4.2, and a brief comparison of the
proposed scenario with other is as follows:
Comparison of Voluntary regulation administered by the PCO with other possible scenarios
Category
Approved
Operator

Registered Vehicle

Approved Rider

Key differences if
Voluntary self-regulation by operators

Key differences if
Regulation by licensing



Operators (or some form of trade
association) would “self approve”



Approval process would become
requirement of licensing



If Operators cannot agree among
themselves, there may be more
than one grouping and/or
withdrawals of support



Non approved, and therefore nonlicensed operators could not
continue to operate



Operators could not carry any form
of PCO or TfL endorsement



Operators may not see any
advantage in approval



Operators (or trade association)
would “self approve” vehicle types





Operators could plate vehicles as
they wished



PCO could propose but not enforce
central control of registration marks
and standardised plating

Licensing would be controlled by
the PCO, but registration could be
delegated to licensed operators
subject to compliance with approval
procedures laid down and enforced
by PCO.



Non-licensed vehicles could not
continue to operate.



Licensing would be controlled by
the PCO, but registration could be
delegated to licensed operators
subject to compliance with approval
procedures laid down and enforced
by PCO.



Non-licensed riders could not
continue to operate.



Operators outside scheme could
nevertheless plate their vehicles to
confer appearance of conformity



Operators (or trade association)
would “self approve” riders



Could not therefore carry any form
of PCO or TfL endorsement



PCO could propose but not enforce
standard badge



May not be mechanism for following
up declarations regarding mental
health, sexual offences and criminal
records



PCO could propose but not enforce
central record of suspension and
revocations
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6.

Resource requirements

6.1
Introduction
This section considers the resources which might be required by the PCO to set up and administer a
regulatory system for pedicabs.
The PCO currently has no resources available which could be used to administer the regulation of
pedicabs. Even if capacity was available, it would be reasonable to regard the provision of such
resources as a cost to be borne were regulation to be introduced.
This section does not consider the resource requirement which might be required by Authorised
Operators to fulfil their regulatory commitments. Depending upon the systems already adopted, it
is to be hoped that much of the requirements could be met using management systems which are
already in place and can be adapted as necessary.
6.2

Setting up a regulatory regime

6.2.1
Background
The requirements for setting up a regulatory regime will differ depending on which scenario is
adopted. In practice, only


Voluntary regulation administered by PCO



Regulation by Licensing

will actually require specific action by TfL/PCO.
To provide a basis for comparison, this section adopt the same convention as section 5 in using
voluntary regulation administered by the PCO as a benchmark against which the additional
workload imposed by full licensing can be compared.
6.2.2
Legislation
Resource requirements will be dependent on the legislative route adopted. None of the background
documentation supplied by the PCO has considered the specific resource requirements which might
be necessary for the drafting and enacting of legislation, and it has not been possible within the
remit of this scoping study to obtain further information.
If TfL wishes to understand the potential workload which may be involved, this will have to be the
subject of further investigation.
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6.2.3
System design
The basic design of a regulatory system will be the same


whether it is voluntary or compulsory



irrespective of the number of operators who seek authorisation/licensing



irrespective of the number of riders and vehicles to be authorised, registered or licensed within
the overall responsibility of each operator.

However, it will also need


either to be sufficiently simple and robust that it can sensibly be applied to the minimum
situation of an individual owner/rider



or to include provision for a streamlined regulation or licensing method for specifically defined
“Small Operators” including individual owner/riders.

6.3
Start up
Although the components of the start up process will be similar whether regulation is to be
voluntary or compulsory, it should be recognised that the controlling factors for the staging and
timing will differ.
Comparison of controlling factors
Voluntary regulation


Pressure from operators who perceive
advantages in gaining “Authorised Operator”
status



Possible “second wave” of operators who do
not see necessity to be authorised until other
operators have done so

Licensing


Requirement to meet agreed dates after which
only licensed operation is permitted



Possible “late rush” of operators who put off
licensing application until close to deadline

6.3.1
Transitional arrangements
The requirement for transitional arrangements will also differ between voluntary regulation and
licensing.
Comparison of transitional arrangements
Voluntary regulation


No specific requirement as approval timescale
open ended



However, operators waiting for approval may
wish to be able to state that their approval is
pending, especially if there may be some delay

Licensing


Existing operators will require reassurance that,
provided their application proceeds without
major problems, they will be able to continue to
trade without interruption during the licensing
process
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6.3.2
Licensing of existing operators, vehicles and riders
Existing operators who already have record keeping and management systems in place will expect
that these can form the basis either of voluntary regulation or licensing without significant changes.
However, the PCO must not be seen to be compromising impartiality by over-reliance on
operators’ own systems in the development of the regulatory process.
Comparison of requirement to accommodate existing operators, vehicles and riders
Voluntary regulation

Licensing



Smaller operators and individual owner/riders
may choose not to seek authorisation



Smaller operators and individual owner/riders
will need to be licensed to continue operation



Some operators may choose to defer
application until after they have had the
opportunity to observe regulation in practice



All operators will need to apply within
determined period if they are to continue
operation



Potential to amend system in the light of
experience of initial batch of authorisations,
without requirement to amend legislation



Reduced opportunity to amend system as may
necessitate amendment to enabling legislation
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6.4

Ongoing operation

6.4.1
Overview
The ongoing operation of a regulatory regime will be broadly similar whether regulation is
voluntary or compulsory, though the workload is likely to be higher with compulsory licensing as
there will not be the option for operators not to participate in a voluntary system. It would be
prudent to assume that more operators will seek licensing if it is necessary for them to continue
operating than will seek approval under a voluntary system.
The main elements of ongoing operation are detailed below.
Main elements of ongoing operation of regulatory regime
Work element

Overview

Administration

This is concerned with the authorisation/licensing
process and in particular

Inspection

Enforcement



Operator registration



Rider registration



Vehicle Registration

This covers three main areas


initial inspection of new applicants



Routine inspection of existing and renewing
operators



Ad hoc inspection, which may be tied in with
enforcement

This can be broadly split into two categories:


Enforcement instigated by the PCO (e.g.
random inspections) to ensure that agreed
standards are being maintained



Enforcement instigated as a result of
information from outside parties (for example
public complaints)
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6.4.2
Administration
The administration process covers both the application process and registration. These are as
follows:
Main elements of administrative process
Work element

Overview

Applications

Because it is proposed that Rider and Vehicle registration are carried out by
Approved Operators on behalf of the PCO, the main workload regarding
applications will be


Operator approval



Type approval of new vehicles

However, because Operators will not be required to check the self-certification
supplied by riders (and will not have authority e.g. for CRB checks), the PCO will
also have to undertake

Registration



Verification of rider self-certification as necessary



Ratification of rider registration approvals provisionally granted by Operators

The PCO will be responsible for maintaining the central register of Approved
Operators.
If it is decided that the PCO will also hold registers of vehicles and riders these will
be an additional administrative overhead.
Even if no central register of riders is held, there will be a minimum requirement to
keep a list of riders whose approval has been suspended or revoked, to enable
operators to enquire regarding new applicants.

6.4.3
Inspection
The inspection process can be considered in terms of:


the point in the regulatory cycle where inspection may be necessary or appropriate



the different requirements for inspection of Operators, Riders and Vehicles

Main elements of inspection process
Work element

Overview

Initial inspection

It is proposed that the PCO will initially inspect


The premises, records and vehicles of new applicants for Approved Operator
status



New vehicles presented for type approval

Routine inspection

Once Operators have been approved, it is suggested that there is a routine
programme of inspections, possibly timed to coincide with annual renewal

Ad-hoc inspection

In addition it is proposed that inspectors have the right to make spot checks as
required
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Types of inspection to be undertaken
Work element

Overview

Operator inspection

It is proposed that this would take place when Operators make their first application
for approval and subsequently as required. This inspection would mainly be to
ensure that the Operator complies with the proposed requirements for regulation as
set out section 5.7.2

Vehicle inspection

It is anticipated that vehicle inspection would take place concurrently with Operator
inspection. Each inspection would include some or all the following as required:


Inspection of maintenance record for all vehicles registered with the Operator



Type approval of any new types of vehicle presented by the Operator for this
purpose

Physical spot checks of selected vehicles to ensure that they are fit for purpose
and that maintenance has been carried out in accordance with specified standards
and matches the maintenance record
Rider inspection

It is proposed that this should normally be undertaken only on a spot check basis,
or if there is a complaint or incident

Inspection of training
courses

If training courses are to be part of the regulatory procedure, it will be necessary to
inspect training providers to ensure that they comply with conditions similar to
those set out in section.5.9.4. These providers may themselves be Approved
Operators, in which case inspection of courses may form part of the Operator
inspection. However, provision should also be made for inspection and approval of
courses which may be offered by other training establishments

6.4.4
Enforcement
There are three main strands to enforcement, as detailed below.
Main elements of enforcement process
Work element

Overview

PCO instigated

This would typically include the following situations:

Outside party instigated



enforcement action resulting from a public complaint made to the PCO



enforcement resulting from a complaint made to the PCO by another
operator



enforcement resulting from investigations arising within the PCO

This would typically include the following:


Co-operation with other
enforcement agencies

enforcement action resulting from complaints concerning pedicab
operation made to or by other organisations, such as the Police and Local
Authorities, and reported to the PCO

This might include the following


enforcement action by outside parties which concerns the business,
trading, employment or similar activities of pedicab operators or riders,
who seek the assistance of the PCO to supply information and/or
participate in joint action
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6.5
Timescales
Based on the outline project plan set out in section 5, a working assumption is that once approval
had been given, a voluntary system administered by the PCO could be set up to a stage at which
operators could be invited to apply for approval within, say, six months.
The implementation of regulation by licensing would take longer, as the initial controlling factor
would be the time required to draft, introduce and enact the necessary legislation. Further
investigation is needed to identify appropriate forthcoming opportunities when legislative changes
may be scheduled.
However, if the overall objective of such legislation was essentially to make mandatory a
regulatory framework which had already been established on a voluntary basis, it would be
possible to work on scheme development and the drafting of legislation in parallel.
Indeed, there could be merit is starting with a voluntary scheme, as this would not require
legislative changes to enable it to be adapted and adjusted in the course of introduction.
Legislation could then be framed in the light of experience gained with the introduction of the
voluntary scheme.
A further advantage with delayed introduction of mandatory licensing would be that the overall
workload could be balanced to make best use of the limited level of resources which it is likely the
overall scheme could support. (Cost implications are considered in more detail in section 7.)
Key elements in the workload will be
Possible staging of key workload elements in introduction of pedicab regulation administered by PCO
Task

Comments

Scheduling

Development of initial
voluntary scheme



Important elements will be
consultation with interested parties
and assessment of likely workload
in processing applications once
scheme is introduced.



Outline estimate of six months

Initial type approval
of vehicles



Until the main types of vehicle
already in use have been
approved, it will not be possible for
Approved Operators to register
their vehicles



Ideally, this should be carried out in
advance of Operator Approval, so
that once operators have been
approved they can immediately
begin to register their pedicab fleets

Initial approval of
rider training
schemes



Until rider training schemes have
been approved, it will not be
possible for Operators to approve
riders.



Since it is likely that the initial
request to approve training
schemes will come from the
operators themselves, it is
proposed that this should be
carried out in parallel with Operator
approval
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Initial approval of
interested operators

Initial registration of
vehicles

Initial approval of
riders



Will require full checking of
application documents, inspection
of premises, vehicles, records etc.



The advantage of a voluntary
scheme at this stage will be that
there is no cut off deadline.



Will need to decide whether to use
additional short-term resources to
shorten overall processing
timescale, or to use more limited
resources to process operators one
by one



Spreading the workload of
processing will not affect operators’
ability to continue in operation.



However, operators may wish to be
able to advertise that their approval
is pending.



If the PCO is to maintain a central
register, then soon after each
Operator has been approved they
will wish to submit their details of
vehicles for registration.



Workload for central registration will
start to occur after first Operator
has been approved and will
continue as subsequent Operators
gain approval.



If no central register is to be
maintained, the PCO can issue
blocks at the time of Operator
Approval



Once Operators have gained
Approval, they may wish to plate
their vehicles as soon as possible
to confirm their Approved Status.



If the PCO is to maintain a central
register, then soon after each
Operator has been approved they
will wish to submit their details of
riders for approval.



Workload for central registration will
start to occur after first Operator
has been approved and will
continue as subsequent Operators
gain approval.



If no central register is to be
maintained, the PCO can issue
blocks of badge numbers at the
time of Operator Approval



Once Operators have gained
Approval, their riders may wish to
gain badges as soon as possible to
confirm their Approved Status.



A decision will need to be take as
to whether, and a what time, spot
checks will be made on selfcertifications.



Workload requirement to list
suspension and revocations likely
to build up later.



Decision may be taken to defer
spot checks on self-certification to
smooth workload.

Drafting of legislation
for subsequent
licensing



May be benefits in waiting for
successful implementation of
voluntary scheme



Depending on extent of pressure
for introduction and availability of
opportunities, may wait until after
main workload of introduction of
voluntary scheme

Subsequent
introduction of
compulsory scheme



Workload will depend on extent of
similarity with voluntary scheme





May be further workload if not all
operators already participate in
voluntary scheme

Will need to set cut off deadline
after which non-licensed operators
cannot operate



Will need to ensure resources are
in place to facilitate completion of
licensing within deadline
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7.

Outline costs and benefits

7.1
Costs
As noted in section 6.1, the PCO currently has no resources available which could be used to
administer the regulation of pedicabs. Even if capacity was available, it would be reasonable to
regard the provision of such resources as a cost to be borne were regulation to be introduced.
Based on the workload as described in section 6, and in particular the timescales set out in section
6.5, it would be reasonable to assume that there will be an ongoing requirement for one additional
member of staff. They would initially be responsible for detailed scheme development, then the
introduction of a voluntary scheme. The ongoing workload of administration, inspection and
enforcement will depend upon the number of operators who choose to register under a voluntary
scheme. If legislative changes are to be made in preparation for the introduction of a mandatory
scheme, this will require specialist legal input.
Depending upon the grade of the staff member appointed, and the assessment of the impact on
PCO overhead costs, the notional cost could be of the order of £50,000 per annum.
7.2
Scope for cost recovery
Given the cost of scheme introduction and maintenance, it is important to consider whether some or
any part of the cost s could be recoverable.
As yet, there is no clear indication of the number of operators who might be expected to subscribe
to a registration scheme. However, based on the interest shown at the Operators’ meeting, there are
probably no more than ten operators overall, of whom perhaps two ore three operate more than a
few vehicles.
Thus were the full cost of regulation to be recovered, the average annual cost per operator could be
of the order of £5,000. Were the costs to be more closely aligned with the size of the operation, the
cost to the larger operators could be in excess of £10,000.
Full cost recovery could therefore prove a major disincentive to voluntary regulation. If, as a
result, fewer operators chose to register, full cost recovery would make the charges for those who
did so even higher.
Were regulation to be made mandatory, it is likely that there would be strong protests from the
operators who would regard the likely level of costs to be an unfair imposition.
If costs were to be set closer in line with those charged for taxis and PHVs, then


it is unlikely that full costs will be covered
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there may still be complaints because levels of turnover per vehicle/rider are lower

Thus it should be recognised that any scheme of regulation, whether voluntary or mandatory, is
unlikely to cover its full costs of implementation and operation.
Any financial justification will therefore need to include an indication of how it is to be funded,
with a clear understanding of the benefits to be gained in return for funding support.
7.3
Benefits
The key benefits of regulation are non-monetary, though it may be possible to assign monetary
values should it be necessary to put together a formal business case.
Benefits which can be delivered by voluntary and mandatory regulation are as follows
Benefits of pedicab regulation
Type of regulation

Benefits

Benefits of
voluntary regulation



Better integration of pedicabs into London’s transport system



Greater public confidence through promotion of registered operators



Can be used as part of staged introduction of mandatory regulation



Likely reduction in numbers of vehicles in service



Ability to exercise greater control over operations



Clearer legal redress for traffic, parking and licence violations



Compatibility of treatment with taxi and PHV licensing

Additional benefits of
mandatory regulation
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8.

Responsibilities and risks

8.1
Overview
This section sets out some initial considerations regarding the possible risk and responsibility
implications arising from the introduction of a regulatory regime for pedicabs.
Although it may not be regarded as an ideal situation for the travelling public, the current
unregulated nature of pedicab operation means that TfL and the PCO can stand aside from issues of
responsibility and risk. The limited evidence available suggests that operators may take a very
varied approach, with some more aware of and concerned about, the issue than others.
If regulation, whether voluntary or compulsory, is to be introduced, the future pattern of
responsibilities and risk will depend very much upon


The detailed nature of legislation if this is the preferred regulatory route



The role taken on by the PCO, whether involved in the administration of a voluntary or
compulsory system.

It should be noted that no legal advice has been sought within the remit of this scoping study, thus
it is only possible to draw attention to possible matters for further consideration.
8.2
Responsibilities and risks for PCO
A key issue for the PCO will be whether approval or licensing will give rise to any implied
warranty in the event of an incident involving an approved or licensed operator, vehicle or rider.
If the decision is taken to introduce compulsory licensing, then it would be expected that any
implied warranties would be similar to those already arising from the PCO role in the licensing of
Hackney Carriages and PHVs.
Thus, provided it could be demonstrated by the PCO if required that they had carried out their
process of approval and inspection in accordance with the agreed (or statutory) procedures, it could
be argued that addition of regulatory responsibilities for pedicabs does not import new categories of
risk to the PCO beyond those already carried.
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8.3
Responsibilities and risks for other interested parties
A key issue for other interested parties is the need for clarification of the definition of pedicabs as
compared with other types of pedal cycle.
There is concern that the current understanding of the duty of care to road users may be that cycles
convey only the rider, or, exceptionally, two people on a tandem who could both be regarded as
cooperating riding it. Recognition of pedicabs as a distinct vehicle type, whether through
legislation or by implication through voluntary regulation could potentially highlight risks and
responsibilities concerned with the conveyance of passengers.
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Appendix A Documents supplied by PCO
A.1

Reports

Title

Author/Publisher

Date

London Pedicab +Operational and Vehicle Safety

TRL Limited

February 2002

Author/Publisher

Date

A.2

Licensing Notes

Title
Private Hire Operator LIcensing Guidance Notes

PCO

London Private Hire Licensing Application Pack

PCO

A.3

Court Judgments

Title

Date

R vs Cambridge City Council ex parte Lane

13/07/1998

R vs Bugbugs Ltd ex parte Oddy

12/11/2003

Oddy vs Bugbugs Ltd (and other)

10/12/2003
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A.4

Other documents, notes, etc

Title

Author/Publisher

Date

Memorandum re Court Decision on Licensing of
Pedicabs

Eamon Cadden, Met Police

07/01/2000

Advice re Pedicabs

A Muir

14/02/2000

Opinion re Metropolitan Police Carriage Act 1869
and The City of Westminster Act 1999

Timothy Spencer

17/09/2000

Advice in the matter of Rickshaws and Hackney &
Stage Carriages

Timothy Spencer

28/10/2000

Rickshaw Regulation 0 A Strategy Proposal

Bugbugs Ltd

25/05/2001

Summary of Achievements

Downham Cycle Taxi Project

May 2002

“Rickshaws come to town” article in Croydon
Reports

Croydon Council

June 2002

Memorandum on Control of Pedicabs and
Alternative Vehicles

David Farmiloe for TfL Solicitor

30/09/2002

Notes of Pedicab meeting with Operators

PCO

04/04/2003

Funding Proposal to Southwark Transport Group

Bugbugs Ltd.

May 2003

Notes of Pedicab meeting with Local Authorities

PCO

04/07/2003

Answer to House of Commons written
Parliamentary Question

Secretary of State for Transport

08/12/2003
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Appendix B Notes of meetings
B.1

Meeting with Bugbugs

Bugbugs Meeting
date

19 December 2003

Representatives

Cathy Stuart
Chris Smallwood

Background
Bugbugs was set up in 1998. They regard themselves as having been responsible for opening up
the market for pedicabs in London.
They are in favour of control of pedicabs, and in May 2001, they wrote a paper giving details of
their case for regulation. (This was after the unsuccessful case against Alan Begg in 1999, but
before the cases against Bugbugs in 2003). They would like to see legislation enacted either in
parliament or through the Greater London Authority. Much of the meeting was therefore taken up
in discussing how such regulation might be implemented.
Monitoring and control
Bugbugs is particularly concerned that they have invested considerable time and effort in setting up
systems of monitoring and control within their own organisation, which may not be reflected by
other operators. They have written the following documents:


Code of Practice for Operators



Code of Conduct for Riders

They have spent several years developing their Business Management System, which is used to
keep record of vehicles, riders and shifts worked. Comprehensive maintenance records are kept for
each vehicle, with checks made at the start and end of each shift, and full maintenance every 20
shifts.
Bugbugs have had meetings with other operators, but these failed to progress because they were
unable to get continued cooperation from most of the other operators. They no longer have regular
contact with other operators.
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Training
Bugbugs has developed a training course which they require all riders to complete, which includes
the DSA Theory Test. They have a programme of on-street training and management, with two
responsible riders per shift operated. Bugbugs would welcome a scheme for accreditation of
training courses for riders. There are already schemes for the accreditation of workshop staff with
which they comply.
Regulation
Bugbugs argue that that the present lack of regulation means that the overall image of the pedicab
trade may be affected by other operators who do not apply the same standards. In particular,
despite some attempts to set up an agreed list of “banned” riders, there is little they can do to
prevent riders they have dismissed from working with other operators.
However, they would not wish the regulatory process to create an undue barrier to entry for
operators or riders.
They would thus favour a situation in which operators were responsible for issuing rider licenses.
They see self regulation as an intermediate stage towards legislation and licensing, and advise that
pedicab operation in the United States is licensed at State level.
Congestion
Bugbugs is aware that there are problems with congestion and have held meetings with the Police
and business groups to discuss where pedicabs can park and operate. They would welcome the
designation of pedicab ranks.
Insurance
Bugbugs is particularly concerned that pedicab operation should be properly insured, but raised
concerns regarding the availability and extent of such insurance.
They were initially able to arrange insurance through Royal Sun Alliance, which at the time was
the only company prepared to offer public liability insurance for pedicab operation. It is
understood that Royal Sun Alliance has since reviewed its position following approaches by other
operators, and is no longer prepared to take on new business.
A key issue would appear to be that because pedicab operation is currently unregulated, insurers
are concerned about the risk of malpractice.
Bugbugs have subsequently arranged their insurance with another company, but in view of the
problems are not prepared to divulge details of their new insurers, not least to prevent approaches
by other operators.
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They are also considering the scope for moving from a system in which the insurance is held by the
company to one in which each individual rider is insured. A significant problem with the present
system is that the insurers are effectively being asked to insure individuals who are not even direct
employees of the pedicab operating company.
Bugbugs is therefore considering a model similar to that adopted by self-drive car rental companies
by which insurance for the duration of the rental can be purchased from the operator as an add on
to the rental charge. (The operator acts in this case as an agent of the insurer in the sale of the
policy)
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B.2

Meeting with Licensed Taxi Drivers Association

Meeting with Licensed Taxi Drivers Association
date

22 December 2003

Representatives

Bob Oddy; General Secretary
Richard Massett; Executive

Background
The LTDA represents some 6,500 licensed hackney carriage drivers, most of whom work in
London. At the meeting, the LTDA drew attention to issues concerning the operation of pedicabs
in the West End of London during the evenings, and in particular to the concentration of pedicabs
around theatres as patrons left at the end of performances.
Objections to pedicabs
The main objections to the continued operation of pedicabs were stated by the LTDA as follows:
Summary of LTDA operational and safety objections
Objection

Examples

Pedicabs impede all forms of traffic flow



When stationary waiting for passengers



When moving slowly through traffic



Blocking footways



Non-observance of traffic lights



Riding the wrong way on one way streets



Accident in Edinburgh when passenger’s
clothing became entangled



Risk of overturning



Passengers may be inebriated

Pedicabs do not observe Road Traffic regulations

Pedicabs are inherently dangerous

In support of their case, the LTDA produced extensive still picture and video evidence of pedicab
activity in the West End at busy times. These show large numbers of pedicabs parked up either
partly or wholly on the footway, at a time when large numbers of patrons are attempting to leave
theatres.
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Economic case for pedicabs
In addition, the LTDA raised a number of wider objections which questioned whether pedicabs
were actually necessary or made economic sense. Key points from these included:
Summary of LTDA commercial/economic objections
Objection

Examples

There is no actual need for pedicabs



Hirings are mostly for very short distances



Hiring is an impulse purchase

Pedicabs cannot realistically claim environmental
benefits



In most cases the alternative would be to walk



They are not therefore part of an integrated
transport strategy

There is oversupply of pedicabs



Much of the congestion is caused by vehicles
awaiting hires

Pedicab fares are disproportionately high



Low utilisation means that fares per journey
need to be high to generate reasonable income
for riders

Enforcement
The LTDA are concerned that there would be practical problems in enforcing rider licensing if
introduced. Because of the transient nature of rider employment, refusal or revocation of licenses
would have little practical effect.
Summary
In the view of the LTDA


“London is not a theme park”



London would be no worse off if there were no pedicabs

The LTDA reported that although it was the view of many members that pedicabs represented a
threat to revenue for licensed taxis, there was no evidence to support this.
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B.3

Meeting with Westminster City Council re licensing

Meeting with Westminster City Council re licensing
date

22 December 2003

Representatives

Philip Gough; Operations Manager, Planning Liaison & Coordination

Background
This meeting was primarily concerned with licensing and enforcement issues – transport related
issues were covered in more detail in a separate meeting note in appendix B4.
Mr Gough had attended the Local Authority meeting at the PCO in July 2003, and said that this
represented a reasonably unified view of LA requirements. He is involved in other licensing and
regulation issues within Westminster, and has been looking at joint work on enforcement and
community protection.
Issues
Involvement in pedicabs has occurred as a result of complaints from the police and members of the
public. Specific issues include


breaches of the Road Traffic Act



concern about compliance with construction and use regulations



residents’ complaints about excessive noise and bunching

Bugbugs have shown a willingness to participate in dialogue, but the council now feels that the
situation has moved beyond the scope of self-regulation.
Scope for regulation by WCC
The Council had considered whether it would be feasible or practical to operate their own pedicab
licensing scheme, but had decided against this course because:


it was not thought to be practical within existing legislation



there would be a cost implication both in terms of setting up a licensing team and in
enforcement, and a question of whether and how such costs could be funded



enforcement officers would not have powers under the Road Traffic Act



any scheme would better be implemented on a London-wide basis, particularly if new
legislation was required
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The Council’s view is that enforcement of a licensing scheme should be the responsibility of the
PCO and the police, and not with the LAs.
Quantity licensing
There is interest in the possibility of quantity licensing, as a means of regulating the number of
pedicabs in operation.
Licensing of operators, riders and vehicles
Operator licensing should cover equipment and standards. Vehicles should comply with
construction and use regulations.
Rider licensing should include training, and basic first aid, but need not necessarily be to the same
requirements as are applied to hackney carriage and PHV driver licences.
Examples were given of how the Council licences door supervisors for nightclubs etc. This
includes the accreditation of training courses, where recommended establishments are inspected by
council officers. Door supervisors are licensed by individual LAs and different standards may
apply.
Congestion
There was some discussion regarding congestion, including obstruction and ranking. It was
suggested that these matters should be discussed with colleagues in the Transportation department
and this is covered in notes of the meeting on 7 January (appendix B5)
The Council is not aware of any Trading Standards issues regarding the fares charged by pedicab
riders.
Summary
Westminster is at the heart of a world-class city. The Council does not wish to create a sterile
environment, and is therefore taking a pragmatic approach to pedicab issues.
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B.4

Meeting with Westminster City Council re transport issues

Meeting with Westminster City Council re transport issues
date

7 January 2004

Representatives

Martin Low; Assistant Director of Transportation
Iain Forbes; Corporate Manager (Transportation)
Tim Lloyd; Client Manager (Engineering)

Background
The second meeting with Westminster City Council concerned wider road traffic and safety
considerations. There was particular discussion of the issues relating to congestion in the West End
including those which had been raised by the LTDA.
The Council has prepared a committee report on pedicabs and will supply a copy for consideration
in the scoping study.
Main concerns
The Council are concerned that


pedicabs are unlicensed and therefore cannot easily be controlled



there is a potential lack of insurance cover



there is no regulation of fares

Particular traffic issues are


obstruction both of the highway and the footway



nuisance to pedestrians



blockage of kerbside access especially to entertainment venues such as theatres



non-observance of yellow lines and other parking regulations

It is possible for the Council’s staff to enforce parking regulations for black cabs, but not for
pedicabs, with the result that licensed taxis may therefore be at a disadvantage when seeking fares.
These issues have been raised in discussion with the Department of Transport.
Because there is a particular concentration of pedicab operation in their borough, the Council
would like particular attention to be paid to their concerns. They also mention that private
forecourt owners may have problems, in particular Network Rail at Charing Cross.
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How pedicabs are categorised
There was discussion over whether pedicabs could best be categorised by construction or by type
of operation. The Council noted that there are a number of other “commercial” services operated
using pedal vehicles, including the delivery of light goods, mail and sandwiches to offices. Should
such operations also be regulated? However, there could be circumstances in which pedicab type
vehicles might be used by private individuals, for example to convey children or tow luggage
trailers, and it would not be appropriate if they fell within the scope of regulation.
Such categorisation was also important for enforcement purposes. If possible, the Council would
like pedicabs to fall within the categories of vehicles for which their parking attendants could
enforce parking restrictions and, if necessary, issue penalty charge notices.
Vehicle identification
If a licensing regime is to be introduced, the Council would like pedicabs to carry prominent
licence plates which are capable of being read by enforcement cameras. Such plates would also
enable enforcement officers and the Police to identify vehicles in cases of poor driver behaviour
and parking offences.
Restriction of areas of operation
The Council would like to explore the possibilities for restriction of the areas in which pedicabs are
permitted to operate and/or the routes which they are permitted to use. It was understood that this
may not necessarily be easy to achieve. Two possibilities were suggested:
Possible ways to restrict pedicab routes and areas of operation
Method

Problems

Designation of pedicabs as a new type of vehicle for
which restrictions authorised by Road Traffic Orders
and indicated by new categories of signage,



Would require significant legislative change
and design of new types of signs.



Would require major workload in identification
and signage of routes.

Enforcement of routes and restrictions through the
licensing process



Would need consultation mechanism between
LAs and PCO to define.



Difficult to update and amend.



Possible conflict with Mayor’s policy.

If areas and routes were to be restricted through the licensing process, one possibility would be for
drivers to be licenses for specific areas only and to be briefed accordingly.
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Safety
The Council is particularly concerned with safety of operation, with regard to passengers and other
road users. They are involved in a number of safety initiatives and would seek to apply the same
standards of checking for pedicab riders, including CRB and medical checks, as are already in
force for PHV drivers and which the Council themselves apply, for example, for door supervisors.
They recognise that the licensing of PHV operation is an important part of their campaign to
eliminate touting, and are concerned that without proper controls, there is a risk that illegal
activities may move into the pedicab trade.
Rider licensing
They argue that a potential passenger should be able to expect that the standards applied to a
licensed pedicab rider were no less stringent to those applicable to a PHV or black cab driver.
They noted that although the construction of a pedicab is different from that of a PHV or Taxi, it is
still difficult for passengers to get out without the cooperation of the driver.
They also proposed that there should be health checks for pedicab riders. Riders should be
sufficiently fit to be able to keep moving at reasonable speeds so as not to unduly delay other
traffic, and there were safety risks were a driver to become incapacitated while conveying
passengers in heavy traffic.
However, the Council agreed that because areas of operation were more limited and journeys
shorter than for black cabs or PHVs, there was not a requirement for riders to have detailed
topographic knowledge.
Fare regulation
The Council would like to see regulation of the fare structure, and is concerned about the problems
if a price is agreed and the journey takes longer than anticipated.
There are particular concerns regarding liabilities. The highway authority has a duty of care for the
safety of all road users, and regulation of pedicabs may result in transfer of risk.
Wider consultation
The Council is keen that a wide range of interested parties are consulted regarding their views on
pedicab safety and operation. In particular, they suggested input from


London Buses (see also appendix B.6)



the Suzy Lamplugh Trust

They also requested that they should see copies of the note of the meeting before inclusion in the
report, and that, subject to agreement by the PCO, they should see a copy of the final report.
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B.5

Meeting with Metropolitan Police

Meeting with Metropolitan Police
date

14 January 2004

Representatives

Paul Wright; Senior Inspector Covent Garden

Background
Inspector Wright reported particularly on experience with pedicabs in the Covent Garden area. He
advised that problems had become more apparent over the past year, including pedicabs ignoring
no entry signs and crossing the pedestrian-only areas of the piazza. The police were therefore
interested in the scope to control pedicabs through regulation, and had spoken with the PCO and
TfL.
Problems
In particular, residents and local businesses had complained about reckless riding and ranking up,
especially outside theatres. There were also complaints about excessive noise from riders ringing
their bells while touting for fares. There are health and safety concerns about the presence of large
numbers of pedicabs blocking pedestrians and traffic while patrons are leaving theatres. There are
particular problems in James Street, adjacent to Coven Garden LUL station, where the pedicabs
enter against a no entry sign and there is congestion caused by pedicabs, unlicensed traders and
performance artists.
Views on licensing
Inspector Wright is not in favour of licensing, but if it was to be introduced would support it as a
tool for regulation and enforcement of pedicab operation.
Enforcement
Police officers have had some success with issuing fixed penalty tickets to riders for Road Traffic
offences such as ignoring red traffic lights and no entry signs, however this has not always
succeeded where riders are foreign students or others on short-term visas. It was agreed that
badging of riders and plating of vehicles could assist in enforcement, though it would not
necessarily reduce the number of offences committed. Revocation of licences would not
necessarily act as a significant deterrent as many riders were casual or temporary visitors.
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Quantity licensing
A reduction in the overall number of pedicabs in operation would also be welcomed. Promotional
use, for example by local businesses, was not seen as a problem, and expansion of this type of
activity would be favoured.
Ranking
There is a recognised problem of ranking. A major problem issue is the lack of space in prime
locations which is likely to be available – and likelihood of complaints from operators if pedicabs
are allocated less attractive sites and taxi drivers if they feel that pedicabs are being allocated better
sites than taxis.
Access to Covent Garden piazza
Access to the piazza itself is complicated by the fact that it is private land. It was agreed that a
possible solution to problems in James Street and the piazza could be the provision of specifically
marked areas and routes for pedicabs, provided agreement could be reached with all parties
concerned.
“After theatre” management
“After theatre” management was recognised to be a difficult problem to solve, as removing
pedicabs may simply mean that other types of vehicle attempt to use the space vacated with no
actual reduction in congestion.
Maintenance and accidents
Relations with pedicab operators are generally good, and their vehicles are considered to be well
maintained in good condition and properly lit after dark. It was noted that guards have been fitted
to minimise the risk of accidents such as happened in Edinburgh. Although riders generally do not
wear any safety or high visibility clothing, this was not regarded as a particular problem as the
vehicles are themselves easily visible and are more stable than conventional bicycles.
The police are not aware of any serious accidents or incidents, though there have been some minor
bumps with other vehicles and some “near misses” with traffic in the Aldwych. The main risks
occur when drivers show off or race while carrying passengers.
Rider licensing
The police are keen that pedicabs should provide a safe service to the public and would favour
checks on riders. They have mounted a small operation with the Department of Work and Pensions
to check on the employment and immigration status of riders. However, they agreed that they are
not aware of any incidents reported by the general public, and that self-certification of riders,
perhaps with spot checks, may offer sufficient reassurance.
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It was suggested that if riders are issued with badges, these should be supplemented with larger
numbers worn on their backs – however identification of vehicle numbers would also provide a
cross check provided operators kept proper records.
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B.6

Meeting with London Buses

Meeting with London Buses
date

20 January 2004

Representatives

Mike Weston. Head of Operations
Tony Akers, Night Operations Manager

Operational conflicts
The main operational conflicts between London Buses (LB) and pedicabs occur in the evening and
at night, as this is the main time when pedicabs operate in central London. The discussion was
focussed mainly on bus routes, as LB has no direct interest in roads such as Long Acre which,
although heavily used by pedicabs, are not served by bus routes.
LB stated that it was not possible to quantify many of their observations, but that they were based
on practical experience.
Most problems occur on the Charing Cross Road. This is served by a large number of bus routes,
and is also a popular road for pedicabs to seek fares. In particular


pedicabs hold up traffic because they move slowly while looking for fares and are too wide for
buses to get past



pedicabs seeking fares slow down or stop at bus stops to try to encourage passengers to board
– sometimes waiting until hired – which makes it difficult for buses to serve stops



intending bus passengers don’t like being accosted by pedicab riders, but need to stay near
stops to be sure they catch their bus



some riders are aggressive, both in accosting passengers and their attitude to bus drivers.

If there are delays along Charing Cross Road, buses may then run late. As far as possible they then
try to make up time further along the route. However, because LB prefers not to turn night buses
short of their destination to get back on schedule, delays can build up, and this can put unnecessary
pressure on drivers to get back on time (with the risk of overlooking intending passengers at
request stops).
Use of bus lanes
There are conflicts between buses and pedicabs when using bus lanes, for example on Haymarket.
In particular, pedicabs ride two abreast, blocking the lane. Other cyclists are less of a problem, as
they keep moving at a reasonable pace, do not block bus stops and are easier for buses to pass.
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There are fewer problems in the contra flow bus lane on Piccadilly, as this route is less popular for
pedicabs.
Road traffic offences
Pedicabs are regularly observed contravening Road Traffic Regulations. In particular


ignoring red lights (tend to treat as “give way”)



riding the wrong way on one way streets

Because pedicabs are too wide to weave through stationary traffic, some riders attempt to jump
queues by riding on the wrong side of the road.
Safety
LB were particularly concerned that some pedicabs are not properly lit. However, some (including
most Bugbugs) have reflectors.
A number of other safety issues were noted. Many pedicab passengers are in high sprits, and they
may be standing up or waving while in transit, making the vehicles unstable. However, it was
noted that few accidents have been observed.
Driver/rider licensing
LB are concerned to ensure passenger safety.
Bus drivers have to hold a PCV licence which is an industry wide standard. In addition, LB is
placing a contractual requirement on operators for drivers to complete a BTEC training scheme.
This will cover all new drivers from end 2004, and all existing drivers by end 2005. LB have also
reviewed their approach to medicals, references, and tests for drugs and alcohol, and are
considering minimum standards to apply in bus contracts.
The PCV licence includes regular medical checks for drivers over 45.
Kerb space and ranking
Availability of kerb space is already a serious concern for bus operation, particularly on high
density roads such as Oxford Street. They would therefore prefer that if specific pedicab ranks are
established these should be on side streets rather than bus routes. However they recognise that this
may not be popular as it would deny pedicabs visibility.
LB would like to be consulted on any specific proposals to set up pedicab ranks.
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Pedicab regulation and quantity licensing
LB have no fixed views on the issues of quantity licensing or price controls for pedicabs. They
recognise that regulation would give greater credibility to pedicab operation ,and that this in turn
may grow the market, with more pedicabs on the road.
Bus service licensing
Scheduled bus services operating in London under contract to London Buses do not have to be
registered with the Traffic Commissioners. In practice this is achieved by


award of a TfL contract, or



issue of a London Service Permit

These set out details including route, stopping points, frequency and types of vehicle used. The bus
operator still requires an Operators Licence from the Traffic Commissioner.
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B.7

Meeting with Cycling Centre of Excellence

Meeting with Cycling Centre of Excellence
date

20 January 2004

Representatives

Rose Ades
Raffael Pulli

Overview
Discussion was focussed on


issues of where pedicabs are now



working out an overall strategy or plan



broadening from legal considerations into traffic management

The CCE view is that pedicabs serve a useful purpose. They are fairly marginal within the overall
context of cycling in London, however how pedicabs are dealt with will be seen as an example of
whether Transport for London is developing cycling in a responsible and effective way.
A major constraint is the status and image of the players involved in the operation of pedicabs.
Pedicabs tend to be categorised as sharing many of the unpopular characteristics of cycle couriers.
The CCE does not want to cramp the pedicab operators’ style, but instead wants to establish a
situation where pedicabs are recognised as making a positive contribution to London’s transport
capabilities.
Legal status
The CCE are interested in the legal status of pedicabs, and the options available for regulation
including self-regulation. There are opportunities every few years for TfL and the London
Boroughs to introduce new or amended local enabling legislation in London. CCE are already
considering a number of possible cycle related measures. This might be an option for pedicabs.
There was discussion of how a pedicab is defined, and how comfortably they fit into other
legislation regarding pedal cycles. A particular problem may arise with electrical assistance –as
distinct from electrically powered.
Other experience
The CCE would be interested to know more about foreign experience with pedicabs, both in terms
of traffic management and levels of concern regarding public safety.
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Risk
An important issue for TfL is risk. Although a “do nothing” situation invites criticism , there may
be imported risk if regulation is introduced. However, it was noted that imported risk may equally
apply to the promotion of cycling in general, and would not be confined to schemes involving
pedicabs.
User perspectives
The CCE would like to understand more fully the user perspective of pedicab operation. They
were not aware of any studies or information on what pedicab users actually want, for example
regarding:


fare/pricing structure



safety



user satisfaction

Rider licensing and training
With regard to rider licensing, the CCE view is that it is important to consider comparative risk.
Rather than specifically looking for problems, the question is how important they are.
Work is being done nationally on cycle training, including curriculum checks and moves towards
the accreditation of training organisations. CCE are also working closely with the Police to
establish an appropriate training regime for enforcement and emergency services officers. One
possibility is that TfL has responsibility for “signing off” trainers.
Day and night splits
The majority of pedicabs are currently operated in the evenings. It is considered that there may be
scope to increase the daytime market, for example as a tourist facility, for short-distance business
journeys, and for corporate and special event use.
Sponsorship
There is some use of pedicabs as platforms for advertising – possibly offering free rides. Even if
regulation is introduced it is not clear where TfL responsibilities would be in this situation.
Maintenance
The CCE recognised the value of the Cyech scheme for accreditation of cycle mechanics.
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Further copies of this document can be obtained from the PCO website: www.tfl.gov.uk/pedicabs
email: pedicabs@pco.org.uk or by telephone to 020 7126 1966 (Fax 020 7126 1933).

1

1.0

Introduction

1.1 This document proposes a form of licensing
for pedicabs, their owners and their riders
in London.  It is a consultation document
and comments are invited from all those
who have an interest in this activity. The
procedure for responding is set out in
section 3.
1.2 In the light of the Better Regulation
Taskforce report, the Public Carriage Office
(PCO) expects to be reviewing the legislative
requirements in respect of taxi and taxi
driver licensing with a view to simplifying
and reducing the burden on licensees.  This
consultation document reflects the current
taxi licensing regime but the PCO would
in time apply any rationalisation of the
regulations to both motor hackney carriages
(MHCs) and pedicabs.







2.0

Background

2.1 Pedicabs (sometimes referred to as cycle
rickshaws) are pedal-powered cycles
(typically with three or four wheels) used
for the purpose of carrying fare-paying
passengers.  They are a relatively new
feature of the London street scene having
been in evidence for about 7 years.  It is
thought that there are around 300 pedicabs
in London working predominantly in the
West End around the theatres and Covent
Garden, although some are found in other
parts of the capital.
2.2 As a result of a court judgment in 20031  
pedicabs have been regarded as stage
carriages and consequently excluded from
the definition of hackney carriages (taxis).  
This has meant that they are not subject to
any of the licensing legislation that applies
to other forms of public transport used for
hire and reward.  
2.3 The London Local Authorities and Transport
for London Bill (2005) proposed a form
of registration and other regulations for
pedicabs in London.  This part of the Bill was
unsuccessful and the proposals within this
consultation are intended to address the
areas of concern.
2.4 Concern has been expressed about:
• the safety of pedicabs and their
riders, and,
• the inability of Transport for London
(TfL) and local authorities to take effective
enforcement action against those
pedicab riders who contravene traffic
and parking regulations.

2.5 The PCO aims to achieve better regulation
and traffic management through a fair
licensing system which enables effective
enforcement.  This will give structure to
a form of public transport which is not at
present regulated.  
2.6 Acting on recent legal advice, TfL is now of
the view that the legal judgment of 2003
was based on incomplete evidence in that
account was not taken of the Transport
Act 1985 (paragraph 16, Schedule 1) which
effectively abolished the term ‘stage
carriage’.  TfL is advised that pedicabs
should be regarded as hackney carriages and
should be subject to the legal provisions
relevant to those vehicles, including a
requirement for them to be licensed.  
A declaratory judgment is being sought from
the High Court to clarify this matter.
2.7 As pedicabs are not motor vehicles
(although some have a degree of mechanical
assistance) they are not seen as falling within
the definition of a private hire vehicle (mini
cab).  As they do not run on a prescribed
route, have regular stopping places or run to
a timetable, they are not regarded as public
service vehicles (buses).
2.8 The pedicabs that are the subject of this
consultation document are those which
are made available with a rider for the
purpose of carrying passengers for payment.  
Pedicabs used for the carriage of goods, or
which do not otherwise carry passengers
for payment, are not believed to fall within
the definition of a hackney carriage, are not
currently being considered for licensing and
are not the subject of this consultation.

1 Oddy v Bugbugs Ltd [2003] EWHC 2865.



3.0

Making a submission

3.1 This consultation document addresses how
it is proposed by TfL that pedicabs would
have hackney carriage legislation applied to
them in the event that a judicial decision
confirmed that this was appropriate.
3.2 The proposals cover the licensing of both
pedicab riders and vehicles.
3.3 The document is being sent initially to
the organisations and individuals listed
at Annex A.  Comments from other
interested organisations or individuals are
also welcome.  The PCO will welcome
suggestions as to other organisations that
should see it.
3.4 Consultation responses must be sent in
writing by Wednesday 27 September 2006
for the attention of Richard Hodges at the
PCO.  They can be sent by post, fax or
e-mail to:
Pedicab Consultation,
Public Carriage Office,
15 Penton Street,
London, N1 9PU
Fax number: 020 7126 1933
E-mail: pedicabs@pco.org.uk
If you are responding by post, please submit
two copies of your response.
If you are responding as a representative
organisation, please include in your
response some background information
about your organisation and the people that
you represent.
3.5 Consultees are asked to make clear which
part of the consultation document their
comments refer to by reference to the
paragraph numbers used in this document.



3.6 The PCO will give full consideration to
all responses to this consultation.  The
decision on whether to proceed with the
licensing of pedicabs will be informed by
these responses, along with a range of
other factors.  A summary of the comments
received will be published on the TfL website at the end of the consultation period.
3.7 The Freedom of Information Act 2000
requires public authorities to disclose
information they hold if it is requested.  
This includes information contained in
responses to public consultations.  If you
ask for your response to be kept confidential
this will only be possible if it is consistent
with TfL’s obligations under the Freedom of
Information Act.
3.8 Enquiries about the contents of this
consultation document may be made to
Richard Hodges, Pedicab Project Officer, on
telephone 020 7126 1966.
3.9 Further copies of this consultation
document can be obtained via the
Transport for London website:
www.tfl.gov.uk/pedicabs or by
email: pedicabs@pco.org.uk or
telephone to 020 7126 1966 or
fax 020 7126 19.
What happens next?
3.10 The responses to this consultation will be
considered by Transport for London (TfL),
who will make an announcement about the
implementation of any changes.  TfL would
plan to make such decisions within a period
of three months from the end of the public
consultation exercise.  It is then proposed
to initiate a second, brief, consultation
on the specific changes proposed to the
London Cab Order 1934 to accommodate
pedicab licensing.

4.0

4.1

Overview of the proposals

Hackney carriages, normally referred to
as taxis (and sometimes as “black cabs”)
and their drivers are regulated by the PCO
on behalf of Transport for London.  The
principal regulations are contained in the
London Cab Order 1934 made under the
Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.  
Applying the same regulations to pedicabs
would require both vehicles and riders to
be licensed.

4.2 In summary, licensing assesses the
‘fitness’ of both vehicles and riders on the
following aspects:
Vehicles:
• suitability for the role; and,
• condition of the vehicle.
Riders:
• age;
• character;
• medical fitness;
• topographical skills (an appropriate
Knowledge of London assessment); and,
• driving / riding ability.

4.3 In the event that pedicabs are found by
the High Court to be hackney carriages,
no pedicab would be permitted to carry
passengers for hire and reward unless
licensed and ridden by a licensed pedicab
rider.  Licensed pedicabs would be
permitted to ply for hire on the street
and at designated ranks.  Fares could
be regulated by TfL.  This will place
requirements upon the rider, the vehicle
and the owner of the vehicle.  Each of these
aspects is considered in the paragraphs
that follow.
4.4 These proposals will require changes
to the London Cab Order 1934 which
will be considered following this
consultation exercise.
4.5 Throughout this document distinction is
drawn between motor hackney carriages
(MHCs) and pedal-powered hackney
carriages (pedicabs).  Both would, subject
to the declaratory judgment referred to
in paragraph 2.6, constitute taxis and be
subject to the regulations (amended as
necessary) relating to taxis.

This consultation document also addresses:
• the means of identifying licensed vehicles
and riders;
• requirements relating to those who own
licensed vehicles;
• ranks; and,
• fares.



5.0

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Rider licensing

The PCO has the following options:

Rider requirements would be met by a rider
licensing scheme operated by the PCO.  
The proposed requirements are presented
in detail in Annex D, whilst the principal
issues arising are discussed in this section.

• require the CTC (National Standard for
Cycle Training) Level 3 and demonstration
of this competence on a pedicab;
• require a more demanding achievement,
such as a full DVLA motor cycle licence, or

The purpose of these requirements is
to ensure that any licence issued fulfils
the requirements already in place for taxi
driver licensing.  Some requirements have
been modified to ensure that they are
appropriate to the pedicab industry.
A pedicab rider licence will be required in
order to ply for hire with a pedicab.  Those
wishing to become pedicab riders will be
required to apply for a licence and meet
the required conditions. Applicants will
be required to demonstrate that they are
eligible to work in the UK.  

• do nothing and assume that pedicab
riders understand road traffic regulations
and are capable of riding safely in central
London traffic.
The PCO is minded to adopt the
first option.
Views are invited on the level of cycling
competence necessary.
Age
5.6

The licence will be valid for a period of
three years.2   
Competence

5.5

Evidence will be required that a rider is
competent to handle a pedicab. This
could be achieved by a requirement that
the applicant has achieved CTC (National
Standard for Cycle Training) Level 3 and
has demonstrated this competence on a
pedicab.  This independent qualification is
the nearest equivalent to a motor vehicle
driving licence, and demonstrates that a
pedicab rider has completed a competencebased qualification that is relevant to the
type of vehicle being ridden.  

The present requirement for taxis is that
a driver must be at least 21 years old.  
This is considered to be an age at which
a driver has experience and is capable of
the responsibility of moving passengers in
London traffic.  Comments are invited on
whether a similar age should be required for
pedicab riders.
Character

5.7

The PCO intends to require evidence
of an applicant’s character, including
information on convictions, cautions and
any outstanding charges. This requirement
is equivalent to that for other driver licences
issued by the PCO, ie taxi and private hire
drivers. A conviction will not automatically
disqualify an applicant from holding a
licence. Consideration will be given to the
type of offence(s), if any, and the date(s)
when they occurred.  

2 The length of licence is set by section 8(7) of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.
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The PCO has the following options:
• do nothing and expect that pedicab riders
are all of good repute;
• require a Criminal Records Bureau (CRB)
check with a standard disclosure; or,
• use the existing established method
for taxi and private hire drivers of a Criminal
Records Bureau (CRB) check with an
enhanced disclosure, recognising
that a pedicab rider may have contact with
vulnerable people.
The PCO is minded to require the third
option with enhanced disclosure, as past
offences have demonstrated that, even if
there is reduced information available for
some riders (such as overseas applicants),
a reduced level of security checks will
increase risk.  This will require overseas
criminal history checks if the applicant
has lived in a country other than the UK
for one or more continuous periods of 3
months during the last 3 years.  TfL will
require a Certificate of Good Conduct from
their embassy, which must be an extract
from the judicial record or equivalent
document issued by a competent judicial
or administrative authority for the relevant
country.  This will be required in addition to
the CRB check.
At present, it takes between four and six
weeks to receive the results of a CRB check.  
The PCO cannot influence this timescale.  
A pedicab rider licence will only be issued
on receipt of a satisfactory CRB report.

5.0

Rider licensing (continued)

Topographical Knowledge
5.8

The PCO is considering whether a
topographical knowledge test appropriate
to pedicabs and their operating area would
be beneficial.  This would be to the benefit
of passengers as a rider with knowledge
would take a more efficient route which
may affect the fare charged.  A rider without
detailed knowledge may take a journey
which is longer in both distance and time.
The PCO has the following options:
• to monitor the operation of pedicabs
and consider the need for a knowledge
requirement at a later date;
• to make a commitment to introduce a
knowledge based competency test within
the first rider licensing period.  This
accepts that existing pedicab riders have
a basic knowledge of central London but
that this needs to be demonstrated by
new applicants; or,
• in the light of the proposed limited area
of licensing (section 6), and the transient
nature of pedicab riders, to require no
specific topographical testing.
The PCO is minded to adopt the
third option.
Medical Fitness

5.9

The PCO is also considering the need for a
medical fitness standard for pedicab riders.  
The standards which are applied to taxi and
PHV drivers take into account the vehicle
that they are controlling.  The pedicab is

very different in weight, speed and in its
ability to continue moving if the rider is
incapacitated: the design and low speed of
a pedicab should contribute to a relatively
quick stop with little or no damage.    
The PCO has identified the
following options:
• accept that a pedicab rider, if capable of
operating the vehicle, is acceptably fit and
will not require a medical examination;
• require a declaration from the applicant
that they are not suffering from a medical
condition that could affect the safe
control of the vehicle;
• require confirmation from his General
Practitioner that there is no
medical condition likely to impair his
ability to perform defined duties
as a pedicab rider; or,
• require a medical examination comparable
to that required for taxi and PHV drivers
taking into account the differences of the
pedicab vehicle.
Comment is invited on what medical
standards would be appropriate.
Disciplinary Procedures
5.10 Existing disciplinary procedures for London
taxi drivers would apply to pedicab riders,
including provision for suspension or
revocation of the licence in the event of a
misdemeanour, and for appeals in the
event of refusal, suspension or revocation
of a licence.3

3 Disciplinary procedures set by article 19 of the London Cab Order 1934.
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6.0

6.1

Area of operation

The PCO is minded to license pedicab
riders for a specified area of operation only.  
This would be comparable to suburban
taxi drivers, who can pick up passengers
only in their specified area as they only
have the knowledge qualification for that
area, though they can take the passengers
elsewhere. In addition, whilst MHC drivers
cannot refuse fares and must undertake any
requested journeys of less than 12 miles, it
would be unrealistic to expect pedicabs to
go beyond significantly smaller limits due
to the physical demands on the rider. There
must be an assurance that the passenger(s)
will be safely delivered to their destination
with no risk that they might effectively
be ejected from the pedicab because the
driver is tired or unable to continue.  For
visitors to London and vulnerable people,
this could result in them being stranded
in an unfamiliar or unsafe location with
no alternative safe form of transport to
continue their journey.  

6.2 At present, there is no control of the areas
in which pedicabs operate, but in practice
they tend to work within a half-mile radius
of Leicester Square Underground Station,
including Piccadilly Circus, Covent Garden,
Soho, Shaftesbury Avenue and Charing
Cross.  There are also individual trips to
specific destinations such as Euston and
Waterloo stations, Oxford Street, the Royal
Festival Hall and the British Museum.  These
current ‘boundaries’ are self-imposed or
defined by the availability and requirements
of customers.
6.3 In defining the area(s) of operation there are
a number of options, including:
• no limit at all;
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• the area known as the Central London
congestion charging zone (as at 31 March
2006). This would be easier to identify
than a radius. This is the area identified in
Annex I; or,  
• a simple radius around Charing Cross.
The boundary could be defined by named
roads.  A half-mile radius would include
such places as Somerset House, Covent
Garden, Horse Guards Parade but not
Soho Square or the lower end of
Tottenham Court Road. A three-quarter
-mile or one-mile radius would include
other destinations such as Waterloo
Station, Oxford Circus and the
British Museum.
The PCO is minded to adopt a half-mile
radius around Charing Cross with the
boundary identified by named roads.
6.4 Comments are invited on the proposals to
limit the area of operation of pedicabs.
6.5 The PCO would also consider licensing
riders for other sectors, the limits of which
would be detailed in consultation with the
local authority concerned. The PCO would
consider and welcome comments on these
and other possibilities.  There will be a
requirement to ensure that any area chosen
is appropriate to the physical limitations of
the pedicab rider.
Pedicabs could be licensed to operate:
• within a named London borough outside
the identified central zone;
• within a specified area within a
London Borough;
• within an existing hackney carriage
suburban sector;

• along a specified route or corridor; or,
• within a specified radius (eg half a mile)
of a specified town centre or
tourist attraction.
The PCO is minded to adopt the last of
these options.
Comments are invited on the proposals to
introduce additional areas of licensing.
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7.0

7.1

Vehicle licensing

Vehicle requirements will be met by a
licensing scheme operated by or on behalf
of the PCO. The proposed requirements
are presented in detail in Annexes C and
E, whilst the principal issues arising are
discussed in this section.
Pedicab owners, operators
and proprietors

7.2

7.3

‘Operator’ or ‘proprietor’ are other terms
used in the relevant legislation to describe
the owner of the pedicab.
The proprietor of a pedicab will be required
to apply for a licence for the vehicle, and
will be required to ensure that all his/her
licensed pedicabs meet the licensing
requirements at all times.  

7.4

The proprietor will also be required to
insure and maintain the vehicle.  

7.5

If the vehicle is used by riders other than
themselves, proprietors will be required to
record the details of those riders together
with the relevant dates and times that the
vehicles are used.  

7.6

Proprietors will also be required to
complete a Criminal Records Bureau (CRB)
enhanced check as they will control the use
of pedicabs and so should meet the same
standards of character. This requirement is
consistent with that for MHC proprietors.

7.7

The proprietor may have responsibility for
offences relating to that pedicab and will
be required to provide the PCO and/or the
relevant authorities with details of the rider
when requested.  This requirement is also
consistent with that for MHC proprietors.  

7.8

It would be the responsibility of the owner
to have the vehicle licensed whether or not
that person was the rider.  

7.9

The licensing period for a vehicle will be
one year.4  A licence and identifying plate
will be issued: both items would remain
the property of TfL and would have to be
returned when expired. The plate or other
identifier will have a unique number and be
affixed to the rear of the vehicle.

7.10 The details required in an application for a
pedicab licence are given in Annex F.
Suitability of the vehicle for the role
7.11 Taxis are required to comply with
Conditions of Fitness5 which specify certain
technical requirements to ensure that the
cab is fit for purpose. Pedicabs will similarly
be required to meet a minimum standard
and be maintained to that standard
throughout the licensing period.  The PCO
is aware that accidents, that could have
been prevented by design, have occurred in
the past involving pedicabs and, in licensing
them, the PCO will wish to be assured that
they are as structurally and mechanically
safe as such vehicles can be.  
7.12 Pedicabs will, therefore, be required to
comply with Conditions of Fitness specific
to them.  The proposed Pedicab Conditions
of Fitness are detailed in Annex C and
consultees are invited to comment on
them.  The PCO will particularly welcome
responses from pedicab manufacturers.

4 The length of licence is set by section 6(4) of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.
5 Cabs presented for licensing are required to meet the conditions of fitness as set by article 7(3)(a) of the London Cab
Order 1934.
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7.13 The pedicab should be of a design which
has the rider in the front or forward position
and the passengers seated to the rear.  
Pedicabs that have the passengers in the
forward position are considered to restrict
rider visibility, especially when a canopy is
raised, and to place passengers in a more
vulnerable position.
7.14 The proposed overall dimensions for
pedicabs are based on vehicles currently in
use in London.  It is necessary to specify
maximum dimensions for traffic control,
and to help specify the requirements and
potential sites for pedicab ranks and the
number of pedicabs that can wait at those
ranks.  The PCO will welcome comments
on the proposed dimensions of pedicabs.
7.15 The PCO is minded to license pedicabs for
a maximum of 2 passengers.6
7.16 As with other taxis, pedicabs will not
be permitted to carry any signs or
advertisements which have not been
approved by the Licensing Authority.7
Condition of the vehicle
7.17 The PCO is considering the most
appropriate method of carrying out vehicle
inspections, and will welcome comments
and proposals in response to this
consultation.  The content of the inspection
would be similar in each of the proposals.

6 Note that pedicab fares will be for the vehicle, not per
passenger (Paragraph 9.5).
7 Requirements for advertisements is set by article 14(l) of
the London Cab Order 1934.

7.0

Vehicle licensing (continued)

7.18 Inspections could be carried out either:
• by examiners at TfL premises, or at the
premises of TfL’s service provider; or,
• by examiners at the proprietor’s premises.
The PCO will identify the preferred
procedure after considering responses to
this consultation.
7.19 The PCO has the following options for
ensuring the condition of vehicles.
• One licensing inspection for each
pedicab each year with random,
on-street compliance inspections.
This is comparable to the present taxi
regime, and is expected to deliver good
regulatory control at a total estimated
cost of £28,500 per annum, (£95 per
vehicle) excluding the licence plate.
• Two licensing inspections a year with a
reduced level of compliance inspections.  
This option is expected to increase costs
to approximately £42,000 per annum
(£140 per vehicle) excluding licence plates.
• One licensing inspection each year with
reduced random, on-street, compliance
inspections. This would reduce costs
to the pedicab industry but would also
reduce the effectiveness of regulation.  
The estimated cost of this option would
be £22,500 per annum (£75 per vehicle)
excluding licence plates.
The PCO is minded to adopt the
first option.

Identification and licence plate location
7.21 Effective arrangements must be in place
to identify vehicles in use as pedicabs.
It is expected that this will be achieved
by licence plates or other identifier attached
to the rear of the vehicle and in the
passenger compartment.  
7.22 As pedicabs have no form of registration
plate it is necessary for the rear licence
plate to be placed centrally on the pedicab
so that it is clearly visible to other road
users and enforcement cameras, and
readable from a reasonable distance.  
The style of the plate will be different to
that of MHCs.
7.23 There should also be a small licence
number plate fixed in a position within
the passenger area so that passengers can
identify the pedicab from their seat.  In
addition, there will be a requirement to
display insurance details and a fare chart.  
Difficulty may be anticipated in adequately
protecting these notices from the weather:
responses will be welcome on these
requirements and on the best method
of meeting them.
Costs
7.24 The cost of a one year licence for a pedicab
is not yet finalised.  An indication of
costs is given in section 10 but this is
expected to be comparable to other
licences issued by the PCO, at present
around £100.00 per annum.

7.20 Ongoing routine compliance enforcement is
expected to be based on a random sample
of a minimum of 30% of pedicabs each year.  
Analysis of the results of this sample will
help target owners or proprietors for more
detailed inspections where necessary.
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8.0

8.1

Pedicab ranks

As pedicabs are to be licensed, there will be
a need to appoint ranks, so that there are
dedicated places where they can ply for hire
whilst stationary.  

8.2 Ranks will be established using the present
PCO procedures to accommodate pedicabs
waiting for hire.  It is expected that these
will be specifically for pedicabs, in order to
assist passengers in identifying the type of
vehicle they wish to hire, and to help reduce
the congestion and obstruction that is at
present associated with pedicabs.  
8.3 In the City of London, ranks are designated
by the City Police.  The PCO will initiate
appropriate discussions with the City Police.
8.4 As pedicabs work predominantly in
the evening and at night, there is the
opportunity to operate ranks at certain
times only.  This will help to reduce the
effects of those ranks on traffic flow at
other times of the day.  
8.5 As is customary with taxi ranks, the ranks
for pedicabs will be appointed only after the
PCO has consulted with the relevant local/
highway authority.
8.6 A condition may be placed on the licence of
pedicab riders to prevent them from parking
on existing taxi ranks that were designated
with motorised hackney carriages in mind.  
8.7 Comments are invited on whether
motorised hackney carriages and pedicabs
should share the same ranks or whether
each should have their own separate ranks.
8.8 The PCO is minded to designate existing
ranks for MHCs only, and to designate
new ranks specifically for either pedicabs
or MHCs.
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9.0

Fares

journeys, with a published fare chart
displayed on the pedicab. This would
be straightforward in principle but
many journeys will not match the
examples specified.

9.1 Taxi fares in London are regulated by the
PCO.  Pedicab fares are not regulated at
present: the fare is agreed by the rider
and passenger(s) in advance.  Separate
fares are charged for each passenger – the
pedicab is not hired as a whole.  This
method of charging arises from the previous
interpretation of the law suggesting that
if pedicabs charged in this way they could
be defined as stage carriages and thereby
be excluded from the hackney carriage
definition.  If pedicabs can no longer
be classed as stage carriages and are to
become licensed then this method of
payment is no longer relevant.
9.2

There is a range of opinions on the present
level of pedicab fares.  Some consider them
reasonable as the pedicab is a novel and
fun form of travel.  Others consider them
excessive in comparison with taxi fares for
the same journey.  

9.3

Comments are invited on the introduction
of regulated fares for pedicabs.  The system
adopted would need to take account
of simplicity, accuracy and variations in
vehicles and environment.  For taxis, the
London Cab Order 1934 requires fares to be
displayed in order to inform passengers in
advance of the cost of their journey.

9.4

• Specify a simple time-based fare
structure. Both rider and passenger(s)
would be able to identify the time from
start to end of hire. The fare can then be
read from a simple fare chart;
• Set zonal fares based on the number of
zones the journey passes through;
• Set fixed fares regardless of time or
distance, and taking account of the
restricted area of operation; or,
• Do nothing, and leave riders and
passengers to negotiate fares, as
self-regulation will limit or expand the
number of customers relevant to the
fares charged.
9.5

Comments are invited on the method of
charging which should be adopted.

9.6

The PCO is minded to set a standard fare
for all journeys which would be per vehicle,
not per passenger.

It would be difficult to introduce metered
fares based on distance due to the cost
and technical difficulties in fitting meters to
pedicabs.8 The available options are that the
PCO sets fares using one of the following
methods.
• Set specific fares for the most popular

8   Introduction of meters to pedicabs would be problematic as:
• tyre sizes are not constant, and so measurement of mileage would be unreliable;
• there is no digital pulse available to trigger a meter;
• any electronics on the pedicab would be exposed to the elements;
• it would be difficult to mount the meter in a position visible to both rider and passengers;
• the additional cost involved, and
• the lack of a suitable product on the market, and the time needed to develop a suitable product for such a small market.
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10.

Cost of licensing

10.1 The following paragraphs consider the
costs of introducing the proposed pedicab
licensing scheme in London.
10.2 Adequate insurance to cover third-party
liabilities9  will be a requirement of pedicab
licensing but, as it is understood that most
pedicab proprietors already have such
insurance, its cost has not been included
in this assessment.
10.3 TfL has a statutory responsibility to recover
all licensing costs through the licence fees.  
The proposed cost of an annual vehicle
licence is £100, including the cost of the
application, examination for compliance,
grant of licence and production of the
vehicle identification plate.

10.5 The table below gives an estimate of annual
licensing costs for individual vehicles and
riders, with an estimated total cost to the
industry assuming 300 vehicles and riders.10
10.6 This is a total annual cost, excluding any
medical cost, to the industry of £48,500,
equivalent to £161.67 per vehicle and rider.
This gives a weekly cost over 52 weeks of
£3.11 (£1.92 to the proprietor and £1.19
to the rider), though pedicab operations
tend to be focused in the tourist season.  
These costs do not include insurance and
maintenance.

10.4 The cost of a 3-year rider licence is
expected to be £185 including the cost of
the CRB check (if required).  The applicant
would also incur a charge for the external
medical examination which is expected to
be £60, should this be required.  

Vehicle
approval and
inspection fee

Compliance
cost

Plate
production
cost

Rider
licensing

CRB check

Medical
examination

Cost per
vehicle/rider

£65

£30

£5

£149

£36

£60 approx

Industry

£19,500

£9,000

£1,500

£44,700

£10,800

£18,000

Period of
licence

1 year

1 year

1 year

3 year

3 year

3 year

Total industry
cost per annum

£19,500

£9,000

£1,500

£14,900

£3,600

£6,000

Licence cost

£100 per year

£185 for 3 years

9 Article 8 of the London Cab Order 1934 requires insurance “complying with Part II of the Road Traffic Act 1930 as amended
by any subsequent Act”. These provisions have been superseded on several occasions and are now replaced by Part VI of
the Road Traffic Act 1988. Due to the wording of the Cab Order these provisions apply to all taxis irrespective of whether
they are motorised or not.
10 In practice it is likely that there will be more riders than vehicles, but these figures are given for illustrative purposes only.
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10.7 The total cost to the industry, £48,500,
represents costs incurred by the PCO in
respect of:
• administration and conduct of
vehicle inspections;
• administration and issue of pedicab
licence and plate;
• administration and assessment of
rider applications;
• rider CRB check;
• appeals process; and,
• rider and vehicle compliance activity.

5

11.

Conclusions

11.1 This document has set out proposals for a
pedicab licensing system for London.  It is a
consultation document and responses are
invited from interested parties as set out in
section 3.  
11.2 It is considered that licensing will benefit
the pedicab industry and pedicab users
in London.  The Regulatory Impact
Assessment (Appendix G) identifies the
benefits that would be expected to accrue
to all stakeholders.
11.3 The responses to this consultation will
help to develop a system that achieves
maximum benefits to all parties.
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Annex A

Consultation list

Alexander Anteliz (Pedicab Operator)

GMB Union

All London Local Authorities

Greater London Action on Disability

All London Magistrates Courts

Greater London Magistrates Court Association

Association of British Insurers

Greg Woodford, Cycle Training Officer

Association of London Government

Gregory Dabrowla (Pedicab Operator)

Association of Magisterial Officers

Helen Mcilwaine
- Local Government Northern Ireland

Bio Bikes
Bugbugs (Pedicab Operator)
Cab Chat
Cab Driver
Cab Trade News
Call Sign
Chauffeur & Executive Association
(sub group of LPHCA)
Children and Adults (MENCAP)
City of London Ltd
City of London Police (Commissioner)
Confederation of Passenger Transport UK
Consumers Association
CTC Greg Woodford
Deafblind UK
DfT
Disability Rights Commission
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee
(DPTAC)
Driver Guides Association
Equal Opportunities Commission
Federation of Private Hire Vehicles           
Film Unit Drivers Guild
GLA Assembly Members
GMB Professional Drivers Branch
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Help The Aged
Home Office PSTU
House of Commons Transport Select Committee
Joint Committee on Mobility for Blind and
Partially Sighted People
Joint Committee on Mobility for Disabled People
(JCMD)             
Kristof Draskoczy (Pedicab Operator)
Lambeth Minicab Forum
Licensed Private Hire Car Association (LPHCA)
Licensed Taxi Drivers’ Association
London Accessible Transport Alliance
London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd
London Development Agency
London Fire Service
London Members of Parliament
London Mobility Unit                      
London Motor Cabs Proprietors’ Association
London Pedicabs (Pedicab Operator)
London Private Hire Board
London Rickshaws (Pedicab Operator)
London Suburban Drivers Coalition (LSDC)
London Taxi Times
London Tourist Board

London TravelWatch (formerly LTUC)

Taxi

Magistrates Association

Taxi Globe/NTG Magazine

Metropolitan Police

Taxi News

- Commissioner

Taxi Talk

- Project Sapphire

Taxi Today

- TOCU

TaxiCab News

- Clubs and Vice

TGWU

National Private Hire Association

The Badge

National Union of Students

Tower Hamlets Customers Services

Nippy Bikes (Pedicab Operator)

Tower Hamlets Race Equality

Owner Drivers’ Society

Transport & General Workers Union

Pedal Media Ltd (Pedicab Operator)

Transport for London Board Members

Private Hire & Courier

Transport for London

Private Hire Car Association (PHCA)

- TPED

Private Hire News

- TECO        

Promobikes Ltd (Pedicab Operator)

- Congestion Charging Unit

Ray Miller - Local Government Cambridge

- Cycling Centre of Excellence

Regulatory Impact Unit

- Equality and Inclusion

Robin Marshal (Pedicab Operator)

- London Underground

Rolling Gallery (Pedicab Operator)

- Bus Priority Team

Royal Association for Disability and Rehabilitation

Visit London (formerly London Tourist Board)

Royal National Institute for the Deaf

Westminster Society

Royal Parks Police                            

Yellow Pedicabs Ltd (Pedicab Operator)

Royal Society for Mentally Handicapped

Zero Emissions Real Options Ltd
(Pedicab Operator)

SCOPE
Simon Noall (Pedicab Operator)
Small Business Service
Society of London Theatre
Society of Professional Licensed Taxi Drivers
Suzy Lamplugh Trust
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Annex B

TfL consultation policy statement

Consultation helps TfL to make better-informed
decisions and makes us accountable to the
public. It is important to each of the individual
businesses. All staff have a role to play.
Framework
We will comply with our legal obligations to
consult, including duties to consult on best value
reviews, private hire licensing, applications for
Transport & Works Act orders, changes to local
bus services, granting of London service permits
and traffic orders.

Public consultations
Consultations - statutory or otherwise - provide
us with opportunities to advocate what we
believe to be right and to listen to responses
from the public. We will adhere to the
following principles.
Principle 1: Focused and timely
We should only consult if we have a clear
purpose and an open mind.

We will go beyond our legal obligations where the
following three tests are met:

• we will set specific objectives for
each consultation exercise, considering
alternative approaches such as
market research.

• it will help us to make better-informed
decisions and become more accountable
to the public;

• we will seek public input into the design
of options as well as consulting on
specific proposals.

• it is practical and affordable; and,

Principle 2: Accessible and targeted

• we have learnt what we can learn from
research, complaints and suggestions.
In doing so, we will consider two options:
• carrying out consultations not required
by law. This may involve going beyond
the minimum requirements set out in
relevant legislation by consulting more
widely or at additional stages. Or it may
mean consulting on projects where we
have no obligation to consult at all; and,
• meeting the public. For example, we
will attend regular liaison meetings
with London boroughs, local forums,
residents’ associations and user groups.
We will maintain a continuous dialogue
with the London Transport Users Committee.
And we will arrange open public meetings,
surgeries and discussions with schools.
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People directly affected by a proposal should
have a right to know about it and an opportunity
to have their say. If we fail to target our audience
and develop appropriate communication
materials and techniques we risk swamping
familiar stakeholders, while leaving the ‘silent
majority’ and socially excluded groups without a
voice.
• we will identify our target audiences and
appropriate communication channels when
setting consultation objectives;
• we will seek to explain why the issue
is important;
• we will use appropriate and accessible
language and formats; and,
• we will give consultees the name of someone
they can talk to.

Principle 3: Informative and accountable

Principle 5: Honest and fair

If we tell the public everything they need to know,
they are more likely to feel we are accountable
to them and their responses should be more
helpful.

The public will be justly critical of us if we appear
to favour particular options and interests without
good reason or to be withholding key information
in any consultation process. At worst we may lay
ourselves open to costly legal action.

• we will provide full explanations of options and
proposals in plain language;
• we will set out clearly the previous stages in
the process and what decisions have already
been taken; and,
• we will provide feedback on the consultation,
explaining what we have decided and why, and
saying what happens next.
Principle 4: Timed appropriately
A common criticism of public service
consultations is that we do not give stakeholder
groups enough time to co-ordinate the views of
their members before they respond. The public
are generally happy with shorter timescales.
Except in circumstances beyond our control:
• we will give consultees a minimum of two
months to respond to major consultations;
and,
• on more minor local ones we will give
stakeholder groups a minimum of five weeks to
respond, and individual members of the public
at least three weeks.

• we will ensure that what we say in our
proposals and feedback is accurate and
balanced, while explaining it where
appropriate in the context of the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy; and,
• we will test any changes we have introduced,
involving the public wherever possible, and, if
we feel we have got things wrong, admit and
rectify our mistakes.
Consultation toolkit
The toolkit offers guidance on how to put these
principles into practice, how to use complaints,
suggestions and research, how to consult the
public, how to provide them with feedback, and
who you can go to for help.
Training
Relevant managers and staff will be offered
training in consultation and given an opportunity
to comment on the toolkit.
Evaluation
Performance against this policy will be evaluated.
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Proposed conditions of fitness for pedicabs

Recognising that pedicabs are expected to be
regarded as taxis, these draft Conditions of
Fitness for Pedicabs are based on the existing
Conditions of Fitness for motor hackney carriages
(MHCs) in London with appropriate modifications.  
The final document may be published as an
Annex to the Conditions of Fitness for MHCs.
Transport for London Public Carriage Office
Conditions of Fitness for Pedicabs

Part 3 Directions
21.

Advertisements

22.

Badges/Emblems

23.

Additional advisory requirements not
forming part of inspection

Notes
a)

In these Conditions the “Licensing
Authority” means Transport for London
which will exercise the duties imposed by
the London Cab Order 1934 as amended
by the Greater London Authority Act
1999.

b)

The term “approved” in the Conditions
of Fitness refers to approval by the
PCO Head of Vehicle Inspections and
Standards.

c)

Transport for London’s Conditions of
Fitness in Part 2 and Directions in Part
3 are laid down or made in accordance
with the terms of paragraphs 7 and 14
respectively of the London Cab Order
1934, as amended.

d)

The Conditions of Fitness in Part 2
operate from the commencement of
pedicab licensing.  Vehicles that meet
these conditions remain subject to the
conditions while the vehicle is licensed
unless specific amendments to the
Conditions of Fitness for Pedicabs
identify retrospective requirements.

e)

The Directions in Part 3 apply to all
licensed vehicles.

Part 1 Procedure to be followed by
manufacturers and owners of pedicabs
for use in London.
1.

New types of pedicab

2.

Presentation for vehicle licence

3.

General

Part 2 Conditions of Fitness
4.

General construction

5.

Wheel configuration

6.

Additional fittings

7.

Lighting

8.

Steering

9.

Tyres

10.

Wheel and tyre protection

11.

Brakes

12.

Electrical equipment

13.

Body

14.

Canopy or roof

15.

Passenger seating

16.

Rider’s area and controls.

17.

Fare table, certificate of insurance and
small identification plate

18.

Floor covering

19.

Audible warning device

20.

Maintenance
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in advance of licensing of a pedicab must
be made in writing to the Public Carriage
Office, and must be accompanied by
dimensioned drawings or blueprints,
together with detailed specifications and
any particulars required by the Head of
Vehicle Inspections and Standards.

Construction and licensing of pedicabs
in London
In accordance with the provisions of paragraph
7 of the London Cab Order, 1934, in pursuance
of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869,
no vehicle shall be licensed as a cab unless it
is fit for public service and conforms to the
requirements in this booklet.  Where legislation
identified within these Conditions of Fitness
is amended then those amendments are
automatically incorporated in these Conditions.
Issued by:
The Public Carriage Office
15 Penton Street
London, N1 9PU

2.

Presentation for vehicle licence

a)

Before a pedicab licence can be issued,
the vehicle must be presented at such
passing station or other place that
Transport for London may direct and any
previous licence and licence plate must
be returned.

b)

A licence will be issued for a specified
maximum number of passengers,
based on the size of the passenger
area and seating.

3.

General

a)

Even where the conditions set out in
this booklet have been complied with,
approval will be withheld if the Licensing
Authority is of the opinion that a vehicle
is unsuitable for public use.

b)

Although the Licensing Authority may
extend its approval of any particular
type of pedicab to all other pedicabs
conforming to the design of that type, he
may withdraw such general approval if, in
his opinion, any unsuitable features arise.

c)

It is accepted that the nature of pedicabs,
and in particular the differences between
them and standard bicycles, may
make it impractical to comply with all
of the requirements of the standards
and regulations referred to below.  
Allowances will therefore be made for
situations identified below where it is not
practical to comply.

Part 1 Procedure to be followed by
manufacturers and owners of pedicabs
for use in London.
1.

New types of pedicab

a)

Before constructing any new type of
pedicab, manufacturers are advised to
study the Conditions of Fitness set out in
Part 2 of this booklet.  Where the design
or concept of the proposed vehicle is
significantly different from those set out
here, the manufacturer should send to
the PCO Head of Vehicle Inspections
and Standards dimensioned drawings
or blueprints, together with detailed
specifications of the proposed cycle,
for advice as to its general suitability
for public service in London.  It is also
advisable to arrange for a preliminary
inspection.  The address is:  
Public Carriage Office
15 Penton Street
London N1 9PU

b)

In any case, application for the approval
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Proposed conditions of fitness for pedicabs
(continued)

Part 2 Conditions of fitness

b)

N.B.   The following requirements apply to all
vehicles licensed in London, including
those that have been modified after
first licensing.

a minimum of two obligatory rear
position lamps, (as identified in schedule
10 of the lighting regulations).

c)

a minimum of two obligatory rear retro
reflectors, (as identified in schedule 18 of
the above regulations).

d)

a minimum of two additional stop
lamps, (as identified in schedule 12 of
the lighting regulations).  Illumination
of the stop lamps may be switched by
the operation of either or both braking
systems, a decelerometer switch or
another automatic means; and,

e)

directional indicators (identified as
‘optional direction indicators’ in schedule
7 of the lighting regulations) must be
fitted. The visibility requirements of
schedule 7 part 3 must be met.

4.

General construction
Every new and existing type of pedicab
must comply where practicable with the
requirements of:

a)

BS EN 14766 2005 or equivalent;  

b)

The Pedal Cycle (Construction and Use)
Regulations 1983; and,

c)

The Pedal Bicycle (Safety) Regulations
2003 will apply to pedicabs regardless of
seat height and classification as a bicycle.

5.

Wheel configuration
Pedicabs will be so constructed that they
will have a minimum of three wheels, at
least two at the rear and one at the front.  
This will apply to all pedicabs unless
the Head of Vehicle Inspections and
Standards grants specific exemption.

6.

Note: the above requirements may exceed the
minimum requirements for pedal cycles.  
8.

The driving position must be the
forwardmost position on the pedicab
unless granted specific exemption by
the Head of Vehicle Inspections and
Standards.  The steering when turned
to full lock in either direction must not
affect the stability of the vehicle when
turning.

Additional fittings
No fittings, other than those approved,
may be attached to or carried on the
inside or outside of the vehicle.

7.

a)
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Steering

Lighting
Pedicabs must comply with the Road
Vehicles Lighting Regulations 1989 and
must be fitted with:

9.

a minimum of one obligatory front
position lamp, (as identified in schedule
2 of the lighting regulations).  Two front
position lamps will be required if the
pedicab has four or more wheels.

a)

Tyres
All tyres must comply with the
following requirements:
the tread pattern should be clearly visible
over the whole tread area, around the
entire circumference and across the
whole breadth of the tread.

b)

there should be no exposed cords; and,

d)

securely fitted; and

c)

the load ratings of all tyres must be
suitable for the pedicab when fully
loaded. Where a tyre does not display
a maximum load weight, then the tyre
manufacturer’s technical information
must be presented.

e)

permanently wired.

10.

Wheel and tyre protection

13.

Body

a)

All wheels (including the tyre and brake
mechanism) that are in the vicinity of the
passenger compartment must be covered
for the protection of passengers or their
clothing.  It must not be possible for
passengers or their clothing to touch any
part that may rotate whilst riding on the
vehicle.

a)

The overall size of the pedicab will not
exceed 1250mm in width (excluding rear
view mirror) or 2650mm in length.

b)

There must be at least one mirror fitted
to the offside of the vehicle in order to
monitor other road users.  A nearside
mirror will also be permitted in order to
monitor the view to the nearside.

11.

Brakes

c)

a)

Braking systems used on pedicabs must
comply where practicable with the
requirements of BS EN 14766 2005,
the Pedal Cycle (Construction and Use)
Regulations 1983 and relevant EU
Directives.11   

The outer edge of any entrance to the
floor of the passenger compartment
should not exceed 38cm above ground
level when the vehicle is unladen.  It
should be fitted with non-slip high
visibility (yellow) markings.  These
markings should be secure at all times
and must not present a trip hazard.

b)

The braking system must be at least 50%
efficient at all times, with or without
passengers.

d)

Holds or handles to aid passenger access
or egress should be clearly identified with
high visibility (yellow) markings.

12.

Electrical equipment

Any electrical equipment fitted must be
maintained in good condition and fully
functional.  Any battery fitted must be of
a type that will not leak.

Any electrical installation to the pedicab,
including the battery and switches
must be:
a)

adequately insulated;

b)

suitably protected from contact by
passengers;

c)

suitably fused;

11 The minimum requirements for brakes is set by regulation 7 of the Pedal Cycle (Construction and Use) Regulations 1983.
This section requires two independent braking systems front and rear.
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Proposed conditions of fitness for pedicabs
(continued)

14.

Canopy or roof

a)

Any canopy or roof, when fitted, must
remain fixed in position until required
to be raised or lowered.  This should
be achieved by means of a locking
mechanism to secure the canopy or
roof in the raised or lowered position
as required.

b)

c)

Visibility from the passenger
compartment must not be restricted by
the design of the pedicab.  If the canopy
or roof restricts vision then it must
incorporate a clear panel to the rear no
smaller than 600mm wide by 200mm
high.  If vision is restricted to the sides
then clear panels, not less than 200mm
square, should be incorporated in the
sides.  Any canopy or curtain to the front
must be predominantly clear.
Where the design of the canopy or roof
does not allow for windows or clear
panels of this size then consideration
will be given to a specific exemption
by the Head of Vehicle Inspections and
Standards.

15.

Passenger Seating

a)

The rear seat dimensions must be
adequate to accommodate one or two
adult passengers, based on a width of
450mm per passenger. Passenger seating
must be forward facing.

b)
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Every pedicab presented for licensing
must be fitted with seatbelts which are
adequate to retain the passenger in the
vehicle and which bear an EC or BSI mark.

16.

Rider’s area and controls.

a)

The rider’s controls and surrounding
area must be so designed that the rider
has adequate room, can easily reach and
quickly operate the controls and give
hand signals when required.

b)

The position of the rider’s seat must not
be such that it restricts access or egress
to the passenger compartment.

17.

Fare chart, certificate of insurance
and small identification plate
The fare chart (if required), certificate
of insurance and interior identification
plate must be displayed within the view
of passengers and should remain static
when the canopy or roof is raised
or lowered.

18.

Floor covering
The flooring of the passenger
compartment must be of a non-slip
material which can be easily cleaned.

19.

Audible warning device
Pedicabs will be required to have a
warning bell fitted complying with
the requirements of the Consumer
Protection, Pedal Bicycles (Safety)
Regulations 2003.

20.

Maintenance
Pedicabs and all their fittings,
advertisements etc. must be maintained
to standards that meet these Conditions
of Fitness for pedicabs throughout
the validity of the licence.  The vehicle
must be kept clean and in good order

at all times.  Pedicabs will at all times
be subject to test and inspection and,
should it be found that a vehicle is not
properly maintained or in good working
order, a notice will be served on the
owner prohibiting its use until the defect
has been rectified and the vehicle has
been reinspected.

b)

Badges may be affixed to the front of the
vehicle only and in such a manner as not
to be detrimental to the operation of the
vehicle, or likely to cause injury to any
person, or to detract from any authorised
sign which the vehicle may be required
to display.

c)

No advertisement, badge or emblem,
including the stick-on type is to be
exhibited other than is provided for in the
directions contained in these paragraphs.

23.

Additional advisory features not
forming part of inspection

Part 3 Directions
21.

Advertisements

a)

Suitable advertisements may be allowed
on the exterior or interior of pedicabs
subject to the approval of the Licensing
Authority.  All materials used in the
manufacture of, and for the purpose of
fixing, advertisements to the pedicab
must be approved.

b)

Advertisements will not be approved
for use unless they comply with the
Consolidated Guidelines for advertising
on licensed London taxis.

22.

Badges/Emblems

a)

In addition to advertisements displayed in
accordance with the previous paragraph,
vehicles may display the official badge
or emblem of organisations which
provide emergency vehicle repair and/or
recovery services or membership of
which indicates that the rider possesses
professional skills/qualifications which
enhance the pedicab service provided to
the public.  

Passenger compartment
a)

The vertical distance between the
highest part of the floor in the passenger
compartment and the underside of any
canopy or roof (when locked in the raised
position) should be not less than 1.3
metres.  

b)

The materials used to form the passenger
seat should be waterproof so that they
will not absorb or retain water.  Seats
must be constructed of a suitable fire
resistant material to BS 5852 part 1 1979
or equivalent.
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1.

Proposed rider licensing requirements

A licence will be required for a pedicab
rider to ply for hire.  The following details
set out what will be required to obtain a
licence which, if issued under the London
Cab Order 1934, will be to a named
individual who is the licensee.  

2.

Driver licences issued under the London
Cab Order 1934 are effective for 3 years,
which will also apply to pedicab riders.  

3.

The purpose of these requirements is
to ensure that any licence issued fulfils
the requirements already in place for taxi
driver and private hire driver licensing.  
Some requirements have been modified
to ensure that they are appropriate to the
pedicab industry.

4.

Applicants would obtain an Application
Pack from the PCO.  The application
form will require information on the
applicant including:
• personal details including name,
address, gender, age, date and country
of birth and a contact telephone
number. This is required for
communication between the PCO
and the rider licence holder. Previous
addresses may be required if the period
of residence at the present address
is short.
• rider competence.  Evidence will be
required that the applicant has achieved
a suitable standard.12

12 Paragraph 5.5.
13 Paragraph 5.7.
14 See also paragraph 5.6.
15 Paragraph 5.8.
16 Paragrapgh 5.9.
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• details of any previous applications
to the PCO, in order to reduce the
possibility of multiple records for
an applicant;
• character history, including
information on convictions, cautions
and any outstanding charges;13   
• photographs for the rider’s licence and
the licensing records; and,
• method of payment details.  Standard
information to enable the payment of
an appropriate fee.
5.

Riders are required to be at least 21 years
of age.14   

6.

The PCO is considering whether a
Knowledge of London test appropriate to
pedicabs and their operating area would
be beneficial.15   

7.

The PCO is also considering the need
for a medical fitness standard for
pedicab riders.16

Annex E

1.

2.

3.

Proposed vehicle licensing requirements

A pedicab vehicle licence will last for one
year if licensed under the London Cab
Order 1934.  The licence and identifying
plate would be issued and the plate
affixed to the rear of the vehicle.  The
plate will have a unique number.  Both
items would remain the property of TfL
and would be returned when expired.
A vehicle would be licensed by its
owner, whether owner-rider or proprietor.
A proprietor owns or represents a
company which rents licensed vehicles to
licensed riders.

• address at which pedicab will be kept.  
The address of the owner may differ
from the address at which the pedicab
is kept.  The PCO may from time to
time require to inspect a pedicab and
will therefore need to know the
location where it is kept;
• method of payment details.  Standard
information to enable the payment of
an appropriate fee; and,
• there will also be a declaration that the
information given is correct and true.
4.

The pedicab owner will be required
to maintain records of who uses each
pedicab and for what periods.  The
owner will have responsibility for any
offences relating to that pedicab and will
be required to provide the PCO and the
relevant authorities with details of the
rider when requested.

5.

The cost of a licence for a pedicab, which
is expected to be for one year, is not yet
finalised.  An indication of costs is given
in the regulatory impact assessment but
is expected to be equivalent to other
licenses issued by the PCO, at present
around £100.00 for the year.

The owner of a pedicab will complete
an application pack obtained from the
PCO.  This will require the following
information:
• personal details, name, address
and contact telephone number. All
pedicab licences will be registered to an
owner. If the application is on behalf of
a company, the applicant will be
required to state their position in the
company and to confirm that they are
authorised to make the application;
• pedicab details, frame number, make,
model and colour.  This information
is required to identify a vehicle.  The
frame number is equivalent to the
chassis or vehicle identification number
on a motor vehicle.  As pedicabs do
not have a registration number then the
frame number will be used with the
PCO licence number to individually
identify the vehicle;  
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Presentation of a pedicab for licensing

1.

Once the application for the pedicab
vehicle licence has been submitted and
accepted, the vehicle will be presented
for inspection and, if accepted, the
licence will be issued.  

2.

The location of the inspection will be as
directed by the PCO.  This may be one or
more sites selected by the PCO, or may
be the premises of the licensee.18   

3.

The inspection will consist of an
examination of the vehicle against the
Conditions of Fitness for Pedicabs (Annex
C).  It is expected to consist of the
following elements:
• confirmation that the pedicab
is of a type that meets the
described configuration;
• an inspection to confirm that all the
requirements of the Conditions of
Fitness for Pedicabs are met;
• an inspection to determine that the
vehicle is free from defects; and,
• confirmation that the vehicle has
appropriate insurance.

4.

If a pedicab fails the inspection, the
reasons for the failure will be confirmed
in writing and a date for re-inspection of
the failed items will be given.  A pedicab
will be re-inspected once at no additional
charge.  A re-inspection must take
place within 21 days: otherwise a new
inspection will be required.

18 See paragraph 7.18.
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5.

If a pedicab fails the inspection a
second time then a further appointment
will need to be applied for with an
appropriate charge for the inspection
only.  This approach is consistent with
other vehicles licensed by the PCO.

6.

The brake test applied to pedicabs
is expected to be measured by a
deceleration meter.  The figure of 50%
performance (identified in the Conditions
of Fitness for Pedicabs) is equivalent to
the performance of main braking systems
of other vehicles licensed by the PCO.

Annex G

Regulatory impact assessment

Overview
1.

2.

4.

This assessment estimates the benefits
and costs of licensing pedicabs using
the London Cab Order 1934 and
accompanying regulations.  The existing
Order does not specifically encompass
pedicabs, their owners or riders and will
therefore require amendment.  
The purpose of these changes is:

Benefits
5.

• to give pedicab passengers in London
comparable protection to taxi and
private hire passengers against
offences, as far as rider and proprietor/
owner regulations allow, and

3.

The alterations to the Order are expected
to be introduced on one given day. There
may be requirements for temporary
rider licences and/or vehicle licences.  
There may also be a requirement for
an appropriate form of topographical
knowledge testing.

The benefits of licensing pedicabs and
their riders will accrue to:
• the public and tourists who
use pedicabs;
• the owners and proprietors of
pedicab businesses;

• to enable regulation of the vehicle
design in order to improve the overall
safety and operation of pedicabs as far
as is practicable with this type of
vehicle in the London environment.

• TfL (including the PCO) and other
regulatory and enforcement bodies;
and,

The London Cab Order 1934 sets
requirements for the licensing of taxi
drivers and vehicles.  It permits the
granting of licences, provides for the
setting of fees and makes provision
for refunds in certain circumstances.  
The order confirms that it is the owner
or proprietor who is responsible for
obtaining a vehicle licence.  Proposals
for the licensing of pedicab riders
and vehicles are presented in this
consultation document, together with
proposed Conditions of Fitness which a
pedicab must meet before issue of
a licence.

These benefits fall broadly into the
following categories:

• other road users.  

• passenger and road safety;
• industry standards and public
perception; and,
• enforcement.
6.

The proposed licensing scheme will
bring benefits which some pedicab
associations have sought to achieve
through a code of practice for pedicab
operators and a code of conduct for
pedicab riders.  The licensing scheme
covers the areas that these voluntary
requirements address.  
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7.

Regulatory impact assessment
(continued)

Passenger safety

transport.  It is expected that licensing
will also:

Licensing is expected to improve
passenger safety by bringing order to a
service that is at present unregulated and
in particular by the following means:

• encourage vehicle manufactures to
improve vehicle standards;
• improve the availability of insurance to
pedicab operators and riders;

• Pedicab riders will be licensed
taking into account their competence,
character and health to reduce any risk
to passengers.  This may include a
check on any convictions;

• improve public awareness of the
limitations of pedicabs as to distance
and passenger safety; and,
• clearly identify their area of operation
so that the public and other service
providers understand the limitation of
the pedicab service.

• All pedicabs will be inspected and
confirmed as mechanically sound and
suitable for use as a pedicab before
issue of a licence;
• Licensed pedicabs will be positively
identifiable via a licence plate issued by
the PCO;

Enforcement
9.

• Pedicab riders will be positively
identifiable through the vehicle licence
plate and by the records maintained by
the operator; and,
• Pedicabs will be subject to interim
inspections within the licensing period.

• the licence plate affixed to the rear of
all licensed vehicles; and,
• the recording of proprietor and rider
details on a central database.
10.

Industry standards and public
perception
8.
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Whilst some pedicab operators have
regulated themselves to work to a
set of standards, there are no formal
requirements and it can be difficult for
those who conform to these standards
to compete against others who do not.  
The proposed licensing system will
require all pedicabs to operate to the
same standards.  This will improve public
perception of pedicabs which are seen
by many to be a fun and novel form of

The identification of unlicensed pedicabs
will become more efficient as a result of:

These provisions will also enable any
offending licensed vehicle, owner or
rider to be traced through the licence
plate number.
Effects on business

11.

London’s pedicab industry including
riders, proprietors and manufacturers
would all be affected by the introduction
of pedicab licensing.  The effect is
expected to be comparable to that in
similar activities such as the taxi and
private hire trades.

12.

Estimates of the size of the pedicab
industry in London have been derived
with the London Pedicab Operators
Association (LPOA).  It is considered that
there are 250-300 pedicabs operating
in London, some owned by the rider but
many rented to individual riders by
an operator.

Cost of licensing
16.

The costs of introducing the proposed
pedicab licensing scheme in London are
considered in section 10 above.

17.

TfL has a statutory responsibility to
recover the entire pedicab licensing costs
through the licence fees.  The cost of the
annual vehicle licence is proposed to be
£100.

18.

The cost of a rider licence is expected
to be £185 for a three year period.  The
applicant would in addition incur a charge
for the external medical examination
which is expected to be £60, should this
be required.

19.

This is a total annual cost to the industry
of £48,500 (excluding any medical costs),
equivalent to £161.67 per vehicle and
rider.  This gives a weekly cost over 52
weeks of £3.11, of which £1.92 arises
to the proprietor and £1.19 to the rider.  
These costs do not include insurance and
maintenance.

20.

The total cost to the industry of £48,500
represents expenditure incurred by the
PCO in respect of:

Implications for pedicab owners
and proprietors
13.

14.

An owner or proprietor is required to
ensure that all licensed pedicabs meet
the licensing requirements at all times.  
Owners and proprietors may also be
required to complete a Criminal Records
Bureau (CRB) enhanced check as they
will control the use of pedicabs and
so should meet the same standards
of character.  This is equivalent to the
requirements of taxi proprietors.
An owner or proprietor of a pedicab will
also be required to maintain a record
of riders and their use of individual
pedicabs by date and time.  This will
enable identification of the rider of a
pedicab at any time, and equivalent to
the requirements of taxi proprietors.
Regulatory impact on vehicle

15.

The proposed Conditions of Fitness for
pedicabs will help the industry develop
pedicabs that are most suitable for their
purpose.  The comments of all sections
of the pedicab industry are sought in this
consultation exercise in order to ensure
that all requirements are taken
into account.

• administration and conduct of vehicle
inspections;
• administration and issue of pedicab
licences and plates;
• administration and assessment of rider
applications;
• rider CRB checks;
• appeals procedure; and,
• rider and vehicle compliance
enforcement.
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21.

Regulatory impact assessment
(continued)

It is generally accepted that licensing will
benefit the pedicab industry in London.  
The responses to this consultation
document will be used to develop the
proposals to ensure that these benefits
are maximised.
Risk reduction

22.

The present lack of regulation and very
limited controls on pedicabs in London is
considered to pose unnecessary risks to
users and to the public at large.  Whilst
most pedicabs are understood to be
insured, there is no check on this.  

23.

The pedicab trade in London has worked
to achieve a degree of self-regulation
through an operators’ association and
by introducing voluntary standards.  It is
expected that licensing will:
• improve safety for passengers through
rider licensing;
• improve the standards of vehicles,
• ensure proper identification of pedicab
riders, vehicles and operators through
the licensing register;
• assist the police and traffic authorities
in maintaining proper road behaviour by
pedicabs; and,
• ensure that vehicles are properly
insured.

24.
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These changes will act to reduce risks
within the pedicab industry.  

Annex H

Aide memoir

This document in its entirety forms the
consultation document and any part of it may
be referred to in a response.  Comments are
specifically invited on the following points from
the main document, but comment need not be
limited to these.
Rider licensing
5.5

Rider competence

5.7

Character

5.8

Topographical knowledge

5.9

Medical fitness
Area of operation

6.3

Defining the areas

6.5

Other sectors or areas
Vehicle inspection

7.18   Inspecting the vehicle
& 7.19
Fares
9.5

Method of fare charge
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Annex I

An area of operation has been identified within
this document as the Central London congestion
charging zone (as at 31 March 2006).

• Minories

For the purpose of identifying this zone
relevant to this document, it is the area inside
and excluding the following roads and any
short connecting roads (clockwise from
Vauxhall Bridge):

• Tower Bridge Road

• Vauxhall Bridge Road

• Newington Butts

• Bressenden Place

• Kennington Lane

• Lower Grosvenor Place

• Vauxhall Bridge

• Grosvenor Place
• Duke of Wellington Place
• Hyde Park Corner
• Park Lane
• Marble Arch
• Old Marylebone Road
• Marylebone Road
• Euston Road
• Grays Inn Road
• Swinton Street
• Penton Rise
• Penton Ville Road
• Goswell Street
• Wakley Street
• City Road
• Old Street
• Great Eastern Street
• Commercial Street
• White Chapel High Street
• Mansell Street
• Mans Yard
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• Tower Bridge Approach
• Tower Bridge
• Old Kent Road
• New Kent Road
• Elephant and Castle
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Chair’s Foreword
As a regular visitor to Dhaka it is not uncommon to see
rickshaws vie precariously for space among its crowded and
cluttered streets with tuk-tuks, cars and buses.
Less common is their presence in the UK but take a trip to the
West End on a Friday night and it is impossible not to come
across the fleets of rickshaws that patrol the theatres and bars
of Soho. As a Councillor in Westminster I have raised
concerns about the safety of these rickshaws and now as a
Rapportuer on behalf of the London Assembly’s Transport
Committee, I have decided to look again at the issue, not least because legislation is
before Parliament which deals with rickshaws or pedicabs as they are defined in the
Bill.
I have examined what kind of legal status pedicabs should be given, the potential
impact current proposals could have on pedicabs and what, if any, regulation could
ensure that pedicabs can operate as part of London’s many and varied transport
network in the future.
I am acutely aware of the problems that pedicabs do and could potentially bring to
the streets of the capital but I do not think they should be banned outright.
Pedicabs provide a useful short distant off peak service ferrying tourists and
Londoners between various stops within London’s late night economy. Admittedly,
pedicabs when compared to buses or taxis, pound per distance, do not offer good
value but if they are too expensive they will soon be priced from the streets of
London.
Rickshaws in my view provide a welcome and colourful, albeit, minor addition to the
streetscape of the West End. And that’s how it should stay.
Pedicabs can also be a minor nuisance, whether it is blocking access from theatres or
holding up traffic. Because of this the Transport Committee has recommended to
London’s MPs that they support the aspect of the legislation that makes pedicabs
subject to parking fines. However, we also share the concerns of taxi drivers and
pedicab operators alike about forcing pedicabs from the relative safety of bus lanes
and ask that pedicabs are not subject to bus lane fines as the Bill proposes.
We have also concluded that in future there should be relatively light touch
regulation for pedicabs managed by Transport for London (TfL) - ensuring that
licensed pedicabs meet certain safety and insurance requirements. Although it is
highly unlikely that numbers of rickshaw would mushroom out of control, TfL
should also be given powers to allow for a tight control on numbers.
I’d like to also take this opportunity to thank those representatives from the
Licensed Taxi Drivers Association, the Public Carriage Office and the London
Pedicab Operators Association who gave generously of their time and expertise to
the Committee.
Murad Qureshi AM
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1.

Introduction

1.1

You only have to step out of a West End show on a Friday night to realise
that over the last few years, there has been one particularly distinctive arrival
on the streetscape of the West End – the rickshaw. Introduced at the turn of
this century rickshaws or pedicabs have become a familiar and high profile
presence on the streets of Soho and Theatreland ferrying tourists and
Londoners from A to B, typically from theatre to restaurant across a couple
of blocks in Soho. Since then, their novelty remains undimmed and their
numbers have increased.

1.2

Pedicabs offer Londoners and tourists an additional choice for typically short
journeys within Soho and the West End. Most demand can be sourced to
theatres, cinemas, restaurants, clubs and bars and their business is largely
concentrated between late evening and early morning. Per mile pedicabs
work out more expensive than a taxi and it is estimated that around 250
pedicabs now work the streets of London.

1.3

Their arrival has not been universally welcomed however. It is claimed that
they hold up traffic, pose a risk to public safety by blocking fire exits when
plying for trade and only offer an expensive alternative to walking rather
than an emission free alternative to taxis or buses. There remain deep
concerns too about their safety and their suitability to become part of the
mainstream of London traffic.

1.4

The London Assembly has decided to examine the role that pedicabs have to
play in London and in particular the West End. It is a timely examination as
legislation1 is being put to MPs that would give pedicabs a legal status that
would make them liable to parking and traffic contraventions like any other
vehicle.

1.5

The Transport Committee has therefore met informally with the Licensed
Taxi Drivers Association (LTDA), the London Pedicab Operators
Association (LPOA) and the Public Carriage Office (PCO)2 and has also gone
to the West End to see for themselves the demand and the effects generated
by pedicabs.

1.6

Pedicabs emerged in London when a company, Bugbugs, took advantage of a
legal loophole in the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869. The Act
legislated for the exclusive right of Licensed Hackney Carriages to ply for
hire on the streets of London – however this exclusivity did not include
“stage carriages”, an omission which permits pedicabs to ply for hire in
London3. After a series of cases brought to court by the Licensed Taxi
Drivers Association, this loophole was upheld in 20024 and pedicabs have
continued to ply for hire in London, almost exclusively in the West End.

London Local Authorities and Transport for London Bill, Section 4
Notes from these meetings are attached.
3 London is therefore unique in this regard to the rest of the country and explains why pedicabs have
not been allowed to flourish in other parts of the UK
4 Further details of this case can be found at
1
2
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1.7

The overwhelming majority of pedicabs are driven by individuals who hire
the pedicab from a pedicab operator. Very few of the 250 pedicabs in London
are owned by their rider. Fares for pedicabs are determined largely by the
driver at the time the passengers board. The London Pedicab Operators
Association (LPOA), was formed in 2004 in order to establish a lobby on
behalf of the pedicab industry and to establish certain codes of practice and
conduct across London’s pedicab operators and riders. The LPOA now
represents around 80% of the pedicabs currently thought active in London.

1.8

However, as it stands there is no way that a pedicab driver or operator can be
identified if they are involved in a crash (to date there has not been a serious
accident involving a pedicab in London) or if they found to obstructing a bus
lane, pedestrian right of way or are parked on a double yellow line.

1.9

The part of the Private Bill that deals with Pedicabs addresses those issues,
providing pedicabs with a legal definition and local authorities and Transport
for London with the power to hold riders and operators responsible for their
actions on the road. A registration scheme, supervised by the Public Carriage
Office, would allow for rider and operator recognition.

1.10

This report seeks to assess the potential impact of the proposed legislation
based on the evidence we have heard from key stakeholders and also to
consider the possibility of future regulation and the potential shape any such
regulation may take.

2.

The Proposed Legislation

2.1

It is important to note that the Bill before Parliament to deal with Pedicabs
does not seek to regulate pedicabs, merely to make them liable for bus lane,
parking and other road traffic contraventions5. To make this possible, two
things are required. Firstly, it is necessary to establish a legal definition for
pedicabs so that they can be added to existing parking and traffic legislation.
Secondly, a registration scheme is required which can allow pedicab drivers
and operators to be identified should they contravene any such legislation.
The Bill does not seek to establish a licence scheme or any other regulatory
function for pedicabs.

2.2

Pedicabs have been defined in the Bill as a “cycle to seat one or more
passengers…for the purpose of being made available with a driver for hire.”
A pedicab business is one which owns, lets out and takes bookings for
pedicabs. As it stands, the Bill would make pedicabs liable for using bus lanes
(cyclists and taxis are exempt from such liability), parking on double yellow
lines and the blocking of pavements. This liability would rest with the
operators, who have hired out the pedicabs, and not the riders themselves
(unlike with private hire firms).

For example, there was initially a clause in the Bill that sought that each Pedicab operator as part of
the registration scheme would be required to prove they held third party insurance. This clause was
removed as it was felt by those sponsoring the Bill that such a requirement would sit more easily in
any future legislation that would seek to regulate the pedicab industry more comprehensively.

5
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2.3

2.4

The registration scheme would make it illegal for unregistered pedicabs to
ply for hire in London. Pedicab operators would register their pedicabs with
the Public Carriage Office for a “reasonable fee” so that should a pedicab be
involved in a contravention of road and traffic law, a fine could be levied
against the operator. Pedicab riders are not required to be registered and are
not therefore liable to the fines incurred by their riding of the pedicab.
The case against legislating for pedicabs
The LTDA opposes the Bill out of hand on the grounds that pedicabs should
not be legislated for but rather legislated against and banned altogether. The
LTDA have been vociferous in campaigning against pedicabs on the grounds
that they offer neither value for money or safe travel for their customers.

2.5

The LTDA’s conducted research, carried out in full by TRL, which
concluded that the Pedicabs tested did not comply to Highway Code
regulations, although the code made no specific reference or requirements to
or of pedicabs. The report also asserted that unless pedicabs actually replace
motor vehicles journeys, which there is no evidence to suggest that they do
as yet, there is little environmental benefit to pedicab use.

2.6

However, the report’s central concern focused on the safety of pedicabs.
TRL’s tests found that a laden pedicab’s braking performance was
significantly lower than that of a car6. Concerns were also expressed over
handling performance, particularly when a pedicab was unladen or had only
one passenger. More alarmingly, in crash tests with a car traveling at 45
km/h (30 mph) the passenger compartment would provide little or no
protection to the passenger with unsuitable restraint from the provided
seatbelt for child passengers.

2.7

There have been no serious incidents to date in London involving pedicabs
although the LTDA did point to isolated incidents in Edinburgh and
Barbados where a serious injury and a fatality occurred to pedicab
passengers. The London Accident Analysis Unit informed the Committee in
the last three years just one injury had been reported to the Unit that had
involved a pedicab when a blanket had caught in the wheel.

2.8

Another core criticism of the pedicab industry is that the fares are
extortionately high – ranging, according to the LTDA, from £20-£70 per
mile, a claim backed by their own research on the streets of Soho. However
we found that when we went into Soho a typical fare was about £6 for two
people from the Lyceum to Chinatown.

2.9

The Committee are conscious of the concerns raised by the LTDA around
safety and extortionate charges. However, the Transport Committee does
not support an outright ban of pedicabs.

2.10

It seems reasonable to conclude, if a car were to slam into a pedicab at 30
mph passengers would be at risk. However, there is also an element of risk in

6 For example, if a Pedicab was following a car at 15 km/h with a headway of 2m, if the car braked
heavily the pedicab would be travelling at 13km/h on impact.
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how pedestrians cross the road and there is no legislation banning
pedestrians crossing the road from any point other than built in crossings. A
pedicab passenger is bound to be aware of the risk that they take in using a
pedicab on routes shared with cars. It is a risk that they appear prepared to
take, especially in areas such as Soho where, along many streets, traffic rarely
reaches speeds of 30 mph.
2.11

Regulation could allay some of the other concerns about pedicab safety and
the report will discuss these later. On the issue of extortionate fares, there is
a genuine case and need for action. A pricing schedule is neither enforceable
nor feasible at this stage so any immediate action would have to be selfregulating.

2.12

It is therefore to be welcomed that the LPOA has sought to ensure that their
Pedicab drivers agree a fare prior to a journey’s departure as part of their
Drivers Code of Conduct (see Appendix D). The Committee would also
welcome the extension of good practice to ensure that a notice is placed in
the back of pedicabs to remind passengers that a fare should be agreed before
a journey is started.

2.13

However the greatest force that can be brought to bear on the use of pedicabs
is that of the free market. If pedicabs are or remain extortionate then demand,
via guidebooks and word of mouth, will simply fall. If the demand for
pedicabs is not sustainable in the long run, we will soon find out.

2.14

The case against this legislation for pedicabs
There is little argument that a legal definition of pedicabs was required and
that the one arrived at, for those who believe legislation is necessary, is
broadly supported. The registration scheme also leaves little room for
dispute.

2.14

Pedicab operators do have acute concerns however about the proposals to
make pedicabs liable for parking and bus lane contraventions. As it stands,
pedicabs are not able to be ticketed for parking or obstruction offences.
Consequently, and in particular at pinch points outside theatres and
landmark shops, pedicabs congregate contravening parking restrictions,
often blocking fire access for audiences and customers alike.

2.15

It is a problem that especially rankles with taxi drivers and is both
recognised in this legislation and by the pedicab operators themselves. The
legalisation proposes that pedicabs could be liable to parking such as any
motor vehicle is currently. The LPOA has acted on the problem and has a
clause added in their code of conduct for drivers that drivers “not cause an
obstruction to other vehicles or pedestrians especially around fire exits from
buildings eg theatres”7.

2.16

However, despite these intentions the problem still needs to dealt with. The
Transport Committee supports the view that pedicab riders need to be
liable to parking enforcement to instigate the desired change in pedicab
behaviour and supports this particular aspect of the Bill. However,

7

See Appendix D
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before any such enforcement is acted upon, local authorities, TfL and
the pedicab operators need to establish pedicab ranks where riders
could legally ply for hire.
2.17

There are concerns around the elements of the Bill that make pedicabs liable
for contravening certain bus lane regulation. Unusually both taxi drivers and
pedicab are united in their opposition to these particular aspect of the Bill.
Both fear the potential safety hazard such regulation may bring about. It is
clear that pedicabs present a more difficult obstruction to the progress of
buses than bikes because of their width. However, a recent incident on
Blackfriars Bridge where a cyclist was killed in a cycle lane which rested
between a bus lane and the mainstream of traffic highlighted the dangers of
moving cycles, conventional or otherwise, away from the side of road and
into traffic.

2.18

The proposals as they stand pose a significant risk to the safety or pedicabs
riders and passengers. There is also the likelihood that if pedicabs are forced
to travel in the mainstream of traffic that the hold ups and congestion caused
by pedicabs in bus lanes would be even further aggravated in normal traffic
lanes. Just as safety concerns should mean that pedicabs are liable to parking
tickets, similarly they should not be forced to operate outside the relative
protection of bus lanes.

2.19

Recommendation 1
The Transport Committee recommends that the proposed Bill be
amended to ensure that pedicabs are not subject to fines should they be
required to use bus lanes8.

2.20

However the operation of pedicabs should not be allowed to hold up buses.
There rests a responsibility with both pedicab riders and operators to ensure
that pedicab use does not lead to greater journey times for buses and
therefore the potential for greater congestion.

2.21

Recommendation 2
The Transport Committee calls upon the London Pedicabs Operators
Association to include as part of their training and their Drivers Code
of Conduct the need for pedicab drivers to avoid the use of bus lanes
where possible and where not, to pull over to allow buses to pass.

2.22

According to the Bill, the source of liability for these traffic and road
contraventions is not going to be the pedicab rider however but the pedicab
operator. Many pedicab riders are temporary and are not always resident
within the UK. This proposal may be grounded in the fear that if pedicab
riders are fined, such is the diverse, and transient disparate background of
many of the riders, many of these fines will go unpaid.

2.23

Pedicab operators are concerned about the potential impact on their business
of such a line of liability. They point to the fact that private hire and vehicle
hire firm do not place owners and operators of these vehicles as liable to
traffic fines. Pedicabs riders are effectively self-employed. The discipline that

8

This would involve the removal of Clause 21, Part 2, b) and c)
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parking fines could bring should be felt by the pedicab rider. If the legislation
seeks to improve the standard of pedicab riding, then it is the riders that
should be legislated against.
2.24

Recommendation 3
The Transport Committee recommends that the proposed Bill be
amended to ensure that a Pedicab business should be treated as a
vehicle hire firm so that its riders are liable for parking fines and not
the operators themselves9.

3.

Future Regulation

3.1

If the pedicab aspects of the Bill went through with the changes the
Committee seek, outstanding issues would still remain about safety, rider
liability and conduct and congestion that would need to addressed.

3.2

Not all models of pedicabs are as safe as others. So far, the code of conduct for
drivers and code of practice for operators are only signed up to on a
voluntary basis – albeit by a substantial majority of pedicab operators. In
addition, only one major pedicab operator has third party insurance. And if
pedicab operators and drivers continue to flourish, there is nothing to stop
numbers increasing further and the risk of congestion rising accordingly.

3.3

The Transport Committee supports the view that the pedicab industry
needs to be regulated and that legislation is tabled soon (preferably in
December 2005) to allow this to happen. Any such regulation would hinge
on a licensing scheme that would logically be supervised by the Public
Carriage Office.

3.4

The pedicab industry is small and so any licensing scheme should be selffunding and therefore not too burdensome to some pedicabs operators.

3.5

Recommendation 4
The Transport Committee recommends that part of any licensing
should be conditional on:
 Operators providing certain levels of training for their riders
 Specifically agreed pedicab models
 Operators effectively managing their riders so that they can be
tracked down and made to pay fines
 Operators holding third party insurance

3.6

Another concern the Committee has is the potential number of pedicabs that
could operate in London and the areas where pedicabs operate. Not all of
London’s roads are suitable for pedicab operation and the market and
common sense will determine the majority of these – for example, few
pedicab riders would seek to ply for hire on the North Circular. However, it
might be useful when armed with more research than the Committee

9

This would involve the alteration to Clause 21, Part 3.
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themselves have been able to undertake to date, that TfL consider imposing
limits on the areas of operation for pedicabs.
3.7

Another function a regulatory body could take on is the potential restriction
on numbers. This is not a power that TfL holds with the licensing of private
hire taxis but these do not have the potential to cause substantial congestion
in the same way that pedicabs could. Sooner or later, a critical number of
pedicabs could operate within the West End for example which would pose
such a significant block of bus and car journey times that numbers would
need to be reduced.

3.8

Recommendation 5
The Transport Committee therefore recommends that any future
regulation of the pedicab industry would include powers for TfL to
impose restrictions on both the areas of operation for pedicabs and the
number of licenses issued to pedicab operators.

3.9

The Transport Committee will return to this issue during 2005. The issue of
pedicabs has opened up questions about the future make up of other ply for
hire or private hire services on the streets of London, including velocabs –
effectively pedicabs with an engine – and taxi mopeds and there may be scope
as part of the follow up work to this rapportuer scrutiny to probe further into
these developments.
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Appendix A

Notes from Meeting with Licensed Taxi Drivers Association
(LTDA)
th
17 January 2004, City Hall
Present:
Bob Oddy LTDA
Murad Qureshi AM
Peter Hulme Cross AM
Heidi Nicholson
Alison Lloyd
Denys Robinson
Danny Myers
Katy Shaw
Bob Oddy referred to the video which had been produced by the LTDA “Ban Not
Licence”. It was noted that attendees had recently viewed the video. The LTDA
were campaigning not for registration of pedicabs but for a complete ban.
Bob Oddy said that the taxi drivers were not worried about the commercial threat of
pedicabs as they had never been in competition with the pedicabs. There were
25,000 taxi drivers and 3-400 pedicabs. Pedicab fares varied widely with £20£70/mile charge by pedicabs (the fare from Covent Garden to Leicester Square was
£15-20) and such a payment would cover a far longer distance in a black cab.
It was noted that the pedicabs in Canary Wharf, which was a private estate and not
public roads, gave free rides and were a means of advertising. Bob Oddy said that
the cost of a 12 week advertising deal for 20 bikes was £29,000.
The taxi drivers had other concerns:


There were often large number of pedicab waiting for fares outside theatres
such as the Lyceum which were running shows which appealed to children.
This made it very difficult for taxi drivers to put down and pick up as the
streets were blocked.



The street corners in Soho were blocked by pedicabs



Taxis were scratched by pedicabs which squeezed past them



The pedicabs went though red lights and past no entry signs as a pedicab
heavy with passengers would always take shortcuts, for example an illegal
right turn onto Waterloo Bridge if they were heading east along the Strand.

Would the Bill deal with these matters?
The Bill proposed classifying pedicabs as motor vehicles in order to make them
easier to issue penalty charge notices. - however enforcement was difficult for
example, the licensing of minicabs had not been a success with large number of
illegal cabs in the west end, touting and parking on yellow lines
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The requirement for insurance had been removed from the Bill.
Registration would not work as there was no relationship between the plates and the
pedicab.
None of the clauses in the bill addressed the reckless and lawless driving which was
already occurring and was not enforced.
The bus lane infringement section of the bill could probably be enforced.

The Case for pedicabs?
Bob Oddy posed the question that if pedicabs did not exist by using a loophole in the
law, would politicians open up a loophole in order to allow to allow for their
introduction. Pedicabs did not reduce emissions in London as 90% of their journeys
replaced a short walk. They were seen to be a fun thing to do for tourists.
Transport for London should not be endorsing the high level of fees charged by the
pedicabs as registration would legitimise the pedicabs.

Pedicab Safety
Passengers were being thrown out of pedicabs. The LTDA had asked their drivers
to report any accidents they saw through their newspaper. Pedicabs were a danger
to pedestrian who would not hear them coming. A British tourist had been killed
whilst on a pedicab in the Caribbean and a passenger’s neck had been broken in
Edinburgh.
The LTDA had purchased a pedicab and had paid the Transport Research
Laboratory (TRL) £52,000 to test it. The TRL had concluded: “Pedicabs provide
little or no protection” and had banned their technicians from riding in them at over
9 mph.
There were different models of pedicabs and shortly after purchasing the model to
be used by the TRL, the LTDA were sent a solid steel strut with instructions to fit it
to the pedicab in order to prevent the front wheel from collapsing.
The LTDA believed that the use of pedicabs in London were a tragedy waiting to
happen. For example, the LTDA had lobbied the Public Carriage Office (PCO)
about fitting child locks to taxis but the PCO had said that they were not needed but
changed its mind following the death of a child.
Bob Oddy said that he had spoken to Charring Cross Police Station about the illegal
activities of Pedicab drivers but they had responded that they had other priorities.
The police had not previously collated any information about accidents but were
now doing so.
If someone was injured in a pedicab the passenger could take out a civil action
against the pedicab business but if TfL had registered the pedicab it might lead to
questions about legal liability.
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The LTDA was eager to work with MPs to produce a Bill to close the loop holes in
the law which would stop pedicabs plying for trade.
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Appendix B

Notes from Meeting with London Pedicabs Operators Association
(LPOA)
Friday 21st January 2005
Present:
Chris Smallwood, Bugbugs Ltd
Sabine Ibanez Bugbugs Ltd
Murad Qureshi AM
Peter Hulme Cross AM
Heidi Nicholson
Alison Lloyd
Denys Robinson
Danny Myers
Katy Shaw

History
Bugbugs commenced operations in 1998. Chris Smallwood explained that legal
research had shown that pedicabs could legally ply for hire as stage carriages under
the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869. This legislation only applied to London
– pedicabs wanting to operate in other cities would have to apply for a street trading
licence. The Public Carriage Office (PCO) had taken Bug Bugs to court in 1999 to
test the legislation but had lost the case. The market was open to anyone who
complied with some simple charging guidelines, but remained unlicensed
Bugbugs did attempt to get some licensing in place in 2000 as this would mean that
the trade maintained some standards such as the maintenance of vehicles, training,
insurance, accountability etc. In 2002 the Licensed Taxi Drivers’ Association
(LTDA) issued a summons against Bug Bugs and two of its riders in a private
prosecution for illegally plying for hire as Hackney carriages and for soliciting.
Both the magistrates and the High Court dismissed the case and the LTDA was
refused leave to appeal to the House of Lords. Bugbugs met with the PCO in
summer 2002 but there was not a strong move on their behalf towards regulation.
Velotaxi, a German company, had introduced electric-assisted cabs into London in
2002 but the legislation depended on the fleet being non-motorised. There was a
strong case for electric-assisted cabs. A small hub motor would give the vehicle a
range of about 20 miles and would assist in going up hills. If there were electric
assisted bikes it would be a major challenge to the taxis and less emissions. The
Environment Trust had put in a proposal.
One operator in Cardiff who provides free rides has adverts on the pedicabs in order
to raise money. There were pedicabs in other countries such as the America, France,
Germany and Holland although the biggest fleet was probably in London. There
was no legislation covering pedicabs in other countries although Florida did issue a
finite number of licences every year. In some areas riders were licensed. There were
some examples overseas of pedicab businesses expanding rapidly in a non-licensed
environment and then being closed down.
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Logistics
Bugbugs owned 61 pedicabs, which were rented out to riders by the day, week or
month. The work was seasonal with very few pedicabs being rented during the
winter. Some pedicabs were rented during the day in summer. The riders hired the
bikes between 5-7pm each night and had to return them daily to the Bugbugs garage
between 12-4 am the following morning. The riders were self employed and
Bugbugs did not know the income made by individual drivers. There were no
regulations on fares although Bugbugs recommended a charge of £5/mile for each
passenger with a minimum fare of £2. Excessive charges would discourage repeat
custom.
Bugbugs provided a proper base for their pedicabs. People hiring bikes had to
undertake a training course and had public liability insurance which covered selfemployed riders for the purposes of carrying passengers for hire and reward.
Bugbugs was a company limited by guarantee.
Bugbugs employed “Rider Support Managers” who could be contacted by the riders
via mobile phone and were able to attend to any breakdowns or accidents within half
an hour.

The Pedicabs
Bugbugs used two types of bike: Velocabs which were built in Germany and were
subject to the TUV safety standard; and a smaller number from Cycles Maximus
which were built in Bath. There were some riders in London who did use homebuilt
pedicabs and this was a worrying safety issue.
The LTDA had brought a Cycles Maximus pedicab and had it tested by the
Transport Research Laboratory. The PCO had commissioned two reports, one by
TRL and the other by a firm called Sinclair Knight but Bugbugs had not been given
access to the reports.

Need for Pedicabs
There was a market for pedicabs with about 200 in London, a figure that was
increasing annually. They were hired for short journeys in a restricted area and
were an emission free form of transport.
The pedicabs did add to street safety and moved people from outside pubs to taxi
ranks or bus stops. The riders also acted as mobile information posts.

The Bill
Chris Smallwood believed that the definition of the word “pedicab” would cause legal
problems. He proposed that the wording should be: “stage carriage defined as a
cycle referred to as a pedicab”. He said that by drawing pedicabs into legislation
designed for “motor vehicles”, which was proposed to stop the riders from parking
or standing anywhere, was a health and safety risk if the riders were unable to take
breaks. It would also add to congestion if they had to constantly ride around. If
pedicabs could ply for hire they must be allowed to pick up and set down passengers.
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Chris Smallwood had spoken to TfL about the provision of stands. The footprint of
a pedicab was smaller than that of a car and would take up less space and if stands
were used people would learn where to go in order to hire a pedicab. There would
be a need for strategic and appropriate stopping spaces.
The classification of Bugbugs and other similar companies that rented out pedicabs,
as not being a vehicle hire firm meant that liability for fines would be with the
company rather than the rider and would be damaging for the companies. They
must therefore be classed as vehicle hire firms
It would be dangerous if pedicabs were banned from using bus lanes and therefore
moved into the ordinary traffic lanes.

Self Regulation
By the end of February 2005 all of the London Pedicab Operators Association
members would have a photo ID with full contact details for all riders. There would
be a daily log of which riders were on which pedicab. After a bike had been hired for
20 days it would be given a full maintenance check. There would also be a signed
contract with the riders that made them rather than the company responsible for any
fines.
All but one of the London Pedicab operators had joined the “London Pedicab
Operators Association” so about 80-90% of the pedicabs in London were now self
regulated. The Code of Practice for the Association, which would be signed by all
members by the end of February 2005, provided (inter alia)




operators had to take out 3rd party insurance to a minimum value of £1
million.
all riders needed to be registered
zero tolerance policy for drink and drug use by riders

The LPOA would also appoint a monitor to report on the behaviour of pedicab
riders on Friday and Saturday nights.
Bugbugs was considering expanding the area in which it operated to possibly
include Chelsea and Notting Hill.
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Appendix C

Notes from Meeting with the Public Carriage Office (TfL)
31st January 2005
Roy Ellis, Public Carriage Office (PCO)
Graham Sarson, Public Carriage Office (PCO)
Murad Qureshi (AM) London Assembly
Heidi Nicholson London Assembly
Danny Myers
Alison Lloyd
Katy Shaw

London Local Authorities and Transport Bill
The Boroughs of Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea had promoted a section in
the Bill which sought to give pedicabs a legal definition and to introduce a
registration scheme. If pedicabs were legally defined and identifiable it would enable
local authorities to enforce traffic regulations in relation to them. If the Bill was
passed the Public Carriage Office (PCO) would be tasked with registering the
pedicabs as it was the only regulatory section within Transport for London (TfL).
The Bill was not introducing a regulatory regime but as a parallel action TfL was
working towards implementing one.
The Bill does not apply to auto rickshaws. There was one model of auto-rickshaw
that did have a gas engine but there are no known plans for it to be introduced in
London.

The Need for Greater Control and Safety Issues
Roy Ellis noted that there were concerns that pedicabs caused an obstruction and
allegedly could be a nuisance. He agreed that with LTDA’s argument that a large
number of pedicabs ranked outside of a theatre could be dangerous if the theatre
needed to be evacuated in an emergency.
Roy Ellis said that there was a Transport Research Laboratory video, which showed
a pedicab being smashed by a car, but any similar structure would be crushed in such
a collision. Pedestrians and cyclists also ran the same risks. An accident in
Edinburgh had occurred some years ago when a woman’s scarf was trapped in a
pedicab wheel and modifications were made to the vehicle design to ensure that this
did not happen again. People did have to make a judgement on whether to ride in a
pedicab which was clearly not as safe as a car but there should not be hidden safety
risks caused by the construction of the vehicle.

The Case for Regulation
It was the TfL policy to regulate and not ban pedicabs as demanded by the Licensed
Taxi Drivers Association (LTDA). The Bill was not seeking to license pedicabs but
to find a way for local authorities to enforce parking, waiting/loading and other
restrictions.
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Peter Hendy, Managing Director of Surface Transport TfL, has expressed the view
that the pedicabs’ area of operation should be limited. He had also indicated that he
wanted them to be regulated
Regulation would ensure that vehicles are safely built and maintained. TfL would
not necessarily want to regulate how the service was delivered by the pedicabs, for
example the fares charged. A regulatory regime would be likely to include
requirements for insurance.
The Public Carriage Office was planning to appoint a project officer to design and
implement a regulatory regime for pedicabs and was due to start consultation with
the pedicab businesses. If there were new legislation it could be structured in a
similar way to private hire companies, with a lot of the responsibility resting with
the operator rather than the riders. The operators would then look after the
maintenance of the pedicabs and TfL would undertake a regular inspection and onstreet enforcement.
The Bill did provide for TfL to charge for the cost of administering the registration
scheme and the PCO would expect similar funding provisions to apply to any
regulatory regime. TfL will be considering the need for drivers’ criminal record,
medical and topographical knowledge checks but due to the open and slow nature of
pedicabs, these may not be thought to be a necessity. If they were found to be
necessary they would need to be appropriate for the nature of the pedicab business.
TfL was also considering the need for pedicab ranks and might have to consider
limiting the number of pedicabs (this was not done with taxis as it was left to market
forces). One extra enforcement officer might have to be employed but it might be
possible for existing administration staff to absorb some of the additional functions.
It might be proposed that pedicabs be subject to a regime similar to that for private
hire vehicles. Under private hire regulations the operator has to keep record of
bookings, drivers etc so that TfL can check that only licensed drivers and vehicles
are used. Private hire vehicles were not currently allowed use the Royal Parks
(although taxis could).
In consideration of a potential control of the area of operation of pedicabs it was
noted that some taxi drivers were limited to certain areas of London by means of a
system of differently coloured badges. Regulations could, if necessary, require that
pedicabs which were to operate in a particular area (e.g. Notting Hill) had garaging
facilities in that area.
Transport for London would have to consider the proposal that pedicabs (but
possibly not auto-rickshaws) be permitted to use bus lanes. However it had to be
acknowledged that pedicabs using bus lanes did hold up buses and therefore added to
emissions even though they were emission-free themselves.
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Appendix D

a) The London Pedicab Operators Association
(LPOA)
Code of Conduct for Pedicab Drivers
I (name)___________________ hereby certify the in the course of my activities as a
Pedicab Driver I will:
a) Ensure the safety of my passengers, other road users and myself at all
times and take all measures to avoid accidents and incidents
b) abide by the rules as set out in The Highway Code at all times
c) at no time be under the influence of alcohol or any drug including
prescription drugs that may affect your judgement
d) ensure that my passengers are offered the safety belt/lap belt before all
journeys
e) charge separate and distinct fares for each passenger that I carry on a
specific journey – Stage Carriage law and agree my fare with passengers
(per person) prior to embarking on a journey and not to charge or
demand more
f) ensure that all items belonging to passengers are stowed and that
scarves, coats, or any other items are safely contained within the pedicab
g) not solicit or aggressively tout business
h) not overload my pedicab ie I will only take passengers if they can be
seated in my pedicab – maximum 3 passengers
i) be courteous and considerate to other road users, pedestrians, taxi
drivers, the police and passengers at all times
j) not cause an obstruction to other vehicles or pedestrians especially
around fire exits from buildings eg theatres
k) wear my ID tag at all times when riding (once provided by the Operator)
l) carry out the prescribed safety checks each time I take out my pedicab
m) assist any other pedicab driver (regardless of company) if they are
experiencing difficulties or are in danger of assault
n) not become involved in racing of any kind
o) hand in any lost property to the Operating Company
p) ensure that my passengers arrive at their destination safely and that I will
take particular care of the vulnerable
q) not smoke or use a mobile phone whilst riding
r) not ride in pedestrian areas or on the pavement (pedicab may be pushed)
s) not make any action that might damage the reputation of the industry
t) report and document any accident or incident immediately or within 24
hours to the owner of the pedicab
Signed (name)
Company
Date
________________________

____________________
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__________

Appendix E

The London Pedicab Operators Association (LPDA)
Code of Practice for Pedicab Operators
We, the Pedicab Operator (name)____________________ hereby certify that we
will manage our operation according to the following Code of Practice for Pedicab
Operators and therefore will:
-

-

-

-

Signed

have in place 3rd Party Public Liability insurance (minimum £1M any
one event) to cover all pedicabs owned by us and driven by pedicab
drivers registered with us, for taking passengers for Hire and Reward
ensure that all drivers registered with us have signed the Code of
Conduct for Pedicab Drivers (as agreed by the LPOA)
Have zero tolerance to the use of drink or drugs
ensure that all drivers have a driving licence (valid in the UK) or have
passed a written Driving Standards Agency test
ensure that drivers receive training in all aspects of pedicab driving
ensure that all drivers pass a practical on-road test (carrying passengers)
register all rider personal information (full name, address, age, next of
kin, phone, email, medical statement and some form of positive ID eg
passport, drivers licence)
ensure vehicles are safe, legal and roadworthy (including lights, safety
belts) and are specifically designed for carrying passengers
monitor street behaviour and have in place a disciplinary procedure
clearly setting out the criteria under which a rider will be penalised or
dismissed
in the event of the dismissal of a rider, report this to all other Pedicab
Operators in the LPDA
ensure that all pedicabs are maintained regularly and kept in a safe
condition and to keep records of all maintenance carried out on each
vehicle
keep operational records to ensure that you can identify which pedicab
driver was on which pedicab at any one time
take steps to protect the reputation of the pedicab industry at all times
have a procedure for dealing with lost property
document all incidents and accidents
ensure that all vehicles and drivers can be identified as being part of our
operation
Position

Operator name
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Date

PN13 December, 2012
ISSUED UNDER MEDIA EMBARGO FOR 00:01 ON FRIDAY 14 DECEMBER

Mayor seeks ban on dangerous pedicabs


Mayor’s call supported by businesses and safety campaigners



Vehicles have disproportionate effect on congestion and drivers
frequently arrested for obstruction and dangerous driving

The Mayor and Transport for London (TfL) have today called for a change to
legislation that would allow them to effectively ban dangerous pedicabs in the capital.

In its submission to the Law Commission’s consultation ‘Reforming the Law on Taxi
and Private Hire Services’ TfL proposes that pedicabs and other ‘novelty’ vehicles
should be brought under the same legislative framework that governs taxis and
private hire vehicles. This would give TfL the power to remove pedicabs from the
capital’s roads as they don’t meet the rigorous safety and licensing standards that
taxis and private hire vehicles must adhere to.

Although there are a relatively small number of pedicabs, which operate in a small
part of central London, they have a disproportionate effect on traffic congestion and
congregate in pedestrian areas – both of which impact on bus passengers and other
road users.

Whilst clearly there are some responsible pedicab companies, even they cannot
ensure the safety of their passengers to an acceptable level and the Mayor and TfL
believe that they are unsuitable for London’s roads. Neither pedicabs nor their riders
are licensed and there is no requirement for their riders to undergo Criminal Records
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Bureau checks. Pedicabs are often unroadworthy and uninsured, and riders often
disobey road rules and put the public at risk.

TfL has today released figures which demonstrate that pedicabs pose a risk to
passengers and cause considerable congestion in the West End. Between October
2011 and November 2012, joint enforcement activity undertaken by TfL, the
Metropolitan Police and Westminster City Council saw 365 arrests and seizures and
839 warnings issued to pedicab drivers for offences such as dangerous riding,
causing obstruction and cycling on a footway. The most recent enforcement activity
last week saw 5 arrests for offences including riding dangerously, riding on the
footway and obstruction. One of the people arrested had been wanted for
deportation by the UK Borders Agency for 18 months.

Transport for London and Westminster City Council had previously sought to
introduce a voluntary registration scheme. However it was recognised that this would
not have resulted in a robust and rigorous licensing regime. The Mayor and
Transport for London are therefore seeking a change to current legislation so that the
issue can be tackled effectively.

A number of businesses and organisations, including Westminster City Council,
Heart of London Business Alliance, Society of London Theatres, LSE Students’
Union, The Hippodrome Casino and the Delfont Mackintosh Prince Edward Theatre
have expressed their support for the proposal to ban pedicabs.

Boris Johnson, the Mayor of London, said: “Although there are a number of
responsible pedicab companies, the fact is that these vehicles jam up the capital’s
roads and consistently fail to ensure the safety of their passengers.

“Whereas other forms of public transport have measures in place to protect
passengers, with pedicabs anyone can just hop aboard and ply for hire. It has
become clear that a voluntary registration scheme would not have produced a robust
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solution. That’s why we and a wide range of businesses, local authorities and West
End institutions are calling for TfL to be given the powers to remove them from the
streets.”

Mark Field, MP for the City of London and Westminster, said: “The numbers of
pedicabs have exploded over the past few years and, aside from the regular
aggravation they cause local residents and other road users, there is increasing
concern that these unlicensed, unregulated vehicles may cause serious accidents. I
welcome the effort put in by Westminster, TfL and the police to make sure that the
streets are a safe place.”

Cllr Ed Argar, Westminster City Council cabinet member for transport, said: “The
problems posed by pedicabs are at their worst in the West End. We have fought for
many years for the safety of passengers to come first, and for the proper regulation
of pedicabs, to solve the safety and congestion issues they pose. It cannot be right
that this industry remains without proper safeguards or regulation to protect
passengers and other road users, and we welcome and support Boris’ call for action
today.”

Sarah Porter, Chief Executive, Heart of London Business Alliance, said: “Heart of
London Business Alliance supports the Mayor’s plan to ban pedicabs. We have
regularly funded multi agency operations to address the anti social behaviour and
safety concerns pedicabs cause however, this is a short term solution so we
welcome this proposal.”

Simon Thomas, Chief Executive of The Hippodrome Casino, which opened this
summer in Leicester Square after a £40 million investment, said: “Pedicabs may look
like a bit of fun. But they continue to flout every rule in the book. The authorities
have tried, and failed, to control them and make the operators accountable. Now is
the time to take a bold decision and take them off the streets once and for all. The
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Mayor not only has my full support in seeking a ban, but I believe the approval of the
vast majority of businesses in the West End.”

Roger Johnson of the Prince Edward Theatre, Delfont Mackintosh, said: “The West
End is a world class destination and safety plays a significant part to this, if these
pedicabs could be banned or indeed regulated it would most certainly improve the
area and the safety for our customers.”

Julian Bird, Chief Executive of the Society of London Theatre, said: “The safety and
comfort of theatre-goers is of utmost importance, and feedback from our members
shows that keeping the streets around venues as clear as possible – especially at
times of peak customer flow – is key to maintaining an efficient and world-class
Theatreland district.”

Alex Peters-Day, General Secretary, LSE Students’ Union, said: “Pedicabs can be an
incredibly dangerous form of transport, and I absolutely support the move to ban
them from London’s roads. They can also be very expensive, and when students are
on an already very limited budget they shouldn’t have to face the aggressive touting
that many pedicab drivers currently do in the West End.”

TfL’s proposal to the Law Commission will require primary legislation to be
implemented. In the meantime TfL will continue to work with Westminster City
Council and the Metropolitan Police Service on enforcement activity to tackle illegal
and unsafe activity by pedicabs.

Ends
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INSTRUCTOR TRAINING COURSE
Module on Workbike Competences

Introduction
This module is designed to train instructors to deliver training for prospective
Workbike riders. It is intended as an extra module on top of the four day course and
therefore does not cover any of the issues already covered by the regular instructor
training course. It is designed to be delivered by accredited Instructor Trainers
working for or on behalf of an accredited Instructor Training Provider.

Accrediting Bodies
The governing body of the National Standards in cycle training is the Cyclists’
Training Standards’ Board, this body is made up of all the leading organisations in
the cycling training world including the relevant government departments and
RoSPA.
Currently the only accrediting body for National Standards Instructor Training
Providers is the CTC the UK’s national cyclists’ organisation. However this situation
is about to change with a number of other organisations being able to sign service
level agreements with Cycling England. The implications are the following:
1. Any existing or prospective ITP will have a choice with which Accrediting
Body they can sign with.
2. A prospective instructor trainer will not necessarily have to work for an ITP as
long he / she has a service level agreement with an AB.
3. Other variants of the course or new modules can be delivered by trainers who
specialise in them, as long as they keep to their ABs outcomes and
specifications.

Delivery
In order to train people to ride Workbikes an instructor must have the following
qualifications:
1. An accredited National Standards instructor course
2. The extra module on Workbikes as outlined below.
Only instructor trainers competent in Workbikes will be allowed to deliver this module.
This competency must be assessed by the ITP or AB. Delivery of the module can be
achieved as part of the instructor training course or to trained instructors separately.
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Instructor Trainer
An accredited National Standard ITP may have as many instructor trainers as they
require (they must have at least two). The role of the Instructor Trainer is to train
prospective cycle instructors to deliver cycle training to the National Standard. In the
Workbike context an IT must teach National Standard instructors the skills to be able
to teach Workbike riding to trainee operators.
To reach the National Standard, each instructor trainer must reach the following
minimum requirements:



To match the job and person spec, see below.
To go through the Trainee Instructor Trainer training programme1

National Standards Instructor
An accredited National Standard instructor is someone who is accredited to deliver
the National Standards / Bikeability to trainees. The National Standards instructor will
have gone through the 4 day accredited course and the post course assessment
process. The National Standards instructor must deliver National Standards training
to all three levels and to all ages of trainee.
In a Workbike context a National Standards instructor must also be able to teach the
Workbike competencies to trainee operators.

1

See Apendix 1
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Instructor Trainer Job specification
You will work for / on behalf of a recognised Instructor Training Provider or Scheme
Organiser delivering approved National Standard training courses for instructors and
assistant instructors (within an ITP or National Standard cycle training scheme).
These courses may be delivered on consecutive days or in modules over varying
periods of time, either at a central venue or in outlying locations. There needs to be
two instructor trainers for each course and a coherent written strategy for the
recruitment and training of new instructor trainers.


You will assess the ability of trainee instructors during the course by using
observable outcomes in a similar manner to the methods you are training the
prospective trainee instructors to deliver



You will monitor the performance of instructors and assistant instructors after
the course by watching them running actual sessions. Once they have
reached a satisfactory standard you will have the responsibility to award them
full accreditation



You will be responsible for training course paperwork, including marking
written test / assessment papers



You will ensure that course results and personal details are forwarded on to
your Instructor Training Provider and, if necessary to the CTC or other
governing body for accreditation.



You will be responsible for maintaining health and safety during instructor
training sessions. This will include conducting risk assessments of the clients,
the cycles, the training area and on road locations



You will be responsible for organising and carrying out appropriate Post
Course Assessment sessions for provisionally accredited instructors



You may be responsible for continual mentoring on behalf of a scheme
organiser



You may be responsible for the continual professional development of a team
of instructors



You will be responsible for contributing to the updating and revision of
instructor training materials as appropriate

Extra Job Spec for Workbike Instructor Trainers
As well as working on behalf of a recognised and accredited Instructor Training
Provider or Scheme Organiser delivering approved National Standard training
courses for instructors you must work for a recognised Workbike owner / hire
company. With the new Accrediting Body Service Level Agreement, an instructor
trainer will not be required to work for an ITP. The IT needs to be in partnership with
the AB and deliver the course to the AB’s specifications.
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Instructor Trainer Person Specification


You will be a fully accredited National Standards instructor.



You will have demonstrated exemplary instructor skills, and have extensive
experience of running cycle training sessions for both groups and individuals
of varying ages plus family groups at levels 1, 2 and 3.



You will have delivered a minimum of 300 hours of cycle training (to best
practice) within National Standards accredited schemes, of which 200hrs
must have been delivered during the previous 12 months. If you cannot
demonstrate that then equivalent experience must be demonstrated.



You will have a good understanding of measuring learning outcomes.



You will have a thorough knowledge of the National Standards, their
background and ongoing development



You will have an understanding of the variety of cycling schemes in operation



You will have experience of being a facilitator supporting and mentoring new
instructors



You will be able to deliver formal training in a classroom situation plus
practical sessions on playground and road



You will have excellent administration skills



You will have a friendly, tactful and diplomatic approach. You will be able to
offer constructive criticism and positive feedback to co-workers and trainee
instructors.



If working with children or vulnerable adults you will have a current enhanced
criminal background clearance. From September 2009 you will be on the
Independent Safeguarding Authority register.



You will have a current First Aid 'Appointed Person' qualification or higher.

Extra Person Spec for Workbike Instructor Trainers


You will have been involved in Workbike hire, riding and maintenance for at
least one year and have a complete understanding of the workings of a
standard Workbike



You will know and understand the differences between the major types of
Workbike available.
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With the new SLAs a Workbike Instructor trainer can specialise in delivering
Workbike competencies to both National Standards instructors and Workbike
trainee operatives. They must be attached to an Accrediting Body, but do not
necessarily have to fulfil the entire IT person spec,
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Instructor Job Specification

Working for or on behalf of a recognised Scheme Organiser or as a sole trader, an
instructor may be required to do any or all of the following:


Work either alone, or with other suitable qualified instructors and assistant
instructors



Supervise provisionally accredited instructors, provisionally accredited
assistant instructors and assistant instructors



Train beginners of all ages to ride a bicycle



Deliver Level 1 National Standard cycle training sessions to both adults and
children as individuals or as a group on a playground or similar safe area



Deliver Level 2 National Standard cycle training sessions to both adults and
children as individuals or in groups at suitable on road locations



Deliver Level 3 National Standard cycle training sessions to both adults and
children as individuals or in small groups at suitable on road locations, and
give advice on suggested routes

In conducting training the instructor will be expected to carry out the following tasks:


Conduct cycle checks to ensure that the cycles used are safe to ride and
correctly adjusted to fit their riders. This may involve making necessary
adjustments to handlebars, saddle, brakes, and tyres to ensure that the
cycles are safe to ride and fit their riders



Determining the level of training that clients require and organise training
sessions to suit their needs. This will involve assessing the ability of clients
before, during and after training and give them verbal and written reports on
their progress and awarding certificates of competency or similar where
appropriate



Complete course paperwork, including registers, consent forms, client
assessments, course reports and results



Maintain health and safety during cycle training sessions. This will include
conducting risk assessments of the clients, the cycles, the training area and
on road locations



Liaison with clients and course and scheme organisers



Give advice on cycling related matters.

Extra Job Spec for Workbike Instructors
As well as working on behalf of a recognised and accredited Instructor Training
Provider or Scheme Organiser delivering approved National Standard training
courses for instructors you must work for a recognised Workbike owner / hire
company.
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Instructor Person Specification
Essential:
The applicant will:


Be a competent cyclist, able to achieve level 3 of the National Standard within
an accredited instructor training course



Have a good command of English, both spoken and written and good
communication skills



have some experience of delivering instruction



Be enthusiastic about cycling, with an understanding of cycling as a sport,
means of transport, leisure pursuit and healthy form of exercise

Desirable:


Have experience of and enjoy, working with children and adults



Have experience of driving.

Extra Person Spec for Workbike Instructors


You will have been involved in Workbike hire, riding and maintenance for at
least one year and have a complete understanding of the workings of a
standard Workbike



You will know and understand the differences between the major types of
Workbike available.
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Modules and outcomes
Module title

Trainee Outcomes; the
trainee should be able to
do:

Planning and
Preparation

Manual
Handling
module

Demonstrate an
understanding of how to
raise a Workbike in a safe
manner and understand the
reasons for this

Workbike
check module

Understand where a
Workbike differs from a
bicycle
Demonstrate how to carry
out a basic Workbike check
Understand where a
Workbike should be
classified as un roadworthy
or where adjustments can be
carried out to make the
vehicle safe to ride on the
road.
Understand when a
Workbike needs to be
referred to a competent
mechanic
Understand and be able to
demonstrate key areas of
wear in the Workbike
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Instructor outcomes; the
instructor should be able to
do:
Plan and prepare a training
session
Select training areas
appropriate for clients’ stage
of learning, progressing to
areas with more traffic as
trainees progress
Set out the aims, objectives
and outcomes of the course to
trainees
Communicate clearly with
trainees what they are
expected to do
Demonstrate an
understanding of how to raise
a Workbike in a safe manner
and understand the reasons
for this
Demonstrate the ability to
teach this
Demonstrate an
understanding of assessment
of this outcome
Understand where a Workbike
differs from a bicycle
Demonstrate how to carry out
a basic Workbike check
Understand where a Workbike
should be classified as un
roadworthy or where
adjustments can be carried
out to make the vehicle safe to
ride on the road.
Demonstrate competence in
teaching the safety checks
outlined in Appendix 2 to a
trainee
Understand when a Workbike
needs to be referred to a
competent mechanic
Understand and be able to
demonstrate key areas of
wear in the Workbike
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Workbike
riding module

Demonstrate competence in
cycling at all three National
Standard levels

Demonstrate an
understanding of the
principal differences between
a Workbike and a bicycle:
1. Weight
2. Size
3. Brakes
4. Gearing
5. Passengers
Demonstrate riding a
Workbike through a set
course

Passenger
safety module

Load carrying
module
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Demonstrate competence in
manoeuvring a Workbike
though real traffic
Demonstrate an awareness
of potential risks to
passengers

Demonstrate an
understanding of the load
carrying limitations of a
Workbike
Understand and demonstrate
the principals of weight
distribution
Understand how to assess
whether a Workbike is
loaded correctly

Demonstrate competence in
assessing the trainee’s skills
in Workbike checking
Demonstrate competence in
cycling at all three National
Standard levels
Demonstrate competence in
teaching all three National
Standard levels
Demonstrate an
understanding of the principal
differences between a
Workbike and a bicycle:
1. Weight
2. Size
3. Brakes
4. Gearing
5. Passengers
Demonstrate competence and
experience in riding a
Workbike
Demonstrate competence in
Workbike teaching riding skills
Understand and demonstrate
competence in riding
assessment
Understand the process of
matching the training (riding)
environment to the trainee skill
level
Demonstrate competence in
teaching manoeuvring a
Workbike though real traffic
Demonstrate an awareness of
potential risks to passengers
Demonstrate an ability to
teach this to trainees
Demonstrate an
understanding of the load
carrying limitations of a
Workbike
Understand and demonstrate
the principals of weight
distribution
Demonstrate an in depth
understanding of correct
loading for a Workbike.
Demonstrate an ability to
teach the load carrying
limitations of a Workbike
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Using the
Workbike

Demonstrate an awareness
of the principal differences
between a Workbike and a
bicycle
Understand the emergency
procedures of your
employing organisation

Understand what
adjustments / repairs that
can be made whilst using the
Workbike and which tools
need to be carried
Demonstrate an
understanding of the legal
requirements for a Workbike
Sign the Workbike Code of
Conduct
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Demonstrate an awareness of
the principal differences
between a Workbike and a
bicycle
Understand the principals
behind emergency procedures
and demonstrate a knowledge
of generic emergency
procedures.
Understand what adjustments
/ repairs that can be made
whilst using the Workbike and
which tools need to be carried
Demonstrate an
understanding of the legal
requirements for a Workbike
Sign the Workbike Code of
Conduct

Date:

18 JAN 2013 13:13

Page:

1 of 1 (summary)

Interpreted Listing

GLA area Pedicab or Rickshaw in description - January to September 2012 (provisional)
Summary of Accidents Selected
Site Reference and Description (zero accident counts shown in bold)

Date Period

Accidents

Topic Based Query

2

The description of how the accident occurred and the contributory factors are the reporting officer's opinion at the time of reporting and may not be the result of extensive investigation

COWLANDS

LAAU - Accident Analysis System

RACCM28INTL

Date:

18 JAN 2013 13:13

Page:

1 of 1

Interpreted Listing

GLA area Pedicab or Rickshaw in description - January to September 2012 (provisional)
Topic Based Query
0112CW10050 FRI 06/01/12 23:19
DARK WEST STREET J/W UPPER ST MARTINS LANE
1
POLICE - AT SCENE ROAD-WET
WEATHER-OTHER
SINGLE CWY
CROSSROADS
V2 (RICKSHAW) LOST CONTROL & HIT V1 AS THEY TURNED RIGHT
CASUALTY 001 (002) (25 Yrs - M CR4 )

SLIGHT

01 NODE 764

ORDER BY AREFNO ASC
530050
/ / 180960

GIVE WAY/UNCONT NO XING FACILITY IN 50M

DRIVER/RIDER

VEHICLE

001 (002) TAXI
(45 Yrs - M N9 )
BT - NOT REQUESTED

TURNING RIGHT

W TO S
JNY PART OF WORK
N/S HIT FIRST

JCT MID

VEHICLE

002 (001) PEDAL CYCLE
(25 Yrs - M CR4 )
BT - NOT APPLICABLE

TURNING RIGHT

W TO S
O/S HIT FIRST

JCT MID

V002 A 410 (LOSS OF CONTROL)

V002 A 405 (FAILED TO LOOK PROPERLY)

V002 A 602 (CARELESS/RECKLESS/IN A HURRY)
0112CW10333 SAT 17/03/12 00:50 DARK COVENTRY STREET 30M E J.W SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
2
POLICE - AT SCENE ROAD-DRY
WEATHER-FINE
SINGLE CWY
NO JUN IN 20M

01 LINK 221-227

529580
/ / 180660

PELICAN OR SIMILAR

V1 (RICKSHAW) WAS HIT IN REAR BY V2
CASUALTY 001 (001) (24 Yrs - M UNKN)

SLIGHT

DRIVER/RIDER

VEHICLE

001 (002) PEDAL CYCLE
(24 Yrs - M UNKN)
BT - NOT APPLICABLE

GOING AHEAD OTHER

E TO W
JNY PART OF WORK
BACK HIT FIRST

VEHICLE

002 (001) BUS/COACH
(? Yrs - U UNKN)
BT - DRV NOT CONTACTED

GOING AHEAD OTHER

JNY PART OF WORK
E TO W
FRONT HIT FIRST

V002 A 602 (CARELESS/RECKLESS/IN A HURRY)

V002 A 308 (FOLLOWING TOO CLOSE)

V002 A 405 (FAILED TO LOOK PROPERLY)
End of Report
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AGENDA ITEM 11
TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
SURFACE TRANSPORT PANEL
SUBJECT:

PEDICABS UPDATE

DATE:

19 MAY 2009

1

BACKGROUND

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide an update on issues surrounding the
operation of pedicabs in London.
1.2 Pedicabs are generally pedal-powered tricycles with two wheels at the back and
one at the front, with a rider on the front and space for passengers on a bench
seat at the back. There are also examples of four-wheeled vehicles, or threewheeled vehicles with the passengers carried at the front.
1.3 The number of pedicabs in London is estimated to be 900. There are several
large pedicab operators who rent out pedicabs to riders for ply for hire
operations, organise bookings and provide pedicabs for large advertising
events. There are also companies operating pedicabs for deliveries and to carry
advertising.
1.4 Pedicabs in London are heavily concentrated around the tourist attractions and
theatres within the City of Westminster and passengers are usually transported
short distances. A small survey of 113 pedicab users was carried out in January
2009 which showed that most estimated their journeys to have been less than a
mile.
1.5 The pedicab survey showed that the main reasons given for using a pedicab
were for fun (38 per cent), for convenience (29 per cent) and wanting to try it
(19 per cent) and 6 per cent responded that it was a treat for someone else.
Overall satisfaction with pedicabs was 76 per cent compared to a score of 87
per cent for Thames river tourist services.
2

ISSUES

2.1 There are a number of safety and operating issues surrounding the pedicab
industry in London. Most models allow two to three passengers to be carried
behind the rider, although it appears some riders attempt to carry more. Some
pedicabs have been fitted with safety belts although this appears to be a
minority and they are rarely observed in use.
2.2 There are concerns around the intrinsic safety of a three-wheeled pedalpowered vehicle – especially when carrying passengers. The London Taxi
Driver Association commissioned the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) to
examine pedicabs. Its findings showed that a laden pedicab’s braking
performance was significantly lower than that of a car and that in crash tests
with a car travelling at 30 miles per hour, the passenger compartment would
provide little or no protection.
1

2.3 The majority of pedicab owners do not have third party insurance to cover
accidental injury to passengers or damage to other vehicles. In the last three
years there have been nine recorded accidents involving pedicabs in London.
There is no accurate data on injuries or casualties although there are reports of
serious accidents in other cities.
2.4 There are also personal safety considerations for the riders as lone workers.
The pedicab industry predominantly operates at night and the riders often come
into contact with drunken individuals who may disagree with the fare or become
aggressive if a fare is refused.
2.5 Poor value for money is a common complaint against the pedicab industry. The
recent survey indicated that the majority of trips taken by those interviewed
were perceived to be under a mile with an average fare of £11.67. Of those
respondees who indicated that they would not use a pedicab again, 79 per cent
said that it was because pedicabs were too expensive.
2.6 There is a heavy concentration of pedicabs in the West End. They can cause
obstruction of roads and footways by parking illegally outside theatres and other
tourist attractions. Parking is a particular problem. Pedicabs park in residents’
parking bays and metered parking bays without paying the appropriate charge.
This obstructs other drivers and prevents them from parking in legitimate paying
parking places.
2.7 In the last 18 months, some pedicabs have been constructed or adapted to
assist the rider to propel the vehicle by having an electric motor fitted, powered
by on-board 12-volt car batteries. Vehicle regulations prescribe that an
electrically assisted tricycle such as a pedicab cannot weigh more than 60
kilograms. If it exceeds this weight, it will generally be considered to be a motor
vehicle and must have the appropriate motor insurance, MOT Test certificate,
Vehicle Excise Licence and the rider must have the relevant driving licence.
These vehicles fall under the responsibility of VOSA and the DVLA.
2.8 A joint operation undertaken in December 2008 by Westminster City Council
(WCC), TfL and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) resulted in six rider
arrests relating to electrically assisted pedicabs being driven without tax and
insurance and almost overnight the motors were removed from most pedicabs
in London. WCC, TfL and the MPS continue to monitor the situation.
3

CURRENT LEGAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 There is a limited legal framework to deal with pedal powered pedicabs beyond
the Highway Code. TfL does not have any legal powers to deal with pedicabs.
3.2 The High Court decision in R (Oddy) v Bugbugs Ltd [2003] found that a pedal
powered pedicab was not a hackney carriage because it was a stage carriage
for the purposes of section 4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.
Based on this decision, TfL is not able to license pedicabs under a hackney
carriage licensing regime.
3.3 The police are able to deal with pedicabs parked on the pavement by means of
the Metropolitan Police Act 1839, which prohibits pedicabs, under the term
stage carriage, from being drawn or driven upon any footway or kerb stone.
However, there is no wider legal framework for stage carriages which governs
other safety aspects of these vehicles, their operation or how they obtain and
service their customers.
2

3.4 TfL previously explored the possibility of licensing pedicabs as hackney
carriages. TfL applied to the High Court for a declaration that pedicabs are
hackney carriages (which would involve a re-examination of the decision in R
(Oddy) v Bugbugs Ltd [2003]) but these proceedings have now been
discontinued.
3.5 Licensing pedicabs as hackney carriages would have meant adapting the
existing statutory hackney carriage licensing framework that applies to London
licensed taxis to the pedicab industry. TfL now considers that regulating
pedicabs within a hackney carriage licensing regime is unlikely to address many
of the issues that currently cause concern regarding their operation.
3.6 Specifically, a hackney carriage licensing regime would not deal with those
pedicabs that operate pre-booked services, operate as a hired fleet or work as
couriers. It would also not address the intrinsic safety problems of a light, three
wheeled passenger carrying vehicle in London’s traffic. In addition, it may not
be able to deal with electrically assisted pedicabs which potentially fall outside
the scope of hackney carriage law.
3.7 A hackney carriage licensing regime would require a thorough and complex
licensing system to be developed that is tailored to the pedicab industry. This
would require TfL to prescribe matters such as appropriate vehicle design (and
safety) standards to be met in order to be granted a vehicle licence and the
level of training, geographic knowledge and skills required in order to be
granted a pedicab rider’s licence. These matters are likely to be contentious for
both the pedicab industry and other key stakeholders such as the taxi trade.
3.8 Hackney carriage legislation allows TfL to recover the costs of licensing
hackney carriages. In practical terms the existing pedicab industry may not be
able to bear the costs of a hackney carriage licensing regime, especially when
compliance and enforcement costs are taken into account.
3.9 In light of these considerations, TfL’s view is that a hackney carriage licensing
regime is inappropriate for the pedicab industry and it would be more
appropriate for Government to determine necessary safety and licensing
standards for pedicabs as it does for other passenger carrying vehicles.
3.10 In the absence of a statutory licensing regime for pedicabs, WCC has been
developing a voluntary registration scheme in consultation with the pedicab
industry. Under this scheme, pedicab operators will sign up to a voluntary code
of practice to which they and their riders must adhere. This will cover driver
background checks, cycle training (including the Highway Code), agreeing fares
in advance and keeping rider records. In return, those within the scheme will be
given permit access to pedicab parking bays which will be located across the
City of Westminster. The success of the scheme will be centred on educating
the public to use the pedicabs with permits from the designated bays and
making them aware what to expect from the rider.
3.11 The London Local Authorities and Transport for London (No. 2) Bill would allow
for more effective enforcement of moving traffic offences and parking
contraventions against pedicabs by treating them as “motor vehicles” for the
purposes of these contraventions. The Bill only deals with traffic enforcement
issues and does not itself set up a licensing or registration scheme for pedicabs.
The Bill is currently in the House of Lords and should progress to the House of
Commons later this year.

3

4

OPTIONS
Option 1 – No change

4.1 This would maintain the current position with no form of registration or licensing
for pedicabs. However, this may not be appropriate given that the industry is
believed to have more than doubled in the last three years and it would be
reasonable to expect further increases.
Option 2 - Ban pedicabs
4.2 While it may be possible to introduce new Government or private legislation to
regulate or ban pedicabs, the issue would be whether the will exists to do so
and whether such legislation could be successfully passed.
4.3 It has also previously been suggested that it would be possible for TfL to ban
pedicabs by obtaining the High Court declaration that they are hackney
carriages and then not licensing them as such, thus in effect prohibiting them
from plying for hire. The power to grant hackney carriage licences is found in
section 6 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869. These provisions do not
impose a duty on TfL to make hackney carriage licences available to all types of
‘hackney carriage’ including pedicabs. In principle, if the court had found that
pedicabs were hackney carriages, TfL could have lawfully decided not to adopt
a hackney carriage licensing regime for pedicabs. However, by seeking a
declaration from the High Court that pedicabs were hackney carriages and
concluding a consultation on the form of a hackney carriage licensing regime for
pedicabs, there was an expectation that TfL would have proceeded to license
pedicabs had the declaration been obtained.
4.4 These earlier steps in support of licensing would have placed serious
constraints on TfL’s power to change its position. Had TfL obtained the
declaration, any decision not to license pedicabs as hackney carriages would
have been at high risk of challenge by judicial review.
Option 3 - TfL to license pedicabs
4.5 The decision in R (Oddy) v Bugbugs Ltd [2003] remains authority that pedicabs
are not hackney carriages and therefore could not be licensed under existing
hackney carriage legislation. As a result, the introduction of a licensing regime
for pedicabs would require new primary legislation. A bespoke licensing regime
could be created specifically to deal with pedal powered and electrically
assisted pedicabs and cover all potential operations beyond just plying for hire.
This new licensing regime could be based on vehicle standards set down by
DfT and its agencies such as VOSA.
4.6 Any licensing would need to be by a voluntary scheme, in order to demonstrate
that all non-legislative avenues have been explored. Therefore, should the
scheme be successful, the need for licensing will be removed and the
parliamentary process avoided.
Option 4 – Press Government for legislation to regulate pedicabs
4.7 The Mayor’s preferred approach is to persuade the Government that legislation
is required to regulate and license the pedicab industry. This would ensure that
there are clear safety standards for pedicabs and that all such vehicles are
required to be registered as for any other class of passenger carrying vehicle.
Such legislation would also provide the framework for local licensing schemes
4

specifically tailored to the pedicab industry.
4.8 Concurrently, the Mayor is keen to encourage voluntary registration schemes,
such as that being developed by WCC. This would enable the pedicab industry
to participate in the development of appropriate regulations. In all likelihood this
would underscore the need for a clear national legal framework to ensure
effective regulation and enforcement. The Mayor has asked TfL to support
WCC in the development of the voluntary scheme. Option 4 is the
recommended option.
5

PROPOSED NEXT STEPS

5.1 TfL will support WCC in taking forward its voluntary scheme and will work with
the MPS to assist with enforcement activity.
5.2 TfL will continue to work with WCC and other boroughs to press for specific
primary legislation to establish an effective legal framework for pedicabs
including specific licensing powers for the boroughs.
5.3 TfL will continue to promote the provisions of the London Local Authorities and
Transport for London (No. 2) Bill to allow for more effective enforcement of
moving traffic offences and parking contraventions against pedicabs.
5.4 The Public Carriage Office will no longer lead on this issue.
6

RECOMMENDATION

6.1 The Panel is asked to NOTE the report.
7

CONTACT

7.1 Contact:
Phone:

Jeroen Weimar, Chief Operating Officer, Enforcement and
Compliance, Surface Transport.
020 3054 0187
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Pedicab Operator and Owner-Operator
Application Form and Agreement with
The London Pedicab Operators’
Association (LPOA)
Registration Details

LPOA operator ID ______

Operator Name:

___________________________________________

Office Address:

___________________________________________

Base Address if different:

___________________________________________

Legal Structure:
appropriate)

Limited Company;

Partnership;

Sole-Trader (circle as

Company Registration Number:

______________________

Web Address
Email address (general)
Landline Tel No
24 Hour Contact Tel No.

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Staff Details:
Family Name
Forenames
Nationality
Passport Number
Landline
Mobile
Email
Position

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Staff Details:
Family Name
Forenames
Nationality
Passport Number
Landline
Mobile
Email
Position

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Staff Details:
Family Name
Forenames
Nationality
Passport Number
Landline
Mobile
Email
Position

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Above details required for all employees, directors and owners
If more please continue on a separate document

Agreement
I/We hereby certify that as an Operator or Owner-Operator of Pedicabs in
London that I/we will comply with the following Code of Practice:
Insurance cover
I/we hereby certify that I / we have in place 3rd Party Public Liability insurance cover,
minimum £5M any one event at all times. I/we will ensure that the policy cover note
states the number of pedicabs being operated by my organisation (copy of insurance
certificate required)
Name of Insurance Company: ________________________________________
Policy Number:
________________________________________
Cover dates
Start __/__/____ Expire __/__/____
Number of pedicabs covered ________
Pedicabs
I/we will only operate pedicabs which are on the LPOA Approved Pedicab List (make
/ model)
I/we will ensure that pedicabs are at all times clean, presentable and in full working
order
The LPOA will issue a Registration Plate which will have a unique reference linked to
the Frame Number of each pedicab
Number of Pedicabs _____ (schedule attached)
Maintenance
I/we confirm that we have a regular Maintenance Programme and that all pedicabs
are kept in a clean, safe and roadworthy condition.
Record Keeping
I/we confirm that I/we will maintain comprehensive records as follows:
Riders – Rider Registration documents
Training – trainer details
Pedicab Register
Operational – which rider is / was riding which pedicab on any occasion

Riders
I/we will ensure that the Rider Code of Conduct is clearly explained to each rider and
that each rider who I employ or to whom I rent a pedicab will be Registered with the
LPOA Registration Scheme and has signed the Code as agreement that they have
understood and will abide by all aspects of the Code
I/we will ensure that riders complete the Safety Checks required by the LPOA before
embarking on a shift.
LPOA Photo ID badges for riders will be issued on Registration of each Rider
Rider Training
All riders who I engage whether as an employee, contractor or one who rents / leases /
rides a pedicab from my organisation will be trained by a trainer accredited by the
CTC or other accrediting body, to the National Cycling Standard Level 3
Disciplinary Procedure
I/we have the Disciplinary Procedure in place (being developed by the LPOA)
Reporting information to the LPOA
I/we will inform the LPOA about any changes in my Registration details including
riders and pedicabs.
General
I/we confirm that I/we have in place procedures for dealing with the following:
Lost Property
Incidents & accidents
Street monitoring
I/we confirm that I/we will not do or allow my/our riders to do anything that would
harm the reputation of the industry
Data Protection
I hereby agree that any of the above information may be submitted to the police or the
London Authorities by the London Pedicab Operators’ Association for prevention of
crime and disorder purposes only. All data will remain on the LPOA database
indefinitely
Conditions of LPOA membership
Annual LPOA membership fees are payable in advance and are non-refundable.
Undertaking
I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the above information is
true and correct
Signature
__________________________________________________________________
Name
Position
Date
____________________

_____________________

4th August 2012 © LPOA

V1.2

Operator Application Form

____________

Opinion
The LPOA are concerned about the legality of the practice adopted by the police of ‘distraining’
(apparently that is the word the police have been using) pedicabs in central London in association with
charging riders with offences including under the Metropolitan Police Act 1839 (MPA).
The distraining involves seizing the vehicles and holding them until (often several weeks later) the rider
is either convicted (and pays any fine) or is acquitted. Having the vehicle off the road in that way causes
considerable inconvenience (and financial loss) to the companies which own the pedicabs and rent
them to the riders, for which the police have offered no compensation.
The police apparently rely on section 68 MPA as the legal basis for distraining. It states that:
“Whenever any person having charge of any horse, cart, carriage, or boat, or any other animal
or thing, shall be taken into the custody of any constable under the provisions of this Act, it
shall be lawful for any constable to take charge of such horse, cart, carriage, or boat, or such
other animal or thing, and to deposit the same in some place of safe custody, as a security for
payment of any penalty to which the person having had charge thereof may become liable,
and for payment of any expences which may have been necessarily incurred for taking charge
of and keeping the same; [...]”
The power to distrain is thus given in order to provide security for payment of any penalties. It is not
there for any other purpose. Nor can it be used for any other purpose. It cannot, for example, be used
as a mechanism simply to remove pedicabs from the street for some ulterior reason (which does appear
to be the position here, from what the LPOA has heard).
It is also a power which (the police being a ‘public authority’ within the meaning of the Human Rights
Act 1998) must be exercised compatibly with Convention rights including, of relevance here, Article 1
Protocol 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights:
“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one
shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions
provided for by law and by the general principles of international law. The preceding
provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it
deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest or to
secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.”
The case law of the ECtHR has established that interference with property ‘in the public interest’ must
be according to law, necessary and proportionate if it is to be lawful.
In the present situation, it is thus for the police to demonstrate those things in relation to their policy
and practice of distraint.
That means, firstly, that the police would need to be able to justify distraint by reference to the purpose
for which the MPA gives them that power – namely in order to secure payment of penalties. There
would thus need to be evidence to show that, if vehicles were not distrained then penalties would go
unpaid.
They would, secondly, need to show that the problem of non‐payment was widespread such as to justify
the blanket policy they appear to be operating (i.e. a policy of distraining regardless of the
circumstances of the rider or the company owning the pedicab in question). A blanket policy would be
very hard to justify as being ‘proportionate’ and thus lawful.
LPOA have explained to me that the riders of the vehicles owned by some of the companies which own
pedicabs (including, for example, Bugbugs) have all been subject to checks which mean that there is no

good reason for the police to doubt that they could and would pay any fines; and they carry ID
documents etc. Likewise, the vehicles in question are clearly identified as belonging to reputable
companies such that the police would have no difficulty tracing riders and holding them to account even
without them carrying their own ID. That is apparently in contrast to the position of those other
riders/companies some of which may well not carry proper ID, or be properly traceable (such that it
might be reasonable of the police to conclude that distraint was necessary and proportionate in the case
of those other riders).
It is thus very hard to see how the police could justify their blanket policy, even if they might be able to
justify a more focused and targeted policy (say, of distraining where the rider has no ID or their ID is in
doubt). A challenge to the legality current policy would thus be likely to succeed.
However, the point could be made even clearer if a ‘regulation’ or ‘self‐regulation’ scheme (such as that
which the LPOA is currently contemplating) were to be put in place. The proposal is for riders and
vehicles covered by the scheme to be clearly identifiable in a way which would confirm to the police (or
other relevant officials) that their ID (including address etc) was clear and had been checked and
confirmed by one of the companies in the scheme (which themselves would have been checked and
their fitness for purpose confirmed). The process could also (by way of additional comfort on safety and
other matters) confirm things such as training, insurance, quality of vehicle, etc.
If such a mechanism were in place then I cannot see on what basis the police could lawfully exercise the
power of distraint in relation to vehicles/riders covered by the scheme. To do so would amount to an
unlawful interference with property which would thus be incompatible with Convention rights, such
that the exercise of the power of distraint would, in the particular circumstances, be unlawful.
Certainly, it is hard to see how the current blanket policy would not be unlawful if such a scheme was in
place. That would not, of course, prevent the police exercising the power in relation to other
riders/vehicles – but they would not (other than in wholly exceptional circumstances) be able lawfully
to do it in relation to riders/vehicles covered by the scheme.
As we discussed, I thus suggest that the LPOA finish developing its proposals (in discussion with TfL, the
police and the relevant local authorities if possible, so that it can give maximum comfort to all the
relevant players) and put it into operation at the earliest opportunity. Strictly speaking, the scheme
would not require agreement from the various public authorities in order to act as barrier to unlawful
distraint, but clearly agreement would be beneficial. It would be up to riders/companies not covered by
the scheme either to take their chances with distraint, or to find some other way of persuading the
police not to distrain their vehicles (perhaps by developing their own scheme) but that is not a concern
of the LPOA’s (and the lack of a comprehensive or mandatory scheme does not in any way prevent the
voluntary scheme having the effect of making distraint, and certainly a policy of blanket distraint, of
vehicles unlawful).
David Wolfe QC

Date: February 2013

The Law Commission
Consultation Paper 203

Reforming The Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
Supplementary Consultation Response
Dear Hanna
Further you our recent telephone conversation, we would like to update The Law Commission
on various developments with regard to pedicabs since our original submission to Consultation
203 in August 2012.
The LLA & TfL (2) Bill [HL] Pedicab Clause 17)
The Law Commission will be aware that in 2012 the Promoters of the above Bill abandoned the
Pedicab Clause 17.
The Petitioners made a claim for costs under The Parliamentary Costs Act 2006 against the
Promoters, at the Opposed Bills Committee in the Commons. (Hansard 6th November 2012)
In the submission we describe: the history surrounding the pedicab Clause; the undertakings
made by the Promoters on the provision of pedicab ranks (intrinsic to the Arrangements
Approved by the Mayor); and the reasons why industry were circumspect about TfL’s initiative
to license pedicabs as Hackney Carriages (TfL minutes 19th May 2009 attached indicate that we
may have been correct).
Press Release – The Mayor’s Office / Transport for London 14th December 2012
We have attached a copy of the above Press Release. It seems from the first page that TfL and
the Mayor’s Office anticipate that The Law Commission will give them an opportunity to ban
pedicabs, which is something that we didn’t glean from the Consultation brief.
All the issues raised in the release would be appropriately addressed through regulation. It
seems to be rather odd that over many years all the London authorities, and statements made in
both Houses of Parliament, have been clear that regulation is the answer. TfL as the licensing
authority is more than able to administer an appropriate licensing scheme for pedicabs, as are
local traffic authorities around the country. Our understanding is that The Law Commission’s
objective is not to provide a mechanism to ban pedicabs, but rather to draft a Bill to make
uniform provisions for the fair and appropriate licensing of pedicabs across the country.
Written Answers to Mayoral Questions
Pedicab Legislation (1)
Question No: 138 / 2013

Jenny Jones: Can you please provide the evidence and research done by Transport for
London for supporting an assertion that Pedicabs are unsafe?
Written response from the Mayor
The Mayor: In December 2012, TfL responded to the Law Commission¹s consultation
‘Reforming the Law on Taxi and Private Hire Services¹ stating that
pedicabs should be brought within the regulatory framework for taxi and
private hire vehicles. This was on the basis of a number of factors,
including safety concerns for both passengers and other road users.
These concerns are illustrated by the following:
* Between October 2011 and 13 September 2012, 823 police warnings were
given and 355 arrests made, for contraventions of the law by pedicab
riders for unsafe and illegal behaviour including riding on the footway,
obstructing traffic and riding dangerously
(LPOA Comment: Regulation, including the provision of pedicab ranks and the resultant
accountability intrinsic to Regulation would quickly resolve this issue. It must be said that
due to the costs of defence many see it as being more expedient to plead ‘guilty’ to an offence
and incur a fine rather than suffer the long wait for a hearing and the loss of use of the
pedicab for long periods of time. The reality is that where riders have engaged legal
representation, an overwhelming majority of cases have been dismissed by the courts.
Prosecutions in the main were under The Metropolitan Police Act 1839 for offences which
would be mitigated by the provision of pedicab ranks. This has been recognized by TfL and
WCC yet no action taken to provide ranks, and hence mitigate the parking and stopping
difficulties.
* Due to the unregulated nature of the industry, pedicab riders are
under no obligation to have their records checked with the Criminal
Records Bureau (CRB), highlighting the potential for ongoing law-breaking
and putting pedicab passengers at risk
(LPOA Comment: CRB’s are likely to be required in a regulatory regime and are accepted by
the industry should they be deemed to be necessary)
* In 2004 the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) undertook research
on the safety of pedicabs used in London. The research focussed
particularly on an evaluation of passenger safety. The key findings from
the research were as follows ³The passenger department would provide

little or no protection in the event of almost any accident and was
likely to put the passengers in as much danger of injury in the event of
an impact with a motor vehicle as if they were pedestrians.² Also, it was
also noted that ³the lap belt provided with the pedicab would be
unsuitable to restrain a child due to the loading it would apply to the
child¹s abdominal region and the resulting injuries it could cause.
(LPOA Comment: This report was commissioned by the Licensed Taxi Drivers’ Association
to support of their stated aim - to ban pedicabs. Subsequently, a pedicab was fully examined
by VOSA and a Ministers Approval Certificate was issued. Clearly they were content with all
the features of the pedicab including lighting, braking, construction, safety belts, stability and
passenger safety) We can provide a copy of the certificate on request.
TfL in turn carried out an extensive study when consulting on licensing pedicabs as Hackney
Carriages. Concerns were not raised about safety in the Consultation or in the Consultation
Public Responses (submitted in our earlier submission) other than the need to set a Standard
for pedicab construction and safety attributes eg dual braking systems, safety belts, full
lighting etc
* As there is currently no British Standard Institute (BSI) standard
for pedicabs, there are no controls in place to guarantee the
road-worthiness of the vehicles.
(LPOA Comment: BSI have proposed that they can produce a British Standard for pedicabs
(cost circa £30 and 60K), which could be used amongst other existing Regulations to produce
a robust Standard with which pedicabs must comply under a licensing regime. TfL and the
DfT (both have copies of the BSI proposal) have to date declined to take up this proposal.
Alternatively VOSA are able to inspect pedicabs but as a Government agency would need
instructions from the DfT which to date have not been forthcoming)
On this basis I am of the view that pedicabs fail to provide a safe mode
of passenger transport.
(LPOA Comment: this view is not borne out by the facts. In 14 years as far as we’re aware
there has not been a fatality or serious accident or injury involving a pedicab in London.
Attached are two recent TfL reports which do not support the Mayor’s assertion that pedicabs
fail to provide a safe mode of passenger transport. Indeed the reports show that pedicabs are
in fact a very safe mode of transport. Regulation would of course further enhance safety and
accountability and significantly raise overall standards.
***

The LPOA Quasi-Regulation Scheme and Enforcement
Throughout 2012 the police were using the Metropolitan Police Act 1839 S54 (6) to arrest
riders and seize pedicabs for ‘standing longer than is necessary’ (obstruction) and in some cases
‘furious riding’.
The LPOA worked on a Registration Scheme in consultation with the Metropolitan Police as
discussed in our original submission. This Scheme comprises all the key elements one would
expect of a regulation scheme, and we engaged Counsel for an Opinion, which provided legal
endorsement for the mechanism of the Scheme and the advantages for industry members in
signing up to the Scheme. In short, Scheme members have to achieve certain Standards (details
enclosed) in order to enrol on the Scheme.
The idea is that we serve the information (on riders, pedicabs and operators) recorded in the
database, to the Metropolitan Police. This gives the police reasonable certainty about the
identity of the rider (photo ID with unique LPOA ID) and the owner of the pedicab (unique
LPOA number plate). As such Counsel advises that it would be unlawful for the police to
arbitrarily arrest riders / seize pedicabs. The Scheme provides for no concessions or immunity
to enforcement under the Road Traffic Act 1991, the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 or for
wilful obstruction under S137 of the Highways Act 1980.
The simple ‘carrot’ with this Scheme is that in the event of an offence being committed the rider
will not be arrested and the operator’s pedicab will not be seized. However, the rider would
rightly still be prosecuted for the offence.
As discussed in our first submission to this consultation, we worked throughout 2012 with Met
police officers on this Scheme. We are currently awaiting a further meeting with officers and a
Chief Superintendent in Westminster to finalise the arrangements. We will advise the
Commission of the outcome in due course.
Summary
The regulation of pedicabs has become an increasingly hot political potato!
We submit that the prevailing problems manifested in London are as a direct result of the inertia
on behalf of the London authorities, who through the intense political pressure from the taxi
industry have failed, after 14 years, to achieve any degree of regulation whatsoever.
This is no different to the politics surrounding the Private Hire industry prior to licensing. The
legislation quickly solved the problems in London as exemplified by the high quality of the vast
majority of PHV services today.
It’s difficult to see how there are fundamental or intrinsic problems with pedicab operations if
they were to be properly regulated. The demand from the public is very strong, and the
unregulated industry has grown to meet that demand. All the objections made by the opponents
of the industry would be addressed through regulation.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you’d like to have any further information
Chris Smallwood - Spokesman
For and on behalf of The London Pedicab Operators’ Association
Tel 07711-432520
Email – chris@bugbugs.co.uk
Further references attached
* Press Release – The Mayor’s Office 14th December 2012
* LPOA Registration Scheme + Counsel Opinion with regard to the Scheme.
* CTC (National Cyclists’ Organisation) pedicab (work bike) training module to supplement the
National Cycling Standard Level 3
* LAAU Reports – collisions involving pedicabs x 2 (up to 30th Sept 2012
* TfL Surface Transport 19/5/2009

From: Armaan Chohan
Sent: 05 July 2012 11:57 To: TPH Cc: Armaan Chohan Subject:
Opposition to wedding cars (both contemporary and vintage vehicles) and the drivers being licensed Dear Sir/Madam,
I was very concerned to hear about the current plans to change the law under which wedding cars and the drivers come
under. this is causing me great concern as we only began trading 2 years ago and only became aware of the PHV
license once we had bought our vehicles, employed our drivers and this led to us having no choice but to change our
business model as we could A) not afford the fee. B) could not find staff that were willing to pay for the license
therefore left with no staff if we continued down this avenue of private hire. We then decided to enter the wedding
industry as we had the suitable vehicles and the staff we had are very well suited for bride and groom's special day.
We have now been offering this for 18 months and have become a very well appreciated company as we provided
bride and grooms with the most magical experience on their most memorable day of their lives. If you were to change
the law to make all vehicles and the drivers licensed we would have no option but to close down and the loss of jobs in
an economic recession would be felt by many families. This would be because the drivers cannot afford to take the
license holder course, we cannot afford to pay for it as staff turnover can be high at certain times of year and more
importantly the drivers (taxi drivers) who hold the current qualifications are not well suited to this type of work as it is
not as highly paid as private hire work and the flexibility of taxi drivers is not the same as those drivers who make up
the car service in the wedding industry. I am becoming more and more stressed at this thought as I employ family and
many friends and I am hoping to get married myself next year and the thought of what this change in law would do to
my business is extremely worrying as the current VAT @ 20%, specialist insurance for hire and reward, corporation
tax, road tax and PAYE is leaving the business very tight. Increasing the costs and decreasing the flexibility of which
staff to use if we could find them would ultimately result in a massive loss of jobs around the country and many firms
shutting down which would lead to a loss of revenue in taxes to the government. If the concern for introducing such
legislation was to protect the public, this is already done in that rogue traders do not last in the wedding industry as
nearly all companies work on recommendations from venues, brides and grooms. There is not a problem in the North
West of England as the wedding car community is a close one in that we all know and help each other. If there were
true concerns we would be lobbying for such changes to take place. I hope you take into account all of the above when
coming to a decision! Best Wishes Armaan Chohan People To Places "We Make The Impossible Possible"
www.ptpuk.biz 31a Hale Rd Hale Cheshire WA14 2EY Work: 0161 637 22 63 Mobile: +44 7881 942 404 This e-mail
and any files transmitted with it are confidential and solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you have received
this e-mail in error you should not disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please notify the sender immediately and delete
this e-mail from your system.
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Appendix One
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Agreed, but subject to the reforms proposed within this consultation document.

CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Unable to comment as not a London Authority.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided
for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles
that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Whilst this would undoubtedly be an easier system to operate, it would result in a
large tranche of vehicles such as rickshaws, pedicabs, horse drawn carriages falling
outside of any licensing regime. It would be better to include all vehicles provided for
hire with a driver and then set national standards and conditions for these types of
vehicles to protect public safety.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and
private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles
adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 7

The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to
assist consistency. (Page 167)
Limousines & Novelty vehicles are an area that needs addressing once and for all,
our experience has been that these vehicles are often unsafe. Despite several
roadshows with traffic commissioners and the promise of joint operations to deal with
these vehicles nothing has been forthcoming. It would be our proposal that the local
authority licenses these vehicles with national standards for these vehicles being set
by Government.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used
to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Agreed, providing the definitions of what is ancillary are clearly defined.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Both of these areas should not be included within the taxi and private hire regime.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private
hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Agreed that wedding cars should not be expressly excluded, however funeral cars
should still be excluded as unlike wedding cars they are not used for other transport
functions such as proms, stag parties etc.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)
We can see no merits in reintroducing this particular exemption.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Agreed
Question 14

Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place
should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Unable to comment on this proposal as we have no experience of the issues faced
by those authorities with airports in their districts.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
The Scottish definition does appear to be simpler and more easily understood for all
parties. The term “public place” would need to be tightly defined for the reasons
mentioned at 14.79.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
(Page 182)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for
professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved. (Page 184)
Agreed

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory
guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
Agreed, this would be a welcome step in ensuring consistency of approach across
the country.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
Agreed
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Agreed, but those that do must be able to be distinguished by door signs etc. that
state pre-booked journeys only. Roof signs should not be allowed on PH vehicles.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
(Page 188)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Agreed, however to ensure consistency in terms of local conditions any local
conditions should be able to be selected from a pool of conditions set by
Government.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards. (Page 189)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Agreed
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private
hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Yes.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards
for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Privacy glass is an issue that comes up time after time, especially given that many
car manufacturers fit this as standard. Whilst this may be acceptable for a private hire
vehicle as the customer has the choice as to which vehicle provider he/she uses this
is clearly not the case for a taxi. The proposed national safety standards need to
address this issue to provide clarity to local authorities.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
The key difference here is that unlike a private hire booking where the operator will
have the name and address details of the passenger a taxi hailed on the street does
not know who their passenger is, merely their destination. For this reason there could
be a distinction between the safety requirements for drivers in respect of taxis.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
Disagree. Whilst safety is of key importance other standard conditions could be
produced as a pool of available conditions to ensure consistency of approach by
authorities.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Agreed.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
A technical advisory panel would be a welcome approach to ensuring uniformity and
consistency across the country.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Yes, but only from a pool of standard conditions to again ensure consistency.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Yes, they should only be allowed to set additional conditions over and above the
national standards from within a pool of nationally set additional conditions.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes, but only from within a pool of national conditions.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
This would be best left to authorities to make their own local arrangements where
they feel that this is would be of benefit to the trade and to the authority.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Agreed, this would enable joint working and enforcement to be more practicable.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within
their area. (Page 196)
As a rural authority we don’t see this as necessary for ourselves, however we do see
the benefit for those authorities with major cities in the area.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licenses’ that may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing
authority? (Page 197)
Yes, this would be beneficial. As an authority that removed the restriction on
numbers some years ago, we find that there is over provision of taxis during the day,
but a shortage in the early evenings. Peak time licenses would be a method to
resolve this issue.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings
only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Given that at 15.51 you recognise enforcement resources are at a premium, how can
this possibly aid the situation? Investigations of possible offences could involve over
4 local authorities if this proposal is followed through. The present system is easy to
understand for all. The other factor to take into account here is the economical one,
whereby operators, drivers and vehicles will all be licensed with the cheapest local
authority provider.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out of
area drop offs. (Page 199)

Agreed.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
Agreed
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
Yes, provided the fare is agreed in advance. As a rural authority we currently have
problems with this particular aspect of fare regulation with drivers often having a
large amount of dead mileage travelling to a fare before the meter can be activated.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
The “fit and proper person” element should be clearly set out in primary legislation
.Members felt that a local topographical test was essential for all drivers.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied
would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Disagree; the “fit and proper test” should also be applied to vehicle keepers. By its
very nature the taxi and private hire trade is a largely cash business, ensuring vehicle
keepers are “fit and proper” is paramount to prevent criminality such as money
laundering within the sector. Members felt that this should apply to vehicle keepers,
as they may not be the owners of the vehicles.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions? (Page 205)
They should be included within the Secretary of States powers to set national safety
conditions; this would enable any changes to the conditions to be made more quickly.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)

Agreed
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what
basis? (Page 208)
Yes, the requirement should be to keep a record of the booking in a similar format to
that of operators.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
(Page 209)
Agreed
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Agreed
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes, if records are kept then it will be a way of ensuring that for these journeys fare
regulation does not apply, should complaints arise.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page
213)
Agreed
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the
ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
There will inevitably be an initial increase in taxi numbers; however our experience
has been that this evens out over time.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page
215)
Unable to comment as quantity restrictions have already been removed.

CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
This would be welcomed, however before any rank requirements could be met, it
would be essential to decide on the specification for wheelchair accessible vehicles,
specifically as to whether they should be side loading or rear loading. Members felt
that a specification for this type of vehicle was paramount.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles, which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Whilst this would be unpopular within certain areas of the trade, it would encourage
more provision for accessible vehicles and would be welcomed.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
No
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(Page 218)
This is welcomed for the reasons given in paragraphs 18.10 & 18.11
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agreed, this is essential.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Agreed
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
It could, but it would be difficult to enforce. Who’s to say it was safe and reasonable
to stop?

CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
This would be a real step forward in ensuring effective enforcement. It is not always
possible to have VOSA or the Police involved in taxi enforcement operations and
currently these are the only people that can stop a vehicle.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
This is not a problem in our rural district, so feel unable to comment on this matter.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting
in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Whilst it would be desirable as a particularly strong deterrent, the practicalities would
need to be carefully considered.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Fixed penalty schemes would be an ideal way of dealing with those issues, that we
as enforcement officers encounter every day, but know that we are never going to
take to court. Offences such as failing to wear a badge, taxis parking on double
yellow lines, people leaving private vehicles on taxi ranks could all be dealt with by
way of fixed penelties.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Agreed, this would be relatively easy if national standards are brought in.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
cross border enforcement powers should be limited to suspensions only, revocations
should be the remit of the home authority.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70

The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke
a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate,
holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority
to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed, this would appear to be a pragmatic solution.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Agreed
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes, but only on particularly important points of law.
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1. Introduction
The Meeting of Minds Trade Group comprises representatives from
several organisations who represent the licensed vehicle trade in the
United Kingdom. This group regularly campaign for policies which support
both hackney carriage and private hire trades in their task of serving the
travelling public.
National background and definitions
At the present time, hackney carriage and private hire licensing is carried
out under the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 (as amended by various
further legislation including the Transport Act 1985, especially Section 16)
in regard to hackney carriages and the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976 with reference to private hire vehicles. A number of
modifications have been made within more recent legislation and through
case law.
The 1985 Transport Act, section 16 replaced the previously unfettered
power of local authorities to introduce, or maintain, a limit on the number
of hackney carriage licences, with a power for them to retain such a limit,
if, but only if ‘there is no significant demand for the service of hackney
carriages which is unmet’. Section 37 of the Town Police Clauses Act had
previously allowed “such number of hackney coaches or carriages…as
they think fit”.
Wide ranging reviews of licensing only occur rarely. One such review
occurred in the mid 1990’s but eventually led to no change to the current
agglomeration of law, case history, guidance and practice which
determines how the licensed vehicle trade is able to operate.
However, the issue of limits on hackney carriage vehicle licences (and
other potentially restrictive practices) were considered by the Office of
Fair Trading (OfT) (and latterly the House of Commons Select Committee
on Transport) in the early part of the new century. The Department for
Transport most recently published Best Practise Guidance in April 2010 to
cover a number of more recent issues and take on board both the
recommendations of the OfT and House of Commons Select Committee
(HoC SC). The “Best Practice Guidance” paragraph 47 states: “Most
licensing authorities do not impose quantity restrictions - the Department
regards that as best practice. Where restrictions are imposed, the
Department would urge that the matter should be regularly
reconsidered….” Recent information suggests that some 75% of licensing
authorities in England and Wales either have never limited numbers, or
have removed their limit since the OfT published its results. Around 95
authorities currently retain a limit – although a small number have over
recent years returned the limit on vehicle licences (notably including
Sheffield and Birmingham, but also including Slough, Derbyshire Dales,
Wirral, Watford and Chesterfield).
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More recently a further HoC SC has led to the Law Commission (LC)
taking on a wide ranging review of vehicle licensing law to be completed
over the next few years. The consultation document from the LC was
released in mid-May 2012, with a wide ranging consultation being
undertaken during Summer 2012 with a large number of parties. It is
understood that the results of this review will be published, including a
draft new legal framework, by the end of 2013. This may see parliament
time in the first half of 2014, although the timetable might be affected by
a number of factors, including the next election which will be impending
by that time.
At the present time, each licensing authority in England supervises the
operation of two different kinds of licensed vehicle. Firstly, all vehicles
able to carry nine or more passengers are dealt with under public service
vehicle licensing and licensing authorities only have jurisdiction over
those carrying eight or less passengers. These vehicles are further
subdivided into:
- Hackney carriage vehicles (sometimes referred to as ‘taxis’ in
legislation), which alone are able to wait at ranks and pick up people in
the street (ply for hire). To operate such a vehicle also requires a
driver to be licensed to drive within the area the vehicle is licensed to
operate
- Private hire vehicles, which can only be booked through an operating
centre and who otherwise are not insured for their passengers (often
also known as ‘taxis’ by the public). To operate such a vehicle requires
a vehicle and driver licence, and there must also be an affiliation to an
operator. Such vehicles can only transport passengers who have made
bookings via this operator.
For the sake of clarity, this report will refer to ‘licensed vehicles’ when
meaning hackney carriage and private hire collectively, and to the specific
type when referencing either specific type of vehicle. The term ‘taxi’ will
be avoided as far as possible, although it has to be used in its colloquial
form when dealing with the public, few of whom are aware of the detailed
differences.
Review aims and objectives
This document is a direct response to the LC proposal to remove the
opportunity for any licensing authority to apply or retain a limit on the
number of hackney carriage vehicles in its area. This document does not
purport to cover any other issues to provide a due focus.
The Meeting of Minds requires this review to provide advice on
recommendations the Law Commission might make in regard to the tool
of limiting the numbers of hackney carriage vehicles.
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Report structure
This Report provides the following further chapters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 – current status of limitation within authorities
Chapter 3 – current impacts of removal of limits
Chapter 4 – results from re-application of limits including benefits
obtained
Chapter 5 – discussion of stakeholders and groups that might need
input to any limit tool use
Chapter 6 – alternative mechanism to justify use of vehicle limit
tool
Chapter 7 – summary , conclusions and recommendations
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2. Current status of limitation within authorities
Data Sources
The Department for Transport has collected information
regarding hackney carriage and private hire statistics since
at least 1974, and has published this information on its
website. Although an attempt was made to regularise this
record to an annual one, in practise this had not occurred,
and the National Private Hire Association has filled in the
gaps in this information to provide annual numbers over
the last four years. In some years, supplementary
information, such as if the authority had a limit, or when
limits began, was also collected. This has been the
foundational statistical source for this document.
In addition, CTS Traffic and Transportation’s taxi specialist
has maintained a database of study reports and
documentation related to demand and other studies of
hackney carriage and private hire services as part of his
understanding and interest in this area. This private source
has also been drawn upon for this work.
Issues with data sources
There are a large number of licensing authorities across
England, Wales and Scotland. Excluding Scotland, where
the law is subtly different, and which is not the direct
concern of the LC review, leaves 314 licensing authorities in
place (of which 22 are in Wales). Many changes have
occurred, such as recent new unitary authorities, which has
changed the tapestry of authorities involved. The localism
agenda of the current government has, however, continued
the strong encouragement that local decisions are made at
local levels, which has led to a very wide variety of hackney
carriage and private hire policy across these authorities.
With separate authorities making individual decisions, there
is no required way in which policies and decisions have to
be either made or recorded. This means that there is no
formal record of if an authority has a limit on vehicle
numbers or not, yet alone what this number might be. In
other cases, authorities have no formal limit, but effectively
apply a limit by the stringency of their quality controls.
Overall, this means that confirming the number of
authorities where it is currently not possible to obtain a
hackney carriage license is not straight forward.
This means that there could be errors in our list and
statistics – and even in the course of writing this document
we have identified one authority which has a limit which is
not recorded thus, and another who removed their limit
around a year ago. However, the general level of statistics
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are representative of the current situation. We have chosen
not to continue to amend the statistics in this report as
further evidence comes forward, but to take this as a
pointer to the situation in October 2012 when our research
was undertaken.

Definitions
Our working definition of an authority with a limit on
hackney carriage numbers is that such limit is under
Section 16 of the 1985 Transport Act, rather than being
through quality control (which therefore excludes
authorities who restrict new vehicles to being of a particular
type). Evidence that this applies is sometimes directly
shown on council sources, such as web-sites. It may be
evidenced by the existence of either a single or regular
demand studies (but far from all authorities with limits
justify them by unmet demand studies, or even if they do,
not by regular repeat of such studies). There is therefore an
element of uncertainty about the list provided.
Limits on hackney carriage numbers as at August
2012
Our best information at the present time suggests there are
some 95 authorities in England and Wales who retain a limit
on the number of hackney carriage vehicles they licence.
For clarity, there is no limit possible either on the number of
hackney carriage drivers, or on any part of the private hire
trade (vehicles, drivers or operators), and only TfL has any
such limit in place (a restriction on new driver licences being
issued in some areas). Our list is provided in Appendix 1,
including any available information on when the limit began
and any current plans for change.
Adding to the complexity, there are five authorities who
currently retain zoning in the context of also having limits
on vehicle numbers. Two authorities (Aylesbury Vale and
Bath) have two zones, of which one is limited. Another has
several zones, but only one has a limit on vehicle numbers
(Calderdale). A further authority has two zones, both limited
(Sunderland), another has three zones all with a limit
(Thanet) and the last area (Wakefield), has 12 zones, all of
which have limits. This therefore means there are a total of
109 areas of England and Wales that currently have a
specific limit on the number of hackney carriages that can
exist within that defined licensing zone.
Policy stability
Since the Office of Fair Trading report into taxi licensing,
there have been strong encouragements for authorities to
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remove limitations on taxi operations, and particularly
towards a removal of hackney carriage vehicle limitation.
Our review therefore has identified, as far as possible, how
numbers have changed over the years in this respect.
Current Practice
At the present time, there are a number of practises in
terms of limiting vehicle numbers (as at October 2012):
-

Authorities with a long term limit, currently maintained
(in various ways) (85, 27%)
Authorities who delimited and who have now brought
their limit back (10, 3%)
Authorities introducing a limit for the first time (1)
Authorities choosing to limit for a short period with a
specific aim (5, 2%)
Authorities choosing to delimit (67, 21%), a few done
after a survey but most without survey
Authorities never limited but choosing to remain without
a limit after a survey (3, 1%)
Authorities who have never considered demand for
hackney carriages (143, 46%)

For those authorities choosing to delimit we have identified
several reasons. A good proportion of those decisions have
not been made on any statistical evidence. For example,
many authorities chose to remove the limit because of the
perceived cost of a demand survey. In many cases, these
costs are over-stated. Other authorities removed the limit
because they read the Best Practise Guidance and believed
it was a stipulation to act. We have seen several documents
suggesting that councils falsely interpreted the ‘Guidance’
as an instruction, which it is not (and itself makes clear it is
not).
In some authorities, surveys were undertaken, but
councillors determined that de-limitation was the right way
forward, often in the face of the technical recommendation
by the survey specialist. In other cases, the politicians take
their right to change policy and do so with limited levels of
consideration. Often this is determined by outline
consultation with the overall licensed vehicle trade, and
often specifically in regard to the hackney carriage trade
willingness to fund a survey were the review to move
further forward.
The table below summarises the number of authorities
choosing to delimit by year. Two of the three highest years
for delimiting correspond with the publication of the OfT
and first edition DfT Best Practice Guidance. In the case of
the BPG impact, none of these authorities undertook any
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study before delimiting, although many had a study three
years previously following the initial impact of the OfT
report.
Year
No authorities delimiting
1995
4
1996
2
1997
1
1998
4
1999
0
2000
8
2001
0
2002
0
2003
2
2004 (OfT)
12
2005
11
2006
13
2007
3
2008(BPG)
15
2009
2
2010
2
2011
1
At the present time, we are aware of three authorities who
are in the process of removing their limit, one by managed
growth, one at a stated future date, and one whose
decision is being challenged.
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3. Current impact of removal of limits
There are a number of authorities at present who have
either removed their limit on vehicle numbers in recent
years who are under pressure from their trade to
consider re-applying (or in some cases applying for the
first time) a limit on hackney carriage vehicle licences.
Watford is a very good example of the issues that arose
from the area not having a limit on vehicle numbers for
around five years. When the limit on vehicle numbers
was removed in 2007, there was a swop between private
hire and hackney carriage vehicles such that the overall
number of vehicles in the fleet did not increase at first.
Even at the time of the study, the balance between
hackney carriage and private hire had almost exactly
reversed from the situation in 2001.
The number of hackney carriages in the area had
increased by a factor of four or so since removal of the
limit. The key negative impact of this was that
significantly more vehicles needed rank space, which
with roadspace at a premium in Watford, could not be
easily extended. Double-shifting of vehicles reduced to
almost nil and drivers tended to increase the hours they
worked to try to keep income similar.
Both public and key stakeholders all made it clear that
their current level of service from drivers was
significantly reduced, and was a key issue to them.
There seemed to be a focus on a driver getting to the
next customer, rather than on their needs. One person
was concerned about a driver falling asleep when
transporting him.
There was also a very strong concern from stakeholders
such as the police, parking wardens and local buildings
(e.g. banks) about the over-ranking which was causing
serious congestion and access issues. Feelings were so
strong that some stakeholders felt they may need to
take action if the Council did not act in some way. It was
also considered that action was needed quickly rather
than over any extended period.
Overall, the impact of unlimited numbers of hackney
carriage vehicles was that public and corporate support
for the hackney carriage service was being lost. In our
estimation, there were about a third more vehicles
needed than demand suggested, even taking into
account potential new opportunities in the area.
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There are a number of areas where there is current
pressure for action to be taken to resolve issues arising
from over-ranking of hackney carriages.
Recent reports suggest that Wolverhampton is suffering
from hackney carriages filling a free car park late at
night which is leading to other vehicle owners having
either to pay to park, or to park in areas further away.
In some cases, this is taking people away from using
night facilities in the area.
Issues regarding the main central rank in Cambridge
being over-used have led to the need to consider its
possible removal. The over-ranking is negatively
affecting pedestrians, cyclists and bus services, and a
scheme is therefore being considered for its removal,
with significant issues for the large volume of
passengers who use this location. Action is needed but a
key factor is the highway authority need some stability
around the demand for the spaces provided – which an
unlimited vehicle policy cannot provide. On the contrary,
there is a fear that resolving issues of feeder ranks could
actually worsen the situation if it drew more vehicles
into the industry.
Similar issues have been reported in Merthyr Tydfil,
Worcester, Sandwell, Wirral, Macclesfield and Redditch
amongst many other towns without limits.
Coventry suffered a similar issue, and undertook a
survey a year ago which resulted in a limit being placed
on vehicle licences.
Chesterfield also suffered from similar issues, with
attempts to introduce revised ranks being hampered by
having to work between the local council and the
County. Congestion arose in both daytime and night
time situations. In late 2010 the Council decided to
reapply a limit and not replace any plates which were
handed back or withdrawn. In the mean-time the council
have been able to open discussion with Derbyshire
County Council about rank revision.
Members of the Meeting of Minds provided photographic
evidence of the impact of over-ranking in several
locations. This has been separately sent to the Law
Commission by the NPHA and will not be repeated here.
Meeting of Minds members provided the example of the
Wirral, which recently re-regulated. Their representative
stated” Wirral Delimitation.
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In 2002, Wirral Borough Council (WBC) took the decision
to remove the numerical limit on taxis. WBC had in fact
released two tranches of licences 20 & 25, that took the
number of taxis in Wirral from 86 to 126, however
because of concerns that the outer areas of the borough
did not have adequate taxi coverage the decision was
taken to remove the limit, there was a caveat that all
new applications must be purpose built and 3 years old
or newer.
WBC took the decision despite almost unanimous
opposition of the taxi trade, but also against the advice
of the Merseyside Police and the Council’s own Engineers
Department, both spokespersons’ warned that over
ranking would cause traffic management problems and
requests from the trade for more ranking provision, and
given that ranks are invariably situated in built up areas
where space is at a premium, it is a request although
reasonable and sensible, is difficult to provide the extra
ranking spaces needed. It is worth noting that
Merseyside Police has experience of delimitation policies
going back since the late 70’s.
What makes WBC delimitation unusual is that they held
two further demand surveys to ascertain if the policy
was extending taxi coverage to the outer areas, however
the survey conducted in 2005, produced some surprising
results when contrasted with the report undertaken in
1998. The 1998 report concluded that there was no
significant unmet demand in Birkenhead or Wallasey
(the urban areas of Wirral) however there was what they
termed, ‘a distortion in the market’ because the outer
areas were not serviced and recommended that a
further 25 ‘plates’ be issued from a base of 101.
When the 2005 survey was undertaken, the taxi fleet
had risen to 345, however the consultants found that
there was a ‘small by significant unmet demand’ in
Birkenhead & Wallasey (whereas there was no evidence
when the fleet stood at 101) and the coverage in the
outer boroughs was unchanged.
Complaints against over ranking and obstruction rose
substantially and in Liscard (the shopping area of
Wallasey) a residents group was formed to protest taxis
parking in residentially streets which were adjacent to
Liscard Village and there was a resident’s permit parking
scheme in place. Also Merseytravel lodged numerous
complaints concerning taxis obstructing bus stops.
Eventually the councillors on the licensing committee
requested that a further survey was taken, this was
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because by 2010 400 licences had been issued but over
a 100 had been handed back, and the survey this time
adjudged that there was no unmet demand and the ‘cap’
was re-introduced at 285 taxis (and at the time of
writing there is still a plate that hasn’t been issued)”.
Congestion effects imply imposition of a number of
costs, usually on other parties not directly related to the
hackney carriage industry. Few of these parties currently
have any recourse to remediate the cost imposed on
them. Parties suffering impact include bus services,
emergency services, private vehicles, landowners and
the police. Secondary or tertiary effects may also occur
such as reductions in trade in an area arising from
reduced or more awkward access. A key issue is that the
only part of a council that can make any change, the
licensing section, may be immune from the direct, and
even indirect, impacts.
Direct costs of congestion include obstruction,
frustration, annoyance, the taking up of police or
enforcement warden time (to the exclusion of other
more legitimate tasks), loss of time for those obstructed.
An impact can be loss of trust of the licensed vehicle
service.

The three videos made of the current situation in Wirral
(which can be provided on request) show pictorially local
residents having their houses blocked by over-spilling
taxis, businesses suffering from blocked access and bus
services suffering from congestion arising from the taxis,
some parking in obstructive ways, and others just
causing an issue driving around to find a space to wait
for custom.
Driving around wastes fuel, increases pollution, costs
drivers money, and leads to potential for accidents with
other vehicles as well as delaying them. This is
evidenced in the Claughton Road rank video, where
vehicles ‘seagull’ along the road section which has ranks
on both sides and two mini roundabouts at each end.
Often taxis nearly hit each other, and other vehicles
safety is compromised. Pedestrian safety is also
compromised by the additional traffic movements.
An example of costs incurred by businesses is shown in
the Asda, Birkenhead video. Here, vehicles block
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accesses for two companies who need deliveries from
their rear entrances. Whilst most taxis do move on when
a lorry arrives, others do not, and both companies have
had to take the cost of court injunctions to keep their
accesses clear.
While there is impact in deregulated areas, some
regulated areas are also suffering similar impacts, made
worse by the number of vehicles seeking reduced trade
and therefore waiting longer on ranks. From this it is
clear that in such locations deregulation would have a
larger impact as more vehicles were added to those
needing access to ranks. Examples were provided
showing the situation in Liverpool, where a limit had
been retained for some while, but where the effect of
deregulation thirty years ago still sees too many vehicles
for the overall passenger demand, and little space to
place the extra vehicles in the historic town centre.
Photographs have been provided of the issues of overranking in areas without restriction, including Rugby,
Milton Keynes and Kidderminster. The Kidderminster
photographs, and to a lesser extent those in Milton
Keynes provide another compounding issue that
congestion issues often mean there is no proper
provision for loading those in wheel chairs, even if
suitable vehicles exist, since the pressure on rank space
means there is no space in the street-scene to provide
appropriate loading space for those placing someone into
a wheel chair accessible vehicle (see photos in Appendix
2).
We would estimate that, of the 95 current areas
retaining limits that at least 40 historic town centres
would end up having either worsened congestion from
removal of their limits, or would begin to suffer
congestion and the other effects noted above, for the
first time. At a time when companies and town / city
centres are struggling to survive, this pressure would
have a serious negative impact on the ability of such
areas, and in fact on the country as a whole, to recover
from the recession.
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4. Results from re-application of limits (or from
retaining limits)
There have been several re-applications of hackney
vehicle number limits in recent years.
In Derbyshire Dales, there was an issue with rapidly
growing vehicle numbers and a corresponding fall in
standards of service to the public. Following a review,
the decision was made to return a limit on the number of
vehicles whilst other changes in conditions and policy
were made to ensure that such fall in service standards
could no longer occur. Once such measures were in
place, it proved possible to remove the limit on vehicle
numbers once again, but this time without the negative
effects as new vehicles came into the fleet.
There are also a number of areas where retaining a limit
has brought tangible benefits that might not have been
achieved in any other way.
One example is Aylesbury Vale. This authority has
retained a limit on the number of hackney carriages
since at least 1989. This took the form of having an
Aylesbury Town zone where vehicle numbers have
remained limited. Through continual consideration of
policy, and by retention of the limit on vehicle numbers
in this zone, a decision was made in 2009 that all
hackney carriage vehicles should be wheel chair
accessible. This was undertaken in the context of
retaining the limit on vehicle numbers. The fleet rapidly
became 100% wheel chair accessible, a key benefit to
the area which is the home to Stoke Mandeville hospital.
As with many changes of this nature, once the move to
fully WAV style vehicles began, a head of steam led to
the change occurring more quickly than expected.
Retention of the limit provided the stability in which this
change could be encouraged.
Another similar example is Bradford. A decision was
made to retain the limit on hackney carriage vehicle
numbers. At the same time, there was a move towards a
100% WAV style fleet, consistent with an important
large city. At the present time, in a similar manner to
Aylesbury Vale (but at a larger scale), there is a head of
steam behind the change to WAV style vehicles. In a
recent visit to the City (as a taxi user, not as a known
expert), a driver said, without being directly asked, that
the trade were moving to a WAV style operation and
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that they all felt this was appropriate and would provide
a better view of the hackney carriage trade in the City.
In Watford, the Council licensing committee understood
that prompt action was needed, although it also
recognised that a broader approach was needed than
just the use of one specific tool. Therefore, the tool of
reapplying a limit on issue of hackney carriage vehicle
plates was used as one element of a package of
measures including a focus on improving service levels
and standards of both drivers and vehicles. This satisfied
a number of key stakeholders and has been warmly
welcomed in the area.
Six months in, with the limit re-applied and other tools
being developed for introduction, the key change
appears to be a better attitude from drivers, with other
key benefits unlikely to be achieved until the other tools
can be brought forward and introduced. However, there
is a strong feeling that necessary action has been taken
and the limit was a key tool in this process.
In Chesterfield, a limit was applied by councillors, set at
a level below the current number of vehicles. At the
same
time,
negotiation
about
revised
ranking
arrangements was taken forward with the county
authority. There has been an improvement in the tone of
those operating in the trade in the area, although major
benefits have yet to be realised. There is, however, a
strong feeling that action is being taken to improve
service.
The issue in Cambridge is currently under consideration.
There is some open-ness from the local highway
authority that, if the issue of over-ranking can be solved,
the need to remove the rank might be overcome. There
is also some willingness to concede that using a mix of
tools, including a limit on vehicle numbers, might be the
best way to achieve aims in a shorter timescale than
might otherwise be possible. It is, for example,
conceded that the time to revise rank provision would be
at least six months, if not more, arising from the need to
treat new ranks as highway schemes requiring
consultation, order making, and various other processes
that of nature take time. In the mean-time some benefit
can be obtained by applying the vehicle limit so that the
number of spaces needed remains stable.
In Barnsley, a decision to retain the current limit on
hackney carriage vehicle numbers has led to the
background being set for a wide ranging review of
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policies and conditions towards both hackney carriage
and private hire vehicles. This is reaping significant
benefits in terms of enabling a much better service to be
provided to the public, at lesser cost and in a more
efficient way when council resources are under pressure.
Again, the tool of the limit on vehicle numbers is key to
enabling improvement to be taken forward.
In Welwyn-Hatfield, back in the early 2000’s, an issue
arose that many drivers with significant experience were
finding it hard to remain within a continually growing
industry. A limit on vehicle numbers was applied in order
to encourage those with strong experience to remain.
This limiting tool was only applied for a short period, but
it is understood that it had the desired effect, seeing
improved customer service and a stabilisation of the
industry in the area.
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5. Stakeholders and groups who could provide
input
In many studies over the last few years, we have
identified a number of stakeholders and groups who
need to be involved in licensing policy to ensure that the
wider picture is set, and that comprehensive solutions
can be found to take the service to the public by
hackney carriage and private hire vehicles to higher
levels.
The remit of licensing officers is principally focussed on
ensuring safe vehicles and drivers are provided to those
needing their services within their licensing area.
Licensing officers are not responsible for the provision of
ranks directly in any area, which can cause issues.
Often, the impact of no limit on vehicle numbers is first
and most strongly seen in congestion effects of overranking.
Key players in the over-ranking debate include those
responsible for parking enforcement in an area (which
can vary depending on the authorities’ status and on the
status of on-street parking within that structure). A key
element in this debate is the fact that in any area new
ranks can only be developed by the highway authority,
including use of various procedures that involve
significant
consultation
and
therefore
extended
timeframes for revision or introduction.
The police are also important to the enforcement of
issues related to over-ranking – sometimes the legal
structure allows them to be formally involved, whereas
in other situations they tend only to be involved in the
more serious access issues that develop.
It is therefore important that police and highway
authorities are involved in the debate concerning
provision of hackney carriage services, particularly since
the amount of rank space needed is directly proportional
to the number of vehicles available to serve the public.
It is clear that where this number is not limited, the
ability to respond to additional demand for roadspace
will be a difficult one, since response will only lag by
perhaps a minimum of six months, or usually much
more.
In due course, the new integrated transport authorities
might be able to take a more holistic view than some
17

current organisational arrangements, but this needs to
be considered further as these new authorities are
considered and taken forward. At the present time, a
highway and a police representative are critical.
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6. Alternative mechanisms to justify use of
vehicle limit tool
The idea of being able to use hackney carriage vehicle
limits as a tool to see progress in improving service is a
powerful one. A number of examples have already been
provided above where this tool is currently in use, or has
been used to good effect. It should also be noted that the
Law Commission suggestion of re-introducing the ability of
authorities to zone would be strongly assisted by the ability
to have limits on the number of vehicles in each zone. In
fact, zoning without vehicle limits might be a much blunter
tool than zoning with limits. At present, several West
Yorkshire authorities retain zones, which has led to the
possibility of retaining hackney carriages, and wheel chair
accessible ones at that, in areas that otherwise would have
no hackney carriage provision. In another West Yorkshire
district, zones have been retained as they were after a very
distant reorganisation (when the district became a
metropolitan authority), and need revision but councillors
will not sanction this at all as they wish to retain some
limits and some zones which is not currently possible.
A specific methodology for evaluating the benefit of
applying the limitation tool is needed. A suggestion
developed from a range of recent studies is:
1. Identify number of rank spaces by discussion with
highway officials, licensing officials and the taxi trade of
the area
2. Confirm number of hackney carriages
3. Identify issues from policy, highways and trade
regarding current ranks and usage / over-usage
4. Identify issues with any under-used ranks in the area
5. Set the context including the number of private hire
vehicles and the current way the trade is structured (eg
separate or merged trades). This will also determine the
potential for vehicle increases were the limit to be
removed.
6. Confirm any potential for further rank space (many
areas have none)
7. Identify locations where over-ranking impacts will occur
including issues such as routeing to and from ranks as
well as around ranks themselves
8. Consider any design impacts on current rank useability
and identify any resolution
9. Conclude need for retention of limit on strength of issues
surrounding need for further rank space.
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We consider that a study on the above basis might take no
more than two months to complete and conclude, and would
cost no more than half the current typical cost of a demand
survey (perhaps maximum of £4k).
Blackpool has been considered to identify some of the issues
involved.
Hackney carriage vehicle numbers have been limited in
Blackpool since 1999 according to DfT sources. However, DfT
statistics show that just one vehicle has been added to the
fleet since their 1994 survey. The current limit is 256
vehicles, which has been in place at least since 1999.
Between 1997 and 2005, private hire vehicle numbers grew
from 429 to around 550 (+28%). However, after a period
when numbers remained around 450, the 2012 NPHA survey
identified just 361 private hire vehicles, a reduction of
around 16% since 1997.
Other than the rail company operated rank at North station,
the key ranks in the area are located in Bank Hey Street,
Church Street and Market Street. With the recent loss of the
Talbot Square rank (which was the busiest rank recorded in
the 2009 survey), more vehicles focus on these three
locations.
The Bank Hey Street rank is fed from a rank in Adelaide
Street West, which also provides access to the rank from the
Promenade. There is no other access for hackney carriages
to this rank apart from an approach from the Promenade.
Egress from this rank is not via the Promenade. There is a
further pair of feeder ranks on the Promenade to serve this
location, which feed on to Adelaide Street West feeder by
visual means.
Market Street and Church Street ranks are accessed from
Talbot Square and exit is either from Church Street, through
the Esplanade, or via Church Street and Corporation Street
back towards Talbot Square. Many vehicles coming to this
location need to use the Pomenade to access them.
Overall, it is estimated that up to 75% of all hackney
carriages accessing the main ranks in Blackpool need to use
at least a part of the Promenade to access them.
At the present time, a revised transport strategy has been
introduced with regard to the section of Promenade between
Talbot Square and the Manchester. One section of the road –
where there are very high pedestrian flows – has been
changed to be ‘shared surface’. This has had the impact of
slowing down traffic flows and reducing capacity on this
section of the Promenade significantly. Journey times along
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this section of the Promenade are significant, with most
journeys being quicker on foot. There is a knock-on effect on
all sections of the Promenade, with queues running north
from Talbot Square and south from Adelaide Street West at
nearly all times of the day and week.
Whilst there is some possibility of minor improvements
reducing the current significant impact on journey times, the
addition of any more hackney carriages to the fleet would
inevitably increase congestion on this section of the
Promenade. All vehicles accessing the main rank have to
pass through this section of road to get to this rank hence
the increase in vehicles numbers would directly affect traffic
flows at this location.
The exact impact of extra vehicles would be measured by
identifying the proportion of the current flow that is hackney
carriages, and inflating this by the expected increase in
vehicle numbers following removal of the limit. Such increase
proportions would be estimated by use of national statistics
highlighting increased vehicle number following removal of
limits in given areas using the national DfT data set and
knowledge of delimitation examples (such as Watford,
Sheffield and Slough for example).
Were the Council to have any supporting traffic modelling for
the present transport policy changes, the additional traffic
would be added in and the impact estimated by the model
output. However, with the current traffic flow at saturation,
traffic delay theory suggests that any addition of vehicles will
tend toward increasing vehicle delays disproportionately
highly, which would imply that using current DfT rules on
development, such a change would not be allowed in
planning terms.
It is very likely that the highway authority would require
some action to be taken to reduce the potential impact from
even one additional vehicle were the added plates counted as
a development, which would not seem unreasonable. During
the course of preparing this note, we spoke with the
highways representatives who said they could not provide
any further rank space for hackney carriages, and that any
extra vehicles on the highway would potentially significantly
harm the new traffic policy and aims.
Further, there would be a clear temptation by police to crack
down heavily on any over-ranking that compounded the
congestion by blocking access (such as any increased use of
space at the Promenade end of Adelaide Street West, or the
rank on New Bonny Street). However, the impact of these
measures might be counter-productive as moving vehicles on
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from these locations would increase traffic movements as the
vehicles sought to move to a location where they could ply
for hire. We understand that police views are at present to
tolerate the over-ranking, but were there more vehicles and
issues became more severe, the police would feel duty bound
to act. This would mirror the action taken in Watford where,
after a significant period of tolerance, Hertfordshire police
began a campaign of ticketing hackney carriage drivers who
were continuing to block access in the High Street and near
the station as vehicle numbers continued to increase.
In this situation, without the option of a limit on vehicle
numbers, licensing section options would be limited to quality
controls. At the present time, 63% of the fleet is wheel chair
accessible. Some restraint might occur by requiring any new
vehicles to be wheel chair accessible, although given the
current high level of such vehicles (and the apparent
willingness to invest in them this demonstrates), this may
not be a major restraint on numbers. Age limits could be
applied to new vehicles. It might be possible to introduce
need for a livery to all vehicles in order to further increase
the entry cost, although this would impact on present
vehicles although such an option could not be introduced
particularly promptly (following case history). All of these
options could be applied but would tend to be much blunter
instruments than holding the limit as it stands.

There is a case to be made that the retention of a limit
together with increasing quality standards would have the
most beneficial effect in terms of ensuring that the hackney
carriage vehicles became allies of the Council in reducing
congestion rather than further ways in which the current
congestion issues were worsened. Retention of the limit is
the only short term measure that will have any impact, and
whose removal would almost certainly have high detriment.
Where limits are retained, there are often strong
opportunities to unite the hackney carriage trade and inspire
them to drive up the standard of service provided to their
public. This occurred with the imposition of a limit by
Chesterfield, and by the recent re-introduction of limits in
Watford. Examples of achievements from such a positive
spirit include the rapid move to full wheel chair accessibility
for hackney carriages in Aylesbury between 2008 and 2010
and the current move towards similar full wheel chair
accessibility in Bradford, speeded by retention of their limit in
late 2010.
There is, therefore, a strong case that hackney carriage
vehicle number limits must be retained as a tool which
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licensing authorities can use to ensure that these vehicles –
which all need ranks to work from, and hence roads to gain
access to these ranks – must not be allowed to increase
congestion either to other traffic or to themselves. Other
tools might be used alongside, but without the vehicle limit
tool would either take a long time to have effect, or might
risk being completely ineffective as the demand for plates
over-rode any entry cost impacts of quality restrictions.
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7. Summary, conclusions and recommendations
Despite it being relatively difficult to clearly define with
certainty those authorities with limits on hackney
carriage vehicle numbers, at the time of writing this
report there were around 95 authorities retaining such a
limit of the 314 English and Welsh licensing authorities.
This is complicated by zoning being allied to some of
these limits, giving rise to around 109 areas of England
and Wales with a limited number of hackney carriage
vehicles.
This level remains despite calls for delimitation following
the OfT report and the Best Practice Guidance document.
There were 11 or more authorities removing limits in
each year after the OfT report, and a further 15 in the
year following the introduction of the draft Best Practice
Guidance (neither of which document had any legal
requirements, but which was often treated by authorities
as such).
There are significant amounts of reports of the current
implication of hackney carriage over-ranking on area
economies. Our report has cited examples from
authorities who removed their limit for various reasons
and at various times, and in some cases even provide
examples which were never regulated. There can also be
issues even in authorities with limits with the current
economic climate.
Impacts include congestion, increased frustration, need
for injunctions, potential increase in fuel usage and
therefore pollution, impact on bus and other road users,
including pedestrians, and overall negative impact on
the economies of the areas (although hard to measure).
Impacts are worsened because the ability to take action
is split between the licensing section and the highway
section, in some cases this is also a split across
authorities (e.g. where highways are implemented at a
higher tier authority).
On the contrary, some evidence has been provided of
the benefit obtained by re-regulation, or continued
regulation over a longer period.
We would strongly recommend that highway authorities
need to be required in legislation to consider and provide
for the demand for hackney carriages within their
roadspace, and otherwise ensure that supply does not
exceed the available capacity of the roadspace available.
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The law could require ‘consultation and reasonable
provision of hackney carriage stands’. Given the current
Equality Act provisions (prospective), this should extend
to all transport interchanges, rail, sea and air terminals,
irrespective of ownership.
Finally, we recommend a method by which the new
limitation tool could be applied. Such studies would be
more economically advantageous both financially and
temporally for licensing authorities, but must be
undertaken as a joint effort between transport /
highways and licensing to ensure they have the most
appropriate impact, and a wide enough remit. The
example of Blackpool is provided.
The potential to limit hackney carriage vehicles must be
retained, but on the basis of a clear and robust
demonstration of the reasons why the limit needs to be
retained. The principal reason should be the need to
minimise the potential congestion impacts arising from
ranking vehicles, principally in central areas. This power
of limitation would best be vested in the highway
authority or preferably the integrated transport authority
for the area, but including a statutory link to the
licensing section of the relevant authority. This should
also be linked with the option of using zoning.
The evidence for limit retention must be provided in a
clear but concise relatively short report, with robust but
sharp evidence provided by a qualified independent
consultant making technical recommendations which it
would be expected would be acted upon by the relevant
authority committee.
This evidence must include clear documentation of any
political issues involved and it must also be capable of
being appealed if it is clear that any member applies
undue dominance to their personal views.
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Appendix 1 – List of regulated areas
See separate file
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Appendix 2 – Photographs of over-ranking issues

Cambridge:
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Kidderminster:
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32

Rugby
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Prestatyn:
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MILTON KEYNES CENTRAL STATION
(provided by local reps and unedited)

OVERFLOW OF FEEDER RANK ONTO HIGHWAY

QUEUE OF CARS IN ELDER GATE WAITING TO GET ONTO THE FEEDER RANK
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MILTON KEYNES CENTRAL STATION

THIS VIEW OF THE STATION RANK SHOWS THE RAILINGS ALONG THE RANK SIDE
THESE RAILINGS WERE PUT IN PLACE AT THE TRADES REQUEST TO ENSURE AN
ORDERLY QUEUE OF PASSENGERS AND TO PREVENT THE GENERAL PUBLIC FORM
WALKING BETWEEN THE RANKED UP TAXIS TO CROSS THE ROAD
THERE ARE NO FACILITIES ON ANY OF THE RANKS IN MILTON KEYNES FOR THE
LOADING OF A DISABLED PERSON IN A WHEELCHAIR
WHAT IS NEEDED FOR SAFETY REASONS IS A LOADING AND UNLOADING BAY FOR
PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS ADJACENT TO ALL TAXI RANKS IN MILTON KEYNES
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This file was correct as at November 2011 when accompanying report was written.
This list was produced in good faith and does not expect to be 100% accurate due to the nature of vehicle limits
Since this list was reported, we are aware that Basingstoke and Deane deregulated in 2011
Luton remains regulated, although had 20 plates per year managed growth for some years till 2010
Newcastle under Lyme removed its limit on 1 December 2012
Cambridge will consider re-instating its limit in January 2013
Other errors and omissions excepted.
last review
by
regularity
Aylesbury Vale
2011
CTS
continual
reg started 1989
two zones, 1 limited
Barnsley
2011
CTS
3-yearly
reg started 1976
Barrow in Furness
2012
CTS
3-yearly
reg started 1988
Basingstoke and Deane
2010
Halcrow
reg started 1990
Bath and North East Somerset
2011
TPi
irregular
two zones, 1 limited
Bedford
2000
Halcrow irregular
Birmingham
2010
irregular
? To 1997, re- reg 16/10/2008
Blackburn
2005
Halcrow
Blackpool
2009
Halcrow continual
reg started 1999
Bolton
2012
CTS
irregular
Bournemouth
2005
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1998
Bradford
2011
CTS
3-yearly
reg started 1978
Braintree
2009
Halcrow
reg started 2002
Brighton and Hove
2012
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1986
Calderdale
2010
CTS
3-yearly
several zones, 1 limited
Cardiff
2010
reg started 1998, de reg ?? re-reg 2010
Cornwall zone - Carrick
2011
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1974
Chesterfield
2011
CTS
reg started 2011
Chorley
2012
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1978
Colchester
(2012)
3-yearly
reg started 1989
Cheshire E zone - Congleton
1999
Halcrow
reg started 1998
Corby
2011
Tpi
irregular
reg started 1985
Crawley
2011
Halcrow
? To 2005, re-reg 2011
Coventry
2011
Jacobs
? To 1995, re-reg 2011
Dover
2010
Halcrow
reg started 1976
Halton
?
reg started 1970
Cheshire W zone - Ellesmere Port
2007
Halcrow
Epping Forest
?
Exeter
2010
CTS
regular
reg started 1988
Harrogate
(2012)
regular
Hastings
2006
CTS
irregular
Havant
2003
Tpi
High Peak
1993
Halcrow
reg started 1994
Hyndburn
2012
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1998
Kingston upon Hull
2012
?
Kirklees
2007
TPi
regular
reg started 1974
Knowsley
2005
CTS Jacobs irregular
reg started 1985
Lancaster
2010
CTS
3-yearly
Leeds
2009
Halcrow irregular
Leicester
2009
Halcrow irregular
reg started 2001
Lincoln
2004
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1991
Liverpool
2010
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1985
Maidstone
2012
3-yearly
reg started 1994
Manchester
2012
Halcrow regular
reg started 1987
Mid Sussex
2011
CTS
irregular
reg started 2003
Newcastle under Lyme
2009
CTS
irregular
reg started 1994
Newcastle upon Tyne
2006
internal
reg started 2000
North East Lincolnshire
2009
Halcrow
reg started 1996, de reg ?? then re-reg 2009
North Tyneside
2012
Amey
3-yearly
Nottingham
2005
Halcrow irregular
Oadby and Wigston
?
irregular
Oldham
2010
CTS
3-yearly
reg started 1991
Oxford
2012
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1997
Pendle
2010
Halcrow
reg started 1986
Cornwall zone - Penwith
2011
Halcrow
Plymouth
2012
Amey
irregular
reg started 1995
Poole
?
never
reg started 1985
Portsmouth
2006
TPi
irregular
reg started 1997
Preston
2008
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1987
Cornwall zone - Restormel
2011
Halcrow irregular
Reading
2012
CTS
regular
orig 1988, re-reg March 2009
Ribble Valley
?
reg started 1996, from 2005 1 per year allowed
Richmondshire
2010
CTS
3-yearly
reg began 1997 deregulating
Rochdale
2009
Halcrow
Rotherham
2009
Halcrow irregular
reg started 1995
Rugby
2002-2005
TPi
irregular
deregulating
Scarborough
2011
CTS
3-yearly
reg started 1985
Sefton
2010
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1974
Sheffield
2010
CTS
3-yearly
? To 2000, re-reg Jan 2008
Slough
2009
CTS
? To 2005, re-reg 2009
South Tyneside
(2012)
3-yearly
reg started 1986
Southampton
2011
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1987
Southend on Sea
2012
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1976
St Helens
2005
TPi
infrequent
reg started 1991
Stevenage
2005
CTS
irregular
Stockport
2010
Vector irregular
reg started 1978
Sunderland
2011
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1999
2 zones, both limited
Tameside
2002-2005
TPi
irregular
reg started 1985
Test Valley
2005
KNW
Thanet
2007
Halcrow
reg started 1974
Thurrock
2006
Halcrow
reg started 1989
Torbay
2011
Halcrow 3-yearly
reg started 1968
Torfaen
?
reg started 1977
Torridge
2008
Halcrow
reg started 2001
Trafford
2012
Vector
3-yearly
reg started 1976
Tunbridge Wells
?
reg started 1976
Warrington
2010
CTS - Mo regular
reg started 2001
Wakefield
2005
TPi
irregular
reg started 1986
12 zones, all limited
Watford
2012
CTS
1985 to 2006, re-regulated early 2012
Weymouth and Portland
2010
TPi
Wigan
2006
Halcrow
Windsor and Maidenhead
2012
CTS
irregular
1978, now deregulating by managed growth
Wirral
2011
Halcrow
? To ? Re reg 2012
Wyre
2002-2005
TPi
reg started 1974
York
2011
Halcrow 3-yearly

under tender for Autumn 2012

one survey since 1985, that led to limit??? 2004 ctte

under tender for Autumn 2012

no current plan
no current plan

managed growth
considering policy at moment with trade, etc
but think Halcrow have done since
update under tender for Autumn 2012
no current plan

surveying Autumn 2012

currently under tender

managed growth, planning to remove late 2012
three zones, Margate, Broadstairs and Ramsgate

have printed copy

From: ball STANLEY [s
Sent: 01 January 2013 20:15
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation

]

To whom it may concern
It has long been a tradition in this country for brides to choose a beautiful classic or vintage car to transport her and
father from home to the venue of the wedding ceremony.
The laws regarding private hire and taxis have needed reforming for a very long time and it is right that the
commission looks at it.
Under all previous relevant laws two classes of car have always been exempt from licencing, wedding and
funeral cars.
The commission has brought proposals for the much needed reform but buried in the multitude of clauses is
“Weddings and funeral cars would no longer be exempted under primary legislation”.
I wish to strongly raise my objections to the “Weddings and funeral cars would no longer be exempted under primary
legislation” clause,
I wish also to state that I agree with the dropping of the present ‘licenced drivers only’ condition.
I wish to receive a response to this email.
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From: Trevor Armstrong
Sent: 09 January 2013 14:19
To: TPH
Subject: Law Commission consultation on draft proposals for reforming taxi and private hire licensing laws (10 May 12)
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
To whom it may concern,
I know we will never meet, however two minutes of your time would be greatly appreciated and could theoretically change the lives
of so many hard working private hire drivers. Thank you for reading below in advance
First of all, as a private hire driver in the trade for 12+ years, I am quite surprised that this review has been undertaken without
every relevant licensing authority ensuing to ensure that every concerned party directly in the trade being informed. I would have
thought that something like this should have fallen within the remit of the local authority to let every currently licensed driver within
each borough be aware of such a study.
I don’t necessarily know if these points fall within the study, or where you may even incorporate them, however I shall point these
out and let you decide.
Blackpool is an area where the council currently restrict the amount of Hackney Carriages allowed to work within the borough. This
number was restricted to 256 when the query was asked in 2008, this consisted of a mixture of motorised vehicles and horse drawn
carriages. There is no queuing system to be able to acquire these plates to allow for plying for hire for new or established drivers,
they are traded between existing user / drivers for approx. £30,000 for transferring them to the next owner.
Some of the ‘owners’ of such plates may have registered several sets in their names and they do not even have to be in the taxi
trade to have ownership. They then sub-let or ‘rent’ the usage of these plates to generate a revenue, these are ‘rented’ out at a rate
of £100-£120 per week.
Private hire companies operate under an operators license acquired from the local authority. There are currently three such
companies operating, C Cabs approx 200 vehicles, Premier approx 120 vehicles and Radio J cabs approx 80 vehicles.
In order to have your vehicle operate on one of these private hire companies, you have to pay the operator between £400 - £880
per calendar month depending on which operator you choose, this cost is per vehicle and covers no other operating cost other than
the supply of work.
As such, the current system is completely restrictive to competition due to the fact that as a private hire vehicle owner, you have
little to zero chance of creating a further firm due to the fact you would have to apply for a private hire operators license and then
establish a telephone booking service with no incoming revenue meanwhile, obviously the hackney carriage or ‘street’ car can work
the streets and have the ability to build another private hire business whilst still having a primary income.
I also feel that I should point out that, whilst private hire vehicles are not allowed to carry passengers other than by pre-booking,
there are approx 70% of hackney vehicles in Blackpool also working on private hire companies. This I do not necessarily object to,
however it should highlight the restriction of income for a solely private hire owner / driver by comparison to a hackney owner /
driver.
Working on these private hire companies also come with further restrictions above the standards expected by the local authority.
These may be quite aptly put in place for the image of the company such as wearing a uniform, which in itself sounds quite
reasonable. The way these policies are enforced are by imposing a financial penalty upon the owner / driver of such vehicle for any
breach of company rules. All companies have the rule that you cannot work on or accept any work other than work supplied by the
company. This again leaves no allowance to establish a breakaway company.
There is no form of appeal to any such breach as the panel of directors who enforce the alleged breach, are also the same people
that the appeals process goes before. This leads to an almost dickensian approach to employment, if you object you are told you
can feel free to leave, which of course leaves you with all the overheads of running the vehicle with no way of generating revenue
as a private hire owner. If Hackney quantities were removed this would at least allow other avenues of continuing within the
industry and also ensure the directors of such private hire companies value their shareholders more.
These points above are mainly to highlight that I believe that local authorities should no longer be allowed to impose a cap on the
amount of hackney vehicles allowed within the borough, however I personally would not object to an experience limit of no less
than three years befor being allowed to apply for such plates.
Thanks again for you time.
Trevor Armstrong.
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Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services: A Consultation Paper
Response from Bryan Roland, National Private Hire Association

First of all, please note that this response is from myself and not from my members. The National
Association’s task is to teach, assist, advise and help – not to make any decisions for or on behalf of
members. As the association comprises members from all sides of the trade both private hire and
hackney carriage, and both at driver and operator level, there are always matters of conflict which we
attempt to minimise wherever possible. We have communicated as much information to members
and the industry generally as it has been possible and practical to do, and consequently we believe
that all have had their full and free opportunity to respond, and I hope they have done so. In saying
this, we have taken on board many of the comments made by our members, and, indeed have copied
those comments to the Law Commission.
In setting out on this task, I had before me several hundred pages of documentation from the Law
Commission, as well as the 73 questions and proposals. It took me some considerable time to
decide the best way to deal with these matters, and I decided that in light of the amount of evidence
already provided by ourselves to the Law Commission, it would perhaps be inappropriate to go over
all these matters once again.
Therefore I will arrange my response into categories: what is wrong and why; what needs doing; and
what I believe to be important to be achieved.
What is wrong and why
Basically as far as taxis are concerned (and we should here add that for the purpose of this response
taxis will mean hackney carriages and PHV will mean private hire), although the 1847 Act itself was
conceived in the horse-drawn era and a number of paragraphs in the original legislation have been
removed over the years, the simplicity carries no major problems. The only problems which do attach
followed the introduction of certain taxi sections in the 1976 and 1985 Acts.
Deregulation
On the taxi side, where do the problems lie? At this stage I cannot do any more than get the major
trade-observed problem out of the way, and that of course is deregulation. We will be putting in a
report by Ian Millership of CTS, the well-known unmet demand surveyor with whom the Meeting of
Minds commissioned a report on the problems caused by deregulation.
Why did deregulation problems start in the first place? The answer to that is simply section 16 of the
Transport Act 1985. If that piece of legislation had never seen the light of day, I believe that many of
the councils would have arranged matters to suit themselves a lot better than that which has been
forced upon them.
It is patently clear that two major problems exist with section 16: firstly, the evidence required falls
firmly on the shoulders and the pockets of the local authority to both manufacture and complete. It is
not just the price of the survey itself that discourages councils; the sheer amount of council time taken
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up with writing reports, tendering for the surveys, investigating the tenders, organising what the report
should be about, when it should take place and where - and then collating the results of the survey
and preparing the presentation to the Councillors. It seems to be that a £10,000 or £15,000 survey is
matched in costs by the council in the time and effort it takes in getting there.
The second major problem with section 16 was the invention of the unmet demand survey, which was
generated, designed, borne to fruition and eventually given birth to by Leeds University. To my mind,
the fact that perhaps a person exiting a club or bar has to wait ten minutes at a rank on a Friday or
Saturday night for the next taxi to turn up is not an unmet demand. The fact that the very same
person waiting at the rank will the next morning get up and attend the bus stop, where he will wait 15
minutes, 20 minutes or even half an hour for that bus to come along – or indeed might go to the
airport, where he would have to arrive at least two hours early to get to his plane on time – just makes
me laugh.
We know of no other industry - even the casualty department at hospitals – that is required to deliver
a service such as that envisaged by the unmet demand mathematics. While most industry in the UK
is led by market forces, including the private hire trade, taxis are led by a mathematical equation
followed by the political will of 342 different councils.
I know of no area in the country where there is any form of “night life” where the number of the
population enjoying that night-life does not exceed the number of licensed taxis in the area. I accept
that it must be true to say that sometimes there may be small delays but to my mind that is a long
way from being a relevant or appropriate way to judge how many taxis will be needed to queue all
week so that the mainly alcoholic population can get an instant lift home.
We must also take into account the horrendous result of deregulation without control, and we think
that is something which should not happen in the future. We have to say that we were extremely
concerned that, having given some basic evidence to the Law Commission about congestion
problems – which was acknowledged by them at our first main meeting in London in November 2011
– such issues were not contained within the consultation document when it came out.
We hope that Mr Millership’s report contains sufficient evidence for congestion issues to be taken
back into consideration. Whatever else the case may be for deregulation, the lack of ability of local
authorities to be able to correct an error cannot at this moment be overcome without yet another dip
into the virtually empty pot of local authority funding and doing yet another unmet demand survey.
We are fully aware that in a number of licensing authorities, it is the trade who pays for the surveys.
We believe that this is unlawful, (Richmond upon Thames –v- MaCarthy & Stone Developments)
and I think the LC would agree with me on that point.
It is significant from the responses that I have received to my questionnaire that less than a handful
come from people who are not taxi or private hire drivers, and the public’s view of deregulation can
only really be looked at in the reports from those who do the unmet demand surveys.
Having been involved in the exposé of the Plymouth survey myself, I am fully aware of how devious,
dubious and doubtful (quite apart from dishonest) these surveys can be, and I am very strongly of the
opinion that the entire concept of any legislation requiring such surveys should be removed at once.
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Having said that, because hackney carriages have a geographical place in this world – stations,
airports and ranks – quite apart from any that might be on radio circuits, it is totally illogical that the
local authority should not be able to control over-ranking. As I write my response in the first days of
September, the taxi drivers in Macclesfield have received a warning from the council that if they
queue to get on a rank, they are going to receive a parking ticket. They have been queuing to get on
the rank for many years, but now – as in many parts of the country – all of sudden, they are looked at
as a source of income.
When we first sent evidence to the Law Commission, one of the first things we did was to send a
survey of rank spaces in the country, to which the reaction was, “We don’t believe it!” We are sure
that, having now travelled all around the country, they will be able to believe it. The main problem
with rank provision is that the local authority that licenses the vehicles cannot install or approve ranks
without the green light of approval from the local Highways Authority, which is very often the County
Council – which does not license taxis, but which does have incessant demand for parking space
from the disabled, from bus companies, from businesses that want loading bays, and of course pay
and display earning spaces etc. etc. - quite apart from local authorities that might say, “Can we have
a rank, please?”
We are sure the LC will remember the history of the 1976 Act which we sent to the Select Committee;
to save time we have appended it to this document at Appendix B. Obviously the 1976 Act is a
slightly amended copy of the 1975 Plymouth Act. It is a fact that Plymouth was its own transport
authority; they had nobody else they had to talk to, and as a result Plymouth has perhaps more taxi
ranks than any town or city of comparable size..
. I have to say that I do not know of any council that I know of in the last 20 years that has advertised a
fee for the provision of rank spaces. Logically if you were a highways authority would you just hand
out rank spaces with no financial return or would you rather use that space for pay and display
places?
If future legislation is to be functional, and if we are to consider the serious congestion problems, then
it seems logical that any new legislation should require that the Highways Authority must be much
more closely linked with any further issue of hackney carriage plates. Simply stated, if no further rank
spaces could be provided, then no more plates would/should be issued.
This could effectively cure another problem, which would require the authority to have the power to
zone. In the Metropolitan Authority where our office is, there used to be five local authorities:
Prestwich, Whitefield, Radcliffe, Bury and Ramsbottom. In those days Bury had a maximum of 20
taxis for their ten-space rank. Whitefield had two taxis; Prestwich had two taxis. Radcliffe had two or
three taxis. Ramsbottom had two taxis up to when their railway station was closed down. As some of
the Commission will recall, on their last trip to this office when they got out of the train station at
Whitefield, although there was a bus station there certainly were not any taxis.
I link this in my mind to the concept of onward travel, which was the backbone of DPTAC and
accessible transport; because when Bury took over these other outlying areas and deregulated and
de-zoned, the outlying districts have never had any taxis since – they all immediately moved to Bury,
and the current figure for taxis licensed here is 105 (a drop from 121 in 2010).
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If zones had been maintained, there could have been a rank at Prestwich, Whitefield and Radcliffe
stations, and on the High Street at Ramsbottom, as that area has grown tremendously as a tourist
attraction. This could also solve problems in outlying areas in more rural districts, where the bus
services have to be provided at incredible expense to move the occasional passenger. If there was a
local two-car taxi service, whilst it would not be a major earner, it would fulfil the homeward travel link.
Please be aware that I am talking about those areas that have bus stations, railway stations and other
such transport hubs. When taxis were part of local public transport services, this sort of supply was
quite common. But since 1985 zoning has not been possible.
We still have ten rank spaces in Bury, and 105 vehicles vying for those spaces. We do have some
feeder ranks but they do not serve any functional purpose. The congestion could be decreased
dramatically if ten of those vehicles could be assigned to each of the four outer areas; there would still
be sufficient supply in the town centre, and whilst initially there might not be a great demand in the
outer areas, once the public knew the ranks were there they would certainly come into use. The idea
of a railway station and a bus station side by side without any onward form of transport is totally
illogical to me.
In the last twelve months deregulation and de-zoning has taken place in Durham (the county, not just
the City). The anticipated disaster has followed, not just the over-ranking in the City where rank sizes
have not been increased, but more importantly the lack of service now available in outlying areas.
You will notice that in discussing deregulation we have not raised the fundamental scream of the taxi
drivers about the need to be able to make a living. We fully understand that there can be no
legislation which can protect or assist in any way the earnings of the self-employed. Even the
national minimum wage has no connection with our industry – except I believe that we have given
sufficient evidence to show that at least on an hourly basis, taxi/PHV drivers’ earnings are below that
level. Market forces do rule, and my final schedule of vehicle numbers done whilst this consultation
was going on shows a considerable number of areas where numbers have dropped. (Survey
attached)
I am certain that the Law Commission has had countless responses from taxi drivers screaming that
deregulation will be their death knell. How many of those who were screaming were also on radio
circuits? It strikes me that the largest supplier of vehicles on a radio circuit is not Addison Lee or
Delta; it is indeed ComCab (Computer Cab).
I make this point to add in the concern of the private hire operators about deregulation. Having spent
many years building their businesses to fit the demand of the travelling public, whilst at the same time
taking care not to so overload their fleet size so that the drivers can still earn a living - or, in short
having been lead by market forces - they are fearful that if taxi licences are up for grabs they might
lose a large number of drivers as has occurred in other areas where deregulation has already
happened.
Unlike taxi drivers, private hire drivers pay for their work on a weekly basis whether they call it radio
money or circuit fees. The concept of earning an even better living without having to pay those fees is
quite an attractive prospect. So deregulation is not just a taxi problem.
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Cross-border issues
The next problem which needs resolving is the cross-border situation. Again, the history attaching to
this disaster area is set out in our submission to the Select Committee under the history of the 1976
Act. This was the Plymouth Act; it was supposed to be ring-fenced, it stayed ring-fenced, and has
cost councils, the trade, and the courts hundreds of thousands of pounds when it was projected
nationally as the 1976 Act.
I am sure that I do not have to go into massive detail on the cross-border cases, as the LC has been
provided with them all. But where do the problems lie? When the London private hire bill was being
prepared, I raced to London together with My Co Director Donna Short to meet with Sir George
Young, who was putting this forward as a Private Members’ Bill. We got him to include section 5 of
that Bill allowing London private hire operators to pass work to any other operator in the country.
Cross-border issues have not occurred in London as a result.
In reading the London Act, it is difficult to see any errors in territorial marking. Compare this with
section 46 of the LGMPA 1976, and groans of despair always ensue. Let’s face it: it is only the
wording of this terrible section which eventually destroyed the 1847 Act and resulted in the Stockton
case.
We are fully aware that Unite and other taxi groups are, shall we say, “D.E.L.T.A.-aggressive”. But in
all the time that Delta and many other private hire operators have been in operation, there have been
no prosecutions brought against these companies for breach of any legislation by their actions. It
may well be that the taxi trade in Liverpool would like to rid itself of every private hire vehicle within 50
miles, but that surely is not what the public wants.
The wording of section 5 of the London Act would be fine in sorting this out. The only other minor
correction that would be needed in my opinion is the ability of a private hire firm to have freephones in
other licensing authorities. A phone on the wall in a supermarket may be regarded as ‘making a
provision’, and because of the wording of the 1976 Act, it is the countless cases generated by
telephone lines crossing the borders that make this issue quite amazing: East Stafford –v- Rendell;
Murtagh –v- Bromsgrove; Bromsgrove –v- Powers; Newcastle -v- Shanks; Fry –v- Adur (1, 2
and 3), Top Cars –v- Windsor & Maidenhead – All were triggered by telephone lines, not a driver
with four wheels on his car and a radio telling him where to go.
In each of the above cases, where the wire was or where it was transferred from or to has cost this
industry millions. In a recent case a private hire operator tried to put a freephone into a Jail, at the
request of that Jail, to assist people who have come to visit their relatives inside. Oh no, we can’t
have this, said the council – and the Court agreed. It was ‘making a provision’ in another district, and
we can’t have that, can we?!
Some private hire operations have hundreds of cars on their fleet. However, Mr Powers was a single
gentleman running a tiny fleet of cars, who couldn’t even transfer his phone from a tiny office to his
own house when he went home in the evening, because his house was in Bromsgrove, not
Kenilworth., and Bromsgrove would not give him an operator’s licence because he did not have any
vehicles licensed by them. Ludicrous, impossible, expensive, soul-destroying - and must be
changed.
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In raising these points, we do note that in 1847 and in 1976 mobile phones did not exist; and although
mentioned in the Staffordshire and Rendell case, the issue of transfer to a mobile phone has never
been raised in court as far as we are aware.
With regard to the Stockton issue, as we see it, once section 46 has been destroyed then there would
be no right, if you like, for an operator to use out-of-town hackney carriages. At the Sheffield LC
meeting with NALEO there was some discussion on whether an operator could make use of vehicles
licensed anywhere, and at the time we were not of a mind to go down this route.
We suppose that came from the first case we were involved with on cross-border, which was
Choudhry and Dittah. Having had time to think about it, our aversion to the idea was of the same
parameters which set up the Stockton case in the first place, and that was that those using out of
town hackneys – ie Mr Shanks and Mr Fidler – were doing so only because licences in their areas
had far greater and harder conditions attached to them that those in Berwick. So yes, foreign drivers
could be employed; vehicles with tinted glass could be used; MPVs did not have to have a seat taken
out. And of course, conditions such as these have ensured that whilst the Berwick syndrome may
have started this trend, it is now being followed by quite a lot of other councils.
If it is a case that national parameters will be set, and that this will obviate any attraction to rush to an
‘easy’ local authority to get a licence, then this will solve an awful lot of problems. And if each driver
and vehicle has to comply with a single set of rules, then once they are licensed we do not see any
ongoing problems as to where they may work – although obviously PHV drivers will have to work
under a licensed operator.
Could taxis then be ring-fenced? Amazingly, that has always been exactly how they have operated.
They deem it to be part of hackney carriage mentality, and we do believe the return to that premise
would not upset them – particularly if they were included back into local public transport with resultant
privileges, and made provision for in Local Transport Plans. Whilst they hate the Delta situation, a
far worse offense is committed if the vehicle in their area happens to be a taxi rather than a PHV. A
short time spent outside Manchester United’s football ground at Old Trafford (in the Trafford licensing
district) would quite easily reveal blood pressures reaching the limit as black cabs from Manchester
and surrounding districts come in to do their own robbing. It makes no difference whatsoever if
70,000 people need to go home... or does it?
Assuming that a taxi spends its working life working the local ranks, and assuming we have national
standard regulations, why should the driver not be able to respond to a flag as he drops at a
neighbouring station or airport or as he travels back home again?
A final point on cross-border would be to remind the Law Commission of the 1925 Act regarding
railway stations, and the resolving of the “on private land” syndrome, which of course was highlighted
in Young & Allen –v- Scampion. This raises yet another of point for discussion later on, and that is
the locus of a taxi or PHV when it is on private land.
Vehicles
Freedom from stupidity must be the next sub-heading here. We are sure that we have already sent
to the Law Commission many copies of different councils’ conditions/policies/could-be-either-but6

we’re-left-guessing. Whichever way you look at it, there are 342 different councils doing it 342
different ways: not just in the written word, but the way in which those words are implemented.
This problem is so great that it is difficult to think of where to start, but let us look at vehicles first.
Quite apart from parameters that might be set as to what vehicles can be licensed, such as MPV:
take a seat out; saloon cars or whatever, take the tinted glass out; back seat measurement has to be
48 ¾” or we won’t license it.
A wonderful example of this took place at a conference at Sandown Park a few years ago, when the
Department [of] Transport buses and taxis leader John Lewis was in the chair. A member of the
trade from Swansea stood up to complain that as a taxi driver, he could not license a Ford Mondeo
because the rear seat was slightly narrower than 48½ inches, whereas the same Mondeo could be
licensed as a private hire vehicle by the same authority. Mr Lewis asked why that would be, to be
met by the answer, “That’s obvious: private hire vehicles carry smaller passengers!” The conference
room exploded with laughter, but this is but one example of the stupidity that we face in many places,
and about which this Association receives phone calls and emails on a daily basis.
Many councils now have some sort of vehicle age restriction; Our view on this is that the age policy is
only ever brought in when it is perceived that older cars cause problems. What problems? Well,
when VOSA do swoop exercises, a number of cars are taken off the road instantly. A percentage of
those are older vehicles; therefore the council thinks it appropriate to say that they won’t license for
the first time anything over three years old, and it has to be taken off by the time it is seven years old,
or eight years old, or nine years old, or ten years old. Not a day over.
There are a number of councils that just don’t make it clear by what they mean by “not over three
years old”. Does it mean – not over 2 years and 364 days old or - not over 3 years and 365 days old?
Most people know how old they are all year long but what about the car????!!!! My notes on age
policies are attached at XXX
All we do know is that our industry is the only transport industry whose members are not required to
keep and maintain service records for their vehicles. Many drivers have been in the trade for years,
and service their vehicles on a very regular basis; all of these complain vigorously that those who
never service their vehicles and wait for something to fall off which they can then fix, or go in for a
council test which will list the problems that need to be rectified, make the good guys pay by the
council imposing a blanket age restriction.
The point here is that although councils keep records of vehicle tests and VOSA tests which might
make up their minds to impose an age policy, once they have done so there fails to be any reports as
to whether matters have improved. We have been in court on age policies and requested that a
council produce a list of test results for the year previously, to see how many vehicles failed the test.
We were able to show the Magistrates that although some of the older cars failed their test, the same
was exactly true of the most modern ones on the list.
Quite simply, the condition of the car is entirely down to the care and vigilance of the owner. For
drivers who fail their test every time – which can be up to three times a year – and fail those tests on
a regular basis year in and year out, why do local authorities not call those drivers in and warn them
as to their future conduct regarding vehicle maintenance?
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When we have operators out there who have dozens of rust buckets running around the streets, why
as an operator is he not called in front of Committee to explain why none of his vehicles ever passes
a test, or whose vehicles are often thrown off the road when checked at the roadside by VOSA? This
Association has advocated vicarious liability in this regard for years; to our knowledge it has never
been taken seriously up to now by any local authority.
In recent times when age policies are being continuously challenged, a number of councils are
moving towards setting restrictions on Euro emissions, on the basis that if the council is showing itself
to be the protector of the environment, they will be seen to be more “reasonable” by the courts. At
this moment we have at least two councils that are trying to bring in Euro 5 on replacement vehicles
almost immediately – especially in Cambridge, which has a wheelchair accessible policy, and at this
moment there are no wheelchair vehicles that meet Euro 5 emission levels.
As we submit this response, we have been notified by our representative in the Cambridge area that
– despite the council saying they would revisit the whole Euro emission criteria and consult further they have [this morning] refused to license a new vehicle as a PHV because it is Euro 4. The vehicle
cost £10,000; it had already passed its compliance test and had a radio fitted. The lady who
purchased the vehicle is now out of work.
We were always of the view that the way in which the emissions levels were introduced on an
ongoing and upgrading basis, that the object was – given a number of years – all the old vehicles will
have disappeared and we would reach an eco-wonderful status within the foreseeable future.
Unfortunately as there are only roughly 250,000 vehicles in the country that are licensed taxis or
PHVs, even if they were all to go Euro 5 tomorrow the percentage of the vehicle fleet in this country
would not make an amazing difference – so why put large numbers of vehicles out of work if they do
not adhere to Euro 5 by the 1st of whatever.
Why on earth are these authorities not listening to the DfT Best Practice guidance, where under “The
Role of Licensing: Policy Justification” it states, inter alia: “...Licensing requirements which are
unduly stringent will tend unreasonably to restrict the supply of taxi and PHV services, by putting up
the cost of operation or otherwise restricting entry to the trade...Local licensing authorities will,
therefore, want to be sure that each of their various licensing requirements is in proportion to the risk
it aims to address;... whether the cost of a requirement... is at least matched by the benefit to the
public... it is to urge local licensing authorities to look carefully at the costs – financial or otherwise –
imposed by each of their licensing policies. It is suggested that they should ask themselves whether
those costs are really commensurate with the benefits a policy is meant to achieve.”
Many councils still require first aid kits and fire extinguishers, regardless of the fact that the vast
majority of licensed drivers in this country would not be regarded as a health and safety option with
an extinguisher or first aid kit in their hands. We only know one driver who was trained as a St John’s
ambulance driver and assistant, whom we would let near any passenger with a sticking plaster. In
any event, the Health and Safety Executive has made it clear that a first aid kit in a taxi/PHV is
exclusively for the use of the driver for his own benefit; not for administering first aid to passengers.
So why do councils suggest that first aid kits are required in case of injury to passengers? When
drivers protest on the above grounds, the council says, “You need to have this equipment on board in
case there is anybody around who can use it.”
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And as for fire extinguishers, many years ago we issued a questionnaire to 40 drivers from Hereford
asking them what they would do in the event of a vehicle fire. Not one of them suggested that getting
the passengers out of the car should be the number one target. Once again, the presence of a fire
extinguisher is an ancient and irrelevant condition in this day and age – and these items are often
used as a weapon against the driver by a passenger who flips out for whatever reason, usually under
the influence of drink or drugs.
Still on fire extinguishers, the most extreme length to which a condition was imposed was by the
council which insisted that the extinguishers had to be a certain dimension, with certain lettering to a
certain height, and obtained from specific local outlets (such as Halfords etc). Our investigations
revealed that none of the local retailers specified by this council could provide the requisite fire
extinguishers to any licence holders in the area.
Thousands of vehicles these days are produced with spare tyres which are small-sized and designed
only to get the vehicle home, rather than full size replacements. This is regarded as best practice, is
safe, and approved by the DVLA, but in many places we cannot license these vehicles as the space
for a spare wheel is only big enough for the safety tyre. Again, someone’s opinion rules the roost.
At this moment in time the Association is involved in yet another challenge to a council’s vehicle livery
colour policy for taxis: this one is in Tendring, where the proposal is for all white taxis with Tendring
green bonnet and boot, and a matching Tendring green council crest on the front door. Of course,
members of the public will always clock the colour of the vehicle before they spot the illuminated ‘taxi’
sign on the roof, won’t they? Especially at night, when this imposition is supposed to make things
safer... won’t they?
When London introduced licensing for private hire vehicles, they spent some considerable time and
money in getting Nottingham University to research what size vehicle would be acceptable for
licensing as a private hire vehicle in the capital. Their report quoted how much knee room, foot room,
headroom, bums-on-seats room, front, back and starboard; size of door openings, height of door
openings, how many doors in the vehicle; whether there was an engine under the bonnet or in the
boot.
Eventually the report was considered by the Public Carriage Office (as it was then), to which we put
the question: And how many people with tape measures is it going to take to check perhaps 50,000
vehicles? And of course, do it again and again every time a new car hits the market. Fortunately the
PCO decided to go down our suggested and sensible route: if a manufactured vehicle is taken to
Bristol and given the most vigorous testing known to man, including smashing into concrete blocks
and throwing off cliffs, and it is declared safe for the carriage of passengers, why should it not be
licensed as a PHV in London? That, we believe, should be the universal criteria which is used
nationally.
We are certain that the parameters set by the EU and GB testing regime in Bristol and their
undoubted expertise is head and shoulders above that of local authorities; and the standards set by
Bristol as being a nationally acceptable safety accreditation should not be altered, interfered with,
dismissed and rejected by councils who think that they know better.
No matter what size or height the vehicle is: if it’s a Smart car it should be licensed for one
passenger. If it’s a Ford Transit minibus it should be licensed for eight passengers. No, we don’t
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need to check out ages, types, sizes. What we do say is that service records should be kept – either
by the driver and/or the operator for whom he drives; and that in addition, the vehicle should have an
MoT test every three months. Under the current legislation testing is quoted as “up to three times in
any 12-month period” – which we assume is four times in one year and one day. Once every three
months should be the minimum, and if we cover testing at the same time... As with all other types of
professional transport systems, if the fitness of the vehicle is mandated including vehicle service, our
legislation should not be so remiss.
Since the 1976 Act came in, there have been massive and huge improvements in MoT testing: the
standards required by the testing stations, their regular inspections, the recalibration of all their
equipment, which has to be reported on line. By contrast, local authorities that are given the right to
test and issue a compliance certificate instead of an MoT certificate are not included in the 21st
century update in the vehicle testing regime.
As an example, one council on the South coast have recently been somewhat embarrassed by
having to disclose that they have not had their testing mechanisms recalibrated for the last ten years.
And we have already told you about West Berkshire, where the council has handed over the vehicle
testing ‘franchise’ to four private hire firms, only one of which has a covered garage facility; and we
are currently aware of one council where the evidence before us is that if you leave a £20 note on the
seat of your vehicle as you take it in, it will pass regardless of its condition; if you don’t leave the £20
note it will fail, even if it is in showroom condition. Once again, 342 different standards set by 342
different councils is totally abhorrent to the concept of universal standards.
Finally on this issue, there are a few licensing officers in this country who do have vehicle inspection
qualifications; we certainly know that NALEO is producing such qualifications on three levels.
However, when a vehicle is refused for whatever reason and the licence holder has to go in front of
Committee to appeal against that decision, we doubt that there is a Committee anywhere that has an
inspection expert as part of the panel.
Drivers
A driver may be male or female, of any shape, colour, creed or sexual orientation, but at that point we
move into 342-land. Is he Asian? Is he mid-European? Does he speak English? Does he drive on
the right side of the road? Has he been CRB checked? Or does he have some certificate from a faroff land vouchsafing for his character? How many points on his DVLA licence? We have councils out
there that are revoking taxi/PHV licences for six points, or refusing to accept anybody for licensing
who has six points on their DVLA.
Medically some councils have adopted Group 2 criteria; some have not. Some councils have their
own in-house doctor; others require medicals to come from the person’s own practitioner. In Milton
Keynes you can have a medical at the local tattoo parlour. Some councils accept the Best Practice
guidance notes on insulin diabetics; others put those drivers out of work.
In 1995 when the Red Book “Medical Aspects of Fitness to Drive” for the first time used the words “By
convention Group 2 standards are also generally applied to emergency police, firemen and
ambulance drivers as well as taxi drivers”, this Association was in the forefront of ensuring that
these red booklets got out to licensing officers. We arranged for 300 to be delivered to NALEO’s
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AGM, and for hundreds of others to be delivered to the Association of Metropolitan Authorities
meeting.
We did this with the single aim of standardising the medical criteria used by councils. We do have to
say that there has indeed been a far better improvement than we had first expected, but political
shifts in councils have led to unnecessary and silly changes: for instance, the periodicy of medicals is
extremely annoying. When the book was first published the author from the Department [of]
Transport, Dr Taylor, attended the AMA meeting at Doncaster race course. Present at that meeting,
and sitting together, were the chair of NALEO (then NATPHLEO), TGWU, and ourselves the NPHA.
We discussed periodicy of medical testing; we then put forward a written question to Dr Taylor at that
meeting: if a local authority adopts Group 2 criteria for taxi/PHV drivers, should that automatically
mean that the frequency required under Group 2 should also apply? Dr Taylor certainly agreed with
this concept; if it’s Group 2 that is adopted it’s Group 2 – both for timing and testing.
Since those days, medical tests are now over £100, and there are drivers of all ages being required to
do such tests every three years regardless of their age – yet another unnecessary expense. If we
can learn to drive a bus and pass a medical at the age of 25, we don’t need another medical for
another 20 years; thereafter once every five years until age 65, then once a year thereafter. So if a
driver was 25 and retired at 65, he would have to have a total of six medicals. However, in council
areas where medicals are required of taxi/PHV licence holders every three years, that driver would
have to pay for more than 13 medicals.
But then of course a bus driver’s licence is granted on his DVLA licence, and as long as it is not
revoked for motoring irregularities, it is his for life. The 25-year old driver retiring at the age of 65 will
have to renew his taxi/PHV badge 40 times in most councils. Cheap at half the price, isn’t it?
What about actual criminals? As we have said, we’ve got drivers out there who are being revoked for
having six points on their DVLA licence – a higher criminal intent I could not imagine. And yet there
are other drivers out there who are getting licences despite being proven to have totally unacceptable
convictions. The main problem here emanates from Annex D. In 1992 when police checks first came
in – that is, prior to CRB checks – the Department [of] Transport and the Home Office issued a joint
circular in which Annex D gave guidelines relating to the relevance of convictions.
The concept was that each case should be decided on its own merits, and if the person had a serious
conviction he would not be permanently barred from obtaining a licence but should be expected to
remain free of convictions for three to five years. So if you had lost your licence because of major
traffic offences, you might have to wait for one to three years being free of convictions before you
could apply. Three to five years applied to drunkenness, or drugs.
But the same level was applied to applicants with convictions for indecent exposure, indecent assault,
importuning, or any of the more sexual offences; they “should be refused until they can show a
substantial period, three to five years, free of such offences. More than one conviction of this kind
should preclude consideration for at least five years.” Oh, and a strict warning as to future conduct
should be given once the licence was issued.
We know for a fact that a number of councils would not grant people with this sort of indecency record
a licence for driving. But our recent survey does show that at the time of writing this document, with
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nine councils left to respond, over 510 sexual offences took place in taxis and PHVs over the last 12
months. (List attached at XXX)
At this point of course the 342 syndrome raises its head again. Whilst many councils do indeed still
work with Annex D (which amounts to two whole pages), other councils have revised, updated,
extended and multiplied their Annex D; some of them have gone as far as Annex XYZ. As an
example, a 14-page document approved by Manchester City Council on the 28th August 2012 is
attached to this response at Appendix xxxx.
With documents such as the attached, the words “double jeopardy” cannot be removed from my
mind. If you look at the three sets of motoring convictions, “major”, “intermediate” and “minor”, the
court will have dealt with many of these offences, and will have considered the driver’s circumstances
when imposing any penalties. However, after the three categories of offences the document deals
with disqualifications, totting up, spent convictions, cautions and endorsable fixed penalties, multiple
convictions from a single incident.
It does raise the question: If you have been dealt with by the courts, why should the local authority
cause you even more grief and loss of earnings? In many cases the court will have imposed a fine;
these days the fine will have been imposed on the basis of the financial information given by the
accused. We do not see a space in that form which says, “Once you have convicted me and banned
me for a period and/or fined me, Manchester City Council will ensure that I have no access to any
income to pay those fines.”
On a final note on these documents, Annex D has no mention of any offences that are taxi or private
hire related, such as illegally plying for hire or touting, and the Manchester document deals with it in
one sentence at the very end of the document.
The second problem with Annex D was shuffled, shall we say, when the CRB checks first started and
a large number of councils applied for enhanced checks for their drivers – quite illegally in those days.
At that point taxi drivers were removed from the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act lists, so councils
could see for themselves a person’s background going back to day one.
What didn’t happen – although we begged the Home Office and the Department for Transport to do it
– was an update on Annex D, and some clear guidelines on rehabilitation. Although the councils
were quite aware that their exclusion meant that all convictions should be shown, what happened to
the concept of rehabilitation if a person had committed a crime ten, 15, 20 years before, and had
done nothing wrong since: was he entitled to be given a nod on his rehabilitation or not? In simple
terms, somebody with a conviction going before his licensing Committee was at greater risk once he
had been removed from the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act than he was prior to this.
We have spoken to many councils, members of which who have scratched their heads about the
situation. For instance, there were many drivers who were licensed by local authorities who
subsequently went down the enhanced CRB check road, only to discover that the driver had some
serious convictions which had been unknown to the council previously.
As the council had declared them fit to have a licence for a number of years, how could they take
action because something had all of a sudden been revealed? The only test appeared to be that
most drivers’ application forms state, “You must declare all convictions” – and if they had not been
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declared, that was the test of honesty. Unfortunately the requirement to disclose all convictions does
not, in most cases, advise that Rehabilitation rules no longer apply to taxi/ph drivers and that
everything must be disclosed. Again, when the legislation is changed, if we are going to set a level
playing field for the licensing of drivers, then fresh and unequivocal advice should be given by the
Government so that councils can follow the rules properly.
However complex, irrational and dysfunctional the 342 councils may be with regard to drivers and
their licences, the most vital omission on the part of nearly all of those councils is the reason why we
started this Association 20 years ago: quite simply, when a driver applies for a licence, he fills out the
forms, has the necessary medicals and CRBs, and if necessary a topographical knowledge test; then
he is given a badge to put on his chest and a page or two of local conditions.
He is not taught anything. He is not given a copy of the legislation. The criminality of illegal plying for
hire, touting, and other offences committed under the Acts is not highlighted. In talking with many
Asian drivers over the years, it struck me that their inherent knowledge of the difference between taxi
and private hire is similar to that of the travelling public: in other words, if it’s got a plate on it, it can
be hired.
Some councils, such as Birmingham, take hundreds of prosecutions a year, and put the results on
their website for all to see. I personally think it significant that 99 per cent of those before the courts
are Asian; not one of those was taught by Birmingham what illegal plying for hire means.
Regardless of what evidence may have been given to the Select Committee, the situation as regards
touting and illegal plying in London is indeed massive; and that leads me also to say that although
London cab drivers may spend up to three years doing The Knowledge and have to pass a massive
test at the end, that is not true of the private hire driver. Whilst I would not wish the private hire
industry to have to go down the same route (as they seem to live by satnav), it is not acceptable to
me that there are 60,000 London PHV drivers out there most of whom do not know the law, have not
had any customer or disability awareness training, and can seriously be regarded as industryignorant.
Operators
What are the problems with operators? That depends on how one looks at what operator licences
should cover. Under the 1976 Act it would appear that once you could disclose who you are and
where you intend to operate from, outside of London as long as you keep a record of your bookings
for examination by the police or authorised council officers, that is as far as it goes.
We have already mentioned fleets of bad cars that are out there, and the operator never seems to be
held accountable for these problems. But why not? If we look at any other transport group – bus,
coach, truck, railway, air travel etc., - they all have to be qualified; they all have to have a CPC. They
are required to maintain fixed standards; keep fixed records; indeed, they are the front line of
enforcement.
In London operators are required to keep copies of all the drivers’ licences, the vehicle licences, the
insurance documents, as well as the booking records - but not vehicle service records, which we feel
is a serious omission. In these days, private hire companies do have a duty of care, and the ability to
prove that duty of care – taxi firms do not.
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The only thing that has been found by the Courts is that the customer’s phone call does amount to a
legal contract, together with all the implications that that imposes. The operator’s main problem is
that although technology means that computer booking equipment in taxi offices can pass a job from
an office in Aberdeen to driver in Truro, the law does not allow it.
In talking about drivers working under operators, the case of Dittah and Choudhry was mentioned. In
that case, two local Birmingham firms were using vehicles licensed in Dudley and Wolverhampton
and Solihull and Sandwell, all out of the local office. But way back then, the technology to send a job
to a car in Sandwell, or Hereford, or Worcester from a firm in Birmingham did not exist, as it does
today. Unfortunately LGMPA section 46 prevents this.
The bus company rules changed in the seventies, along with ours, and we now have national bus
companies operating from Land’s End to John O’Groats. There are a goodly number of private hire
firms which, given that same freedom in 1976, would we are sure have gone national by now. We
would ask the Law Commission to bear in mind that of all the operators they have met, a large
number of those are extremely professional businessmen, unfortunately denied the right of national
trading by a single paragraph in a piece of legislation which was already outdated when it came out.
Wedding and funeral cars, special events vehicles, pedicabs, members’ clubs, carpooling
groups, and volunteer drivers
Whilst we do appreciate that there are one or two wedding companies which perhaps infringe the
concept of wedding cars by perhaps taking Mummy and Daddy to the railway station on the day after
the event, or bringing Uncle and Aunt in from the airport so they can attend the wedding, for the most
part companies that do that are already licensed. We do see that that might be the reason why they
were added into this consultation. But in 20 years we do not see that they have caused any major
problems, or caused any public risk by the operation – so we do not think we need to change the law
pertaining to either weddings or funerals.
The same we believe applies to carpooling, as this is covered by separate legislation. Members’
clubs have been covered by court cases, and should be licensed because none of the organisations
that we have dealt with over ten years could honestly say that they were operating not-for-profit.
These members’ clubs do indeed operate for profit. Perhaps the parameters for section 19 and 21
permits need to be somewhat more robust.
This takes us on to the volunteer driver situation. We believe there is quite a bit going on in the
background with politicians and various groups around the country; this specifically triggered by the
growing participation in commercial activities by these groups. We are perfectly aware of sections 19
and 21 licensed groups, and if the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides want to have their own transport to
take people about, we have no problem with that whatsoever - whether that be in cars or buses.
Similarly we have no problem with retired Mr Wilson, living in Little Budleigh Salterton On Sea, taking
Grandma for a medical appointment next Tuesday and waiting for her and bringing her home again.
They might even share a cup of tea, and he might get 45 pence a mile for going down the road and
back. This is what could truthfully be defined as a “volunteer driver”.
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But where these volunteer groups are bidding for financial contracts in opposition to licensed taxis,
private hire, coach and bus companies, it is submitted that this is clearly and unequivocally not “mere
social kindness”. It is extremely significant that whilst DPP –v- Sekondar found that a gentleman
taking his daughters to school committed an offence if he took some neighbours’ daughters with them
and they gave him a couple of quid occasionally to cover the fuel costs, and he was found guilty; why
has no such case ever been brought against volunteer drivers with a vehicle under eight passenger
seats?
Our only response to that would be that it would not be in the financial interests of local authorities to
do so. We attempted to bring the Department for Transport and the police in Somerset together to try
and bring such a case; it died a death, was not spoken about again, and just vanished.
When we wrote our 272 pages about these volunteer drivers, ‘ambulance’ drivers etc., and presented
it to the Department for Transport, we travelled down to London to present the report and to discuss it
with them, only to be told that they “would not raise the issue because the politicians won’t like us
speaking out against the volunteer sector.”
Our survey of councils that make use of volunteer drivers is attached to this document at Appendix
xxxxx.

Money Problems
We are very aware, and very pleased, that the Commission’s final financial report will make a
significant impact on the eventual outcome of this consultation. We think we have shown that the
industry at this moment is far from being rich; it is extremely fragile, but then we have to accept that
the vast majority of businesses in this country – with the exception of the banks - are all in the same
boat.
It is quite clear from talking to many licensing officers around the country that councils are in a similar
financial difficulty. This has not been assisted by the Guildford case, which even as we write this
response is gathering momentum around the country.
Earlier in this document we quoted the Department for Transport’s views on whether local authorities
should have regard for the financial implications of a condition that they impose. It is painfully
obvious that the vast majority do not, and ‘Eureka’ conditions such as white with green bonnet and
boot still land on the desk on a regular basis.
The trade complains that, whereas once upon a time they used to be able to lodge appeals against
stupid conditions, the £200 lodging fee and the £500 hearing fee has affectively eroded the driver’s
rights to challenge the council’s actions. Furthermore, the growing number of councils that have rid
themselves of applying “conditions of licence” the “reasonableness and necessity” for which can be
tested by local magistrates, and changed to adopting “Policies” which can only be challenged by
Judicial Review has again removed the rights of the industry and undermined the clear intention of
Parliament in the drafting of the current legislation.
It is clear that a growing number of councils at the instigation/suggestion/recommendation of one of
their national associations have used the “top paragraph” of Mr Justice Scott Baker in the case of R
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(on the application of Westminster City Council) v Middlesex Crown Court and Chorian pic and Proud to

thwart any attempt to challenge their decisions on conditions to the magistrates courts.
The paragraph used is:How should a Crown Court (or a Magistrates' Court) approach an appeal where the council has
a policy? In my judgment it must accept the policy and apply it as if it was standing in the shoes
of the council considering the application. Neither the Magistrates' Court nor the Crown Court is
the right place to challenge the policy. The remedy, if it is alleged that a policy has been
unlawfully established, is an application to the Administrative Court for judicial review. In
formulating a policy the council will no doubt first consult the various interested parties and then
take into account all the various relevant considerations.'
This flies in the face of the case of R-v- Blackpool Borough Council ex parte Red Cab Taxis
In which Mr Justice Judge (as he was then) in refusing an application for Judicial Review said:The difficult question in this case is whether, as a matter of discretion, in view of the conclusions
which I have reached Judicial Review should be ordered. It will be clear from what has already been said in
this judgment that in essence the Applicants succeed on the merits of the application.
The Applicants were all provided with a statutory right of appeal to the Magistrates’ Court against the
conditions which the Borough Council proposed to impose on their licences. An example of the right is to be
found in sect.ion 48(7). Similar provisions occur in sections 51(2) and 55(3).
The appeal proceeds as a complaint. Section 77 of the 1976 Act applies sections 300 to 302 of the Public
Health Act 1936, and the conditions sought to be imposed would not take effect until the appeal had been
concluded adversely to the Applicants. The Magistrates would be entitled to uphold the conditions about which
complaint was made or to amend them as they considered appropriate.
From the Magistrates there would have been a right of appeal to the Crown Court and from the
Crown Court on any point of law there would be a possible right of appeal by way of case stated. In effect,
therefore, there was (and indeed still is) an alternative remedy for the Applicants provided by way of the
statutory appeal procedure.
It has been described as a cardinal principle that judicial review will not be granted where other
remedies are available save in the most exceptional circumstances.
I

..

So the trade can’t take conditions to Judicial Review; they have to go to Magistrates for a
decision……..but not, it seems, if the council involved types in the word POLICY instead of Condition
so that any challenge cannot go to Magistrates’ Courts and so there can no longer be any test of
reasonableness in these areas….however much the new changes may cost the trade such as -E5
emissions on brand new vehicles with no tinted windows and seats taken out painted pink or purple and of course if the trade do manage to challenge and lose that challenge they have to comply on top
of any legal costs.
Apart from the cost elements conditions of licence and deregulation, one of the biggest complaints
that lands on our desk is lack of enforcement. And this, we feel, could be one of the major saving
areas of this review.
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Councils have clearly indicated that the cost of taking offenders to court is an unacceptable financial
burden, especially as costs awarding against the offenders are negligible; they certainly do not cover
the expense of the proceedings.
Because of the Guildford report, the Westminster case, and Statutory Instrument 999 (2009), it would
appear that charging for enforcement on legitimate licence holders will be a no-no; and it is true to
say that our Association - along with many other associations in the country - is at this moment going
over councils’ accounts the length and breadth of the country with a fine toothcomb to find and test, in
line with R –v- Richmond upon Thames ex parte MaCarthy and Stone Developments Ltd, the
premise that a charge could not be made “unless the power to charge was given by express words or
necessary implication. Those last words imposed a rigorous test going far beyond the proposition
that it would be reasonable...”
I have supplied you with a copy of the councils’ fees, which survey we did in 2011, and which raised a
level of disbelief - especially in the area of operator licence fees – that appeared to be echoed by the
Law Commission’s economist.
For these reasons more than anything else, we have always supported the notion of fixed penalty
offences for all of those matters which are regarded as offences within our legislation. If shoplifting
can be dealt with by a fixed penalty, we do not see that the criminal intent behind illegal plying for hire
or touting, or indeed any of the other offences listed in the 1976 or 1847 Acts, amount to an equal or
higher degree of criminality.
But who is to do this? If we had a trained enforcement team across the country, the members of
which could be identified and certificated, and who were backed as the front line of enforcement and
the protection of the public, then this we believe would make a significant difference.
The fees for the fixed penalties would have to be of a level to deter: £50 for illegal plying for hire and
£60 for no insurance would not be much of a deterrent, but I believe that significantly higher charges
would indeed have the desired effect.

Proposals for change (how to fix it)
Conditions of licence: vehicles
As mentioned previously in this response, we cannot accept anything other than the London
parameter, and this should be used everywhere else in the country. Obviously the need to clearly
identify the two sides of the trade should still be maintained, but the wording of the London Act, if the
word “London” was removed, would form a very good draft of a replacement for the 1976 Act. In
particular the concept that the Secretary of State is the overall controlling figure would mean that
single parameters for the types of vehicle which can be licensed could be set nationally.
We do not see that any vehicle which has passed the severe tests imposed by the EU and UK
certification should or could be refused a licence. There is no reason on earth why a company in a
city centre should not run a fleet of Smart cars, however, there is no council in the country that does
not impose a minimum of four passenger seats as a basic licensing requirement. There are one or
two Smart cars already licensed around the country, but quite clearly the growth in smaller,
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emissions-friendly vehicles – or even electric vehicles – should be covered by the new legislation, to
save having to go through this again at a later date. And if it is the Secretary of State who sends out
the rule, that will solve this problem.
More importantly, consideration should be given to an enforcement role by VOSA, who already do by
far and away better enforcement procedures on the taxi and private hire vehicles than any council.
With private hire, operator licences could indeed be issued by the Commissioners of Transport, who
would apply the same rules on private hire companies as currently applied to bus and coach
operations. In short, the first line of enforcement should be by the operator.
Since 1976, we have not seen one single council set of operator licence conditions which support and
protect the public at ground-floor level. They do in part in London because of the requirement to have
a far greater paper trail record than exists in the rest of the country. But as we have said, vehicle
service records should be maintained by the operator.
The situation with regard to hackney carriage vehicles, whilst it could still come under control of the
Secretary of State, is somewhat more difficult. The Equality Act 2010 still lingers in the background,
as the DDA did for 15 years – non-functional. European Ministers say that the taxis in the UK should
be a mixed fleet. The disabled groups we have spoken to around the country say it should be a
mixed fleet.
At the present time, 65 councils have imposed an all-wheelchair accessible fleet, as can be seen from
my 2010 survey which you already have. Some of those councils have clearly destroyed their entire
taxi fleet by imposing London Conditions of Fitness in rural areas. Other councils – especially in rural
areas – have deregulated in favour of wheelchair accessible vehicles, whilst maintaining grandfather
rights for the existing trade. This is very often at the request of the existing trade to protect
themselves; but none of these ploys would protect the Government from having to do a cost
compliance exercise on the affordability of the Equality Act, as was done when the DDA came into
force – which is why it was non-functional for 15 years.
The result of that test, undertaken by Philip Oxley, was that a total WAV fleet was not affordable in
many areas, and not sustainable. It should be noted that the European document coming down in
favour of mixed fleets some five years later was also written by Mr Oxley.
The point is that whilst some councils have done a lot of work to ensure that wheelchair accessible
taxis are available, there are over 100 where accessibility is extremely poor. If it is perceived that it is
the hackney carriage trade that will be the front-line provider of this type of transport, then I strongly
suggest that the hackney carriage trade are returned to the status of public transport - which they
were until 1981. At this stage they could once again be an integral part of Local Transport Plans with
the County Councils and others involved, which, together with others involved, would permit the
placing of ranks in appropriate places; appropriate zoning to provide small ranks at local stations,
even in metropolitan authorities; and generally make functionality uniform around the country.
There are indeed many stations and airports where wheelchair accessible vehicles are not available.
I cannot logically see that any new legislation should distance itself or not work hand in hand with the
Equality Act.
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It is also essential that the ability of councils to zone or re-zone should be a crucial part of any future
legislation. The disasters being faced in Durham at the moment are a perfect example of why this
should happen.
On a final point concerning vehicles, regardless of local authorities’ views on the subject, the
requirement for all hackney carriages in any one area to be of a single colour is a financial burden for
the industry which is in my view entirely inappropriate. If councils want to pay for the vehicles to be
painted a certain colour, that’s one thing; but if the trade have to pay for special vehicles, boots,
bonnets or resprays, this would be too much of a financial imposition – especially if they have to go
through this every time they buy a new vehicle.
As Magistrates have pointed out in a number of cases that we have been involved in challenging the
imposition of a colour livery, it is extremely difficult for any member of the public to fail to observe a
brightly lit sign saying “Taxi” on the roof of the vehicle – which might give them a clue as to what type
of vehicle it is before they spot that it is blue, red or green in colour.
Drivers
We have a situation at the moment where more and more drivers of foreign nationality are entering
the industry; in fact in some areas, dominating the industry. Whilst we have no problem with race,
gender or nationality regarding licence holders, there is certainly some very strong evidence coming
forward on a daily basis of drivers getting lost, driving on the wrong side of the road, and being
involved in accidents. Certainly late at night when alcohol has taken hold of most of the populace
requiring transport, ignorance of the English language or a slurred destination can lead to excesses of
violence and racial abuse.
All other forms of transport in this country now require CPCs in order for the person to hold a licence.
We are strongly in favour of going in this direction for this industry. With regard to driving standards,
the DSA taxi driving test has now been in force and available for a good many years; we see no
reason why this should not be another basic entry level qualification. However, it is imperative that
waiting times for the DSA test must be tightened up dramatically; in some areas it is taking between
three and six months for an applicant to be tested, and companies are struggling to recruit drivers on
that basis.
One of our company members in Dorset has had 21 applicants for a licence in the last twelve months,
none of whom were able to pass the test – even though one of them was a qualified bus driver.
Clearly the parameters set for passing the test are far more draconian than any other driving test that
we are aware of. This has indeed led to the concept within the industry that the DSA has introduced
this taxi test merely as a money-spinner, rather than a way of improving standards. Amazingly, the
test is so draconian that some local authorities are using the test as a sundry punishment to drivers
achieving six points on their ordinary DVLA driving licence... “You will be suspended until such time
as you take and pass the DSA taxi test.”
Our only two levels of concern with the DSA test are (a) there are not sufficient examiners to enable
the test to be achieved in a reasonable time frame; and perhaps more importantly, (b) we believe that
any qualification of any sort, including driving standards, should be preceded by a level of training.
We are not aware if any of the driving schools teach the curriculum necessary to pass the taxi test.
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Some of us do remember, prior to the many changes in the legislation in the seventies with regard to
bus, coach and HGV transport, the introduction of similar sorts of standards has led to a level of
driver professionalism in those industries which is recognised and accepted by the population as
being a good thing. It was extremely unfortunate that when our 1976 Act came in, the same changes
for a better future were not introduced. It is time that these changes should be activated.
The qualifications are out there; they just need registering as a CPC with an exam-based test of
knowledge.
I am sure that the Law Commission is aware of the rape statistics with regard to drivers in the trade,
as you were kindly present at the meeting with ACPO at Scotland Yard. We are quite certain that
there is probably no formal method of ascertaining whether any particular driver will indeed develop
into a rapist. However, we strongly need an update in the appropriate way to treat convictions with
regard to the granting of licences. We have to say that the only document available to us at the
moment, widely known as Annex D, carries guidelines which are really not acceptable.
As an example, indecency offences: “As hackney carriage and private hire drivers often carry
unaccompanied passengers, applicants with convictions for indecent exposure, indecent assault,
importuning, or any of the more serious sexual offences should be refused until they can show a
substantial period (at least three to five years) free of such offences. More than one conviction of this
kind should preclude consideration for at least five years. In either case, if the licence is granted, a
strict warning as to future conduct should be issued.”
Can we please be a little bit more serious? The concept that a driver with three sexual offences
against him including one of rape, for which he has just served seven years, can come out and apply
for a licence – no thank you.
Operators
It is submitted that operators should merit the highest level of changes in the new legislation. There
are far too many unprofessional, unknowledgeable and unscrupulous operators licensed at this
moment. And under the current legislation, regardless of how many convictions these operators may
have had, the councils’ ability to stop these companies operating is virtually nil.
On revocation of the operator licence, the guilty party merely hands the business on to his uncle,
brother, cousin, who applies for a fresh licence in their name while the guilty party in the background
still continues to run the business. The new legislation should follow rules such as those applied in
the bus and truck industries, whereby once a licence is revoked, that means that the business is
closed down.
Having been in the trade for over 40 years, I can honestly hand on heart say that the inherent
knowledge of the rules, regulations and legislation understood by the majority of operators is
exceedingly low. A CPC qualification for operators, followed by a licence with stringent rules
attached, should be the target for the new legislation. Such requirements and qualifications should
also be a prerequisite for wholly hackney carriage companies as well.
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Local authorities
There are two national associations for licensing officers; both of those associations have national
qualifications which they teach on a regular basis. Why then are there 342 different sets of rules and
regulations up and down the country for our licence holders? That is simple: the 1976 legislation is
so weak that it clearly allows imaginative levels of both the conditions required by different local
authorities, and their enforcement procedures.
As I have stated previously, the concept (as in the London private hire legislation) that the Minister
should oversee licensing regimes would remove the formation and dominance of those regimes by
local councillors with party politics at the forefront, and negligible knowledge of taxis and private hire.
As we point out in our age policy document, most councils do not seem even to be able to use the
clear evidence they have within their grasp to control those operators who are prepared to run
defective and dangerous vehicles. We certainly do accept that many of the officers involved do not
have vehicle inspection certificates, which surely must be mandatory. I am not entirely sure that this is
possible within the review of our legislation, but I do think it is important.
We need one set of rules, parameters, requirements – which, when nailed to the wall in the licensing
department, will ensure that every licensed driver and operator in the country knows and follows the
same and totally understandable formula for earning a living and obeying those rules. The latest taxi
and private hire vehicle licensing and inspection manual from London (copy attached) may be
acceptable in that respect.
Enough is enough: this is the golden opportunity to accomplish this goal. If licensing stays with local
authorities, we accept that they may have local rules applying which might cover such things as
planning permission, enforcement checks and procedures, local topographical knowledge (or should
it be a requirement for satnavs in all private hire vehicles, and perhaps even taxis? At least Ministers
might be able to find their way to their hotel...)
And of course, if hackney carriages were to move back to the public transport sector, the ability to
manage that side of the trade within Local Transport Plans would be important.
Enforcement
As we have said, we are totally convinced that all taxi and private hire offences should be able to be
dealt with by fixed penalties. Those penalties would probably need to be issued by not just council
officers, but also the police and VOSA. At least the message would go out very quickly, and the
correct level of penalty, together with an appropriate fine level, would we feel finally bring illegal plying
for hire and touting to the end of its monotonously repetitive lifestyle.
We accept that the legislation with regard to illegal plying etc. does need quite a lot of clarification, but
I do feel that under the new legislation the gap between hackney carriage and private hire will in all
probability (touch wood!) be strongly clarified. And as the engine, gear box and wheels of the private
hire industry are run by mobile phones, the evidence of a pre-booking should perhaps be the be-all
and end-all of any defence against charges of illegal plying for hire. Either there can be clear-cut
proof that a pre-booking was made and is being activated by the arrival of the driver and the presence
of a passenger; or guilt is proven.
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It may well be that companies will have to give a booking number to the customer, or send them one
on their mobile phone, so that the driver can be assured he is picking up the right passenger. But
seriously, steps should be taken to stop this problem. Clearly the fixed penalty fine, together with the
no-insurance fine, should be substantial, and act as a warning to all other drivers.
Fees
I have provided the national list of licence fees to the Law Commission, which fees are hugely
revealing. The fact that an operator in one area should be charged between £100 and £200 for a
three-year licence, regardless of the number of vehicles he runs; whilst in the next area an operator
has to pay hundreds of pounds per vehicle per year, is not acceptable. And of course these fees,
together with aggressive rules and regulations, are the generators of cross-border stupidity. I have
provided the Law Commission with some evidence in this respect.
I understand that some councils have expressed dissatisfaction with fixed fees for liquor licences and
similar, but we see absolutely no reason why there should be such a huge difference in obtaining a
one-year licence.
We do appreciate that the Law Commission has suggested that the DVLA has ruled out the concept
of a taxi driving category on the driver licence, because of EU problems; but we still find it illogical that
all other transport drivers can obtain a licence which lasts them for years, if not for life; whilst our
drivers pay every year that they are in business. Perhaps this could change.

Conclusion
As the Law Commission will be aware, over the past year or so we have provided them with many
documents and pieces of information, which we have done in the hope that they would be able to
grasp a true understanding of the industry, its problems and its needs.
We appreciate that there are many others who have also assisted the Law Commission; but at this
important stage of the consultation, and planning for the future, we hope that the Law Commission
will continue to take information from the trade and talk to the trade. Also they will hopefully advise as
to what their plans might be for the future, so that with an ongoing consultation process with the
industry prior to going to Parliament, we will possibly achieve a green light from the industry to move
forward to Parliament, rather than design a method whereby only red lights are available, which
would lead to the trade being active and vociferous in lobbying Parliament to prevent changes.
This has been the case in the past; but we do, really do need changes. Let us hope we can get those
changes approved by the industry as a whole.
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Joe Tamassy
Hackney proprietor in Lancaster.
Sections:
A, Quality

B, Safety

C, Profit

A, Quality C, is a key factor to quality and high standards
B, C, is a key factor for safety to the trade and public
C, Profits in the trade will reflect on sections A and B.
I want you to know over 25 years I have been in the Heavy Goods trade as a driver
and have been involved in the logistics. I have had the good fortune to have been
involved with large commercial organisations as a result of being on the field as to
speak. I was regarded a pleasant helpful and on several occasions giving advice that
was helpful to who it concerned.
In Section A, Quality, I have seen Company’s quality’s fall dramatically by the key
factor of there profits falling Key C, the best will in the world can not change this key
factor as a result Company’s have to prioritise there funds to keep afloat. This has a
massive knock on effect with the morale of the people in the effected company’s from
managements to the shop floor.
Company’s that find them selves struggling has two other factors that affect them,
Quality A and Safety B.
The damage is done as a result in all the key factors A, B and C they go out of
business.
I have seen this time after time.
I have owned and worked in the private hire business for a good 9 months and my
intention was to enter the Hackney trade, which I did another 9 months on, and I
have seen both side of the trade and I believe that the Hackney side is keeping very
high standards. The Private Hire side ware there is no financial commitment have
unfortunately a few that do not adhere to sections A and B
I do believe that hackney side has a very high standard because you enter into buying
the good will of the business. Any Pearson that is passionate about a business and is
willing to pay and commit them self’s financially is a very clear indication they will
be a high level to section A and B, with a reasonable profit at this moment as we are
all going through the world present financial climate.
As a result of profit the trade will reinvest in there vehicles, either keeping an older
vehicle in tip top condition or by buying new.
By deregulating the Hackney the third key section C, will come in to effect and
followed on by A and B.

People that have bought the good will of a Hackney business are investing long term.
Deregulation will force financial melt down. Forcing bankruptcy.
There is no benefit the public and the country.
Would you in your position give a portion of you pay to the members of staff that
dose a lot of good work or even to take this further all the staff in your work place to
be on the same level of pay. I don’t think so, were would there be progress ambition
moving forward.
Why would you put your self in a position taking on responsibility for the same pay as
a member of staff that could have an easy position? There is no sense in this factor.
If you want a free market then make sure that it benefits all concern just look at New
York, yellow cabs, yellow cabs and more yellow cabs. They all struggle, the key
factor C, again.
I have seen a documentary on this, were there is corruption in the trade.
What you need is a transport system that benefits all. (With out congestion)
Bus services with regular routes.
Private Hire that can be phoned and pre book journeys.
Hackney at ranks, and for the conveniences of customers to flagged down a cab when
needed.
And a good rail network system.
A last word on profits, (if you have one burger stall on the high street as a street
trader, would you issue a licence for ten others on the same street, don’t think so.
The public needs variety and the burger stall would struggle because of the
(deregulations) (A FREE FOR ALL.) There is only so much money to go around.
Resolution:
Any person wanting to enter into the taxi trade can do so through the private hire
sector, because there are no limits (As I did).
This gives any person a good understanding of what is involved.
An apprentiship and work experience of the trade.
Then any person that wants to then enter into the Hackney side can do so by buying
the good will of an established business.
This is total commitment and up holding high quality for a good carrier.
There are always opportunities available to do this, (As I did)
Great Briton was great once because of its common sense and proven institutions.
The world looked up to us ounces, as setting standards.
Continue deregulating and changing the structure of any proven formula, you
undermine the solid foundations.
Building a house on bad foundations is a no brainer.
Yours Faithfull Joe Tamassy

David B Wilson, a2z Licensing
3 Biddick Hall Cottages, Lambton Park, Chester-le-Street DH3 4PH
Response to Law Commission consultation paper number CP203
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

David Wilson is a licensing consultant and was formerly a local authority licensing
manager and before that spent almost 20 years working in private legal practice as a
litigation executive.
David’s response to the Law Commission’s consultation paper number CP203 regarding
its provisional proposals and questions in relation to reforming the law of taxi and private
hire services is contained in the following tabulated schedule which, for convenience and
clarity, repeats the provisional proposal or question and then provides his response and, if
appropriate, details the reasons for his view and sets out any additional information, which
is thought also to be relevant.
In addition to those matters specifically raised by the Law Commission in its consultation
paper, David should wish to take this opportunity to share information and comment on:
Department for Transport: Best Practice Guidance
Following the publication of the latest Best Practice Guidance in March 2010, David
conducted research of all 316 councils with responsibility for taxi and private hire
licensing in England and Wales.
An analysis of the results is included with this response to the consultation.
However, from the responses received, it would seem that a staggering 51.43 per
cent of local authorities had no intention of adopting policies and procedures that
would advance consistency across England and Wales, as promoted by the Best
Practice Guidance.
Amalgamation of hackney carriage zones and adoption of the 1976 Act
Of the small number of councils that David has had cause to challenge since May
2009:


Sunderland City Council claims to have amalgamated hackney carriage
zones into a single controlled district, but then divided it into three and latterly
two artificial zones.



Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council, relying upon the presumption of
regularity, satisfied the District Auditor that it had probably amalgamated
hackney carriage zones and adopted the 1976 Act throughout the borough,
but agreed to regularise the position by doing so now / again, because it
accepted that it could not necessarily prove matters to the necessary
standard in the event of them being relevant in a criminal case.



Tunbridge Wells Borough Council accepted at a Meeting of its Licensing
Committee on 29 February 2012 that it did not in fact have two zones, but
was a single controlled district.

Tinted glass
Whilst tinted glass is undoubtedly a detail beyond the scope of this review by the
Law Commission, the need for all decisions to be evidenced based is highlighted in
the enclosed documentation, which shows how difficult it was to overturn a long
established policy that had never been founded on anything other than a genuinely
held fear.
Should the Law Commission require clarification of anything within this response or the
accompanying documents, it should not hesitate to contact the author, namely:
David B Wilson, Licensing Consultant
a2z Licensing, 3 Biddick Hall Cottages, Lambton Park, Chester-le-Street DH3 4PH
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OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation should continue
to distinguish between taxis,
which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on
the street and wait at ranks,
and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept prebooked fares.

Yes, the distinction
should be retained
between hackney
carriages (taxis)
and private hire
vehicles (prebooked taxis).

The retention of a two-tier regime is
the only way to ensure, as best one
reasonably can, there is reasonable
provision of licensed vehicles to
meet the two distinct consumer
markets, i.e. immediate hire that
tends to be local in nature and prebooked, which may be local or longdistance, as in the case of airporttransfers.

Furthermore, whilst a single-tier regime
might at first seem the best from the
perspective of consumers and
regulators alike, if taxis could do all
types of work anywhere in England
and Wales, rural areas might lose a
valued and valuable part of the rural
public transport infrastructure.
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If a single-tier regime were to restrict
taxis to plying for hire in the area of the
licensing authority with which the
vehicle was licensed, the effect would
be to have a two-tier regime that is
less distinctive to the consumer than a
genuine two-tier regime that promotes
local taxi services and a national
regime for private hire (pre-booked
taxi) services. All vehicles would be
taxis and all would be able to do prebooked work, but only a taxi in the
area in which it was licensed could
stand and ply for hire.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

London should be
included, with
appropriate
modifications,
within the scope of
reform.

Yes, London should be
included in the reform, but
there should be no need
for modification over and
above those that would be
capable of being exercised
by any other licensing
authority.

If London is included, without
modifications, the pre-boked taxi
(private hire) regime would be the
same as the national standard applied
throughout the rest of England and
Wales.

If licensing authorities were permitted
to set additional criterion for taxis,
Transport for London (like many other
licensing authorities) could retain its
requirements in relation to wheelchair
accessibility; tuning circle; separation
of driver and passenger compartments;
and exhaust emission standards.
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If every licensing authority was given
the power to impose additional
requirements in relation to the
specification of taxis and testing of
drivers there would be no need to
make special provision for London,
because every licensing authority
would have the powers they may need
to set these matters locally.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 3
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The regulation of taxi and
private hire vehicles should not
be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with
the services of a driver.

Yes, regulation should
focus on road passenger
transport services that are
provided with the services
of a driver for the carriage
of up to eight passengers.

To do otherwise might
allow some providing
passenger transport
services to escape proper
regulation, simply because
they provide the service
with a type of vehicle not
included.

To avoid people unfit to be licensed as
a taxi / private hire vehicle driver from
being able to drive a ‘small PSV’ under
a PSV licence, new legislation should
prohibit a PSV operator from using any
vehicle with fewer than nine passenger
seats, unless to do so would
contravene EU law.

(Page 164)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 4
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be (and if
so what) advantages to
restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that
require a driving
licence?

No, there would be
no advantage to
restricting licensing
to motor vehicles
that require a driving
licence.

To restrict licensing to only motor
vehicles that require a driving
licence would be to fail to protect
the public by ensuring that such
non-motorised vehicles were safe
and that the driver did not present a
danger to passengers.

It is appreciated that this might result in their
being a range of driver licences - such as
those for motor cars; motorcycles; horse
drawn vehicles; or self-propelled vehicles,
such as rickshaws; limousines and novelty
vehicles – but each category of driver licence
would need to have specific requirements.
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For example, the level of physical fitness
required for the driver of a self-propelled
vehicle is likely to be much greater than that
for the driver of a motor car; the driver of a
horse drawn vehicle ought to also have
specific equestrian knowledge, skill and
experience; and the driver of a limousine
might also need to have experience of
driving PSVs or HGVs on the continent in
order to demonstrate competence to drive
large vehicles from a kerbside driver’s seat.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 5
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Public service vehicles should
be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight
or fewer passengers.

Subject to it being made illegal for
a public service vehicle to be used
as a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), public service
vehicles should be expressly
excluded from the definition of taxi
(hackney carriage) and pre-booked
taxi (private hire) services; and only
apply to vehicles capable of
carrying up to eight passengers.

Currently, because the legal position is
opaque, 9-16 passenger seat PSV
minibuses are used by private hire
operators to fulfil private hire bookings
for eight or fewer passengers, despite
the fact that the driver may be
someone who has been refused a
private hire vehicle driver’s licence or
has had such a licence suspended,
revoked or refused.
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Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 6
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

References to stage coaches charging
separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of
taxis.

Stage coaches and
charging at separate fares
should no-longer feature.

The method of charging should not be
the subject of regulation, unless it is
necessary to prescribe maximum
tariffs for taxis (hackney carriages).

(Page 166)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 7
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State
should consider issuing
statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner
about the licensing of
limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist
consistency

Yes, the Secretary
of State should
issue statutory
guidance regarding
the licensing of
limousines and
other novelty
vehicles.

It is only by applying consistent
rules across the whole of England
and Wales by statutory guidance
will the limousine and novelty
vehicle sector of the pre-booked
trade become recognised as
providers of vehicles and services
that do not endanger other road
users and that the vehicles and
their drivers are fit for purpose.

The main reason for supporting the
provisional proposal for the Secretary
of State to issue guidance is not that it
should be directed solely to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner, but that it should
also apply to licensing authorities in
respect of such vehicles that can carry
no more than eight passengers,
because this will address the current
inconsistencies that arise from the
different approaches of different
licensing authorities.
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The Secretary of State should also be
required to issue statutory guidance on
the application of the legislation
generally to ensure, as far as possible,
that there is consistency of application
by licensing authorities across England
and Wales.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 8
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The concept of “in the course of
a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to
limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport
is ancillary to the overall service.

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is
so often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

Currently it seems to be assumed that,
if a person is a registered child
minder, they are automatically suitable
people to engage in carrying children
as passengers in their motor vehicles.
However, the fact that someone is
considered to be suitable to care for
children does not also mean that they
are a safe and competent driver or
that their vehicle is maintained to the
standard one would expect of a
licensed vehicle.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between
the needs of public protection
and the desire not to overregulate, it may be that different
rules will need to apply to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or not as
their primary business.
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If that can be properly said in relation
to child minders, the same equally
applies to volunteer drivers.
Furthermore, the true status of
volunteer drivers is, at best,
questionable, when one considers that
there are licensed drivers moving to
the volunteer driver sector, because
they can earn more money tax free.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower
medical standard and their
vehicle might be subject to less
frequent testing.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 9
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

How, if at all, should the
regulation of taxis and
private hire deal with:

The definitions of taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi (private
hire) services should include every
possible arrangement in which a
passenger is carried by a vehicle capable of carrying only up to eight
passengers - with the services of a
driver.

Only by ensuring that the provision of all
road passenger transport services are
regulated will there be clarity for all,
whether they be a provider or user of
such transport services or a regulator of
them.

(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
(Page 170)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 10
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The power of the Secretary
of State and Welsh
Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible
enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire
licensing regimes

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

It is considered essential that there
should be national vehicle, driver and
operator standards in relation to private
hire (pre-booked taxi) services, because
those services are not geographically
restricted in the way that hackney
carriages (taxis) are restricted to
standing and plying for hire within a
small geographic area.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between the
needs of public protection and
the desire not to over-regulate, it
may be that different rules will
need to apply to those who
provide passenger transport
voluntarily or not as their primary
business.

To allow the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to do otherwise would
be to undermine an underlying objective
of reform – it would cause confusion,
rather than to create clarity.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower medical
standard and their vehicle might
be subject to less frequent
testing.
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However, it may well
be appropriate to apply
different rules to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or
not as their primary
business.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 11
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Weddings and funerals
should no-longer be
expressly excluded from
private hire licensing
through primary
legislation.

Wedding and funeral
cars and drivers (and
operators) should no
longer be exempt
from licensing.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to apply
different rules for those concerned in the provision
of only wedding and funeral cars.
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For example, whilst it may be inappropriate to
regulate the types of vehicles that may be used
for weddings and funerals, all vehicles must be
subject to roadworthiness testing, but the testing
of such vehicles may be less frequent than it is for
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles), because wedding and
funeral cars tend to have lower annual mileage.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 12
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be merits in
reintroducing the contract
exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to
set national standards? If so,
what modifications could be made
to help avoid abuse?

There should be no
possibility for exemption
from licensing, whether
that is by way of
reintroduction of contract
hire exemption or for any
other reason.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some road
passenger transport
services from licensing
cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to
apply different rules for those
concerned in the provision of certain
road passenger transport services.
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For example, for those engaged solely
in the provision of home to school
transport, it may only be necessary to
require the display of a modest
windscreen sticker, because identifying
the vehicle in the same manner as a
taxi (hackney carriage) or pre-booked
taxi (private hire vehicle) may lead the
public into believing the contract hire
vehicle is a taxi or pre-booked taxi.
Similarly, vehicles used to provide road
passenger transport ancillary to their
main business or voluntarily could also
be required to display a windscreen
sticker confirming the status of the
vehicle.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 13
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation of the ways
taxis and private hire
vehicles can engage
with the public should
not be limited to
“streets”.

Regulation of taxi and
private hire services should
extend to all locations and
circumstances in which the
public can engage those
services.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be
justified.

The only services that are outwith the current
legislative scheme is the immediate hiring of
a vehicle with the services of a driver from
private land. Despite the fact that such
services could be provided with unlicensed
vehicles and drivers, they seem generally to
be provided by taxis or private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis).
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Often a land-owner, such as a port or airport,
may choose to contract with a private hire
operator, because a private hire operator
can guarantee to provide the quantity of
vehicles and quality of service the landowner requires.
Whilst private land should no longer fall
outwith regulatory control, the commercial
freedom of a land-owner to contract with a
provider of their choice should not be
restrained by restricting the provision of road
passenger transport services to only taxis.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 14
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Is there a case for making special
provision in respect of taxi and
private hire regulation at airports? In
particular, where concessionary
agreements are in place should
airports be obliged to allow a shuttle
service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank?

Whilst it probably ought not be
necessary, because to restrict a
consumers access to other service
providers would appear likely to be
a restraint of trade, it would probably
be prudent to make express
provision for equal access to be
given to all pre-booked taxis
(whether they be hackney carriages
or private hire vehicles) as is given
to the concessionary provider.

It is inherently unfair to force the
consumer to use the
concessionary provider or to suffer
inconvenience and unnecessary
expense to exercise consumer
choice and use their provider of
choice.
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A shuttle service should not be
necessary – indeed, to make
provision for such a service would
only make it even more difficult for
the consumer to use their provider
of choice.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 15
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The defining feature of
taxis, the concept of
“plying for hire”, should
be placed on a statutory
footing and include:

“Plying for hire” should not be defined, because it
seems incapable of being expressed in such a way as
to comprehensively define the activity, as alluded to by
the fact the provisional proposals refers to “a nonexhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire”.

(a) references to
ranking and hailing;

If legislation was to make all provision of road
passenger transport by a vehicle of any type capable
of carrying up to eight passengers and provided with
the services of a driver illegal unless licensed or
exempt from the provisions of the Act, defining “plying
for hire” could be avoided.

To provide a definition
that is not going to
comprehensively
define “plying for hire”
would be likely to give
rise to more litigation
over what is (and is
not) plying for hire.

The suggested
approach is one that
has been used in
other licensing
legislation, most
recently in the
Gambling Act 2005,
section 33.

The fact that the courts
have not managed to
comprehensively
define the term in over
170 years tends to
support the argument
that it is indefinable.

In this regard, the
activities for which an
operator would need
to be licensed will
need to be precisely
defined to include
every situation in
which a booking is
invited, accepted or
managed for the hire
of a taxi (hackney
carriage) or prebooked taxi (private
hire vehicle).

(b) a non-exhaustive list
of factors indicating
plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate
accommodation of the
legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)

With regards to the licensable activities, legislation
could provide that pre-booked work had to be booked
with an operator and could be undertaken by a taxi
(hackney carriage) or pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) driven by a person with the relevant licence (a
term that would also require definition); and that work
booked in any other way could only be undertaken by a
taxi (hackney carriage).
In approaching the matter in this way, the need to
define the historically indefinable “plying for hire” is
avoided.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 16
Term of question or Response
provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

The concepts of
hailing and ranking
should not cover
technological means
of engaging taxi
services.

A hiring that is made by a customer
using, for example, a smartphone
application to hire a nearby taxi (hackney
carriage) is still managed and arranged
by a computer system within someone’s
control; and that person should
accordingly be licensed as an operator,
wherever they are in the world, because
the service is accessible in England and
Wales.

In order to avoid the risk of the
legislation not reflecting the state
of technology in the future, the
statutory definitions ought to
focus on the relationships
between parties and not the
means of communication.
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As hailing and ranking are
both means by which a
customer directly engages
with the driver of a taxi
(hackney carriage), a hiring
made in any other way
would be a pre-booking and
ought to be regulated
accordingly.

Whilst the hiring may appear to the
customer to be instantaneous on their
smartphone application, the reality is that
the hiring has been made through a third
party in exactly the same as it would be if
they walked into the booking office of an
operator or telephoned them.
The means by which the customer makes
the booking is unimportant; the fact that
the booking is made with or through
another is the important factor that should
necessitate the provider of the service
being licensed as an operator.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 17
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would there be advantages
to adopting the Scottish
approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements
made in a public place”
instead of “plying for hire”?

If the Law Commission rejects the
suggestion made in relation to
provisional proposal 15 that it should not
seek to comprehensively define “plying
for hire”, it may be that the provision
provided by section 23(1) of the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982 could
found the basis of a definition, but does
the reference to “or a person acting on
his [the customers] behalf” inadvertently
legitimise the activities of touts?

Whilst it is acknowledged that the
Scottish definition is less vague than
“plying for hire”, it still seems to be
imprecise and capable of legitimising
the activities of touts that would
otherwise be criminal by virtue of
section 167 of the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994, which does not
apply in Scotland.
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For the reasons already given in
response to provisional proposal 15, it is
considered most desirable to avoid
defining the indefinable.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 18
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

The concept of
compellability, which
applies exclusively to
taxis, should be retained.

Whilst compellability should be
retained, the circumstances in
which a driver would not be
compelled to carry a passenger
should also be expressed in
legislation or regulations made
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

It would be inappropriate to compel a taxi
driver to carry a passenger when to do so
would present some real danger to the driver,
the passenger or anyone else.
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For example, a taxi driver ought to be able to
refuse to accept a hiring if by doing it he would
be required to undertake a long journey when it
would be unsafe for him to do so, because of
the hours he had already worked.
A taxi driver should also be able to refuse a
hiring when the passenger presents a serious
risk to the safety of the taxi driver or appears
likely to soil or damage the taxi.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 19
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Pre-booking would continue to
be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover
all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.

Pre-booking should remain
the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle, which
might be better called a “prebooked taxi” as the term
accurately describes what
the public already perceives
it to be.

If two-tiers are to be retained, as
provisionally proposed by the Law
Commission and agreed herein,
the intention should be to preserve
the distinction between the two
types of licensed vehicles, whilst
bringing the legislation into the
twenty-first century.

The pre-booking of a taxi
(hackney carriage) by any
means other than in person
with the driver should also
be regulated as a prebooking that would have to
be made with a licensed
operator.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 20
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Leisure and non-professional
use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional
purposes at any time unless
the contrary can be proved.

The use of taxis
(hackney carriages) and
pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles)
for leisure and nonprofessional use by
unlicensed drivers
should be permitted.

On the basis that a private hire
vehicle (pre-booked taxi) can only
be hired through a licensed
operator, the vehicle should never
be capable of being immediately
hired and, if it is, the driver,
whether licensed or not, does (and
one would assume, would) commit
a criminal offence.

Rather than create a statutory
exemption to permit unlicensed
drivers to use taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) for leisure
and non-professional use, this
could be included in regulations
that could be easily revised,
amended or repealed, as
appropriate in the future.
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Whilst there is a risk of a taxi
(hackney carriage) being mistaken
by the public as being available for
immediate hire when driven by an
unlicensed driver, the driver does
(and one would assume, would)
commit a criminal offence.
The risks could be reduced by
applying national standards for
taxis to demonstrate availability for
hire, because not all licensing
authorities currently require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to display an
illuminated “for hire” sign.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 21
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements.

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should be required to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi (hackney carriage) and prebooked taxi (private hire) licensing.

It is only by applying
statutory guidance across
the whole of England and
Wales that consistency will
be achieved.

For the avoidance of
doubt, this should be a
mandatory requirement
and not a discretionary
power.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 22
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis” and
“private hire vehicles”
respectively. References
to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis”
and “pre-booked taxis”
instead of “hackney
carriage” and “private
hire vehicles”
respectively.

The word “taxi” is used by the
public to refer generically to both
types of vehicle, with the
majority having no
understanding or appreciation of
the differences.

The adoption of such terminology would
make it easier to educate the public of
the distinction between the two types of
vehicles and the services they provide.

For example, it can be said that all taxis
can be pre-booked, but that only a taxi
A change of terminology to “taxi” can be hailed in the street or hired from
and “pre-booked taxi” would
a rank in the area of the licensing
best describe the two types of
authority with which it is licensed.
vehicles and the services they
It is accepted that this is not as simple
provide in familiar terms, which
as it would be, if a taxi could ply for hire
the public would readily
anywhere within England and Wales,
understand.
but to permit that would be to delocalise taxis and negate any possible
need for quantity controls or to address
some authorities need to demonstrate
their civic pride.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 23
Term of question or provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should private hire vehicles be able to use
terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination
with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion?

If hackney carriages were called
“taxis” and private hire vehicles were
called “pre-booked taxis” there would
no longer be a need to address
secondary terms and their use.

The terms “taxi” and “prebooked taxi” would provide
the clarity that is needed
for the benefit of the public.

(Page 186)

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Taxi and private hire
services should each
be subject to national
safety requirements.
(Page 188)

National standards
should apply to taxi
(hackney carriage) and
pre-booked taxi
(private hire vehicle)
roadworthiness
standards; driver
standards; and
operator standards.

The phrase “national safety standards” is capable of
meaning different things to different people.

For the same reasons,
national standards
should also apply to
drivers and operators.

For example, it might be thought by some that Transport
for London’s current requirement for there to be a
screen separating the driver and passenger
compartments of a taxi to be a matter of safety that
ought to form part of the national safety standards.
Whilst such a screen provides mutual protection to
driver and passengers from each other, it is concerned
with a matter of safety that would be best left to local
licensing authorities.
“National safety standards” must adequately and
appropriately address roadworthiness; and any
additional locally set standards - regarding such matters
as partition screens, CCTV, exhaust emissions, turning
circles, and matters of civic pride – must not be wrongly
and misleadingly described as being “higher standards”.
Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every licensed
vehicle of either type ought to meet an appropriate
safety standard. The only way to achieve this is to set
national standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation to taxis
(hackney carriages).

In relation to drivers
there should be a
national standard for
the licensing of
drivers, albeit with an
ability for a licensing
authority to restrict the
driving of a taxi to a
driver who has also
passed its local
topographical
knowledge test, if the
licensing authority has
determined it
necessary to have
such a test.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 25
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

National safety
standards, as
applied to taxi
services, should
only be minimum
standards.

National safety
standards should not
be regarded as being
the “minimum
standards”, but the
“national safety
standard”.

The imposition of additional standards
concerning matters of civic pride and
exhaust emissions could never genuinely
be regarded as being matters of safety.

It is equally true that drivers should not
need protecting from their passengers,
but regrettably, as there are some
unsuitable people licensed and
working as drivers, it is a far more
common occurrence for a driver to be
the victim of the behaviour of
passengers.

(Page 189)

Any additional
standards that may be
imposed locally would
not generally or
necessarily be matters
of public safety,

Whilst it may be argued that matters of
turning circles, partition screens and
CCTV are matters of safety, it can equally
be argued that it would be safer for drivers
not to execute U-turns made possible by a
tight turning circle; for passengers not to
need protecting from drivers or to need the
protection afforded them by CCTV
systems.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 26
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National safety
standards, as applied to
private hire services,
should be mandatory
standards.

National safety standards
for private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should be mandatory
standards.

Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every
licensed vehicle of either type ought to meet an
appropriate safety standard.

(Page 189)

The only way to achieve this is to set national
standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation
to taxis (hackney carriages).

Additional comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 27
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire services would
not be subject to standards
except those related to
safety. Requirements such
as topographical knowledge
would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.

It is agreed that
private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should not be
subject to standards
except for those set
nationally.

Whilst some would argue that
topographical knowledge is a matter of
safety, that is not accepted and
evidence from across England and
Wales, but particularly from the
experience within London, shows that
the pre-booked taxi (private hire) market
operates perfectly well without the need
for a topographical knowledge test.

The introduction of national
standards will not only provide a
consistent level of safety
previously unknown to the public
in relation to the taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi
(private hire) markets, but will
also liberate those industries.

(Page 190)

Drivers will have a new freedom
to move from an operator in one
area to one in another area,
without needing to incur the
expenses and delays that
currently exist in licensing with a
second authority.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 28
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should local standard-setting
for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect
of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local
standards for private hire
vehicles are valuable?

All standards
should be set
nationally for prebooked taxis
(private hire
vehicles).

To allow a local licensing authority
the ability to impose local
conditions regarding signage or
any other matter will only create
the risk that vehicle owners or
operators would choose to license
vehicles with the licensing authority
whose standards they preferred.

The means of identifying either type of
licensed vehicle ought to be the
vehicle’s registration number and not
another number generated by the
licensing authority, which only means
anything to the licensing authority that
issued it.

(Page 190)

The national standard should
prescribe the means for identifying
a pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) and, save for prohibiting
that from being obscured, there
should be no other restriction
imposed nationally or locally.

Vehicle registration numbers are, of
course, already contained in a national
database, but are also capable of being
read electronically by ANPR (Automatic
Number Plate Recognition) systems.
If it were possible, it would be most
desirable for the identity of the licensing
authority to also be recorded on the
DVLA vehicle database and for every
licensing authority to have access to it.
In the event that was not possible for
whatever reason, every vehicle could,
as now, be required to display a plate
or some form of signage to show by
which licensing authority it is licensed.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 29
Term of question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What practical
obstacles might there
be to setting common
national safety
standards for both
taxis and private hire
vehicles?

There should be no
obstacles to setting
national safety standards
for licensed vehicles based
on motorcars, motorcycles
and minibus type vehicles,
because they already exist
as European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval,
Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests
provided by means of the
MOT tests relevant to each
class of vehicle.

The existing standards
should be adopted,
because they result from
levels of research,
development and testing
that are never going to be
capable of being matched,
let alone exceeded, by a
national advisory group.

In the event that national standards might extend
to matters of exhaust emissions or driver,
passenger or pedestrian safety in the event of a
vehicle’s involvement in a collision, the setting of
those standards are probably political in nature.

(Page 191)

National standards for
other types of vehicle,
whether they are selfpropelled by the driver or
horse drawn are likely to
be more problematic,
because there is not an
established national or
European standard.

If the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
decided to set standards in relation to the
European exhaust emission standards, they
would have to balance the benefits to the
environment of setting such standards against
the impact of scrapping perfectly good cars and
the financial costs to owners and the consumer
who ultimately pays for the vehicle through the
fares they pay.
Similarly, if the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers were to set standards in relation to the
European NCAP (New Car Assessment
Programme) safety standards, they would have
to balance the benefits that would arise only in
the event of an accident against the financial
costs to owners and the consumers who
ultimately pays for the vehicle through the fares
they pay.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 30
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should national conditions in
respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services
compared with private hire
services?

In the context of driver safety being
concerned with devices or equipment
intended to protect the driver, it should be
noted that many can also be said to provide
protection to the passenger.

(Page 192)

National standards should not extend to
driver safety (or, in this context, passenger
safety).

No driver should be
prevented from installing
such equipment that
they consider necessary
to provide for their
personal protection as a
driver.

Please see response to
provisional proposal 34,
which advocates allowing
a local licensing authority
to impose requirements
regarding partitions,
CCTV, etc.

However, nothing should prevent the
installation and use of measures to protect
the driver in either taxis (hackney carriages)
or pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles).
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 31
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and
private hire vehicles
should only cover
conditions relating to
safety.

All matters that
may be capable of
being set ought to
be capable of
being set
nationally by the
Secretary of State
and Welsh
Ministers.

If standards are not set nationally
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, a patchwork of
inconsistency will arise from the
different approaches that will be
taken by different licensing
authorities.

If Euro NCAP safety standards were to be set
by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers,
they should not be capable of being changed or
supplemented by a local licensing authority.

(Page 192)

Whilst many locally set standards
have been introduced with the best
of intentions, there are equally
many cases of licensing authorities
setting standards for no better
reason than wanting to be able to
claim that their standards are
higher than those of their
neighbour or the highest in the
region. Civic pride should not be
allowed to impede the efficient and
effective operation of road
passenger transport services that
form an integral part of the public
transport infrastructure and the
only part of it that operates door-todoor 24 / 7.

Whilst it would also be undesirable for a
licensing authority to set local standards for
exhaust emissions in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages), it might well be reasonable for them
to be empowered to restrict the use of taxi
ranks within the area of a Local Air Quality
Management Plan to taxis that meet higher
European exhaust emission standards.
On the basis that any such rank is likely to be in
a town or city centre, the taxi trade would be
encouraged to use newer vehicles with lower
levels of noxious exhaust emissions to access
the more lucrative ranks. However, such a
measure might also exclude some people from
the more lucrative ranks and prevent them from
earning sufficient to upgrade to a less polluting
vehicle.
Ultimately, such matters are probably for
political determination.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 32
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
national safety
standards should be
subject to a statutory
consultation
requirement.

If the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers were minded to
set standards other than the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle,
they should be required to
consult, but not otherwise.

If statute was to provide for the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle to
be the national standards with
power being given to the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set other standards,
following statutory consultation,
unnecessary consultation would
be avoided.

If the national standards were to
extend to matters beyond the
scope of the European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval, Single
Vehicle Type Approval and tests
provided by means of the MOT
tests relevant to each class of
motor vehicle, it would also be
necessary to have a requirement
for statutory consultation.

(Page 193)

Consultation in relation to other
types of vehicle, such as those
that are self-propelled by the
driver or horse drawn, should be
subject to statutory consultation.

As there are no nationally
recognised safety standards for
self-propelled or horse drawn
vehicles, statutory consultation
would be necessary.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 33
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

What would be the best
approach for determining the
content of national safety
standards? In particular
should the statutory
requirement to consult refer
to a technical advisory
panel?

The best approach would be to use
that which already exists across the
whole of Europe or nationally, namely
the European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant to
each class of motor vehicle

In the context of vehicle safety, there
are a great many people who would
believe they ought to be on any such
panel, but none of them have the
technical knowledge to make a
meaningful contribution to matters of
genuine safety.

(Page 193)

If the matters to be addressed by such
a panel, were matters such as signage,
it is unlikely that a panel would
contribute anything more than would
be achieved by statutory consultation
that would be open to a wider body of
opinion.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 34
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the
power to set standards
locally for taxis
provided above the
minimum national
standards.

Licensing
authorities should
retain the power to
set certain
standards locally for
taxis (hackney
carriages).

It is not unreasonable to allow a licensing
authority to locally determine matters in
relation to taxis (hackney carriages) in
respect of civic pride or in relation to incar safety, such as requiring a partition
screen between the driver and passenger
compartments or the installation of a
CCTV system.

The national standards for taxis
(hackney carriages) should express the
means of identifying taxis and the area
in which they are licensed to “ply for
hire”.

(Page 193)

That might be achieved by simply
requiring every taxi to display signage
on the front doors to state that it is both
a taxi and the area in which it may ply
for hire. For reasons of civic pride,
many licensing authorities already
require taxis to display a civic crest on
the front doors and this could be
refined to incorporate the information
required to be displayed by national
standards.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 35
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be
statutory limits to
licensing authorities’
ability to set local taxi
standards?

Whilst there should be nationally
set limits to the abilities of licensing
authorities to set local taxi
(hackney carriage) licensing
standards, because what may be
subject to such control may change
over time, such limits ought to be
prescribed by regulations to be
made by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

If the abilities of licensing authorities are
not constrained, there are a few that
would look for ever more ingenious ways
to distinguish their taxis from the rest of
the country for no better reason than civic
pride.

The ability to set local
standards could permit
the imposition of a
requirement for all taxis
(hackney carriages) to
be wheelchair accessible
vehicles, although no
one vehicles is yet
available that is
universally accessible to
all people.

(Page 194)

Whilst civic pride has its place, when it
serves no useful purpose and comes at a
cost, as it always does, to the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade, limits have got
to be set nationally.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 36
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should licensing authorities
retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or
operators?

Licensing authorities should
not have the power to
impose individual conditions
on taxi (hackney carriage) or
pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) drivers or operators.

To allow a licensing authority to
impose individual conditions creates
a risk that a licensing authority may
seek to impose individual conditions
on every driver or operator it
licenses, which would undermine
the objective of setting national
standards and conditions.

If it was considered necessary
to require an operator to close
their walk-in booking office to
the public between certain
hours, this could (and should)
be achieved through the
planning regime, because the
planning authority is best
placed to determine such
matters.

(Page 194)

If individual conditions were
genuinely imposed on an individual
driver’s or operator’s licence, it
would seem likely that the
justification would relate to a need to
prevent the individual from
breaching national conditions or to
address such a breach. If standards
and conditions are national, it
cannot be appropriate to allow
licensing authorities to use
individual conditions to raise or
lower the national standards.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 37
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should the powers and duties
of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?

Licensing authorities
should be compelled to
cooperate with each other
in relation to matters of
enforcement.

To create a statutory duty on licensing
authorities to cooperate with each other in
relation to enforcement matters not only
eliminates the risk of some failing to cooperate,
but could also address the issues that would
otherwise arise in relation to personal data and
the issues that relate to making a disclosure for
the purposes of preventing or detecting crime.
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Whilst such disclosure is permitted under
section 29(1) of the Data Protection Act 1998,
the person disclosing the personal data has to
satisfy themselves that the information they
disclose is relevant and, if they should wrongly
disclose personal information, they could face
prosecution and / or the Information
Commissioner could impose a monetary penalty
of the data controller.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 38
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Neighbouring licensing
authorities should have
the option of combining
areas for the purposes
of taxi standard setting.

Unless neighbouring licensing
authorities had the ability to merge their
areas together as one for the purposes
of taxi (hackney carriage) licensing,
there would be nothing to be gained by
only allowing them to set common
standards, which they could achieve
without an express statutory power.

If, as is provisionally proposed, taxis
(hackney carriages) are subject to
nationally set standards, all taxis will be
subject to the same standards, unless a
licensing authority exercises the powers
that may be given to them to impose
additional requirements.

(Page 196)

There would, therefore, be nothing to
prevent neighbouring authorities agreeing
not to set additional standards or to
agreeing what additional standards they
would wish to set, subject to neither
fettering their discretion; and both
consulting and having due regard to the
responses they were to receive to such
consultation.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 39
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
have the option to
create, or remove,
taxi zones within
their area.

Licensing authorities
should not have the
option to create or
remove taxi
(hackney carriage)
zones within their
area.

The retention of hackney carriage zones
that resulted from local government
reorganisation on 1 April 1974 (and
subsequent reorganisation of local
government) already creates problems,
because their boundaries no longer exist
for any other purpose and are therefore
difficult to identify.

For the purposes of simplifying the
administration of taxi (hackney carriage)
licensing, administration, enforcement and
operation, taxi (hackney carriage) zones
ought to be abolished and every licensing
authority should become a single
controlled district upon the implementation
of new legislation.
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To allow licensing authorities to create or
remove zones, as opposed to allowing
them to simply amalgamate them all into
one extending throughout the area of the
authority, would be to allow for the
creation of zones that would not
necessarily be based on any historic
boundary that is going to be even more
difficult to define, let alone to regulate the
activities of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trades in each different area.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 40
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power
to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at
certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing
authority?

Whilst initially seeming a practical
and logical way to address the
different levels of demand for
hackney carriages (taxis) at peak
and off-peak times, it would not be
useful to allow licensing authorities
to issue peak time licences.

In the event that there is no quantity
control restriction and an unlicensed
person may use a licensed vehicle for
social or non-commercial purposes,
there would appear to be no need for
peak time licences.

(Page 197)

If there is an ability for licensing
authorities to impose quantity control
restrictions, the introduction of peak time
licences would serve only to introduce
another licence that would create more
confusion, especially when it is
suggested that the times of peak time
licences would be determined by each
licensing authority.
Whilst potentially addressing a demand
issue, the introduction of peak time
licences is bound to confuse the public,
despite it being an objective of this
review to simplify the law.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 41
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire operators
should no longer be
restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only
within a particular
locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular
licensing authority.

Anyone concerned in inviting,
accepting or managing
bookings for taxis (hackney
carriages) or pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) must be
licensed to do so, but they
should no longer be restricted
from inviting bookings from
outside the area of the licensing
authority with which they are
licensed and permitted to fulfil
such a booking with a licensed
vehicle and driver, irrespective
of whether either is licensed by
the same licensing authority as
the operator.

If national roadworthiness
standards are set for licensed
vehicles and national standards of
fitness and propriety are set for
drivers, there would be no reason
to retain the link between the
licensing of vehicles, drivers and
operators, because every vehicle
and driver would meet the same
standards and ensure appropriate
standards apply nationally to
safeguard the public, as far as is
reasonably possible and
practicable.

It is thought highly unlikely that
the public are concerned with
the licensing standards set by
different licensing authorities,
because wherever they are in
the country, they would
reasonably expect the
standards to be reasonably
consistent and appropriate.
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In the circumstances, the public
probably only want to be able to
book a licensed vehicle with a
licensed driver with the operator
of their choosing.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 42
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

We do not propose
to introduce a
“return to area”
requirement in
respect of out-ofarea drop offs.

In relation to preboked taxis (private
hire vehicles) there
should be no
requirement to
“return to area”.

To introduce a “return to area”
requirement would not only be
damaging to the environment, but
would also result in fares being
increased to the detriment of the
consumer who would have to meet the
cost of such “dead mileage” in the fares
they would have to be charged.

On the basis that a hackney carriage is to
remain more locally linked to the area of the
licensing authority with which it is licensed,
it may be appropriate to require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to return to area, unless
it is to proceed to pick-up a pre-booked outof-district customer.
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Whether a taxi (hackney carriage) is to be
required to “return to area” may well be
influenced by other local circumstances.
For example, it may be appropriate to
require taxis (hackney carriages) to return
to the area in which they are licensed, if
there are quantity restrictions or
requirements for specific types of vehicles,
such as wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 43
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not
have the power to
regulate private hire
fares.

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi (hackney carriage)
fares charged in
relation to an immediate
hiring, but not in relation
to pre-booked journeys.

The regulation of maximum taxi (hackney
carriage) fares is probably necessary for
the protection of the consumer when
engaging a taxi (hackney carriage) by
immediate hiring.

The system for regulating
maximum fares needs also to be
reformed, because its current
structure prevents those member
of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trade from competing on price
from doing so unless their fare
structure adopts the same
distance and time increments as
those used by the licensing
authority.
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It is easy to imagine how vulnerable
someone would be to a driver exploiting
the consumer’s vulnerability, if they were
Licensing authorities
somewhere where there were few taxis
should not have the
(hackney carriages) at that particular time
power to regulate preor generally, if there was not a minimum
booked taxi (private hire level of consumer protection by the
or hackney carriage)
imposition of a maximum chargeable fare.
fares.
In the pre-booked market (private hire or
hackney carriage), because the
consumer has the opportunity to shop
around to secure the type and level of
service they desire at a price acceptable
to them, there is no need for a level of
consumer protection that does not apply
to other commercial contracts.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 44
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should taxis be
allowed to charge a
fare that is higher
than the metered
fare for pre-booked
journeys?

Taxis undertaking prebooked journeys booked
with an operator should not
be regulated by the
prescribed tariff that may
be set by a licensing
authority as the maximum
chargeable fare.

It is only necessary to protect the
consumer from potential exploitation in
circumstances in which they may be
vulnerable to exploitation.

It is important that the removal of fare
regulation for pre-booked hackney
carriage (taxi) journeys should only
apply when the journey is booked
through an operator, because
otherwise drivers would still have an
opportunity to exploit passengers
when they are vulnerable by virtue of
being in a vehicle from which they
may not be able to get out of,
because of the door locking systems
fitted to purpose built hackney
carriages.

(Page 200)

When a consumer has a freedom of
choice, as they do in the pre-booked
market, there is no reason why one
part of that market, namely the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade should be
regulated in a way that does not (and
should not) apply to the private hire
(pre-booked taxi) trade.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national driver
safety standards such as
the requirement to be a
“fit and proper person”
be either:

National standards should be
set out in regulations made by
the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, rather than
being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more
difficult to amend to reflect
changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, the ability
to assess a driver’s suitability has been
enhanced by the introduction of police checks
and thereafter the ability to conduct CRB
(Criminal Records Bureau) checks and skills
they might have needed have been largely
eradicated by the introduction of satellite
navigation systems, which can now be
integrated with an operator’s booking and
dispatch system, so the driver does not even
need to input the address details of the pick-up
point or destination.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 203)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a flexibility
that cannot be said for provisions set out in
primary legislation.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 46
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Vehicle owners should
not be subject to “fit
and proper” tests and
the criteria applied
would relate solely to
the vehicle itself.

Vehicle owners
should not be
subject to a “fit
and proper”
test.

Despite the fact that: (i) vehicle ownership
is capable of being used as a means for
organised crime to launder money; and (ii)
vehicles may be owned by people who
have a history of failing to maintain vehicles
and / or to use or permit vehicles to be
used in an unroadworthy or dangerous
state, on balance it is considered that these
are matters best left to the police, who
have greater powers to tackle them.

However, it may be prudent to include a
power for the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to make regulations in
relation to a “fit and proper” test for
vehicle owners, should a need be shown
to exist for such regulation.
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In the event that regulation is considered
necessary, it may be necessary to
consider introducing a licence that would
permit a person to own licensed vehicles,
so that a person would not have to prove
on every application that they were a fit
and proper person. The production of
such a licence could be a prerequisite to
applying for a vehicle licence.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 47
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national vehicle
safety standards be
either:

National standards should be set out
in regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, vehicle
standards have changed significantly with
the introduction of antilock braking systems,
traction and stability control systems,
reversing and movement sensors, improved
seatbelt systems, airbags, etc.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 205)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a
flexibility that cannot be said for provisions
set out in primary legislation.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 48
Term of question Response
or provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

Operator licensing
should be
retained as
mandatory in
respect of private
hire vehicles.

If it is necessary to regulate the
activity of inviting and accepting
bookings for private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) as it is at
present, the same benefits of
consumer protection should apply
irrespective of where the operator
is based in the world, if the journey
is to take place anywhere within
England and Wales.

The freedom to trade within Europe
needs also to be considered,
because it may well be perfectly
legal for someone elsewhere in
Europe to invite and accept
bookings for a pre-booked taxi
(hackney carriage or private hire
vehicle) and to direct that booking
to an operator in England and
Wales (or elsewhere in Europe) or
to sub-contract it to them.

(Page 206)

Operator licensing should not only
remain mandatory, but should be
extended to apply to anyone who
invites, accepts or otherwise
manages bookings for the hire of a
passenger carrying vehicle with up
to eight passenger seats with the
services of a driver, irrespective of
whether such booked journey is to
be undertaken in England and
Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
elsewhere within Europe or the
world.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 49
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should operator
licensing be
extended to cover
taxi radio circuits
and if so on what
basis?

Operator licensing should
be extended to anyone
who makes provision for
the invitation or acceptance
of a booking or is otherwise
engaged in managing such
a booking.

Operators and their staff come into
possession of a considerable amount of
confidential personal information, whether
it is a customer’s name and address;
information about when they are away
from home; and financial information
ranging from bank details to credit and
debit card information.

The licensing of operators also
serves to provide the consumer
with an improved likelihood of
being reunited with an item of lost
property, because records of
bookings and which vehicle and
driver fulfilled a particular booking
will also be recorded.

(Page 208)

In the circumstances, everyone who
engages in that activity, whether they are
concerned solely with private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) or hackney carriages
(taxis) the same safeguards provided by
licensing should apply.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 50
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The definition of
operators should not
be extended in
order to include
intermediaries.

The definition of operator
does not seem to exclude
those calling themselves
“intermediaries”; and they
should not be excluded
from the definition in the
future.

Because operators and
intermediaries are both engaged in
the same activity – providing a prebooked vehicle to a customer – they
both come into possession of a
considerable amount of confidential
personal information, whether it is a
customer’s name and address;
information about when they are
away from home; and financial
information ranging from bank details
to credit and debit card information,
they should be treated the same.

As the consumer will be unlikely to
distinguish between the activities of
operators and intermediaries, both
business types ought to be regulated,
because otherwise the public will deal
with intermediaries, not appreciating
that they do not have the same
consumer protections they would have
had, if they had dealt with an operator.

(Page 209)

Everyone who invites or accepts
bookings or manages bookings in any
way whatsoever ought to be licensed.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 51
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should “fit and
proper” criteria in
respect of
operators be
retained?

The standard of “fit and proper”
should form a national standard,
which should be set out in
regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Because operators and their staff come
into possession of a considerable
amount of confidential personal
information, whether it is a customer’s
name and address; information about
when they are away from home; and
financial information ranging from bank
details to credit and debit card
information, operators should continue to
be subject to a “fit and proper” criteria as
part of the licensing regime.

Everyone who engages in
inviting or accepting booking
or managing them, whether
they are concerned solely with
private hire vehicles (prebooked taxis) or hackney
carriages (taxis) should be
licensed.

(Page 209)
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 52
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Operators should
be expressly
permitted to subcontract services.

Operators should be
expressly permitted to
sub-contract to other
operators elsewhere in
England and Wales,
Europe or the world.

If the activities of inviting and accepting bookings
or managing them in any other way requires
regulation by licensing – and it is not suggested
otherwise – everyone who provides such facilities
ought also to be licensed, irrespective of where in
the world the operator is based.

It may be that certain people
providing these services could
be exempted from taxi
licensing, because they are
already adequately regulated
in that business.

Currently operators outside of London suffer a
commercial disadvantage in the national market
place, because they, unlike their London based
competitors, cannot sub-contract to an operator
outside the area of the licensing authority with
which they are licensed.

For example, it would probably
be unnecessary to require
travel agents to become
licensed under new legislation.

(Page 210)

More recently, companies elsewhere in Europe
have emerged into the UK market and seem to
be able to entirely legally accept bookings using
smartphone apps and other technologies, which
they then direct or sub-contract to licensed
private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators in
England and Wales.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 53
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Where a taxi driver takes
a pre-booking directly,
should record-keeping
requirements apply?

When a taxi (hackney
carriage) driver takes a
booking directly, they must
be required to have that
booking recorded by an
operator.

When a taxi (hackney carriage) is out of its licensed
area it is subject to the same restrictions as a private
hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi), namely it cannot stand
and ply for hire.
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In the circumstances, unless a pre-booked journey
that begins outside the area of the licensing authority
with which the vehicle is licensed, the driver will not
be able to prove that he had not unlawfully plied for
hire unless a booking record is kept by a third party,
the operator.
Whilst arguably a record-keeping requirement might
only need to apply to bookings that begin outside of
the area of the licensing authority that licenses the
vehicle, it would be impracticable to apply different
requirements to different bookings. In the
circumstances, every booking ought to be booked
with or recorded by an operator.

Additional
comment
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
no longer have the
power to restrict taxi
numbers.

Licensing authorities
should retain the
ability, as now, to
regulate taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers.

In some areas regulating
numbers is the only way to
prevent over-ranking and
obstruction (which can give rise
to public disorder), congestion
and pollution by oversupply.

In order to prevent taxi plates acquiring a value,
either because they are saloon plates in an area
that has since resolved to only grant new licences
to wheelchair accessible vehicles or where the
licensing authority has restricted the numbers of
taxis they will license, it is suggested that the
licences / plates should not be capable of being
transferred to another person, not even in the
event of death of the proprietor.

(Page 213)

Coincidentally, the creation of a single tier would
exacerbate those problems and create new
problems relating to when and where a single tier
taxi could stand or ply for hire.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 55
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What
problems
(temporary or
permanent)
might arise if
licensing
authorities lost
the ability to
restrict
numbers?

The affect, if any,
of licensing
authorities losing
the ability to
restrict taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers would be
likely to vary,
depending upon
what, if any, local
standards were
applied by the
licensing authority
in relation to the
licensing of taxis
(hackney
carriages) and
their drivers.

For example, if a licensing authority were to resolve to
only license new wheelchair accessible vehicles of a
particular colour and require drivers to pass a
knowledge test on par with that which currently applies
in London, one would not expect there to be any
significant change to occur, let alone for there to be such
degree of change to be categorised as a “problem”.

Whilst it can be argued that
operators should be able to
prevent drivers from abandoning
their radio circuits at times of peak
demand, the reality is that, even
with contractual requirements,
drivers could simply log off the
system and operators would have
no way of knowing whether the
driver had ceased working and
gone home or whether they were
working the streets.

(Page 213)

On the other hand, if a licensing authority were not to
apply any local standards for the licensing of taxis
(hackney carriages) over and above the national
standard for pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) and
drivers, there is likely to be a significant shift from the
private hire (pre-booked taxi) side of the trade to the
hackney carriage (taxi) side of the trade.
It is thought likely that the majority of the trade that were
previously private hire (pre-booked taxi) would continue
to service the pre-booked market most of the time, but
there is a real concern that, at times of peak demand,
drivers would opt to work the streets, if the fares they
were entitled to charge were higher than those that
would otherwise be charged for pre-booked work.

Many operators are unwilling to
engage in regulating the hours
worked by the self-employed
drivers who work from their radio
circuits, because they do not
employ the drivers and would not
wish to take the risk of being held
to have employed them by virtue
of the degree of control they then
had over them.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 56
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should transitional
measures be put in
place, such as
staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a
scheduled period of
time, if quantity
restrictions are
removed?

Over the years, many
licensing authorities have
found effective ways of
restricting or regulating entry
into the trade. In the
circumstances, staggered
entry into the trade ought to
be unnecessary.

If licensing authorities want to
discourage large scale migration into
the taxi (hackney carriage) trade
from the private hire (pre-booked
taxi) trade, they will do as they have
always done. For example, they will
impose requirements for new
wheelchair accessible vehicles and /
or introduce particularly difficult
knowledge tests.

Whilst the truth of the matter has
not been verified, it has been
claimed that in the two years
after Birmingham City Council
introduced a knowledge test for
private hire drivers, it achieved a
massive reduction in the number
of new entrants to the trade.
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It has been said that in those two
years, only two people out of 900
candidates passed.
Even if that is an exaggeration of
the truth, it would appear to be
true that entry was seriously
restricted by this means.
It is understood that Birmingham
City Council has now lowered
the standard of its knowledge
test for private hire drivers in
order to secure entrants into the
trade.
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should there be a separate
licence category for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles?

There should not be a
separate licence
category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.

The creation of a wheelchair accessible category of
vehicle would blur the distinction between the two tiers.

This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to
give priority to disabled
passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing
authority to make adequate
provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
(Page 217)

Whereas a limousine will only ever be pre-booked and
a pedicab will only ever be hired in the street,
wheelchair accessible vehicles must remain in both
tiers to ensure that the needs of wheelchair users are
met.
Whilst wheelchair accessible vehicles meet the specific
needs of those people who need them, so do estate
and MPV (multi-purpose vehicles) and no-one would
suggest they should be subject to separate categories
of licence.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 58
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should licensing
authorities offer lower
licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain
accessibility standards?

Licensing authorities should
not have the ability to offer
lower licensing fees for
vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards.

Whilst to allow licensing authorities to offer lower
licensing fees for vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards (or that meet certain
environmental standards) might at first seem
reasonable, if not desirable, the reality is that, if
there is not a nationally set scale of fees, owners
might well be tempted to licence vehicles with
remote licensing authorities that charge reduced
fees.

(Page 217)

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 59
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Do you have
any other
suggestions for
increasing the
availability of
accessible
vehicles, and
catering for the
different needs
of disabled
passengers?

The means of increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles – taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) – is probably beyond the
scope of this review and taxi licensing generally.

The need for the provision of accessible vehicles for
people with different needs and disabilities should be
addressed by local authorities, Integrated Transport
Authorities and Transport for London as part of their
responsibilities as transport authorities.

Providing a wheelchair accessible vehicle
and undertaking wheelchair accessible
work is economically unattractive to the
trade, because of: (i) the costs of buying
and operating a wheelchair accessible
vehicle; (ii) the inability to charge for all
the time spent undertaking such a job,
because a driver cannot charge for the
time spent loading, securing and
unloading a wheelchair passenger; and
(iii) the fact that fares can never be set at
a level to defray the unchangeable costs
of undertaking wheelchair work, because
to do so would then make the costs of
hiring such a vehicle uneconomic to ablebodied passenger.

In the same way as the Department for Transport
provides subsidies and grants in relation to buses and
trains, it should also do so in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) to
achieve an appropriate provision of accessible vehicles
of both types across the whole of England and Wales.

The conflicts between the current
irreconcilable issues concerning fares
can only be addressed by Government
subsidising the costs of purchase and
operation of a variety of vehicles
accessible to people with different needs.
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Despite being recognised by the Department for
Transport as an integral part of the public transport
infrastructure (and being the only part of it to provide a
demand responsive door-to-door service, 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year), it is the only part of it not to
receive Government grants and subsidies.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 60
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

We do not propose to
It is agreed that a
introduce national quotas national quota is
of wheelchair accessible unnecessary.
vehicles.
(Page 218)

Reason
The pre-booked market has and will continue to respond
to consumer demand. In the event that demand is not
met in the taxi (hackney carriage) market, licensing
authorities should have the ability to address that by
imposing local requirements in relation to the licensing of
taxis (hackney carriages), but should only do so in
consultation with the relevant transport authority.

Additional comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 61
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National standards for drivers of
both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness
training.

National standards for drivers of both
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) should
include recognised disability awareness
training as a distinct part of customer
care training.

Disability awareness training is
an important part of customer
care; and every customer ought
to receive excellent customer
service.

(Page 219)

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 62
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

In order to better address
concerns about
discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should
be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

Taxis (hackney carriages)
should be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

In relation to taxis (hackney carriages) and
private hire vehicles (pre-booked taxis) it is
important that customers know to whom they
may complain; and it is important that drivers
know that customers may easily complain
about bad behaviour or poor service.

(Page 219)

Pre-booked vehicles (private
hire vehicles and hackney
carriages doing pre-booked
work) should be required to
display information about how
to complain to the operator
and / or the licensing
authority that licenses the
operator.

In relation to pre-booked vehicles (private hire
vehicles and hackney carriages doing prebooked work), the information displayed
should provide details about how to complain
to the operator, who is likely to be able to deal
with the majority of complaints, and to the
licensing authority.
As pre-booked vehicles (private hire vehicles
and hackney carriages doing pre-booked
work), drivers and operators may not
necessarily all be licensed by the same
licensing authority, it would probably be most
appropriate to direct all customer complaints
to the licensing authority that licenses the
operator, because this will provide them with
the ability of monitoring an operator, which
would not otherwise exist if complaints went
to a number of different licensing authorities.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 63
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What would be the best way
of addressing the problem of
taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to
stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?

The issue is not one that genuinely affects
“disabled passengers”; it is one that affects
those who can be seen to have restricted
mobility, whether that is someone who
uses walking sticks or crutches or, more
likely, those using a wheelchair. Someone
who is blind cannot see to hail a taxi and a
taxi (hackney carriage) driver cannot see
the disability of someone who is deaf or
has a hearing impairment.

If the anecdotal evidence of
such despicable behaviour
by hackney carriage (taxi)
drivers is largely true, this is
something that must be
addressed by new
legislation.

.

(Page 220)

Any obligation to stop when hailed,
whether that applies only to those with a
visible disability or to everyone, would
have to be absolute with the driver being
entitled to dispute the complaint on the
suggested ground that it was not
reasonable or safe for them to stop.
The penalty, whether financial or
otherwise, would have to have such a
deterrent effect on drivers that they would
not generally consider it worth taking the
risk of not stopping for a passenger.

On the other hand, if there is
no truth to those allegations,
the imposition of an absolute
obligation would not
adversely affect the drivers
or anyone else.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should authorised
licensing officers
have the power to
stop licensed
vehicles?

Authorised
licensing officers
should have the
power to stop
licensed vehicles.

It is arguable that authorised licensing officers
already have the ability to require the driver of
a London private hire vehicle or a hackney
carriage or private hire vehicle in England and
Wales to stop, because to fail to comply with
such a direction may be dealt with as an
offence of obstruction (Private Hire Vehicles
(Act) 1998, section 27; Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, section
73).

The exercise of a power to stop a
licensed vehicle may have to be restricted
to an authorised licensing officer in
uniform, because otherwise the driver of a
licensed vehicle may have no reason to
know or suspect that a person
gesticulating at them is an authorised
licensing officer.

(Page 222)

Interestingly, the absence of a general
offence of obstruction appears not to have
created a problem to Transport for London or
its predecessor in carrying out enforcement in
relation to London cabs (hackney carriages).
It is accepted that such a power may not have
been required in London, because of the
previous role of the police and their on-going
involvement with enforcement in partnership
with Transport for London.

For example, if an authorised licensing
officer, who was not identifiable as such
by some form of uniform, gesticulated at
the driver of a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), the driver ought ordinarily
refuse to stop, because it would be illegal
for him to engage in plying for hire.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 65
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

What more could
be done to
address touting?
Touting refers to
the offence “in a
public place, to
solicit persons to
hire vehicles to
carry them as
passengers”.

Touting on behalf of (or by) members of the licensed private hire (pre-booked taxi)
trade might, in part at least, be addressed by licensing those who make provision for
the booking of a private hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi) remotely from the booking office
of a licensed private hire operator.
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If new legislation severed the existing link between the making of provision for the
invitation and acceptance of bookings and the operator’s booking office, making
provision for the invitation and acceptance of bookings could be permitted at
nightclubs (and other premises) and / or could be permitted in the street.
That having been said, there is a clear distinction between making provision to invite
or accept bookings and soliciting such bookings in contravention currently of section
167 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994.
Whilst it is probably unjustifiable to reclassify touting as a triable either way offence,
the maximum penalty could be increased to Level 5 on the Standard Scale (£5,000).
Despite the concerns of Transport for London (Law Commission, Consultation Paper
No 203, paragraph 5.17), fixed penalties could be introduced, because they might
represent an appropriate sanction to be used elsewhere in the country. The
introduction of fixed penalties would not “undermine the severity of the offence” or
prevent the police or a licensing authority prosecuting in an appropriate case.
Subject to bringing certain activities within the licensing regime, introducing fixed
penalties and increasing the maximum penalty upon summary conviction, the current
provisions of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 are probably adequate.

Reason

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 66
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be desirable and
practicable to introduce
powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and
private hire licensing rules?

Whilst it may be desirable to
introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of
licensing rules, the issues relating
to doing so make it impracticable
to do so.

If powers to impound vehicles were to apply to
unlicensed vehicles, there would be an issue as to
whether an authorised licensing officer could
require the vehicle to stop, let alone order the
driver and any passengers out of the vehicle,
before considering how they would be able to be
sufficiently certain that such a vehicle was being
used illegally to justify impounding a vehicle.

(Page 223)

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 67
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Should licensing authorities
make greater use of fixed
penalty schemes and if so
how?

Authorised officers of licensing authorities
should be given the ability to use fixed
penalty schemes, although it would be a
matter for each licensing authority, subject to
any statutory guidance being issued by the
Secretary of State, to decide on its policy in
relation to the use of fixed penalties.
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The current failure to use statutory fixed
penalty schemes is not a failure on the part of
licensing authorities, but a failure on the part
of the legislature to extend such powers to
licensing authorities and their authorised
officers.
All offences under any new taxi legislation
should be capable of being dealt with by way
of a fixed penalty or by a prosecution in the
magistrates’ court.
That having been said, it is imperative that
the licensing authority that issues a fixed
penalty or brings a successful prosecution
receives all of the fixed penalty fine (or a
proportion of the fine revenue) to fund further
enforcement in its area.

Reason

Additional comment
By providing for each
licensing authority to receive
all of the revenue from the
fixed penalties it issues and
a proportion of the fine
revenue (because it is
acknowledged that fine
revenue has also to
contribute towards the costs
of providing the courts) that
results from the successful
prosecutions it brings, it is
thought that this will ensure
that: (i) the costs of
enforcement will be met by
those who offend; and (ii)
that those licensing
authorities who need to do
the most enforcement will
receive the most funding to
enable them to continue to
do so.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Provisional proposal 68
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Enforcement officers should
have the powers to enforce
against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in
other licensing areas.

Enforcement officers should
have powers to enforce in
relation to any transgression
of the new law in the area of
the licensing authority by
which they are employed.

It is essential that,
irrespective of where an
offence is committed,
enforcement officers have
the ability to take
appropriate enforcement
action.

Unless private hire (pre-booked taxi)
operators are going to be permitted to
make provision for the invitation or
acceptance of bookings in the area of a
licensing authority by which they are
not licensed, it would seem unlikely, if
not impossible, that an operator would
ever be able to commit an offence in
another licensing authority’s area to be
subject to enforcement by an officer of
another authority.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 69
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Should crossborder
enforcement
powers extend to
suspensions and
revocation of
licences? If so
what would be the
best way of
achieving this?

Enforcement officers should have the ability to immediately suspend and
remove the plate (or other mark identifying the vehicle as a licensed
vehicle), if the vehicle is unroadworthy or thought to be unroadworthy.
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Whilst the ability to also suspend and revoke driver and operator
licences initially seems reasonable, there are unlikely to be
circumstances that would make the taking of such action necessary.
Although circumstances can arise in which it is necessary to
immediately suspend or revoke a driver’s licence, it is unlikely that such
matters would be notified to a licensing authority other than the one that
licensed the driver. In the circumstances, there is probably no need for
another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or revoke a
driver’s licence, because they can report any transgression to the
licensing authority that licenses the driver for them to take any
appropriate action.
Even if private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators can make provision for
the invitation or acceptance of bookings outside the area of the licensing
authority by which they are licensed (i.e. by providing a Freephone in a
supermarket in another licensing authority’s area), there is probably no
need for another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or
revoke an operator’s licence, because they can report any transgression
to the licensing authority that licenses the operator for them to take any
appropriate action.

Reason

Additional
comment
The ability to
immediately suspend
the licence of a
licensed vehicle is
already provided by
section 68 of the
Local Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1976, which
provisions were
incorporated into the
Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998,
section 9.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The right to appeal against
decisions to refuse to
grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private
hire licence should be
limited to the applicant or,
as appropriate, holder of
the relevant licence.

Whilst at first an attractive
proposition, it might be more
appropriate to extend all
rights of appeal to “any
person aggrieved”, but to
require leave to be granted
by the court (or Independent
Taxi Appeals Adjudicator –
see below) in all appeals,
except for those brought by
an applicant or licence
holder.

The circumstances in which it might be
reasonable to consider an appeal by
someone other than an applicant or
licence holder are very rare, but there are
circumstances in which a statutory right of
appeal is probably more appropriate than
forcing a potential appellant to pursue
their challenge by way of judicial review.

Whilst currently some rights
of appeal extend to “any
person aggrieved”, the
reality is that the majority of
such decisions are made in
private, by virtue of a
resolution to exclude the
press and public under the
Local Government Act
1972, section 100A(4) and
Schedule 12A (as
amended), and
consequently only those
involved in the matter are
ever going to have
sufficient knowledge to
enable them to pursue an
appeal.
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For example, if having heard evidence
from a young female passenger of
alleged improper sexual behaviour
towards her by a licensed driver, a
licensing authority decided to allow the
driver to retain his licence, the passenger
would be permitted to apply for leave to
appeal, rather than having to consider a
judicial review, which is a complex and
costly process.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 71
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The first stage in the
appeal process
throughout England
and Wales, in respect
of refusals,
suspensions or
revocations should be
to require the local
licensing authority to
reconsider its decision.

No, appeals
should, in the
first instance, be
heard by an
Independent
Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

To be impartial and seen to be impartial, an internal
review panel would need to be comprised of
independent members as well as councillors. If the
combined allowances of an independent chairman
and an independent member were £10,000 per
annum per licensing authority, the total additional
annual cost would exceed £3 million .

As the ITAAs would replace the
magistrates’ court and avoid the
need to introduce internal review
panels, appeals from a decision
of an ITAA could lie to the crown
court.
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If England and Wales was served by seven
Independent Taxi Appeals Adjudicators (ITAA), as
HGV and PSV licensing is served by seven Traffic
Commissioners, the total salary cost would be less
than £700,000 presuming salaries were no more
than those paid to Traffic Commissioners.
The introduction of ITAAs need not come at
significant cost, because they would not need offices
or hearing centres, if they heard appeals at the
offices of the council against whom an applicant or
licence holder was pursuing an appeal.
ITAAs would overcome the concerns of magistrates
lacking specialist knowledge and, as they would
each operate across one of seven regions, achieve
a previously unrivalled degree of consistency.

If ITAAs were to be appointed to
regions covering the areas of
many licensing authorities, they
should be appointed by the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 72
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Appeals should continue to
be heard in the magistrates’
court.

All appeals should be heard
in the first instance by an
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

Unlike councillors and lay
magistrates, an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (ITAA) would
be someone with specialist
knowledge, experience and
training in taxi licensing law.
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Their role would be very similar to
those of the Traffic Commissioners
appointed under The Public
Passenger Vehicles Act 1981 (as
amended).
It is anticipated that an ITAA would
be able to manage their own
administration – organising their
own hearings diary and preparing
the notices of their own decisions.
They would not need offices or
hearing centres from which to
work, because they would hear
appeals at a venue provided for
the purpose by the licensing
authority and work from their own
homes.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Question 73
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be an onward
right of appeal to the Crown
Court?

Yes, there should be an
onward right of appeal to the
crown court from the decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or a
magistrates’ court, if
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators are not
introduced).

If there was no onward right of
appeal to the crown court, the
effect would be to deny justice
to those who could not afford
to pursue an appeal by judicial
review in respect of a decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or by
case stated to the Divisional
Court, if Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicators are not
introduced).

It is thought that the number of
appeals from magistrates’ courts
to the crown court are already
relatively few; and it is hoped
that the introduction of
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators would further
reduce the number of such
appeals.
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Is there consistency?
Or put another way, do councils follow the “Taxi and Private Hire Licensing: Best
Practice Guidance” issued by the Department for Transport?
This document contains a summary and an analysis of the responses received from
councils, in answer to a request made of each of them in March 2010, following the
publication by the Department for Transport of the latest version of the said Best
Practice Guidance.

1.0

Background

1.1

The Department for Transport, having issued its first “Taxi and Private Hire
Licensing: Best Practice Guidance” in October 2006, issued revised and
updated guidance in March 2010.

1.2

As it appeared that no research had been undertaken to ascertain what, if any,
impact the first Best Practice Guidance had on increasing levels of
consistency amongst councils across England and Wales, I conducted a
survey of all 316 councils responsible for taxi and private hire licensing in
England and Wales, outside of London.

2.0

The survey

2.1

In an attempt to maximise responses, the survey was constructed in such a
way that it could be completed quickly, without necessarily requiring the
individual completing the survey to refer to any other documents and / or to
undertake any research.

2.2

The survey was a single page questionnaire that consisted of three parts,
namely:
Part 1

The name of the council, and the name and position of the person
who completed the questionnaire.

Part 2

Consisted of three questions, namely:
Question 1

“Does the Council already have policies and
procedures in place that are entirely consistent
with every aspect of the latest Department for
Transport Best Practice?”

Part 3

Question 2

“Will the Council be reviewing its existing policies
and procedures in light of the latest Department
for Transport Best Practice?”

Question 3

“When the Council reviews its existing policies
and procedures, will that be with a view to
adopting policies and procedures that are entirely
consistent with every aspect of the latest
Department for Transport Best Practice?”

Provided for details of any aspect with which a council intended to
depart from Best Practice Guidance to be specified and for reasons
to be given for any such intended departure from the guidance.

2.3

Not all questions required answering in all circumstances. For example, if a
respondent answered question 1 by stating the council already had policies
and procedures that were consistent with the Best Practice Guidance, no
further questions or parts of the survey required completion.

2.4

A copy of the survey questionnaire is included at Appendix A.

3.0

Survey responses

3.1

Only 75 replies (23.73%) were received from the 316 councils surveyed and,
of those 75 responses, 5 (6.67%) did not answer the survey.

3.2

The 70 substantive replies represent only 22.15% of the 316 councils
surveyed.

3.3

Even when taking into account the 5 councils that responded, but did not
answer the survey, a staggering 241 (76.27%) councils out of 316 failed to
respond to a request for information, which not expressly made under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000, requested information that ought to have
been provided under the provisions of that Act. For the avoidance of doubt, it
is accepted that some aspects of the survey fell outwith the scope of the
Freedom of Information Act 2000.

3.4

Out of the 70 councils that completed the survey, only 11 (15.71%) asserted
that they already had policies and procedures in place that were consistent
with the Best Practice Guidance.

3.5

Of the 60 councils that answered the second question, 50 (83.33%) indicated
that their council would be reviewing its policies and procedures in light of the
latest Best Practice Guidance, but only 46 (76.67%) of those councils then
went on to answer the third question, which asked whether that would be with
the intention of adopting policies and procedures that were consistent with the
latest guidance.

3.6

Of the 46 councils that answered the third question, 23 (50%) indicated an
intention to adopt policies and procedures that were consistent with the Best
Practice Guidance; and an equal number indicated an intention not to do so.

3.7

In total, only 34 (48.57%) councils out of the 70 that completed the survey
asserted that their policies and procedures were consistent with the Best
Practice Guidance, or that they intended to adopt policies and procedures that
were consistent with the said guidance. Put conversely, more than half of the
councils that completed the survey (51.43%) had no intention of adopting
policies and procedures that would advance consistency across England and
Wales, as promoted by the Best Practice Guidance.

3.8

A table, listing all of the councils sent the survey and the responses received,
is included at Appendix B.

3.9

In Part 3 of the survey, respondents were asked to give details of any aspect
of the Best Practice Guidance from which they intended to depart, and to give
their reasons for doing so. Appendix C lists the councils that stated they
would not be adopting policies and procedures that were consistent with the
Best Practice Guidance; in what aspects they would not be doing so; and their
reasons for so departing from the said guidance.

4.0

Conclusions

4.1

Whilst not an objective of the survey, the widespread failure of councils
(77.85%) to respond to a simply constructed request for information is
alarming as, at least part of, the information requested ought to have been
provided under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

4.2

As far as the results of the survey are concerned, the fact that more than half
of the councils who responded to the survey do not intend to adopt policies
and procedures that are consistent with the Best Practice Guidance, not only
demonstrates that there is widespread inconsistency, but also the range of the
issues over which there is inconsistency.

5.0

Observations

5.1

It appears most likely that, before issuing its first Best Practice Guidance in
October 2006, the Department for Transport did not conduct a survey of all
councils responsible for taxi and private hire licensing to ascertain what, if any,
consistent standards were already being applied by councils across England
and Wales.

5.2

Furthermore, it also appears to be the case that the Department for Transport
did not consult with all councils to identify genuine examples of best practice

before issuing its first Best Practice Guidance, although it is likewise unclear
as to how examples of best practice were identified.
5.3

It also seems to be the case that, having issued its first guidance, the
Department for Transport did not conduct a survey (or annual surveys) of all
councils responsible for taxi and private hire licensing to ascertain whether
greater levels of consistency were being achieved by councils across England
and Wales in light of its guidance.

5.4

The Best Practice Guidance fails to give any indication as to how the
Department for Transport came to conclude that the practices it promotes as
“best practice” are, as a matter of fact, best practice. Because the Department
for Transport has failed to explain itself, it seems most likely that councils feel
able to disregard the views expressed in the guidance with which they neither
agree or understand why a particular practice is regarded as being “best
practice”.

5.5

Whilst it is often suggested that councils “cherry-pick” those items from the
Best Practice Guidance with which they agree and reject the rest, it may be
the case that, because of the lack of transparency of reasoning, councils
simply adopt policies and procedures for their own reasons, which they may
then also fail to clearly explain.

5.6

It is respectfully suggested that for the Best Practice Guidance to be
recognised as being an authoritative policy document, the Department for
Transport must engage with all councils responsible for taxi and private hire
licensing to learn of the local practices of each, before it can then be seen to
identify best practices and to promote such practices across all such councils
in England and Wales.

5.7

If the Best Practice Guidance was widely recognised as being authoritative,
levels of consistency would hopefully increase, because it would be clear to all
that there had been extensive research and that there were good reasons for
applying best practices consistently across England and Wales.

5.8

Regrettably, even though Local Government Regulation (formerly LACoRS)
have now become concerned in taxi and private hire licensing in England and
Wales, they too failed to undertake a national survey, but relied heavily upon
contributions from their forum members, whose views may not be reflective of
the views of the majority of licensing officers, let alone councils across
England and Wales.

David B Wilson, Cert HELL, MIoL, MBII.tp, Licensing Consultant
a2z Licensing, 3 North Terrace, Embleton, Alnwick NE66 3XP
email: david.wilson@a2zlicensing.co.uk
telephone: 01665 576577 mobile: 07794 776383

Appendix A

A copy of the survey questionnaire sent to all 316 councils responsible for taxi and
private hire licensing in England and Wales, outside of London.

Appendix B

Table, listing all of the 316 councils responsible for taxi and private hire licensing in
England and Wales, outside of London, that were sent the survey and their responses.

Council

Adur District Council
Allerdale Borough Council
Amber Valley Borough Council
Arun District Council
Ashfield District Council
Ashford Borough Council
Aylesbury Vale District Council
Babergh District Council
Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council
Barrow-in-Furness Borough Council
Basildon District Council
Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council
Bassetlaw District Council
Bath and North East Somerset Council
Bedford Borough Council
Birmingham City Council
Blaby District Council
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council
Blackpool Borough Council
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Bolsover District Council
Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council
Boston Borough Council
Bournemouth Borough Council
Bracknell Forest Borough Council
Bradford Metropolitan Borough Council
Braintree District Council
Breckland District Council
Brentwood Borough Council
Bridgend County Borough Council
Brighton & Hove Council
Bristol City Council
Broadland District Council
Bromsgrove District Council
Broxbourne Borough Council
Broxtowe Borough Council
Burnley Borough Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

Question
2
Yes No

X

X
X

Question
3
Yes No

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Council

Bury Metropolitan Borough Council
Caerphilly County Borough Council
Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council
Cambridge City Council
Cannock Chase District Council
Canterbury City Council
Cardiff Council
Carlisle City Council
Carmarthenshire County Council
Castle Point Borough Council
Central Bedfordshire Council
Ceredigion County Council
Charnwood Borough Council
Chelmsford Borough Council
Cheltenham Borough Council
Cherwell District Council
Cheshire East Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Chesterfield Borough Council
Chichester District Council
Chiltern District Council
Chorley Borough Council
Christchurch Borough Council
City of Lincoln Council
City of Wakefield Metropolitan Borough
Council
Colchester Borough Council
Conway County Council
Copeland Borough Council
Corby Borough Council
Cornwall Council
Cotswold District Council
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Coventry City Council
Craven District Council
Crawley Borough Council
Dacorum Borough Council
Darlington Borough Council
Dartford Borough Council
Daventry Borough Council
Denbighshire County Council
Derby City Council
Derbyshire Dales District Council
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No
X

Question
2
Yes No
X

X

Question
3
Yes No
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Council

Dover District Council
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Durham County Council
East Cambridgeshire District Council
East Devon District Council
East Dorset District Council
East Hampshire District Council
East Hertfordshire Council
East Lindsey District Council
East Northamptonshire District Council
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
East Staffordshire Borough Council
Eastbourne Borough Council
Eastleigh Borough Council
Eden District Council
Elmbridge Borough Council
Epping Forrest Borough Council
Epsom and Ewell Borough Council
Erewash Borough Council
Exeter City Council
Fareham Borough Council
Fenland District Council
Flintshire County Council
Forest Heath District Council
Forest of Dean District Council
Fylde Borough Council
Gateshead Metropolitan Borough Council
Gedling Borough Council
Gloucester City Council
Gosport Borough Council
Gravesend Borough Council
Great Yarmouth Borough Council
Guildford Borough Council
Gwynedd Council
Halton Borough Council
Hambleton District Council
Harborough District Council
Harlow District Council
Harrogate Borough Council
Hart District Council
Hartlepool Borough Council
Hastings Borough Council
Havant Borough Council
Herefordshire Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

Question
2
Yes No

Question
3
Yes No

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Council

Hertsmere Borough Council
High Peak Borough Council
Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council
Horsham District Council
Hull City Council
Huntingdonshire District Council
Hyndburn Borough Council
Ipswich Borough Council
Isle of Anglesey County Council
Isle of Wight Council
Kettering Borough Council
King's Lynn and West Norfolk Borough Council
Kingston upon Thames Royal Borough Council
Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council
Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council
Lancaster City Council
Leeds City Council
Leicester City Council
Lewes District Council
Lichfield District Council
Liverpool City Council
Luton Borough Council
Maidstone Borough Council
Maldon District Council
Malvern Hills District Council
Manchester City Council
Mansfield District Council
Medway Council
Melton Borough Council
Mendip District Council
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council
Mid Devon District Council
Mid Suffolk District Council
Mid Sussex District Council
Middlesbrough Council
Milton Keynes Council
Mole Valley District Council
Monmouthshire County Council
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
New Forrest District Council
Newark and Sherwood District Council
Newcastle City Council
Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council
Newport City Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

Question
2
Yes No

Question
3
Yes No

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Council

North Devon District Council
North Dorset District Council
North East Derbyshire District Council
North East Lincolnshire Council
North Hertfordshire District Council
North Kesteven District Council
North Lincolnshire Council
North Norfolk District Council
North Somerset District Council
North Tyneside Council
North Warwickshire Borough Council
North West Leicestershire District Council
Northampton Borough Council
Northumberland County Council
Norwich City Council
Nottingham City Council
Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council
Oadby and Wigston Borough Council
Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council
Oxford City Council
Pembrokeshire County Council
Pendle Borough Council
Peterborough City Council
Plymouth City Council
Poole Borough Council
Portsmouth City Council
Powys County Council
Preston City Council
Purbeck District Council
Reading Borough Council
Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council
Redditch Borough Council
Reigate and Banstead Borough Council
Rhodda Cynon Taff County Borough Council
Ribble Valley Borough Council
Richmondshire District Council
Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council
Rochford District Council
Rossendale Borough Council
Rother District Council
Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council
Rugby Borough Council
Runnymede Borough Council
Rushcliffe Borough Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

X

Question
2
Yes No

Question
3
Yes No

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Council

Rushmoor Borough Council
Rutland County Council
Ryedale District Council
Salford City Council
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Scarborough Borough Council
Sedgemoor Borough Council
Sefton Council
Selby District Council
Sevenoaks District Council
Sheffield City Council
Shepway District Council
Shropshire Council
Slough Borough Council
Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
South Bucks District Council
South Cambridgeshire District Council
South Derbyshire District Council
South Gloucestershire Council
South Hams District Council
South Holland District Council
South Kesteven District Council
South Lakeland District Council
South Norfolk Council
South Northamptonshire Council
South Oxfordshire District Council
South Ribble Borough Council
South Somerset District Council
South Staffordshire Council
South Tyneside Council
Southampton City Council
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Spelthorne Borough Council
St Albans District Council
St Edmundsbury Borough Council
St Helens Metropolitan Borough Council
Stafford Borough Council
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council
Stevenage Borough Council
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council
Stoke-on-Trent City Council
Stratford-on-Avon District Council
Stroud District Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No
X

Question
2
Yes No
X

X

X

X

X

Question
3
Yes No
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Council

Suffolk Coastal District Council
Sunderland City Council
Surrey Heath Borough Council
Swale Borough Council
Swansea City and Borough Council
Swindon Borough Council
Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council
Tamworth Borough Council
Tandridge District Council
Taunton Deane Borough Council
Teignbridge District Council
Telford and Wrekin Council
Tendring District Council
Test Valley Borough Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Thanet District Council
Three Rivers District Council
Thurrock Council
Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council
Torbay Council
Torfaen County Borough Council
Torridge District Council
Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council
Tunbridge Wells Borough Council
Uttlesford District Council
Vale of Glamorgan Council
Vale of White Horse District Council
Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council
Warrington Borough Council
Warwick District Council
Watford Borough Council
Waveney District Council
Waverley Borough Council
Wealden District Council
Wellingborough Borough Council
Welwyn Hatfield District Council
West Berkshire Council
West Devon Borough Council
West Dorset District Council
West Lancashire District Council
West Lindsey District Council
West Oxfordshire District Council
West Somerset District Council
Weymouth and Portland Borough Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

Question
2
Yes No

Question
3
Yes No

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

Council

Wigan Metropolitan Borough Council
Wiltshire Council
Winchester City Council
Windsor and Maidenhead Royal Borough
Council
Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council
Woking Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wolverhampton City Council
Worcester City Council
Worthing Borough Council
Wrexham County Borough Council
Wychavon District Council
Wycombe District Council
Wyre Borough Council
Wyre Forrest District Council
York City Council

Acknowledged

Question
1
Yes No

Question
2
Yes No

Question
3
Yes No

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Appendix C

Table listing the councils that stated they would not be adopting policies and procedures
that were consistent with the Best Practice Guidance; in what aspects they would not be
doing so; and their reasons for so departing from the Best Practice Guidance.

Council
Ashfield
District
Council

Bath and
North East
Somerset
Council

Bury
Metropolitan
Borough
Council

Cambridge
City Council

Ceredigion
County
Council

Cherwell
District
Council

Departure from Department for Transport Best Practice Guidance
Comment
Aspect
Reason
Annual CRB checks for all
Owing to existing drivers failing
drivers
to inform authority of new
convictions and failure of courts
informing authority of
convictions.
(i) Allowing roof signs on PH
(i) Existing policy to allow roof
vehicles
signs no problems
(ii) Annual licensing of
(ii) Three years is too long, and
drivers.
does not allow adequate
checks. Existing policy is for 12
months.
(i) Currently sit on Public
Protection Partnership for
Licensing. We along with
other Greater Manchester
Authorities try to promote
consistency across the
region.
(i) Annual licenses; and
(i) Maintain high standards and
(ii) Knowledge tests for
monitor convictions; and
PHD's
(ii) Maintain high standards.
Allow transfer from PHD to
HCD.
(i) S.55 Duration of driver's
(i) The trade is happy with this.
licence is currently 12
However it will be kept under
months; and
review; and
(ii) S.67 Currently a driver
(ii) This system appears to
must have a medical every
ensure adequate safeguards
third year unless the doctor
while keeping costs to the trade
advises sooner or if 60 years at a reasonable level.
of age or over it is required
every year.
(i) Vehicle age restrictions;
(i) No stated reason;
(ii) twice yearly tests for
(ii) vehicles do twice the
vehicle over 3 years;
average mileage;
(iii) dual-driver licence; and
(iii) to condition all drivers the
(iv) topographical test for PH same; and
drivers.
(iv) it is well established and
serves its purpose of checking
that drivers are familiar with
the area.

Council
Cheshire West
and Chester
Council
Chiltern
District
Council

Cornwall
Council

Departure from Department for Transport Best Practice Guidance
Comment
Aspect
Reason
(i) Quantity restrictions - 2
(i) Subject to a consultation
zones unlimited; 1 zone
process - outcome unknown.
limited.
The best practice is guidance
and therefore followed
where local circumstances
allow. It is a useful document
and used as part of our
policy setting decisions.
New unitary
authority combining
policies, consultation
ongoing and unable
to confirm if the final
policy will be
consistent with the
guidance.

Dudley
Metropolitan
Borough
Council

East
Hampshire
District
Council
Erewash
Borough
Council
Exeter City
Council

Criteria for tests.

Probably

The Council's criteria for vehicle
testing has been devised in
consultation and is kept under
regular reviews with the trade.
A test manual has been
produced and is available on
the licensing web site.

For Licensing Committee/
Council to decide.

Testing of vehicles will
remain as twice a year

Seen as good practice

The Council currently
maintains a restrictive plate
policy

The Council has relied upon
surveys to ascertain unmet
demand. Should survey
evidence be obtained that
would suggest that demand is
not being met, this would have
a significant bearing.
Will need to take account of
local circumstances.

Leicester City
Council

Unknown at this stage.

Medway
Council

The legal requirement for HC
vehicles to have an MOT
once a year but PH, annually
after vehicle is three years
old.

We currently insist all vehicles
used for hire and reward are
subjected to annual Mot. Both
types of vehicles convey the
public and we apply the same
criteria.

Council
North Dorset
District
Council

North East
Derbyshire
District
Council
North
Lincolnshire
Council

Oldham
Metropolitan
Borough
Council
Pembrokeshir
e County
Council
Powys County
Council

Rushmoor
Borough
Council
Sheffield City
Council
South
Cambridgeshir
e District
Council

Departure from Department for Transport Best Practice Guidance
Comment
Aspect
Reason
(i) Testing of vehicles; and
(i) We consulted with the trade
(ii) Roof signs on private hire after 2006 Best Practice to see
vehicles
if they wanted to depart from
our policy of twice yearly
checks. The trade wanted to
keep the current schedule; and
(ii) As we do not limit hackney
carriage plates we do not have
a problem with illegal plying.
When and if we do we will
revisit the issue.
Don't know
Unsure until review carried out
and completed.

(i) Para 30 - tinted windows;
(ii) Para 32 - no of testing
stations;
(iii) Para 55 & 81 duration of
licences

Five year operator licences.

(i) Not permitted due to driver/
passenger safety of HCV;
(ii) Certificate of compliance
issued - both will be kept
annual for time; and
(iii) Qualified drivers can apply
for three year licence.
Our licences are linked to a star
rating scheme and graduated
fees. Not able to implement.

Currently reviewing our
position.
(i) The number of passengers
of MPV's is determined on
accessibility to seats and not
necessarily the full capacity;
and
(ii) Drivers and PH operators
licensed annually and CRB
checks undertaken annually.,
Subject to our own process
review and local
requirements.
CRB checks

(i) CRB's - will still request
enhanced checks on all
drivers; and
(ii) Knowledge test

(i) To ensure adequate access
and egress from the vehicle for
all passengers; and
(ii) To bring to light any
offences committed in the last
12 months which are not
already declared by the licence
holder.

Checks for drivers - every
renewal not three years as
suggested.
(i) Public safety; and
(ii) Rural area - not suitable to a
topographical test, DSA driving
assessment in place as an
alternative.

Council
South
Lakeland
District
Council

South
Staffordshire
Council

South
Tyneside
Council
Stockport
Metropolitan
Borough
Council

Departure from Department for Transport Best Practice Guidance
Comment
Aspect
Reason
(i) CCTV and HCV;
(i) Crime and disorder study
(ii) Duration of our licences.
completed. Little evidence of
Currently one year licence
crime against drivers;
issued;
(ii) Renewed in January 2009;
(iii) Age limits at currently 65 (iii) To be reviewed this year;
years before medical
and
required annually; and
(iv) To be reviewed this year.
(iv) No knowledge test in
policy.
It is of course a
matter for Members
as to whether the
Council adopts every
aspect of the latest
DfT Best Practice. It
is likely the Council
will seek to adopt
most, if not all, of
the proposals.
Duration of driver and
The Council does not wish to
operator licences.
issue three year driver and five
year operator licences.
We currently require Condition precedes DFT
operator records to
guidance and is historical.
be kept for three
months.

Swindon
Borough
Council

(i) Tinted windows; and
(ii) Stretch limousines.

Tamworth
Borough
Council

We do not currently licence
limousines, due to no
suitable premises to MOT.

Telford and
Wrekin
Council

(i) Three year badges for
drivers; and
(ii) More than one MOT
testing station.

(i) Following representations
from the emergency services,
the Council will no issue
vehicles which allow less than
75% of transmitted light
through all windows; and
(ii) The Council does not licence
stretch limousines for safety
reasons.
We shall be looking at the
possibility to licence limousines,
if premises can be found in
district.
(i) Creates more administrative
problems with drivers not
complying; and
(ii) Small area geographically.
One station ensures
consistency in applying
Council's conditions.

Council
Uttlesford
District
Council

West
Berkshire
Council
West Devon
Borough
Council

Wycombe
District
Council
York City
Council

Departure from Department for Transport Best Practice Guidance
Comment
Aspect
Reason
(i) We do not specify a
(i) To enhance the quality of the
maximum age limit for
local fleet;
vehicles;
(ii) Based on the dicta of
(ii) Where differential fares
McCullough J in R V Liverpool
exist for hackney carriages
City Council ex parte Curzon
the council permits the
Limited;
meter to be calibrated to
(iii) Evidence has indicated that
show that low fare;
convictions (particularly
(iii) The Council requires
motoring convictions) are not
licences to be reviewed
always disclosed before
annually;
renewal and members
(iv) Although we apply two
therefore require an annual
medical standards, members check;
are prepared to grant
(iv) Based on medical advice
licences on a risk assessed
received; and
basis; and
(v) Because the register is a
(v) Private hire vehicle
public document and it is
operator's licences are
important that those
subject to annual renewal.
considering entering the
business in the district should
be aware so far as is possible of
how many operators there are
licensed within the district in
order to assess the viability of
their proposed business.
The Council to consider the
report in context to apply best
practicable means for its
diversity of vehicle types.
Depends on the
outcome of our
robust review and
consultation on our
policies and
procedures, which
we anticipate will be
completed by the
end of 2010.
Maximum age limits for
vehicles
(Not sure) Meeting
with committee
members in May to
review.

Quantity restrictions currently have a policy to put
on two new plates every six
months - up for review in Jan
2011

To ensure quality of vehicles
and minimise conflict re failures
over appearance of vehicle.
Narrow streets - limited ranks.
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When is a hackney zone not a zone?
Before we can answer that question, we need to know where hackney zones come from
and understand the law relating to them.
Hackney zones arise when two or more local authorities are merged together to create a
new, larger local authority. Most recently, on 1 April 2009, a number of new unitary
councils were created in England. In the north east, two new unitary authorities were
created – Durham County Council, which subsumed the seven former district councils in
County Durham; and Northumberland County Council that subsumed the six former district
councils in Northumberland.
In essence, what was a distinct council area, becomes a hackney zone when two or more
councils are merged together to create a new single council.
Newly defined councils, like Northumberland and Durham County Councils, can either
retain the hackney zones they inherited by virtue of their creation as new councils, or they
can pass a resolution to amalgamate those zones into a single controlled district.
Currently, both Northumberland and Durham County Councils are conducting
consultations, which tend to suggest they are actively considering amalgamating their
hackney zones to create a single controlled district in each new unitary council area.
The only options now available to a council are: (i) to retain all the hackney zones in its
area; or (ii) to amalgamate all the hackney zones in its area into a single controlled district.
However, this article is not really about the choices currently faced by Northumberland and
Durham County Councils, but about the choices made by the councils that were created
as a result of local government reorganisation in 1974.
The thirteen district councils that were dissolved upon the creation of the unitary councils
of Northumberland and Durham County Councils on 1 April 2009 were themselves created
upon the merger of other councils on 1 April 1974.
Until the creation of district councils in 1974 there had been three types of first tier councils
– county borough councils, urban district councils, and rural district councils. As the Town
Police Clauses Act 1847 only applied in county boroughs and urban districts, there was no
provision for the licensing of hackney carriages in rural districts.
Therefore, in 1974, when the then new district councils were created, they inherited zones
in which hackney carriage licensing applied and areas (those of the former rural district
councils) in which the hackney carriage trade were unregulated.

Section 180 and Part II of Schedule 14 to the Local Government Act 1972 provided
councils with three options, namely: (i) to retain all the existing hackney zones in its area;
or (ii) to apply hackney carriage licensing across the whole of its area as a single
controlled district, even if hackney carriage licensing had not previously applied to all of the
area of the new council; or (iii) within a period of 12 months to stop all hackney carriage
licensing in the whole of its area.
Does anyone know whether all of the thirteen former district councils that have now been
subsumed into the new unitary councils of Northumberland and Durham County Councils
ever formally resolved to amalgamate and, if necessary, extend hackney carriage licensing
throughout the whole of each of their areas?
If they did not do so, each of the recognised hackney zones might still each consist of a
number of forgotten zones! If there are forgotten zones in either Northumberland or
Durham, they are not the zones to which I alluded to at the beginning of this article.
On the other hand, if a council amalgamated and extended hackney carriage licensing
throughout its area, and then purported to create new hackney zones, they would not be
hackney zones.
What if the council then imposed quantity restrictions on the number of hackney carriage
licences it was prepared to issue in each of its imaginary hackney zones?
Without having had sight of the latest (or any previous) unmet demand survey or any of
the reports and minutes of the meetings of the council, I am unable to express a firm
opinion on the legality and enforceability of such quantity controls. However, I tend to
suspect they may be extremely vulnerable to challenge, if they have been based wholly on
a falsehood.
The council in question is in a difficult position, because it has not proven absolutely that it
amalgamated and extended hackney carriage licensing throughout its area in about 1975,
but if it did so, it has only a single controlled district; and, if it did not so resolve, it still has
hackney zones for the six areas it inherited on 1 April 1974, although hackney carriage
licensing did not apply to some of those areas until hackney carriage licensing was
extended throughout the whole of England and Wales by section 15 of the Transport Act
1985.
So, the answer to the question, “When is a hackney zone not a zone?” is “When it’s a
hackney zone in Sunderland”, because whether it ought to be a single controlled district or
six hackney zones, it certainly cannot legally have the two hackney zones it currently
operates!

ENDS (08.03.11)
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c) any reasonable administrative or other costs in connection with the foregoing and with
the control and supervision of hackney carriages and private hire vehicles.” (s.70(1))
The second basis for your objection is the contention that when setting vehicle and operators’
licence fees under s.70 of the Act in May 2009, and when deciding to vary the fees from the
statutory maximum of £25 (or any previous amount that may have been lawfully set), Council
members did not consider relevant information available to them. I am here taking “relevant
information” to mean an appropriate analysis of costs recoverable under the Act, and the
concerns of the taxi trade as expressed in correspondence with Council officers and members.
You have asked me to apply to the courts, under Section 17(1) of the Audit Commission Act
1998, for a declaration that these items of account were contrary to law.
I have also considered whether I should make a report in the public interest in relation to the
Council’s:
•
•
•
•

arrangements for ensuring compliance with legislation;
process for consulting with the trade when setting fees for licences;
cost and management accounting in support of fee setting and cost recovery;
general efficiency in the conduct and management of licensing.

Work carried out
In the course of my enquiries I have considered:
•

the information upon which Council officers made their recommendations, and upon
which Council members made their decisions;

•

the written submissions from both you and the Council, whether specifically referred to in
this letter or not;

•

relevant legal advice obtained by the Council;

•

relevant statute and case law.

I have also taken my own legal advice on the powers and duties of councils involved in this
matter.
Background
Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council increased licence fees for hackney carriages and
private hire vehicles on 21 May 2009 following approval by Cabinet on 13 May 2009. Cabinet
paper Cab.13.5.2009/10.2 sets out officers’ proposals for the increased driver, vehicle and
operator licence fees. The fee increases were estimated by officers to raise £96,941 a year in
total. Paragraph 12.2 of the paper states, “The first call for this income will be the current net
service expenditure of £29,276 on the hackney carriage and private hire budget. This leaves
£67,665 available to improve service delivery. This will be spent on two additional officers…”
Appendix A to the paper states that these would be additional enforcement and support officers.
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Paper Cab.13.5.2009/10.2 draws attention to the fact that the increases to hackney carriage
vehicle and licence fees had been approved by Cabinet in January 2008 (ref
Cab.30.1.2008/11.2), but the increase was deferred by the Council in recognition of the
economic pressures on the trade due to very high prevailing fuel prices. The 2008 paper
proposed that hackney carriage licences be increased “to the average of that charged by
neighbouring authorities” (para 13.4). The estimated annual total income raised by the increase
(£13,000) was projected over three years to recover the cost of a hackney carriage demand
survey (£15,030) with the “net surplus” of £23,970 being a “contribution to the Authority’s
MTFS”, ie medium term financial strategy (para10.6).
The 2008 paper makes no reference to the 1976 Act, stating at para 3.8, “The Council are able
to set licence fees at a level they deem appropriate, the only constraint on this is that the
services provided must be cost neutral.”
The 2009 paper makes reference at para 3.1 to s.70 of the 1976 Act (vehicle and operator
licences), but makes no reference to s.53 (drivers’ licences). The recommendation at para 2.1 is
that, “the proposed increase in private hire and hackney carriage fees from May 2009 be
approved, bringing Barnsley in line with similar neighbouring authorities and ensuring full cost
recovery of expenditure on the Licensing service”. Para 3.3 further elaborates, “In order to bring
the private hire trade in line with their hackney carriage colleagues, a review of the private hire
fee structure has been carried out. This identified that existing fees are out of step with other
regional local authorities and that if key service improvements are to be delivered, increases in
fees need to be made.”
My Findings
I would firstly note that there is scope for differing interpretations of the wording of sections 53
and 70 of the 1976 Act, and that this is the subject of discussion and dispute at a number of
councils in England.
The Council has set driver, vehicle and operator licence fees so as to recover in total the annual
costs of hackney carriage and private hire licensing. This includes direct staff, transport and
supplies and services costs and recharges from the Council’s central support services and
management overheads. Staff costs have been allocated on an estimate of the time staff spent
on the relevant licensing activities, and central service and management overhead charges are
allocated on a basis consistent with other Council services.
In determining the increase in total fee levels the Council considered the need to make good a
then existing shortfall in cost recovery, plus the need to fund a hackney carriage demand survey
and the cost of two additional enforcement and support officers.
The evidence from Cabinet papers and supporting documents is that the Council has used a
comparison of fee levels with other authorities in setting the specific categories of fee. The
papers put before members by officers to support the recommended fee increases do not set
out clearly or comprehensively the recoverable costs as described in s.70 or s.53 of the 1976
Act, nor do they analyse these costs to show how each category of fee would in fact recover
them. The focus of the papers is to justify the incremental amount rather than to demonstrate
that total costs to be recovered are both reasonable and relevant under the 1976 Act.
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The Council’s method of calculating the specific categories of fee made no link to the costs
recoverable by those fees as described in the Act. In particular the distinction between control
and supervision costs recoverable under s.70, but not provided for under s.53, has not been
made when setting each category of fee.
Fees for vehicle inspections at Smithies Lane are set so as to recover the direct costs and
attributable overheads related to the inspection of hackney carriages and private hire vehicles.
This method is consistent with the requirements of s.70 (1) (a) of the 1976 Act, though whether
this has been applied correctly in practice has not yet been demonstrated by the Council (see
below).
I made an explicit recommendation in my 2008/09 Annual Audit Letter (September 2009) that
the Council subject each of the matters you have raised to a structured review, in consultation
with the trade. The objectives of the review were for the Council to ensure demonstrably that:
•
•
•
•
•

hackney carriage and private hire services in the Barnsley Borough are safe and properly
regulated;
the cost of regulation is commensurate with the benefit to the Council, to the trade and to its
clients;
fees are set following appropriate consultation;
regulation and vehicle testing represent good value for money; and that
cost recovery is fair and in compliance with the 1976 Act.

As part of this review licensing officers carried out a detailed analysis of the licensing costs
recoverable under the 1976 Act, which was presented to members of the taxi trade, including
objectors, by Council officers on 22 December 2010. No detailed analysis of the relevant costs
of vehicle testing at Smithies Lane had been carried out by this date. Due to staff turnover the
structured review has stalled and the need for its completion is dealt with further on in this
statement.
Taking into account all of the above, in my view it is likely that as a consequence of the way the
Council has set the fees in respect of hackney carriage and private hire vehicle licensing there
are unlawful items of account in the Council’s accounts. However, amounts that have been
over-recovered could arguably be matched or outweighed by amounts under-recovered (eg
hackney carriage rank maintenance, reception and building cost overheads, Regulatory
Licensing Board costs).
Whilst I have taken into account the Council’s argument that there were under-recovered
amounts in deciding whether to apply to the courts, this does not alter the fact that any overrecovered amounts would have been unlawful, potentially inflating the fees approved and
recovered by the Council. Because the licensing and vehicle testing cost analyses for the 08/09
and 09/10 financial years is not yet complete, I cannot put a figure on costs potentially overrecovered from the trade since 2008.
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Adoption of the 1976 Act
Your representative, Mr David Wilson of A2Z Licensing, responded to my provisional view of 17
December 2010 with the view that my findings would stand or fall upon the ability of the Council
to prove that it had adopted the 1976 Act. He was of the opinion that the documentation
produced by the Council to date did not adequately establish that the Act had been adopted or
that it had been adopted across the whole Borough.
Following disclosure of the minutes of the Council meeting on 2 February 1978, Mr Wilson
accepted, in his letter dated 23 March 2011, that the Council has provided evidence confirming
that the 1976 Act was adopted by the Council although he did not agree that the Council had
provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that it adopted the 1976 Act across the whole of the
Borough area.
The Council has since produced copies of further minutes in order to demonstrate that the 1976
Act was adopted for the whole area. In particular a resolution of the Public Services Committee
of 19 June 1974 (minute 648) authorises the Clerk “… to give… notice in accordance with
paragraph 25 of Schedule 14 of the Local Government Act 1972 of the Council’s intention to
resolve that section 171(4) of the Public Health Act 1875 shall apply throughout the area of the
Metropolitan Borough.” Minute 1729 of the Public Services Committee dated 16 October 1974
records a resolution to apply the relevant provisions of the Public Health Act 1875 throughout
the whole area and to apply to the Secretary of State for approval of this resolution. The
Committee minutes were subsequently approved by full Council on 11 July and 14 November
1974 respectively.
However, due to the length of time that has passed (37 years), the Council is not able to provide
documentary evidence that it received the approval from the Secretary of State necessary to
give effect to the resolution. Mr Wilson also informed me that the Home Office has destroyed its
records of such applications and approvals from before 1991.
In my view, the absence of documentary evidence of the Secretary of State’s approval, whilst
not satisfactory from a record-keeping perspective, does not equate to evidence that the
required approval was not received and that the Council has therefore not adopted the relevant
legislation across the whole Borough.
There is a legal ‘presumption of regularity’ which presumes that in certain circumstances a
public authority has acted lawfully unless it can be shown that it has not. This presumption was
considered by Vice Chancellor Browne-Wilkinson in the case of Calder Gravel Ltd v Kirklees
Metropolitan Borough Council (1990) 60 P. & C.R. 322:
“The … presumption of regularity can arise where the validity of an act done by a public
authority depends on the existence of a state of facts which cannot, with the passage of time,
be proved. The presumption is that the statutory authority has acted lawfully...”
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In the absence of evidence that the Council did not comply with the process for adopting the
legislation across the whole area, there is no basis on which I could properly make a finding to
that effect. In my view, given the passage of time, the presumption applies and it follows that it
should be presumed that the Council did follow the process and adopted the legislation
appropriately. This is particularly so as the minutes from the 19 June and 16 October 1974
meetings clearly demonstrate that the Council was aware of the statutory requirements,
including the need for Secretary of State approval, and had resolved to make an application for
such approval.
Additional arguments were also put forward on your behalf by Mr Wilson in rebuttal of the
presumption of regularity. I have set these out below, together with my responses.
•

The Council should have enacted new bye-laws once it had received approval from
the Home Office to adopt the 1976 Act across the Borough, and it did not. This is
therefore evidence that the 1976 Act was not adopted across the Borough.
The Council has argued that there is a distinction between inability to enforce
discretionary byelaws across the whole of the Borough and failure to extend the provisions
of the 1847 Act across the whole of the Borough. The latter was done in 1974 which
enabled the 1976 Act subsequently to be adopted after it came into force. The Council also
points out that the making of byelaws under the 1847 Act is an optional part of a wider
licensing regime. I agree with the Council’s view and I do not therefore consider a failure to
enact new byelaws, if there was such, equates to evidence that the 1976 was not adopted
across the Borough.

•

The Council historically has issued ‘rural plates’ (licenses), and still advertises the
availability of such plates on its website. This indicates that there are in fact different
licensing zones within the Borough in contradiction of the Council’s assertion that
there is a single Borough-wide licensing area. This is therefore evidence that the 1976
Act was not adopted across the Borough.
In response the Council has explained that whilst there is a limit of 67 ‘whole Borough’
plates, the Council reserves the right to issue additional licenses with conditions attached to
limit the area covered by those licenses if demand can be demonstrated in that area. The
power to attach conditions to licenses is contained in section 47(1) of the 1976 Act which
states the Council may attach to the grant of a licence of a hackney carriage under the Act
of 1847 such conditions as the district council may consider reasonably necessary, and
doing so does not require the existence of different statutory licensing zones within the
Borough. There are no ‘rural plates’ currently in issue.
In my view the section 47(1) power is broad enough to allow the Council to place area
restrictions on a licence if it considers such restrictions “reasonably necessary”. In any
event, the Council’s willingness to issue ‘rural plates’ does not equate to evidence that it has
not adopted the 1976 Act across the Borough given the Council has issued a number of
Borough-wide licences.

•

The Council has knowingly failed to prosecute operators plying for trade without a
licence in certain areas of the Borough because it knew that the 1976 Act had not
been adopted Borough-wide.
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Beyond the assertion, no evidence has been brought forward to substantiate this allegation.
Council officers have also stated emphatically to me that this is not the case.
•

The presumption of regularity is of no relevance to the issue of enforceability of the
Act by criminal prosecution which would require the Council to prove adoption
beyond reasonable doubt which is the standard of proof required in criminal cases.
Case law was cited in support.
I agree that if adoption of the legislation was in issue during a criminal prosecution, the
Council would not be entitled to rely on the presumption of regularity. However, my statutory
powers are civil in nature and any action I could take in relation to this matter would require
me to make my case on the balance of probabilities and I would therefore be entitled to rely
on the presumption of regularity.

In considering the question of whether the Council adopted the legislation as required, I note the
difficulty the Council has had in producing evidence relating to the adoption, and that it has still
not been able to locate the Secretary of State approval. I would expect a letter or other
document setting out the approval of the Secretary of State to be preserved by the Council as a
public record. I therefore intend to recommend that the Council makes reasonable efforts to
locate the approval and to consider whether its record-keeping and archiving arrangements
need to be reviewed.
Application to Court: conclusion
If it appears to me that an item of account is contrary to law, it is my discretion as to whether I
apply to the courts for a declaration under Section 17(1) of the 1998 Act to that effect. Relevant
factors include the amount of the item of account involved, the expense of an application, the
practical consequences of any decision, the prospects of success and whether the courts
would, in the circumstances, be likely to make an order under Section 17(2)(a) or (b) of the 1998
Act.
In this case I have reached the conclusion that it is likely that there are unlawful items in the
Council’s accounts relating to the fees charged in respect of hackney carriage and private hire
vehicle licensing, and potentially vehicle testing. Having considered the matter carefully, and
having taken all representations into account, it is my view that I should not exercise my
discretion to seek a declaration under Section 17(1) of the 1998 Act.
My reasons for my conclusion are:
•

There is no evidence that the Council did not adopt the relevant legislation in accordance
with the statutory procedure set out in Schedule 14 to the Local Government Act 1972. It is
therefore reasonable to presume that the 1976 Act was properly adopted across the whole
of the Barnsley Metropolitan Borough area.

•

Whilst the papers presented by officers and approved by members do not adequately
demonstrate compliance with the 1976 Act, there is no evidence that the costs recovered in
total by the increased fees exceeded the amount that the Council would have been
permitted to recover under sections 53 or 70 of the Act had they properly identified all
properly recoverable costs.
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•

Whilst members were not presented with all relevant information in a way that clearly
reflected the requirements of the 1976 Act, and should in future ensure that all legal
requirements are considered, they did not make an unreasonable decision based on the
information they did consider.

•

The Council is carrying out a structured review, in consultation with the trade, with the aim of
ensuring, amongst other things, that fees are set following appropriate consultation, that
regulation and vehicle testing represent good value for money, and that cost recovery is fair
and in compliance with the 1976 Act. (See also my comments below under ‘Public interest
report - conclusion’.)

•

The Council has indicated its willingness to regularise its position in relation to adoption of
the 1976 Act across the Borough by passing another resolution in accordance with the
requirements of the Act. This is for the avoidance of detailed correspondence and debate
about the legal position in future, and would be without prejudice to the presumption of
regularity. This would address concerns about the Council’s ability to enforce the Act in
criminal cases.

•

The cost of seeking a declaration that there is an unlawful item of account is high and will
ultimately be borne by local taxpayers. It is my view that the expense of making an
application to the court is not in proportion to any benefit to be gained from such a
declaration.

Public interest report – conclusion
Whether or not to issue a report in the public interest is a matter for me in the exercise of my
discretion. Relevant factors include the amount of any unlawful item of account or loss, whether
there were significant failings in governance, whether the matters that might be the subject of a
report are ongoing, whether there has been significant publicity in respect of the issues, whether
the auditor has recommendations to make to the Council and whether the auditor believes that
his independent view should be expressed in public.
In this instance, based on my findings and my decision not to apply to the courts, the matters do
not appear to me to require such a report.
I do intend however to take the opportunity to remind the Council of the need to set hackney
carriage and private hire vehicle licensing fees in accordance with the relevant legislation, and
to ensure that important documentation relating to adopted legislation is adequately filed and
available for appropriate inspection.
In view of the time taken by the Council to act on my previous recommendation, I also intend to
make a recommendation to the Council under section 11 of the Audit Commission Act 1998 that
the recommendation I made in my 08/09 Annual Audit Letter in relation to the ‘structured review’
is brought to a timely conclusion and the findings reported to the relevant Licensing Board and
to the Council’s Audit Committee. The Council will be required to consider this recommendation
and its response in a public meeting.
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I will also recommend that, following completion of the cost and fee analysis (licensing and
vehicle testing), the Council explicitly quantifies the extent, if any, of the recovery of costs
inadmissible under the 1976 Act since 2008 and considers what remedial action, if any, would
be appropriate. Any under-recovery of admissible costs would not be relevant to this calculation
and should therefore be excluded from it, although it may be relevant to the Council’s
consideration of whether it should take any remedial action.
Rights of Appeal
You have a statutory right of appeal to the court against my decision not to make an application
to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law; see Section 17(4) of the
Audit Commission Act 1998.
Any appeal must be commenced in the High Court. An appeal must be made by filing an
appellant’s notice in the prescribed form (Form N161) at the Administrative Court Office, Royal
Courts of Justice, Strand, London, WC2A 2LL, within 28 days, calculated from the date on
which you receive this letter. The procedures relating to statutory appeals are set out in the Civil
Procedure Rules 1998 (as amended) and supplemental Practice Directions. I suggest that
anyone considering an appeal should take their own legal advice.
I have copied this statement of reasons to Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council. I also attach
to this letter a schedule of the documents and information that I considered relevant to deciding
the objection and have taken into consideration in reaching my conclusions.
Yours sincerely

Damian Murray
District Auditor
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Schedule of documents
Cabinet papers:
Cab.30.1.2008/11.2
Cab.16.7.2008/9.1
Cab. 13.5.2009/10.2
Cab.15.6.2009/10.2
Licensing function actual income and expenditure 08/09
Licensing function budget 10/11
Inspection fees summary
Summary of fee increases
Public services committee minutes 18 January 1977, minute 1207
Public Services Committee minutes 19 June 1974, minute 648 (i)
Council minutes 11 July 1974, minute 842
Public Services Committee minutes 16 October 1974, minute 1729
Council minutes 14 November 1974, minute 1906
Council costing spreadsheet and presentation to Taxi Liaison Group 22 December 2010

LICENSING COMMITTEE
Wednesday, 29 February 2012
Present: Councillor Mrs Barbara Cobbold (Chairman)
Councillors Dr Basu (Vice-Chairman), Bothwell (Vice-Chairman), Backhouse,
Cunningham, Ms Hill, Hills, Mrs March, McDermott, Rusbridge, Mrs Soyke, Ward and
Webb
Officers in Attendance: Samantha Clarke (Legal Advisor), Sharon Degiorgio (Senior
Licensing Officer), Wendy Newton-May (Senior Committee Administrator), Gary Stevenson
(Head of Environment & Street Scene) and Claire Perry (Interim Licensing Partnership
Manager)
ANNOUNCEMENT FROM CHAIRMAN
LC25/11

The Chairman mentioned the sad death of Peter Crawford who had been a
very hard working and active member of the Licensing Committee. She
added that he would be sorely missed.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
LC26/11

Apologies for absence were reported from Councillor Miss Derrick.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MEMBERS' CODE OF
CONDUCT, PART 6):
LC27/11

No declarations of interest were made.

NOTIFICATION OF VISITING MEMBERS WISHING TO SPEAK (IN ACCORDANCE WITH
COUNCIL PROCEDURE RULE 8):
LC28/11

No visiting members were present at the meeting.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETINGS - 20 OCTOBER AND 15 NOVEMBER 2011
LC29/11

The minutes of the meetings dated 20 October and 15 November 2011 were
approved as a correct record subject to the correction of a typographical error
in the minutes dated 20 October 2011.

GAMBLING ACT 2005 - FEES AND CHARGES
LC30/11

Mrs Perry presented a report setting out the proposed fees under the Gambling
Act 2005, to be implemented form 1 April 2012. She advised that there were
currently ten betting premises and two adult gaming centres within the Borough
that would be affected by the new proposed fee increases.
Mrs Perry explained that the Local Authorities Co-ordinators of Regulatory
Services (LACORS) model had been used to work out the proposed fee for the
forthcoming year and used a 3% inflation factor rounding to ‘5’ and ‘9’ for the
respective fee, whilst reflecting licensing administration and officer enforcement
costs.

Councillor Cunningham asked whether the proposed fees were in line with other
neighbouring authorities and was advised that they were in line with those
authorities that were within the partnership, namely Maidstone and Sevenoaks.
Councillor McDermott questioned how those consulted had reacted to the
increase in fees and was told that the major organisations that were affected,
such as Corals and Ladbrokes, would be expecting a yearly increase.
Councillor Webb expressed concern at what he considered to be a large
increase in fees, particularly when taking into account the increase in business
rates. However, Mrs Perry clarified that the increase in fees regarding the Adult
Gaming Centres amounted to £20, whilst the increase in fees for betting
premises was £15. Members considered that this was a reasonable proposal.
RESOLVED - That the proposed Gambling Act 2005 fees set out below be
approved and implemented on 1 April 2012.
Premises Type
Existing Casinos

New Application

Annual Fee

£

£

n/a

n/a

New Small Casino

6875 (8,000)

3810 (5000)

New Large Casino

7915 (10,000)

6155 (10000)

Bingo Club

2520 (3500)

705 (1000)

Betting Premises (excluding
Tracks)

2520 (3000)

475 (600)

Tracks

1530 (2500)

705 (1000)

Family Entertainment
Centres

1530 (2000)

580 (750)

Adult Gaming Centre

1530 (2000)

705 (750)

200 (500)

N/A

Temporary Use Notice

Application to
Vary

Application to
Transfer

Application for
Re-Instatement

Application for
Provisional
Statement

Licence
Application
(provisional
Statement
holders)

Copy
Licence

Notification of
Change

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a)

n/a)

New Small
Casino

3265 (4000)

1450 (1800)

1450 (1800)

6920 (8000)

2475 (3000)

11(25)

26 (50)

New Large
Casino

3880 (5000)

1835 (2150)

1835 (2150)

7920
(10000)

3630 (5000)

11(25)

26 (50)

Bingo Club

1470 (1750)

1,200 (1200)

1,200 (1200)

2520 (3500)

1,200 (1200)

11(25)

26 (50)

Betting
Premises
(excluding
tracks)

1450 (1500)

1,200 (1200)

1,200 (1200)

1510 (3000)

1,200 (1200)

11(25)

26 (50)

Tracks

1,250 (1250)

950

950

1530 (2500)

950

11(25)

26 (50)

(950)

(950)

11(25)

26 (50)

11(25)

26 (50)

11(25)

26 (50)

Existing
Casinos

Family
Entertainment
Centres
Adult Gaming
Centre

Temporary Use
Notice

(950)

1,000

950

950

1495

950

(1000)

(950)

(950)

(2000)

(950)

1,000

1,200

1,200

1530

1,200

(1000)

(1200)

(1200)

(2000)

(1200)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

HACKNEY CARRIAGE AND PRIVATE HIRE LICENSING: LICENCE FEE INCREASES
LC31/11

Mrs Perry presented a report which asked members to consider the appropriate
licence fees and associated costs of hackney carriage and private hire licensing for
2012/13, to ensure that the taxi licensing service continued to be self financing over
the medium term.
Mrs Perry explained that the majority of the fees mirrored those that had been
agreed by Sevenoaks District Council. Councillor Hills asked whether the increase
was in line with inflation and was told that the proposed fees had been set with a 3%
inflation factor, taking into account that staff were currently on a pay freeze.
RESOLVED – That the fees and associated costs for licences in respect of hackney
carriage drivers and vehicles, and private hire drivers, vehicles and operators be as
set out below, with effect from 10 April 2012 subject to the consideration of any
written objections:
Type of fee
Vehicle Inspection & Registration
Vehicle plate external & internal Includes holder
Vehicle compliance test x two tests
Vehicle Licence
Total 1st application fee

Current
fees
£42
£48
£122
£78
£290

New fee
£43
£49
£122
£80
£294

Type of fee
Transfer of licence plate
Plate
Holder
Internal Plate
Internal plate holder

Current fees
£41
£23
£16.80
£8.00
£1.70

New fee
£42
£23
£17.50
£8.00
£1.75

Type of fee
Vehicle Re-licence
Vehicle exemption certificate
Change of Ownership of Licensed Vehicle

Current fees
£252
£42
£42

New fee
£259
£43
£43.5

Type of fee
Operator’s fees are for a period of 3 years
One vehicle
Up to five vehicles
For six or more vehicles

Current fees

New fee

£164
£308
£64

£169
£317
£66

Type of fee
First time drivers licence period of 3 years
Re-licence drivers licence period of 3 years
Driver badge replacement

Current fees
£162
£155
£8.70

New fee
£167
£159
£9

Type of fee
Door transfers PHV only (per transfer)
Door transfers PHV only (per magnetic transfer)

Current fees
£7.50
£12.50

New fee
£7.50
£12.50

Type of fee
General administration fee

Current fees
£41

New fee
£42

Type of fee
Attempting “Knowledge Tests” after two failures

Current fees
£45 for each
attempt

New fee
£45 for
each attempt

DETERMINATION OF A RENEWAL FOR A SEX ESTABLISHMENT LICENCE FOR 152
LONDON ROAD, SOUTHBOROUGH
LC32/11

Ms Degiorgio presented a report advising members of an application that had
been received regarding the renewal of the sex establishment licence for
premises at 152 London Road, Southborough. She explained that the
application sought no changes to the terms of the existing licence.
Members were advised that the applicant had previously been operating in
accordance with her licence and there had been no complaints. In addition,
members noted from the report that there was evidence of good management
processes at the premises.
RESOLVED – That the application for a renewal for a Sex Establishment
Licence be approved.

DETERMINATION OF PROPOSED HACKNEY CARRIAGE AND PRIVATE HIRE
LICENSING POLICY
LC33/11

Before members considered this report, Miss Clarke made reference to a
letter dated 28 February 2012 that had been circulated to the Committee from
Mr Parker, and in particular the hackney carriage zones mentioned in that
letter. She confirmed that on 12 July 1977 Full Council approved the
adoption of Part II of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976 throughout the whole of the Borough. Therefore this Council became
one complete zone, and rural and town zones no longer existed.
Mr Stevenson assured members that this oversight would be corrected as
soon as possible and the licensed proprietors and drivers would be formally
written to explaining this error. He asked for the trades’ forbearance whilst
the administration process took place. Information regarding this issue would
also be published on the Council’s website.
Miss Clarke added that the concern expressed by the trade relating to the
number of ranks in the Borough would be addressed by the next un-met
demand survey.
Ms Degiorgio then presented the report which summarised the responses to
the public consultation in respect of the Council’s draft Hackney Carriage and
Private Hire Licensing Policy 2011.
Members went through each representation received and considered the
comments in detail to determine whether any changes to the draft Policy were
justified. With regard to the comments relating to the zoning, it was
acknowledged that this was no longer an issue for the Committee to debate
following the legal advice given above.
With regard to the comment and suggested option offered by Mr Sharp
regarding the seating configuration for the eight seater vehicle, members
agreed that this option should be included in the policy. It was noted that the
same configuration had been proposed by Mr Berry in his representation.
Mr Sharp had also requested that the Council consider allowing rear loading
wheelchair accessible vehicles. Councillor Webb commented that flexibility
should be incorporated into the Policy to allow for both rear and side loading
vehicles.
However, the Chairman reminded him that the Committee had resolved at a
previous meeting that wheelchair accessible vehicles should not be rear
loading and no compelling evidence had been submitted to persuade the
Committee otherwise. Councillor Hills questioned whether this could be
amended and was advised that if there was a request for a departure from
the Policy the Committee could consider this on a case by case basis.
Councillor Hills queried whether the consultation had been valid as it had not
been published on the public consultation portal. Mr Stevenson confirmed
that it had been a valid public consultation because it was published on the
Council’s website, albeit not through the consultation portal, available in
libraries and sent out to all licensed drivers and operators, as well as number
of associations and community groups. He assured the Committee that
future consultation documents would be published on the consultation portal.

With regard to Councillor McDermott’s comments regarding private hire
disabled accessible vehicles, Mrs Perry explained that the legislation was
silent on this matter, although most responsible proprietors would have
something in place to accommodate disabled people; therefore the customer
could make the necessary arrangements at the time of booking.
The Committee discussed Ms Short’s (Director/Company Secretary of the
National Private Hire Association) comments, in particular her point made on
fixed penalty notices and clarification as to whether parking tickets constituted
a conviction. It was agreed that parking tickets were an exception to this as
they were in fact penalty charge notices and this would be specified in the
Policy at paragraph 3.10.2.
Members noted that Ms Short’s representation had stated that the
consultation document was thoroughly well researched and considered in its
approach and was one of the best set out licensing authority guidance
documents she had seen.
Councillor Mrs Soyke questioned whether the dress code could be enforced
under legislation and was advised by Mrs Clarke that it could not be enforced
under legislation, but could be under the Policy.
The Committee discussed the comments made about insurance and the
possible repetition of the paragraphs in this section. However, it was agreed
that all three paragraphs should remain as they did refer to different matters.
Ms Short’s representation also questioned the seat measurements that were
specified in the Policy. Miss Clarke reminded members that the Policy stated
‘Eighty six centimetres is the minimum recommended’ so it was not
prescribing an exact measurement of space. The Committee considered that
this wording should remain unaltered.
With regard to the age of the vehicle, Ms Short claimed in her representation
that the vehicle age restriction fettered discretion. Miss Clarke confirmed
that this section did not fetter the discretion of the Committee and applications
for a departure from the Policy could always be made on a case by case
basis.
Mr Parker had registered to speak at the meeting and was invited to do so by
the Chairman. It was agreed by the Chairman that, due to the volume of
comments he had made, the three minute speaking rule be waived on this
occasion.
Mr Parker referred to the seating configuration for multi-passenger vehicles
(MPV’s) that was proposed in the new policy, which he argued would exclude
many vehicles that had previously been licensed by the authority. He advised
members that Transport for London permitted any passenger car to be
licensed as manufactured as a private hire vehicle and suggested that there
was no good reason to apply a more restrictive criteria for vehicles to be
licensed in Tunbridge Wells. Mr Parker added that the current layouts had
always worked well with the trade and their customers. He advised that
vehicle manufactures had successfully challenged licensing authorities in the
past against their decisions to adopt policies that intentionally or otherwise
restrict of prohibit the use of their vehicles.

In response to Mr Parker’s statement, Ms Degiorgio clarified for the
Committee the reasons for the suggested seating configuration that had been
proposed in the draft Policy. She explained that public safety and protection
was of paramount importance when considering the licensing function that
governs vehicles, their drivers and operators. Ms Degiorgio referred to
guidance from the Royal Society for Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) which
suggested that private hire and hackney carriage vehicles were more likely
than a domestic vehicle to be involved in an accident where injuries occurred
and therefore enhanced measures for passenger safety should be enforced.
RoSPA expressed concern at the use of some models of MPVs that had
more than three rear seats as taxis or private hire vehicles, where
passengers had to climb over or move a seat to enter and exit the vehicle.
The Committee was also advised that the National Association of Licensing
and Enforcement Officers, in its 2004 Model Standards for taxi and private
hire licensing, supported the view that passengers should be able to enter
and exit in safety and therefore seats should not be moved or tilted for this to
occur.
Ms Degiorgio referred to an appeal case in 2004 where Powys County
Council refused to licence an MPV because they had such conditions in
place. After considering the evidence the court dismissed the appeal, and to
date the Council was still operating in this manner.
In response to this, Mr Parker claimed that the RoSPA advice was now out of
date and the Department of Transport’s best practice guidance 2010 stated
that this was too restrictive.
Mr Parker was asked if he was content with the suggested option offered by
Mr Sharp regarding the seating configuration for the eight seater vehicle,
which the Committee had agreed to earlier in the meeting. He confirmed that
he was satisfied with that option, but that many of the seating configurations
did not work and should be removed.
The Committee debated the options for the seating configuration and
carefully considered Mr Parker’s argument. It was agreed to delete Appendix
K (seating configuration) of the draft policy.
Mr Parker’s next point referred to the knowledge test and the fact that the
draft policy stated that no further tests would be permitted until the period of
six months had elapsed. Mr Parker argued that this was a gross obstruction
to employment. The Committee agreed to remove the six month restriction.
The applicant could have as many tests as required if they were paying for
them.
Mr Parker argued that the requirement for all new applicants for hackney
carriage/private hire driver’s licences to have successfully completed the
Driving Standards Agency practical driving test was unnecessary and should
be removed from the Policy. However, the Committee considered that this
assessment was important and should remain in the Policy.
Mr Parker then requested the Committee to reconsider the application
procedure, Appendix C of the draft Policy. He referred to the requirement
that the registration document must show the vehicle as belonging to the
applicant, and considered that this was commercially restrictive and
prevented an operator from renting a vehicle.

Miss Clarke advised the Committee that the name on the V5 (registration
document) had to be the applicant because this demonstrated the person had
effective control of the vehicle. She clarified that the V5 did not denote legal
title but who the registered keeper was.
Councillor Webb suggested that the wording on page 54 of the Policy be
amended to the following:
“REGISTRATION DOCUMENT (which must show the keeper to be the
applicant either wholly of jointly with any other person(s) hereinafter
described as proprietor(s) thereof)”.
This amendment was agreed by the Committee.
Mr Parker referred to the requirement for all licensed vehicles to be equipped
with fire extinguishers and first aid kits. He argued that vehicles did not have
sufficient space to accommodate these and there was no legislative
requirement for them. Ms Degiorgio clarified that the requirement for fire
extinguishers was mentioned in the Byelaws for hackney carriages, and had
been included to ensure consistency for all vehicles.
Councillor Ward stated that having fire extinguishers on board the vehicle
was a sensible precaution, whilst Councillor Mrs March added that it was a
community responsibility to have these important pieces of equipment and
could be used to assist someone else.
It was agreed not to amend the draft Policy in this regard.
Councillor Rusbridge referred to the age of hackney carriage and private hire
vehicles and argued that the draft Policy was too restrictive to stipulate a
maximum age for being licensed, as some vehicles could be very well
maintained and road worthy.
Miss Clarke reminded members that the Policy did not fetter their discretion
and members of the trade could still apply on a case by case basis for
requests for departures from the Policy.
Councillor Rusbridge proposed that the wording ‘unless in exceptional
circumstances to be determined by the Licensing Committee’ should be
added to paragraph A3.3 in Appendix A. This was seconded, and agreed by
the Committee.
In addition, Councillor Basu suggested that this wording should also be added
to the end of paragraph A3.9. This was agreed.
The Committee considered the comments made by the Sustainability Team
with regard to stricter emission control over licensed vehicles and the
suggestion that a separate Taxi Emission Policy be implemented. However,
Ms Degiorgio referred to the Department of Transport’s best practice
guidance which advised that local authorities would need to thoroughly
assess the impact of introducing such a policy, for example the effect on the
supply of taxis and private hire vehicles in the area.

Councillor Cunningham stated that these vehicles should have the same
compliance as other private vehicles and it was agreed that no change should
be made to the draft Policy.
In addition to the amendments agreed by the Committee mentioned above,
members approved the changes that had been identified by Ms Degiorgio in
Appendix B, in response to feedback received.
RESOLVED – That the Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy
2011 be updated in light of the amendments agreed as identified above, and
adopted accordingly to come into force on 1 May 2012.
(Note: Councillor Hills left the meeting at 7.20pm and Councillor Ward left the
meeting at 8.55pm, during consideration of the above item)
URGENT BUSINESS:
LC34/11

There was no urgent business to consider.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
LC35/11

The Chairman announced that the next scheduled meeting dated 14 March
2012 had been cancelled as there was no business to consider.

NOTE: The meeting concluded at 9.00 pm.
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Tinted glass – it’s clear!
Whilst that‟s obviously not true, maybe the issues relating to tinted glass in taxis and
private hire vehicles are clear, contrary to popular belief.
Everyone who has ever opposed the licensing of a vehicle with tinted glass has always
done so on the grounds that to allow tinted glass would “compromise public safety”.
Interestingly, not everyone seems to realise that windscreens, and the glass to either side
of the driver (in front of the „B‟ pillar), can (and in almost all cases) have tinted glass! The
Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986 (as amended) are worded in
such a way as to express the amount of light that must pass through the glass as being
75% for windscreens and 70% for the windows either side of the driver, which simply
means that a windscreen can have a 25% tint and the windows to either side of the driver
can have a 30% tint – the glass is tinted!
So, the issue isn‟t really about the presence of tinted glass, but the degree to which glass
may be tinted without compromising public safety.
However, every reason that has ever been given for refusing to licence vehicles with tinted
glass assumes that it is not only possible, but easy to see into the rear passenger
compartment of a motor car at night. Even without the benefit of forensic investigation,
every one of us with reasonable sight can easily establish whether that is true by simply
trying to see into vehicles at night. If there is no lighting, it is impossible to see into a
vehicle at night, even if it has clear glass, because it‟s dark! If there is lighting, whether
that be overhead street lighting, light from illuminated shop windows, or vehicle headlights
they all create shadows and / or reflections that make it virtually impossible to see into a
vehicle. If it is possible to see anything at all, it is usually impossible to even establish how
many passengers there are, because of the presence of head restraints.
For those reasons alone, many years ago, I came to accept that my originally held belief
that tinted glass compromised public safety was wrong.
I have to accept, as I did then, that very occasionally a licensed driver does assault a
passenger; although I appreciate it is a far more common occurrence for a driver to be
attacked or robbed by a passenger or some other member of the public. However, it does
appear that such incidents generally take place in dark, quiet, remote locations where
there are unlikely to be witnesses.
Despite the concerns held by some English and Welsh councils, Transport for London (the
licensing authority for London) has never had such concerns; and has never (since they
introduced private hire licensing for London under The Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act
1998) prescribed what glass may (or may not) be fitted to the passenger compartment

(behind the „B‟ pillar) of a private hire vehicle. Many of the 49,000 private hire vehicles
licensed in London seem to have tinted or privacy glass.
Because none of this made it clear as to whether genuine public safety issues arise from
the presence of tinted glass, I surveyed all 43 police forces in England and Wales. In
essence, I asked each of them to advise: “Whether [they held] any data or information that
indicates that the presence of anti-glare / tinted glass in any taxi (hackney carriage or
private hire vehicle) contributed to the commission of a criminal offence.”
And whilst not all answered or were able to answer, 19 police forces searched more than
17.5 million records of crimes for varying periods going back to 1993; and not one of them
was able to identify a single offence in which the presence of tinted glass was thought to
have contributed to the commission of an offence by a driver or anyone else in a taxi or
private hire vehicle.
As many in the trade will know from bitter experience, councils can be reluctant to change
policies. However, when North Tyneside Council‟s Regulation & Review Committee
reconsidered the issue of tinted glass on 16 September 2010, I am pleased to
acknowledge that they considered the evidence presented to them and revised their
conditions.
In the past, councils have introduced conditions to safeguard against things they genuinely
thought might, if permitted, compromise public safety. If it can now be shown that their
genuinely held fears and concerns were misplaced, the majority of councils will review
their policies.
If you want to persuade your council to review an existing policy, make sure you have
evidence that shows clearly there is no evidence to support the council‟s current position.
As with the tinted glass issue - make it clear!

ENDS (05.01.11)
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Dear Mrs Lee,
Tinted glass
Thank you for affording me the opportunity to comment on the issue of tinted glass on behalf of
my client, Blue Line Taxis.
Firstly, I should wish to comment on the commonly used term “tinted glass”, because it has the
ability to mean different things to different people. Technically it probably means that the glass
has been treated in the manufacturing process with a coating that blocks or reflects certain
types of light, thereby reducing the overall light transmittance.
We are not concerned with glass to which a tint film has been fitted, because such films may
compromise public safety following a serious accident. A tint film is adhesively affixed to the
glass, which has the effect of laminating the window. A laminated window is much more difficult
to break, which is why laminated glass is required for windscreens, but in the event of an
accident, it makes it much more difficult for an injured passenger to break a window to get out of
a vehicle, if the doors will not open.
Blue Line Taxis is (and always has been) opposed to the use of tint films on the windows of
hackney carriages and private hire vehicles.
Tinted toughened glass has the same inherent safety qualities as clear toughened glass in that
it is stronger than ordinary glass, but when broken shatters into small pieces with blunt edges.
Whilst we commonly regard windscreen glass as being clear, it too is usually “tinted” as
permitted by law. The legal position, as outlined in the accompanying VOSA guide, is that since
1 April 1985 at least 75% light must be transmitted through windscreens and at least 70%
transmitted through the windows to either side of the driver. In other words, a windscreen may
have up to a 25% tint and the windows to either side of the driver may have up to a 30% tint. In
the circumstances, the Council does not (and probably never has) wholly prohibited tinted glass.
David B Wilson
Licensing Consultant, Mediator & Trainer

Mobile: 07794 776383
david.wilson@a2zlicensing.co.uk

a2z licensing is a trading style of David B Wilson

My client is not advocating that “privacy” or “limousine black” glass should be permitted in
licensed vehicles, although, as you are aware, such glass in permitted in London by Transport
for London, the single licensing authority for the whole of Greater London. I would suggest that
if such glass does not present as a problem of any kind in London, there is no reason to
suppose that it should do so anywhere else in the country.
London, as you know, has the most modern and up-to-date private hire legislation in the
country, having not regulated the private hire industry until the implementation of the Private
Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998, pursuant to which the specification for private hire vehicles
was prescribed in 2004 by The Private Hire Vehicle (London PHV Licences) Regulations 2004.
Despite having the opportunity to restrict the extent to which glass (except for windscreen and
that to either side of the driver) may be tinted, Transport for London, having consulted interested
parties clearly concluded that there was no need to impose restrictions upon those that exist
under the Construction and Use Regulations.
Having made a request of the Metropolitan Police Service under the Freedom of Information
Act, I can state that they were unable to identify any crime committed in a taxi (hackney carriage
or private hire vehicle) in the five years between 1 April 2005 and 31 March 2010 in which “antiglare”, “tinted” or “darkened” glass contributed, or was thought to have contributed to the
commission of an offence. During that five year period, the British Crime Surveys show that a
total of 4,440,933 crimes were recorded in just the Metropolitan Police area.
My Freedom of Information Act request of the Metropolitan Police Service was only one of the
identical requests made of all 43 police forces / constabularies in England and Wales. Of the 43
police forces / constabularies, 38 have responded to date, although 17 of them either did not
have the information recorded or were unable to extract it from their computerised crime
recording system.
Of the remaining 21 police forces / constabularies, they were able to provide information for
varying periods, depending upon when they began to use their current crime recording system
and / or how flexible and searchable their system was and / or how many crimes were recorded
on their system and / or whether it was necessary to manually search any identified records.
By way of examples:


Surrey Constabulary were able to search their records from 1 April 1993, being the
date from which their current crime recording system has been operated, and advise
that they had failed to identify any crime ever committed in a taxi (hackney carriage
or private hire vehicle) in which “anti-glare”, “tinted” or “darkened” glass had
contributed (or was thought to have contributed) to the commission of any offence.



Kent Constabulary were only able to provide information for the year 1 April 2009 to
31 March 2010, because they had to manually search 86 crime reports to determine
whether any of them indicated (and none of them did indicate) that “anti-glare”,
“tinted” or “darkened” glass had contributed to the commission of an offence in a taxi
(hackney carriage or private hire vehicle).



The Metropolitan Police Service identified 72 crime reports from the period 1 April
2005 to 31 March 2010, but did not check to see what the nature of those crimes

were or whether they involved taxis (hackneys carriages or private hire vehicles),
because to do so would have caused them to have spent more than the statutory
maximum of 18 hours on my Freedom of Information Act request. They did,
however, provide redacted details from which I was able to ascertain that no record
suggested, let alone indicated, that the type of glass had, in any way, contributed to
the commission of an offence in a taxi (hackney carriage or private hire vehicle). As
the Metropolitan Police were unable to identify only crimes relating to hackney
carriages and private hire vehicles, the 72 identified crimes related to all types of
vehicles and premises in which the presence of such glass had been included in the
report for some reason. None of those records indicated that any of the vehicles
were or may have been hackney carriages or private hire vehicles. The crimes
relating to motor vehicles included criminal damage to glass, damage to glass in
connection with theft or attempted theft from a vehicle, and damage to glass in
connection with an attempt to steal a vehicle. In one case, the record related to the
theft of a pair of door mirrors, which were fitted with tinted glass.
In total, the 21 police forces / constabularies that answered my Freedom of Information Act
request and provided information, searched in excess of 17.5 million crime records for periods
from one year (Kent Constabulary) to 17 years (Surrey Constabulary) and not a single crime in
a taxi (hackney carriage or private hire vehicle) was identified as being contributed to by such a
vehicle being fitted with “anti-glare”, “tinted” or “darkened” glass.
Our own local police force, Northumbria searched 621,331 crime records for the period from 1
April 2005 to 31 March 2010 and, like every other police force / constabulary, failed to identify a
single case in which “anti-glare”, “tinted” or “darkened” glass had contributed to any crime in a
taxi (hackney carriage or private hire vehicle), despite there being a significant number of such
vehicles in the force area, because Northumberland County Council applies the same criteria
for glass as Transport for London.
I attach my “summary of responses to Freedom of Information Act requests and total recorded
crimes by police force area” for your information.
Not only would my client suggest that the above clearly demonstrates there is no legitimate
need to prohibit, what is commonly referred to as, “tinted glass”, but that there are good reasons
to allow, even encourage, the use of vehicles with “anti-glare glass”.
Anti-glare glass is the type of glass that is now commonly fitted as standard to standard
production motor cars, because of its health, safety and environmental credentials. In
summary, such glass reduces the amount of UV rays, which cause sunburn, and heat from
getting into the passenger compartment of a motor car.
This provides a more comfortable environment for the driver, which is particularly important
when taxi drivers may work long hours in hot weather and become fatigued, unless the
passenger compartment is kept cool and comfortable for them and their passengers.
Passengers too benefit from the more comfortable conditions in which they are carried.
If it were not for the use of “anti-glare glass”, drivers would have to either open windows or use
the vehicle‟s air-conditioning to keep the passenger compartment comfortable for them and their
passengers. Both opening windows and operating air-conditioning uses more fuel, which emits
more harmful CO2 emissions into the environment.

My client, which operates a fleet of mainly Ford Mondeo motor cars, has made enquiries of Ford
Motor Company Ltd as to why they now manufacture and supply vehicles with “anti-glare glass”.
The response from the Ford Retail Dealer Business Manager, with the approval of the
company‟s Director of Legal Affairs, also accompanies this letter.
As far as my client can ascertain, having considered all the information that seems to be
available, there is no reason on public safety grounds to prohibit the licensing of any vehicle
with “tinted glass” fitted behind the „B‟ pillar, i.e. behind the driver; and there are health, safety
and environmental reasons for allowing or encouraging the use of vehicles with “anti-glare
glass”.
My client agrees that there are public safety reasons to prohibit the licensing of vehicles with
films of any kind adhered to glass, because of the increased difficulty this would cause to
someone trying to break the glass following an accident, as referred to earlier in this letter.
Yours sincerely,

David B Wilson
Cert HELL, MIoL, MBII.tp
Licensing Consultant, Mediator and Trainer

Tinted Windows
Your Questions Answered

What is excessively tinted glass?
Road Vehicles (Construction & Use) Regulations 1986 as amended
specify the minimum levels of light that must pass through the
windscreen and front side windows. The limits are:
Motor Vehicles first used before 1 April 1985:
The windscreen and front side windows must allow at least 70% of
light to be transmitted through them.
Motor Vehicles first used on or after 1 April 1985:
The light transmitted through the windscreen must be at least 75%.
The front side windows must allow at least 70% of light to be
transmitted through them.
If the glass is tinted to a point whereby it lets through less light,
then the vehicle does not meet legal requirements.
Which windows in the vehicle does this apply to?
The windscreen and the front side windows to either side of the
drivers’ head.
How does excessively tinted glass affect road safety?
It restricts the driver’s vision, especially in dark conditions. This
may prevent drivers from seeing other road users or pedestrians.
It also prevents other road users and pedestrians from confirming
through eye contact that they have been seen.
What is the purpose of the law?
The purpose of the law is to ensure the drivers’ ability to see the
road is not excessively restricted by glass tint.
Legally where do I stand?
If you are the driver - You must not drive a vehicle on the road with the windscreen

or front side windows excessively tinted. You may also invalidate
your insurance with this modification, particularly as the vehicle
is likely to be illegal.
If you are a tinting company - You must not modify, or offer to supply, a part that when fitted
to a vehicle means that it does not comply with Construction &
Use Regulations.
If you’re selling a vehicle with extra tinting applied to the
windscreen or front side windows - The vehicle may now have glass that is darker than permitted by
Construction & Use Regulations, in which case the vehicle
should not be sold.
Why are tinted windows not included in the MOT test?
Excessively tinted glass is seen as a serious issue but one which
currently affects only a small number of the 24 million vehicles
tested annually. To include this item in the MOT test would require
all 18,000 garages to incur expenditure on special test equipment
and the time taken to carry out an MOT would increase. The MOT
fee would have to be raised to cover the extra time and investment.
This extra cost would affect all motorists - all for a small number of
vehicles. With the current levels of offending, roadside enforcement
is a better route as it targets the offenders while minimising the
cost and inconvenience to compliant road users.
Is this a nationwide campaign?
Yes. VOSA staff throughout the country have been issued with
testing equipment. If the equipment is not available, a subjective
assessment will be carried out. If the vehicle is considered
dangerous to drive then an immediate prohibition may be issued.

Contact

National Number : 0300 123 9000
enquiries@vosa.gov.uk
www.direct.gov.uk/motoring

VOSA/ENF/1769/June 08

Summary of responses to Freedom of Information Act requests and total recorded crimes by police force area
Police Force / Constabulary

From

To

Recorded Crimes

Glass an Issue

Avon and Somerset Constabulary

01.04.2007

30.06.2010

441,902

0

Bedfordshire Police

01.07.2008

30.06.2010

86,924

0

Cambrigeshire Constabulary

No information available

Cheshire Constabulary

No response received by date of collation

City of London Police

No information available

Cleveland Constabulary

01.09.2005

27.07.2010

294,432

0

Cumbria Police

01.01.2000

30.06.2010

366,789

0

Derbyshire Constabulary

01.01.2007

30.06.2010

Est. circa 263,059

0

Devon and Cornwall Constabulary

01.01.2005

31.07.2010

Est. circa 617,838

0

Dorset Police

No information available

Durham Constabulary

01.12.2005

31.07.2010

Est. circa 217,690

0

Dyfed-Powys Police

01.01.2006

30.06.2010

114,819

0

Essex Police

No information available

Gloucestershire Constabulary

01.04.2001

30.06.2010

Est. circa 460,780

0

Greater Manchester Police

01.01.2006

30.06.2010

Est. circa 1,279,976

0

David B Wilson
a2z Licensing, 3 North Terrace, Embleton, Alnwick NE66 3XP
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Police Force / Constabulary

From

To

Gwent Police

1997

2010

Hampshire Constabulary

Information not available

Hertfordshire Constabulary

?

Humberside Police

No response received by date of collation

Kent Police

01.04.2009

Lancashire Constabulary

Information not available

Leicestershire Constabulary

01.01.1997

Lincolnshire Police

Information not available

Merseyside Police

No response received by date of collation

Metropolitan Police

01.04.2005

Norfolk Constabulary

01.04.1995

North Wales Police

Information not available

North Yorkshire Police

Information not available

Northamptonshire Police

Information not available

Northumbria Police

01.01.2005

Nottinghamshire Police

Information not available

David B Wilson
a2z Licensing, 3 North Terrace, Embleton, Alnwick NE66 3XP

Recorded Crimes

Glass an Issue

700,000 to 800,000

0

?

0

31.03.2010

106,727

0

31.07.2010

More than 1,800,000

0

31.03.2010

4,440,933

0

31.08.2010

Est. circa 915,868

0

30.06.2010

621,331

0

?
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Police Force / Constabulary

From

To

Recorded Crimes

Glass an Issue

South Wales Police

01.01.2010

31.07.2010

83,893

0

South Yorkshire Police

No response received by date of collation

Staffordshire Police

Information not available

Suffolk Constabulary

August 1998

29.07.2010

circa 600,000

0

Surrey Police

01.04.1993

31.07.2010

Est. circa 1,113,489

0

Sussex Police

Information not available

Thames Valley Police

Information not available

Warwickshire Police

No response received by date of collation

West Mercia Police

No response received by date of collation

West Midlands Police

01.04.2000

30.06.2010

Est. circa 3,034,938

0

West Yorkshire Police

01.04.2009

31.03.2010

71,291

0

Wiltshire Constabulary

Information not available
Est. circa 17,632,679

0

Total recorded crimes / Total crimes in taxis contributed to by type of glass
Note:

Unless indicated by “Est.”, the figures quoted are for the total number of crimes recorded in the period specified, either as advised by the police force as part of its response to a request under the Freedom of
Information Act or as published in the British Crime Survey or Surveys for the year or years in question. The data was extracted from the British Crime Surveys for the years from 2001/02 to 2009/10 from the Home
Office website at: http://rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/bcs-publications.html on 24 August 2010. “Est.” indicates that the total recorded crimes has been estimated, having regard to the British Crime Surveys. For years
prior to 2001/02, the level of recorded crime has been presumed to have been the same as recorded in 2001/02, despite the fact that nationally recorded crime has generally fallen year-on-year from its peak in
1992. For incomplete periods, such as that for Durham Constabulary from 1 December 2005 to 31 March 2006, a pro rata figure, based on the number of months, has been used in conjunction with the total number
of crimes recorded in 2005/06. For periods since 1 April 2010, a pro rata figure, based on the number of months, has been used in conjunction with the total number of recorded crimes for the previous year, namely
2009/10. As Hertfordshire Constabulary has neither provided the dates for the period they searched nor the total number of recorded crimes, a “?” indicates the details are unknown as at the date of compilation of
the above table.
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The following information was provided by email on Thursday, 5 August 2010
at 14:01:51 to Blue Line Taxis by:
Robert Pepper
Ford Retail Dealer Business Manager
Ford Motor Company Ltd
1 City West
Gelderd Road
Leeds
LS12 6NJ
with the approval of:
Ms Monazza Khan
Director of Legal Affairs,
Ford Motor Company Ltd
Eagle Way
Great Warley
Brentwood
Essex
CM13 3BW
Information provided by Ford Motor Company Ltd:
We have had no reported concern from our retail customers regarding tinted
windows or their safety. As you advise, the majority of vehicles out there today have
these. The Council should outline their full report and findings on why they think they
are a safety liability through their dealer. We need to meet current legislation and I
am positive we do that. I have attached the VOSA regulations, but also listed the
benefits below.
Window tinting benefits for Individuals and Families
Babies and young children seated at the rear of a car - vital protection from
harmful Ultra Violet (UV) rays and excessive heat or glare. Car window tints
are more effective and practical (and better looking) than stick-on blinds.
Keep cool - helps to keep your vehicle cooler and more comfortable to sit in or
drive during bright and hot weather for all passengers.
Pets - essential cooling for pets kept in the rear section of estate cars.
Privacy - affords greater privacy, especially when driving alone at night time in
urban areas.
Thieves - helps to protect your valuables from being seen by thieves.
Good looks - different shades are available to suit your needs and make your
car look great.
Multi-media screens - a tinted window can significantly reduces glare and
reflection on multi-media screens.

Photo-sensitivity - special tints are available using a highly specialized window
tint film designed to remove 99.9% of UVA and UVB rays, for those suffering
from extreme photo-sensitive conditions.
Consider upgrading to SupaGlass for additional safety and security benefits.
Window tinting benefits for company cars and fleets
Driver Comfort in bright weather - helps to keep vehicles cooler and more
comfortable to drive during the summer or in bright weather conditions with
essential protection from harmful Ultra Violet (UV) rays.
Extra Security - window tinting for cars can add valuable additional security
(where darker auto tint is applied to the rear section of a vehicle) for those
carrying goods or valuables that might be spotted by thieves.
Health and Safety - with the company vehicle now being considered to be an
extension of the work-place, there are numerous H&S issues that can be
solved with Window Tints (or SupaGlass).
Shades - different shades are available to suit your needs and make your
vehicles look great.
Photo-sensitivity - special tints are available using a highly specialized window
tint film designed to remove 99.9% of UVA and UVB rays, for those suffering
from extreme photo-sensitive conditions.
Deals - discounted rates for multiple vehicles.
Upgrade to SupaGlass for even more benefits.
Window tinting benefits for celebrities & VIPs
We regularly apply tints for some of the best known and most important
people in the land. We offer a totally discreet and professional service for our
high profile customers which includes collection and delivery and dealing with
agents and representatives.
Privacy and security - window tints are available in various shades that add
different degrees of privacy glass from smoke tints to limousine black tints.
Comfort at the back - reduces glare and reflection through car windows on
equipment screens, laptops etc and keeps you cooler and more comfortable
by reflecting away UV rays and heat.
Further security enhancement - consider upgrading to SupaGlass for
additional safety and security benefits.
Temporary solutions are available with tints that can be applied and later
removed.

Note:
The content of the original email has been reformatted to reproduce it in a larger and
clearer font to read and to clearly separate the different parts / sections of the email.

Private Hire Reform Campaign
Response to Law Commission consultation paper number CP203
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

The Private Hire Reform Campaign (PHRC) is an unincorporated association.
Unlike other trade bodies and associations, the PHRC was formed with the sole objective
of promoting the reform of the law of England and Wales relating to the licensing of private
hire services and, when that objective has been successfully implemented, the PHRC shall
be dissolved.
Membership of the PHRC is drawn exclusively from those engaged in the private hire
industry, although such a person may also be engaged in the hackney carriage trade.
It is the view of the PHRC that, if the law relating to private hire services were reformed,
there would be little need to also change the law relating to hackney carriage services,
although the PHRC is of the view that it would benefit from some updating.
The response of the PHRC to the Law Commission’s consultation paper number CP203
regarding its provisional proposals and questions in relation to reforming the law of taxi
and private hire services is contained in the following tabulated schedule which, for
convenience and clarity, repeats the provisional proposal or question and then provides
the PHRC response and, if appropriate, details the reasons for its view and sets out any
additional information, which is thought also to be relevant.
The officers and members of the committee of the PHRC are:
Stewart Smith
Ron Parker
Liam Sweeney
Amjid Javaid
Frank Sims
Austin Gary Little
Martin Walker
Gary Matkin
Ian Shanks

Chairman
Secretary

Treasurer

Kent
Kent
Liverpool
Nottingham
Tyneside
Tyneside
Birmingham
Derby
Tyneside

Should the Law Commission require clarification of anything within this response, it should
not hesitate to contact the PHRC’s honorary licensing adviser, whose details are:
David B Wilson, Licensing Consultant
a2z Licensing, 3 Biddick Hall Cottages, Lambton Park, Chester-le-Street DH3 4PH
0191 3857313 and 07794 776383
david.wilson@a2zlicensing.co.uk

Private Hire Reform Campaign - Response to Law Commission CP203 Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation should continue
to distinguish between taxis,
which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on
the street and wait at ranks,
and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept prebooked fares.

Yes, the distinction
should be retained
between hackney
carriages (taxis)
and private hire
vehicles (prebooked taxis).

The retention of a two-tier regime is
the only way to ensure, as best one
reasonably can, there is reasonable
provision of licensed vehicles to
meet the two distinct consumer
markets, i.e. immediate hire that
tends to be local in nature and prebooked, which may be local or longdistance, as in the case of airporttransfers.

Furthermore, whilst a single-tier regime
might at first seem the best from the
perspective of consumers and
regulators alike, if taxis could do all
types of work anywhere in England
and Wales, rural areas might lose a
valued and valuable part of the rural
public transport infrastructure.

(Page 160)

If a single-tier regime were to restrict
taxis to plying for hire in the area of the
licensing authority with which the
vehicle was licensed, the effect would
be to have a two-tier regime that is
less distinctive to the consumer than a
genuine two-tier regime that promotes
local taxi services and a national
regime for private hire (pre-booked
taxi) services. All vehicles would be
taxis and all would be able to do prebooked work, but only a taxi in the
area in which it was licensed could
stand and ply for hire.

Private Hire Reform Campaign - Response to Law Commission CP203 Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

London should be
included, with
appropriate
modifications,
within the scope of
reform.

Yes, London should be
included in the reform, but
there should be no need
for modification over and
above those that would be
capable of being exercised
by any other licensing
authority.

If London is included, without
modifications, the pre-boked taxi
(private hire) regime would be the
same as the national standard applied
throughout the rest of England and
Wales.

If licensing authorities were permitted
to set additional criterion for taxis,
Transport for London (like many other
licensing authorities) could retain its
requirements in relation to wheelchair
accessibility; tuning circle; separation
of driver and passenger compartments;
and exhaust emission standards.

(Page 162)

If every licensing authority was given
the power to impose additional
requirements in relation to the
specification of taxis and testing of
drivers there would be no need to
make special provision for London,
because every licensing authority
would have the powers they may need
to set these matters locally.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 3
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The regulation of taxi and
private hire vehicles should not
be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with
the services of a driver.

Yes, regulation should
focus on road passenger
transport services that are
provided with the services
of a driver for the carriage
of up to eight passengers.

To do otherwise might
allow some providing
passenger transport
services to escape proper
regulation, simply because
they provide the service
with a type of vehicle not
included.

To avoid people unfit to be licensed as
a taxi / private hire vehicle driver from
being able to drive a ‘small PSV’ under
a PSV licence, new legislation should
prohibit a PSV operator from using any
vehicle with fewer than nine passenger
seats, unless to do so would
contravene EU law.

(Page 164)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 4
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be (and if
so what) advantages to
restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that
require a driving
licence?

No, there would be
no advantage to
restricting licensing
to motor vehicles
that require a driving
licence.

To restrict licensing to only motor
vehicles that require a driving
licence would be to fail to protect
the public by ensuring that such
non-motorised vehicles were safe
and that the driver did not present a
danger to passengers.

It is appreciated that this might result in their
being a range of driver licences - such as
those for motor cars; motorcycles; horse
drawn vehicles; or self-propelled vehicles,
such as rickshaws; limousines and novelty
vehicles – but each category of driver licence
would need to have specific requirements.

(Page 164)

For example, the level of physical fitness
required for the driver of a self-propelled
vehicle is likely to be much greater than that
for the driver of a motor car; the driver of a
horse drawn vehicle ought to also have
specific equestrian knowledge, skill and
experience; and the driver of a limousine
might also need to have experience of
driving PSVs or HGVs on the continent in
order to demonstrate competence to drive
large vehicles from a kerbside driver’s seat.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 5
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Public service vehicles should
be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight
or fewer passengers.

Subject to it being made illegal for
a public service vehicle to be used
as a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), public service
vehicles should be expressly
excluded from the definition of taxi
(hackney carriage) and pre-booked
taxi (private hire) services; and only
apply to vehicles capable of
carrying up to eight passengers.

Currently, because the legal position is
opaque, 9-16 passenger seat PSV
minibuses are used by private hire
operators to fulfil private hire bookings
for eight or fewer passengers, despite
the fact that the driver may be
someone who has been refused a
private hire vehicle driver’s licence or
has had such a licence suspended,
revoked or refused.

(Page 165)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 6
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

References to stage coaches charging
separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of
taxis.

Stage coaches and
charging at separate fares
should no-longer feature.

The method of charging should not be
the subject of regulation, unless it is
necessary to prescribe maximum
tariffs for taxis (hackney carriages).

(Page 166)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 7
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State
should consider issuing
statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner
about the licensing of
limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist
consistency

Yes, the Secretary
of State should
issue statutory
guidance regarding
the licensing of
limousines and
other novelty
vehicles.

It is only by applying consistent
rules across the whole of England
and Wales by statutory guidance
will the limousine and novelty
vehicle sector of the pre-booked
trade become recognised as
providers of vehicles and services
that do not endanger other road
users and that the vehicles and
their drivers are fit for purpose.

The main reason for supporting the
provisional proposal for the Secretary
of State to issue guidance is not that it
should be directed solely to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner, but that it should
also apply to licensing authorities in
respect of such vehicles that can carry
no more than eight passengers,
because this will address the current
inconsistencies that arise from the
different approaches of different
licensing authorities.

(Page 167)

The Secretary of State should also be
required to issue statutory guidance on
the application of the legislation
generally to ensure, as far as possible,
that there is consistency of application
by licensing authorities across England
and Wales.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 8
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The concept of “in the course of
a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to
limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport
is ancillary to the overall service.

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is
so often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

Currently it seems to be assumed that,
if a person is a registered child
minder, they are automatically suitable
people to engage in carrying children
as passengers in their motor vehicles.
However, the fact that someone is
considered to be suitable to care for
children does not also mean that they
are a safe and competent driver or
that their vehicle is maintained to the
standard one would expect of a
licensed vehicle.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between
the needs of public protection
and the desire not to overregulate, it may be that different
rules will need to apply to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or not as
their primary business.

(Page 168)

If that can be properly said in relation
to child minders, the same equally
applies to volunteer drivers.
Furthermore, the true status of
volunteer drivers is, at best,
questionable, when one considers that
there are licensed drivers moving to
the volunteer driver sector, because
they can earn more money tax free.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower
medical standard and their
vehicle might be subject to less
frequent testing.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 9
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

How, if at all, should the
regulation of taxis and
private hire deal with:

The definitions of taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi (private
hire) services should include every
possible arrangement in which a
passenger is carried by a vehicle capable of carrying only up to eight
passengers - with the services of a
driver.

Only by ensuring that the provision of all
road passenger transport services are
regulated will there be clarity for all,
whether they be a provider or user of
such transport services or a regulator of
them.

(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
(Page 170)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 10
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The power of the Secretary
of State and Welsh
Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible
enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire
licensing regimes

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

It is considered essential that there
should be national vehicle, driver and
operator standards in relation to private
hire (pre-booked taxi) services, because
those services are not geographically
restricted in the way that hackney
carriages (taxis) are restricted to
standing and plying for hire within a
small geographic area.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between the
needs of public protection and
the desire not to over-regulate, it
may be that different rules will
need to apply to those who
provide passenger transport
voluntarily or not as their primary
business.

To allow the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to do otherwise would
be to undermine an underlying objective
of reform – it would cause confusion,
rather than to create clarity.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower medical
standard and their vehicle might
be subject to less frequent
testing.

(Page 171)

However, it may well
be appropriate to apply
different rules to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or
not as their primary
business.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 11
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Weddings and funerals
should no-longer be
expressly excluded from
private hire licensing
through primary
legislation.

Wedding and funeral
cars and drivers (and
operators) should no
longer be exempt
from licensing.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to apply
different rules for those concerned in the provision
of only wedding and funeral cars.

(Page 172)

For example, whilst it may be inappropriate to
regulate the types of vehicles that may be used
for weddings and funerals, all vehicles must be
subject to roadworthiness testing, but the testing
of such vehicles may be less frequent than it is for
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles), because wedding and
funeral cars tend to have lower annual mileage.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 12
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be merits in
reintroducing the contract
exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to
set national standards? If so,
what modifications could be made
to help avoid abuse?

There should be no
possibility for exemption
from licensing, whether
that is by way of
reintroduction of contract
hire exemption or for any
other reason.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some road
passenger transport
services from licensing
cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to
apply different rules for those
concerned in the provision of certain
road passenger transport services.

(Page 174)

For example, for those engaged solely
in the provision of home to school
transport, it may only be necessary to
require the display of a modest
windscreen sticker, because identifying
the vehicle in the same manner as a
taxi (hackney carriage) or pre-booked
taxi (private hire vehicle) may lead the
public into believing the contract hire
vehicle is a taxi or pre-booked taxi.
Similarly, vehicles used to provide road
passenger transport ancillary to their
main business or voluntarily could also
be required to display a windscreen
sticker confirming the status of the
vehicle.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 13
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation of the ways
taxis and private hire
vehicles can engage
with the public should
not be limited to
“streets”.

Regulation of taxi and
private hire services should
extend to all locations and
circumstances in which the
public can engage those
services.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be
justified.

The only services that are outwith the current
legislative scheme is the immediate hiring of
a vehicle with the services of a driver from
private land. Despite the fact that such
services could be provided with unlicensed
vehicles and drivers, they seem generally to
be provided by taxis or private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis).

(Page 175)

Often a land-owner, such as a port or airport,
may choose to contract with a private hire
operator, because a private hire operator
can guarantee to provide the quantity of
vehicles and quality of service the landowner requires.
Whilst private land should no longer fall
outwith regulatory control, the commercial
freedom of a land-owner to contract with a
provider of their choice should not be
restrained by restricting the provision of road
passenger transport services to only taxis.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 14
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Is there a case for making special
provision in respect of taxi and
private hire regulation at airports? In
particular, where concessionary
agreements are in place should
airports be obliged to allow a shuttle
service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank?

Whilst it probably ought not be
necessary, because to restrict a
consumers access to other service
providers would appear likely to be
a restraint of trade, it would probably
be prudent to make express
provision for equal access to be
given to all pre-booked taxis
(whether they be hackney carriages
or private hire vehicles) as is given
to the concessionary provider.

It is inherently unfair to force the
consumer to use the
concessionary provider or to suffer
inconvenience and unnecessary
expense to exercise consumer
choice and use their provider of
choice.

(Page 177)

A shuttle service should not be
necessary – indeed, to make
provision for such a service would
only make it even more difficult for
the consumer to use their provider
of choice.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 15
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The defining feature of
taxis, the concept of
“plying for hire”, should
be placed on a statutory
footing and include:

“Plying for hire” should not be defined, because it
seems incapable of being expressed in such a way as
to comprehensively define the activity, as alluded to by
the fact the provisional proposals refers to “a nonexhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire”.

(a) references to
ranking and hailing;

If legislation was to make all provision of road
passenger transport by a vehicle of any type capable
of carrying up to eight passengers and provided with
the services of a driver illegal unless licensed or
exempt from the provisions of the Act, defining “plying
for hire” could be avoided.

To provide a definition
that is not going to
comprehensively
define “plying for hire”
would be likely to give
rise to more litigation
over what is (and is
not) plying for hire.

The suggested
approach is one that
has been used in
other licensing
legislation, most
recently in the
Gambling Act 2005,
section 33.

The fact that the courts
have not managed to
comprehensively
define the term in over
170 years tends to
support the argument
that it is indefinable.

In this regard, the
activities for which an
operator would need
to be licensed will
need to be precisely
defined to include
every situation in
which a booking is
invited, accepted or
managed for the hire
of a taxi (hackney
carriage) or prebooked taxi (private
hire vehicle).

(b) a non-exhaustive list
of factors indicating
plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate
accommodation of the
legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)

With regards to the licensable activities, legislation
could provide that pre-booked work had to be booked
with an operator and could be undertaken by a taxi
(hackney carriage) or pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) driven by a person with the relevant licence (a
term that would also require definition); and that work
booked in any other way could only be undertaken by a
taxi (hackney carriage).
In approaching the matter in this way, the need to
define the historically indefinable “plying for hire” is
avoided.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 16
Term of question or Response
provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

The concepts of
hailing and ranking
should not cover
technological means
of engaging taxi
services.

A hiring that is made by a customer
using, for example, a smartphone
application to hire a nearby taxi (hackney
carriage) is still managed and arranged
by a computer system within someone’s
control; and that person should
accordingly be licensed as an operator,
wherever they are in the world, because
the service is accessible in England and
Wales.

In order to avoid the risk of the
legislation not reflecting the state
of technology in the future, the
statutory definitions ought to
focus on the relationships
between parties and not the
means of communication.

(Page 181)

As hailing and ranking are
both means by which a
customer directly engages
with the driver of a taxi
(hackney carriage), a hiring
made in any other way
would be a pre-booking and
ought to be regulated
accordingly.

Whilst the hiring may appear to the
customer to be instantaneous on their
smartphone application, the reality is that
the hiring has been made through a third
party in exactly the same as it would be if
they walked into the booking office of an
operator or telephoned them.
The means by which the customer makes
the booking is unimportant; the fact that
the booking is made with or through
another is the important factor that should
necessitate the provider of the service
being licensed as an operator.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 17
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would there be advantages
to adopting the Scottish
approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements
made in a public place”
instead of “plying for hire”?

If the Law Commission rejects the
suggestion made in relation to
provisional proposal 15 that it should not
seek to comprehensively define “plying
for hire”, it may be that the provision
provided by section 23(1) of the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982 could
found the basis of a definition, but does
the reference to “or a person acting on
his [the customers] behalf” inadvertently
legitimise the activities of touts?

Whilst it is acknowledged that the
Scottish definition is less vague than
“plying for hire”, it still seems to be
imprecise and capable of legitimising
the activities of touts that would
otherwise be criminal by virtue of
section 167 of the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994, which does not
apply in Scotland.

(Page 182)

For the reasons already given in
response to provisional proposal 15, it is
considered most desirable to avoid
defining the indefinable.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 18
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

The concept of
compellability, which
applies exclusively to
taxis, should be retained.

Whilst compellability should be
retained, the circumstances in
which a driver would not be
compelled to carry a passenger
should also be expressed in
legislation or regulations made
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

It would be inappropriate to compel a taxi
driver to carry a passenger when to do so
would present some real danger to the driver,
the passenger or anyone else.

(Page 182)

For example, a taxi driver ought to be able to
refuse to accept a hiring if by doing it he would
be required to undertake a long journey when it
would be unsafe for him to do so, because of
the hours he had already worked.
A taxi driver should also be able to refuse a
hiring when the passenger presents a serious
risk to the safety of the taxi driver or appears
likely to soil or damage the taxi.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 19
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Pre-booking would continue to
be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover
all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.

Pre-booking should remain
the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle, which
might be better called a “prebooked taxi” as the term
accurately describes what
the public already perceives
it to be.

If two-tiers are to be retained, as
provisionally proposed by the Law
Commission and agreed herein,
the intention should be to preserve
the distinction between the two
types of licensed vehicles, whilst
bringing the legislation into the
twenty-first century.

The pre-booking of a taxi
(hackney carriage) by any
means other than in person
with the driver should also
be regulated as a prebooking that would have to
be made with a licensed
operator.

(Page 183)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 20
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Leisure and non-professional
use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional
purposes at any time unless
the contrary can be proved.

The use of taxis
(hackney carriages) and
pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles)
for leisure and nonprofessional use by
unlicensed drivers
should be permitted.

On the basis that a private hire
vehicle (pre-booked taxi) can only
be hired through a licensed
operator, the vehicle should never
be capable of being immediately
hired and, if it is, the driver,
whether licensed or not, does (and
one would assume, would) commit
a criminal offence.

Rather than create a statutory
exemption to permit unlicensed
drivers to use taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) for leisure
and non-professional use, this
could be included in regulations
that could be easily revised,
amended or repealed, as
appropriate in the future.

(Page 184)

Whilst there is a risk of a taxi
(hackney carriage) being mistaken
by the public as being available for
immediate hire when driven by an
unlicensed driver, the driver does
(and one would assume, would)
commit a criminal offence.
The risks could be reduced by
applying national standards for
taxis to demonstrate availability for
hire, because not all licensing
authorities currently require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to display an
illuminated “for hire” sign.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 21
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements.

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should be required to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi (hackney carriage) and prebooked taxi (private hire) licensing.

It is only by applying
statutory guidance across
the whole of England and
Wales that consistency will
be achieved.

For the avoidance of
doubt, this should be a
mandatory requirement
and not a discretionary
power.

(Page 185)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 22
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis” and
“private hire vehicles”
respectively. References
to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis”
and “pre-booked taxis”
instead of “hackney
carriage” and “private
hire vehicles”
respectively.

The word “taxi” is used by the
public to refer generically to both
types of vehicle, with the
majority having no
understanding or appreciation of
the differences.

The adoption of such terminology would
make it easier to educate the public of
the distinction between the two types of
vehicles and the services they provide.

For example, it can be said that all taxis
can be pre-booked, but that only a taxi
A change of terminology to “taxi” can be hailed in the street or hired from
and “pre-booked taxi” would
a rank in the area of the licensing
best describe the two types of
authority with which it is licensed.
vehicles and the services they
It is accepted that this is not as simple
provide in familiar terms, which
as it would be, if a taxi could ply for hire
the public would readily
anywhere within England and Wales,
understand.
but to permit that would be to delocalise taxis and negate any possible
need for quantity controls or to address
some authorities need to demonstrate
their civic pride.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 23
Term of question or provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should private hire vehicles be able to use
terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination
with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion?

If hackney carriages were called
“taxis” and private hire vehicles were
called “pre-booked taxis” there would
no longer be a need to address
secondary terms and their use.

The terms “taxi” and “prebooked taxi” would provide
the clarity that is needed
for the benefit of the public.

(Page 186)

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Taxi and private hire
services should each
be subject to national
safety requirements.
(Page 188)

National standards
should apply to taxi
(hackney carriage) and
pre-booked taxi
(private hire vehicle)
roadworthiness
standards; driver
standards; and
operator standards.

The phrase “national safety standards” is capable of
meaning different things to different people.

For the same reasons,
national standards
should also apply to
drivers and operators.

For example, it might be thought by some that Transport
for London’s current requirement for there to be a
screen separating the driver and passenger
compartments of a taxi to be a matter of safety that
ought to form part of the national safety standards.
Whilst such a screen provides mutual protection to
driver and passengers from each other, it is concerned
with a matter of safety that would be best left to local
licensing authorities.
“National safety standards” must adequately and
appropriately address roadworthiness; and any
additional locally set standards - regarding such matters
as partition screens, CCTV, exhaust emissions, turning
circles, and matters of civic pride – must not be wrongly
and misleadingly described as being “higher standards”.
Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every licensed
vehicle of either type ought to meet an appropriate
safety standard. The only way to achieve this is to set
national standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation to taxis
(hackney carriages).

In relation to drivers
there should be a
national standard for
the licensing of
drivers, albeit with an
ability for a licensing
authority to restrict the
driving of a taxi to a
driver who has also
passed its local
topographical
knowledge test, if the
licensing authority has
determined it
necessary to have
such a test.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 25
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

National safety
standards, as
applied to taxi
services, should
only be minimum
standards.

National safety
standards should not
be regarded as being
the “minimum
standards”, but the
“national safety
standard”.

The imposition of additional standards
concerning matters of civic pride and
exhaust emissions could never genuinely
be regarded as being matters of safety.

It is equally true that drivers should not
need protecting from their passengers,
but regrettably, as there are some
unsuitable people licensed and
working as drivers, it is a far more
common occurrence for a driver to be
the victim of the behaviour of
passengers.

(Page 189)

Any additional
standards that may be
imposed locally would
not generally or
necessarily be matters
of public safety,

Whilst it may be argued that matters of
turning circles, partition screens and
CCTV are matters of safety, it can equally
be argued that it would be safer for drivers
not to execute U-turns made possible by a
tight turning circle; for passengers not to
need protecting from drivers or to need the
protection afforded them by CCTV
systems.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 26
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National safety
standards, as applied to
private hire services,
should be mandatory
standards.

National safety standards
for private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should be mandatory
standards.

Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every
licensed vehicle of either type ought to meet an
appropriate safety standard.

(Page 189)

The only way to achieve this is to set national
standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation
to taxis (hackney carriages).

Additional comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 27
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire services would
not be subject to standards
except those related to
safety. Requirements such
as topographical knowledge
would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.

It is agreed that
private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should not be
subject to standards
except for those set
nationally.

Whilst some would argue that
topographical knowledge is a matter of
safety, that is not accepted and
evidence from across England and
Wales, but particularly from the
experience within London, shows that
the pre-booked taxi (private hire) market
operates perfectly well without the need
for a topographical knowledge test.

The introduction of national
standards will not only provide a
consistent level of safety
previously unknown to the public
in relation to the taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi
(private hire) markets, but will
also liberate those industries.

(Page 190)

Drivers will have a new freedom
to move from an operator in one
area to one in another area,
without needing to incur the
expenses and delays that
currently exist in licensing with a
second authority.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 28
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should local standard-setting
for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect
of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local
standards for private hire
vehicles are valuable?

All standards
should be set
nationally for prebooked taxis
(private hire
vehicles).

To allow a local licensing authority
the ability to impose local
conditions regarding signage or
any other matter will only create
the risk that vehicle owners or
operators would choose to license
vehicles with the licensing authority
whose standards they preferred.

The means of identifying either type of
licensed vehicle ought to be the
vehicle’s registration number and not
another number generated by the
licensing authority, which only means
anything to the licensing authority that
issued it.

(Page 190)

The national standard should
prescribe the means for identifying
a pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) and, save for prohibiting
that from being obscured, there
should be no other restriction
imposed nationally or locally.

Vehicle registration numbers are, of
course, already contained in a national
database, but are also capable of being
read electronically by ANPR (Automatic
Number Plate Recognition) systems.
If it were possible, it would be most
desirable for the identity of the licensing
authority to also be recorded on the
DVLA vehicle database and for every
licensing authority to have access to it.
In the event that was not possible for
whatever reason, every vehicle could,
as now, be required to display a plate
or some form of signage to show by
which licensing authority it is licensed.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 29
Term of question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What practical
obstacles might there
be to setting common
national safety
standards for both
taxis and private hire
vehicles?

There should be no
obstacles to setting
national safety standards
for licensed vehicles based
on motorcars, motorcycles
and minibus type vehicles,
because they already exist
as European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval,
Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests
provided by means of the
MOT tests relevant to each
class of vehicle.

The existing standards
should be adopted,
because they result from
levels of research,
development and testing
that are never going to be
capable of being matched,
let alone exceeded, by a
national advisory group.

In the event that national standards might extend
to matters of exhaust emissions or driver,
passenger or pedestrian safety in the event of a
vehicle’s involvement in a collision, the setting of
those standards are probably political in nature.

(Page 191)

National standards for
other types of vehicle,
whether they are selfpropelled by the driver or
horse drawn are likely to
be more problematic,
because there is not an
established national or
European standard.

If the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
decided to set standards in relation to the
European exhaust emission standards, they
would have to balance the benefits to the
environment of setting such standards against
the impact of scrapping perfectly good cars and
the financial costs to owners and the consumer
who ultimately pays for the vehicle through the
fares they pay.
Similarly, if the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers were to set standards in relation to the
European NCAP (New Car Assessment
Programme) safety standards, they would have
to balance the benefits that would arise only in
the event of an accident against the financial
costs to owners and the consumers who
ultimately pays for the vehicle through the fares
they pay.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 30
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should national conditions in
respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services
compared with private hire
services?

In the context of driver safety being
concerned with devices or equipment
intended to protect the driver, it should be
noted that many can also be said to provide
protection to the passenger.

(Page 192)

National standards should not extend to
driver safety (or, in this context, passenger
safety).

No driver should be
prevented from installing
such equipment that
they consider necessary
to provide for their
personal protection as a
driver.

Please see response to
provisional proposal 34,
which advocates allowing
a local licensing authority
to impose requirements
regarding partitions,
CCTV, etc.

However, nothing should prevent the
installation and use of measures to protect
the driver in either taxis (hackney carriages)
or pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles).
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 31
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and
private hire vehicles
should only cover
conditions relating to
safety.

All matters that
may be capable of
being set ought to
be capable of
being set
nationally by the
Secretary of State
and Welsh
Ministers.

If standards are not set nationally
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, a patchwork of
inconsistency will arise from the
different approaches that will be
taken by different licensing
authorities.

If Euro NCAP safety standards were to be set
by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers,
they should not be capable of being changed or
supplemented by a local licensing authority.

(Page 192)

Whilst many locally set standards
have been introduced with the best
of intentions, there are equally
many cases of licensing authorities
setting standards for no better
reason than wanting to be able to
claim that their standards are
higher than those of their
neighbour or the highest in the
region. Civic pride should not be
allowed to impede the efficient and
effective operation of road
passenger transport services that
form an integral part of the public
transport infrastructure and the
only part of it that operates door-todoor 24 / 7.

Whilst it would also be undesirable for a
licensing authority to set local standards for
exhaust emissions in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages), it might well be reasonable for them
to be empowered to restrict the use of taxi
ranks within the area of a Local Air Quality
Management Plan to taxis that meet higher
European exhaust emission standards.
On the basis that any such rank is likely to be in
a town or city centre, the taxi trade would be
encouraged to use newer vehicles with lower
levels of noxious exhaust emissions to access
the more lucrative ranks. However, such a
measure might also exclude some people from
the more lucrative ranks and prevent them from
earning sufficient to upgrade to a less polluting
vehicle.
Ultimately, such matters are probably for
political determination.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 32
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
national safety
standards should be
subject to a statutory
consultation
requirement.

If the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers were minded to
set standards other than the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle,
they should be required to
consult, but not otherwise.

If statute was to provide for the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle to
be the national standards with
power being given to the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set other standards,
following statutory consultation,
unnecessary consultation would
be avoided.

If the national standards were to
extend to matters beyond the
scope of the European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval, Single
Vehicle Type Approval and tests
provided by means of the MOT
tests relevant to each class of
motor vehicle, it would also be
necessary to have a requirement
for statutory consultation.

(Page 193)

Consultation in relation to other
types of vehicle, such as those
that are self-propelled by the
driver or horse drawn, should be
subject to statutory consultation.

As there are no nationally
recognised safety standards for
self-propelled or horse drawn
vehicles, statutory consultation
would be necessary.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 33
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

What would be the best
approach for determining the
content of national safety
standards? In particular
should the statutory
requirement to consult refer
to a technical advisory
panel?

The best approach would be to use
that which already exists across the
whole of Europe or nationally, namely
the European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant to
each class of motor vehicle

In the context of vehicle safety, there
are a great many people who would
believe they ought to be on any such
panel, but none of them have the
technical knowledge to make a
meaningful contribution to matters of
genuine safety.

(Page 193)

If the matters to be addressed by such
a panel, were matters such as signage,
it is unlikely that a panel would
contribute anything more than would
be achieved by statutory consultation
that would be open to a wider body of
opinion.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 34
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the
power to set standards
locally for taxis
provided above the
minimum national
standards.

Licensing
authorities should
retain the power to
set certain
standards locally for
taxis (hackney
carriages).

It is not unreasonable to allow a licensing
authority to locally determine matters in
relation to taxis (hackney carriages) in
respect of civic pride or in relation to incar safety, such as requiring a partition
screen between the driver and passenger
compartments or the installation of a
CCTV system.

The national standards for taxis
(hackney carriages) should express the
means of identifying taxis and the area
in which they are licensed to “ply for
hire”.

(Page 193)

That might be achieved by simply
requiring every taxi to display signage
on the front doors to state that it is both
a taxi and the area in which it may ply
for hire. For reasons of civic pride,
many licensing authorities already
require taxis to display a civic crest on
the front doors and this could be
refined to incorporate the information
required to be displayed by national
standards.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 35
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be
statutory limits to
licensing authorities’
ability to set local taxi
standards?

Whilst there should be nationally
set limits to the abilities of licensing
authorities to set local taxi
(hackney carriage) licensing
standards, because what may be
subject to such control may change
over time, such limits ought to be
prescribed by regulations to be
made by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

If the abilities of licensing authorities are
not constrained, there are a few that
would look for ever more ingenious ways
to distinguish their taxis from the rest of
the country for no better reason than civic
pride.

The ability to set local
standards could permit
the imposition of a
requirement for all taxis
(hackney carriages) to
be wheelchair accessible
vehicles, although no
one vehicles is yet
available that is
universally accessible to
all people.

(Page 194)

Whilst civic pride has its place, when it
serves no useful purpose and comes at a
cost, as it always does, to the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade, limits have got
to be set nationally.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 36
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should licensing authorities
retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or
operators?

Licensing authorities should
not have the power to
impose individual conditions
on taxi (hackney carriage) or
pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) drivers or operators.

To allow a licensing authority to
impose individual conditions creates
a risk that a licensing authority may
seek to impose individual conditions
on every driver or operator it
licenses, which would undermine
the objective of setting national
standards and conditions.

If it was considered necessary
to require an operator to close
their walk-in booking office to
the public between certain
hours, this could (and should)
be achieved through the
planning regime, because the
planning authority is best
placed to determine such
matters.

(Page 194)

If individual conditions were
genuinely imposed on an individual
driver’s or operator’s licence, it
would seem likely that the
justification would relate to a need to
prevent the individual from
breaching national conditions or to
address such a breach. If standards
and conditions are national, it
cannot be appropriate to allow
licensing authorities to use
individual conditions to raise or
lower the national standards.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 37
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should the powers and duties
of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?

Licensing authorities
should be compelled to
cooperate with each other
in relation to matters of
enforcement.

To create a statutory duty on licensing
authorities to cooperate with each other in
relation to enforcement matters not only
eliminates the risk of some failing to cooperate,
but could also address the issues that would
otherwise arise in relation to personal data and
the issues that relate to making a disclosure for
the purposes of preventing or detecting crime.

(Page 195)

Whilst such disclosure is permitted under
section 29(1) of the Data Protection Act 1998,
the person disclosing the personal data has to
satisfy themselves that the information they
disclose is relevant and, if they should wrongly
disclose personal information, they could face
prosecution and / or the Information
Commissioner could impose a monetary penalty
of the data controller.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 38
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Neighbouring licensing
authorities should have
the option of combining
areas for the purposes
of taxi standard setting.

Unless neighbouring licensing
authorities had the ability to merge their
areas together as one for the purposes
of taxi (hackney carriage) licensing,
there would be nothing to be gained by
only allowing them to set common
standards, which they could achieve
without an express statutory power.

If, as is provisionally proposed, taxis
(hackney carriages) are subject to
nationally set standards, all taxis will be
subject to the same standards, unless a
licensing authority exercises the powers
that may be given to them to impose
additional requirements.

(Page 196)

There would, therefore, be nothing to
prevent neighbouring authorities agreeing
not to set additional standards or to
agreeing what additional standards they
would wish to set, subject to neither
fettering their discretion; and both
consulting and having due regard to the
responses they were to receive to such
consultation.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 39
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
have the option to
create, or remove,
taxi zones within
their area.

Licensing authorities
should not have the
option to create or
remove taxi
(hackney carriage)
zones within their
area.

The retention of hackney carriage zones
that resulted from local government
reorganisation on 1 April 1974 (and
subsequent reorganisation of local
government) already creates problems,
because their boundaries no longer exist
for any other purpose and are therefore
difficult to identify.

For the purposes of simplifying the
administration of taxi (hackney carriage)
licensing, administration, enforcement and
operation, taxi (hackney carriage) zones
ought to be abolished and every licensing
authority should become a single
controlled district upon the implementation
of new legislation.

(Page 196)

To allow licensing authorities to create or
remove zones, as opposed to allowing
them to simply amalgamate them all into
one extending throughout the area of the
authority, would be to allow for the
creation of zones that would not
necessarily be based on any historic
boundary that is going to be even more
difficult to define, let alone to regulate the
activities of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trades in each different area.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 40
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power
to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at
certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing
authority?

Whilst initially seeming a practical
and logical way to address the
different levels of demand for
hackney carriages (taxis) at peak
and off-peak times, it would not be
useful to allow licensing authorities
to issue peak time licences.

In the event that there is no quantity
control restriction and an unlicensed
person may use a licensed vehicle for
social or non-commercial purposes,
there would appear to be no need for
peak time licences.

(Page 197)

If there is an ability for licensing
authorities to impose quantity control
restrictions, the introduction of peak time
licences would serve only to introduce
another licence that would create more
confusion, especially when it is
suggested that the times of peak time
licences would be determined by each
licensing authority.
Whilst potentially addressing a demand
issue, the introduction of peak time
licences is bound to confuse the public,
despite it being an objective of this
review to simplify the law.

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 41
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire operators
should no longer be
restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only
within a particular
locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular
licensing authority.

Anyone concerned in inviting,
accepting or managing
bookings for taxis (hackney
carriages) or pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) must be
licensed to do so, but they
should no longer be restricted
from inviting bookings from
outside the area of the licensing
authority with which they are
licensed and permitted to fulfil
such a booking with a licensed
vehicle and driver, irrespective
of whether either is licensed by
the same licensing authority as
the operator.

If national roadworthiness
standards are set for licensed
vehicles and national standards of
fitness and propriety are set for
drivers, there would be no reason
to retain the link between the
licensing of vehicles, drivers and
operators, because every vehicle
and driver would meet the same
standards and ensure appropriate
standards apply nationally to
safeguard the public, as far as is
reasonably possible and
practicable.

It is thought highly unlikely that
the public are concerned with
the licensing standards set by
different licensing authorities,
because wherever they are in
the country, they would
reasonably expect the
standards to be reasonably
consistent and appropriate.

(Page 198)

In the circumstances, the public
probably only want to be able to
book a licensed vehicle with a
licensed driver with the operator
of their choosing.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 42
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

We do not propose
to introduce a
“return to area”
requirement in
respect of out-ofarea drop offs.

In relation to preboked taxis (private
hire vehicles) there
should be no
requirement to
“return to area”.

To introduce a “return to area”
requirement would not only be
damaging to the environment, but
would also result in fares being
increased to the detriment of the
consumer who would have to meet the
cost of such “dead mileage” in the fares
they would have to be charged.

On the basis that a hackney carriage is to
remain more locally linked to the area of the
licensing authority with which it is licensed,
it may be appropriate to require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to return to area, unless
it is to proceed to pick-up a pre-booked outof-district customer.

(Page 199)

Whether a taxi (hackney carriage) is to be
required to “return to area” may well be
influenced by other local circumstances.
For example, it may be appropriate to
require taxis (hackney carriages) to return
to the area in which they are licensed, if
there are quantity restrictions or
requirements for specific types of vehicles,
such as wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 43
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not
have the power to
regulate private hire
fares.

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi (hackney carriage)
fares charged in
relation to an immediate
hiring, but not in relation
to pre-booked journeys.

The regulation of maximum taxi (hackney
carriage) fares is probably necessary for
the protection of the consumer when
engaging a taxi (hackney carriage) by
immediate hiring.

The system for regulating
maximum fares needs also to be
reformed, because its current
structure prevents those member
of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trade from competing on price
from doing so unless their fare
structure adopts the same
distance and time increments as
those used by the licensing
authority.

(Page 200)

It is easy to imagine how vulnerable
someone would be to a driver exploiting
the consumer’s vulnerability, if they were
Licensing authorities
somewhere where there were few taxis
should not have the
(hackney carriages) at that particular time
power to regulate preor generally, if there was not a minimum
booked taxi (private hire level of consumer protection by the
or hackney carriage)
imposition of a maximum chargeable fare.
fares.
In the pre-booked market (private hire or
hackney carriage), because the
consumer has the opportunity to shop
around to secure the type and level of
service they desire at a price acceptable
to them, there is no need for a level of
consumer protection that does not apply
to other commercial contracts.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Question 44
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should taxis be
allowed to charge a
fare that is higher
than the metered
fare for pre-booked
journeys?

Taxis undertaking prebooked journeys booked
with an operator should not
be regulated by the
prescribed tariff that may
be set by a licensing
authority as the maximum
chargeable fare.

It is only necessary to protect the
consumer from potential exploitation in
circumstances in which they may be
vulnerable to exploitation.

It is important that the removal of fare
regulation for pre-booked hackney
carriage (taxi) journeys should only
apply when the journey is booked
through an operator, because
otherwise drivers would still have an
opportunity to exploit passengers
when they are vulnerable by virtue of
being in a vehicle from which they
may not be able to get out of,
because of the door locking systems
fitted to purpose built hackney
carriages.

(Page 200)

When a consumer has a freedom of
choice, as they do in the pre-booked
market, there is no reason why one
part of that market, namely the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade should be
regulated in a way that does not (and
should not) apply to the private hire
(pre-booked taxi) trade.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national driver
safety standards such as
the requirement to be a
“fit and proper person”
be either:

National standards should be
set out in regulations made by
the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, rather than
being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more
difficult to amend to reflect
changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, the ability
to assess a driver’s suitability has been
enhanced by the introduction of police checks
and thereafter the ability to conduct CRB
(Criminal Records Bureau) checks and skills
they might have needed have been largely
eradicated by the introduction of satellite
navigation systems, which can now be
integrated with an operator’s booking and
dispatch system, so the driver does not even
need to input the address details of the pick-up
point or destination.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 203)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a flexibility
that cannot be said for provisions set out in
primary legislation.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 46
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Vehicle owners should
not be subject to “fit
and proper” tests and
the criteria applied
would relate solely to
the vehicle itself.

Vehicle owners
should not be
subject to a “fit
and proper”
test.

Despite the fact that: (i) vehicle ownership
is capable of being used as a means for
organised crime to launder money; and (ii)
vehicles may be owned by people who
have a history of failing to maintain vehicles
and / or to use or permit vehicles to be
used in an unroadworthy or dangerous
state, on balance it is considered that these
are matters best left to the police, who
have greater powers to tackle them.

However, it may be prudent to include a
power for the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to make regulations in
relation to a “fit and proper” test for
vehicle owners, should a need be shown
to exist for such regulation.

(Page 204)

In the event that regulation is considered
necessary, it may be necessary to
consider introducing a licence that would
permit a person to own licensed vehicles,
so that a person would not have to prove
on every application that they were a fit
and proper person. The production of
such a licence could be a prerequisite to
applying for a vehicle licence.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 47
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national vehicle
safety standards be
either:

National standards should be set out
in regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, vehicle
standards have changed significantly with
the introduction of antilock braking systems,
traction and stability control systems,
reversing and movement sensors, improved
seatbelt systems, airbags, etc.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 205)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a
flexibility that cannot be said for provisions
set out in primary legislation.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 48
Term of question Response
or provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

Operator licensing
should be
retained as
mandatory in
respect of private
hire vehicles.

If it is necessary to regulate the
activity of inviting and accepting
bookings for private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) as it is at
present, the same benefits of
consumer protection should apply
irrespective of where the operator
is based in the world, if the journey
is to take place anywhere within
England and Wales.

The freedom to trade within Europe
needs also to be considered,
because it may well be perfectly
legal for someone elsewhere in
Europe to invite and accept
bookings for a pre-booked taxi
(hackney carriage or private hire
vehicle) and to direct that booking
to an operator in England and
Wales (or elsewhere in Europe) or
to sub-contract it to them.

(Page 206)

Operator licensing should not only
remain mandatory, but should be
extended to apply to anyone who
invites, accepts or otherwise
manages bookings for the hire of a
passenger carrying vehicle with up
to eight passenger seats with the
services of a driver, irrespective of
whether such booked journey is to
be undertaken in England and
Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
elsewhere within Europe or the
world.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 49
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should operator
licensing be
extended to cover
taxi radio circuits
and if so on what
basis?

Operator licensing should
be extended to anyone
who makes provision for
the invitation or acceptance
of a booking or is otherwise
engaged in managing such
a booking.

Operators and their staff come into
possession of a considerable amount of
confidential personal information, whether
it is a customer’s name and address;
information about when they are away
from home; and financial information
ranging from bank details to credit and
debit card information.

The licensing of operators also
serves to provide the consumer
with an improved likelihood of
being reunited with an item of lost
property, because records of
bookings and which vehicle and
driver fulfilled a particular booking
will also be recorded.

(Page 208)

In the circumstances, everyone who
engages in that activity, whether they are
concerned solely with private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) or hackney carriages
(taxis) the same safeguards provided by
licensing should apply.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 50
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The definition of
operators should not
be extended in
order to include
intermediaries.

The definition of operator
does not seem to exclude
those calling themselves
“intermediaries”; and they
should not be excluded
from the definition in the
future.

Because operators and
intermediaries are both engaged in
the same activity – providing a prebooked vehicle to a customer – they
both come into possession of a
considerable amount of confidential
personal information, whether it is a
customer’s name and address;
information about when they are
away from home; and financial
information ranging from bank details
to credit and debit card information,
they should be treated the same.

As the consumer will be unlikely to
distinguish between the activities of
operators and intermediaries, both
business types ought to be regulated,
because otherwise the public will deal
with intermediaries, not appreciating
that they do not have the same
consumer protections they would have
had, if they had dealt with an operator.

(Page 209)

Everyone who invites or accepts
bookings or manages bookings in any
way whatsoever ought to be licensed.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 51
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should “fit and
proper” criteria in
respect of
operators be
retained?

The standard of “fit and proper”
should form a national standard,
which should be set out in
regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Because operators and their staff come
into possession of a considerable
amount of confidential personal
information, whether it is a customer’s
name and address; information about
when they are away from home; and
financial information ranging from bank
details to credit and debit card
information, operators should continue to
be subject to a “fit and proper” criteria as
part of the licensing regime.

Everyone who engages in
inviting or accepting booking
or managing them, whether
they are concerned solely with
private hire vehicles (prebooked taxis) or hackney
carriages (taxis) should be
licensed.

(Page 209)
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 52
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Operators should
be expressly
permitted to subcontract services.

Operators should be
expressly permitted to
sub-contract to other
operators elsewhere in
England and Wales,
Europe or the world.

If the activities of inviting and accepting bookings
or managing them in any other way requires
regulation by licensing – and it is not suggested
otherwise – everyone who provides such facilities
ought also to be licensed, irrespective of where in
the world the operator is based.

It may be that certain people
providing these services could
be exempted from taxi
licensing, because they are
already adequately regulated
in that business.

Currently operators outside of London suffer a
commercial disadvantage in the national market
place, because they, unlike their London based
competitors, cannot sub-contract to an operator
outside the area of the licensing authority with
which they are licensed.

For example, it would probably
be unnecessary to require
travel agents to become
licensed under new legislation.

(Page 210)

More recently, companies elsewhere in Europe
have emerged into the UK market and seem to
be able to entirely legally accept bookings using
smartphone apps and other technologies, which
they then direct or sub-contract to licensed
private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators in
England and Wales.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 53
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Where a taxi driver takes
a pre-booking directly,
should record-keeping
requirements apply?

When a taxi (hackney
carriage) driver takes a
booking directly, they must
be required to have that
booking recorded by an
operator.

When a taxi (hackney carriage) is out of its licensed
area it is subject to the same restrictions as a private
hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi), namely it cannot stand
and ply for hire.

(Page 210)

In the circumstances, unless a pre-booked journey
that begins outside the area of the licensing authority
with which the vehicle is licensed, the driver will not
be able to prove that he had not unlawfully plied for
hire unless a booking record is kept by a third party,
the operator.
Whilst arguably a record-keeping requirement might
only need to apply to bookings that begin outside of
the area of the licensing authority that licenses the
vehicle, it would be impracticable to apply different
requirements to different bookings. In the
circumstances, every booking ought to be booked
with or recorded by an operator.

Additional
comment
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
no longer have the
power to restrict taxi
numbers.

Licensing authorities
should retain the
ability, as now, to
regulate taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers.

In some areas regulating
numbers is the only way to
prevent over-ranking and
obstruction (which can give rise
to public disorder), congestion
and pollution by oversupply.

In order to prevent taxi plates acquiring a value,
either because they are saloon plates in an area
that has since resolved to only grant new licences
to wheelchair accessible vehicles or where the
licensing authority has restricted the numbers of
taxis they will license, it is suggested that the
licences / plates should not be capable of being
transferred to another person, not even in the
event of death of the proprietor.

(Page 213)

Coincidentally, the creation of a single tier would
exacerbate those problems and create new
problems relating to when and where a single tier
taxi could stand or ply for hire.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 55
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What
problems
(temporary or
permanent)
might arise if
licensing
authorities lost
the ability to
restrict
numbers?

The affect, if any,
of licensing
authorities losing
the ability to
restrict taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers would be
likely to vary,
depending upon
what, if any, local
standards were
applied by the
licensing authority
in relation to the
licensing of taxis
(hackney
carriages) and
their drivers.

For example, if a licensing authority were to resolve to
only license new wheelchair accessible vehicles of a
particular colour and require drivers to pass a
knowledge test on par with that which currently applies
in London, one would not expect there to be any
significant change to occur, let alone for there to be such
degree of change to be categorised as a “problem”.

Whilst it can be argued that
operators should be able to
prevent drivers from abandoning
their radio circuits at times of peak
demand, the reality is that, even
with contractual requirements,
drivers could simply log off the
system and operators would have
no way of knowing whether the
driver had ceased working and
gone home or whether they were
working the streets.

(Page 213)

On the other hand, if a licensing authority were not to
apply any local standards for the licensing of taxis
(hackney carriages) over and above the national
standard for pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) and
drivers, there is likely to be a significant shift from the
private hire (pre-booked taxi) side of the trade to the
hackney carriage (taxi) side of the trade.
It is thought likely that the majority of the trade that were
previously private hire (pre-booked taxi) would continue
to service the pre-booked market most of the time, but
there is a real concern that, at times of peak demand,
drivers would opt to work the streets, if the fares they
were entitled to charge were higher than those that
would otherwise be charged for pre-booked work.

Many operators are unwilling to
engage in regulating the hours
worked by the self-employed
drivers who work from their radio
circuits, because they do not
employ the drivers and would not
wish to take the risk of being held
to have employed them by virtue
of the degree of control they then
had over them.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 56
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should transitional
measures be put in
place, such as
staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a
scheduled period of
time, if quantity
restrictions are
removed?

Over the years, many
licensing authorities have
found effective ways of
restricting or regulating entry
into the trade. In the
circumstances, staggered
entry into the trade ought to
be unnecessary.

If licensing authorities want to
discourage large scale migration into
the taxi (hackney carriage) trade
from the private hire (pre-booked
taxi) trade, they will do as they have
always done. For example, they will
impose requirements for new
wheelchair accessible vehicles and /
or introduce particularly difficult
knowledge tests.

Whilst the truth of the matter has
not been verified, it has been
claimed that in the two years
after Birmingham City Council
introduced a knowledge test for
private hire drivers, it achieved a
massive reduction in the number
of new entrants to the trade.
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It has been said that in those two
years, only two people out of 900
candidates passed.
Even if that is an exaggeration of
the truth, it would appear to be
true that entry was seriously
restricted by this means.
It is understood that Birmingham
City Council has now lowered
the standard of its knowledge
test for private hire drivers in
order to secure entrants into the
trade.
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should there be a separate
licence category for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles?

There should not be a
separate licence
category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.

The creation of a wheelchair accessible category of
vehicle would blur the distinction between the two tiers.

This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to
give priority to disabled
passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing
authority to make adequate
provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
(Page 217)

Whereas a limousine will only ever be pre-booked and
a pedicab will only ever be hired in the street,
wheelchair accessible vehicles must remain in both
tiers to ensure that the needs of wheelchair users are
met.
Whilst wheelchair accessible vehicles meet the specific
needs of those people who need them, so do estate
and MPV (multi-purpose vehicles) and no-one would
suggest they should be subject to separate categories
of licence.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 58
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should licensing
authorities offer lower
licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain
accessibility standards?

Licensing authorities should
not have the ability to offer
lower licensing fees for
vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards.

Whilst to allow licensing authorities to offer lower
licensing fees for vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards (or that meet certain
environmental standards) might at first seem
reasonable, if not desirable, the reality is that, if
there is not a nationally set scale of fees, owners
might well be tempted to licence vehicles with
remote licensing authorities that charge reduced
fees.
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Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 59
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Do you have
any other
suggestions for
increasing the
availability of
accessible
vehicles, and
catering for the
different needs
of disabled
passengers?

The means of increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles – taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) – is probably beyond the
scope of this review and taxi licensing generally.

The need for the provision of accessible vehicles for
people with different needs and disabilities should be
addressed by local authorities, Integrated Transport
Authorities and Transport for London as part of their
responsibilities as transport authorities.

Providing a wheelchair accessible vehicle
and undertaking wheelchair accessible
work is economically unattractive to the
trade, because of: (i) the costs of buying
and operating a wheelchair accessible
vehicle; (ii) the inability to charge for all
the time spent undertaking such a job,
because a driver cannot charge for the
time spent loading, securing and
unloading a wheelchair passenger; and
(iii) the fact that fares can never be set at
a level to defray the unchangeable costs
of undertaking wheelchair work, because
to do so would then make the costs of
hiring such a vehicle uneconomic to ablebodied passenger.

In the same way as the Department for Transport
provides subsidies and grants in relation to buses and
trains, it should also do so in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) to
achieve an appropriate provision of accessible vehicles
of both types across the whole of England and Wales.

The conflicts between the current
irreconcilable issues concerning fares
can only be addressed by Government
subsidising the costs of purchase and
operation of a variety of vehicles
accessible to people with different needs.
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Despite being recognised by the Department for
Transport as an integral part of the public transport
infrastructure (and being the only part of it to provide a
demand responsive door-to-door service, 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year), it is the only part of it not to
receive Government grants and subsidies.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 60
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

We do not propose to
It is agreed that a
introduce national quotas national quota is
of wheelchair accessible unnecessary.
vehicles.
(Page 218)

Reason
The pre-booked market has and will continue to respond
to consumer demand. In the event that demand is not
met in the taxi (hackney carriage) market, licensing
authorities should have the ability to address that by
imposing local requirements in relation to the licensing of
taxis (hackney carriages), but should only do so in
consultation with the relevant transport authority.

Additional comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 61
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National standards for drivers of
both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness
training.

National standards for drivers of both
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) should
include recognised disability awareness
training as a distinct part of customer
care training.

Disability awareness training is
an important part of customer
care; and every customer ought
to receive excellent customer
service.

(Page 219)

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 62
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

In order to better address
concerns about
discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should
be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

Taxis (hackney carriages)
should be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

In relation to taxis (hackney carriages) and
private hire vehicles (pre-booked taxis) it is
important that customers know to whom they
may complain; and it is important that drivers
know that customers may easily complain
about bad behaviour or poor service.
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Pre-booked vehicles (private
hire vehicles and hackney
carriages doing pre-booked
work) should be required to
display information about how
to complain to the operator
and / or the licensing
authority that licenses the
operator.

In relation to pre-booked vehicles (private hire
vehicles and hackney carriages doing prebooked work), the information displayed
should provide details about how to complain
to the operator, who is likely to be able to deal
with the majority of complaints, and to the
licensing authority.
As pre-booked vehicles (private hire vehicles
and hackney carriages doing pre-booked
work), drivers and operators may not
necessarily all be licensed by the same
licensing authority, it would probably be most
appropriate to direct all customer complaints
to the licensing authority that licenses the
operator, because this will provide them with
the ability of monitoring an operator, which
would not otherwise exist if complaints went
to a number of different licensing authorities.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 63
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What would be the best way
of addressing the problem of
taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to
stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?

The issue is not one that genuinely affects
“disabled passengers”; it is one that affects
those who can be seen to have restricted
mobility, whether that is someone who
uses walking sticks or crutches or, more
likely, those using a wheelchair. Someone
who is blind cannot see to hail a taxi and a
taxi (hackney carriage) driver cannot see
the disability of someone who is deaf or
has a hearing impairment.

If the anecdotal evidence of
such despicable behaviour
by hackney carriage (taxi)
drivers is largely true, this is
something that must be
addressed by new
legislation.

.
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Any obligation to stop when hailed,
whether that applies only to those with a
visible disability or to everyone, would
have to be absolute with the driver being
entitled to dispute the complaint on the
suggested ground that it was not
reasonable or safe for them to stop.
The penalty, whether financial or
otherwise, would have to have such a
deterrent effect on drivers that they would
not generally consider it worth taking the
risk of not stopping for a passenger.

On the other hand, if there is
no truth to those allegations,
the imposition of an absolute
obligation would not
adversely affect the drivers
or anyone else.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should authorised
licensing officers
have the power to
stop licensed
vehicles?

Authorised
licensing officers
should have the
power to stop
licensed vehicles.

It is arguable that authorised licensing officers
already have the ability to require the driver of
a London private hire vehicle or a hackney
carriage or private hire vehicle in England and
Wales to stop, because to fail to comply with
such a direction may be dealt with as an
offence of obstruction (Private Hire Vehicles
(Act) 1998, section 27; Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, section
73).

The exercise of a power to stop a
licensed vehicle may have to be restricted
to an authorised licensing officer in
uniform, because otherwise the driver of a
licensed vehicle may have no reason to
know or suspect that a person
gesticulating at them is an authorised
licensing officer.
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Interestingly, the absence of a general
offence of obstruction appears not to have
created a problem to Transport for London or
its predecessor in carrying out enforcement in
relation to London cabs (hackney carriages).
It is accepted that such a power may not have
been required in London, because of the
previous role of the police and their on-going
involvement with enforcement in partnership
with Transport for London.

For example, if an authorised licensing
officer, who was not identifiable as such
by some form of uniform, gesticulated at
the driver of a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), the driver ought ordinarily
refuse to stop, because it would be illegal
for him to engage in plying for hire.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 65
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

What more could
be done to
address touting?
Touting refers to
the offence “in a
public place, to
solicit persons to
hire vehicles to
carry them as
passengers”.

Touting on behalf of (or by) members of the licensed private hire (pre-booked taxi)
trade might, in part at least, be addressed by licensing those who make provision for
the booking of a private hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi) remotely from the booking office
of a licensed private hire operator.
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If new legislation severed the existing link between the making of provision for the
invitation and acceptance of bookings and the operator’s booking office, making
provision for the invitation and acceptance of bookings could be permitted at
nightclubs (and other premises) and / or could be permitted in the street.
That having been said, there is a clear distinction between making provision to invite
or accept bookings and soliciting such bookings in contravention currently of section
167 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994.
Whilst it is probably unjustifiable to reclassify touting as a triable either way offence,
the maximum penalty could be increased to Level 5 on the Standard Scale (£5,000).
Despite the concerns of Transport for London (Law Commission, Consultation Paper
No 203, paragraph 5.17), fixed penalties could be introduced, because they might
represent an appropriate sanction to be used elsewhere in the country. The
introduction of fixed penalties would not “undermine the severity of the offence” or
prevent the police or a licensing authority prosecuting in an appropriate case.
Subject to bringing certain activities within the licensing regime, introducing fixed
penalties and increasing the maximum penalty upon summary conviction, the current
provisions of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 are probably adequate.

Reason

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 66
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be desirable and
practicable to introduce
powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and
private hire licensing rules?

Whilst it may be desirable to
introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of
licensing rules, the issues relating
to doing so make it impracticable
to do so.

If powers to impound vehicles were to apply to
unlicensed vehicles, there would be an issue as to
whether an authorised licensing officer could
require the vehicle to stop, let alone order the
driver and any passengers out of the vehicle,
before considering how they would be able to be
sufficiently certain that such a vehicle was being
used illegally to justify impounding a vehicle.

(Page 223)

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 67
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Should licensing authorities
make greater use of fixed
penalty schemes and if so
how?

Authorised officers of licensing authorities
should be given the ability to use fixed
penalty schemes, although it would be a
matter for each licensing authority, subject to
any statutory guidance being issued by the
Secretary of State, to decide on its policy in
relation to the use of fixed penalties.
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The current failure to use statutory fixed
penalty schemes is not a failure on the part of
licensing authorities, but a failure on the part
of the legislature to extend such powers to
licensing authorities and their authorised
officers.
All offences under any new taxi legislation
should be capable of being dealt with by way
of a fixed penalty or by a prosecution in the
magistrates’ court.
That having been said, it is imperative that
the licensing authority that issues a fixed
penalty or brings a successful prosecution
receives all of the fixed penalty fine (or a
proportion of the fine revenue) to fund further
enforcement in its area.

Reason

Additional comment
By providing for each
licensing authority to receive
all of the revenue from the
fixed penalties it issues and
a proportion of the fine
revenue (because it is
acknowledged that fine
revenue has also to
contribute towards the costs
of providing the courts) that
results from the successful
prosecutions it brings, it is
thought that this will ensure
that: (i) the costs of
enforcement will be met by
those who offend; and (ii)
that those licensing
authorities who need to do
the most enforcement will
receive the most funding to
enable them to continue to
do so.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Provisional proposal 68
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Enforcement officers should
have the powers to enforce
against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in
other licensing areas.

Enforcement officers should
have powers to enforce in
relation to any transgression
of the new law in the area of
the licensing authority by
which they are employed.

It is essential that,
irrespective of where an
offence is committed,
enforcement officers have
the ability to take
appropriate enforcement
action.

Unless private hire (pre-booked taxi)
operators are going to be permitted to
make provision for the invitation or
acceptance of bookings in the area of a
licensing authority by which they are
not licensed, it would seem unlikely, if
not impossible, that an operator would
ever be able to commit an offence in
another licensing authority’s area to be
subject to enforcement by an officer of
another authority.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 69
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Should crossborder
enforcement
powers extend to
suspensions and
revocation of
licences? If so
what would be the
best way of
achieving this?

Enforcement officers should have the ability to immediately suspend and
remove the plate (or other mark identifying the vehicle as a licensed
vehicle), if the vehicle is unroadworthy or thought to be unroadworthy.
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Whilst the ability to also suspend and revoke driver and operator
licences initially seems reasonable, there are unlikely to be
circumstances that would make the taking of such action necessary.
Although circumstances can arise in which it is necessary to
immediately suspend or revoke a driver’s licence, it is unlikely that such
matters would be notified to a licensing authority other than the one that
licensed the driver. In the circumstances, there is probably no need for
another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or revoke a
driver’s licence, because they can report any transgression to the
licensing authority that licenses the driver for them to take any
appropriate action.
Even if private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators can make provision for
the invitation or acceptance of bookings outside the area of the licensing
authority by which they are licensed (i.e. by providing a Freephone in a
supermarket in another licensing authority’s area), there is probably no
need for another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or
revoke an operator’s licence, because they can report any transgression
to the licensing authority that licenses the operator for them to take any
appropriate action.

Reason

Additional
comment
The ability to
immediately suspend
the licence of a
licensed vehicle is
already provided by
section 68 of the
Local Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1976, which
provisions were
incorporated into the
Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998,
section 9.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The right to appeal against
decisions to refuse to
grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private
hire licence should be
limited to the applicant or,
as appropriate, holder of
the relevant licence.

Whilst at first an attractive
proposition, it might be more
appropriate to extend all
rights of appeal to “any
person aggrieved”, but to
require leave to be granted
by the court (or Independent
Taxi Appeals Adjudicator –
see below) in all appeals,
except for those brought by
an applicant or licence
holder.

The circumstances in which it might be
reasonable to consider an appeal by
someone other than an applicant or
licence holder are very rare, but there are
circumstances in which a statutory right of
appeal is probably more appropriate than
forcing a potential appellant to pursue
their challenge by way of judicial review.

Whilst currently some rights
of appeal extend to “any
person aggrieved”, the
reality is that the majority of
such decisions are made in
private, by virtue of a
resolution to exclude the
press and public under the
Local Government Act
1972, section 100A(4) and
Schedule 12A (as
amended), and
consequently only those
involved in the matter are
ever going to have
sufficient knowledge to
enable them to pursue an
appeal.
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For example, if having heard evidence
from a young female passenger of
alleged improper sexual behaviour
towards her by a licensed driver, a
licensing authority decided to allow the
driver to retain his licence, the passenger
would be permitted to apply for leave to
appeal, rather than having to consider a
judicial review, which is a complex and
costly process.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 71
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The first stage in the
appeal process
throughout England
and Wales, in respect
of refusals,
suspensions or
revocations should be
to require the local
licensing authority to
reconsider its decision.

No, appeals
should, in the
first instance, be
heard by an
Independent
Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

To be impartial and seen to be impartial, an internal
review panel would need to be comprised of
independent members as well as councillors. If the
combined allowances of an independent chairman
and an independent member were £10,000 per
annum per licensing authority, the total additional
annual cost would exceed £3 million .

As the ITAAs would replace the
magistrates’ court and avoid the
need to introduce internal review
panels, appeals from a decision
of an ITAA could lie to the crown
court.
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If England and Wales was served by seven
Independent Taxi Appeals Adjudicators (ITAA), as
HGV and PSV licensing is served by seven Traffic
Commissioners, the total salary cost would be less
than £700,000 presuming salaries were no more
than those paid to Traffic Commissioners.
The introduction of ITAAs need not come at
significant cost, because they would not need offices
or hearing centres, if they heard appeals at the
offices of the council against whom an applicant or
licence holder was pursuing an appeal.
ITAAs would overcome the concerns of magistrates
lacking specialist knowledge and, as they would
each operate across one of seven regions, achieve
a previously unrivalled degree of consistency.

If ITAAs were to be appointed to
regions covering the areas of
many licensing authorities, they
should be appointed by the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 72
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Appeals should continue to
be heard in the magistrates’
court.

All appeals should be heard
in the first instance by an
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

Unlike councillors and lay
magistrates, an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (ITAA) would
be someone with specialist
knowledge, experience and
training in taxi licensing law.
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Their role would be very similar to
those of the Traffic Commissioners
appointed under The Public
Passenger Vehicles Act 1981 (as
amended).
It is anticipated that an ITAA would
be able to manage their own
administration – organising their
own hearings diary and preparing
the notices of their own decisions.
They would not need offices or
hearing centres from which to
work, because they would hear
appeals at a venue provided for
the purpose by the licensing
authority and work from their own
homes.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Question 73
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be an onward
right of appeal to the Crown
Court?

Yes, there should be an
onward right of appeal to the
crown court from the decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or a
magistrates’ court, if
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators are not
introduced).

If there was no onward right of
appeal to the crown court, the
effect would be to deny justice
to those who could not afford
to pursue an appeal by judicial
review in respect of a decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or by
case stated to the Divisional
Court, if Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicators are not
introduced).

It is thought that the number of
appeals from magistrates’ courts
to the crown court are already
relatively few; and it is hoped
that the introduction of
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators would further
reduce the number of such
appeals.
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Blue Line Taxis
31-35 Sycamore Street, Wallsend NE28 6TH
Response to Law Commission consultation paper number CP203
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

Blue Line Taxis is a partnership between Ian Gordon Shanks, Paul Thomas Shanks and
Jane Bell (nee Shanks).
The business was formed, with just one car, in 1958 by the parents of the current partners.
Over almost 60 years, the business has grown to become the largest taxi / private hire firm
on Tyneside with a fleet currently of about 650 vehicles, each driven by a self-employed
driver.
Despite currently operating exclusively from premises within the area of North Tyneside
Council, the business undertakes work throughout all five of the metropolitan council areas
within Tyne and Wear and also in the County of Durham and Northumberland and further
afield.
Blue Line Taxis aspires “to become the industry leader in everything we do through
innovation, vision and hard work”.
Despite the success of the business to date, Blue Line Taxis believes that it would have
grown even larger, if it had been better able to meet the needs of the travelling public,
which it has been prevented from doing by the constraints of the current legislation and / or
the restrictive way in which it is interpreted and applied by local authorities.
The business has for two separate periods of about five years and two years also operated
from premises within the area of Newcastle City Council. On both occasions Blue Line
Taxis were prevented from continuing to operate from within Newcastle, either because of
the geographic constraints of the current law or because complying with the conditions
attached to the licence made it impracticable to continue to also operate from Newcastle.
In its endeavour to secure clarification of the law, Blue Line Taxis has been involved in
more cases before the High Court than any other taxi or private hire company in the
country, namely:





Shanks v North Tyneside Metropolitan Borough Council [2001] EWHC 533
(Admin)
Shanks v North Tyneside Metropolitan Borough Council [2003] EWHC 1900
(Admin)
R (on behalf of Newcastle City Council) v Berwick-upon-Tweed Borough
Council [2008] EWHC 2369 (Admin)
Blue Line Taxis (Newcastle) Ltd v Newcastle City Council [2012] EWHC 2599
(Admin)



R (on behalf of Shanks, Shanks and Bell t/a Blue Line Taxis) v Northumberland
County Council [2012] EWHC 1539 (Admin)

and, because of its interest in another case, namely Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council v
Fidler [2010] EWHC 2430 (Admin), it funded the costs of the appeal of the appellants.
Whilst Blue Line Taxis welcomes this review of the law by the Law Commission, it is of the
view that many of the problems that have plagued its business for years would be
eradicated by simply permitting a licensed private hire operator to sub-contract a booking
to another licensed private hire operator anywhere else in England (including London) and
Wales and Scotland.
The response of Blue Line Taxis to the Law Commission’s consultation paper number
CP203 regarding its provisional proposals and questions in relation to reforming the law of
taxi and private hire services is contained in the following tabulated schedule which, for
convenience and clarity, repeats the provisional proposal or question and then provides
their response and, if appropriate, details the reasons for their view and sets out any
additional information, which is thought also to be relevant.
Should the Law Commission require clarification of anything within this response, it should
not hesitate to contact the licensing consultant retained by Blue Line Taxis, namely:
David B Wilson, Licensing Consultant
a2z Licensing, 3 Biddick Hall Cottages, Lambton Park, Chester-le-Street DH3 4PH
0191 3857313 and 07794 776383
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OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation should continue
to distinguish between taxis,
which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on
the street and wait at ranks,
and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept prebooked fares.

Yes, the distinction
should be retained
between hackney
carriages (taxis)
and private hire
vehicles (prebooked taxis).

The retention of a two-tier regime is
the only way to ensure, as best one
reasonably can, there is reasonable
provision of licensed vehicles to
meet the two distinct consumer
markets, i.e. immediate hire that
tends to be local in nature and prebooked, which may be local or longdistance, as in the case of airporttransfers.

Furthermore, whilst a single-tier regime
might at first seem the best from the
perspective of consumers and
regulators alike, if taxis could do all
types of work anywhere in England
and Wales, rural areas might lose a
valued and valuable part of the rural
public transport infrastructure.
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If a single-tier regime were to restrict
taxis to plying for hire in the area of the
licensing authority with which the
vehicle was licensed, the effect would
be to have a two-tier regime that is
less distinctive to the consumer than a
genuine two-tier regime that promotes
local taxi services and a national
regime for private hire (pre-booked
taxi) services. All vehicles would be
taxis and all would be able to do prebooked work, but only a taxi in the
area in which it was licensed could
stand and ply for hire.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

London should be
included, with
appropriate
modifications,
within the scope of
reform.

Yes, London should be
included in the reform, but
there should be no need
for modification over and
above those that would be
capable of being exercised
by any other licensing
authority.

If London is included, without
modifications, the pre-boked taxi
(private hire) regime would be the
same as the national standard applied
throughout the rest of England and
Wales.

If licensing authorities were permitted
to set additional criterion for taxis,
Transport for London (like many other
licensing authorities) could retain its
requirements in relation to wheelchair
accessibility; tuning circle; separation
of driver and passenger compartments;
and exhaust emission standards.

(Page 162)

If every licensing authority was given
the power to impose additional
requirements in relation to the
specification of taxis and testing of
drivers there would be no need to
make special provision for London,
because every licensing authority
would have the powers they may need
to set these matters locally.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 3
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The regulation of taxi and
private hire vehicles should not
be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with
the services of a driver.

Yes, regulation should
focus on road passenger
transport services that are
provided with the services
of a driver for the carriage
of up to eight passengers.

To do otherwise might
allow some providing
passenger transport
services to escape proper
regulation, simply because
they provide the service
with a type of vehicle not
included.

To avoid people unfit to be licensed as
a taxi / private hire vehicle driver from
being able to drive a ‘small PSV’ under
a PSV licence, new legislation should
prohibit a PSV operator from using any
vehicle with fewer than nine passenger
seats, unless to do so would
contravene EU law.

(Page 164)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 4
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be (and if
so what) advantages to
restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that
require a driving
licence?

No, there would be
no advantage to
restricting licensing
to motor vehicles
that require a driving
licence.

To restrict licensing to only motor
vehicles that require a driving
licence would be to fail to protect
the public by ensuring that such
non-motorised vehicles were safe
and that the driver did not present a
danger to passengers.

It is appreciated that this might result in their
being a range of driver licences - such as
those for motor cars; motorcycles; horse
drawn vehicles; or self-propelled vehicles,
such as rickshaws; limousines and novelty
vehicles – but each category of driver licence
would need to have specific requirements.

(Page 164)

For example, the level of physical fitness
required for the driver of a self-propelled
vehicle is likely to be much greater than that
for the driver of a motor car; the driver of a
horse drawn vehicle ought to also have
specific equestrian knowledge, skill and
experience; and the driver of a limousine
might also need to have experience of
driving PSVs or HGVs on the continent in
order to demonstrate competence to drive
large vehicles from a kerbside driver’s seat.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 5
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Public service vehicles should
be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight
or fewer passengers.

Subject to it being made illegal for
a public service vehicle to be used
as a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), public service
vehicles should be expressly
excluded from the definition of taxi
(hackney carriage) and pre-booked
taxi (private hire) services; and only
apply to vehicles capable of
carrying up to eight passengers.

Currently, because the legal position is
opaque, 9-16 passenger seat PSV
minibuses are used by private hire
operators to fulfil private hire bookings
for eight or fewer passengers, despite
the fact that the driver may be
someone who has been refused a
private hire vehicle driver’s licence or
has had such a licence suspended,
revoked or refused.

(Page 165)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 6
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

References to stage coaches charging
separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of
taxis.

Stage coaches and
charging at separate fares
should no-longer feature.

The method of charging should not be
the subject of regulation, unless it is
necessary to prescribe maximum
tariffs for taxis (hackney carriages).

(Page 166)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 7
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State
should consider issuing
statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner
about the licensing of
limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist
consistency

Yes, the Secretary
of State should
issue statutory
guidance regarding
the licensing of
limousines and
other novelty
vehicles.

It is only by applying consistent
rules across the whole of England
and Wales by statutory guidance
will the limousine and novelty
vehicle sector of the pre-booked
trade become recognised as
providers of vehicles and services
that do not endanger other road
users and that the vehicles and
their drivers are fit for purpose.

The main reason for supporting the
provisional proposal for the Secretary
of State to issue guidance is not that it
should be directed solely to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner, but that it should
also apply to licensing authorities in
respect of such vehicles that can carry
no more than eight passengers,
because this will address the current
inconsistencies that arise from the
different approaches of different
licensing authorities.

(Page 167)

The Secretary of State should also be
required to issue statutory guidance on
the application of the legislation
generally to ensure, as far as possible,
that there is consistency of application
by licensing authorities across England
and Wales.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 8
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The concept of “in the course of
a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to
limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport
is ancillary to the overall service.

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is
so often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

Currently it seems to be assumed that,
if a person is a registered child
minder, they are automatically suitable
people to engage in carrying children
as passengers in their motor vehicles.
However, the fact that someone is
considered to be suitable to care for
children does not also mean that they
are a safe and competent driver or
that their vehicle is maintained to the
standard one would expect of a
licensed vehicle.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between
the needs of public protection
and the desire not to overregulate, it may be that different
rules will need to apply to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or not as
their primary business.

(Page 168)

If that can be properly said in relation
to child minders, the same equally
applies to volunteer drivers.
Furthermore, the true status of
volunteer drivers is, at best,
questionable, when one considers that
there are licensed drivers moving to
the volunteer driver sector, because
they can earn more money tax free.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower
medical standard and their
vehicle might be subject to less
frequent testing.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 9
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

How, if at all, should the
regulation of taxis and
private hire deal with:

The definitions of taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi (private
hire) services should include every
possible arrangement in which a
passenger is carried by a vehicle capable of carrying only up to eight
passengers - with the services of a
driver.

Only by ensuring that the provision of all
road passenger transport services are
regulated will there be clarity for all,
whether they be a provider or user of
such transport services or a regulator of
them.

(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
(Page 170)

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 10
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The power of the Secretary
of State and Welsh
Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible
enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire
licensing regimes

No. If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some
people from licensing
cannot be justified.

It is considered essential that there
should be national vehicle, driver and
operator standards in relation to private
hire (pre-booked taxi) services, because
those services are not geographically
restricted in the way that hackney
carriages (taxis) are restricted to
standing and plying for hire within a
small geographic area.

In order to achieve an
appropriate balance between the
needs of public protection and
the desire not to over-regulate, it
may be that different rules will
need to apply to those who
provide passenger transport
voluntarily or not as their primary
business.

To allow the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to do otherwise would
be to undermine an underlying objective
of reform – it would cause confusion,
rather than to create clarity.

For example, those providing
passenger transport ancillary to
their primary business might be
required to meet a lower medical
standard and their vehicle might
be subject to less frequent
testing.

(Page 171)

However, it may well
be appropriate to apply
different rules to those
who provide passenger
transport voluntarily or
not as their primary
business.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 11
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Weddings and funerals
should no-longer be
expressly excluded from
private hire licensing
through primary
legislation.

Wedding and funeral
cars and drivers (and
operators) should no
longer be exempt
from licensing.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to apply
different rules for those concerned in the provision
of only wedding and funeral cars.

(Page 172)

For example, whilst it may be inappropriate to
regulate the types of vehicles that may be used
for weddings and funerals, all vehicles must be
subject to roadworthiness testing, but the testing
of such vehicles may be less frequent than it is for
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles), because wedding and
funeral cars tend to have lower annual mileage.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 12
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Would there be merits in
reintroducing the contract
exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to
set national standards? If so,
what modifications could be made
to help avoid abuse?

There should be no
possibility for exemption
from licensing, whether
that is by way of
reintroduction of contract
hire exemption or for any
other reason.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so
often said it is, the
exempting of some road
passenger transport
services from licensing
cannot be justified.

However, it may well be appropriate to
apply different rules for those
concerned in the provision of certain
road passenger transport services.

(Page 174)

For example, for those engaged solely
in the provision of home to school
transport, it may only be necessary to
require the display of a modest
windscreen sticker, because identifying
the vehicle in the same manner as a
taxi (hackney carriage) or pre-booked
taxi (private hire vehicle) may lead the
public into believing the contract hire
vehicle is a taxi or pre-booked taxi.
Similarly, vehicles used to provide road
passenger transport ancillary to their
main business or voluntarily could also
be required to display a windscreen
sticker confirming the status of the
vehicle.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 13
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Regulation of the ways
taxis and private hire
vehicles can engage
with the public should
not be limited to
“streets”.

Regulation of taxi and
private hire services should
extend to all locations and
circumstances in which the
public can engage those
services.

If public safety is
paramount, as it is so often
said it is, the exempting of
some road passenger
transport services from
licensing cannot be
justified.

The only services that are outwith the current
legislative scheme is the immediate hiring of
a vehicle with the services of a driver from
private land. Despite the fact that such
services could be provided with unlicensed
vehicles and drivers, they seem generally to
be provided by taxis or private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis).

(Page 175)

Often a land-owner, such as a port or airport,
may choose to contract with a private hire
operator, because a private hire operator
can guarantee to provide the quantity of
vehicles and quality of service the landowner requires.
Whilst private land should no longer fall
outwith regulatory control, the commercial
freedom of a land-owner to contract with a
provider of their choice should not be
restrained by restricting the provision of road
passenger transport services to only taxis.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 14
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Is there a case for making special
provision in respect of taxi and
private hire regulation at airports? In
particular, where concessionary
agreements are in place should
airports be obliged to allow a shuttle
service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank?

Whilst it probably ought not be
necessary, because to restrict a
consumers access to other service
providers would appear likely to be
a restraint of trade, it would probably
be prudent to make express
provision for equal access to be
given to all pre-booked taxis
(whether they be hackney carriages
or private hire vehicles) as is given
to the concessionary provider.

It is inherently unfair to force the
consumer to use the
concessionary provider or to suffer
inconvenience and unnecessary
expense to exercise consumer
choice and use their provider of
choice.

(Page 177)

A shuttle service should not be
necessary – indeed, to make
provision for such a service would
only make it even more difficult for
the consumer to use their provider
of choice.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 15
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The defining feature of
taxis, the concept of
“plying for hire”, should
be placed on a statutory
footing and include:

“Plying for hire” should not be defined, because it
seems incapable of being expressed in such a way as
to comprehensively define the activity, as alluded to by
the fact the provisional proposals refers to “a nonexhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire”.

(a) references to
ranking and hailing;

If legislation was to make all provision of road
passenger transport by a vehicle of any type capable
of carrying up to eight passengers and provided with
the services of a driver illegal unless licensed or
exempt from the provisions of the Act, defining “plying
for hire” could be avoided.

To provide a definition
that is not going to
comprehensively
define “plying for hire”
would be likely to give
rise to more litigation
over what is (and is
not) plying for hire.

The suggested
approach is one that
has been used in
other licensing
legislation, most
recently in the
Gambling Act 2005,
section 33.

The fact that the courts
have not managed to
comprehensively
define the term in over
170 years tends to
support the argument
that it is indefinable.

In this regard, the
activities for which an
operator would need
to be licensed will
need to be precisely
defined to include
every situation in
which a booking is
invited, accepted or
managed for the hire
of a taxi (hackney
carriage) or prebooked taxi (private
hire vehicle).

(b) a non-exhaustive list
of factors indicating
plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate
accommodation of the
legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)

With regards to the licensable activities, legislation
could provide that pre-booked work had to be booked
with an operator and could be undertaken by a taxi
(hackney carriage) or pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) driven by a person with the relevant licence (a
term that would also require definition); and that work
booked in any other way could only be undertaken by a
taxi (hackney carriage).
In approaching the matter in this way, the need to
define the historically indefinable “plying for hire” is
avoided.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 16
Term of question or Response
provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

The concepts of
hailing and ranking
should not cover
technological means
of engaging taxi
services.

A hiring that is made by a customer
using, for example, a smartphone
application to hire a nearby taxi (hackney
carriage) is still managed and arranged
by a computer system within someone’s
control; and that person should
accordingly be licensed as an operator,
wherever they are in the world, because
the service is accessible in England and
Wales.

In order to avoid the risk of the
legislation not reflecting the state
of technology in the future, the
statutory definitions ought to
focus on the relationships
between parties and not the
means of communication.

(Page 181)

As hailing and ranking are
both means by which a
customer directly engages
with the driver of a taxi
(hackney carriage), a hiring
made in any other way
would be a pre-booking and
ought to be regulated
accordingly.

Whilst the hiring may appear to the
customer to be instantaneous on their
smartphone application, the reality is that
the hiring has been made through a third
party in exactly the same as it would be if
they walked into the booking office of an
operator or telephoned them.
The means by which the customer makes
the booking is unimportant; the fact that
the booking is made with or through
another is the important factor that should
necessitate the provider of the service
being licensed as an operator.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 17
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would there be advantages
to adopting the Scottish
approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements
made in a public place”
instead of “plying for hire”?

If the Law Commission rejects the
suggestion made in relation to
provisional proposal 15 that it should not
seek to comprehensively define “plying
for hire”, it may be that the provision
provided by section 23(1) of the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982 could
found the basis of a definition, but does
the reference to “or a person acting on
his [the customers] behalf” inadvertently
legitimise the activities of touts?

Whilst it is acknowledged that the
Scottish definition is less vague than
“plying for hire”, it still seems to be
imprecise and capable of legitimising
the activities of touts that would
otherwise be criminal by virtue of
section 167 of the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994, which does not
apply in Scotland.

(Page 182)

For the reasons already given in
response to provisional proposal 15, it is
considered most desirable to avoid
defining the indefinable.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 18
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

The concept of
compellability, which
applies exclusively to
taxis, should be retained.

Whilst compellability should be
retained, the circumstances in
which a driver would not be
compelled to carry a passenger
should also be expressed in
legislation or regulations made
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

It would be inappropriate to compel a taxi
driver to carry a passenger when to do so
would present some real danger to the driver,
the passenger or anyone else.

(Page 182)

For example, a taxi driver ought to be able to
refuse to accept a hiring if by doing it he would
be required to undertake a long journey when it
would be unsafe for him to do so, because of
the hours he had already worked.
A taxi driver should also be able to refuse a
hiring when the passenger presents a serious
risk to the safety of the taxi driver or appears
likely to soil or damage the taxi.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 19
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Pre-booking would continue to
be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover
all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.

Pre-booking should remain
the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle, which
might be better called a “prebooked taxi” as the term
accurately describes what
the public already perceives
it to be.

If two-tiers are to be retained, as
provisionally proposed by the Law
Commission and agreed herein,
the intention should be to preserve
the distinction between the two
types of licensed vehicles, whilst
bringing the legislation into the
twenty-first century.

The pre-booking of a taxi
(hackney carriage) by any
means other than in person
with the driver should also
be regulated as a prebooking that would have to
be made with a licensed
operator.

(Page 183)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 20
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Leisure and non-professional
use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional
purposes at any time unless
the contrary can be proved.

The use of taxis
(hackney carriages) and
pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles)
for leisure and nonprofessional use by
unlicensed drivers
should be permitted.

On the basis that a private hire
vehicle (pre-booked taxi) can only
be hired through a licensed
operator, the vehicle should never
be capable of being immediately
hired and, if it is, the driver,
whether licensed or not, does (and
one would assume, would) commit
a criminal offence.

Rather than create a statutory
exemption to permit unlicensed
drivers to use taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) for leisure
and non-professional use, this
could be included in regulations
that could be easily revised,
amended or repealed, as
appropriate in the future.

(Page 184)

Whilst there is a risk of a taxi
(hackney carriage) being mistaken
by the public as being available for
immediate hire when driven by an
unlicensed driver, the driver does
(and one would assume, would)
commit a criminal offence.
The risks could be reduced by
applying national standards for
taxis to demonstrate availability for
hire, because not all licensing
authorities currently require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to display an
illuminated “for hire” sign.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 21
Term of question or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements.

The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should be required to
issue statutory guidance in respect
of taxi (hackney carriage) and prebooked taxi (private hire) licensing.

It is only by applying
statutory guidance across
the whole of England and
Wales that consistency will
be achieved.

For the avoidance of
doubt, this should be a
mandatory requirement
and not a discretionary
power.

(Page 185)
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 22
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis” and
“private hire vehicles”
respectively. References
to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

Reformed legislation
should refer to “taxis”
and “pre-booked taxis”
instead of “hackney
carriage” and “private
hire vehicles”
respectively.

The word “taxi” is used by the
public to refer generically to both
types of vehicle, with the
majority having no
understanding or appreciation of
the differences.

The adoption of such terminology would
make it easier to educate the public of
the distinction between the two types of
vehicles and the services they provide.

For example, it can be said that all taxis
can be pre-booked, but that only a taxi
A change of terminology to “taxi” can be hailed in the street or hired from
and “pre-booked taxi” would
a rank in the area of the licensing
best describe the two types of
authority with which it is licensed.
vehicles and the services they
It is accepted that this is not as simple
provide in familiar terms, which
as it would be, if a taxi could ply for hire
the public would readily
anywhere within England and Wales,
understand.
but to permit that would be to delocalise taxis and negate any possible
need for quantity controls or to address
some authorities need to demonstrate
their civic pride.
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REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Question 23
Term of question or provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should private hire vehicles be able to use
terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination
with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion?

If hackney carriages were called
“taxis” and private hire vehicles were
called “pre-booked taxis” there would
no longer be a need to address
secondary terms and their use.

The terms “taxi” and “prebooked taxi” would provide
the clarity that is needed
for the benefit of the public.

(Page 186)

Additional
comment
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Taxi and private hire
services should each
be subject to national
safety requirements.
(Page 188)

National standards
should apply to taxi
(hackney carriage) and
pre-booked taxi
(private hire vehicle)
roadworthiness
standards; driver
standards; and
operator standards.

The phrase “national safety standards” is capable of
meaning different things to different people.

For the same reasons,
national standards
should also apply to
drivers and operators.

For example, it might be thought by some that Transport
for London’s current requirement for there to be a
screen separating the driver and passenger
compartments of a taxi to be a matter of safety that
ought to form part of the national safety standards.
Whilst such a screen provides mutual protection to
driver and passengers from each other, it is concerned
with a matter of safety that would be best left to local
licensing authorities.
“National safety standards” must adequately and
appropriately address roadworthiness; and any
additional locally set standards - regarding such matters
as partition screens, CCTV, exhaust emissions, turning
circles, and matters of civic pride – must not be wrongly
and misleadingly described as being “higher standards”.
Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every licensed
vehicle of either type ought to meet an appropriate
safety standard. The only way to achieve this is to set
national standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation to taxis
(hackney carriages).

In relation to drivers
there should be a
national standard for
the licensing of
drivers, albeit with an
ability for a licensing
authority to restrict the
driving of a taxi to a
driver who has also
passed its local
topographical
knowledge test, if the
licensing authority has
determined it
necessary to have
such a test.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 25
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

National safety
standards, as
applied to taxi
services, should
only be minimum
standards.

National safety
standards should not
be regarded as being
the “minimum
standards”, but the
“national safety
standard”.

The imposition of additional standards
concerning matters of civic pride and
exhaust emissions could never genuinely
be regarded as being matters of safety.

It is equally true that drivers should not
need protecting from their passengers,
but regrettably, as there are some
unsuitable people licensed and
working as drivers, it is a far more
common occurrence for a driver to be
the victim of the behaviour of
passengers.

(Page 189)

Any additional
standards that may be
imposed locally would
not generally or
necessarily be matters
of public safety,

Whilst it may be argued that matters of
turning circles, partition screens and
CCTV are matters of safety, it can equally
be argued that it would be safer for drivers
not to execute U-turns made possible by a
tight turning circle; for passengers not to
need protecting from drivers or to need the
protection afforded them by CCTV
systems.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 26
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National safety
standards, as applied to
private hire services,
should be mandatory
standards.

National safety standards
for private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should be mandatory
standards.

Safety should not be a postcode lottery – every
licensed vehicle of either type ought to meet an
appropriate safety standard.
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The only way to achieve this is to set national
standards, whilst leaving other matters for local
determination by licensing authorities in relation
to taxis (hackney carriages).

Additional comment
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Provisional proposal 27
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire services would
not be subject to standards
except those related to
safety. Requirements such
as topographical knowledge
would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.

It is agreed that
private hire (prebooked taxi) services
should not be
subject to standards
except for those set
nationally.

Whilst some would argue that
topographical knowledge is a matter of
safety, that is not accepted and
evidence from across England and
Wales, but particularly from the
experience within London, shows that
the pre-booked taxi (private hire) market
operates perfectly well without the need
for a topographical knowledge test.

The introduction of national
standards will not only provide a
consistent level of safety
previously unknown to the public
in relation to the taxi (hackney
carriage) and pre-booked taxi
(private hire) markets, but will
also liberate those industries.
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Drivers will have a new freedom
to move from an operator in one
area to one in another area,
without needing to incur the
expenses and delays that
currently exist in licensing with a
second authority.
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Question 28
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should local standard-setting
for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect
of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local
standards for private hire
vehicles are valuable?

All standards
should be set
nationally for prebooked taxis
(private hire
vehicles).

To allow a local licensing authority
the ability to impose local
conditions regarding signage or
any other matter will only create
the risk that vehicle owners or
operators would choose to license
vehicles with the licensing authority
whose standards they preferred.

The means of identifying either type of
licensed vehicle ought to be the
vehicle’s registration number and not
another number generated by the
licensing authority, which only means
anything to the licensing authority that
issued it.
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The national standard should
prescribe the means for identifying
a pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) and, save for prohibiting
that from being obscured, there
should be no other restriction
imposed nationally or locally.

Vehicle registration numbers are, of
course, already contained in a national
database, but are also capable of being
read electronically by ANPR (Automatic
Number Plate Recognition) systems.
If it were possible, it would be most
desirable for the identity of the licensing
authority to also be recorded on the
DVLA vehicle database and for every
licensing authority to have access to it.
In the event that was not possible for
whatever reason, every vehicle could,
as now, be required to display a plate
or some form of signage to show by
which licensing authority it is licensed.
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Question 29
Term of question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What practical
obstacles might there
be to setting common
national safety
standards for both
taxis and private hire
vehicles?

There should be no
obstacles to setting
national safety standards
for licensed vehicles based
on motorcars, motorcycles
and minibus type vehicles,
because they already exist
as European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval,
Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests
provided by means of the
MOT tests relevant to each
class of vehicle.

The existing standards
should be adopted,
because they result from
levels of research,
development and testing
that are never going to be
capable of being matched,
let alone exceeded, by a
national advisory group.

In the event that national standards might extend
to matters of exhaust emissions or driver,
passenger or pedestrian safety in the event of a
vehicle’s involvement in a collision, the setting of
those standards are probably political in nature.
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National standards for
other types of vehicle,
whether they are selfpropelled by the driver or
horse drawn are likely to
be more problematic,
because there is not an
established national or
European standard.

If the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
decided to set standards in relation to the
European exhaust emission standards, they
would have to balance the benefits to the
environment of setting such standards against
the impact of scrapping perfectly good cars and
the financial costs to owners and the consumer
who ultimately pays for the vehicle through the
fares they pay.
Similarly, if the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers were to set standards in relation to the
European NCAP (New Car Assessment
Programme) safety standards, they would have
to balance the benefits that would arise only in
the event of an accident against the financial
costs to owners and the consumers who
ultimately pays for the vehicle through the fares
they pay.
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Question 30
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should national conditions in
respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services
compared with private hire
services?

In the context of driver safety being
concerned with devices or equipment
intended to protect the driver, it should be
noted that many can also be said to provide
protection to the passenger.
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National standards should not extend to
driver safety (or, in this context, passenger
safety).

No driver should be
prevented from installing
such equipment that
they consider necessary
to provide for their
personal protection as a
driver.

Please see response to
provisional proposal 34,
which advocates allowing
a local licensing authority
to impose requirements
regarding partitions,
CCTV, etc.

However, nothing should prevent the
installation and use of measures to protect
the driver in either taxis (hackney carriages)
or pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles).
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Provisional proposal 31
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and
private hire vehicles
should only cover
conditions relating to
safety.

All matters that
may be capable of
being set ought to
be capable of
being set
nationally by the
Secretary of State
and Welsh
Ministers.

If standards are not set nationally
by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, a patchwork of
inconsistency will arise from the
different approaches that will be
taken by different licensing
authorities.

If Euro NCAP safety standards were to be set
by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers,
they should not be capable of being changed or
supplemented by a local licensing authority.
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Whilst many locally set standards
have been introduced with the best
of intentions, there are equally
many cases of licensing authorities
setting standards for no better
reason than wanting to be able to
claim that their standards are
higher than those of their
neighbour or the highest in the
region. Civic pride should not be
allowed to impede the efficient and
effective operation of road
passenger transport services that
form an integral part of the public
transport infrastructure and the
only part of it that operates door-todoor 24 / 7.

Whilst it would also be undesirable for a
licensing authority to set local standards for
exhaust emissions in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages), it might well be reasonable for them
to be empowered to restrict the use of taxi
ranks within the area of a Local Air Quality
Management Plan to taxis that meet higher
European exhaust emission standards.
On the basis that any such rank is likely to be in
a town or city centre, the taxi trade would be
encouraged to use newer vehicles with lower
levels of noxious exhaust emissions to access
the more lucrative ranks. However, such a
measure might also exclude some people from
the more lucrative ranks and prevent them from
earning sufficient to upgrade to a less polluting
vehicle.
Ultimately, such matters are probably for
political determination.
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Provisional proposal 32
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The powers of the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set
national safety
standards should be
subject to a statutory
consultation
requirement.

If the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers were minded to
set standards other than the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle,
they should be required to
consult, but not otherwise.

If statute was to provide for the
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant
to each class of motor vehicle to
be the national standards with
power being given to the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set other standards,
following statutory consultation,
unnecessary consultation would
be avoided.

If the national standards were to
extend to matters beyond the
scope of the European Whole
Vehicle Type Approval, Single
Vehicle Type Approval and tests
provided by means of the MOT
tests relevant to each class of
motor vehicle, it would also be
necessary to have a requirement
for statutory consultation.
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Consultation in relation to other
types of vehicle, such as those
that are self-propelled by the
driver or horse drawn, should be
subject to statutory consultation.

As there are no nationally
recognised safety standards for
self-propelled or horse drawn
vehicles, statutory consultation
would be necessary.
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Question 33
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

What would be the best
approach for determining the
content of national safety
standards? In particular
should the statutory
requirement to consult refer
to a technical advisory
panel?

The best approach would be to use
that which already exists across the
whole of Europe or nationally, namely
the European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval, Single Vehicle Type
Approval and tests provided by
means of the MOT tests relevant to
each class of motor vehicle

In the context of vehicle safety, there
are a great many people who would
believe they ought to be on any such
panel, but none of them have the
technical knowledge to make a
meaningful contribution to matters of
genuine safety.
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If the matters to be addressed by such
a panel, were matters such as signage,
it is unlikely that a panel would
contribute anything more than would
be achieved by statutory consultation
that would be open to a wider body of
opinion.

Additional
comment
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Provisional proposal 34
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the
power to set standards
locally for taxis
provided above the
minimum national
standards.

Licensing
authorities should
retain the power to
set certain
standards locally for
taxis (hackney
carriages).

It is not unreasonable to allow a licensing
authority to locally determine matters in
relation to taxis (hackney carriages) in
respect of civic pride or in relation to incar safety, such as requiring a partition
screen between the driver and passenger
compartments or the installation of a
CCTV system.

The national standards for taxis
(hackney carriages) should express the
means of identifying taxis and the area
in which they are licensed to “ply for
hire”.
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That might be achieved by simply
requiring every taxi to display signage
on the front doors to state that it is both
a taxi and the area in which it may ply
for hire. For reasons of civic pride,
many licensing authorities already
require taxis to display a civic crest on
the front doors and this could be
refined to incorporate the information
required to be displayed by national
standards.
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Question 35
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be
statutory limits to
licensing authorities’
ability to set local taxi
standards?

Whilst there should be nationally
set limits to the abilities of licensing
authorities to set local taxi
(hackney carriage) licensing
standards, because what may be
subject to such control may change
over time, such limits ought to be
prescribed by regulations to be
made by the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers.

If the abilities of licensing authorities are
not constrained, there are a few that
would look for ever more ingenious ways
to distinguish their taxis from the rest of
the country for no better reason than civic
pride.

The ability to set local
standards could permit
the imposition of a
requirement for all taxis
(hackney carriages) to
be wheelchair accessible
vehicles, although no
one vehicles is yet
available that is
universally accessible to
all people.
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Whilst civic pride has its place, when it
serves no useful purpose and comes at a
cost, as it always does, to the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade, limits have got
to be set nationally.
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Question 36
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should licensing authorities
retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or
operators?

Licensing authorities should
not have the power to
impose individual conditions
on taxi (hackney carriage) or
pre-booked taxi (private hire
vehicle) drivers or operators.

To allow a licensing authority to
impose individual conditions creates
a risk that a licensing authority may
seek to impose individual conditions
on every driver or operator it
licenses, which would undermine
the objective of setting national
standards and conditions.

If it was considered necessary
to require an operator to close
their walk-in booking office to
the public between certain
hours, this could (and should)
be achieved through the
planning regime, because the
planning authority is best
placed to determine such
matters.
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If individual conditions were
genuinely imposed on an individual
driver’s or operator’s licence, it
would seem likely that the
justification would relate to a need to
prevent the individual from
breaching national conditions or to
address such a breach. If standards
and conditions are national, it
cannot be appropriate to allow
licensing authorities to use
individual conditions to raise or
lower the national standards.
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Question 37
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should the powers and duties
of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?

Licensing authorities
should be compelled to
cooperate with each other
in relation to matters of
enforcement.

To create a statutory duty on licensing
authorities to cooperate with each other in
relation to enforcement matters not only
eliminates the risk of some failing to cooperate,
but could also address the issues that would
otherwise arise in relation to personal data and
the issues that relate to making a disclosure for
the purposes of preventing or detecting crime.
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Whilst such disclosure is permitted under
section 29(1) of the Data Protection Act 1998,
the person disclosing the personal data has to
satisfy themselves that the information they
disclose is relevant and, if they should wrongly
disclose personal information, they could face
prosecution and / or the Information
Commissioner could impose a monetary penalty
of the data controller.

Additional
comment
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Provisional proposal 38
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Neighbouring licensing
authorities should have
the option of combining
areas for the purposes
of taxi standard setting.

Unless neighbouring licensing
authorities had the ability to merge their
areas together as one for the purposes
of taxi (hackney carriage) licensing,
there would be nothing to be gained by
only allowing them to set common
standards, which they could achieve
without an express statutory power.

If, as is provisionally proposed, taxis
(hackney carriages) are subject to
nationally set standards, all taxis will be
subject to the same standards, unless a
licensing authority exercises the powers
that may be given to them to impose
additional requirements.
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There would, therefore, be nothing to
prevent neighbouring authorities agreeing
not to set additional standards or to
agreeing what additional standards they
would wish to set, subject to neither
fettering their discretion; and both
consulting and having due regard to the
responses they were to receive to such
consultation.

Additional
comment
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Provisional proposal 39
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
have the option to
create, or remove,
taxi zones within
their area.

Licensing authorities
should not have the
option to create or
remove taxi
(hackney carriage)
zones within their
area.

The retention of hackney carriage zones
that resulted from local government
reorganisation on 1 April 1974 (and
subsequent reorganisation of local
government) already creates problems,
because their boundaries no longer exist
for any other purpose and are therefore
difficult to identify.

For the purposes of simplifying the
administration of taxi (hackney carriage)
licensing, administration, enforcement and
operation, taxi (hackney carriage) zones
ought to be abolished and every licensing
authority should become a single
controlled district upon the implementation
of new legislation.
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To allow licensing authorities to create or
remove zones, as opposed to allowing
them to simply amalgamate them all into
one extending throughout the area of the
authority, would be to allow for the
creation of zones that would not
necessarily be based on any historic
boundary that is going to be even more
difficult to define, let alone to regulate the
activities of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trades in each different area.
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Question 40
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power
to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at
certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing
authority?

Whilst initially seeming a practical
and logical way to address the
different levels of demand for
hackney carriages (taxis) at peak
and off-peak times, it would not be
useful to allow licensing authorities
to issue peak time licences.

In the event that there is no quantity
control restriction and an unlicensed
person may use a licensed vehicle for
social or non-commercial purposes,
there would appear to be no need for
peak time licences.
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If there is an ability for licensing
authorities to impose quantity control
restrictions, the introduction of peak time
licences would serve only to introduce
another licence that would create more
confusion, especially when it is
suggested that the times of peak time
licences would be determined by each
licensing authority.
Whilst potentially addressing a demand
issue, the introduction of peak time
licences is bound to confuse the public,
despite it being an objective of this
review to simplify the law.

Additional
comment
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Provisional proposal 41
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Private hire operators
should no longer be
restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only
within a particular
locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular
licensing authority.

Anyone concerned in inviting,
accepting or managing
bookings for taxis (hackney
carriages) or pre-booked taxis
(private hire vehicles) must be
licensed to do so, but they
should no longer be restricted
from inviting bookings from
outside the area of the licensing
authority with which they are
licensed and permitted to fulfil
such a booking with a licensed
vehicle and driver, irrespective
of whether either is licensed by
the same licensing authority as
the operator.

If national roadworthiness
standards are set for licensed
vehicles and national standards of
fitness and propriety are set for
drivers, there would be no reason
to retain the link between the
licensing of vehicles, drivers and
operators, because every vehicle
and driver would meet the same
standards and ensure appropriate
standards apply nationally to
safeguard the public, as far as is
reasonably possible and
practicable.

It is thought highly unlikely that
the public are concerned with
the licensing standards set by
different licensing authorities,
because wherever they are in
the country, they would
reasonably expect the
standards to be reasonably
consistent and appropriate.
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In the circumstances, the public
probably only want to be able to
book a licensed vehicle with a
licensed driver with the operator
of their choosing.
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Provisional proposal 42
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

We do not propose
to introduce a
“return to area”
requirement in
respect of out-ofarea drop offs.

In relation to preboked taxis (private
hire vehicles) there
should be no
requirement to
“return to area”.

To introduce a “return to area”
requirement would not only be
damaging to the environment, but
would also result in fares being
increased to the detriment of the
consumer who would have to meet the
cost of such “dead mileage” in the fares
they would have to be charged.

On the basis that a hackney carriage is to
remain more locally linked to the area of the
licensing authority with which it is licensed,
it may be appropriate to require a taxi
(hackney carriage) to return to area, unless
it is to proceed to pick-up a pre-booked outof-district customer.
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Whether a taxi (hackney carriage) is to be
required to “return to area” may well be
influenced by other local circumstances.
For example, it may be appropriate to
require taxis (hackney carriages) to return
to the area in which they are licensed, if
there are quantity restrictions or
requirements for specific types of vehicles,
such as wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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Provisional proposal 43
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not
have the power to
regulate private hire
fares.

Licensing authorities
should retain the ability
to regulate maximum
taxi (hackney carriage)
fares charged in
relation to an immediate
hiring, but not in relation
to pre-booked journeys.

The regulation of maximum taxi (hackney
carriage) fares is probably necessary for
the protection of the consumer when
engaging a taxi (hackney carriage) by
immediate hiring.

The system for regulating
maximum fares needs also to be
reformed, because its current
structure prevents those member
of the taxi (hackney carriage)
trade from competing on price
from doing so unless their fare
structure adopts the same
distance and time increments as
those used by the licensing
authority.
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It is easy to imagine how vulnerable
someone would be to a driver exploiting
the consumer’s vulnerability, if they were
Licensing authorities
somewhere where there were few taxis
should not have the
(hackney carriages) at that particular time
power to regulate preor generally, if there was not a minimum
booked taxi (private hire level of consumer protection by the
or hackney carriage)
imposition of a maximum chargeable fare.
fares.
In the pre-booked market (private hire or
hackney carriage), because the
consumer has the opportunity to shop
around to secure the type and level of
service they desire at a price acceptable
to them, there is no need for a level of
consumer protection that does not apply
to other commercial contracts.
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Question 44
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should taxis be
allowed to charge a
fare that is higher
than the metered
fare for pre-booked
journeys?

Taxis undertaking prebooked journeys booked
with an operator should not
be regulated by the
prescribed tariff that may
be set by a licensing
authority as the maximum
chargeable fare.

It is only necessary to protect the
consumer from potential exploitation in
circumstances in which they may be
vulnerable to exploitation.

It is important that the removal of fare
regulation for pre-booked hackney
carriage (taxi) journeys should only
apply when the journey is booked
through an operator, because
otherwise drivers would still have an
opportunity to exploit passengers
when they are vulnerable by virtue of
being in a vehicle from which they
may not be able to get out of,
because of the door locking systems
fitted to purpose built hackney
carriages.
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When a consumer has a freedom of
choice, as they do in the pre-booked
market, there is no reason why one
part of that market, namely the taxi
(hackney carriage) trade should be
regulated in a way that does not (and
should not) apply to the private hire
(pre-booked taxi) trade.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national driver
safety standards such as
the requirement to be a
“fit and proper person”
be either:

National standards should be
set out in regulations made by
the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers, rather than
being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more
difficult to amend to reflect
changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, the ability
to assess a driver’s suitability has been
enhanced by the introduction of police checks
and thereafter the ability to conduct CRB
(Criminal Records Bureau) checks and skills
they might have needed have been largely
eradicated by the introduction of satellite
navigation systems, which can now be
integrated with an operator’s booking and
dispatch system, so the driver does not even
need to input the address details of the pick-up
point or destination.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 203)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a flexibility
that cannot be said for provisions set out in
primary legislation.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 46
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Vehicle owners should
not be subject to “fit
and proper” tests and
the criteria applied
would relate solely to
the vehicle itself.

Vehicle owners
should not be
subject to a “fit
and proper”
test.

Despite the fact that: (i) vehicle ownership
is capable of being used as a means for
organised crime to launder money; and (ii)
vehicles may be owned by people who
have a history of failing to maintain vehicles
and / or to use or permit vehicles to be
used in an unroadworthy or dangerous
state, on balance it is considered that these
are matters best left to the police, who
have greater powers to tackle them.

However, it may be prudent to include a
power for the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to make regulations in
relation to a “fit and proper” test for
vehicle owners, should a need be shown
to exist for such regulation.
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In the event that regulation is considered
necessary, it may be necessary to
consider introducing a licence that would
permit a person to own licensed vehicles,
so that a person would not have to prove
on every application that they were a fit
and proper person. The production of
such a licence could be a prerequisite to
applying for a vehicle licence.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 47
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should national vehicle
safety standards be
either:

National standards should be set out
in regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Since the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act was enacted in 1976, vehicle
standards have changed significantly with
the introduction of antilock braking systems,
traction and stability control systems,
reversing and movement sensors, improved
seatbelt systems, airbags, etc.

(a) set out in primary
legislation; or
(b) included within the
Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national
safety conditions?
(Page 205)

If the national standard is defined and
prescribed by regulations, it retains a
flexibility that cannot be said for provisions
set out in primary legislation.

Additional
comment
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 48
Term of question Response
or provisional
proposal

Reason

Additional comment

Operator licensing
should be
retained as
mandatory in
respect of private
hire vehicles.

If it is necessary to regulate the
activity of inviting and accepting
bookings for private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) as it is at
present, the same benefits of
consumer protection should apply
irrespective of where the operator
is based in the world, if the journey
is to take place anywhere within
England and Wales.

The freedom to trade within Europe
needs also to be considered,
because it may well be perfectly
legal for someone elsewhere in
Europe to invite and accept
bookings for a pre-booked taxi
(hackney carriage or private hire
vehicle) and to direct that booking
to an operator in England and
Wales (or elsewhere in Europe) or
to sub-contract it to them.
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Operator licensing should not only
remain mandatory, but should be
extended to apply to anyone who
invites, accepts or otherwise
manages bookings for the hire of a
passenger carrying vehicle with up
to eight passenger seats with the
services of a driver, irrespective of
whether such booked journey is to
be undertaken in England and
Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
elsewhere within Europe or the
world.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 49
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should operator
licensing be
extended to cover
taxi radio circuits
and if so on what
basis?

Operator licensing should
be extended to anyone
who makes provision for
the invitation or acceptance
of a booking or is otherwise
engaged in managing such
a booking.

Operators and their staff come into
possession of a considerable amount of
confidential personal information, whether
it is a customer’s name and address;
information about when they are away
from home; and financial information
ranging from bank details to credit and
debit card information.

The licensing of operators also
serves to provide the consumer
with an improved likelihood of
being reunited with an item of lost
property, because records of
bookings and which vehicle and
driver fulfilled a particular booking
will also be recorded.

(Page 208)

In the circumstances, everyone who
engages in that activity, whether they are
concerned solely with private hire vehicles
(pre-booked taxis) or hackney carriages
(taxis) the same safeguards provided by
licensing should apply.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 50
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The definition of
operators should not
be extended in
order to include
intermediaries.

The definition of operator
does not seem to exclude
those calling themselves
“intermediaries”; and they
should not be excluded
from the definition in the
future.

Because operators and
intermediaries are both engaged in
the same activity – providing a prebooked vehicle to a customer – they
both come into possession of a
considerable amount of confidential
personal information, whether it is a
customer’s name and address;
information about when they are
away from home; and financial
information ranging from bank details
to credit and debit card information,
they should be treated the same.

As the consumer will be unlikely to
distinguish between the activities of
operators and intermediaries, both
business types ought to be regulated,
because otherwise the public will deal
with intermediaries, not appreciating
that they do not have the same
consumer protections they would have
had, if they had dealt with an operator.

(Page 209)

Everyone who invites or accepts
bookings or manages bookings in any
way whatsoever ought to be licensed.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 51
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should “fit and
proper” criteria in
respect of
operators be
retained?

The standard of “fit and proper”
should form a national standard,
which should be set out in
regulations made by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers, rather
than being prescribed by primary
legislation, which is more difficult to
amend to reflect changes.

Because operators and their staff come
into possession of a considerable
amount of confidential personal
information, whether it is a customer’s
name and address; information about
when they are away from home; and
financial information ranging from bank
details to credit and debit card
information, operators should continue to
be subject to a “fit and proper” criteria as
part of the licensing regime.

Everyone who engages in
inviting or accepting booking
or managing them, whether
they are concerned solely with
private hire vehicles (prebooked taxis) or hackney
carriages (taxis) should be
licensed.

(Page 209)
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Provisional proposal 52
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Operators should
be expressly
permitted to subcontract services.

Operators should be
expressly permitted to
sub-contract to other
operators elsewhere in
England and Wales,
Europe or the world.

If the activities of inviting and accepting bookings
or managing them in any other way requires
regulation by licensing – and it is not suggested
otherwise – everyone who provides such facilities
ought also to be licensed, irrespective of where in
the world the operator is based.

It may be that certain people
providing these services could
be exempted from taxi
licensing, because they are
already adequately regulated
in that business.

Currently operators outside of London suffer a
commercial disadvantage in the national market
place, because they, unlike their London based
competitors, cannot sub-contract to an operator
outside the area of the licensing authority with
which they are licensed.

For example, it would probably
be unnecessary to require
travel agents to become
licensed under new legislation.
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More recently, companies elsewhere in Europe
have emerged into the UK market and seem to
be able to entirely legally accept bookings using
smartphone apps and other technologies, which
they then direct or sub-contract to licensed
private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators in
England and Wales.
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REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 53
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Where a taxi driver takes
a pre-booking directly,
should record-keeping
requirements apply?

When a taxi (hackney
carriage) driver takes a
booking directly, they must
be required to have that
booking recorded by an
operator.

When a taxi (hackney carriage) is out of its licensed
area it is subject to the same restrictions as a private
hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi), namely it cannot stand
and ply for hire.

(Page 210)

In the circumstances, unless a pre-booked journey
that begins outside the area of the licensing authority
with which the vehicle is licensed, the driver will not
be able to prove that he had not unlawfully plied for
hire unless a booking record is kept by a third party,
the operator.
Whilst arguably a record-keeping requirement might
only need to apply to bookings that begin outside of
the area of the licensing authority that licenses the
vehicle, it would be impracticable to apply different
requirements to different bookings. In the
circumstances, every booking ought to be booked
with or recorded by an operator.

Additional
comment
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Licensing
authorities should
no longer have the
power to restrict taxi
numbers.

Licensing authorities
should retain the
ability, as now, to
regulate taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers.

In some areas regulating
numbers is the only way to
prevent over-ranking and
obstruction (which can give rise
to public disorder), congestion
and pollution by oversupply.

In order to prevent taxi plates acquiring a value,
either because they are saloon plates in an area
that has since resolved to only grant new licences
to wheelchair accessible vehicles or where the
licensing authority has restricted the numbers of
taxis they will license, it is suggested that the
licences / plates should not be capable of being
transferred to another person, not even in the
event of death of the proprietor.

(Page 213)

Coincidentally, the creation of a single tier would
exacerbate those problems and create new
problems relating to when and where a single tier
taxi could stand or ply for hire.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 55
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What
problems
(temporary or
permanent)
might arise if
licensing
authorities lost
the ability to
restrict
numbers?

The affect, if any,
of licensing
authorities losing
the ability to
restrict taxi
(hackney carriage)
numbers would be
likely to vary,
depending upon
what, if any, local
standards were
applied by the
licensing authority
in relation to the
licensing of taxis
(hackney
carriages) and
their drivers.

For example, if a licensing authority were to resolve to
only license new wheelchair accessible vehicles of a
particular colour and require drivers to pass a
knowledge test on par with that which currently applies
in London, one would not expect there to be any
significant change to occur, let alone for there to be such
degree of change to be categorised as a “problem”.

Whilst it can be argued that
operators should be able to
prevent drivers from abandoning
their radio circuits at times of peak
demand, the reality is that, even
with contractual requirements,
drivers could simply log off the
system and operators would have
no way of knowing whether the
driver had ceased working and
gone home or whether they were
working the streets.

(Page 213)

On the other hand, if a licensing authority were not to
apply any local standards for the licensing of taxis
(hackney carriages) over and above the national
standard for pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) and
drivers, there is likely to be a significant shift from the
private hire (pre-booked taxi) side of the trade to the
hackney carriage (taxi) side of the trade.
It is thought likely that the majority of the trade that were
previously private hire (pre-booked taxi) would continue
to service the pre-booked market most of the time, but
there is a real concern that, at times of peak demand,
drivers would opt to work the streets, if the fares they
were entitled to charge were higher than those that
would otherwise be charged for pre-booked work.

Many operators are unwilling to
engage in regulating the hours
worked by the self-employed
drivers who work from their radio
circuits, because they do not
employ the drivers and would not
wish to take the risk of being held
to have employed them by virtue
of the degree of control they then
had over them.
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REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Question 56
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should transitional
measures be put in
place, such as
staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a
scheduled period of
time, if quantity
restrictions are
removed?

Over the years, many
licensing authorities have
found effective ways of
restricting or regulating entry
into the trade. In the
circumstances, staggered
entry into the trade ought to
be unnecessary.

If licensing authorities want to
discourage large scale migration into
the taxi (hackney carriage) trade
from the private hire (pre-booked
taxi) trade, they will do as they have
always done. For example, they will
impose requirements for new
wheelchair accessible vehicles and /
or introduce particularly difficult
knowledge tests.

Whilst the truth of the matter has
not been verified, it has been
claimed that in the two years
after Birmingham City Council
introduced a knowledge test for
private hire drivers, it achieved a
massive reduction in the number
of new entrants to the trade.

(Page 215)

It has been said that in those two
years, only two people out of 900
candidates passed.
Even if that is an exaggeration of
the truth, it would appear to be
true that entry was seriously
restricted by this means.
It is understood that Birmingham
City Council has now lowered
the standard of its knowledge
test for private hire drivers in
order to secure entrants into the
trade.
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should there be a separate
licence category for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles?

There should not be a
separate licence
category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.

The creation of a wheelchair accessible category of
vehicle would blur the distinction between the two tiers.

This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to
give priority to disabled
passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing
authority to make adequate
provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
(Page 217)

Whereas a limousine will only ever be pre-booked and
a pedicab will only ever be hired in the street,
wheelchair accessible vehicles must remain in both
tiers to ensure that the needs of wheelchair users are
met.
Whilst wheelchair accessible vehicles meet the specific
needs of those people who need them, so do estate
and MPV (multi-purpose vehicles) and no-one would
suggest they should be subject to separate categories
of licence.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 58
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Should licensing
authorities offer lower
licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain
accessibility standards?

Licensing authorities should
not have the ability to offer
lower licensing fees for
vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards.

Whilst to allow licensing authorities to offer lower
licensing fees for vehicles that meet certain
accessibility standards (or that meet certain
environmental standards) might at first seem
reasonable, if not desirable, the reality is that, if
there is not a nationally set scale of fees, owners
might well be tempted to licence vehicles with
remote licensing authorities that charge reduced
fees.

(Page 217)

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 59
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Do you have
any other
suggestions for
increasing the
availability of
accessible
vehicles, and
catering for the
different needs
of disabled
passengers?

The means of increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles – taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) – is probably beyond the
scope of this review and taxi licensing generally.

The need for the provision of accessible vehicles for
people with different needs and disabilities should be
addressed by local authorities, Integrated Transport
Authorities and Transport for London as part of their
responsibilities as transport authorities.

Providing a wheelchair accessible vehicle
and undertaking wheelchair accessible
work is economically unattractive to the
trade, because of: (i) the costs of buying
and operating a wheelchair accessible
vehicle; (ii) the inability to charge for all
the time spent undertaking such a job,
because a driver cannot charge for the
time spent loading, securing and
unloading a wheelchair passenger; and
(iii) the fact that fares can never be set at
a level to defray the unchangeable costs
of undertaking wheelchair work, because
to do so would then make the costs of
hiring such a vehicle uneconomic to ablebodied passenger.

In the same way as the Department for Transport
provides subsidies and grants in relation to buses and
trains, it should also do so in relation to taxis (hackney
carriages) and pre-booked taxis (private hire vehicles) to
achieve an appropriate provision of accessible vehicles
of both types across the whole of England and Wales.

The conflicts between the current
irreconcilable issues concerning fares
can only be addressed by Government
subsidising the costs of purchase and
operation of a variety of vehicles
accessible to people with different needs.

(Page 217)

Despite being recognised by the Department for
Transport as an integral part of the public transport
infrastructure (and being the only part of it to provide a
demand responsive door-to-door service, 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year), it is the only part of it not to
receive Government grants and subsidies.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 60
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

We do not propose to
It is agreed that a
introduce national quotas national quota is
of wheelchair accessible unnecessary.
vehicles.
(Page 218)

Reason
The pre-booked market has and will continue to respond
to consumer demand. In the event that demand is not
met in the taxi (hackney carriage) market, licensing
authorities should have the ability to address that by
imposing local requirements in relation to the licensing of
taxis (hackney carriages), but should only do so in
consultation with the relevant transport authority.

Additional comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 61
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

National standards for drivers of
both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness
training.

National standards for drivers of both
taxis (hackney carriages) and pre-booked
taxis (private hire vehicles) should
include recognised disability awareness
training as a distinct part of customer
care training.

Disability awareness training is
an important part of customer
care; and every customer ought
to receive excellent customer
service.

(Page 219)

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Provisional proposal 62
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

In order to better address
concerns about
discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should
be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

Taxis (hackney carriages)
should be required to display
information about how to
complain to the licensing
authority.

In relation to taxis (hackney carriages) and
private hire vehicles (pre-booked taxis) it is
important that customers know to whom they
may complain; and it is important that drivers
know that customers may easily complain
about bad behaviour or poor service.

(Page 219)

Pre-booked vehicles (private
hire vehicles and hackney
carriages doing pre-booked
work) should be required to
display information about how
to complain to the operator
and / or the licensing
authority that licenses the
operator.

In relation to pre-booked vehicles (private hire
vehicles and hackney carriages doing prebooked work), the information displayed
should provide details about how to complain
to the operator, who is likely to be able to deal
with the majority of complaints, and to the
licensing authority.
As pre-booked vehicles (private hire vehicles
and hackney carriages doing pre-booked
work), drivers and operators may not
necessarily all be licensed by the same
licensing authority, it would probably be most
appropriate to direct all customer complaints
to the licensing authority that licenses the
operator, because this will provide them with
the ability of monitoring an operator, which
would not otherwise exist if complaints went
to a number of different licensing authorities.

Additional
comment
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 63
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

What would be the best way
of addressing the problem of
taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to
stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?

The issue is not one that genuinely affects
“disabled passengers”; it is one that affects
those who can be seen to have restricted
mobility, whether that is someone who
uses walking sticks or crutches or, more
likely, those using a wheelchair. Someone
who is blind cannot see to hail a taxi and a
taxi (hackney carriage) driver cannot see
the disability of someone who is deaf or
has a hearing impairment.

If the anecdotal evidence of
such despicable behaviour
by hackney carriage (taxi)
drivers is largely true, this is
something that must be
addressed by new
legislation.

.

(Page 220)

Any obligation to stop when hailed,
whether that applies only to those with a
visible disability or to everyone, would
have to be absolute with the driver being
entitled to dispute the complaint on the
suggested ground that it was not
reasonable or safe for them to stop.
The penalty, whether financial or
otherwise, would have to have such a
deterrent effect on drivers that they would
not generally consider it worth taking the
risk of not stopping for a passenger.

On the other hand, if there is
no truth to those allegations,
the imposition of an absolute
obligation would not
adversely affect the drivers
or anyone else.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should authorised
licensing officers
have the power to
stop licensed
vehicles?

Authorised
licensing officers
should have the
power to stop
licensed vehicles.

It is arguable that authorised licensing officers
already have the ability to require the driver of
a London private hire vehicle or a hackney
carriage or private hire vehicle in England and
Wales to stop, because to fail to comply with
such a direction may be dealt with as an
offence of obstruction (Private Hire Vehicles
(Act) 1998, section 27; Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, section
73).

The exercise of a power to stop a
licensed vehicle may have to be restricted
to an authorised licensing officer in
uniform, because otherwise the driver of a
licensed vehicle may have no reason to
know or suspect that a person
gesticulating at them is an authorised
licensing officer.

(Page 222)

Interestingly, the absence of a general
offence of obstruction appears not to have
created a problem to Transport for London or
its predecessor in carrying out enforcement in
relation to London cabs (hackney carriages).
It is accepted that such a power may not have
been required in London, because of the
previous role of the police and their on-going
involvement with enforcement in partnership
with Transport for London.

For example, if an authorised licensing
officer, who was not identifiable as such
by some form of uniform, gesticulated at
the driver of a private hire vehicle (prebooked taxi), the driver ought ordinarily
refuse to stop, because it would be illegal
for him to engage in plying for hire.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 65
Term of
question or
provisional
proposal

Response

What more could
be done to
address touting?
Touting refers to
the offence “in a
public place, to
solicit persons to
hire vehicles to
carry them as
passengers”.

Touting on behalf of (or by) members of the licensed private hire (pre-booked taxi)
trade might, in part at least, be addressed by licensing those who make provision for
the booking of a private hire vehicle (pre-booked taxi) remotely from the booking office
of a licensed private hire operator.

(Page 223)

If new legislation severed the existing link between the making of provision for the
invitation and acceptance of bookings and the operator’s booking office, making
provision for the invitation and acceptance of bookings could be permitted at
nightclubs (and other premises) and / or could be permitted in the street.
That having been said, there is a clear distinction between making provision to invite
or accept bookings and soliciting such bookings in contravention currently of section
167 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994.
Whilst it is probably unjustifiable to reclassify touting as a triable either way offence,
the maximum penalty could be increased to Level 5 on the Standard Scale (£5,000).
Despite the concerns of Transport for London (Law Commission, Consultation Paper
No 203, paragraph 5.17), fixed penalties could be introduced, because they might
represent an appropriate sanction to be used elsewhere in the country. The
introduction of fixed penalties would not “undermine the severity of the offence” or
prevent the police or a licensing authority prosecuting in an appropriate case.
Subject to bringing certain activities within the licensing regime, introducing fixed
penalties and increasing the maximum penalty upon summary conviction, the current
provisions of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 are probably adequate.

Reason

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 66
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Would it be desirable and
practicable to introduce
powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and
private hire licensing rules?

Whilst it may be desirable to
introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of
licensing rules, the issues relating
to doing so make it impracticable
to do so.

If powers to impound vehicles were to apply to
unlicensed vehicles, there would be an issue as to
whether an authorised licensing officer could
require the vehicle to stop, let alone order the
driver and any passengers out of the vehicle,
before considering how they would be able to be
sufficiently certain that such a vehicle was being
used illegally to justify impounding a vehicle.

(Page 223)

Additional
comment
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 67
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Should licensing authorities
make greater use of fixed
penalty schemes and if so
how?

Authorised officers of licensing authorities
should be given the ability to use fixed
penalty schemes, although it would be a
matter for each licensing authority, subject to
any statutory guidance being issued by the
Secretary of State, to decide on its policy in
relation to the use of fixed penalties.

(Page 225)

The current failure to use statutory fixed
penalty schemes is not a failure on the part of
licensing authorities, but a failure on the part
of the legislature to extend such powers to
licensing authorities and their authorised
officers.
All offences under any new taxi legislation
should be capable of being dealt with by way
of a fixed penalty or by a prosecution in the
magistrates’ court.
That having been said, it is imperative that
the licensing authority that issues a fixed
penalty or brings a successful prosecution
receives all of the fixed penalty fine (or a
proportion of the fine revenue) to fund further
enforcement in its area.

Reason

Additional comment
By providing for each
licensing authority to receive
all of the revenue from the
fixed penalties it issues and
a proportion of the fine
revenue (because it is
acknowledged that fine
revenue has also to
contribute towards the costs
of providing the courts) that
results from the successful
prosecutions it brings, it is
thought that this will ensure
that: (i) the costs of
enforcement will be met by
those who offend; and (ii)
that those licensing
authorities who need to do
the most enforcement will
receive the most funding to
enable them to continue to
do so.
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Provisional proposal 68
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Enforcement officers should
have the powers to enforce
against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in
other licensing areas.

Enforcement officers should
have powers to enforce in
relation to any transgression
of the new law in the area of
the licensing authority by
which they are employed.

It is essential that,
irrespective of where an
offence is committed,
enforcement officers have
the ability to take
appropriate enforcement
action.

Unless private hire (pre-booked taxi)
operators are going to be permitted to
make provision for the invitation or
acceptance of bookings in the area of a
licensing authority by which they are
not licensed, it would seem unlikely, if
not impossible, that an operator would
ever be able to commit an offence in
another licensing authority’s area to be
subject to enforcement by an officer of
another authority.

(Page 225)
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REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 69
Term of question
or provisional
proposal

Response

Should crossborder
enforcement
powers extend to
suspensions and
revocation of
licences? If so
what would be the
best way of
achieving this?

Enforcement officers should have the ability to immediately suspend and
remove the plate (or other mark identifying the vehicle as a licensed
vehicle), if the vehicle is unroadworthy or thought to be unroadworthy.

(Page 226)

Whilst the ability to also suspend and revoke driver and operator
licences initially seems reasonable, there are unlikely to be
circumstances that would make the taking of such action necessary.
Although circumstances can arise in which it is necessary to
immediately suspend or revoke a driver’s licence, it is unlikely that such
matters would be notified to a licensing authority other than the one that
licensed the driver. In the circumstances, there is probably no need for
another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or revoke a
driver’s licence, because they can report any transgression to the
licensing authority that licenses the driver for them to take any
appropriate action.
Even if private hire (pre-booked taxi) operators can make provision for
the invitation or acceptance of bookings outside the area of the licensing
authority by which they are licensed (i.e. by providing a Freephone in a
supermarket in another licensing authority’s area), there is probably no
need for another licensing authority to have the ability to suspend or
revoke an operator’s licence, because they can report any transgression
to the licensing authority that licenses the operator for them to take any
appropriate action.

Reason

Additional
comment
The ability to
immediately suspend
the licence of a
licensed vehicle is
already provided by
section 68 of the
Local Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1976, which
provisions were
incorporated into the
Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998,
section 9.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The right to appeal against
decisions to refuse to
grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private
hire licence should be
limited to the applicant or,
as appropriate, holder of
the relevant licence.

Whilst at first an attractive
proposition, it might be more
appropriate to extend all
rights of appeal to “any
person aggrieved”, but to
require leave to be granted
by the court (or Independent
Taxi Appeals Adjudicator –
see below) in all appeals,
except for those brought by
an applicant or licence
holder.

The circumstances in which it might be
reasonable to consider an appeal by
someone other than an applicant or
licence holder are very rare, but there are
circumstances in which a statutory right of
appeal is probably more appropriate than
forcing a potential appellant to pursue
their challenge by way of judicial review.

Whilst currently some rights
of appeal extend to “any
person aggrieved”, the
reality is that the majority of
such decisions are made in
private, by virtue of a
resolution to exclude the
press and public under the
Local Government Act
1972, section 100A(4) and
Schedule 12A (as
amended), and
consequently only those
involved in the matter are
ever going to have
sufficient knowledge to
enable them to pursue an
appeal.
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For example, if having heard evidence
from a young female passenger of
alleged improper sexual behaviour
towards her by a licensed driver, a
licensing authority decided to allow the
driver to retain his licence, the passenger
would be permitted to apply for leave to
appeal, rather than having to consider a
judicial review, which is a complex and
costly process.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 71
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

The first stage in the
appeal process
throughout England
and Wales, in respect
of refusals,
suspensions or
revocations should be
to require the local
licensing authority to
reconsider its decision.

No, appeals
should, in the
first instance, be
heard by an
Independent
Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

To be impartial and seen to be impartial, an internal
review panel would need to be comprised of
independent members as well as councillors. If the
combined allowances of an independent chairman
and an independent member were £10,000 per
annum per licensing authority, the total additional
annual cost would exceed £3 million .

As the ITAAs would replace the
magistrates’ court and avoid the
need to introduce internal review
panels, appeals from a decision
of an ITAA could lie to the crown
court.
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If England and Wales was served by seven
Independent Taxi Appeals Adjudicators (ITAA), as
HGV and PSV licensing is served by seven Traffic
Commissioners, the total salary cost would be less
than £700,000 presuming salaries were no more
than those paid to Traffic Commissioners.
The introduction of ITAAs need not come at
significant cost, because they would not need offices
or hearing centres, if they heard appeals at the
offices of the council against whom an applicant or
licence holder was pursuing an appeal.
ITAAs would overcome the concerns of magistrates
lacking specialist knowledge and, as they would
each operate across one of seven regions, achieve
a previously unrivalled degree of consistency.

If ITAAs were to be appointed to
regions covering the areas of
many licensing authorities, they
should be appointed by the
Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 72
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Appeals should continue to
be heard in the magistrates’
court.

All appeals should be heard
in the first instance by an
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicator.

Unlike councillors and lay
magistrates, an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (ITAA) would
be someone with specialist
knowledge, experience and
training in taxi licensing law.
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Their role would be very similar to
those of the Traffic Commissioners
appointed under The Public
Passenger Vehicles Act 1981 (as
amended).
It is anticipated that an ITAA would
be able to manage their own
administration – organising their
own hearings diary and preparing
the notices of their own decisions.
They would not need offices or
hearing centres from which to
work, because they would hear
appeals at a venue provided for
the purpose by the licensing
authority and work from their own
homes.

Additional comment
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REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Question 73
Term of question or
provisional proposal

Response

Reason

Additional comment

Should there be an onward
right of appeal to the Crown
Court?

Yes, there should be an
onward right of appeal to the
crown court from the decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or a
magistrates’ court, if
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators are not
introduced).

If there was no onward right of
appeal to the crown court, the
effect would be to deny justice
to those who could not afford
to pursue an appeal by judicial
review in respect of a decision
of an Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicator (or by
case stated to the Divisional
Court, if Independent Taxi
Appeals Adjudicators are not
introduced).

It is thought that the number of
appeals from magistrates’ courts
to the crown court are already
relatively few; and it is hoped
that the introduction of
Independent Taxi Appeals
Adjudicators would further
reduce the number of such
appeals.
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From: David Cain
Sent: 02 March 2013 14:16
To: TPH
Subject: Government licensing
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Good afternoon did you no when the law was changed around 8 years ago. Which bought all chauffeur companies
under their local authority. Over night the government made thousands of chauffeur companies an illegal operation !
You may well ask how ? The reason being when local councils issue operators licences. Part of their conditions state
operators must only sub contract work to other operators who that particular council licence. Now that may work when
your a regular private hire company. But when your a executive chauffeur company it's impossible. Before the law
was changed businesses would and still do pass work around the country. They would only use close & trusted
businesses that they had built a good working relationship with. And some councils won't allow privacy glass other
councils will. Now when your picking up government ministers which I do on occasions or famous people they want
and demand privacy glass. And there are a load of other stupid issues when you come under the local authority. What
I'm asking is there a possibility that there could be a national licence ? VOSA could M O T the vehicles and when the
driver collects the M O T he can bring along a current CRB with him. This would then bring in extra revenue for the
government which I'm sure it needs. Local councils rip drivers off ! A CRB I think is around £18:00 from Scotland
Yard the local authority charge me £49:00. Why should they make around £30:00 on me for doing next to nothing. I've
been in this industry for 14 years now starting out as a regular private hire driver. And over the 4 to 5 years gone over
to the executive side of the industry. The game I have to go through just not to display taxi plates it's a joke. As I say
there are a lot of issues with some local councils but not all of them are idiots. Some of my colleagues tell how there
local council is. It makes me want to move home just to come under a decent council. So my idea of a government
licence can work and bring in revenue for the government. Just to give you an example of waste my local council
spent £24,000 on a survey. A total waste of money all drivers where angry at such waste. So you could make
thousands of chauffeur companies very happy if the law commission went down the path of a national licence.
Obviously there is a need for the local authority if your a taxi driver. But if your not a taxi driver why should you be
treated like one by your local authority ?
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Uguccioni, Jessica
Sent: 23 January 2013 11:17
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Taxi and Private Hire Services
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

From: Adrian Jepson (Aviva UK)
Sent: 05 September 2012 09:57
To: 'Jessica.Uguccioni@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk'
Cc: Mike Smith (Aviva UK)
Subject: RE: Taxis and private hire

Hi Jessica,
I hope the following notes clarify the points you raised.
1. The primary concept which underpins motor insurance is that no innocent person who is injured in a road traffic accident
will go uncompensated irrespective of the presence or absence of effective insurance. This is achieved by a mixture of
contractual obligations under an insurance policy, the Road Traffic Act 1988 and the Motor Insurers Bureau.
The Contractual Insurer meets the liability in the vast majority of cases. They pay because they are obliged to indemnify the
insured because of the terms of the policy.
The Road Traffic Act Section 151 sets out the statutory duties on an insurer. Essentially the purpose of this section is to ensure
a person who is injured in a road traffic accident will not go uncompensated irrespective of whether there is an effective
insurance policy. Where a policy of insurance is in place, Section 151 imposes obligations upon motor insurers to satisfy
judgments obtained by third parties who have suffered injury or loss arising out of the negligent use of a motor vehicle by the
insured or anyone else, even in cases where the motor insurer has avoided or cancelled the policy of insurance.
The Aviva policy excludes any accident, injury, loss or damage while a vehicle is being used otherwise than for the purposes
described under the “limitations as to use” section of a certificate of motor insurance, and in circumstances where the driver
does not hold a licence, issued by the DVLA, to drive the vehicle and if the vehicle is being driven by anyone who does not
hold any other driving licence required by law to drive the vehicle for the purposes for which it is being used.
If a private hire vehicle was plying for hire this would not be use permitted by the certificate of insurance and the driver may
not hold the appropriate hackney carriage licence, so the policy would not provide indemnity in the event of an incident.
If we had to satisfy a judgment as a statutory insurer, Section 151 gives an insurer the right of recovery from the person
insured by the policy, caused or permitted the use of the vehicle which gave rise to the liability.
2.We are concerned over the proposal that national safety standards for private hire services should only be minimum
standards and licensing authorities would not have the power to impose additional requirements on private hire drivers,
vehicles or operators, yet authorities would retain the ability to impose additional safety requirements for taxis. We see local
authorities as best placed to match standards for both taxis and private hire to local conditions.
The impact of lowering of safety standards and the removal of cross border restrictions for private hire services could be
significant for insurance. The licensing area is one of a number of rating factors that we and other insurers use for risk
classification and pricing. If private hire vehicles and operators could operate anywhere this removes an important element of
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that risk based pricing. Less accurate pricing increases the uncertainty of risks.      
The taxi and private hire insurance sector is competitive and a volatile business line, with difficulties in making acceptable
profits in recent years especially in the light of the significant bodily injury exposure to passengers and pedestrians. Removing
area of operation as a rating factor increases the uncertainty and risk of insurance provision. We would have to consider such
a proposal in detail but measures could include:
Lower rated risks experiencing increases in premium to subsidise the higher rated area risks
Imposing product restrictions, e.g. taxi risks accepted only
Stopping providing insurance coverage in the sector altogether
Regards

Adrian Jepson
Senior Underwriter
Email:
Aviva, 2nd Floor, Dixon House, 1 Lloyd's Avenue, London EC3N 3DH

From: Uguccioni, Jessica [mailto:Jessica.Uguccioni@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 13 August 2012 17:55
To:
Cc:
Subject: Taxis and private hire
Dear Vincent, Stephen and Tony,
I hope you are well. Scott of the ABI kindly gave me your details - I am a lawyer working for the Law Commission in connection
with a law reform project to modernise the law relating to taxis and private hire vehicles. Insurance-related issues have raised a lot
of interest. We published a consultation paper in May this year and are currently in consultation. We aim to be publishing a final
report, including a draft bill, at the end of next year. At that point it will be up to government whether to sponsor our draft bill and
take it forward. There are two main areas of concern relating to insurance and in respect of which I'd be very grateful for your input:
(1) Current law: if a private hire vehicle takes a passenger without a pre-booking (by 'plying for hire', a criminal offence for vehicles
other than a hackney carriage) we are told that invalidates the insurance so that the passenger is effectively unprotected if there
was an accident. However this would appear inconsistent with section 151 of the RTA and I would be interested to hear whether
claims have been refused on this basis; and any other relevant concerns you may have regarding the appropriate scope of
coverage.
(2) The impact of our suggested changes to the law: our provisional proposals suggest that private hire vehicles and operators
could operate all around the country. Such restrictions as currently exist on cross-border work would be significantly relaxed. We
are told that local differences in insurance premiums are significant, and we would like to discuss how insurance companies
currently deal with cross-border working in assessing risk; and how our reforms may further impact this.
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I include a link to our project page, where a 16 page summary of our consultation is also available:
http://lawcommission.justice.gov.uk/consultations/1804.htm
It would be great to arrange a call or meeting to discuss the above. Our consultation closes on 10 September and it would be great
if we could manage to speak before then.
Many thanks all.
Kind regards,
Jessica
Jessica Uguccioni | Law Commission
Lawyer | Public & Commercial and Common Law Team
Steel House, 11 Tothill Street London, SW1H 9LJ  
Tel: 020 3334 0263 | Fax: 020 3334 0201

This e-mail (and any attachment) is intended only for the attention of
the addressee(s). Its unauthorised use, disclosure, storage or copying
is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy all
copies and inform the sender by return e-mail.
Internet e-mail is not a secure medium. Any reply to this message
could be intercepted and read by someone else. Please bear that in
mind when deciding whether to send material in response to this message
by e-mail.
This e-mail (whether you are the sender or the recipient) may be
monitored, recorded and retained by the Ministry of Justice. E-mail
monitoring / blocking software may be used, and e-mail content may be
read at any time. You have a responsibility to ensure laws are not
broken when composing or forwarding e-mails and their contents.
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service supplied
by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) On
leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Foreword
Publishing information
This Publicly Available Specification (PAS) was sponsored by Wheelchair Accessible
Vehicle Converters Association (WAVCA) 1) and its development facilitated by the British
Standards Institution (BSI). It came into effect on XX Month 200X.
Acknowledgement is given to the following organizations that were involved in the
development of this PAS as members of the Steering Group:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle Certification Agency - Department for Transport (VCA)
Forum of Mobility Centres
Motability
Ricability (RICA)
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT)
Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Converters Association (WAVCA)

Relationship with other publications
PAS 2012 is published in two parts, as follows:
•

Specification for M1 vehicles for the carriage of one or more passengers seated in
wheelchairs – Part 1: Manufacturing requirements

•

Specification for M1 vehicles for the carriage of one or more passengers seated in
wheelchairs – Part 2: Retail requirements

Use of this document
It has been assumed in the preparation of this PAS that the execution of its provisions will be
entrusted to appropriately qualified and experienced people, for whose use it has been
produced.
Product certification/inspection/testing. Users of this PAS are advised to consider the
desirability of third-party certification/inspection/ testing of product conformity with this PAS.
Appropriate conformity attestation arrangements are described in BS EN ISO/IEC 7050.
Users seeking assistance in identifying appropriate conformity assessment bodies or
schemes may ask BSI to forward their enquiries to the relevant association.
Assessed capability. Users of this PAS are advised to consider the desirability of quality
system assessment and registration against the appropriate standard in the
BS EN ISO 9000 series by an accredited third-party certification body.

Presentational conventions
The provisions of this standard are presented in roman (i.e. upright) type. Its requirements
are expressed in sentences in which the principal auxiliary verb is “shall”.
Commentary, explanation and general informative material is presented in italic type, and
does not constitute a normative element.

Contractual and legal considerations
This publication does not purport to include all the necessary provisions of a contract. Users
are responsible for its correct application.
Compliance with a PAS cannot confer immunity from legal obligations.
1)

www.wavca.co.uk
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0 Introduction
0.1 General
The UK wheelchair accessible vehicle (WAV) industry started in the early 1960s to assist
people with a mobility impairment to travel in their wheelchair in a motor vehicle.
In the beginning most conversions were rudimentary, addressing only access, and basic
securing of the wheelchair. Since then, the WAV industry has grown enormously and the
range of WAVs offered has also grown in response to customer demand. With an ageing
population, the number of wheelchair users who require access to transport in both
wheelchair accessible taxis and personal private vehicles is set to rise higher in the future.
In recent years, as a result of campaigning by UK industry, the European Commission has
included WAVs as new category of “special purpose vehicle” within the amendments of
Directive 2007/46/EC [1]. However, compliance with Directive 2007/46/EC is not mandatory
for all WAVs produced in the UK, as there are alternative approval routes open to
manufacturers. In addition, the requirements of the Directive are, in the main, limited to the
securing of the wheelchair and occupant within the WAV. They do not address accessibility
issues. Furthermore, the Directive specifies certain tests based on an assumed maximum
wheelchair mass of 85 kg, whereas electric wheelchairs substantially in excess of this mass
are already routinely being carried in WAVs. Also not yet included in the Directive are
requirements for WAVs in which the wheelchair travels facing rearwards (such as in many
UK taxis).
0.2 Accessibility
Minimum generic accessibility dimensions for WAVs do not take account of the varying sizes
of wheelchair users and their wheelchairs, resulting in some larger wheelchair users being
denied the use of a WAV and some users of smaller wheelchairs having to use WAVs which
are far larger than needed, with the associated increased cost and environmental impact of
running a larger WAV. Each individual wheelchair user or each particular specifier of WAVs
have their own particular requirements and capabilities, so a WAV suitable for one
wheelchair user might not be suitable for another.
In an attempt to address these issues, this PAS introduces a new gauge for measuring the
accessibility of WAVs so that a set of key accessibility dimensions can be provided to the
end user, enabling them to make an informed decision when selecting a WAV. Previous
systems of providing measurements based on simple linear dimensions taken with a tape
measure, have not been able to take into account the space that might be required to
manoeuvre a wheelchair from the WAV entrance, to the travelling position. Potential
purchasers of a WAV are usually aware of their principal dimensions when seated in their
wheelchair and can compare these with a variety of potential WAVs prior to making a choice.
Similarly, specifiers of WAVs for commercial duties (e.g. care homes or taxi licensing
authorities) can select a particular set of minimum dimensions that satisfies their needs for
any particular application.
The accessibility gauge used in this PAS was developed using data from the DfT study, “A
Survey of Occupied Wheelchairs and Scooters”, conducted by CEDS and published in 2006.
The survey took and catalogued various measurements of over 1 300 wheelchair users and
their wheelchairs. The accessibility gauge used in this PAS was designed to be adjustable to
represent the length width and height of all sizes of occupied wheelchair ranging from the
5%ile child at the smallest end of the scale, to a size in excess of the 95%ile adult at the
largest. In this way, it was hoped to encompass the vast majority of wheelchair users in the
UK.
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0.3 Wheelchair mass
This PAS details performance and test requirements for securing wheelchairs of an
unoccupied mass of ≤200 kg.
Whilst no requirement contained in this PAS can be regarded as a substitute for any type
approval requirement, it is recognized that in many cases, test work to satisfy the
requirements of this PAS might be undertaken in parallel with test work undertaken as part
of a type approval programme. It is therefore desirable to combine tests wherever possible.
In some areas, this PAS offers alternative test methods to demonstrate compliance with its
requirements.
As an example, Annex C (a dynamic test) or Annex E (a static test), are both intended to
determine the strength of wheelchair tie-down and occupant restraint anchorages for
wheelchairs weighing ≤85 kg. Either method is acceptable as a means of satisfying the
requirements of this PAS and WAV manufacturers may choose whichever test method
provides the most convenient and cost-effective method of demonstrating compliance, when
combined with their chosen type approval route.
However, none of the currently available type approval routes cater for wheelchairs weighing
>85 kg, and when testing the strength of wheelchair tie-down and occupant restraint
anchorages for such wheelchairs, the PAS offers only a dynamic test method.
0.4 Forward and rearward-facing installations
Most privately-owned WAVs provide a forward-facing designated travelling position.
However, some WAVs, such as accessible UK taxis, might have a rearward-facing
designated travelling position. This PAS differentiates between the testing requirements for
forward and rearward testing by providing separate test methods for each case. The strength
requirements for the back and head support for a rear-facing wheelchair occupant closely
mirror those currently applicable to accessible buses, and are primarily intended to provide
comfort and stability for a rear-facing wheelchair occupant rather than crash protection.
0.5 Assisted and unassisted-entry WAVs
This PAS is not applicable to completed drive-from-wheelchair WAVs, because such WAVs
are always bespoke WAVs, taking into account an individual’s ability to access the WAV and
drive it. Wheelchair tie-down arrangements and driving controls for these WAVs would be
difficult to standardize, although the long-term aim is to extend the scope of this PAS to
include appropriate requirements and test methods for them. However, some of the
requirements of this PAS can be usefully applied to drive-from-wheelchair WAVs insofar as
their basic level of accessibility is concerned. Two definitions are used in this PAS – “UWAV”
(unassisted-entry wheelchair accessible vehicle), (see 3.1.3) and “AWAV” (assisted-entry
wheelchair accessible vehicle) (see 3.1.20) to cover the two basic types of WAV. In some
parts of the PAS, separate requirements apply to each.
0.6 Tie-downs
This PAS is limited to WAVs in which the wheelchair is restrained using four-point webbing
tie-downs due to the lack of technical data to support the drafting of requirements for other
types of wheelchair tie-down equipment, although the long-term aim is to cover other types
of wheelchair tie-down equipment.
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1 Scope
This part of PAS 2012 specifies design and manufacturing requirements for a wheelchair
accessible vehicle (WAV) of EC Category M1, in which one or more passengers travel, each
seated in a wheelchair that is secured in the WAV using four-point webbing tie-downs.
NOTE Some four-point tie-downs are wheelchair-specific, designed to be used with only one particular
model of wheelchair. Care should be taken when selecting appropriate tie-downs, as not all 4-point
webbing tie-downs might be suitable for test in accordance with the requirements of this PAS. For example,
it might not be possible to attach some wheelchair-specific tie-downs to a surrogate wheelchair (SWC) and
some wheelchair-specific WTORSs include wheelchair occupant restraint anchorages that attach to the
wheelchair itself rather than the WAV structure.

It specifies:
a) a gauge-based method for measuring the key accessibility dimensions of WAVs capable
of transporting occupied wheelchairs ranging from 775 mm to 1 350 mm long, 500 mm to
830 mm wide and 975 mm to 1 550 mm high;
b) a separate method for measuring the key accessibility dimensions of WAVs capable of
transporting occupied wheelchairs in excess of 1 350 mm long, 830 mm wide or
1 550 mm high;
c) requirements for wheelchair access devices (where fitted), including:
1) ramps;
2) lifts;
3) winches;
d) requirements for wheelchair tiedown and occupant restraint system (WTORS)
anchorages for securing wheelchairs ≤200 kg in mass, and wheelchair users, within the
WAV, including;
1) static and dynamic test methods, (either of which can be used), for determining the
strength of WTORS anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs ≤85 kg:
2) a dynamic test method for determining the strength of WTORS anchorages for
forward-facing wheelchairs >85 kg:
e) requirements for rearward-facing wheelchair installations including:
1) static test method for WTORS anchorages
2) static test method for wheelchair occupant head and back support;
f)

structural integrity;

g) requirements for service elements, for example, a user manual (including WAV technical
specification to facilitate direct comparisons between WAVs) and re-call procedures.
It does not specify requirements for securing an occupied wheelchair in the driving position
of a WAV.
NOTE 1 The securing of an occupied wheelchair in the driving position of a WAV tends to be a bespoke
solution for which appropriate design and test requirements have not yet been fully developed.

It does not specify requirements for securing the wheelchair other than with four-point
webbing tie-downs.
NOTE 2 PAS 2012-1 is limited to four-point webbing tie-downs due to the lack of technical data to support
the drafting of requirements for other types of wheelchair tie-down equipment, although the long-term aim
is to cover other types of wheelchair tie-down equipment.
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This part of PAS 2012 does not specify requirements for the retail of WAVs.
NOTE 3

PAS 2012-2 specifies requirements for the retail of WAVs conforming to PAS 2012-1.

NOTE 4 In cases where items or features fitted to a WAV are optional, the requirements applicable to
them only apply where fitted.

2 Normative references
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document.
For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest
edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.
BS 6109-2:1989, Tail lifts, mobile lifts and ramps associated with vehicles – Part 2: Code of
practice for passenger lifts and ramps
BS EN 1756-2:2004+A1:2009, Tail lifts – Platform lifts for mounting on wheeled vehicles.
Safety requirements – Tail lifts for passengers
BS ISO 6487, Road vehicles – Measurement techniques in impact tests – Instrumentation
BS ISO 10542-1:2001, Technical systems and aids for disabled or handicapped persons –
Wheelchair tie-down and occupant-restraint systems – Part 1: Requirements and test
methods for all systems
BS ISO 10542-2, Technical systems and aids for disabled or handicapped persons –
Wheelchair tie-down and occupant-restraint systems – Part 2: Four-point strap-type tie-down
systems
VEHICLE AND OPERATOR SERVICES AGENCY. Code of practice on vehicle safety
defects. Bristol: VOSA.
(http://www.transportoffice.gov.uk/crt/doitonline/bl/help/codeofpracticeonvehiclesafetydefects
.htm)

3 Terms, definitions and abbreviations
3.1 Terms and definitions
3.1.1 approval route
regime under which the WAV was approved for use on a public road
NOTE 1 Such routes may include schemes such as EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval, EC Small Series
Type Approval, National Small Series Type Approval, EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval as a Special
Purpose Vehicle and Individual Vehicle Approval.
NOTE 2 In some cases, such as highly bespoke conversions to suit a particular user’s needs, a WAV
might not have been approved in its completed state, but converted “post-registration”. Similarly, a WAV
that has been approved prior to registration might also have been subsequently subjected to further
modifications.

3.1.2 assistant
person who assists a wheelchair user to board and alight the vehicle and aid the correct use
of WTORS
NOTE The assistant is usually the driver.
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3.1.3 assisted entry wheelchair accessible vehicle (AWAV)
WAV so designed as to require an assistant to aid the boarding and alighting of a wheelchair
user
3.1.4 base vehicle
vehicle used as the foundation for a subsequent WAV conversion
3.1.5 conversion warranty
warranty provided by the WAV manufacturer on those parts of a WAV that are not covered
by the base vehicle warranty
NOTE A WAV converted from a base vehicle (as distinct from a WAV built in a single stage) is typically
covered by two warranties. Those parts and systems on the WAV that relate to the base vehicle (e.g.
transmission, brakes, steering) are covered by the base vehicle manufacturer’s warranty, and those that
are peculiar to the converted WAV are covered by the conversion warranty.

3.1.6 designated travelling position
position of the occupied wheelchair in the WAV whilst travelling
NOTE For measuring and testing purposes, to achieve the designated travelling position, point P on the
accessibility gauge or SWC is aligned with point W as nominated by the WAV manufacturer.

3.1.7 forward-facing
orientation of the occupied wheelchair within the WAV facing towards the front of the WAV
such that the longitudinal centre line of the wheelchair or seat is at an angle of 3º or less to
the longitudinal centre line of the vehicle
3.1.8 kerb weight
weight of the WAV with no occupants and a full supply of fuel in its tank, an adequate supply
of other liquids incidental to its propulsion and no load other than the loose tools and
equipment with which it is normally equipped
3.1.9 lowering suspension system
system which lowers and lifts totally or partially the body of a vehicle relative to the normal
running position
Directive 2001/85/EC [2], modified
3.1.10 lift
device or system with a platform that can be raised or lowered to provide access for
occupied wheelchairs between the floor of a passenger compartment and the ground or kerb
Directive 2001/85/EC [2], modified
3.1.11 line pull
mass, in kg, that a winch is able to lift vertically through a height of not less than 0.5 m
3.1.12 M1
vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of passengers and comprising no more
than eight seats in addition to the driver’s seat
Directive 2007/46/EC [1]
3.1.13 mass in running order
mass of an unladen vehicle, carrying all liquids needed for operation, tools, spare wheel, if
fitted, a mass of 75 kg in the driving seat and its fuel tank filled to at least 90%of rated
capacity
Directive 2007/46/EC [1], modified
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3.1.14 maximum access dimensions
maximum length, width and height of the accessibility gauge that can be manoeuvred from
the ground, into each designated travelling position and back.
3.1.15 point P
reference point on the accessibility gauge or SWC, taken to represent the wheelchair user’s
hip when seated in their wheelchair.
3.1.16 point W
location of point P relative to a WAV datum when the accessibility gauge or SWC is in its
designated travelling position
3.1.17 ramp
series of one or more movable elements used to form an inclined track for wheelchairs to
enter the vehicle from the ground
3.1.18 rearward-facing
orientation of the occupied wheelchair within the vehicle, facing towards the rear of the
vehicle such that the longitudinal centre line of the wheelchair or seat is at an angle of 10º or
less to the longitudinal centre line of the vehicle
3.1.19 tie-down
device or system designed to secure a wheelchair in place in a vehicle
3.1.20 unassisted entry wheelchair accessible vehicle (UWAV)
WAV designed so as not to require an assistant to aid the boarding and alighting of a
wheelchair user
3.1.21 WAV manufacturer
person or company that manufactures a WAV through the conversion of a base vehicle or
through building in a single stage
3.1.22 wheelchair
device to provide wheeled mobility with a seating support system for a person with impaired
mobility
BS ISO 7176-26:2007
3.1.23 wheelchair accessible vehicle (WAV)
vehicle designed to transport one or more passengers seated in their wheelchair
3.1.24 wheelchair occupant restraint
system or device intended to restrain a wheelchair occupant within their wheelchair during
an abrupt vehicle movement or an impact, in order to prevent ejection from the wheelchair,
and to prevent or minimize contact with the vehicle interior components and other
passengers
BS ISO 10542-1, modified
3.1.25 wheelchair occupant restraint effective anchorage
point used to determine the angle or position of each part of the wheelchair occupant
restraint belt in relation to the wheelchair occupant, and taken as the centre of the webbing
strap as it passes over the last hard surface of the anchorage that alters its lie, prior to
reaching the wheelchair occupant
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3.1.26 wheelchair tie-down effective anchorage
point used to determine the angle or position of each part of a strap-type wheelchair tiedown in relation to the wheelchair; and taken as the centre of the webbing strap as it passes
over the last hard surface of the anchorage that alters its lie, prior to reaching the wheelchair
3.1.27 wheelchair tie-down and occupant-restraint system (WTORS) anchorage
part of the WAV to which a wheelchair occupant restraint and/or tie-down can be secured
3.2 Abbreviations
ATD

anthropomorphic test device

AWAV

assisted entry wheelchair accessible vehicle

GVW

gross vehicle weight

SWC

surrogate wheelchair

SWL

safe working load

UWAV

unassisted entry wheelchair accessible vehicle

VIN

vehicle identification number

WAV

wheelchair accessible vehicle

WTORS

wheelchair tie-down and occupant-restraint system

4 General
4.1 Structural integrity
4.1.1 General
Where the construction of a WAV involves modification to the structure of a base vehicle in
the floor, roof, door or tailgate aperture area, the torsional stiffness of the WAV shall be
tested in accordance with Annex A.
When tested in accordance with Annex A, the deflection of the completed WAV shall be
between 0.5 times and 1.5 times the deflection of the base vehicle.
4.1.2 Structural modifications
NOTE 1 Where a base vehicle structure has been modified, consideration should be given to the design,
validation and execution of the modifications, with regard to the demands likely to be placed on the
completed WAV structure in use. There are no type approval requirements relating to the durability of the
completed vehicle, and consideration should be given to the effects of fatigue loadings on the structure and
the effects of corrosion – particularly in areas where the corrosion protection of the base vehicle has been
breached during the conversion. This can be especially important where galvanically dissimilar metals are
placed in electrical contact with one another. Accelerated life cycle tests (such as salt spray and pavé track
work) may be useful in validating the design of the WAV structure. In all cases where a structural
modification is made, a suitable quality inspection procedure of the completed joints should be
implemented.
NOTE 2 Where welding operations are carried out – particularly to structural areas of the WAV and to
suspension components and their attachment brackets, particular consideration should be given to the
selection of materials and welding consumables, so as to maximize compatibility with the parent metal on
the base vehicle. Consideration should also be given to the metallurgical compatibility and gauges of the
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materials being joined. BS EN ISO 3834, combined with the product specification, might give guidance on

selection of appropriate levels of weld quality for each weld. Those welds requiring welder
certification can then be identified and consideration should be given to ensuring that appropriately

coded welders are available to carry out these welding operations. Commonly used standards for approval
testing of coded welders include BS 4872-1, BS 4872-2 or BS EN ISO 9606-1 or BS EN ISO 9606-2,
depending on the material(s) being welded and the welding processes being used.
NOTE 3 Mechanical fastening techniques commonly used in WAVs include screwing bolting and riveting
(including clinched threaded fasteners). Consideration should given to the specification of all fasteners with
regard to loading, corrosion resistance (including galvanic compatibility of the materials to be joined), and
the environment in which the fasteners might be expected to operate. In the case of threaded fasteners,
appropriate selection of tightening torques and the correct specification of anti-vibration locking features
and mating fasteners should be considered. Fasteners subject to replacement or inspection at specified
intervals in service should be listed in the owner’s handbook, along with the specified replacement interval
and tightening torque. Where automated or semi-automated assembly techniques are used (e.g. rivets, or
other types of clinched fastener), consideration should be given to the correct selection of the
consumables, as well as the maintenance and regular inspection of the tools used, to ensure the correct
grip range is maintained.
NOTE 4 Adhesives are increasingly being used in the conversion of base vehicles to WAVs, often in
conjunction with mechanical fasteners. Particular consideration should be given to the specification of any
structural adhesives used in the WAV, and their compatibility with the material(s) to be joined. The design
of any joints should be carefully considered, with regard to the properties of the particular adhesive being
used. Appropriate protection from heat sources and complimentary traditional joining techniques for joints
subject to tensile or peeling loads should be considered. Consideration should also be given to the
application of the adhesives, and, in particular, the cleaning and surface preparation of the substrates and
the control of temperature and humidity during the curing process.

4.2 Wheel alignment
Where wheel alignment could be affected by the conversion process, the WAV manufacturer
shall have a system in place for checking and, if necessary, re-adjusting the wheel
alignment.
NOTE Such modifications may include, but are not limited to: modification of a suspension linkage or
attachment point, modifications to the base vehicle structure within 500 mm of a suspension attachment
point or the alteration of spring rates or base vehicle ride height.

4.3 Ground clearance
When measured in accordance with Annex B (see B.4.13), the minimum ground clearance
shall be 120 mm.
4.4 Lowering suspension system
4.4.1 A failure of the lowering suspension system shall not leave the WAV immobilized.
NOTE It is acceptable for the WAV’s speed to be considerably reduced by a failure of the lowering
system, provided that it can be moved to a place of safety under its own power.

4.4.2 At least one set of controls for the operation of the lowering suspension system shall:
a) for an AWAV, be located at the entrance used for wheelchair access;
b) for a UWAV, be operable remotely from outside the UWAV.
4.4.3 The design of the lowering suspension system shall be such that either:
a) the system automatically raises itself to normal running position if the WAV is moved
under its own power before the speed reaches 10 km/h; or
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b) an audible and/or visual warning device alerts the driver if the handbrake is released
whilst the lowering suspension system is in its lowered state.
4.4.4 The WAV shall incorporate one or more features intended to prevent the lowering
suspension system from being activated when the WAV is being driven.
NOTE Examples of such features may include, but are not limited to, interlocks preventing the lowering
suspension from being activated under the following conditions:
a) the parking brake being released;
b) all doors (including the tailgate) being closed;
c) the road wheels turning;
d) the driver’s seat occupied.

4.4.5 A lowering suspension system relying on compressed air in order to function, shall be
equipped with a means of either preventing the formation of condensation or automatically
draining condensation.
4.5 Seats, fuel tanks, fittings and trim
NOTE All conversions should be carried out with due regard to the function of the finished WAV. Fittings
and trim used in the section of the WAV in which the wheelchair occupant travels should be of the same or
similar quality to those used throughout the rest of the base vehicle. Upholstery and floor coverings should
match, as closely as possible, those in the parts of the WAV in which other passengers travel.

4.5.1 For every seating position in the WAV, including any wheelchair space(s), a minimum
of a three-point occupant restraint shall be provided.
4.5.2 Where any new seat belt anchorage is provided, or modifications to the base vehicle or
seat structure are carried out within 300 mm of any existing seat belt anchorage, the seat
belt anchorages of the affected seating position(s) shall conform to the strength, positional
and testing requirements for three-point belt anchorages fitted to vehicles of category M1,
set out in of either UN/ECE Regulation 14.05, 14.06 or 14.07 [3], Sections 5, 6 and 7 or
Directive 76/115/EC [4] (as amended).
NOTE UN/ECE Regulation 14 and Directive 76/115/EC are considered equivalent and interchangeable.
Depending on the approval route used by the WAV manufacturer, they are not always mandatory. In order
for a WAV to conform to this PAS, this requirement is always applicable regardless of the approval route.

4.5.3 Where base vehicle seating positions or their anchorages are modified and those seats
were originally equipped with one or more ISOFIX child seat anchorages, the ISOFIX
anchorages on the modified seat shall either:
a) conform to the requirements of either UN/ECE Regulation 14.06 [3] or any subsequent
amendment UN/ECE Regulation 14, Sections 5, 6 and 7; or
b) any label or other marking denoting their presence on the seat be removed or defaced
and a note fixed in the base vehicle handbook amending any pages relating to the
ISOFIX fittings.
4.5.4 Where one or more seats within the WAV needs to be tilted or folded to allow a
wheelchair user to be carried, a means of preventing the seats from falling back down shall
be provided.
NOTE Such means may include a mechanical lock, prop or strap to secure the seat in its tilted or folded
position.
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4.5.5 Where an existing fuel tank for liquid fuel or its filler neck and associated pipework is
modified, or an alternative tank is fitted, the fuel tank, the filler neck and associated pipework
used shall conform to either the requirements of UN/ECE Regulation 34.02 [5], Part I or EC
Directive 70/221 (as amended) [6], Annex I, Sections 5 and 6.
NOTE UN/ECE Regulation 34 and Directive 70/221/EC are considered equivalent and interchangeable.
Depending on the approval route used by the WAV manufacturer, they are not always mandatory. In order
for a WAV to conform to this PAS, this requirement is always applicable regardless of the approval route.

5 Wheelchair access and WAV dimensions
5.1 Entrance
5.1.1 At least two entrances on the WAV shall provide access to the wheelchair space.
5.1.2 At least one entrance, the wheelchair access entrance, shall allow access and egress
for an occupied wheelchair of the dimensions determined in B.4.14.
5.2 Wheelchair space
5.2.1 The maximum length, width and height of an occupied wheelchair that can be
accommodated in each designated travelling position shall be determined in accordance
with Annex B.
5.2.2 The maximum dimensions of the wheelchair access entrance shall be determined in
accordance with Annex B.
5.2.3 The maximum access dimensions (as defined in 3.1.13) shall be determined in
accordance with Annex B.
5.2.4 The slope of the wheelchair in each designated travelling position shall be determined
in accordance with Annex B.
5.2.5 The seated eye height of each designated travelling position shall be determined in
accordance with Annex B.
NOTE The floor in the wheelchair area should be slip resistant. Materials that are likely to achieve slip
resistance include coatings with granular aggregate. A “grip value” (or “PTV”), when measured in accordance
with the procedure given in BS 7976-2, on all floors inclined at >5° to the horizontal should be ≥35.

5.2.6 For a UWAV, any door through which the wheelchair user can enter the WAV shall be
operable with remote controls, from both inside and outside the UWAV.
5.2.7 The use of any one set of controls shall inhibit all other controls, such that only the
control being used can actuate the door or any powered part of the access equipment.
5.3 Ramps
5.3.1 Surface
NOTE 1 The ramp surface should be slip resistant. The slip resistance needed depends on the ramp
angle in use and on whether the ramp could become wet. Materials that are likely to achieve slip resistance
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include coatings with granular aggregate. A “grip value” (or “PTV”), when measured in accordance with the
procedure given in BS 7976-2, should be ≥35 for all ramps.

NOTE 2 Attention is drawn to the UK Road Vehicle Lighting Regulations 1989 [7] which require certain
rear lights to be visible when all doors, tailgates, and for a WAV, ramps or lifts are open or deployed.

5.3.1.1 When the ramp is deployed, it shall provide a continuous surface with no gaps,
holes or recesses within the working surface capable of allowing the complete insertion of a
spherical probe greater than 15 mm in diameter.
5.3.1.2 The ramp surface shall contain no obstructions greater than 7 mm in height or
depth, except at point where the ramp meets the surface on to which it is deployed and
where it meets the WAV floor. The extent of any obstruction shall be measured
perpendicular to the ramp surface in accordance with Figure 2.
5.3.1.3 Any gap between the ramp and the WAV floor shall not be capable of allowing the
complete insertion of a spherical probe greater than 15 mm in diameter.
Figure 1 – Maximum permitted obstructions in ramp surfaces
Dimensions in millimetres

a) Example of an obstruction in the ramp of a depth of 7 mm

b) Example of an obstruction in the ramp of a height of 7 mm
Key
1
2
3

Ground
Ramp
WAV floor

5.3.2 Side guards
NOTE

Side guards on ramps are also known as upstands.
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5.3.2.1 When deployed, the ramp shall be provided with side guards along either side of its
surface.
NOTE Side guards are necessary to reduce the risk of the wheelchair falling off the side of the platform.
Side guards may be an integral part of the ramp structure or a part of the surrounding WAV bodywork or a
combination of the two. For example, the WAV rear bumper in the area towards the top of the ramp could
be used as side guard.

5.3.2.2 Side guards shall:
a) lie within 50 mm of the edge of the ramp surface, measured in the plane of the ramp
surface;
b) extend from the point where the ramp crosses the door aperture, to within at least
100 mm of the edge of the ramp in contact with the ground;
c) be ≥25 mm high, measured perpendicular to the ramp surface.
NOTE Whilst the minimum side guard height specified in this PAS is 25 mm to align with existing
standards, a minimum height of 40 mm is recommended. Some wheelchairs, particularly those with
large diameter wheels or powered wheelchairs suitable for outdoor use, are capable of overcoming a
25 mm side guard. For the more powerful outdoor wheelchairs, even a side guard 100 mm high might
not guarantee that the wheelchair remains on the ramp. At the same time, tall side guards increase the
trip hazard for the assistant, encroach into the wheelchair space on many WAV designs when the ramp
is stowed, and increase the risk of “railroading” (where the side guard becomes trapped between the
wheel and the manual propelling rings on some designs of manual wheelchair).

d) contain no gaps in the side guards, or between the upper end of the side guard and the
door aperture, that exceed 25 mm in length at any point to a height of 25 mm above the
ramp surface, measured perpendicular to the ramp surface;
NOTE

Figure 2 shows an example of a ramp with gap (“G”) in the side guard.

e) have an edge radius of ≥0.5 mm and a corner radius of ≥5 mm.
NOTE

Figure 2 shows a side view and sectional view of a typical WAV ramp.
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Figure 2 – Permissible gaps and radii in ramp side guards
Dimensions in millimetres

Section A-A
Key
1
2
3
4

Ground
Ramp working surface
WAV floor
Guard

5
6
7
G

Minimum guard height
Minimum corner radius of 5.0 mm
Door aperture
Gap in the guard

5.3.3 Stability
5.3.3.1 Any special instructions for ramp use or limitations when deployed under particular
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conditions shall be provided in the WAV user manual.
NOTE All ramps should be able to accommodate a variety of ground and kerb surface conditions. In
particular, consideration should be given to all reasonably foreseeable conditions of WAV use (e.g.
accessing the WAV on slopes or uneven, unstable, wet or slippery surfaces).

5.3.3.2 For an AWAV, the ramp, when deployed, shall be positively located at the point of
its attachment to the WAV.
NOTE When the ramp is deployed, the edge of the ramp attached to the WAV should be located in such
a way as to minimize the risk of it becoming dislodged during boarding or alighting of the wheelchair user.

5.3.3.3 For a UWAV, the ramp shall be permanently attached to the WAV at the point of
entry for the wheelchair.
5.3.3.4 It shall be possible to lock any additional ramp supports (e.g. a prop under the
central hinge of a folding ramp) in position when the ramp is deployed. The locking
mechanism shall prevent movement of the ramp support whilst the ramp is deployed and:
a) in the case of an AWAV, operate either automatically or manually; or
b) in the case of a UWAV, operate automatically.
5.3.4 Dimensions
5.3.4.1 The width of a ramp measured between the side guards at any point along its length
shall be ≥500 mm. The width shall be determined in accordance with Annex B.
5.3.4.2 For a rear-entry WAV, the ramp projection from the WAV, when deployed, shall be
≤ 2.1m, when determined in accordance with B.4.12.
5.3.4.3 For a side-entry WAV, ramp projection, when deployed, shall be ≤1.5 m, when
determined in accordance with B.4.12.
NOTE The widest part of the WAV when the ramp is deployed might be the edge of the open wheelchair
access door or a door mirror.

5.3.5 Safe working load (SWL)
5.3.5.1 For an AWAV designed for a wheelchair mass of ≤150 kg, the ramp SWL shall be
≥300 kg.
NOTE In order to carry a wheelchair of ≤150 kg, plus an occupant of nominal mass 75 kg and an
assistant of nominal mass 75 kg, the ramp needs to be capable of carrying a load of ≥300 kg.

5.3.5.2 For an AWAV designed for a wheelchair weighing >150 kg, the ramp SWL shall be
at least equivalent to the maximum mass of the wheelchair that can be carried plus 150 kg.
5.3.5.3 For a UWAV, the ramp SWL shall be at least equivalent to the maximum combined
mass of the wheelchair and occupant for which the UWAV has been designed.
5.3.5.4 The ramp SWL shall be tested in accordance with BS 6109-2:1989, B.3.
5.3.5.5 The ramp SWL in kg shall be marked on all ramps in characters ≥25 mm in height.
5.3.6 Angle
NOTE 1 If a lowering suspension system is fitted, it may be in the lowered position when measuring the
ramp angle.
NOTE 2 It is possible that some combinations of wheelchair and occupant might become unstable on
slopes exceeding a certain angle. This varies with factors such as the design of wheelchair, the weight and
size of the occupant, and any additional equipment or luggage being carried on the wheelchair. Depending
on these factors and the position of the attachment point of any winch line to the wheelchair, it might
become possible for the wheelchair and its occupant to tip backwards if the wheelchair is released by the
assistant. Given the current designs of both wheelchairs and base vehicles, it is not possible to produce
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AWAVs with ramps of a sufficiently shallow angle to guarantee stability for all wheelchair and occupant
combinations. The presence of an assistant at all times when the wheelchair user is boarding or alighting
and the provision of adequate warnings and guidance by both wheelchair manufacturers and WAV
manufacturers should therefore be regarded as current best practice.
NOTE 3 Although there is a requirement (see 5.3.6.2) to fit a winch, or other assistive device, to an
AWAV whose ramp angle exceeds 13 degrees, winches may be fitted to AWAVs whose ramp angle does
not exceed 13 degrees and to UWAVs. However, the maximum ramp angle for a UWAV is not permitted to
exceed 11 degrees even if a winch is fitted (see 5.3.6.3).

5.3.6.1 The ramp angle of the WAV shall be determined according to B.4.10.
5.3.6.2 For a ramp fitted to an AWAV and used without any other assistive device for aiding
access (e.g. a winch), the angle that it makes with the horizontal, shall be ≤13° when
measured:
a) for a rear- entry AWAV, with the ramp is deployed on to level ground; and
b) for a side-entry AWAV, with the ramp deployed on to a horizontal surface 125 mm above
the ground on which the WAV rests.
NOTE 1

The 125 mm represents the height of a typical pavement

NOTE 2 The maximum ramp angle is not specified for an AWAV fitted with an additional device for aiding
access (e.g. a winch) that might be attached to the wheelchair in such a way as to:
a) reduce the level of effort required from the assistant to load the occupied wheelchair; and
b) ensure that the wheelchair is prevented from rolling back down the ramp if released by the assistant.

5.3.6.3 For a side-entry AWAV, a second measurement of the ramp angle shall be taken
with the ramp deployed on to the ground on which the WAV rests.
5.3.6.4 For a ramp fitted to a UWAV, the angle that it makes with the horizontal shall be a
maximum of 11° when the ramp is deployed on to the ground.
5.3.6.5 For a side-entry WAV, with a ramp intended to be deployed on to a pavement, the
following text shall be reproduced on the ramp so as to be visible when the ramp is
deployed: “WARNING Ramp intended for use onto pavements”.
5.3.7 Powered ramp
5.3.7.1 Any ramp fitted to a UWAV, shall be powered.
NOTE

An AWAV may be fitted with a powered ramp.

5.3.7.2 The powered ramp controls shall be clearly marked as such and shall be located at
the point of entry served by the ramp.
5.3.7.3 For a UWAV, the powered ramp controls shall be remotely operable.
NOTE 1 This is to ensure that the wheelchair user can operate the powered ramp whilst seated in their
wheelchair, i.e without having to stand up.
NOTE 2 For a UWAV, it should be possible for the wheelchair user to operate the power ramp controls
whilst seated in the wheelchair, from both inside and outside the UWAV. Whilst it is impossible to prescribe
precise requirements to enable unassisted use of a ramp to a UWAV in all cases, consideration should be
given to the siting of the remote control unit, provision for its stowage when not in use, the length of the
connecting lead, or, if a cordless remote control is used, the ease of replacement of batteries and provision
for backup in the event of failure. Consideration should also be given to the provision of a master switch to
avoid inadvertent use, and an indicator to denote that the powered ramp is operational.

5.3.7.4 A powered ramp shall not be capable of operation when the WAV is in motion.
NOTE

An interlock requiring the handbrake to be engaged is sufficient to satisfy this requirement.

5.3.7.5 Powered ramps shall be capable of manual operation.
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NOTE Powered ramps need to capable of manual operation so that in the event of power failure the
wheelchair user can alight the WAV whilst remaining seated in their wheelchair.

5.3.7.6 A WAV fitted with a powered ramp shall also be fitted with a means of providing the
wheelchair user with information on the position of the ramp.
NOTE 1 Such means may include audible tones to signal complete deployment, a mirror or CCTV
camera and display screen positioned so as to provide a wheelchair user facing away from the ramp with
information as to whether the ramp is fully deployed, partially deployed, or stowed.
NOTE 2 Attention is drawn to the UK Supply of Machinery (Safety) Regulations 2008 [8].These
regulations require compliance with the EC Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) (as amended) [9]. Powered
ramps generally fall within the scope of these regulations and the EC Machinery Directive, 2006/42/EC.

5.4 Lifts
NOTE 1 BS 6109-2 gives details of design and safety recommendations, operating procedures,
installation and inspection recommendations for lifts for assisting entry or exit of passengers with or without
wheelchairs into and out of WAVs through a height of ≤1.7 m.
NOTE 2

BS EN 1756-2 provides information on the design, fitting and operation of tail lifts for WAVs.

NOTE 3 Lifts should be able to accommodate a variety of ground surface conditions. In particular,
consideration should be given to all reasonably foreseeable conditions of WAV use (e.g. accessing the
WAV on slopes or uneven surfaces).

5.4.1 Lift platform dimensions
5.4.1.1 The maximum dimensions of an occupied wheelchair that can be loaded using the
lift shall be determined in accordance with Annex B.
5.4.2 Edges
NOTE Any edges of the lift that, when the lift is deployed, are contactable by by a sphere of 100 mm
diameter, should have an edge radius of ≥0.5 mm and a corner radius of ≥5 mm.

5.4.3 Side guards
5.4.3.1 When deployed, the lift platform shall have side guards extending along the full
length of either side of its surface.
5.4.3.2 The side guards shall be ≥25 mm high perpendicular to the lift platform surface.
5.4.4 Guards
5.4.4.1 A guard, ≥70 mm high when deployed, shall be fitted to the end of the lift platform
furthest from the WAV.
NOTE Large powered wheelchairs suitable for outdoor use could be capable of overcoming a 70 mm high
guard. On WAVs intended to transport such wheelchairs, the guard height of 100 mm is preferred.
Consideration should also be given to the strength of the guard for such applications.

5.4.4.2 The guard shall operate automatically as the lift platform leaves the ground. Full
deployment of the guard shall be achieved before the closest distance between any moving
part of the platform and the ground reaches 50 mm.
5.4.5 SWL
5.4.5.1 For an AWAV designed for a wheelchair mass of ≤150 kg, the lift SWL shall be
≥225 kg.
NOTE In order to carry a wheelchair of ≤150 kg, plus an occupant of nominal mass 75 kg, the lift needs to
be capable of carrying a load of ≥225 kg.
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5.4.5.2 For an AWAV designed for a wheelchair weighing >150 kg, the lift SWL shall be at
least equivalent to the maximum mass of the wheelchair that can be carried plus 75 kg.
5.4.5.3 For a UWAV, the lift SWL shall be at least equivalent to the maximum mass of the
wheelchair and occupant for which the UWAV has been designed.
5.4.5.4 The lift SWL shall be tested in accordance with BS EN 1756-2:2004+A1:2009,
Annex F.
5.4.5.5 The lift SWL in kg shall be marked on all lifts in characters ≥25 mm in height.
5.4.6 Lift controls
5.4.6.1 The lift controls shall be marked as such and shall be located at the point of entry
served by the lift.
NOTE For a UWAV, it should be possible for the wheelchair user to operate the lift controls whilst seated
in the wheelchair, from both inside and outside the UWAV. Whilst it is impossible to prescribe precise
requirements to enable unassisted use of a lift fitted to a UWAV in all cases, consideration should be given
to the siting of the remote control unit, provision for its stowage when not in use, the length of the
connecting lead, or, if a cordless remote control is used, the ease of replacement of batteries and provision
for backup in the event of failure. Consideration should also be given to the provision of a master switch to
avoid inadvertent use, and an indicator to denote that the lift is operational.

5.4.6.2 A lift shall not be capable of operation when the WAV is in motion.
NOTE

An interlock requiring the handbrake to be engaged is sufficient to satisfy this requirement.

5.4.6.3 Powered lifts shall be capable of manual operation.
NOTE

This is to enable an occupied wheelchair to alight from the WAV in the event of power failure.

5.5 Ramp, lift and spare wheel mounting strength
NOTE It is recognized that in many cases, test work to satisfy the requirements of this PAS might be
undertaken in parallel with test work undertaken as part of a type approval programme. It is therefore
desirable to combine tests wherever possible. In various places, this PAS offers more than one testing
method that can be used to demonstrate compliance with its requirements. For testing the strength of a
ramp, lift and spare wheel mounting, either Annex C (a dynamic test) or Annex D (a static test) is
acceptable as a means of satisfying the requirements of this PAS. In carrying out combined tests, however,
careful consideration should be given to the possibility of the behaviour of one test item (e.g. a ramp)
affecting the outcome of the test on other items within the WAV (e.g. a WTORS test).

5.5.1 Any ramp or lift stowed within the WAV passenger compartment shall be tested in
accordance with either Annex C or Annex D.
5.5.2 The mountings for any spare wheel stowed within the WAV passenger compartment,
shall be tested in accordance with either Annex C or Annex D.
5.5.3 When tested in accordance with either Annex C or Annex D, the following
requirements shall be met.
a) The ramp or lift shall not become detached.
b) The spare wheel shall not become detached.
c) Mechanisms to release the ramp or lift shall be capable of release after completion of the
test.
NOTE 1 Deformation, partial rupture or breakage of any mounting and the surrounding area need not
constitute failure.
NOTE 2 The test is to ensure that any ramp, lift or spare wheel located within the passenger
compartment remains attached to its mountings in the event of a forward crash. The requirement for the
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release mechanisms on ramps and lifts to be operable is in order to allow the ramp or lift to either be
deployed or moved aside to allow access to the wheelchair user. It is accepted, however, that the ramp or
lift might not be in a fully functional condition after the test.

5.6 Winch
NOTE 1 Winches are assistive devices that might be used in combination with a ramp to aid in accessing
a WAV. For an AWAV ramp making an angle with the horizontal >13°, a winch is required (as specified
in 5.3.6.2).
NOTE 2 Attention is drawn to the UK Supply of Machinery (Safety) Regulations 2008 [8]. These
regulations require compliance with the EC Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) (as amended) [9]. Winches
generally fall within the scope of these regulations, and the Directive. The following requirements are in
addition to the legal requirements of the regulations. Attention is also drawn to BS EN 14492-1:2006 +
A1:2009 relating to power driven winches and hoists. Although winches for the lifting of persons are
specifically excluded from its scope, it contains useful general guidance.

5.6.1 General
5.6.1.1 A winch shall be provided in an AWAV whose ramp angle exceeds 13° (see 5.3.6).
NOTE A winch may be fitted to an AWAV whose ramp angle does not exceed 13° or a UWAV whose
ramp angle does not exceed 11°.

5.6.1.2 With the WAV engine switched off, and not less than ½ of the total length of the
winch line (disregarding any attachment device to attach the winch line to the wheelchair)
wound on to the winch drum, the winch shall be capable of exerting a line pull, P, of at least:
P = (Mmax + 75) x Sin R
where:
Mmax is the heaviest wheelchair the WAV is designed to carry (in kg)
R

is the ramp angle (in degrees)

5.6.2 SWL
5.6.2.1 The winch SWL shall be marked on the WAV in kg.
NOTE The marking should be applied in a conspicuous location on or near the winch control.

5.6.2.2 The SWL shall not be greater than the line pull, P, obtained in 5.6.1.2.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a SWL of less than the line pull, P, obtained in 5.6.1.2. The
line pull, P, represents the theoretical pull that the winch needs to exert, in order to be capable of pulling
the maximum mass of wheelchair that the WAV is designed to carry, plus a 75 kg wheelchair user, up the
ramp without assistance. It should be noted that in use, a degree of assistance might be required, due to
factors such as the wheelchair tyre inflation, any slope on which the WAV is parked, the state of charge of
the WAV’s battery, and various other factors.

5.6.3 Safety features
5.6.3.1 All winches shall incorporate at least one feature intended to prevent any part of the
wheelchair or its occupant being trapped by the winch or its attachment device to the
wheelchair. Operation of such features shall not prevent further movement of the winch in
the opposite direction.
NOTE Such features may include electrical limit switches that cut the power to the winch before any
danger of entrapment is likely, or physical stops capable of preventing the winch line from being wound on
to the drum beyond a particular point.
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5.6.3.2 It shall not be possible to operate the winch whilst the AWAV is in motion.
NOTE An interlock requiring the handbrake to be engaged or an inhibitor switch acting when the ramp is
stowed are sufficient to satisfy this requirement.

5.6.4 Winch line and attachment device
NOTE Any attachment device between the winch line and the wheelchair should not come in contact with
the wheelchair occupant’s body during use.

5.6.4.1 For a winch with a single line, the exit point of the winch line from the winch shall lie
within 100 mm of a vertical plane passing through the longitudinal centre line of the ramp
surface.
5.6.4.2 For a winch with multiple winch lines, the winch lines shall be disposed
symmetrically about any vertical longitudinal plane passing within 100 mm of the
longitudinal centre line of the ramp surface.
5.6.4.3 The winch line and any attachment device shall have a combined length that clears
the end of the deployed ramp, allowing it to be connected to the wheelchair on level ground
outside the AWAV.
5.6.5 Direction of winch line movement
5.6.5.1 The winch line shall be capable of operating in either direction. The controls shall
operate in such a way that releasing any switch or button stops the winch automatically with
no roll back.
NOTE 1 The winch line should operate in a controlled manner and in the event of releasing any switch or
button, the winch should stop as quickly as possible.
NOTE 2 A “soft start” system can be incorporated to reduce the initial acceleration (and therefore
“snatch”) on the wheelchair user.

5.6.5.2 At any point between fully deployed and fully retracted, it shall be possible to stop
and reverse the direction of movement of the winch line.
5.6.6 Controls
Pendant or remote controls shall be so sited to enable the assistant to operate them both
inside and outside the AWAV whilst attending the wheelchair.

6 Securing the wheelchair and occupant
NOTE 1 Wheelchair tie-down and occupant restraint anchorages are already subject to certain strength
and positional requirements depending on the type approval route chosen by the WAV manufacturer.
However, not all WAVs are produced under an approval scheme (e.g. some are converted after
registration), and are therefore not subject to any approval requirements.
The requirements set out in this Clause of the PAS are not intended to replace any of those approval
requirements, but to provide supplementary requirements in areas not covered by existing type approval
requirements (e.g. for wheelchairs weighing >85 kg, or rear-facing wheelchair installations), and to provide
an alternative for WAVs converted after registration.
In those areas where there is overlap with existing type approval requirements, the PAS provides two
alternative methods for testing strength of WTORS anchorages, so as to minimize the burden of
compliance on WAV manufacturers seeking to comply with both the type approval and PAS requirements.
Manufacturers following an EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval programme may consider using either Annex
C or Annex E to demonstrate PAS compliance, whilst those pursuing National approval schemes (or postregistration conversions) may consider using Annex E. It is not necessary to use both. However, as none of
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the current approval routes contain requirements for the strength of wheelchair tie-down anchorages for
wheelchairs weighing >85 kg, there are no appropriate static test protocols in existence for heavier
wheelchairs, so static testing for these anchorages is not permitted, and only Annex C may be used to
demonstrate compliance.
The following Annexes set out requirements for wheelchair tie-downs and occupant restraints and their
anchorages.
a) Annex C sets out a dynamic test method for WTORS anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs
weighing ≤200 kg in WAVs large enough to accommodate the surrogate wheelchair (SWC) in Annex G,
and ATD used in the test method.
b) Annex E sets out a static test method for WTORS anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs ≤85 kg.
For WAV manufacturers pursuing a type approval route that calls for static testing, or producing WAVs
too small to accommodate the SWC and ATD, this could be the most appropriate route to achieving
PAS compliance in respect of WTORS anchorages, but may only be used for WAVs designed to
transport wheelchairs ≤85 kg in weight.
c) Annex F sets out a static test method for WTORS anchorages for rearward-facing wheelchairs of any
weight. Currently, there are no type approval routes for WAVs capable of carrying rearward-facing
wheelchairs, as the test protocols available in current passenger car approval schemes, do not cover
rear-facing wheelchair installations. The strength requirements for the back and head support for a rearfacing wheelchair occupant and the strength requirements for the wheelchair tie-down anchorages,
closely mirror those currently applicable to accessible buses, and are primarily intended to provide
comfort and stability for a rear-facing wheelchair occupant rather than crash protection.
NOTE 2 This PAS is limited to four-point webbing tie-downs due to the lack of technical data to support
the drafting of requirements for other types of wheelchair tie-down equipment, although the long-term aim
is to cover other types of wheelchair tie-down equipment.

6.1 WTORS
6.1.1 For each designated travelling position, a four-point strap-type wheelchair tie-down
system shall be fitted.
6.1.2 For each designated travelling position for a wheelchair ≤85 kg, WTORS conforming to
BS ISO 10542-1 and BS ISO 10542-2 shall be fitted.
6.1.3 For each designated travelling position for a wheelchair >85 kg, WTORS shall conform
to BS ISO 10542-1 and BS ISO 10542-2 when tested:
a) with the SWC specified in Annex G of this PAS, ballasted to the maximum weight of
wheelchair that the WAV is designed to carry, instead of the SWC specified in
BS ISO 10542-1:2001, Annex E; and
NOTE BS ISO 10542-1 scope covers wheelchairs ≤85 kg. For wheelchairs >85 kg, some
adjustments to the mass of the SWC specified in the test method in BS ISO 10542-1 are necessary.

b) with the WTORS fitted to anchorages positioned so as to reproduce, ±25 mm, the
effective anchorage positions, relative to the SWC, in the WAV, instead of to the
anchorage positions specified in BS ISO 10542-1:2001, Annex E.
NOTE BS ISO 10542-2 specifies a range of WTORS anchorage locations for wheelchairs ≤85 kg in
the dynamic testing of WTORS. However, the precise locations of the WTORS anchorages can
significantly affect the outcome of the test, particularly when using a wheelchair >85 kg. For this
reason, it is necessary to test the WTORS using the anchorage geometry that is designed for the WAV
itself.

6.2 Wheelchair occupant restraint effective anchorage locations
6.2.1 The lateral separation of the two lower effective anchorages for the wheelchair
occupant restraint shall be ≥300 mm.
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6.2.2 The side view projected angles produced by a line drawn from either point P on the
SWC (see Annex G) or the accessibility gauge (see Annex B), when installed in the
designated travelling position, to each of the wheelchair occupant restraint lower effective
anchorages and the horizontal shall be between 30º and 75º.
NOTE 1 The relationship between Point P and the wheelchair tie-down attachment points, the rear
wheels and the ground, is identical on the accessibility gauge and the SWC. Either device may therefore be
used for determination of the correct occupant restraint lower anchorage geometry.
NOTE 2 Although angles of between 30º and 75º are permissible, angles between 45º and 75º are
preferred, as these give a better occupant restraint geometry.

6.2.3 It shall be possible to position the wheelchair occupant restraint upper effective
anchorage at a height of at least 1 100 mm above a horizontal plane passing through the
contact points of the rear tyres of the SWC with the WAV floor.
NOTE This may be achieved either by fitting an adjustable height upper anchorage, or by positioning a
fixed upper anchorage at a height of at least 1 100 mm. Current best practice is to allow a range of
adjustment in height so as to permit the upper anchorage to be adjusted to provide a good fit for the
diagonal belt across the wheelchair user’s shoulder, for a variety of wheelchair and wheelchair occupant
sizes. Where an adjustable upper anchorage is provided it is required that it can be adjusted to a height of
at least 1 100 mm but if possible a range of adjustment between 1 000 mm and 1 250 mm is desirable.

6.2.4 The lateral distance from a vertical plane passing through the longitudinal centre line of
the SWC, when secured in the travelling position designated by the WAV manufacturer, to
the upper effective anchorage shall be ≥140 mm.
6.2.5 The wheelchair occupant restraint effective anchorage locations shall be determined in
accordance with Annex B.
6.3 Recommendations for 4-point wheelchair tie-down anchorage locations
NOTE 1 The effective anchorage points for wheelchair tie-downs attached to the front of a wheelchair
should be located laterally, between 300 mm and 810 mm apart.
NOTE 2 A lateral spacing of front tie-down anchorages towards the outer limits of the recommended
range of positions provides enhanced wheelchair stability when the WAV is in motion.
NOTE 3 The effective anchorage points for tie-downs attached to the rear of the wheelchair should be
located laterally, between 300 mm and 566 mm apart.
NOTE 4 When attached to the tie-down points on the SWC described in Annex G, or the accessibility
gauge positioned in the designated travelling position, the tie-downs attached to the rear of the wheelchair
should ideally make an angle with the horizontal, when viewed from the side, of between 30° and 45° and
the tie-downs attached to the front of the wheelchair should make an angle with the horizontal, when
viewed from the side, of between 40° and 60°.
NOTE 5 Consideration should be given to WTORS manufacturers’ installation instructions. In particular,
consideration should be given to potential adverse effects on both the wheelchair and the tie-down
equipment as a result of working outside the recommended range of tie-down positions, or of positioning
the tie-down anchorages with excessive asymmetry.
NOTE 6 The terms “front” and “rear” apply to the WAV. For a forward-facing wheelchair, therefore, the
“front” tie-downs are those attached to the front of the wheelchair and located closest to the front of the
WAV. For a rearward-facing wheelchair, the “front” tie-downs would be those attached to the rear of the
wheelchair but would be located closest to the front of the WAV.

6.4 Strength of WTORS anchorages
6.4.1 WTORs anchorages shall be tested for strength in accordance with:
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a) Annex C (dynamic test), for a WAV designed for the carriage of a wheelchair of ≤200 kg
in a forward-facing direction; or
b) Annex E (static test), for a WAV designed for the carriage of a wheelchair of ≤85 kg in a
forward-facing direction; or
c) Annex F (static test), for a WAV designed for the carriage of a wheelchair in a rearwardfacing direction.
6.4.2 When tested in accordance with Annex C, or Annex E, or Annex F, the following
requirements shall be met.
a) The SWC shall remain in an upright position in the WAV.
b) The WTORS anchorages shall not become detached from the WAV.
NOTE Permanent deformation, including partial rupture or breakage of any anchorage or surrounding
area, need not constitute failure.

6.4.3 In addition, when tested in accordance with Annex C, the anthropomorphic test device
(ATD) shall be retained in the seat of the SWC.
6.5 Back and head support for WAVs for the carriage of rearward facing wheelchairs
NOTE The strength requirements for the back and head support for a rear-facing wheelchair
occupant closely mirror those currently applicable to accessible buses, and are primarily intended to
provide comfort and stability for a rear-facing wheelchair occupant rather than crash protection.

6.5.1 Location and dimensions
6.5.1.1 Rearward-facing wheelchair spaces shall be provided with a back and head support
at the forward end of the wheelchair space (i.e. between the back of the wheelchair and the
front of the WAV).
6.5.1.2 The back and head support shall be located with its vertical centre line within
50 mm of the centre line of the wheelchair space. The centre line of the wheelchair space
shall be taken to be a line parallel to the longitudinal median plane of the WAV, located
equidistant from each of the tie-down effective anchorage points for the rear of the
wheelchair.
6.5.1.3 The back and head support shall be fitted at an angle between 4° and 8° to the
vertical, with the lower edge positioned closer to the rear of the WAV than the top edge.
6.5.1.4 The width of the back and head support shall be ≥240 mm at any point.
6.5.1.5 The height of the lower edge of the back and head support shall be ≤300 mm above
the floor of the wheelchair space lying directly below it.
NOTE The dimensions of the back and head support should be determined in accordance with Annex H
so as to be suitable for the maximum size of wheelchair that the WAV manufacturer stipulates can be
carried.

6.5.1.6 When deployed, the surface of the back and head support facing the wheelchair
occupant shall be padded and form a flat surface facing the rear of the WAV. Where there
are gaps in the surface, they shall not be capable of allowing the complete insertion of a
spherical probe of (60 ± 1) mm diameter.
6.5.2 Strength and energy absorption performance
6.5.2.1 Any part of the padded surface of the back and head support located above a
horizontal plane 300 mm above the surface on which the rear wheels of the wheelchair
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rest, shall conform to the impact performance requirements of either UN/ECE Regulation
21 [10] or Directive 74/60/EC [11] in respect of energy absorption.
NOTE UN/ECE Regulation 21 and Directive 74/60/EC are considered equivalent and interchangeable.
Depending on the approval route used by the WAV manufacturer, they are not always mandatory. In order
for a WAV to conform to this PAS, this requirement is always applicable regardless of the approval route.

6.5.2.2 When tested in accordance with Annex F, no part of the head and back support
shall exhibit permanent deformation.

7 User manual
7.1 General
The WAV manufacturer shall produce a user manual for the WAV, which shall include as a
minimum:
a) basic information as specified in 7.2;
b) the WAV technical specification as specified in 7.3;
c) operational guidance as specified in 7.4.
7.2 Basic information
Basic information shall include:
a) WAV make and model name;
b) base vehicle make and model name (for WAVs manufactured through the conversion of
a base vehicle);
c) either the approval route used for the WAV, where an approval is obtained, or the
statement “post-registration”, where there is no approval covering the completed WAV;
d) type of WAV (AWAV or UWAV);
e) terms and conditions of the conversion warranty;
f)

table of fuses, bulbs and relays added or modified during conversion, including their
location and rating;

g) details of any specialist conversion replacement parts and information about how to
source these; and
h) claims of conformity with this PAS, i.e PAS 2012-1.
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7.3 WAV technical specification
The WAV technical specification shall include at least the items specified in Table 1.
Table 1 – WAV technical specification
Feature
Parameter
Wheelchair access
Width (mm)
entrance
Height (mm)
Designated travelling
Width (mm)
position
Length (mm)
(This data is to be provided
Wheelchair space gradient (degrees)
for each designated travelling
Wheelchair occupant maximum seated
position)
eyeline height (mm)
Internal roof height (mm)
Maximum mass of wheelchair that can
be carried (kg)
Maximum access
Width (mm)
dimensions for each
Length (mm)
designated travelling
Height (mm)
position)
Ramp (where fitted)
Width (mm)
Length (mm)
Angle with ramp deployed on to road
(degrees)
For a side-entry WAV, angle with ramp
deployed on to 125 mm pavement
(degrees)
Position (rear or side)
SWL (kg)
Attachment method
(permanent/removable)
Maximum ramp projection when
deployed (mm)
Width (mm)
Lift platform (where fitted)
Length (mm)
Maximum lift projection when deployed
(mm)
SWL (kg)
Winch (where fitted)
SWL (kg)
WAV
Maximum permitted front axle weight for
the WAV (kg)
Maximum permitted rear axle weight for
the WAV (kg)
Gross vehicle weight (GVW) for the
WAV (kg)
Kerb weight for the WAV (kg)
Fuel tank capacity (litres)
Ground clearance (mm)
Maximum seating
Maximum number of designated
capacity 1)
wheelchair travelling positions
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B.4.2
B.4.3
B.4.4
B.4.5
B.4.6
B.4.7

B.4.14

B.4.8
B.4.9
B.4.10

5.3.5

B.4.12
B.4.11.1
B.4.11.2
B.4.12
5.4.5
5.6.2
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Table 1 – WAV technical specification
Feature
Parameter
“Up-front” wheelchair position
available 2) (Y/N)
Maximum number of other passenger
seating positions (including driver)
Maximum number of ISOFIX positions
Type of spare wheel or puncture repair
system fitted

Value References

Any limitations on seating capacity
when carrying an occupied wheelchair
1)

In some WAVs, an occupied wheelchair might only be carried when some of the seats in the WAV are
folded away or removed. In others, the maximum combined weight of the wheelchair and occupant might
make it impossible to carry a full compliment of passengers on conventional seats due to the load carrying
limitations of either axle or the WAV as a whole. For this reason, only the maximum possible number of
seats and wheelchair spaces is recorded, and it should be understood that it might not be possible to
operate the WAV with both simultaneously.

2)

An “up-front” wheelchair position is a designated travelling position where the wheelchair replaces the
front passenger seat.

7.4 Operating and safety instructions
Operating and safety instructions shall be provided for the following where fitted:
a) ramp (including warnings and any limitations imposed by ground conditions and, For a
side-entry WAV, any additional precautions required when deploying the ramp on to a
road surface rather than the pavement);
b) winch;
c) lift;
d) WTORS;
e) suspension lowering system;
f)

specialist seating; and

g) spare wheel, jack and/or puncture repair system (where different to base vehicle).

8 Miscellaneous provisions
8.1 Product information
The following product information shall be made available:
NOTE

This may be through, for example, printed material or on the manufacturer’s/retailer’s website.

a) WAV model name;
b) the base vehicle make and model name (where applicable);
c) a completed technical specification as set out in Table 1 (see 7.3); and
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d) the approval route used for the WAV, where obtained or the statement, “postregistration”, where some or all of the WAV construction has not been carried out under
an approval scheme.
8.2 Repair services
The WAV manufacturer shall offer a repair service either at their manufacturing facility or
through an authorized agent.
8.3 Re-call procedure
The WAV manufacturer shall operate a re-call procedure in accordance with the VOSA’s
Code of practice on vehicle safety defects.
8.4 Complaints procedure
The WAV manufacturer shall have a complaints procedure, which shall be available to
customers on request.
8.5 Replacement parts and service information provision
Provision shall be made for replacement parts used in the manufacture of a WAV or
conversion of a base vehicle to a WAV to be available for a minimum of 5 years from end of
life of a particular model.
NOTE Provision should be made for replacement parts used in the manufacture of a WAV or conversion
of a base vehicle to a WAV to be available for a minimum of 10 years from end of life of a particular model.
Technical information for repair or replacement should either accompany the replacement parts or be
available on request.

8.6 Build records
The WAV manufacturer shall keep build records for each WAV for a period of at least 7
years including:
a) base vehicle VIN number;
b) WAV technical specification (see 7.3);
c) WAV registration number;
d) WAV manufacturer’s identification number;
e) radio code (where applicable);
f)

key numbers (where applicable); and

g) key codes or security codes for remote controlled items (e.g. powered doors, ramps,
lifts).
8.7 Provision of information to the WAV retailer
The WAV manufacturer shall make available the product information given in 8.1 to the WAV
retailer.
NOTE

It is recognized that the retailer may or may not be the WAV manufacturer.
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9 Claims of conformance
Claims of conformance of a WAV to PAS 2012-1 shall include:
a) the number and date of this PAS, i.e. PAS 2012-1:2012 2);
b) the WAV manufacturer’s name and address;
c) the make and model of the WAV;
d) the WAV technical specification (see 7.3);
e) the parts of the WAV that conform to PAS 2012-1:
1) measurement of accessibility dimensions;
2) lowering suspension systems;
3) ground clearance;
4) strength of conventional seat belt anchorages
5) ramp;
6) lift;
7) winch;
8) strength of wheelchair tie-down and occupant restraint anchorages;
9) strength of ramp, lift or spare wheel mountings;
10) back and head support strength and energy absorption for rear facing wheelchairs;
f)

where authorized, the conformity mark of a third party certification body.

2)

Marking PAS 2012-1:2012 on or in relation to a product represents an organization’s declaration of
conformity, i.e. a claim by or on behalf of the organization that the product meets the requirements of
the PAS. The accuracy of the claim is solely the claimant’s responsibility. Such a declaration is not to
be confused with third-party certification of conformity.
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Annex A (normative)
Torsion test for a structurally modified WAV
A.1 Principle
A base vehicle is subject to a torsional loading and accurate measurements of the induced
deflection are taken across a predetermined pair of transverse diagonals located close to the
modified area of the base vehicle structure (e.g. the rear door or tailgate aperture). The
same base vehicle is then converted to a WAV and subjected again to the same loadings
and measurements. The measurements taken before and after the conversion are
compared.
A.2 Apparatus
A.2.1 set of test weights that can be distributed about the vehicle’s seats and load area to
allow the vehicle to be loaded up to its GVW.
A.2.2 means of measuring the changes in length of the diagonals selected in A.4.6 to an
accuracy of ±0.2 mm with a repeatability of ±0.2 mm.
NOTE

This measurement should be made with a minimum resolution of 0.01 mm.

A.2.3 set of scales with an accuracy and repeatability of at least ±1.0 kg and a resolution
of 1.0 kg, or less, on which each wheel of the vehicle can be supported and the weight on
each wheel determined.
A.3 Test specimen
A.3.1 The test specimen shall consist of one unmodified base vehicle. This base vehicle
shall be subjected to the loading and measurements specified in A.4, before being converted
to a WAV and once again subjected to the same loading and measurements.
A.3.2 The base vehicle shall be presented for each test with all trim and equipment normally
carried.
NOTE

Such as a spare wheel, jack and wheel brace, if fitted, all seats, doors and glazing, etc.

A.3.3 Tyre pressures for the measurements taken before conversion shall be set to the base
vehicle manufacturer’s recommended settings for full-load operation. Tyre pressures for the
measurements taken after conversion shall be set to the WAV manufacturer’s recommended
settings for full-load operation.
A.4 Procedure
A.4.1 Place the vehicle with one wheel on each of four calibrated weighing pads set up on a
flat and level floor.
A.4.2 Load the vehicle to between 90% and 100% of its GVW as declared by the WAV
manufacturer.
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NOTE The GVW for the base vehicle and the WAV might be different, hence, the final GVW of the WAV
is used in both cases, rather than the GVW of the base vehicle before modification, and the GVW of the
WAV after modification.

In order to achieve this, place a mass of (75 ± 5) kg in each seating position and the
remainder of the mass in the luggage area(s), distributed so as to even out the weight on
each wheel of a particular axle as far as possible. Record the weight on each of the weighing
pads.
NOTE Few vehicles carry exactly the same weight on each wheel of each axle when fully loaded. It might
be necessary to distribute the mass representing the luggage in such a way as to obtain weights on each
wheel of the same axle that are as close to being equal as can be achieved, without adding any additional
mass.

A.4.3 Remove the laden vehicle from the weighing pads and place on flat and level ground.
A.4.4 Open all doors (including rear door(s), hatch or tailgate) to their maximum open
position.
A.4.5 Roll the vehicle (1.0 ± 0.5) m backwards and forwards to settle the suspension.
A.4.6 Choose four points, A, B, C and D on the bodyshell such that they lie:
a) as close as is practicable to a vertical, transverse plane closest to the area of the base
vehicle that contains the greatest structural modification;
b) as close as practicable to the four diagonally opposite corners of the vehicle cross
section closest to the transverse vertical plane;
c) in positions that are not altered or removed as part of the conversion process.
NOTE 1 Figure A.1 shows a typical WAV where the wheelchair entrance is at the rear of the vehicle. For
a WAV where the most significant structural modification is not located at the rear of the vehicle, (for
example, a WAV equipped with a wheelchair entrance at the side), the transverse, vertical plane passing
through the area of the WAV containing the most significant structural modifications might be located part
way along the length of the WAV.
NOTE 2

It might be necessary to carefully remove door seals or trim panels to locate suitable points.

NOTE 3 It should be possible to accommodate a straight line between each diagonally opposite pair of
points in order to best allow the measurements in A.4.9 and A.4.11 to be taken accurately.
NOTE 4 As the measurements in A.4.11 are taken with all doors on the side of the vehicle closed, and
the windows open, the points should be selected such that the measuring equipment can be used without
opening any of these doors. This is particularly important in WAVs where the most significant structural
modification is not at the rear of the vehicle.
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Figure A.1 – Initial measurement points across base vehicle cross section closest to
the area containing the main structural modifications
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A, B, C, D

Permanently marked points on body

A.4.7 Apply a small and permanent mark (such as a centre punch impression) at each of the
points A, B, C and D.
A.4.8 Record the distances A to C and B to D to ±0.2 mm.
A.4.9 Close all side doors and leave the rear tailgate, hatch or doors open. Open all
windows that can be opened. Jack one front corner of the vehicle up and place packers
between that front wheel and the ground to a height of (150 ± 5) mm. Repeat this operation
for its diagonally opposite rear wheel and the ground.
A.4.10 Record the distances A to C and B to D to ±0.2 mm as illustrated in Figure A.2 and
compare the measurements with those taken in A.4.8.
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Figure A.2 – Measurement points across rear aperture with deflection induced
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A.4.11 Return the vehicle to the ground, roll it (1.0 ± 0.5) m backwards and forwards to settle
the suspension. and repeat the measurements to assess the level of permanent
deformation, if any.
A.4.12 Unload the base vehicle and take it away for conversion.
A.4.13 After converting the base vehicle to a WAV, repeat steps A.4.1 to A.4.11 using:
a) the points, A, B, C and D assigned in A.4.6;
b) the mass and mass distribution applied in A.4.2 ±5 kg;
c) the side-to-side mass distribution on the rear axle achieved in A.4.2 ±5 kg;
d) the same two diagonally opposite wheels as used in A.4.9.
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A.5 Expression of results
NOTE The difference in torsional stiffness before and after conversion is denoted by the change in each
of the distances between the condition where the vehicle is resting on all four wheels and the condition
where it rests on two diagonally opposite wheels.

A.5.1 Calculate the change in length between the level and jacked conditions in both the
base vehicle and the WAV using Equations A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4:
a) diagonal AC for the base vehicle (Δab in mm);
b) diagonal AC for the WAV (Δaw in mm);
c) diagonal BD for the base vehicle (Δbb in mm);
d) diagonal BD for the WAV (Δbw in mm).
Δab = alb - ajb

(A.1)

Δaw = alw - ajw

(A.2)

Δbb = blb - bjb

(A.3)

Δbw = blw - bjw

(A.4)

where:
alb

is the length between point A and C for the level base vehicle test specimen (in mm);

ajb

is the length between point A and C for the jacked base vehicle test specimen (in mm);

alw

is the length between point A and C for the level WAV test specimen (in mm);

ajw

is the length between point A and C for the jacked WAV test specimen (in mm);

blb

is the length between point B and D for the level base vehicle test specimen (in mm);

bjb

is the length between point B and D for the jacked base vehicle test specimen (in mm).

blw

is the length between point B and D for the level WAV test specimen (in mm);

bjw

is the length between point B and D for the jacked WAV test specimen (in mm).

A.5.2 Calculate the percentage difference in deflection between the WAV and the base
vehicle using Equation A.5 and Equation A.6:
a) diagonal AC (ad in %);
b) diagonal BD (bd in %);
ad = [(Δaw - Δab)/Δab] x 100

(A.5)

bd = [(Δbw - Δbb)/Δbb] x 100

(A.6)

A.5.3 Average the readings obtained in A.5.2 to obtain an average percentage difference
across both diagonals [(ad ± bd)/2 in %].
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NOTE A tolerance of ±50% is allowed on this average percentage difference, i.e. if the WAV is weaker,
the average deflection of the WAV should be ≤1.5 times greater than the base vehicle.

A.6 Test report
The test report shall include as a minimum:
a) reference to this standard, i.e. PAS 2012-1:2012;
b) reference to the test;
c) date(s) of the test(s);
d) name and address of the WAV manufacturer;
e) VIN of the test specimen;
f)

name(s) and address(es) of the testing organization;

g) type and model of base vehicle;
h) test results achieved including:
1) the weight on each wheel for the test recorded in A.4.2;
2) the wheels that were raised during the test (e.g. right front and left rear);
3) the measurements alb; ajb; alw; ajw; blb; bjb; blw and bjw;
4) the percentage difference in deflection between the base vehicle and the WAV
calculated in A.5.3;
5) a brief description, including drawings and photographs of the structural modifications
made to the vehicle and a brief description of material(s) used and fastening
technology (or technologies).
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Annex B (normative)
Method of measurement for WAV dimensions
B.1 General
B.2 Principle
Key accessibility dimensions and manoeuvrability criteria are determined by means of an
accessibility gauge.
NOTE This is especially important in WAVs where the occupied wheelchair needs to be manoeuvred into
its designated travelling position within the WAV.

B.3 Apparatus
B.3.1 Accessibility gauge, in accordance with Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1 – Accessibility gauge
Dimensions in mm
Linear tolerance ±2.5 mm
Angular tolerance ± 0.5°
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Completed accessibility gauge mass to be (70 ± 5) kg
KEY
1

Height-adjustable element representing wheelchair occupant’s head.

2

Length-adjustable wheelchair frame

3

Symmetrically adjustable side boards

surface X

Surface on which the inclinometer must be placed for measurements

Symbol

Minimum
value

Symbol

Maximum
value

Accessibility gauge length

Lmin

775

Lmax

1 350

Accessibility gauge width

Wmin

500

Wmax

830

Accessibility gauge height

Hmin

975

Hmax

1 550

B.3.2 Inclinometer
B.3.3 Tape measure and measurement equipment, capable of recording the positions and
angles of the WTORS.
B.3.4 Plumb line
B.4 Procedure
B.4.1 Wheelchair access entrance width
B.4.1.1 Wheelchair access entrance ≤830 mm wide
B.4.1.1.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge with the
adjustable side boards located in the narrowest area of the wheelchair access entrance.
B.4.1.1.2 Adjust the width, W, symmetrically, until one or both side boards are touching any
part of the door aperture. Where a measurement is taken between one or more deformable
features (e.g. a door seal or item of upholstery), it shall be taken to the first point of contact
in each case.
B.4.1.1.3 Record this value as the maximum wheelchair access entrance width for the WAV.
NOTE It might be necessary to reposition the accessibility gauge laterally so as to ensure that both side
boards make contact with the door aperture on either side simultaneously.

B.4.1.2Wheelchair access entrance >830 mm wide
B.4.1.2.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width, W, to
(830 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge with the
adjustable side boards located in the narrowest area of the wheelchair access entrance.
Apply the brakes to the accessibility gauge.
B.4.1.2.2 Using a tape measure or other measuring device, record the shortest distance
from each of the side boards to the closest part of the door aperture on each side. Where a
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measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal or item of
upholstery), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.1.2.3 Add these two measurements to 830 mm and record the total as the maximum
wheelchair access entrance width for the WAV.
B.4.2 Wheelchair access entrance height
B.4.2.1 Wheelchair access entrance ≤1 550 mm high
B.4.2.1.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.2.1.2 Adjust the height, H, on the head scale, until any part of the wheelchair occupant’s
head element of the accessibility gauge touches the top of the door aperture as the
accessibility gauge is pushed through the wheelchair access entrance. Where a
measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal or
headlining), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.2.1.3 Record this value as the maximum wheelchair access entrance height for the
WAV.
B.4.2.2 Wheelchair access entrance >1 550 mm high
B.4.2.2.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height, H, to (1 550 ± 5) mm. Position the accessibility gauge such that
the gap between the top of the head and the aperture is at a minimum. Apply the brakes to
the accessibility gauge.
B.4.2.2.2 Using a tape measure or other measuring device, record the shortest distance
from the top of the head element to the closest part of the door aperture above it. Where a
measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal or
headlining), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.2.2.3 Add this measurement to 1 550 mm and record the total as the maximum
wheelchair access entrance height for the WAV.
B.4.3 Designated travelling position width
B.4.3.1 Designated travelling positions ≤830 mm wide
B.4.3.1.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge in the
designated travelling position.
B.4.3.1.2 Adjust the width, W, until either or both side boards make contact with any other
part of the WAV. Where a measurement is taken between one or more deformable features
(e.g. an item of upholstery), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.3.1.3 Record this value as the maximum designated travelling position width for the
WAV.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller width if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV (e.g. for other occupants on conventional seats).

B.4.3.2 Designated travelling positions >830 mm wide
B.4.3.2.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width, W, to
(830 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge in the
designated travelling position. Adjust the width, W, to the maximum value of 830 mm.
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B.4.3.2.2 Using a tape measure, or other suitable measuring device, record the shortest,
perpendicular distance from any part of the outer surface of either of the boards, to any part
of the WAV. Where a measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g.
an item of upholstery), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.3.2.3 Using the value obtained in B.4.3.2.2 calculate the maximum wheelchair space
width for the WAV as follows:
W = (d x 2) + 830

(B.1)

where
W

is the width of the wheelchair space (in mm);

d

is the measurement obtained in B.4.3.2.2 (in mm).

NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller width if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV for other occupants on conventional seats, or in cases where the WAV is intended to
accommodate more than one wheelchair side-by-side.

B.4.3.3 WAVs designed to accommodate more than one occupied wheelchair
B.4.3.3.1 Determine the width of the first designated travelling position in accordance
with B.4.3.1 or B.4.3.2.
B.4.3.3.2 Determine the width of the second and subsequent designated travelling
position(s):
a) for the first wheelchair space width being ≤830 mm, by positioning the accessibility
gauge, adjusted to the maximum width obtained in B.4.3.2.1 in the first designated
travelling position and using a second accessibility gauge in the next designated
travelling position according to the procedure in B.4.3.1 or B.4.3.2.
b) for the first wheelchair space width being greater than 830 mm, by temporarily marking
out the area of the first designated travelling position, blocking off that area and using the
accessibility gauge in the next designated travelling position according to the procedure
in B.4.3.1 or B.4.3.2.
B.4.3.3.3 Record the value of the maximum designated travelling position width for second
(and subsequent, if necessary), wheelchair to be accommodated in the WAV.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller width if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV for other designated travelling positions.

B.4.4 Wheelchair space length
B.4.4.1 Designated travelling positions ≤1 350 mm long
B.4.4.1.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.4.1.2 If any of the WAV’s seats form the forward boundary of the wheelchair space, and
those seats are adjustable, place those seats in the middle of their range of longitudinal
travel ± 5 mm, and the middle of their vertical range of adjustment (if adjustable) ± 5 mm. Set
the seat back angle (if adjustable) of each seat to (20 ± 5)° to the vertical.
NOTE The large tolerance on the seat back angle allows it to be measured using simple equipment (e.g.
a protractor or adjustable combination square placed simply against the intersection between the rear of
the seat cushion and the bottom of the backrest.

B.4.4.1.3 Position the accessibility gauge in the designated travelling position.
B.4.4.1.4 Increase the length, L, of the accessibility gauge until the first point of contact
between any part of the foot element of the accessibility gauge, and any part of the WAV.
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Where a measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal
or item of upholstery), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.4.1.5 Record this value as the maximum wheelchair space length for the WAV.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller length if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV for other occupants on conventional seats or for a second wheelchair.

B.4.4.2 Designated travelling positions >1 350 mm long
B.4.4.2.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.4.2.2 If any of the WAV’s seats form the forward boundary of the wheelchair space, and
those seats are adjustable, place those seats in the middle of their range of longitudinal
travel ± 5 mm, and the middle of their vertical range of adjustment (if adjustable) ± 5 mm. Set
the seat back angle (if adjustable) of each seat to (20 ± 5)° to the vertical.
NOTE The large tolerance on the seat back angle allows it to be measured using simple equipment (e.g.
a protractor or adjustable combination square placed simply against the intersection between the rear of
the seat cushion and the bottom of the backrest.

B.4.4.2.3 Position the accessibility gauge in the designated travelling position.
B.4.4.2.4 Adjust the length, L, of the accessibility gauge to the maximum of 1 350 mm.
B.4.4.2.5 Using a tape measure, or other suitable measuring device, record the smallest
horizontal distance, parallel to the longitudinal centre line of the accessibility gauge, from any
part of the top, front edge of the foot element on the accessibility gauge, to the first point of
contact with any part of the WAV lying ahead of it. Where a measurement is taken between
one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal or item of upholstery), it shall be taken to
the first point of contact.
B.4.4.2.6 Add the distance obtained in B.4.4.2.5 to 1 350 mm, and record the result as the
maximum wheelchair space length for the WAV.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller length if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV for other occupants on conventional seats or for a second wheelchair.

B.4.4.3 WAVs designed to accommodate more than one wheelchair
B.4.4.3.1 Determine the length of the first designated travelling position in accordance
with B.4.4.1 or B.4.4.2.
B.4.4.3.2 Determine the length of the second and subsequent designated travelling
position(s):
a) for the first wheelchair space length being ≤1 350 mm, by positioning the accessibility
gauge, adjusted to the maximum length obtained in B.4.4.1.5 in the first designated
travelling position and using a second accessibility gauge in the next designated
travelling position according to the procedure in B.4.4.1 or B.4.4.2;
b) for the first wheelchair space length being greater than 1 350 mm, by temporarily
marking out the area of the first designated travelling position, blocking off that area, and
using the accessibility gauge in the next designated travelling position according to the
procedure in B.4.4.1 or B.4.4.2.
B.4.4.3.3 Record the value of the maximum designated travelling position length for second
wheelchair to be accommodated in the WAV.
NOTE The WAV manufacturer may declare a smaller length if desired, for example, to allow more space
within the WAV for other designated travelling positions.
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B.4.5 Wheelchair space gradient
B.4.5.1 With the WAV laden to its mass in running order, its tyre pressures set to the
minimum values recommended by the WAV manufacturer and parked on level ground, apply
the handbrake.. Where a lowering suspension system is fitted, set the suspension height to
the normal running position.
B.4.5.2 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.5.3 Position the inclinometer on Surface X, parallel to the longitudinal median plane of
the accessibility gauge.
B.4.5.4 Either;
(a) without placing any additional mass, other than that of the accessibility gauge and
inclinometer, on any part of the WAV, position the accessibility gauge in the designated
travelling position or;
(b) without placing any additional mass, other than that of the accessibility gauge and
inclinometer, on any part of the WAV, position the accessibility gauge such that its rear
wheels rest within 100mm of the top of the ramp and apply the brakes. Arrange supports
under the WAV to prevent further changes in ride attitude, and then place the accessibility
gauge in the designated travelling position.
NOTE In some large WAVs, it might not be possible to position the accessibility gauge in the designated
travelling position and take the inclinometer reading without placing additional mass in the WAV. This
might then result in a change of ride attitude, leading to an incorrect inclinometer reading. Method (b)
allows personnel to enter the WAV once the mass of the accessibility gauge has been added, without
further changes in ride attitude.

B.4.5.5 Record the inclinometer reading at this point, in degrees, as the wheelchair space
gradient in the longitudinal plane.
B.4.5.6 Repeat for each designated travelling position.
B.4.6 Maximum internal floor slope
B.4.6.1 With the WAV laden to its mass in running order, its tyre pressures set to the
minimum values recommended by the WAV manufacturer and parked on level ground, apply
the handbrake. Where a lowering suspension system is fitted, place the WAV in the lowered
position.
B.4.6.2 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.6.3 Position the inclinometer on Surface X, parallel to the longitudinal median plane of
the accessibility gauge.
B.4.6.4 Starting with the rear wheels of the accessibility gauge resting on the point of
intersection of the ramp or lift and the WAV floor, either;
(a) without placing any additional mass, other than that of the accessibility gauge and
inclinometer, on any part of the WAV, manoeuvre the accessibility gauge, in (100 ± 25) mm
increments, to each designated travelling position, recording the reading on the inclinometer
at each interval. or;
(b) without placing any additional mass, other than that of the accessibility gauge and
inclinometer, on any part of the WAV, arrange supports under the WAV to prevent further
changes in ride attitude, and then manoeuvre the accessibility gauge, in (100 ± 25) mm
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increments, to each designated travelling position, recording the reading on the inclinometer
at each interval..
NOTE In some large WAVs, it might not be possible to position the accessibility gauge in the designated
travelling position and take the inclinometer reading without placing additional mass in the WAV. This
might then result in a change of ride attitude, leading to an incorrect inclinometer reading. Method (b)
allows personnel to enter the WAV once the mass of the accessibility gauge has been added, without
further changes in ride attitude.

B.4.6.5 Record the maximum value obtained in B.4.6.4 as the maximum internal floor angle.

B.4.7 Maximum seated eyeline height
B.4.7.1 General
B.4.7.1.1 With the WAV laden to its mass in running order, its tyre pressures set to the
minimum values recommended by the WAV manufacturer and parked on level ground, place
the accessibility gauge in the first designated travelling position and remove all additional
weight from the WAV apart from the accessibility gauge. Where a lowering suspension
system is fitted, set the suspension height to the normal running position.
B.4.7.1.2 Ensure that the rotating laser is level. Close all doors in front or either side of the
designated travelling position. Place the sun visors in their stowed positions.
B.4.7.1.3 Adjust the angles of any seat backrests within the 180° forward field of view of the
accessibility gauge to between 15° and 20°. Place any adjustable head restraints in their
lowest positions.
NOTE The large tolerance on the seat back angle allows it to be measured using simple equipment (e.g.
a protractor or adjustable combination square placed simply against the intersection between the rear of
the seat cushion and the bottom of the backrest.

B.4.7.2 Forward-facing travelling positions with eyeline height ≤1 434 mm
B.4.7.2.1 Adjust the height, H, until the beam from the laser level touches the highest part of
the transparent area of any window or windscreen within the 180° field of vision ahead of the
laser, or until the head element of the accessibility gauge touches the WAV roof lining,
whichever occurs first. Record this height dimension, using the eyeline height scale on the
accessibility gauge.
B.4.7.2.2 Repeat for each forward-facing designated travelling position.
B.4.7.3 Rearward-facing travelling positions with eyeline height ≤1 434 mm
B.4.7.3.1 Close all doors that are rearward of the designated travelling position, and stow the
ramp, lift, or any other equipment that might impinge on the view to the rear from the
travelling position.
B.4.7.3.2 Adjust the height, H, until the beam from the laser level touches the highest part of
the transparent area of any window or rear screen within the 180° field of vision ahead of the
laser (i.e. towards the rear of the WAV), or until the head element of the accessibility gauge
touches the WAV roof lining, whichever occurs first.
B.4.7.3.3 Record this height dimension using the eyeline height scale on the accessibility
gauge.
B.4.7.3.4 Repeat for each rearward-facing designated travelling position.
B.4.7.4 Any travelling position with eyeline height >1 434 mm
Any designated travelling position (forward or rearward-facing) where the eyeline height
exceeds 1 434 mm shall be recorded as “Greater than 1 434 mm” in the WAV’s technical
specification.
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B.4.8 Wheelchair space headroom
B.4.8.1 Designated travelling positions ≤1 550 mm high
B.4.8.1.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the wheelchair in its designated
travelling position.
B.4.8.1.2 Adjust the height, H, until contact is made with any part of the WAV. Where a
measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a fabric headlining), it
shall be taken to the first point of contact.
B.4.8.1.3 Record this value of H as the maximum internal roof height for the WAV.
B.4.8.1.4 Repeat for each designated travelling position.
B.4.8.2 Any travelling position with headroom greater than 1 550 mm
Any designated travelling position (forward or rearward-facing) where the headroom exceeds
1 550 mm shall be recorded as “Greater than 1 550 mm” in the WAV’s technical
specification.
B.4.9 Ramp width
B.4.9.1 Using the tape measure, determine the minimum width of the deployed ramp at any
point along its length between the ground and the WAV floor. Where a measurement is
taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a door seal), it shall be taken to the
first point of contact in each case.
B.4.9.2 Record this value as the ramp width when deployed.
NOTE The minimum ramp width is likely to be determined by the side guards or items protruding from the
inner surfaces of the side guards (e.g. bolt heads, hinges) or by features on the WAV as the ramp crosses
the door aperture (such as the door seals).

B.4.10 Ramp length
B.4.10.1 With the WAV parked on level ground, deploy the ramp. For a ramp of adjustable
length, deploy the ramp to its maximum length.
B.4.10.2 Using a tape measure, measure the distance along the centre line of the working
surface of the ramp, from its outermost extremity to the top of the last movable element
before the WAV floor.
B.4.10.3 Record this value as the ramp length when deployed.
B.4.11 Ramp angle
B.4.11.1 With the WAV laden to its mass in running order, its tyre pressures set to the
minimum values recommended by the WAV manufacturer and parked on level ground, apply
the handbrake. Where a lowering suspension system is fitted, place the WAV in the lowered
position. Deploy the ramp on to the ground. For a ramp of adjustable length, deploy the ramp
to its maximum length.
B.4.11.2 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm.
B.4.11.3 Position the inclinometer on Surface X, parallel to the longitudinal median plane of
the accessibility gauge.
B.4.11.4 Starting with all 4 wheels of the accessibility gauge resting on the ground, without
placing any additional mass, other than that of the accessibility gauge and inclinometer, on
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any part of the WAV, manoeuvre the accessibility gauge, in (100 ± 25) mm increments, from
the ground until the front wheels rest on the point of intersection of the ramp and the WAV
floor, recording the reading on the inclinometer at each interval.
B.4.11.5 Record the maximum value obtained in B.4.6.4 as the maximum internal floor
angle.
B.4.11.6 For a side-entry WAV, repeat the process with the ramp deployed on to a surface
(125 ± 5) mm above the ground. Record this value as the ramp gradient for the WAV with
the ramp deployed on to a 125 mm pavement.
NOTE For a side-entry WAV, the ramp is normally deployed on to a pavement, but can also, in some
circumstances, be deployed on to the road surface. The angle is therefore measured both from the ground,
and also from a surface (125 ± 5) mm above the ground, which represents the pavement. For a rear-entry
WAV, the ramp angle only needs to be measured from the ground.

B.4.12 Lift platform
B.4.12.1 Width
B.4.12.1.1 Raise the lift platform above the ground until any automatic features to prevent
the wheelchair rolling off are fully engaged.
B.4.12.1.2 Using the tape measure, measure the minimum width of the deployed lift
platform. Where a measurement is taken between one or more deformable features (e.g. a
door seal), it shall be taken to the first point of contact in each case.
B.4.12.1.3 Record this value as the minimum lift width.
NOTE The minimum lift platform width is likely to be determined by the guards or items protruding from
the inner surfaces of the guards (e.g. bolt heads, hinges) or by features on the WAV if the lift platform
crosses the door aperture (such as the door seals).

B.4.12.2 Length
Raise the lift platform above the ground until any automatic features to prevent the
wheelchair rolling off are fully engaged. Using the tape measure, determine the minimum
length of the deployed lift platform available to support passengers and/or wheelchairs at
any point across its width. Record this as the lift platform length.
B.4.13 Maximum ramp or lift projection when deployed
B.4.13.1 With the WAV parked on level ground, determine which face of the WAV contains
the wheelchair access entrance. With all doors closed, using a plumb line, or similar device,
establish the outermost point of the WAV and mark a point vertically below it on the ground.
Where a lowering suspension system is fitted, place the WAV in the lowered position.
NOTE For a rear-entry WAV with a tailgate, this is likely to be the outermost projection of the rear
bumper. For a side entry WAV, this is likely to be the outer edge of the door mirror.

B.4.13.2 Deploy the ramp or lift on to the ground. For a ramp of adjustable length, deploy the
ramp to its maximum length. Using a tape measure, record the distance perpendicular to the
face of the WAV, between the centre of the outboard end of the ramp or lift and the point on
the ground determined in B.4.12.1.
B.4.13.3 Record this value as the maximum ramp or lift projection when deployed.
B.4.13.4 Where the outermost end of the deployed ramp or lift does not extend beyond the
outermost point on the face of the WAV, record the ramp or lift projection as “zero”.
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B.4.14 Ground clearance
B.4.14.1 Place the WAV, laden to its mass in running order, on level ground. Adjust the tyre
pressures to the minimum values recommended by the WAV manufacturer. Roll the test
specimen (1.0 m ± 0.5) m backwards and forwards to settle the suspension. Apply the
handbrake.
B.4.14.2 Using a sliding block, (120 +−10 ) mm high, or a similar item, verify that the minimum
clearance between the ground and any point on the WAV, disregarding any suspension
component capable of moving relative to the WAV structure, is ≥120 mm.
B.4.14.3 By progressively adding shims of increasing thickness to the sliding block,
repeat B.4.13.2 until contact is made with a part of the WAV, disregarding any contact with
any suspension component capable of moving relative to the WAV structure.
B.4.14.4 Record this value as the ground clearance of the WAV with a tolerance of

+0
−6

.

B.4.15 Maximum access dimensions
NOTE The purpose of this set of measurements is to provide a practical set of key dimensions that can
be readily used to allow prospective users to compare different WAVs. These dimensions should be used
in conjunction with the detailed dimensions obtained in B.4.1 to B.4.13 of PAS 2012-1 and which are
recorded in the WAV’s technical specification. By the nature of this assessment, the dimensions are limited
to those of the smallest “bottleneck” at any point between the ground and the designated travelling position.
For example, the maximum access height is likely, in most WAVs to be dictated by the height of the
entrance, even though the headroom in the wheelchair space might be greater. Similarly, the maximum
access width and/or length, might be limited not by the length or width of the wheelchair space, but by the
length and width of some other part of the WAV that needs to be passed through, in order to reach the
wheelchair space. As the measurements are intended to be used as a comparative guide, individual
wheelchair users might find that a WAV with one or more maximum access dimensions that are smaller
than the dimensions of their own occupied wheelchair, depending on their particular circumstances, is
acceptable (e.g. a wheelchair user who is able to temporarily lower their head when passing through an
entrance could find a WAV with a maximum accessibility height less than their own height when seated in
their wheelchair acceptable).

B.4.15.1 WAV designed to accommodate one wheelchair
B.4.15.1.1 The WAV manufacturer shall nominate a maximum accessibility length, width and
height for the designated travelling position.
NOTE In some WAVs, particularly those where a degree of manoeuvring of the wheelchair is required in
order to reach the designated travelling position, the maximum length of wheelchair that can be
manoeuvred into the designated travelling position may be increased at the expense of reduced wheelchair
width, or vice versa. For this reason, it is left to the WAV manufacturer to nominate the combination of
dimensions that he feels are best suited to the application. The purpose of the following clauses is to
determine whether a wheelchair of the dimensions stipulated, can be manoeuvred to and from the
designated travelling position.

B.4.15.1.2 Adjust the width, W, the length, L, and the height, H, of the accessibility gauge to
the dimensions nominated in B.4.15.1.1. For a designated travelling position in which one or
more of the nominated dimensions exceeds the accessibility gauge maximum, the
accessibility gauge shall be adjusted to its maximum for that dimension.
B.4.15.1.3 Starting from the ground immediately before the deployed ramp or lift, manoeuvre
the accessibility gauge into the designated travelling position and attach the wheelchair tiedowns.
B.4.15.1.4 Remove the tie-downs and manoeuvre the accessibility gauge back out of the
WAV and on to the ground.
NOTE It is permissible to lift the front wheels of the accessibility gauge during this operation, and to
perform multiple point turns if necessary.
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B.4.15.2 WAV designed to accommodate more than one wheelchair
B.4.15.2.1 The WAV manufacturer shall nominate a maximum accessibility length, width and
height for each designated travelling position.
B.4.15.2.2 Starting with the first designated travelling position, adjust the width, W, the
length, L, and the height, H, of the accessibility gauge to the dimensions for that designated
travelling position, nominated in B.4.15.2.1.
B.4.15.2.3 For a designated travelling position in which one or more of the nominated
dimensions exceeds the accessibility gauge maximum, the accessibility gauge shall be
adjusted to its maximum for that dimension.
B.4.15.2.4 Starting from the ground immediately before the deployed ramp or lift, manoeuvre
the accessibility gauge into the designated travelling position and attach the wheelchair tiedowns.
B.4.15.2.5 Remove the tie-downs and manoeuvre the accessibility gauge back out of the
WAV and on to the ground.
NOTE It is permissible to lift the front wheels of the accessibility gauge during this operation, and to
perform multiple point turns if necessary.

B.4.15.2.6 For the next designated travelling position, either:
a) position an accessibility gauge, adjusted to the dimensions used in B.4.15.2.2 into the
first designated travelling position and apply the brake; or
b) for a first designated travelling position with one or more dimensions greater than any of
the maxima on the accessibility gauge, temporarily mark out and block off an area of the
dimensions used in B.4.15.2.2 in the first designated travelling position.
NOTE The tie-downs need not be attached to the accessibility gauge, or taken into account when
marking out the blocked-off area.

B.4.15.2.7 Adjust the width, W, the length, L, and the height, H, of an accessibility gauge to
the dimensions for the second designated travelling position, nominated in B.4.15.2.1. For a
designated travelling position in which one or more of the nominated dimensions exceeds
the accessibility gauge maximum, the accessibility gauge shall be adjusted to its maximum
for that dimension.
B.4.15.2.8 Starting from the ground immediately before the deployed ramp or lift, manoeuvre
the accessibility gauge into the second designated travelling position and attach the
wheelchair tie-downs.
B.4.15.2.9 Remove the tie-downs and manoeuvre the accessibility gauge back out of the
WAV and on to the ground.
NOTE It is permissible to lift the front wheels of the accessibility gauge during this operation, and to
perform multiple point turns if necessary.

B.4.15.2.10 Repeat the verification process for each subsequent designated travelling
position.
B.4.16 WTORS effective anchorage locations
B.4.16.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge in the
designated travelling position, and attach the tie-downs. Attach the wheelchair occupant
restraint equipment to its anchorages on the WAV structure.
B.4.16.2 Record the following measurements:
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a) the lateral separation of the lower effective anchorages for the wheelchair occupant
restraint;
b) the side view projected angles produced by a line drawn from point P on the accessibility
gauge to each of the wheelchair occupant restraint lower effective anchorages and the
horizontal;
c) the height of the wheelchair occupant restraint upper effective anchorage above a
horizontal plane passing through the contact points of the rear tyres of the accessibility
gauge with the WAV floor;
1) for an adjustable upper effective anchorage, in its highest and lowest positions;
2) for a fixed upper effective anchorage, in its fixed position;
d) the lateral distance from a vertical plane passing through the longitudinal centre line of
the accessibility gauge to the upper effective anchorage, when the upper anchorage
hangs freely from the anchorage point on the WAV;
e) the side view projected angles produced by a line drawn from each of the wheelchair tiedown effective anchorages to their attachment points on the accessibility gauge and the
horizontal.
f)

the lateral separation of each pair of rear tiedown effective anchorages;

g) the lateral separation of the front tiedown effective anchorages;
h) the longitudinal distance between each of the rear tiedown effective anchorages and a
theoretical transverse line joining each of the front tiedown effective anchorages.
B.4.17 Determination of back and head support geometry
B.4.17.1 Adjust the accessibility gauge length to Lmin (780 ± 5) mm, width to Wmin
(505 ± 5) mm and height to Hmin (980 +−255 ) mm. Position the accessibility gauge in the
designated travelling position and note the position of the contact points of its rear tyres on
the WAV floor. Remove the accessibility gauge.
B.4.17.2 Record the following measurements:
a) the minimum width of the back and head support;
b) the installation angle, relative to the vertical, of the back and head support;
c) the height of the top of the back and head support above the horizontal plane containing
the contact points of the rear tyres of the accessibility gauge with the WAV floor.
d) any offset between a longitudinal, vertical plane passing through the centre of the back
and head support, and a longitudinal plane passing through the centre of the designated
travelling position.
NOTE 1 For the purposes of this measurement, the longitudinal plane passing through the centre of
the designated travelling position is taken as a longitudinal vertical plane passing through a point
equidistant from each of the rear wheelchair tie-down effective anchorage points.
NOTE 2 For the purposes of this measurement, the rear tie-downs are those that attach to the rear of
the wheelchair.

B.5 Test report
The test report shall include all the dimensions determined in B.4 and a record of each of the
nominated maximum access dimensions successfully verified in B.14.
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Annex C (normative)
Dynamic strength test for ramp, lift and spare wheel mountings and WTORS
anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs ≤200 kg
NOTE 1 For testing the strength of a ramp, lift and spare wheel mounting, either Annex C (a dynamic
test) or Annex D (a static test) is acceptable as a means of satisfying the requirements of this PAS.
NOTE 2

See Note 1 to Clause 6.

NOTE 3

This test method has been based on the test method for frontal impact given in BS ISO 10542-1.

NOTE 4
annex.

Tiedown anchorages for wheelchairs ≤85kg may also be tested to the requirements of this

C.1 Principle
A SWC is secured in a WAV structure complete with WTORS and WTORS anchorages. Any
ramp, lift and/or spare wheel, can be tested either at the same time as the WTORS
anchorages or individually as a separate test. An anthropomorphic test device (ATD) is
secured in the SWC using the WTORS provided and the WAV is then mounted on the sled
of an impact simulator in a forward-facing configuration.
The sled platform is subjected to a defined acceleration/deceleration-time pulse to achieve a
defined horizontal velocity change (Δv) in order to determine the strength of the WTORS
anchorages and of the mountings for the ramp, lift and spare wheel, where fitted.
C.2 Apparatus
C.2.1 Impact simulator that includes the following:
a) an impact sled with a flat, horizontal, structurally rigid platform on which the WAV
structure can be mounted;
b) a means to drive the impact sled through a change in velocity of (48 ± 2) km/h;
c) a means to accelerate and/or decelerate the impact sled and WAV structure such that
the processed sled acceleration- and/or deceleration-time pulse:
1) falls within the shaded area of Figure D.1;
2) exceeds 20 g for a cumulative time period of ≥15 ms;
3) exceeds 15 g for a cumulative time period of ≥40 ms; and
4) has a duration of ≥75 ms from t0 to tf ;
d) a Hybrid II or Hybrid III ATD with a total mass of (76.3 ± 1) kg;
e) a SWC conforming to Annex G.
C.2.2 Acceleration measurement equipment, to measure the horizontal acceleration and/or
deceleration of the impact sled in the direction of travel at a sampling rate in accordance with
BS ISO 6487, and with a precision of ±0.5 g.
C.2.3 Velocity measurement equipment, to measure the horizontal velocity change (Δv) of
the impact sled during the impact with a precision of ±0.5 km/h.
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Figure C.1 – Acceleration/deceleration-time pulse

X = Time, ms
Y = Deceleration, g
The acceleration/deceleration of the impact sled shall be within the shaded area and exceed
the indicated levels for the specified continuous (unbroken arrows) and cumulative (broken
arrows) time periods.

C.2.4 Signal filtering equipment, to filter analogue transducer signals using a low-pass filter
in accordance with BS ISO 6487, including:
a) pre-filtering of all transducer signals to Channel Class 1 000 (−4 dB at 1 650 Hz ) prior to
digitizing at 10 000 Hz; and
b) filtering of the digitized accelerometer and load-cell signals to Channel Class 60 (−4 dB
at 100 Hz).
C.3 Test specimen preparation
C.3.1 The test specimen shall consist of one WAV structure, representative of the completed
WAV in respect of its WTORS anchorages. Where the mountings for a ramp, lift and/or
spare wheel are to be tested, they shall also be fitted in their designated positions within the
WAV structure using the fastening methods and materials designated by the WAV
manufacturer.
NOTE Any ramp, lift and/or spare wheel, can be tested either at the same time as the WTORS
anchorages or individually as a separate test.

C.3.2 A new and unused WTORS, including all fittings, fasteners and anchorages supplied
with the WTORS system kit shall be fitted to the WAV structure.
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C.3.3 The test specimen shall be secured to the impact sled in such a way as to reproduce
the ride attitude of the WAV when laden to its mass in running order ±2°.
C.3.4 The method used to secure the WAV during the test shall not be such as to strengthen
the WTORS anchorages nor lessen the deformation of the WAV structure in an area within
200 mm of any WTORS anchorage.
NOTE The WAV structure should rest on supports arranged approximately in line with the axis of the
wheels. The WAV structure should, wherever possible, be attached to the impact sled by means of its
suspension attachment points.

C.4 Procedure
C.4.1 Add or remove weights from the weight carrier on the SWC until its mass is equal to
the maximum mass of wheelchair that the WAV is designed to carry ±3 kg.
C.4.2 Position the SWC within the WAV structure in the travelling position designated by the
WAV manufacturer.
C.4.3 Secure the SWC in the WAV structure using the WTORS provided.
C.4.4 Position the ATD in the SWC sitting upright and symmetrical about the wheelchair
reference plane, with the pelvis and buttock as far back on the wheelchair seat as possible,
and the hands resting on the ATD’s thighs.
C.4.5 Secure the ATD in the SWC using the wheelchair occupant restraint supplied with the
WAV.
NOTE The tension in the pelvic belt should be adjusted so as to achieve a snug fit.

C.4.6 Subject the loaded impact sled to a horizontal velocity change of (48 ± 2) km/h using a
acceleration/deceleration-time pulse in accordance with Figure D.1.
C.4.7 Activate the impact sled and start the recording equipment.
C.4.8 Record a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage, ramp, lift or spare wheel mounting point.
C.4.9 Record the position and attitude of the SWC and the ATD.
C.5 Test report
The test report shall include as a minimum:
a) reference to this standard, i.e. “PAS 2012-1:2012”;
b) reference to the test, i.e. “Dynamic strength test for ramp, lift and spare wheel mountings
and WTORS anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs ≤200 kg”;
c) date(s) of the test(s);
d) name or trademark, and address of the WAV manufacturer;
e) name(s) and address(es) of the testing organization;
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f)

make and model of base vehicle (if applicable);

g) make and model of WAV;
h) a note of the make and model of WTORS equipment fitted for the test;
i)

drawings and photographs of the WTORS anchorages, including a material specification;
1) The mass of the SWC used for the test.

j)

test results achieved including:
1) a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage, ramp, spare wheel or lift mounting following the test (see 6.4.3);
2) a description of any intrusion into the wheelchair space by any ramp or lift during the
test.
3) a record of whether or not the release mechanisms for a ramp or lift were still
operable after the test.
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Annex D (normative)
Static strength test for ramp, lift and spare wheel mountings
NOTE 1 For testing the strength of a ramp, lift and spare wheel mounting, either Annex C (a dynamic
test) or Annex D (a static test) is acceptable as a means of satisfying the requirements of this PAS.

D.1 Principle
A WAV ramp, lift, or spare wheel, mounted within the WAV, is subject to static test forces to
determine the strength of its mounting under simulated crash conditions.
D.2 Apparatus
D.2.1 Equipment, capable of applying a force equal to 20 times the mass of the heaviest
item (ramp, lift, or spare wheel) fitted to the WAV, for a period of 0.2 s and recording those
forces at a rate of ≥100 Hz.
NOTE A seat belt anchorage test rig capable of performing tests to either UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] or
Directive 76/115/EC [4] would be suitable.

D.3 Test specimen
The test specimen shall consist of one WAV structure, representative of the completed WAV
in respect of its ramp, lift, spare wheel, (the test items) and any of their relevant supporting
structures.
NOTE Not all of these items are fitted in all WAVs.

D.4 Procedure
D.4.1 The test specimen shall be secured to the test rig (D.2.1) in such a way as to
reproduce the ride attitude of the WAV when laden to its mass in running order ±2°.
D.4.2 The method used to secure the WAV structure during the test shall not be such as to
strengthen the attachment points of any of the items under test, nor lessen the deformation
of the WAV structure in an area within 200 mm of any of those attachment points.
NOTE The WAV structure should rest on supports arranged approximately in line with the axis of the
wheels. The WAV structure should, wherever possible, be attached to the test rig by means of its
suspension attachment points.

D.4.3 Any part of the WAV structure or other features that could obstruct the equipment used
to apply the test forces in D.4.6 shall be removed or cut away prior to the test.
D.4.4 Determine, by measurement or by means of a declaration from the WAV
manufacturer, the position of the centre of gravity for each of the test items.
D.4.5 Determine the appropriate test force to be applied to each test item using
Equation D.1:
F = 20 x M x 9.81

(D.1)

where
F

is the test force to be applied (in N);
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M is the mass of the test item (in kg).
D.4.6 Apply the force(s) calculated according to the formula in D.4.5 to each of the test items
in turn, at the height of the centre of gravity of the test item ±100 mm, in a forward direction,
and at an angle of (10 ± 5)° above the horizontal plane for a minimum duration of 0.2 s.
NOTE It is acceptable to apply the test force using an arrangement of straps, chains or similar means,
attached to a rigid bar secured behind the test item at its centre of gravity height ±100 mm, provided that
any such arrangement does not reinforce the test item to such an extent that the outcome of the test is
influenced.

D.4.7 Remove the equipment used to apply the test force(s) and verify that, following the
test:
a) each test item remains attached to the WAV structure; and
b) for a ramp or lift, any mechanisms to release the ramp or lift are still capable of
functioning.
NOTE Deformation, partial rupture or breakage of any mounting and the surrounding area need not
constitute failure.

D.5 Test report
The test report shall include as a minimum:
a) reference to this standard, i.e. PAS 2012-1:2012;
b) reference to the test, i.e. “Static strength test for ramp, lift and spare wheel mountings”;
c) date(s) of the test(s);
d) name or trademark, and address of the WAV manufacturer;
e) WAV manufacturers identification number;
f)

name(s) and address(es) of the testing organization;

g) type and model of base vehicle;
h) a list of test items within the WAV structure and a note of their locations;
i)

the mass of each test item;

j)

the location of the centre of gravity relative to a specified datum;

k) photos of each test item before and after the test;
l)

drawings of each test item;

m) test results achieved including:
1) the force applied to each test item for a period of ≥0.2 s;
2) a description of the condition of each item and it’s mountings following the test;
3) a record of whether or not the release mechanisms for a ramp or lift were still
operable after the test.
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Annex E (normative)
Static strength test for WTORS anchorages for forward-facing wheelchairs ≤85 kg
NOTE

See Note 1 to Clause 6.

E.1 Principle
A WAV structure complete with WTORS anchorages, is subjected to forces applied to its
WTORS anchorages to determine their strength.
E.2 Apparatus
E.2.1 Test rig, capable of securing a WAV structure and applying forces to it of ≥25 kN at
one point and ≥13.5 kN at two points simultaneously, for a period of 0.2 s and recording
those forces at a rate of ≥100 Hz.
NOTE A seat belt anchorage test rig capable of performing tests to either UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] or
Directive 76/115/EC [4] would be suitable.

E.2.2 SWC, capable of withstanding the forces described in E.2.1 without permanent
deformation. The SWC seat height, tie-down anchorage positions, location of point P and
wheelbase shall conform to Annex G.
NOTE For this static strength test, the SWC only has to conform to E.2.3 and not all of to the
requirements specified in Annex G.

E.2.3 A set of traction devices, conforming to the dimensions specified in Figure E.1 and
Figure E.2 with which to apply the test loads to the wheelchair occupant restraint
anchorages.
NOTE Traction devices capable of performing tests to either UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] or Directive
76/115/EC [4] would be suitable.
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Figure E.1 – Torso traction device
Dimensions in millimetres

Source: UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] (adapted)
Key
1
2

Cloth-covered foam, thickness 25 mm ± 10
Bracket to connect traction device to test rig
All dimensions ± 5 unless stated
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Figure E.2 – Pelvic traction device
Dimensions in millimetres
All dimensions ± 5 unless stated

Source: UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] (adapted)
Key
1
2

Cloth-covered foam, thickness 25 mm ± 10
Bracket to connect traction device to test rig

E.3 Test specimen preparation
E.3.1 The test specimen shall consist of one WAV structure, representative of the completed
WAV in respect of its WTORS anchorages.
NOTE Windows and doors may be fitted or not and closed or not. Any fitting normally provided and likely
to contribute to the WAV structure may be fitted.

E.3.2 The test specimen shall be secured to the test rig (E.2.1) in such a way as to
reproduce the ride attitude of the WAV when laden to its mass in running order ±2°.
E.3.3 The method used to secure the WAV structure during the test shall not be such as to
strengthen the WTORS anchorages or to lessen the deformation of the WAV structure in an
area within 200 mm of any WTORS anchorage.
NOTE The WAV structure should rest on supports arranged approximately in line with the axis of the
wheels. The WAV structure should, wherever possible, be attached to the test rig by means of its
suspension attachment points.

E.3.4 Any part of the WAV structure or other features that could obstruct the equipment used
to apply the test loads in E.4.7 and E.4.13 shall be removed or cut away prior to the test.
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E.4 Procedure
E.4.1 Position the SWC (E.2.3) within the WAV structure in the travelling position designated
by the WAV manufacturer.
E.4.2 Secure the SWC in the WAV structure using cables or straps capable of transmitting
the load from the SWC, to each anchorage.
NOTE

Cables, straps or actual WTORS may be used to secure the SWC to the WAV structure.

E.4.3 Place the traction devices (E.2.4) in the SWC and secure them to the WAV structure
using cables or straps capable of transmitting the load from the traction device, to each
wheelchair occupant restraint anchorage.
NOTE

Cables, straps or actual WTORS may be used to secure the SWC to the WAV structure.

E.4.4 Attach the means of applying the test loads to the SWC at its centre of gravity height
±100 mm. For a SWC of a design other than one shown in Annex G, the load shall be
applied at a height of (287 ± 100) mm above the surface on which the front wheels of the
SWC rest.
E.4.5 Attach the means of applying test loads to each of the traction devices.
E.4.6 Adjust the positions of each of the load application devices such that the test loads are
exerted at an angle of (10 ± 5)° above the horizontal plane at the start of the test, in a plane
parallel to the median longitudinal plane of the WAV structure and in a forward direction
relative to the WAV structure.
E.4.7 Apply the test loads specified in Table E.1, simultaneously to each of the traction
devices and the SWC for ≥0.2 s.
E.4.8 The application of the test load shall be achieved in ≤10 s.
Table E.1 – Test loads applied to forward-facing WOTRS anchorages in the forward
direction
Minimum load applied to
torso traction device

Minimum load applied to
pelvic traction device

Minimum load applied to
SWC

kN

kN

kN

13.5 ± 0.2

13.5 ± 0.2

24.5 ± 0.2

E.4.9 Record a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage.
E.4.10 Remove the traction devices and wheelchair occupant restraints from the WAV
structure.
E.4.11 Re-configure the WAV structure and/or the loading devices such that the loads can
be applied at an angle of (10 ± 5)° above the horizontal plane at the start of the test, in a
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plane parallel to the median longitudinal plane of the WAV structure and in a rearward
direction relative to the WAV structure.
E.4.12 If necessary, re-adjust the tie-downs, wires or straps to reposition the SWC within the
WAV structure in the travelling position designated by the WAV manufacturer.
E.4.13 Apply a test load of (12.25± 0.2) kN to the SWC in a rearward direction for ≥0.2 s.
E.4.14 The application of the test load shall be achieved in ≤10 s.
E.4.15 Record a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage.
E.5 Test report
The test report shall include as a minimum:
a) reference to this standard, i.e. “PAS 2012-1:2012”;
b) reference to the test, i.e. “Static strength test for WTORS anchorages for forward-facing
wheelchairs ≤85 kg”;
c) date(s) of the test(s);
d) name or trademark, and address of the WAV manufacturer;
e) name(s) and address(es) of the testing organization;
f)

make and model of base vehicle;

g) make and model of WAV;
h) the make and model of WTORS equipment fitted for the test;
i)

drawings and photographs of the WTORS anchorages, including a material specification;

j)

test results achieved including:
1) the maximum load applied in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure to
each of the traction devices and the SWC during the same 0.2 s period (see E.4.7);
2) the maximum load applied in a rearward direction relative to the WAV structure to the
SWC for a 0.2 s period (see E.4.13);
3) a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage, following the test (see E.4.9 and E.4.15);
4) the position of the SWC in the WAV structure;
5) any detachment or separation of the WTORS anchorage from the WAV structure.
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Annex F (normative)
Static strength test for WTORS anchorages and back and head support for rearwardfacing wheelchairs
NOTE

See Note 1 to Clause 6.

F.1 Principle
A WAV structure complete with WTORS anchorages and back and head support is
subjected to forces to each of these features in order to determine their strength.
F.2 Apparatus
F.2.1 Test rig, capable of securing a WAV structure and applying the following forces to it
and recording those forces at a rate of ≥100 Hz:
a) a single force of ≥25 kN in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure for a period
of ≥0.2 s;
b) a single force of ≥2 kN in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure for a period of
≥2 s;
c) two forces of ≥4.5 kN and one force of ≥12.5 kN simultaneously, in a rearward direction
relative to the WAV structure for a period of ≥0.2 s.
F.2.2 SWC, capable of withstanding the forces described in F.2.1 without permanent
deformation. The SWC seat height, tie-down anchorage positions, location of point P and
wheelbase shall conform to Annex G.
NOTE For this static strength test, the SWC only has to conform to F.2.3 and not all of to the
requirements specified in Annex G.

F.2.3 A set of traction devices, conforming to the dimensions specified in Figure E.1 and
Figure E.2 with which to apply the test loads to the wheelchair occupant restraint
anchorages.
NOTE A seat belt anchorage test rig capable of performing tests to either UN/ECE Regulation 14 [3] or
Directive 76/115/EC [4] would be suitable.

F.2.4 Force application block, conforming to the dimensions specified in Figure F.1, capable
of applying the test loads to the occupant’s back and head support without permanent
deformation.
NOTE The force application block may be made of any material sufficiently rigid to withstand the test
loads without permanent deformation.
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Figure F.1 – Back and head support test equipment

Key
1
2
3
4
5
HU

Back and head support under test
Force application block
Means of applying test force
Attachment point for the means of applying the test force
Pivot assembly to allow force application block to accommodate different backrest angles
Height of top of back and head support above WAV floor

F.3 Test specimen preparation
F.3.1 The test specimen shall consist of one WAV structure, representative of the completed
WAV in respect of its WTORS anchorages, its back and head support, and any relevant
supporting structures.
NOTE Windows and doors may be fitted or not and closed or not. Any fitting normally provided and likely
to contribute to the WAV structure may be fitted.

F.3.2 The test specimen shall be secured to the test rig (F.2.1) in such a way as to
reproduce the ride attitude of the WAV when laden to its mass in running order ±2°.
F.3.3 The method used to secure the WAV structure during the test shall not be such as to
strengthen the WTORS anchorages or to lessen the deformation of the WAV structure in an
area within 200 mm of any WTORS anchorage or the head and backrest or its supporting
structure.
NOTE The WAV structure should rest on supports arranged approximately in line with the axis of the
wheels. The WAV structure should, wherever possible, be attached to the test rig by means of its
suspension attachment points.
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F.3.4 Any part of the WAV structure or other features that could obstruct the equipment used
to apply the test loads in F.4.14 and F.4.20 shall be removed or cut away prior to the test.
F.4 Procedure
F.4.1 Attach the means of applying the test loads to the force application block (F.2.4) and
support the block, resting against the WAV’s back and head support such that the line
created by the intersection of its front and bottom faces is located at a height corresponding
to half the height of the head and backrest (HU/2) ±50 mm above the WAV floor (as
illustrated in Figure F.1).
NOTE The means of applying the force need not be a hydraulic ram acting directly on the force
application block; any method of applying the force to the block may be used.

F.4.2 Adjust the positions of each of the load application device such that the test load are
exerted horizontally (±5°) at the start of the test, in a plane parallel to the median longitudinal
plane of the WAV structure and in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure.
F.4.3 Apply the test load of (2 ± 0.2) kN to the force application block for ≥2 s.
F.4.4 The application of the test load shall be achieved in ≤10 s.
F.4.5 Remove the force application block from the WAV structure.
F.4.6 Record any deformation or failure of the back and head support and any of its
supporting structure.
F.4.7 Remove any part of the back and head support and any of its supporting structure that
is likely to interfere with the execution or results in F.4.8 to F.4.21.
F.4.8 Position the SWC within the WAV structure in the travelling position designated by the
WAV manufacturer.
F.4.9 Secure the SWC in the WAV structure using cables or straps capable of transmitting
the load from the SWC, to each anchorage.
NOTE

Cables, straps or actual WTORS may be used to secure the SWC to the WAV structure.

F.4.10 Place the traction devices (F.2.3) in the SWC and secure them to the WAV structure
using cables or straps capable of transmitting the load from the traction device, to each
anchorage.
NOTE

Cables, straps or actual WTORS may be used to secure the SWC to the WAV structure.

F.4.11 For an SWC conforming to Annex G, attach the means of applying the test loads to
the SWC at its centre of gravity height ±100 mm. For an SWC not conforming to Annex G,
the load shall be applied at a height of (287 ± 100) mm above the surface on which the front
wheels of the SWC rest.
F.4.12 Attach the means of applying test loads to each of the traction devices.
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F.4.13 Adjust the positions of each of the load application devices such that the test loads
are exerted at an angle of (10 ± 5)° above the horizontal plane at the start of the test, in a
plane parallel to the median longitudinal plane of the WAV structure and in a rearward
direction relative to the WAV structure.
F.4.14 Apply the test loads specified in Table F.1, simultaneously to each of the traction
devices and the SWC for ≥0.2 s.
F.4.15 The application of the test load shall be achieved in ≤10 s.
Table F.1 – Test loads applied to rearward facing WOTRS anchorages in the rearward
direction
Minimum load applied to
torso traction device

Minimum load applied to
pelvic traction device

Minimum load applied to
SWC

kN

kN

kN

4.5 ± 0.2

4.5 ± 0.2

12.25 ± 0.2

F.4.16 Record a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage.
F.4.17 Remove the traction devices and wheelchair occupant restraints from the WAV
structure.
F.4.18 Re-configure the WAV structure and/or the loading devices such that the loads can
be applied at an angle of (10 ± 5)° above the horizontal plane at the start of the test, in a
plane parallel to the median longitudinal plane of the WAV structure and in a forward
direction relative to the WAV structure.
F.4.19 If necessary, re-adjust the tie-downs, wires or straps to reposition the SWC within the
WAV structure in the travelling position designated by the WAV manufacturer.
F.4.20 Apply a test load of (24.5 ± 0.2) kN to the SWC in a forward direction for ≥0.2 s.
F.4.21 The application of the test load shall be achieved in ≤10 s.
F.4.22 Record a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage.
F.5 Test report
The test report shall include as a minimum:
a) reference to this standard, i.e. “PAS 2012-1:2012”;
b) reference to the test, i.e. “Static strength test for WTORS anchorages and back and
head support for rearward-facing wheelchairs”;
c) date(s) of the test(s);
d) name or trademark, and address of the WAV manufacturer;
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e) name(s) and address(es) of the testing organization;
f)

make and model of base vehicle (if applicable);

g) make and model of WAV;
h) the make and model of WTORS equipment fitted for the test;
i)

drawings and photographs of the WTORS anchorages, including a material specification;

j)

drawings and photographs of the back and head support , including material
specifications;

k) test results achieved including:
1) the maximum load applied in a rearward direction relative to the WAV structure to
each of the traction devices and the SWC during the same 0.2 s period (see F.4.14);
2) the maximum load applied in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure to the
SWC for a 0.2 s period (see F.4.20);
3) the maximum load applied in a forward direction relative to the WAV structure to the
back and head support for a 2.0 s period (see F.4.3);
4) a description of any deformation or partial rupture of, or in the vicinity of any
anchorage, following the test (see F.4.14 and F.4.20);
5) the position of the SWC in the WAV structure;
6) any detachment or separation of the WTORS anchorage from the WAV structure;
and
7) any deformation, rupture or failure of the back and head support or its supporting
structure (see F.4.3).
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Annex G (normative)
Surrogate wheelchair (SWC)
NOTE The SWC used for the tests set out in Annex D is broadly based on the BS ISO 10542 SWC, with
modifications to allow additional weight to be added to its centre of gravity so as to represent wheelchairs
heavier than 85 kg.

The SWC shall:
a) be of rigid durable construction, such that there is no permanent deformation of the
frame, seat surface, or seatback in a 48 km/h 20 g frontal impact test with a 76.3 kg ATD
positioned and restrained in the SWC;
b) have a total mass of (85 ± 1) kg in its minimum weight condition;
c) incorporate a rigid weight carrier positioned at its centre of gravity such that its mass can
be increased to a maximum of (200 ± 1) kg, in 5 kg or 10 kg increments;
d) conform with the dimensions shown in Figure G.1 through to Figure G.4;
e) allow for adjustment to accommodate components and end fittings of different types of
tie-down systems;
f)

provide two front securement points and two rear securement points for four-point straptype tie-downs at the locations indicated in Figure G.1 and with the geometry specified in
Figure G.4;

g) have a centre of gravity located (142 ± 25) mm forward of the rear axle and
(287 ± 25) mm above the ground plane for the range of frame-to-floor clearance
adjustments allowed;
h) have a rigid, flat seat surface, with dimensions as shown in Figure G.3, that is oriented at
an angle of (4 ± 1.5)º to the horizontal (front end up), as shown in Figure G.1 and
Figure G.3, when the SWC tyres are resting on a flat, horizontal surface and inflated in
accordance with k) and l) below;
i)

have a rigid seatback with height and width dimensions as indicated in Figure G.2 and
Figure G.3 that is oriented at (8 ± 1.5)º to the vertical when the SWC tyres are resting on
a flat horizontal surface and inflated in accordance with k) and l) below;

j)

have a (25 ± 5) mm thick, firm (i.e. Shore A hardness of 60 to 80) rubber pad, with height
and width dimensions as indicated in Figure G.1 and Figure G.2, fixed to the front
surface of the rigid seatback;

k) have pneumatic front tyres that, when inflated to (320 ± 30) kPa with the unoccupied
SWC resting on a flat horizontal surface, have a diameter of (230 ± 10) mm, a width of
(75 ± 10) mm , and a sidewall height of (54 ± 5) mm; and
l)

have:
1) for a SWC weighing ≤85 kg, pneumatic rear tyres that, when inflated to
(320 ± 30) kPa with the unoccupied SWC resting on a flat horizontal surface, have a
diameter of (325 ± 10) mm, a width of (100 ± 10) mm, and a sidewall height of
(70 ± 5) mm;
2) for a SWC weighing >85 kg, solid rear tyres (or pneumatic rear tyres filled with foam),
that, with the unoccupied SWC resting on a flat horizontal surface, have a diameter
of (325 ± 10) mm, a width of (100 ± 10) mm, and a sidewall height of (70 ± 5) mm.
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Figure G.1 – Side view of SWC
Dimensions in millimetres
Tolerances ±5 mm unless otherwise specified
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Hard rubber backrest
Rigid seat surface
Rear securement point
Rear securement point scrap view (see Figure G.4)
Front securement point
Rear tyres (solid foam filled for SWC masses above 85 kg)
Weight carrier at centre of gravity to allow incrementally increasing weight of surrogate from
85 kg to190 kg
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Figure G.2 – Front view of SWC
Dimensions in millimetres

Key
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7

Hard rubber backrest
Rigid seat surface
Rear tyres (solid foam filled for SWC masses above 85 kg)
Weight carrier at centre of gravity to allow incrementally increasing weight of surrogate
from 85 kg to190 kg
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Figure G.3 – Plan view of SWC
Dimensions in millimetres

Key
6
7

Rear tyres (solid foam filled for SWC masses above 85 kg)
Weight carrier at centre of gravity to allow incrementally increasing weight of surrogate
from 85 kg to190 kg

Figure G.4 – Scrap view of rear tie-down attachment point (Item 4, Figure G.1)
Dimensions in millimetres
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Annex H (informative)
Dimensional parameters of the back and head support
The back and head support are essential in ensuring the safety of rearward-facing
wheelchair users in a frontal impact. However, it is recognized that seated wheelchair user
head heights and WAV internal heights vary considerably. As such, it is not practicable to
specify one size of back and head support that suits all wheelchair users in all WAV types.
Table H.1 quotes the appropriate dimensions for 5th, 50th and 95th percentile wheelchair
occupants (P5, P50 and P95). The position of point P is given as a reference for positioning
the wheelchair.
The size of the back and head support for the maximum occupied wheelchair size that the
WAV is stipulated as being capable of carrying should be determined with due regard to the
parameters given in Table H.1.
Table H.1 – Dimensional parameters of the back and head support
All dimensions in millimetres
Dimensional parameter
Height of top of head support above WAV floor
Height of point P above WAV floor
Width of backrest
Height of bottom of backrest above WAV floor
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HP
W
HL

P5
1 200
492
270
353

P50
1 275
532
320
434

P95
1 350
561
400
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Figure H.1 – Dimensional parameters (side view)
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Wheelchair space floor
Back and head support
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Figure H.2 – Dimensional parameters (rear view)
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Wheelchair space floor
Back and head support
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James Hardaker

20 February 2013
Lord Adonis
House of Lords
LONDON
Dear Lord Adonis
I wondered if I could borrow a moment of your time to consider an issue relating to
transport.
As a taxi driver by trade, there is an area of hackney carriage law which I feel is in need of a
slight amendment.
Presently, taxi drivers are allowed to pick up and drop off passengers on yellow lines, but are
not allowed to wait for any length of time. This can cause problems if customers are not
immediately ready to board the vehicle upon a taxi pulling up, as indeed is often the case
where people are waiting for taxis in their homes, shops or other premises.
Rather than expecting taxi drivers to circle the block, wasting fuel and adding to trafﬁc
congestion, I feel that an exemption to the no-waiting rule may be in order, perhaps for a
maximum period of ﬁve minutes.
I do not believe that there is anything inherently dangerous in a vehicle pausing on yellow
lines, since goods vehicles are already permitted to do so for the purposes of loading and
unloading. In some cases, this business can take some considerable time; certainly longer
than the few minutes that I would propose granting to taxi drivers.
In many respects, taxis are considered as much a public service as they are a business, and
this exemption would help them to provide an appropriate quality of service in places such
as town centres and residential streets where there are yellow lines, without drivers running
the risk of a ﬁne.
Given your background, I felt that you might see the validity of these points, and perhaps
even be able to bring some kind of proposal before the relevant body if indeed you agree with
them.
Many thanks for your attention, and I look forward with interest to reading your reply.
Yours sincerely

James Hardaker
cc

Law Commission

From: greek boy
Sent: 26 February 2013 15:41
To: TPH
Subject: PRE BOOKED JOBS
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
DEAR LAW COMMISSION

AS A SUBURBAN LONDON TAXI DRIVER I CANNOT UNDERSTAND THE LAWS OF A PRE BOOKED JOB. I HAVE PREVIOUSLY
WORKED WITH COM CAB AND I PICKED UP JOBS OUT OF MY SECTOR, I DONE THIS BECAUSE I WAS OFFERED THEM AND AS
FAR AS I UNDERSTOOD IN MY ORIGINAL MEETING WITH THEM WE WAS TOLD TO PICK UP ALL JOBS OFFERED TO US. WHEN
ASKING THE DIRECT QUESTION TO THIS COMPANY, THE ANSWER CAME BACK SAYING THIS WAS A VERY GREY AREA AND
UNTILL TOLD OTHERWISE CARRY ON WORKING WITH THE JOBS THAT ARE OFFERED TO YOU. I RESIGNED FROM COM CAB
IN 2011 NOT FOR ANY OTHER REASON THAN I DID NOT HAVE TIME TO WORK WITH THEM AS I WAS STARTING MY OWN
BUSINESS. I HAVE MAINTAINED AND RENEWED MY SUBURBAN LICENCE AND STILL SOMETIMES GO OUT IN MY TAXI. CRAZY
AS IT MAY SOUND, I STILL ENJOY TAXI DRIVING TO THE BEST OF MY STANDARDS.
SINCE APPROX MARCH 2012 WHEN THE GREEN AND YELLOW IDENTIFIERS WERE LAW ENFORCED IT HAS PUSHED THE
YELLOW BADGE DRIVERS BACK TO THEIR SECTORS AS THEY CAN NO LONGER PLY FOR HIRE OUTSIDE OF THEIR AREAS.
THIS I CLEARLY UNDERSTAND AND RESPECT, BUT FOR THOSE OF US WHO HAVE ALWAYS WORKED OUR CORRECT AREAS,
WE NOW HAVE VERY OVERFULL RANKS AND THE SUBURBAN STREETS ARE FILLED WITH EMPTY TAXIS LOOKING FOR WORK.
JUST RECENTLY I JOINED A GREAT COMPANY CALLED HAILO, AND SO HAVE MANY OTHER SUBURBAN DRIVERS, THIS IS A
TAXI BOOKING COMPANY THAT WORKS VIA THE INTERNET, IM VERY SURE YOU HAVE HEARD OF HAILO AND KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND HOW THEY WORK. (IF NOT I CAN EXPLAIN IN DETAIL IF REQUESTED). I WILL COME BACK TO SOME VERY
IMPORTANT POINTS OF LAW THAT I THINK MAY NEED ANSWERING OR UPDATING.
AS AN EXAMPLE A MINICAB (PHV) MAY PICK UP A PRE BOOKED JOB FROM ANY WHERE IN THE UK AND THIS IS TOTALLY
LEGAL. I CANT UNDERSTAND WHY A SUBURBAN DRIVER (YELLOW BADGE) IS NOT LEGALLY ALLOWED TO DO SO (OR ARE
WE ALLOWED TO DO SO)? IS IT THAT ALL THE RADIO CIRCUITS DONT WANT TO GIVE SUBURBAN DRIVERS THE PRE
BOOKED JOBS FROM CENTRAL LONDON BECAUSE THE GREEN BADGE DRIVERS WOULD CREATE VERBAL UPROAR? WE ALL
KNOW LONDON TAXI DRIVERS HAVE A CERTAIN UNSPOKEN POWER TO DEMONSTRATE ABOUT THINGS THEY OBJECT TO
AND 9 TIMES OUT OF 10 GET THEIR WAY. SUBURBAN DRIVERS MUST BE IN IN THEIR RIGHTFUL AREA TO RECEIVE A JOB OF
WHICH THE PICK UP POINT COULD BE 2-3 MILES INTO THE GREEN BADGE AREA. THIS IS COMPLETELY LEGAL. AND IN MY
OPINION AN ARGUMENTATIVE SUBJECT.
THROUGH MY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME WORKING WITH HAILO, I HAVE HEARD NOTHING BUT PRAISE AND GOOD STORIES
AS FEEDBACK FROM THE HAILO CUSTOMERS. EFFICIENT, PROFFESSIONAL, SAFE, THAT HAILO IS A LIFESAVER (NOT
LITTERALLY BUT AS A MATTER OF SPEECH) THIS ALSO GIVES US SUBURBAN DRIVERS A BETTER INCOME AND ENCOURAGES
US TO WORK MORE HOURS. AS AN EXAMPLE I COULD SIT ON TOTTENHAM HALE TAXI RANK FROM 6PM AND FINISH AT
MIDNIGHT AND ONLY EARN BETWEEN 20 AND 40 POUNDS, AND ABSOLUTELY FREEZE IN THE MEAN TIME BECAUSE THE
TAXI IS SWITCHED OFF BECAUSE OF ENGINE NOISE AND THE HIGH COST OF FUEL. THE ONLY NEGATIVE COMMENTS I GET
FROM CUSTOMERS IS THEY SAY THAT WEEKEND WAITING TIMES ARE TOO LONG IF THEY TRY TO BOOK A HAILO TAXI AND
SOMETIMES DONT FIND AN AVAILABLE HAILO TAXI AT ALL IN CENTRAL LONDON. THE PROBABLE ANSWER TO THIS IS THAT
GREEN BADGE DRIVERS HAVE EITHER EARNT THEIR WAGES AND GONE HOME OR THEY PREFER TO EARN CASH FROM THE
STREETS. THESE 2 PROBABLES ARE JUST OPINIONS.
12. Limitations on taxi driver’s licence (Order of 1934 paras. 27 & 31).
(1) A licence may be limited as to the types of taxis the holder may drive and as to
the area in which the holder may ply for hire. It is an offence to fail to observe these
conditions.
(2) A licence normally covers the whole of the Metropolitan Police District and the
City of London but where the Licensing Authority is not satisfied that the applicant
has an adequate knowledge of any part or parts of the area it may attach a condition
to the licence prohibiting the licence holder from plying for hire in such part or parts.
(Details of suburban sectors are available on application to LTPH).
THIS ABOVE PARAGRAPH SHOWS THE LAW AS SHOWN ON THE TFL WEBSITE. General Guidance On Hackney Carriage Law
For London's Licensed Taxi Drivers.
FROM HOW IM READING THIS LAW I HOPE IM RIGHT IN SAYING 1934 WAS THE DATE THIS WAS MADE LAW? (YOU MAY
CONFIRM OR OTHERWISE CORRECT ME WITH THE RIGHT DATE) NOW GOING ON THE DATE LAW QUOTED, I AM QUITE SAFE
IN SAYING THIS WAS PRE INTERNET. WE PROBABLY HAD MINICAB OFFICES IN 1934 BUT THIS IS IRRELEVENT AT THE
MOMENT. I REFER BACK TO THE PARAGRAPH ABOVE WHICH QUOTES A licence may be limited as to the types of taxis the
holder may drive and as to
the area in which the holder may ply for hire. It is an offence to fail to observe these
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conditions.. I BEG THE QUESTION IF A SUBURBAN DRIVER IS SITTING STATIONARY OR DRIVING WITH THE
ORANGE/YELLOW TAXI LIGHT SWITCHED OFF, (OUTSIDE THEIR AREA) ARE THEY PLYING FOR HIRE? I PERSONALLY WOULD
SAY NO. SO IF A PRE BOOKED JOB IS SENT TO US FROM WHICHEVER RADIO CIRCUIT WE ARE ON, WHY ARE WE AND
WHICH LAW ARE WE BREAKING? OK SO TO SUM UP THIS ENQUIRY, I WOULD BE CORRECT IN ASSUMING A MINICAB
DRIVER IS ALLOWED TO RECEIVE AND PICK UP A PRE BOOKED JOB FROM ANY UK DESTINATION REGARDLESS OF WHAT
AREA THAT DRIVER IS IN!
MY FINDINGS LEAD ME TO SEE DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORK PLACE. MAYBE MY FINDINGS ARE NOT CORRECT AND IF SO
MY SINCERE APOLOGIES TO ALL INVOLVED, BUT IF, AND I QUOTE IF THE LAWS ARE BEING FAVOURED TOWARD ANY
PARTICULAR PARTY THEN A REVIEW OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM NEEDS TO BE PUT INTO ACTION BY A TEAM OF LEGAL
EXPERTS.
CHRIS
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From: Em Latham
Sent: 27 February 2013 13:51
To: TPH
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Hello,
Recently i have been in touch with my local MP Austin Mitchell, who then got in touch with the Minister regarding
taxi services in Grimsby for the disabled.
The Minister sent him to send me the website which included the law commission, and that i could follow it up with
you if i wished.
Basically we have been having problems for awhile but the main problem i was taken to A & E for i was in a lot of
pain, mum wanted to be there to support me. Dad dropped us off, but then had to go to work. Mum is disabled she has
a deteriorating spine, fibromylagia and other nerve related problems effecting her arms and shoulders, she uses a
wheelchair and scooter but because she is wanting to be more independent and hated it when i use to push her around
in the wheelchair, because she couldn't look at me whilst talking etc my dad got her a scooter to use. Well anyway, we
was in a & e ages, and it was dark, freezing, raining before we were finished and ready to go home. We phoned every
taxi place we could think of and asked at the hospital for ones they could think of and phoned them, there was none
working that was able to take a disabled scooter, so mum had to go home on her own in the freezing cold, rain and
dark. I had to get a taxi because i was too ill to walk with her. Just think this was shocking! that not one taxi was
available, not one place said yes but you will have to wait.
I am my mums full time carer so once my dad is at work we rely on taxis to get us around. Sometimes in the day we
can get a taxi, but most of the time we have to wait in the cold for ages, or sometimes there is non available and i have
to walk home and mum on her scooter. And if there is more and more people wanting to get out and about using taxis
and their scooters, as i have seen a lot more people using them, then to be honest we probably won't get one at all.
Its not fair that my mum gets treated like this really, we can't get on the bus, we find it an hard job using the trains, and
now taxis all because she is disabled, which is not her fault. It makes her think why even bother going out at all, and
that't really not a good attitude to have because that can make everything a whole lot worse if you know what i mean.
I really hope you can help.
Thanks for your time
Emma Latham
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From: David Cain
Sent: 02 March 2013 14:16
To: TPH
Subject: Government licensing
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Good afternoon did you no when the law was changed around 8 years ago. Which bought all chauffeur companies
under their local authority. Over night the government made thousands of chauffeur companies an illegal operation !
You may well ask how ? The reason being when local councils issue operators licences. Part of their conditions state
operators must only sub contract work to other operators who that particular council licence. Now that may work when
your a regular private hire company. But when your a executive chauffeur company it's impossible. Before the law
was changed businesses would and still do pass work around the country. They would only use close & trusted
businesses that they had built a good working relationship with. And some councils won't allow privacy glass other
councils will. Now when your picking up government ministers which I do on occasions or famous people they want
and demand privacy glass. And there are a load of other stupid issues when you come under the local authority. What
I'm asking is there a possibility that there could be a national licence ? VOSA could M O T the vehicles and when the
driver collects the M O T he can bring along a current CRB with him. This would then bring in extra revenue for the
government which I'm sure it needs. Local councils rip drivers off ! A CRB I think is around £18:00 from Scotland
Yard the local authority charge me £49:00. Why should they make around £30:00 on me for doing next to nothing. I've
been in this industry for 14 years now starting out as a regular private hire driver. And over the 4 to 5 years gone over
to the executive side of the industry. The game I have to go through just not to display taxi plates it's a joke. As I say
there are a lot of issues with some local councils but not all of them are idiots. Some of my colleagues tell how there
local council is. It makes me want to move home just to come under a decent council. So my idea of a government
licence can work and bring in revenue for the government. Just to give you an example of waste my local council
spent £24,000 on a survey. A total waste of money all drivers where angry at such waste. So you could make
thousands of chauffeur companies very happy if the law commission went down the path of a national licence.
Obviously there is a need for the local authority if your a taxi driver. But if your not a taxi driver why should you be
treated like one by your local authority ?
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Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.

It is essential to continue the distinction between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked fares.
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
We agree with that London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
the reform
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
We agree that the regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with
the services of a driver
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
There would be NO advantage to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence
We agree with the suggestion that it is difficult to predict what modes of transport may become
common (or return to vogue) in the future. It would therefore not be desirable to use a definition
which might not cover all forms of road transport services which are provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
It is essential that the new definition does not provide exceptions which will enable services to
operate outside the law
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
We agree that public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and
private hire vehicles. Taxi and private hire vehicles should cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers and limousines

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
We agree that references to stage coaches charging separate fares should no‐ longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
We disagree that the Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. It is essential that these forms of vehicles are prevented from plying for hire.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.

We agree that genuine volunteers should be excluded. But the terms regarding the exclusion
of ancillary services should be drafted to avoid loopholes which may, for example, allow
hotels or clubs to operate a transport service for guests or clients.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
Carpooling should be excluded from regulation. Care should be taken to ensure that members clubs
are not provided with an opportunity to operate transport services as referred to in 8 above.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
There should be no exclusions from the national standards for taxi and private hire licensing regimes
set by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
We agree that weddings and funerals should no‐longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
There would be no merit in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
We agree that regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. The imperative of public safety applies no differently where the
services to the public are being provided on public or private land.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
There should be no concessionary agreements in place at airports which result in a monopoly
arrangement for private hire operators.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.

The concept of “plying for hire” should be placed on a statutory footing, in accordance with
the relevant stated cases and include reference to ranking and hailing; together with a nonexhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire.
The legitimate activity of private hire should be accommodated, with care taken to
specifically exclude any activity which constitutes plying for hire.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
We disagree that the concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. Technology should not be used to engage the services of a private hire vehicle
and driver which is exhibited and immediately available for hire. It is essential that all private hire
bookings are processed via a licensed operator.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?

There would be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of
“arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”. A taxi should be
permitted to ply for hire from a stationary position in any public place, unless restricted by a
road traffic regulation, except within the vicinity of an authorised taxi rank.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
We agree that the concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
We agree that pre‐booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of
taxis to be pre‐booked.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
We agree that the leisure and non‐professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would, however, be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in
respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
We agree that reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
It is imperative that the difference between taxis and private hire vehicles is maintained and it is
essential that private hire vehicles are not described as “taxis” or “cabs” in advertising. The proposal
that terms similar to “pre‐booked” should be used underlines the confusion that permitting private
hire to use such terms would cause.
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
We agree that taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
Local authorities should retain powers to apply additional standards that build on the existing
reputation of the taxi and private hire industries.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
We agree that taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
Local authorities should retain powers to apply additional standards that build on the existing
reputation of the taxi and private hire industries.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
We agree that national safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
We agree that private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no‐longer apply to private hire drivers.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
Local standard‐setting for private hire services should be specifically retained in respect of vehicle
signage.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
We do not envisage any practical obstacles to setting common national safety standards (eg
minimum four wheels) for both taxis and private hire vehicles.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
Local circumstances may dictate that national conditions in respect of driver safety should be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
We agree that the powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set minimum standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
We agree that the powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
The best approach for determining the content of national safety standards would be the statutory
requirement to consult with a technical advisory panel.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis and private hire
vehicles, provided above the minimum national standards.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
There should be no statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire
drivers or operators.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
The powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate are best left to local arrangements
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
We agree that neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
We agree that licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within
their area. This would allow other licensing authorities to replicate the London model.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?

It would not be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority. Such
power would be unenforceable and generate confusion.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.

We disagree that private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
We disagree with the proposal not to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out‐of‐
area drop offs.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
We agree that licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
Taxis should be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre‐booked
journeys.
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?

National driver safety standards, such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” should be
included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety
conditions.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.

We disagree that vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?

National vehicle safety standards should be included within the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
We agree that operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
Radio taxi circuits have operated unlicensed in London for over 50 years. The LCDC is not aware of
any evidence, minor or significant, which indicates that the taxi trade or public would have
benefitted from a licensing regime, and the Association sees no value in extending operator licensing
to cover radio taxi circuits.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
The definition of operators should be extended in order to include intermediaries. This re‐definition
will eliminate the present confusion which results from the absence of effective enforcement.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
The “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators should be retained.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
We agree that operators should be expressly permitted to sub‐contract services. Provided that the
sub‐contractor is licensed within the same licensing area.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
Where a taxi driver takes a pre‐booking directly, that there should be no record‐keeping
requirement.
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.

We do not agree that licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers, especially where failure to do so would result in unacceptable levels of congestion
and pollution.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?

If licensing authorities lose the ability to restrict numbers, it is very likely that an immediate and
unacceptable increase in the levels of congestion and pollution will arise.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Transitional measures should be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed.
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.

Individual licensing authorities should decide whether it is appropriate in their area to issue a
separate licence for wheelchair accessible vehicles and whether priority and special provision
at ranks should be made available for such vehicles.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Individual licensing authorities should decide whether it is appropriate in their area to offer lower
licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not have any suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for
the different needs of disabled passengers.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
We agree that it would not be appropriate to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
National standards for drivers of taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability
awareness training for new applicants only.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
We agree that in order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?

The decision as to whether it is safe and reasonable to stop for a hiring must, in ALL circumstances,
remain the sole prerogative of the driver
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
Authorised licensing officers should have the power to stop licensed vehicles.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
The issue of touting would be best addressed by the introduction of a level of penalties (including
the power to impound vehicles) which would deter offenders, coupled with a robust enforcement
regime.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
It is imperative to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
rules. This would have a significant deterrent effect on illegal activity. The powers of licensing
officers in respect of drivers should be extended accordingly.

Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Licensing authorities should make greater use of fixed penalty schemes for minor offences, such as
failure to wear his or her badge. This form of enforcement could also be used to compliment
compliance action against private hire vehicles which form illegal ‘taxi ranks’ in contravention of
waiting regulations.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.

We agree that enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?
Cross‐border enforcement powers should extend to suspensions and revocation of licences. An
effective way of achieving this would be to permit direct corrective action, for example impounding
the licences of drivers and vehicles.
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
We agree that the right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a
taxi or private hire licence, should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the
relevant licence.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
We agree that the first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider
its decision.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
We agree that appeals should continue to be heard in the Magistrates’ Court.

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
There should be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.

Grant Davis

LCDC Chairman
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